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Three miniature valves for "Deaf Aid"
or "Pocket Size" Amplifiers

ACTUAL
SIZE

Overall !mith
3 inches including pins.

Diameter :
inch approx.

Miniature 4 pin bases.

LIST PRICES
TYPE H12 15/- ea.

TYPE 'L12 15/- ea.

TYPE S12 17/6 ea.

Write for

All with 2 vole, 0.06 amp. filaments

TYPE S12'
A screen grid tetrode with anode top cap, suitable for
either choke or resistance coupling.

Typical working conditions.
With 36 volts H.T. :-
Anode resistance, 250,000 ohms.
Screen resistance, t megohm.
Anode current, 0.5 mA. approx.
Stage gain (audio -frequency), 26 times..

TYPE H12
A high " m " triode for first or second stage, suitable for
choke or resistance coupling.

Typical working conditions.
With 36 volts H.T.:-
Anode resistance, 25,000 ohms.
Anode current, 0.04 mA. approx.
Stage gain, 15 times. '

TYPE L12
An output' triode giving adequate power for a telephone
earpiece in cases where the H.T. voltage and current are
restricted.

Typical working conditions.
With 36 volts H.T. :-
Anode current, 1.8 mA. approx.
Grid bias, - 3 volts.
Power Output, 8.o milliwatts approx.

Descriptive Leaflets with Characteristic Curves
Recommended Circuit Diagrams.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Television

Accelerating Rate of Progress
THE combined efforts of the

Government -appointed Com-
mittee, the B.B.C. and manu-
facturers have succeeded in

establishing here a television service
which is the envy of all other countries.
It is a service of which we may very
justly be proud ; but public response
has been slow and when we consider
the excellence of the pictures, the
reliability of the sets and the con-
tinually improving programmes put out
by the B.B.C., there seems to be some-
thing wrong if the public does not
respond and take advantage of it.

In a recent Address which he gave
before the Royal Society Of Arts, Mr.
Kirke, of the B.B.C. Research Depart-
ment, said that the television service
was being seriously handicapped be-
cause the public was not responding by
buying a sufficient number of sets. He
emphasised the difficulties which lay in
the way of justifying an extension of
the service to other areas, which would
involve great expenditure, until a really
enthusiastic interest on the part of the
public in London to the service already
operating is assured.

It is not surprising, in these circum-
stances, that the manufacturers, in co-
operation with the B.B.C., should now
be launching a campaign with the
object of bringing home to the public
the fact that a television service is now
really established and that sets can be
bought at prices which are remarkably
low for the entertainment provided.
Whatever steps are possible will be
taken to make the public television
conscious, and the slogan of the cam-
paign is " Television is here : you
cannot shut your eyes to it ! "

There have been, during recent weeks,
indications that the public is beginning

to show. greater enthusiasm and every
possible encouragement should be given
to this attitude, not only to ensure that
the present expenditure on programmes
and transmissions can be justified, but
to pave the way for the further exten-
sion of television to other parts of the
country.

National Service
The Wireless Register

IN this issue we publish again the
National Wireless Register Form
which first appeared last week.

The Wireless World has inaugurated
this National Wireless Register in con-
junction with the Wireless Telegraphy
Board in order that the Authorities
may be able to assess the potential re-
sources in trained or partially trained
wireless personnel in the country.

As we have already explained, filling
up the form does not involve any
liability, but will provide a means of
classifying those experienced in wireless,
so that in the event of an emergency
which would require that everyone
should put himself at the service of the
country; the right job could be found
for every person with wireless qualifica-
tions ; either continuing in his present
occupation or in some other where the
utmost use could be made of his
capabilities.

Those who are in reserved occupa-
tions would not, of course, be required
to volunteer for other work, but it would
still be valuable that they should be
included in the Register for the sake of
completeness, and because no matter
what occupation of value you may at
present be in there is always the possi-
bility that you can render still more
valuable service in another capacity.

It is hoped then that every reader
will make it his business to complete
and post this form as early as possible
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Wireless Altimeter
"ECHO SOUNDING" FOR AIRCRAFT

THE radio altimeter for aeroplanes
has been something of a will-o'-
the-wisp. Though presenting the
attractive theoretical possibility

of measuring the plane's height above the
ground, rather than the sea level, it has
encountered major difficulties in a rather
long experimental life. One such diffi-
culty was that the simplest of the radio
altimeters has the unfortunate property of
repeating the same indication for a num-
ber of altitudes at regular intervals,
making possible an error somewhat like
that of confusing a.m, and p.m. when
reading a clock. Such uncertainty may
be serious. Another outstanding short-
coming was that with the commoner
schemes the readings of altitude were only
as accurate as the frequency constancy
of the transmitter which sent the radio

feeds the small half -wave dipole transmit-
ting antenna via a short concentric feeder
line. The transmitting antenna radiates
in most directions, hence the dipole " re-
ceiving antenna " at the other end of the
wing of the plane receives both a " direct
signal " and a signal which has gone down
to earth and rebounded to the plane
(" reflected signal " in the diagram).
Both paths are show in Fig. 1. Since the
two paths are not of the same length, the
two signals do not arrive at the same
time. To be of practical use a radio alti-
meter must be able to measure this time -
difference automatically, translate it into
terms of plane height, and indicate this
result promptly. The Model i altimeter
differs from others principally in the
manner of making this measurement and
indicating the result. The transmitter
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Fig. 1.-Block dia-
gram to illustrate
operation of the alti-
meter. The trans-
mitter and receiver
units are mounted on
opposite wing tips of
the aircraft. This and
the other illustrations
are reproduced by
courtesy of Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories.
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signal employed in making the measure-
ments. Since the ultra -high -frequency
transmitter is installed in the plane, and
aircraft conditions are severe, this is no
minor problem. Both difficulties have
been avoided very neatly in the new
Western Electric Model r altimeter
recently described before the American
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences by
Lloyd Espenschied and R. C. Newhouse,
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories (New
York. City).

The Model i altimeter begins with the
familiar basis of an ultra -high -frequency
transmitter carried by the plane and trans-
mitting to a receiver in the same plane
as suggested by the block diagram of
Fig. I. The UHF oscillator at the left

does not operate at
a fixed frequency,
but is " wobbled "
rapidly in a regular
manner. The fre-
quency modulation
is in a saw -tooth
pattern as shown
by the solid line in
Fig. 2 marked " di-
rect signal." When
such a frequency -
modulated signal is received it is impos-
sible for the frequency variation of the
direct signal to be in step with the varia-
tions of frequency of the reflected signal,
because of the difference in travel time.
The delay of the modulation pattern is

By Our New York Correspondent

proportional to the difference in path
length, which difference is almost exactly
twice the plane's height. The use of the
saw -tooth variation pattern, which is
made up of straight-line sections, insures
that the frequency difference between the
two signals is likewise proportional to the
delay. Now this difference -frequency
can he taken out by an ordinary detector,
amplified and made to operate a direct -
reading frequency meter calibrated in feet
of ground clearance. The process of de-
tection of the difference -frequency is very
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Fig. 2.-Method of obtaining a frequency proportional to altitude.

much like the analogous process effected
by the first detector of a superheterodyne.

Describing the functioning of the de-
vice, the Western Electric Company
states " a city usually causes rapid
fluctuations of the order of 5o feet
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Wireless Altimeter--
- farmland causes fluctuations of lower fre-
quency and amplitude. An isolated high
object such as a skyscraper or a chimney
is indicated only by a slight meter kick as
the aeroplane passes over it, which may
not be noticed by the observer. . . The
gas storage tank near the
Chicago airport is an excel-
lent thing upon which to
demonstrate the altimeter per-
formance. It is very useful as
a position indicator when ap-
proaching an airport on a
course which crosses an ob-

View of the transmitter, with
cover removed. At the centre
of the framework is seen the
double triode " door-
knob" valve, mounted
directly on the Lecher
wire tuning system.

it

struction of appreciable height and size,
since the moment of passage over the
obstruction is clearly indicated."

Fig. 2 is largely sell explanatory, ex-
cept as to the symbols employed. "h "
is the height of the plane, "C'' the speed
of propagation, and " L1F " the peak
value of the frequency variation or modu-
lation. The proportionality between
time -difference and frequency -difference is
clue to the use of a modulation curve made
up of straight-line sections. The differ-
ence-frequencv is riot actually constant
for a fixed altitude, but drops to zero
momentarily at each point where the

pOR fairly obvious reasons, the pilot of an aircraft flying over, say, hilly country
in conditions of poor visibility is less interested in knowing his height above

sea level than in the height above the surface of the earth immediately below him.
Tlif Western Electric Altimeter described in this article gives a direct indication
of ground clearance (height above the surface of the earth) which is precisely the

information needed under the conditions envisaged.

0

dashed and solid curves cross. This is
shown by the lower pattern which is the
form of the detector output. The flat
tops of this curve predominate and repre-
sent the frequency to which the indicating
meter responds. The height of the tops
changes with the plane's height, but their
length depends upon the frequency of the
modulation.

It is very desirable to provide two
ranges for an altimeter, one for normal
use and one for landing or other close
approaches to the earth. The Model I
altimeter provides snap -switch selection
of ranges of o-i,00n and 0-5,000 feet. It

is interesting to note that multiple ranges
can be obtained in several ways with a
citcuit of this sort, since it is possible to
cause a selector switch to operate on the
meter itself, or on the frequency modulat-
ing device. The latter is possible because
the difference -frequency is proportional to
both the number of frequency -modulation
cycles per second and to the amplitude (f)
of these cycles. This is true because these
two factors multiplied together represent
the rate -of -change of the transmitter fre-
quency, which when multiplied by the
time difference (2 h C) becomes equal to
the detector output frequency fD. It is,

The various units of the altimeter equipment. A, receiver ; B, transmitter dipole (length is about rin.) ; C, power supply unit, including HT
generator ; D, UHF oscillator ; E, indicating meter, calibrated in hundreds and thousands of feet ; F, range switch (hundreds to thousands of feet) ;

G, junction box ; H, receiving dipole. Total weight of equipment is 7o lbs
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Wireless Altimeter-
therefore, necessary that the modulation
be very constant. This problem partially
replaces the one of oscillator constancy.
Frequency variations of the oscillator,
unless they are rapid and of considerable
amplitude, do not have the serious conse-
quences which would appear in a system
attempting to establish standing waves
between the plane and earth on the basis
of, a single. frequency.

" Door -knob " Valve

The transmitter is shown partially dis-
assembled in the first photograph. It
employs one of the special double -ended
Western Electric triodes previously
described in The Wireless World. These
" door -knob " tubes have the plate and
grid support rods carried straight through
the bulb so that the tube may be inserted
ili the centre of a Lecher wire tuning
system whose ends are short-circuited (for
RF). This arrangement minimises radia-
tion losses from the rods forming the
tuned system and approximately halves
the RF current flowing into each lead-in
wire of the tube. Since the wavelength
is below i meter this effects a considerable
gain in efficiency. The adjustable tuning
bridges and the upper tuned rod are
Nisible in the photograph, as is the tube at
the centre of the housing

The second photograph shows the
essential component parts of a Model
equipment The front row consists of
the bending and receiving dipoles and the
indicating meter with its range -selecting
switch The dipoles are less than a foot

,

long. They are carried on short lengths
of tubing which with the enclosed concen-
tric rod act as impedance -matching
devices and in turn connect to the
feeders (not shown) from sender and re-
ceiver. The indicating meter is a normal
DC meter working in conjunction with a
frequency -measuring circuit. In the rear
row. from left to right are the receiver, the
power supply and control box, the trans-
mitter, and a junction box, all con-
nected by such lengths of shielded mul-
tiple -conductor cable as may fit the parti-
cular installation. Definite information is
lacking, but the frequency employed and
the appearance of the receiver both make
it fairly certain that the coupling devices
are concentric tuned lines with trombone
adjustment at the front panel.

PROBLEM CORNER -5
Test Your Powers of Deduction

HENRY FARRAD, another sample
of whose correspondence is given
below, has a reputation for cor-

rectly diagnosing his friends' radio
troubles. Readers are invited to work
this one out for themselves before turning
to p. 112.

99, Blomfontein Parade,
Surbdon

Dear Henry,
Since you last head trout rm. I, too, hax e

been confined to my room-suatka, tt
seems A most unfortunate time, for I
wanted to give the garden t good digging
before the winter is too far advanced, and
now I have had to pay a Jool ot a man to
do it for me

Another regrettable occurrence is that just
when I wanted the wireless most it has let
me down. Not altogether, you. understand,
but it is definitely not as good as it was,
and there seems to be more hum than usual.
Another thing-when your aunt was con-
necting tip the extension loud speaker for me
she says she got quite a shock from it. I am
quite certain that has never happened be-
fore. Can you Understand it, my boy?

Your affectionate
Uncle Adrian.

What was wrong with " the wireless," and
why?

Amateur Transmitting
Station G5CD

At Hendon, London, N.W.4
This station, owned and operated by Mr. D. N.
Corfield, carries out experimental transmis-
sions on 1.7, 3.5, 28 and 56 Mc,s wavebands.

A considerable amount
of work is done under
artificial aerial condi-
tions. The inset picture
above shows the equip-
ment used for transmis-
sion on 57.68 Mc,s,
which can operate on
an input up to moo

watts. The station is
usually to be heard on
Sundays, in the morn-
ing on m 7 and 3 5 Mcts
bands and in the even-
ing on 3 5 and 56 Mc s
bands. HT voltage
supply for the various
transmitters and test
equipment is derived
from a comprehensive
unit seen on the left of

the lower picture.
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Motor Car
Part I.-HOW IGNITION SYSTEMS
AFFECT TELEVISION RECEPTION

IT is fortunate that those types of elec-
trical interference which are so preva-
lent on medium and long waves have,
in most cases, negligible effects on the

ultra -short wavelengths earmarked for
television and other important services.
It is unfortunate, however, that the re-
verse can occur and that certain forms of
electrical interference, while producing
negligible effects on medium and long
waves, can bring utter confusion into the
ultra -short wavebands by virtue of the
effects they produce.

Of the few formsof interference which
may mar either or both vision and sound
channels of our television broadcasts one
may tabulate :-

(r) Ignition systems of internal combus-
tion engines.

(2) High -frequency medical apparatus.
(3) Oscillation from certain badly de-

signed broadcast receivers.
The interference due to the ignition

systems of motor vehicles of private and
commercial type is by far the worst
offender in this respect, not only on
account of the effects of the interference
upon both the vision and sound channels,
but because of its widespread influence ; it
will accordingly be the only form to be dis-
cussed in this article.

2,5 MICROSECONDS

Fig. I.-Diagram showing waveform of an
interfering pulse produced by a discharge
from an ignition coil across the gap of a

sparking plug.

The interference is primarily due to the
high -voltage circuit of the ignition system
which provides a spark across the sparking
plug gap. At each spark a train of highly
damped oscillatory currents will flow
through the high-tension wiring system,
and from it will radiate electro-magnetic-
fields. The reason why these currents are

By
F. R. W. STRAFFORD

(Research Dept.,
Belling and Lee, Ltd.)

The white spots on this
untouched photograph
of a television screen
are due to interference
from a near -by motor
car. The " annoyance
value " of the interfer-
ence has been greatly
reduced by photographic

reproduction.

nterference

IN addition to describing how

interference is generated by the
ignition systems of motor vehicles,
this article discusses in detail the

effects of the interfering pulses on
television reception.

oscillatory is due to the fact that the dis-
tributed constants of the ignition wiring
system comprise inherent inductances and
capacities, and these are set into oscilla-
tion by the momentary voltage pulse ap-
plied to the circuit by the spark coil, or
magneto.

The British Electrical and Allied Indus-
tries Research Association have conducted
a series of investigations into the spark-
ing mechanism of ignition systems with a
view to finding out the nature of the oscil-
latory currents produced thereby. Their
studies include some excellent high-speed
oscillography. These oscillograms show
that the current through the sparking plug,
at the time of discharge, consists of a series
of decaying oscillations whose funda-
mental frequency is of the order of 35
megacycles per second. These oscillationS
rapidly decay to a negligible magnitude in
a time not generally greater than 24 micro-
seconds, depending rather upon the
general disposition of the high -voltage cir-
cuit and the length of lead employed. A
typical pulse of this oscillatory current
would look something like that depicted in
Fig. I.

A very surprising and original finding
was that the peak amplitude of this cur-
rent pulse at or around its starting time
was of the order of roo amperes, depend-
ing to some extent upon the gap length
of the sparking plug. It is interesting to
note that the instantaneous peak ampli-
tude of the current in the transmitting
aerial at Alexandra Palace never attains

anything near so great a value! It is in-
deed fortunate that the radiating efficiency
of the high -voltage wiring in a vehicle is
less than that of the Palace aerial!

It is a simple matter to provide a suit-
able measuring equipment to verify that
the interfering fields from ignition systems
are mainly vertically polarised. The re-
sponse of a horizontal doublet to this form
of interference is some ten times less than
when the same doublet is vertically dis-
posed. It is wondered whether the Radio
Corporation of America have adopted
horizontal polarisation for their experi-
mental television service for the same
reason.

It is difficult to measure or express the
field strength of ignition interference be-
cause of the transient nature of the dis-
turbance.

Effect on Television Reception
If one sets up a television receiver and

drives a motor vehicle close to the aerial it
will be observed that the picture will be
covered by longitudinal flashes of light,
exhibiting the general appearance of a
driving snowstorm in which the snow is
moving horizontally. Now, as the car is
driven away from the aerial it will be
noted that the flashes of light will diminish
in size rather than in brightness until they
ultimately become mere specks and appear
to become merged into the picture. The
most important point to realise here is that
the spot, never appears to become grey or
dim, but rather to decrease in size and
ultimately vanish. Now, although the
shape of the initial pulse of ignition cur-
rent is known, it cannot truthfully be said
that we know much about the shape of
the pulse after it has passed as an electro-
magnetic wave through the ether, and as
a current through the aerial feeder, the
tuned circuits and detector of the receiver.
All we know from experiment is that the
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Motor Car Interference-
length rather than the brightness of the
actual spot appears to decrease as the in-
tensity of the field is made to decrease
(for example, by driving the car to a re-
mote point).

Now, having a knowledge of the original
pulse shape and its effect upon the picture,
particularly as the magnitude of interfer-
ence is decreased, a logical determination
of what modifications to the pulse shape
are effected during its transmission may
be established.

As a start, let us suppose that the
original oscillatory impulse as "depicted in
Fig. i is undisturbed in its general shape
in the process of being transmitted through
the ether and the complicated network
comprising the television receiver until it
arrives at the terminals of the detector.
After detection (rectification) it is clear that
the pulse will become uni-directional, and
will be represented as shown in Fig. 2.(a),
which is, of course, an outline of one side
of the envelope of Fig. i. This is the pulse
of voltage which would be applied to the
controlling electrode of the cathode-ray
tube. Now, supposing at the instant of
time T the amplitude v of the voltage ap-
plied to the controlling electrode of the
cathode-ray tube is of sufficient intensity
to produce full -vision white intensity on
the screen, then the amplitude over the
time from the origination of the pulse up
to time T would have the same effect. It
is quite clear, therefore, that an intensity
corresponding to full -vision white will
occur over a time of duration OT.

Now let us take the vehicle to a more
distant point so that
the magnitude of
the impulse when it
arrives at the aerial
system of the re-
ceiver is rn u c h
smaller, as depicted
in Fig. 2 (b) . It is
clear now that the
time between initia-
tion and the in-
stant Tr, over
which the pulse is
of sufficient ampli-
tude to give full -
vision white, has
been reduced by
quite a considerable
amount ; for example, at a distance of a
few feet the impulse may be of such mag-
nitude that it has the effect of maintaining
full -vision white amplitude at the cathode-
ray tube for a period of 21 microseconds,
wheras when taken 3o or 40 yards away
the effective time over which this full -
vision white is maintained may be less
than 1 microsecond.

The electron beam which is scanning the
surface of the screen at a fixed velocity
travels from one side of the screen to the
other in approximately loo microseconds.
On a screen 7 inches in width a pulse pro-
ducing full -vision white for 21 micro-
seconds will, by a little calculation, pro-
duce a spot between one -eighth and one -
fifth of an inch long, the spot due to a
pulse. occupying an effective time of

1 microsecond for the full -vision white
period would be reduced in length to ap-
proximately one twenty-fifth of an inch,
and so an, pro rata.

This theory fits in with the observed
facts very nicely, and it can therefore be
assumed, with some degree of certainty,
that the envelope shape of the initial pulse
is not modified to any vast extent by the
circuit network through which the disturb-
ance has to travel before it ultimately
reaches the controlling electrode of the
cathode-ray tube.

When interference Disappears

The foregoing may also explain in some
measure the reason why the brightness of
the spot does not seem to change to a very
great extent, although its dimensions do ;
for we can visualise the limiting time
interval becoming so short that the length
of the interfering spot becomes compar-
able, or small, in relation to the
diameter of the spot due to the electron
beam, thus producing the effect of the
interference becoming submerged into the
picture mosaic.

While the theory is undoubtedly specu-
lative, it does appear that the annoyance
factor of television interference from the
viewpoint of its effect on the picture must
be expressed in terms of the size of the
spot rather than by its brightness, for a
number of large dull spots would be far
more objectionable than the same number
of minute bright spots.

From the foregoing it is evident that any
instrument which is to measure the peak

Fig. 2.-The interfering pulse of Fig. r, after rectification ; the
diagrams represent two different amplitudes.

intensity of the interfering field will be
very different from that intended to
measure what might be regarded as the
annoyance factor, and due consideration
must be given as to which type of
measurement will be preferable.

It is evident, from an inspection of the
interfering pattern obtained on pictures in
known field strengths exceeding io milli-
volts per metre, that at a distance of 3o
to 40 feet from the side of a main road the
peak intensity of the interfering field, from
the ignition systems, must be of a similar
order to those of the incoming signals
themselves, that is, to the peak amplitude
at full -vision white modulation.

Apparatus is not as yet available
whereby the exact instantaneous peak
amplitude of the ignition interference can

be measured, but it is safe to predict that
very high figures would be obtained,
because the indications in practice so

obviously point that way.
So far as the interference with the sound

reproduction is concerned, this is another
matter, since the principles involved are
so very much different in that the ear is
now involved instead of the eye.

If we assume, as we did in the case of
vision, that the actual envelope shape of
the pulse is relatively unaffected by the
aerial and receiver network, then the loud
speaker will receive pulses of current of
similar shape to that shown in Fig. 2.
Now these pulses occur rhythmically in
the firing order of the engine ; at an engine
speed corresponding to 3o miles per hour
for average vehicles, the number of spark-
ing impulses per second is of the order of
5o, but the pulse itself lasts for a very
much shorter period than the actual time
between each pulse ; hence the effect of
the pulse current in the voice coil of the
loud speaker will be to cause the dia-
phragm to be set into oscillation at its
own natural frequency, and the time over
which it tends to oscillate will be deter-
mined largely by its own electrical and
mechanical damping. The result is a
rhythmic clicking sound, very much like
that produced by a distant machine gun.
In either the measurement or the expres-
sion of the interfering effects of ignition
systems with television reception, it must
be made clear whether reference is being
made to the vision or sound channel.

Independent of the method used for the
measurement of the interfering field inten-
sity, it will be interesting to see how this
intensity changes with the distance from
the source. If an initial measurement is
taken at a distance of about io yards
from the bonnet of the vehicle it will be
observed that the intensity has. fallen to
approximately one -thirtieth at a ,distance
of about 130 yards. At a distance of
about 6o yards the interference will have
fallen to approximately one -tenth of its
original value.'

It must not be forgotten that these
measurements must be taken under con-
ditions where no stray effects can be intro-
duced. it is well known, for example,
that the interference can be picked up by
telephone and telegraph wires and carried
some distance and re -radiated on to the
receiving aerial, but this is hardly a fair
test. It is also possible for reflections to
occur, so that as one recedes from the
source of interference the actual field in-
tensity exhibits a succession of maxima
and minima. Here again the presence df
some conducting obstacle or obstacles is
indicated.

Having given quite a lot of considera-
tion to the cause, and nature of the effects,
of ignition interference, it is now necessary
to deal at some length with the means
whereby the effects may be eliminated
from the response of a television receiving
system. Part II of this article will attempt
to cover that important aspect of the
subject.

ERA Report M/T47. Short Wave InterferL
ence from Ignition Systems.
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Part V.-Constructing
S S the exciter unit is designed to

operate on two wavelengths, viz.,
21 and 42 metres, the same pro-
vision must he made in the power

amplifier. We can use either switching or
plug-in coils for Nv a v eba n d changing, but
the latter are in general the more satis-
factory. RF currents of some magnitude
circulate in these circuits and a very little
resistance in the wrong place can lead to
quite a serious loss in power.

Idle coils may also prove troublesome,
for if with the stray capacities they reson-
ate to the working frequency, losses will

ransmitting
tation

and Adjusting the Power Amplifier
take place through absorption. By
properly designing the amplifier the
neutralising will hold with any set of coils
likely to be used. We can now draw the
complete circuit of the amplifying stage
which takes the form of Fig. Ir.

If a metal chassis is used the grid
circuit tuning condenser, CI, should
be mounted on an insulated bracket, as
the moving vanes are not actually con-
nected to the earth line. If this is incon-
venient they could be made " earthy " by
shifting C2 .and connecting it between RI
and the moving vanes of Cr.

There would
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probably be no
noticeable differ-
ence in the per-
formance by
making this change
though it is a good
policy to complete
all tuned circuits in
transmitters in the
most direct way
and avoid including
non - essential com-
ponents that may
have an appreci-
able RF resistance
at the frequency of
operation.

For the grid
circuit the coil Li
can be wound on a

Fig. tt.-Theoretical
circuit of the power
amplifier. The
neutralising conden-
ser C3 must be proof
against short circuits
and capable of with-
standing the full HT

voltage.

THIS. instalment deals with the
construction of the PA stage

(from which energy. is fed to the
radiating aerial system). Detailed
instructions for making initial tuning
and neutralising adjustments to the

unit are given.

standard four -pin former and the extra
pair of pins utilised for the small coupling
coil connections.

Another method of coupling that has
been found very satisfactory in practice is
to make up a two -turn coil from stiff wire,
and of larger diameter than the coil
former, and mount it so that it encircles
Li and is coupled to the lower or earthy
end of the grid coil. The illustrations
show how this can be arranged.

Grid Bias Arrangements

As the valve is operated as a Class " C "
amplifier; grid bias has to be obtained
from a battery, or at least from a source
of constant voltage, but it is also an ad-
vantage to include a resistance as well, RI
in Fig. ii. This has a compensating
effect, as the extra grid bias obtained with
the resistance will depend on the RF in-
put. If the excitation increases, so will
the grid bias and vice versa.

The circuit shows the inclusion of a
screen between the grid and anode circuits
of the valve. It has been included to
prevent, or at least minimise, direct
coupling between Li and L3.' Any
coupling between these two coils not only
makes neutralisation more difficult but
when the stage is stabilised it only remains
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so at or near to one particular frequency.
By eliminating the unwanted coupling the
valve can be neutralised at, say, 42
metres, and it will also be correctly
neutralised when the 21 -metre coils are
plugged in, or coils for any other wave-
length for that matter. The alternative
would be to screen individually the coils,
but this is neither desirable nor practical ;
first because screening cans of very large
size would be required, and secondly, it
hinders the charging of the coils.

The salient features of the anode circuit
have already been discussed, and now we
are only left with the coils for L3 position.
Two coils are needed, one for 42 metres
and the other for .21 metres, and they
have been wound on the Eddystone glazed
Frequentite formers. These formers
measure zkin, in diameter and they are
grooved for winding 7 turns to the inch.
As the coil is centre -tapped it is. most con-
venient if We, haVe an even number of
turns, as an ' odd number would entail.
bringing the tapping down from the top
and there are no holes on the top of the
former through .Which.. wires can be
passed.

For the 42 -metre coil,' 20 turns of ,
No. 14 chain:. wire are- employed, 
while for the 2i -metre coil 8 turns
of the sanieiangeWife ate required.
L,.though.'_there are. holes in the
ifOrer part of the former at every
alternate groove it  is well nigh im-
possible to thread" the thick wire
through them and
bring it out again

the'
phi& On .,the..sirb- .

base. At .teast,..the
writer finial .,it .to
be so. s.-.

It is suggested
that about one inch
of wire be passed
through and turned
over to anchor the
ends of the coil.
The connecting
wires are then
soldered to the last
turn at each end
just before it enters
the former.

The only other
part of the circuit
that needs com-
ment is the resist-
ance R2 and
condensers C4 and
C5. R2 takes the
place of the usual centre tap on the
filament winding while C4 and C5 are RF
by-pass condensers. This combination
provides the shortest possible return path
for both anode and grid circuits and also
confines the RF to the wiring in the unit
and keeps it out of the filament leads. A
resistance of about 30 ohms is suitable
for R2 and the one actually used was a
Claud Lyons H.D.3o Hum-Dinger.

In order to keep check on the operation
of the transmitter we shall require to
knol the anode current of the valve and

4-
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occasionally the grid current. An anode
current meter should be regarded as an
essential part of the set and it is connected
in the HT positive line at the point marked
A. In the illustration of the unit the two
terminals for connection of this meter are
the pair on the right-hand side of the
chassis, while the two on the left are those
marked B in the grid circuit.

With io watts input the anode current
will be about 3o mA under normal con-
ditions of operation, but bearing in mind
future requirements a meter capable of
recording up to 75 mA at least should be
obtained.

Multi -Purpose Meter

For grid current measurements a milli -
ammeter reading up to 20 mA will suffice
is the average value of current in this
circuit is Of the order of io mA only. If
it is desired to make one meter serve for
all purposes, at least at the outset, then
a multi -range instrument should be ac-
quired, as a grid -circuit meter will be
necessary when neutralising the amplifier.

We now come to the important question
of the valve for the amplifier. Mention
has already been made of the Mullard

'

*

40.

Power amplifying
unit showing
anode connection
when a TZo8 20

valve is fitted.
4,01, s,

.14 :*

',"klit!'

TZ05 20, and this is a very good example
of an inexpensive power triode for amateur
wavelengths. Its filament requires 6 volts
at "I amps and the valve capacities are
not unduly high. This firm have just
introduced a new transmitting valve of
the same power rating but with appre-
ciably smaller valve capacities and having
the anode lead brought out to a plug con-
nection on the top of the bulb. It is
suitable for use down to five metres and
it is known as the TZo8/2o.

The unit was built before this new

FEBRUARY znd, 1939.

valve came to hand and if a TZo8/20 had
been available at the time we would have
fitted a'chassis.. valveholder instead of the
baseboard one shown, as this enables a
shorter anode lead to be used. Though
the grid lead will come up from below the
chassis its length will be only about kin.
longer than the existing one, but the
anode lead will be shortened by about
'kin. This will make no difference to the
operation on 42 or 21 metres, but the
shorter anode lead will be an advantage
if the unit is used as a straight amplifier
on ro metres, by interposing a frequency
doubling stage between it and the exciter.
The initial adjustments for neutralising
will, however, be the same whichever
valve is used. The TZo8 / 20 has a 7.5 -
volt filament and requires ra amps. '

Before HT is applied to the power
amplifier it must be neutralised, which is
done with the filament hot and an RF
voltage applied to the grid circuit.

This adjustment can be made on either
42 or 21 metres ; we will for explanatory
purposes decide on 42 metres. First set
the neutralising condenser C3 to about
one -tenth of its full capacity, plug the 42 -
metre coils in exciter and amplifier units
and apply a negative bias of -48 volts to
the grid of the power amplifier. A milli-
ammeter ,would be connected to the

terminals B. Join the
coupling coils on the units
together by a length of
twisted flex, or better still,
a piece of low -impedance
feeder cable (7o -8o ohms).

With the exciter oscil-
lating, tune the grid circuit
of the amplifier to reson-
ance, which will be indi-
cated by the highest reading
on the grid -circuit milli -
ammeter. It, should read
about 15 mA.

If the link:circuit coils are
coupled too tightly more
gild current than is de -

able %yin' flow, and it is
quite possible for
the coupling to be
so tight that it stops
the exciter valve
from oscillating.

Now couple the
absorption wave -
meter, previously
tuned to the work-
ing wavelength and
in which a small

flash lamp has been fitted, to the anode
coil of the PA and time this circuit to
resonance. The lamp should glow and
the needle of the grid circuit meter will
kick violently. Now increase the capacity
of the neutralising condenser C3, using a
tool with a long insulated handle, until
the lamp ceases to glow, at the same time
making any necessary corrections to the
grid and anode circuit condensers CI and
C6, as any change in C3 will affect the
tuning of these two circuits, especially the
grid circuit.

The final adjustments of C3 should be
made without the wavemeter and by
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noting the effect on the grid current. A
setting for this condenser must be found
that on swinging C.6 slowly through reson-
ance no flutter is seen on the grid cur-
rent meter.

+HT

L4

L5

DUMMY
AERIAL

Fig. rz.-Method of coupling the PA anode
circuit to a dummy aerial, using a low -impe-

dance link (twisted flex).

There will be a gradual fall in grid cur-
rent as C6 is rotated towards minimum
capacity, but it the stage is incorrectly
neutralised the needle will flicker as CO
passes through the resonant position.

Having neutralised the amplifier a re-
duced value of HT, say 25o volts, can be
applied to its anode. Now when L3 C6
is tuned to resonance the anode current,
measured by a meter inserted at A, will
fall to a very low value, about 5 to 6 mA
only, but any movement of CO each way
will cause a rapid rise current.

This fall in current at resonance is
characteristic of Class " C " amplification.
One would not usually run a transmitting
valve without power being drawn from the
anode circuit as valves can be quickly
damaged by so doing, but in the present
transmitter those valves mentioned will
safely withstand this treatment as they are
rated to dissipate on the anode far more
power than is actually being put into them.

Anode dissipation is the difference
between the power applied to the anode
and the power taken out by the load.
Thus if we apply to watts to the anode

and draw 5 watts of RF for the aerial,
the anode dissipation is 5 watts. Now
both the TZo5 /20 and the TZo8 20 have
an anode dissipation rating of 20 watts
and one of the advantages of the begin-
ner choosing a larger valve than the im-
mediate requirement demand is that it is
not likely to be damaged while initial
adjustments are being carried out and
experience gained in handling the trans-
mitter.

The next step is to make up a simple
dummy aerial in which the power from the
transmitter can be absorbed while making
the final adjustments as it would be con-
trary to one's licence to do this on a radiat-
ing aerial. It need be nothing more elabor-
ate than an absorption
wave -meter fitted with a
six -watt car lamp.

A single turn of wire
wound round the centre
of L3 and joined by a
low -impedance link to
another single -turn coup
ling coil on the dummy
aerial, as shown in
Fig. 12, serves quite well
for this testing cir-
cuit.

The full HT of 35o

volts can now be ap-
plied to the amplifier
valve and leaving
L3 C6 tuned as pre-
viously described for
minimum anode current
the dummy aerial is
tuned to resonance, when
the lamp will light quite
brightly.

It the adjustments

The arrangement of the
components housed un-
derneath the baseboard.

have been made correctly the anode cur-
rent of the amplifier will rise when power
is taken from the anode circuit. At the
same time there Nvill be a fall in grid
current.

If the coupling between L5 and L6 is
varied there will he a corresponding in-
crease or decrease, according to the nature
of the change in coupling, in the brightness
of the lamp, an increase being accom-

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
2 Glazed Frequentite coil formers

Eddystone No. r090

2 Frequentite sub -bases Eddystone No. 109r
1 Frequentite base Eddystone No. 1092
2 Four -pin coil formers threaded T4 T . .

Eddystone No. 936
7 Midget stand-off insulators

Eddystone No. TO 19

2 S.W. baseboard mounting valveholders 4 -pin
Eddystone No. 94,9

I Split -stator transmitting condenser, 50
mmfds. each section, CO

Eddystone No. 1081
Short-wave HF choke transmitting type

Eddystone No. 1022
1 40 mmfds. variable condenser, double-

spaced vanes, CI Premier Tro 4oT
Neutralising condenser, 1.5 to 20 mmkIs.,

C3

o.or mfd. mica condensers, C2, C4, C5
T.C.C. Type " M " or 1)ubilier 691W

I 0.005 111 N. mica condenser, 500 volts IX.;
working. C7

T.C.C. Type :;40 or Dubilier Type 620
I I luni-d.inger, 30 ohms,

Claude Lyons II1).3ci
5,000 ohm resistance, 2 watt, RI Erie'

4 Insulated terminals Belling -Lee Type "1rie:1i'
2 Insulated extension spindles

Eddystiale, Bulgin or Premier

2

I

6 -way connector Bryce
Knobs Bulgin 1i r6
Chassis (plywood) , 12 x9x15in..
Aluminium screen 9x 7ttin.

Quantity No. 20 SWG En. wire, No. 14
SW(; En. 1111(1 No. i6 SWG tinned copper
AN ire.

Valve, Mullard TZ05/ 20 or 1208120

panied by a rise in anode current and a
decrease by a fall.

The point to remember is that C6 is
always tuned for lowest anode current
while the coupling between the aerial, or
dummy aerial, and the PA tank circuit
is adjusted for highest anode current. The
grid circuit is always tuned for maximum
grid current.

The correct operating conditions with
to watts input and with 350 volts HT is
with the dummy aerial coupling adjusted
so that the amplifier draws 29 mA. It
can be made any value up to about 5o mA
by adjusting the coupling. The grid
current will be of the order of 8 to 9 mA.

If all the circuits of the transmitter are

properly in tune then the lamp in the
dummy aerial will be almost at full bril-
liancy, indicating that an RE output of
about six watts is being obtained.

This experiment repeated with the 21 -
metre coils will show that the RF output
is approximately the same on both waves.

There will be no need to re -neutralise
after changing the coils as this process
needs carrying out only on one wave-
length for it holds good on all others. Of
course, if the valve is changed then the
amplifier will have to be reneutralised.
Of the two valves mentioned the TZo8 / 20
is slightly more efficient on the higher
frequencies and if it is proposed to trans-
mit on To and 5 metres later it will prove
a good investment. Incidentally, the
transmitter as described can be arranged
to give a moderately good RF output on
ten metres by operating the amplifier as
a frequency doubler, but we will defer a
discussion on this matter to a later date, as
there are several matters of more import-
ance, such as the design of the power
supply unit and the method of keying the
transmitter, also the possibilities of apply-
ing modulation for telephony transmis-
sion, to be dealt with before we need con-
sider its use on the ultra -high frequencies.
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NBIASED
A Case for Legislation

IAM not, as many of you know, oneI
who places much faith in proverbs --or

wisecracks, as the younger generation
term them-but the one which states that
it is an ill wind that blows nobody any
good has certainly proved true of late in
my own case. I dare say that there are
quite a number of you who sometimes
have an idle moment after studying the
sporting pages in your daily paper and
endeavour to fill it by turning to less im-
portant sections of the journal dealing
With the daily doings of dictators and
divorcees, and probably you may have
noticed that a month or so ago a large
part of the Thames Valley was plunged
into darkness for several hours owing to
what the B.B.C. would euphemistically
call a technical hitch.

At the time it occurred I was engaged
in endeavouring to trace the source of
certain very aggravating interference to
television which a friend who lives in that
area was experiencing. Naturally, I was
exceedingly annoyed when the lights went
out, as, of course, the television set went
off also, and I complained bitterly of my
wasted journey, as there was no longer
any television to be interfered with.

I had, as a matter of fact, spent many
fruitless evenings in endeavouring to trace
interference, which affected both the vision
and the sound side of the Alexandra
Palace transmission, but was not apparent
on the ordinary broadcasting wavelengths.
I had patiently scoured the neighbourhood

An acidulous spinster.

with my interference tracking outfit and
had succeeded in tracing it, as I believed,
to the residence of a rather acidulous
spinster living next door, who was, how-
ever, not very helpful and had taken
umbrage at my enquiry as to whether she
had recently installed an electric beauty -
treatment apparatus.

When the power suddenly failed, my
friend brought an up-to-date battery set
into service to beguile the time, and en-
deavoured to tune in America on the

13 -metre waveband. I was distinctly
surprised to hear obvious signs of man-
made static of a type which appeared
familiar, and, hastily switching on my
portable interference -tracking gear, I dis-
covered that on the television wavelength
the trouble was as bad as ever, even
though the mains were off. I at once
realised that this was a very important dis-
covery and that the black -out was a bless-
ing in disguise. The fact that the power
was off did not, of course, affect the inter-
ference -conducting properties of the mains
in any way, but it did mean that all the
host of mains -operated devices were ruled
out as sources of interference.

Distinctly puzzled, I went into the street
with my gear and once more traced the

By

FREE GRID
trouble to the house of the acidulous
spinster, and, feeling thoroughly aroused,
I determined to solve the mystery once
and for all, even at the cost of being
arrested on the time-honoured charge of
conduct whereby a breach of the peace
might have been occasioned. When she
responded to my knock I noticed the same
peculiar phenomenon that I had observed
before, namely, that during the actual
time she was with me the interference
ceased. I therefore determined to dis-
cover what she did after slamming the
door in my face.

With this end in view, I peered through
a chink in the blind of the front room
and beheld her sitting by the light of a
guttering candle doing nothing more
depraved than stroking one of a large
number of cats with which she was sur-
rounded. I was completely nonplussed
until the interference suddenly and tem-
porarily cleared up as she paused to put
down one cat and take up another, and
in an instant the truth flashed upon me,
and I recollected my old schoolboy experi-
ments of rubbing catskin to produce static
charges. Although I have discovered the
cause of the trouble, I am no nearer to
eliminating it. The obvious cure would
be to earth all the cats permanently, a
task which I would gladly undertake.

One for Henry Farrad
I T has always been one of the guiding

principles of my life to give even the
devil his due, and consequently when I
received a letter the other day from a
friend up North, in which he somewhat

A letter from
a friend.

bitterly anathematised the manufacturer
of a certain anti -static aerial, which he
declared to be a dud, I at once constituted
myself as counsel for the defence, and in-
formed him that it was much more likely
that it was the maker of the set who was
deserving of censure.

In a subsequent letter my friend said
that the set was new and completely up
to date and was, therefore, beyond
reproach, a piece of utterly illogical
reasoning to which I fear far too many
people are prone nowadays. I did not
attempt to shuffle out of the difficulty by
telling the sufferer that he must expect any
interference that was present to show up
more on a new set than on an old one
because of the far greater sensitivity of the
former. This easy get -out is one which
many so-called technical advisers fre-
quently use in order to cover up then
inability to diagnose the trouble
accurately.

It is quite true that the more sensitive
the set the more interference it will pick
up and, therefore, a modern receiver
might be expected to be more noisy than
an old one. The obvious solution would,
on the face of it, seem to be to employ a
suppressor in the mains lead and a good
anti -static aerial, and this is another in-
stance of where many so-called technicians
come unstuck, for with many modern set,
such a remedy will have very little effect
at all.

The truth is that it is, after all, the set
that is the cause of the trouble, but not
because of its great sensitivity as the tech-
nically ill-informed would have us think,
but because so many set -makers neglect
the elementary precaution of screening the
wire which connects the aerial terminal to
the first tuning circuit in the set. With a
modern superhet, these few inches of wire
are all that are required to pick up nearly
all the interference that is going and com-
pletely nullify the efforts of the anti -static
aerial, the makers of which wrongly get
blamed for a delinquency of the set manu-
facturer.

This was, as I expected, the cause of the
trouble in this case. My friend had
hitherto been using one of the earliest all -
mains sets made in which the makers had
very wisely gone to a lot of trouble to
screen the lead I have referred to and,
indeed, every other lead in the receiver
(Philips Type 2511, Vintage 1928). This
set had been displaced by a modern one
in which complete screening of the internal
connecting leads had been neglected (no
names, no libel actions) with the results
that I have indicated. I have left my
friend to argue it out with the set makers
who, I feel sure, will not be at a loss for
an excuse.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
B.B.C. FOREIGN SERVICE

Revised Schedules and Staff
Reorganisation

AT the request of many Euro-
pean listeners, all B.B.C.

Regional transmitters, except
those for Scotland, Wales, and
Northern Ireland, are broadcast-
ing news in French and German
from 6 till 6.45 p.m. on Sun-
days, and from 7 till 7.45 p.m.
on weekdays. These trans-
missions, as well as a bulletin
in Italian, which will immedi-
ately follow them, will also be
broadcast from Daventry GSA
on 49.59 metres. This wave-
length varies with the seasons,
and will be replaced by GSE,
25.29 metres, on February
12th.

Items which are considered to
be of sufficient importance to
justify the interruption of home
programmes for five minutes are
now broadcast in German from
medium -wave transmitters at
10.45 p.m. on weekdays.

As a measure of co-ordina-
tion, the B.B.C.'s Empire News
Service and Foreign Language
News Service, previously under
separate Editors, have becu
brought together in an enlarged
Overseas News Section under
an Overseas News Editor. Mr.
A. E. Barker, former Editor ot
the Foreign Language News
Service, has been appointed to
this post.

The Arabic and Spanish -
Portuguese services, also in-
cluded in the new section, re-
main under the same Editors as
hitherto.

U.S. GOVERNMENT
STATION

Plan for Latin American Trans-
missions

A BILL calling for an appro-
priation of $700,000 for the

construction of a Federal Broad-
casting station in Washington,
with provision for a further
$ieo,000 per annum for mainten-
ance, was presented to the
United States Congress by a
Representative a few days ago.
It is proposed that the Navy De-
partment should operate the
station, which would be primarily
concerned with counteracting the
propaganda broadcasts for Latin
America transmitted by totali-
tarian States.

The Paris edition of the New
York Herald Tribune calls atten-
tion to reports which state that
the Government will take over
the zo-kW short-wave station at
San Francisco at the close of the
World's Fair in that city.

TELEVISION CAMPAIGN
Hopes fora Nation-wide

MR. F. W. OGILVIE, Direc-
tor -General of the B.B.C.,

who, with Mr. C. 0. Stanley,
Chairman of the Television
Development Sub -Committee of
the R.M.A., was televised last
Thursday morning when they
launched the campaign to
popularise television in London
and the Home Counties. Speak-
ing principally to the industry,
he said : " Television cannot help
going forward, but the pace at
which it is to go forward will
depend upon the close and
friendly co-operation between
you, who make and maxicet tele-
vision sets, and ourselves at the
B.B.C."

A Nation-wide Service
Whilst recalling that we are

only at the beginning of tele-
vision as a nation-wide service,
Mr. Ogilvie gave the assurance
that " no change that we make
will affect sets for some years to
come."

Mr. Stanley, who spoke imme-
diately following the D.G., said,
"To -day we begin a campaign
to make everybody television
conscious; to show that the effort
and money expended on launch-
ing television has not been
wasted, but on the contrary has
laid the foundation for a great
new public service of entertain-
ment. Television must con -

LAUNCHED
Service

tinue to progress.
Its service area
must be extended.
It must become a
national service."

MR.F. W. OGILVIE
before the Emitron
camera at Alex-
andra Palace when
he launched the
R.M.A.-B.B.C. tele-
vision campaign.

Referring to the
present prices of
televisors he said, " I can assure
you and the public there will be
no further reductions."

Transatlantic Sales Contest
It has been stated in the

American periodical Business
Week that 1939 will be a tele-
vision year in the U.S.A. and
that more sets will be sold in
New York than in London. Mr.
Stanley read a cablegram which
was sent from the Television
Development Sub -Committee ac-
cepting the challenge for a
friendly transatlantic sales con-
test-London v. New York.

In an earlier speech Mr.
Stanley stated that British tele-
vision receiver sales were ap-
proaching the million - pound
mark.

C.B.S. EXPERIMENTS
High -frequency Broadcasts in America

IG I IT high -frequency stations
located in widely separated

sections of the United States
will be available to the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System fol-
lowing the inauguration this
week of W6XDA, and the open-
ing in April of its already
famous television transmitter.

W2XDV in New 'York,
W9XH'W in Minneapolis, and
WfiXDA in Los Angeles broad-
cast regular C.B.S. network
programmes several hours a day
for experimental purposes. The
first two stations operate on
31.6 Mc /s (9.5 metres), and the
third on 35.6 Mc /s (8.4 metres).
These transmitters offer consider-
able scope for research into the
behaviour of ultra -high fre-
quencies under different condi-
tions. W2XDV is surrounded
by steel skyscrapers, W9XHW
is situated on flat ground in a city
with few high buildings, while
W6XDA, is located in close
proximity to the Sierra Madre
Mountains.

With the advent of television
in America, receivers will be
put on the market capable Gf
picking up high-fidelity pro-
grammes from such stations as
these.

B.B.C. STAFF AND NATIONAL
VICE

WIIO is an executive on the
B.B.C. staff? Everyone at

Broadcasting House is asking
this question following the in-
clusion of B.B.C. executive and
administrative staff in the
National Service Schedule of re-
served occupations. In the strict
interpretation of the term there
are only four " executives " in
the Corporation-one to each of
the four Divisions, namely, Pro-
grammes, Administration, Public
Relations and Engineering. It
is considered, however, that
" executive " is a generic term
for the purposes of the Schedule,
and in practice will include the
majority of officials on the staff
over the age of 25.

sa

s

BROADCASTING IN WAR
Confiscated Wireless Sets in

Barcelona
THE importance of wireless in

time of war was illustrated
practically in Barcelona during
the days immediately preceding
the entry of Nationalist troops
into the city. By order of the
Government, all wireless re-
ceivers had been confiscated for
a period, in consequence ot
General Franco's propaganda
transmissions.

Before the city fell, General
Franco made a broadcast in
which he gave assurance that
he would not bomb or shell the
city. His words were not gener-
ally heard. If they had been
they would, as observed in The
Times, have disposed of the one
menace of which the inhabitants
lived in greatest terror-an
attempt such as was made in
March to bomb Barcelona into
submission.

P.A. AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
Three -Thousand -Watt Output

SIXTY powerful high-fidelity
loud speakers, delivering an

output of three thousand watts,
are being installed for the exten-
sive PA system at the World's
Fair, Treasure Island, in San
Francisco Bay. The system,
which was designed by the
R.C.A., provides for picking up
programmes at any one of twelve
points in the grounds, and for
the handling of six different pro-
grammes simultaneously. This
sound system, which provides
loud speakers in thirty-six parts
of the grounds, is only half of
the installation, for an immense
broadcasting control centre is
being incorporated in the State
of California Broadcast and
Auditorium Building.

Adjacent to the control centre
is a large broadcasting studio,
seating 3,200, and several smaller
studios. From what is called a
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News of the Week-
radio promenade, the pro-
grammes presented in three of
the studios will be visible to
visitors through sound -proof
windows and audible through
concealed loud speakers.

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS
The Position in hi&

11/4ATIRELESS as a means of
education is rapidly gain-

ing ground in popularity
throughout the world. The
organisers of broadcasting in
India have not been slow in
realising this and, as has already
been announced, transmissions
for schools are regularly being
radiated from Delhi, Bombay,
Calcutta and Madras.

It is, however, little use
broadcasting programmes for
schools that are not equipped
with receivers. With a view to
raising money for equipping
schools, the A.I.R. Calcutta
station recently held a concert
at the New Empire Theatre
under the title " Radio on
View " for which the stage was
fitted out to represent a studio.
The proceeds of the concert,
after deducting expenses, has
been added to the School Broad-
cast Fund.

The Government of Bengal is
to equip, as an experiment,
eleven schools with receivers,
and if this proves satisfactory
other schools in the Province
will also be equipped.

The Educational Department
of the Calcutta Corporation has
been approached, and it is hoped
that it will undertake in the near'
future the equipment of the
City's model schools.

STUDIO ON SPRINGS
Hollywood's Room Within a Room
STUDIO " G " in the Holly-

wood headquarters of the
National Broadcasting Company
is actually a room within a
room. Specially designed to
accommodate the 1,800- pipe
organ which has just been in-
stalled there and to keep the
sound from carrying beyond the
walls (such as is the unfortunate
case with the B.B.C.'s Concert
Hall at Broadcasting House),
the studio is hung on springs.
It is literally a box suspended
within a room ; even the air
ducts are joined with flexible
joints. The walls are designed
to give the amount of resonance
desired for perfect reproduction
of the organ tone, being par-
tially treated with a sound -
absorbing material and partially
finished in smooth texture for
sound reflection.

INDIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
THE Government of India is

soon to constitute an Ad-
visory Committee in Madras
for All -India Radio. It will be
composed of the Controller of
Broadcasting (president), the
station director and four or
five non -officials. The Com-
mittee will meet quarterly and
lay down broad lines of policy
on the programme side.

As part of the plan for the
expansion of their rural broad-
cast department, the Madras
Government also propose to
afford radio engineers the facili-
ties of a fully equipped labora-
tory in order to carry on
research with a view to the pro-
duction of cheap receiving sets.

THE MOST POPULAR NEWS
BULLETIN

THE Listener Research staff at
Broadcasting House have

discovered that the 6 o'clock
news bulletin has the biggest
audience. The 9, so and 7
o'clock bulletins follow in that
order.

Following correspondence re-
ceived from listeners, the B.B.C.
is considering the transfer of the
so p.m. Regional News to the
National wavelength at 9 p.m.,
the former being especially popu-
lar owing to the inclusion of
topical talks.

FROM ALL
QUARTERS

Amateurs in Czecho-Slovakia
Asour two hundred amateur

wireless operators in Czecho-
Slovakia, who were licensed before
October zoth, 1938, have been
granted permission to TeC0111111ence
their transmissions. The authori-
ties, however, are not prepared to
issue new licences.

News from Chive
MR. H. E. Scow, of Hayes.

Kent, reports good reception of
the Chinese short-wave station
XGOY (? XGRY),, working on
9.5 Mc is last Sunday, January
29th. Aimouncements were made
in English and French, and trans-
missions are radiated between
and so p.m. G.M.T. each evening,
with news in English at 9 o'clock.

Newfoundland and Broadcasting
THE broadcasting possibilities

opened up by the new radio-
telephone service which links New-
foundland to the outside world
through the Canadian Marconi

RADIO IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES.- Sunshine
Valley, one of the best ski-ing districts in the
Rocky Mountains, is now linked directly with the town
of Banff, 16 miles away, by using two-way short-tvave
wireless installations. Unaffected by storms, snow -
slides and other enemies of line telephone systems,
the short-wave stations CZ7Z at Sunshine Lodge,
shown here, and CZ7Y at the Mount Royal Hotel, Banff.
which are operated by members of the hotel staffs pro-
vide intercommunication across miles of difficult trail.
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beam station at Yamachiche,
Quebec, are consult red important,
since Canadian and United State;
advertisers have lien qt. nding
mewled programmcs for bans -
mission by the Newfoundland
broadcasting stations It may
now he possible to transmit direct
programmes by means of the new
radio hnk.

B.B.C. Television Programme
Relayed. by N.B.C.

LISTENERS to the National and
Empire programmes as well as
listeners to the National Broad-
casting Company of America
heard the television tour of the
Post Office International Telephone
Exchange at Faraday House, Lou-
don, last Sunday. Leslie Mitchell
who conducted the tour spoke by
radio telephone with R.M.S.
Aquitania in the Atlantic. Mr.
Gerald Cock at Alexandra Palace
conversed -with Mr. John Royal,
Vice -President of the N.B.C., who
was located by the Post Office
" chaser " service in the studios of
the N.B.C., New York.

Peak Listening Hoare
AMONG the many coloured charts

which adorn the walls of the
Listener Research Section of the
B.B.C. is a graph showing the
potential audience to the B.B.C.
programmes. Between 6 and 6.3o
p.m., this is estimated at 83 per
cent., at 7 o'clock it rises to
93 per cent., whilst at 8 o'clock
it has reached 99 per cent.,
which level is maintained until so
o'clock, when it begins to drop-
less steeply, however, on Satur-
days than on other weekdays.

Ont of Action
Tar Norwegian commercial

radio station, Torkildsbu Radio,
in South-east Greenland, was
recently practically destroyed by
a violent blizzard which tore otf
the roof and blew in the walls.
No member of the staff was
seriously hurt and they were able
to salvage the most valuable of
the equipment.

Station at Yarmouth
A TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER station,

PR9, has been opened by Section
Lieutenant Wingrave, of the Yar-
mouth Branch of the Royal Naval
Wireless Auxiliary Reserve, for
the purpose of maintaining a
voluntary service; ,yyjth the Cross
Sands and liaisbro' lightships.

Landing in Fog
IN conjunction with the Lorenz

radio directional beam which is to
be installed at Ringway Airport,
Manchester, the Air Ministry is to
lay down a powerfully illuminated
glass -covered " fog line " 1,400
yards long running across the
aerodrome flush with the ground.

Television Receiver Tax
THE French Senate recently ap-

proved of a xoo-franc tax to be
levied on television receivers.
Fortunately for the industry, the
Chamber of Deputies rejected the
tax as being premature.

Denmark Halves Licence Fee
To increase the number of

listeners the Danish Broadcasting
Council has reduced the annual
radio licence fee from ten crowns
to five. The concession bolds
good until March 31st next.

Interference Permanently Waived
THE Vilno (Poland) Hair-

dressers' Union has instructed its
members to fit anti -interference
devices to all electrical equipment.
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Receiving Conditions in the Arctic-
setting ; and in the case of flights Nos.
and 2 the volume control setting for sig-
nals to disappear is recorded. In the
case of flight No. 3, no squegging was
employed, and therefore recording of the
volume control setting during reception
of cosmic ray impulses was made: These
readings are by no means so arbitrary as
might appear, since the output of the
receiver, was examined on an oscillograph
and had to be kept constant for suitable
operation of the recording counter.

It will be seen that there are a number
of temporary fluctuations confined chiefly
to' the beginning ,of the flights. Some of
these fluctuations may be traced to the
balloons being nearly overhead, the
aerial hanging vertically,; others, possibly,
to buffeting of the apparatus: causing
changes in the transmission frequency_.
The tithe of fade-out of flight No. agrees
almost exactly with the time at which low-
tension supply was expected to fail, this
occurring very early in this flight, as im-
mediately before launching one of the
filament batteries was seen to be faulty
and was therefore abandoned, thus throw-
ing a double load on the remaining one.
The severe fall in signal strength during
flight No. 2, when the balloon was be-
tween 2 and 7 kilometres in height, has,
however, no adequate explanation ; par-
ticularly as signal strength during the
remainder of this flight was remarkably
steady.

Effect of Low-level Layers

Apart from these fluctuations it will be
seen that signal strength fell off gradually,
unmarked by any severe or permanent
discontinuities. Decay of this nature was
to be expected, and was due more to in-
creasing distance between balloon and
receiver than to any other cause ; though
no doubt there was some slight falling off
in the power transmitted. Most remark-
able is the absence of absorption due to
the newly discovered low altitude layers,2
for in no case is there any suggestion of
their effect on signal strength. It seems
that in high latitudes their intensity is
not sufficient to absorb to an appreciable
degree waves of the frequency employed,
though further experiment with specially
designed apparatus might be expected to
yield more conclusive results.

When the major part of the balloon
work was completed, general listening was
carried out on two commercial receivers,
one of which was designed to operate off
batteries and the other off an alternating
supply. The latter had to be converted
to battery operation on account of severe
interference from the ship's dynamo.
Even so, this was the most sensitive
receiver, though somewhat deficient in
audio -frequency amplification. Results
are best classified as follows : -

(1) Throughout the period of listening
(July 19th to August 29th, 1937) there

2 Watson Watt, Williams, Bowen. " The Re-
turn of Radio Waves from the Middle Atmo-
sphere." Proc. Royal Soc., London. Vol. 16r,
pp. 181-196. July, 1937.

was continuous daylight, and therefore all
long-distance reception took place on
short waves (6 to 21.5 Mc/ s). Reliable
reception was effected of European and
American stations on all bands except
6 Mc/ s, though occasional reception was
recorded on this band. In particular,
reception from Daventry was extremely
regular, so that on only two occasions was
it impossible to receive at least one of the
Empire stations:

(2) Periods of ,bad reception took place
from July 29th- to 31st ; August 15th to
1.6th ; August 18th to 19th ; and on August
24th ; September 11th and September
21st. Of these periods, Nos. i and 3 were
very severe and affected the local Green-
land stations. That on September 21st
was a short period complete fade-out. The
beginning of this was missed, but it was
estimated that it began between 23.45
GMT on September 20th and oo.00 GMT
on September 21st. The fade-out con-
cluded at 01.15 GMT on September 21st.
Recovery was complete in two hours.

(3) Aurora were observed on September
13th ; September 14th ; September loth ;
September 22nd ; September 23rd ; and
September 26th: That on the loth was
very dim, whereas that on the 26th was
bright. On all these occasions reception
was normal to good. The aurora were not
heard either directly or on the wireless,
though any slight defect would have been
masked by the sea or by electrical noise
from the ship's dynamo.

(4) Atmospheric disturbances were neg-
ligible ; only two records of such interfer-
ence occurring during the period of listen-
ing. Other work of the expedition showed
that the atmosphere was extremely still up
to great heights, and in some cases bal-
loons, having ascended to a height of 28
kilometres, descended to within two kilo- '
metres of fife send-off station. Though
there may be correlation between these
facts it is also likely that the absence of
atmospheric disturbanCe may be con-
nected with the great distance from the
Equator.

(5) The best reception from Japan and
China coincided with bad periods of recep-
tion from Europe. No reception was
obtained from Australia even during these
periods.

Further observations upon sections (4)
and (5) have been made by the Danish
Government wireless operators. These
results agree with observations made by
the expedition ; full results, however, are
in possession of the Danish Government.

Television Programmes
Sound, 41.5 Mc/s. Vision, 45 Mcfs.

An hour's special film transmission, in-
tended for demonstration purposes, will
be given from 11 a.m. to 12 noon each
week -day. The National or Regional
programme will be radiated on 41.5 Mc/s
from approximately 7.45 to 9 p.m. every

day.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2nd.

3, Jack Jackson and his Band. 3.30, Gaumont-
British News. 3.40, 213th edition of Picture
Page.
9, " Re -View," with Phyllis Monkman, Morris

Harvey and Queenie Leonard. 9.30, British
Movietonews. 9.40, 214th edition of Picture
Page. 10.10, News.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3rd.
3-4.5, " Death at Newtownstewart," a recon-
struction of an unparalleled murder of the
'seventies compiled from the records of the
Ulster Assizes.
9, News Map, No. ro-Germany. 9.20, Cartoon
Film. 9.25, The London Ballet directed by
Antony Tudor in " Soirée Musicale." 9.35, Dora
Clarke : Making a Life Mask. 9.50, Gaumont-
British News. 10, The London Ballet in " Gala
Performance." 10.20, News.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4th.
3, " Re -View," (as on Thursday at 9 p.m.).
3.30, Cartoon Film. 3.35, Margaretta Scott in
" A Marriage has been Arranged," 3.50,
Gaumont-British News.
9, " 1o66-And All That," the " historical
success by Reginald Arkell. 10, British Movie-
tonews. 10.10, Rawicz and Landauer at two
pianos. 10.20, News.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5th.
3, O.B. from the North Circular Road of Police
Patrols at Work. 3.20, Cartoon Film. 3.25,
British Movietonews. 3.35, Interest Film.
8.50, News. 9.5-10.35, " The Tempest," by
William Shakespeare ; cast includes Alan
Wheatley, Peggy Ashcroft and members of the
London Ballet.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6th.
3, " Soirée Musicale " and " Gala Performance "
(as on Friday at 9.25 and ro p.m.). 3.35,
Gaumont-British News. 3.45, " A Voice Said
' Goodnight '," a play in one act by Roland
Pertwee.
9, British Movietonews. 9.10, " Death at
Newtownstewart" (as on Friday at 3 p.m.).
10.15, News.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7th.
3, Eric Wild and his Band. 3.20, British
Movietonews. 3.30, Dora Clarke ; Making, a
Life Mask. 3.40, Cartoon. Film. 3.45, Coffee
Stall, devised by S. E. Reynolds.
9, Henry Sherek's Cabaret from the Dorchester
Hotel. 9.20, Cabaret Cartoons. 9.40, Gaumont-
British News. 9.50, Music Makers'; Eileen
Joyce, pianoforte. 10, Art and Animals, a
talk by John Skeaping. 10.20, _News:,

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8th.
3-4," The Tempest " (as on Sunday at 9.5 p.m.).
9.5, Speaking Personally-Wickhani Steed.
9.15, Cartoon Film.  9.20, British Movie-
tonews. 9.30-10.50, " Money for Jam," a
farce by Bernauer and Osterreischer.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 102)

ASHOCK can be given by extension loud
speaker connections if they are taken

across the primary of the output trans-
former, as was quite common some years
ago. But as this one used not to administer
shocks it is presumably connected to the
secondary side, and therefore of low imped-
ance. No possible signal voltage across a
low -impedance speaker is nearly enough to
cause a shock, and if it is connected at all
to any other part of the set it is connected
to "earth." But if the set ha§ become un-
earthed, a moderate shock would be pos-
sible from the AC mains via the anti -modu-
lation -hum condensers connected between
mains and receiver chassis. The other
symptoms-inferior performance and in-
creased hum-are entirely consistent with
this explanation. It is likely that if an
apparently rather unintelligent man had been
digging up the garden he may have put his
spade through the lead to an earthing tube,
and the master of the house was not in a
position to inspect the work.
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The Cathode Ray Microscope
OUR TECHNIQUE INVADES
THE WORLD OF OPTICS

By CATHODE RAN -

'OW that television is a going con-
cern one is beginning to get used
to optical terms encroaching on
our preserve. A few years ago

t le idea of focusing by adjusting potentio-
1 aeters would have seemed very odd both
it the photographer and the radio man.
But when one actually sees the same result
on a screen as the photographer does when
he moves his lenses to and fro, there is
obviously some close connection between
the two. That being so, there should now
be nothing very strange in the idea of an
electrical microscope.

The ordinary optical microscope has
gone about as far as it can, and that is
not very far. Sam Weller had doubts even
about his " pair o' patent double million
magnifyin' gas microscopes of hextra
power." The trouble is not so much that
it is impossible to magnify things more, but
that nothing is gained by doing so. It is
the same sort of thing as with television
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of lines in the tele-
vision system. The
resolving power of a
microscope is limited
by the wavelength of
the light used. Al-
though the Nva vc-
length of visible light
is very small com-
pared Nvith even the
shortest radio waves,
it is no smaller than
some of the tiny
things one wants to
see, and it is impos-
sible to see clearly a
detail that is much
smaller than the wavelength of the light.
So the useful magnification with visible
light is limited to about Soo. That. is
really more than it may seem because it
is magnification of length ; the correspond-
ing magnification of the area of an object

is. of course,
250,000.
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pictures. Even if the picture could be
made as big as a house it wouldn't reveal
any more detail, because the ability to
show detail --technically known as the
resolving power-is limited by the number

You may have
noticed that I said
visible light. Some
time ago it would
have sounded like
saying "wet
water " or " lifeless
death," and, no
doubt, would have
provoked similar
rude remarks about
tautology or redun-
danc y. B u t
" light " is now
generally under-
stood to cover elec-
tromagnetic radia-
tion not only within
the band of wave-
lengths that is
visible but also the
invisible radiation
of longer wave-
length (infra - red)
as far as the boun-
dary of the band
described ;:s
" heat," and of
shorter wavelength

Explanatory sketch showing an electron
microscope in simplified form. On the
right is an electron -optical diagram to

illustrate its operation

(ultra -violet) as far as the next known
band ---I forget what it is but it is a long
way oft. Obviously for extending the
power of the microscope ultra -violet light
offers possibilities, and is actually used to
some extent, but the band that can be
generated and detected in practice is quite
narrow and only a slight advantage is
gained.

There is a device called the ultra -micro-
scope for detecting specks much smaller
than the wavelength of light, in much the
same way as specks of dust invisible to the
naked eye can be seen in a beam of sun-
light, but it is unable to disclose shape or
form.

Greater Resolving Power

The development of cathode-ray tubes,
particularly the specialised sorts used in
television cameras, has shown that in
many ways a ray of electrons can be
manipulated like a beam of light, using
either electrostatic deflecting plates or
magnetic coils in place of lenses. The
important difference is that the " wave-
length " is thousands of times smaller and
the theoretical resolving power therefore
thousands of times greater, opening up
new possibilities for examining the minute-
nesses of Nature.

The technique of generating and con-
trolling rays of electrons and rendering
them visible on a screen is all ready to
hand, -but there is one rather awkward
difference between electrons and light.
There is no difficulty in finding a substance
-glass --through which light can easily
pass when the thickness is amply great
enough not only to bear the tiny weight
of the objects to be examined but also to
stand handling. But to allow an electron
beam to pass, the " slide " must be of
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The Cathode Ray Microscope-
even less than gossamer thickness, other-
wise it would not only stop the beam but
be destroyed by it. Another thing that
makes the electron microscope awkward
for amateur microscopists is that the object
has to be put inside the cathode ray tube,
which means having handy all the appara-
tus for pumping the tube to a high
vacuum:. Still another limitation is that
objects cannot be examined by the re-
flected beam as with light.

In spite of these drawbacks the electron
microscope is very valuable for revealing
particles that are quite invisible under the
most powerful light microscope, and for
showing the distinctive forms of microbes
or powders that are otherwise only seen
as undefinable specks. A magnification of
ioo,000 has already been claimed. --

Illustration showing bacteria magnified
4, 200 times by the electron microscope and 

subsequently enlarged up to 10,000 times.

The, photograph shows the Siemens
electron, microscope. It is a modified form
of a television cathode-ray tube. A much
higher anode voltage is used-something
like ioo,000. The beam is first made to
converge on the object, which is supported
on an incredibly thin film of collodion.
Collodion is the stuff dissolved in ether that
can be poured over a wound and is left as
" new skin " when the ether has evapor-
ated. But this film has to be very much
thinner-only about o.0000r millimetre
thick-and as it is naturally very delicate
and fragile it is caught on a plate with a
'window " that may be only a thirtieth
of a millimetre in diameter. I Should
imagine that threading a No. 12 needle is
as easy as hitting the side of a house com-
pared with the job of getting the desired
object exactly placed on this window.
And if things are not properly arranged it
is just too bad, because the vacuum has
to be let down and repumped every time
the slide is actually got at. Of course, if
the object is on the collodion window at
all the slide can be shifted by external
adjustments to bring the desired part on
to the screen. Even with a comparatively
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low -power microscope it may be quite
difficult to " find the place," and to make
this easier in the electron microscope there
is a screen for preliminary adjustment, at
a position where the magnification is much
less. After adjustment this screen is taken
away and the final image appears on an
enlarged scale.

The diagram shows in greatly simplified
form a British electron microscope
described by Martin, Whelpton and Par-
num,* and alongside is the electron -optical
diagram. The electron beam is produced
from a cold cathode in a low -vacuum tube
at the top, and the hole in the anode is
so small that it is possible to maintain a
high vacuum in the main body of the
apparatus. To help solve the problem of
getting the desired object in the path of
the beam it is placed on a revolving plate
so that it can first be examined and
adjusted by an optical microscope and
then rotated into the electron beam. An
image on a fluorescent screen (or photo-
graphic plate) is given at a moderate
magnification half -way down for adjust-
ment purposes ; another stage of magnifi-
cation yields the final image at the foot.

Apart from the obvious uses for the
electron microscope, one wonders if it will

* Journal of Scientific Instruments ; Jan., 1037.
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be the means for extending our knowledge
of the nature of matter and electricity. In
a much simpler form it has been helpful in
studying emitting surfaces-cathodes, in
other words. In the early days valves de-
pended on plain tungsten filaments run at
bright white heat. Then came the
" thoriated " dull -emitter filament. And
now the oxide -coated cathode, run at a
still lower temperature. The way in which
emission takes place from these surfaces
is of great interest to the valve and
cathode-ray tube designer. By suitable
adjustment of the electrode voltages it is
possible to get an enlarged image of the
cathode on a screen. If you have played
about with the focusing of a torch or head-
light you may have hit on an adjustment
that projects an enlarged image of the
lamp filament on the wall. An exactly
analogous process gives this cathode
image. I have watched a cathode being
over -run and then rejuvenated, using this
method. The bright parts of the picture
are not necessarily the parts of the cathode
that are hottest, they are those that are
emitting most electrons. A spot of emis-
sive coating, which might be seen as a
dark patch on the cathode viewed direct,
would appear on the screen as a patch of
bright light on a dark ground.

The European Wavelength Conference
PROPOSED MEDIUM- AND LONG -

WAVE ALTERATIONS

DELEGATES from some thirty
countries will meet at Mon-
treux, Switzerland, on March
1st to decide upon a new wave-

length plan for broadcasting stations in
the European zone. The delegates will
have plenipotentiary powers from their
Governments, and the new wave plan,
which will become operative on October
1st this year, will be binding after ratifi-
cation by the countries whose delegates
were signatories.

Before dealing with the problems which
will have to be solved at Montreux, it
is well to recall that at the time of the
first official European wavelength con-
ference, in 1933, seven countries repre-
sented were not signatories, and therefore
did not adhere to the convention. These
countries, Holland, Finland, Hungary,
Sweden, Poland, Luxemburg and Lith-
uania, have therefore continued broad-
casting on unofficial wavelengths, with
resultant chaos.

The foundations for the European
wavelength conference have been well
laid. At the International Telecom-
munications Conference at Cairo in Feb-
ruary, the frequency bands to be used by
European broadcasting stations were
decided upon, and the International
Broadcasting Union was requested to
prepare a new wave plan.

The project for a plan, which was pre-

pared in Brussels and of which we gave
details in our November 24th issue, may
still undergo many changes in detail, but
its general principles will, it is expected,
remain unaltered.

It is, of course, quite impossible to
accommodate with a 9-kc /s separation in
the available space the 200 or so Euro-
pean stations with a power of more than

kW. " European," in this case, in-
cludes stations in Algeria, Morocco
(French and Spanish), Tunis, Egypt,
Algiers, Palestine, Syria and Turkey. At
Cairo, space for a further six channels in
the medium band, bringing the total to
116, was made possible by lowering the
bottom end of the band to below zoo
metres, i.e., to 1,56o kc/ s. There are
14 channels on the long -wave band,
allowing for proper separation, although
at present over 20 stations are accom-
modated.

Non -signatories to Lucerne, i.e., Hol-
land, Luxemburg and Lithuania, are to be
removed from the long -wave band, some
Norwegians will share wavelengths, arid
Iceland and Turkey will also share a
wavelength (Iceland should not interfere
with Turkey's transmissions as Brasov
(Radio Romania) does with Holland at
the moment), thereby considerably reduc-
ing the number of stations to share the 14
channels.

The so-called " intermediate " wave-
lengths between the medium- and long -
wave bands, which some stations are
allowed to share with other services
under special conditions, will contain 14
low -powered stations on 9 channels,
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The European Wavelength Conference-
The question of exclusive wavelengths

in the medium band has become in-
creasingly difficult during the past few
years until it is now almost as bad as
the long -wave situation. The old maxim.
laid down many years ago, that in all
international discussions of a technical
nature, national requirements only are to
be considered, has -long been dead in
spirit, and every nation thinks in terms
of its foreign listeners. Exclusive wave-
lengths, therefore, become an all-
importaht subject. It is proposed that
of the available 1'6 medium -wave chan-
nels 54 should be exclusive, whilst on the
long -wave band, 13 should be exclusive.

The following are some of the alloca-
tions proposed in the new arrangement of
exclusive wavelengths :-

Medium. Long.
Germany
Russia
France
Italy
Great Britain 7

Sweden 2 1
Poland, Yugoslavia, Hungary

and Czechoslovakia 3 each
Spain and Belgium 2 each

Of 'the thirty countries which have
broadcasting stations in the European
 zone, nine will not have an exclusive
wavelength. According to the proposed
plan, Russia will. lose four exclusive
wavelengths, France three, Germany two
and Britain one, whilst Italy gains two.

The bulk of the shared wavelengths,
Which are of considerably less importance
from an international point of view, are
suggested to be distributed as follows:-

France 16, Germany ix, Russia i t,
Italy to, Spain to, Norway 9, Great
Britain 8, Poland 6, Belgium 4.

France has an individual problem : the
private stations. No indication was given
by the French Delegation at Brussels for
the suggested new wavelengths of the
private stations, and she will, moreover,
lose three of her exclusive medium wave-
lengths.

Delegates to Montreux will also con-
sider international conventions regarding
the power of transmitters, and it is
probable that permission will be granted
for 500 -kW long -wave stations and gener-
ally to permit medium -wave stations to
go up to 120 kW.

WANDERING WAVE.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily endorse

the opinions of his correspondents

Ignition Interference
IN your Editorial note on the voluntary

suppression of interference von (lid not.
mention one point that I regard as import-
ant. I refer to the size of the suppressors
needed and their method of attachment to
sparking plugs and distributor; the presence
of these components may cause considerable
annoyance when the removal of a plug be-
comes necessary. This operation must some-
times be effected on the roadside, perhaps
in pouring rain, and not always in a con-
veniently arranged and well -lighted garage.

I do a fair amount of work on my car,

and so am all in favour of simplicity and
accessibility under the bonnet. For the last
few years things have been getting worse
and worse in that respect, and one does not
want to increase the difficulties by adding
awkward wireless gadgets.

Purley. ). M. SELLORS.

Television Transmissions
YOUR recent Editorial criticism of over-

ambitious television programme items
brings up another matter-that of technical
shortcomings in the transmissions.

As an example of a minor form of tech-.
nical irritation, one invariably finds that at
least one of the six camera channels in use
suffers from inherent parasitic oscillation,
giving a fine heterodyne pattern over the pic-
ture each time that particular camera is
faded in (the oscillation mentioned in Mr. P.
Scales' recent letter was probably trans- .
'flitted by the B.13.0.).

Again, the camera used for an O.R. of a
football match has invariably an incon-
veniently placed spot of extremely high or
low sensitivity on the mosaic, with the result
that one has to sort out two balls in order
to follow the play. It is hard to explain
away such a happening to a non -technical
observer, who, incidentally, may be a pro-
spective purchaser of a television set.

R. POLLOCK.
N. 'Wembley, Middlesex.

Non -removable Valves
AS one who has long admired " Cathode

Ray's " ability to hit the nail on the
head with scientific precision, I was
astonished to read his views on the valve
of the future in an article based entirely on
misconceptions.

It is apparent that ''Cathode Ray " has
forgotten the difficulties of servicing the
modern superhet when he makes the
astonishing assumption that given sound
mechanical design valves can be left to " lie
low and say nullin' "-except what is in the
programme.

Briefly the following are the reasons why
valves are, and must  remain, easily remov-
able from the chassis:-

I. The more complicated types are liable
to intermittent faults of a nature requiring
rapid interchange with known " good "
valves to identify. These intennittencies
may .he of the rapidly fluctuating type, or
may not become apparent until after some
hours of use. Particularly when sets are
serviced in situ, changing valves can often
be the only hope of rapid and efficient ser-
vice. Further, these defects are not
necessarily caused by faulty mechanical
structure, but are frequently due to changing
gas content in the valve and faults in the
cathode surface.

2. With the coining of four- and five -wave
band sets, frequency -changers present many
problems, failing to oscillate in localised
regions of 11w lower wave -bands, and fre-
quency drift among them.

3. Most important of all, modern servicing
is effected by analysis of the various currents
through the valve circuits, the method
adopted !wing the. removal of the valve and
the substitution by a plug and cable to the
meter and valve. This is for the testing and
servicing not only of the valve, but of the
entire instrument. It willbe a sorry day for
servicemen when valves are riveted to the
chassis with a cluster of soldering tags to be
tackled before analysis can be effected.

And so, although I will still turn to
" Cathode Ray " each week, I can only hope

that he has included in his New Year resolu-
tions one to remember the poor service.
engineer.

C. GORDON.

Short-range Fading
THE assumption by Mr. P. H. Earl, that

the fading of London National at short
distances is (Inc to its synchronisation with
the North, is untenable for the following
reasons: -

2. This fading takes place just the same
When the Northern transmitter is out of
action.
, 2. The magnitude of the fading is greater

,than 'that of the Northern carrier.
3. Exactly ,the same type of fading is

obst:ryable.irom the Regional transmitter at
somewhat longer "short " distances-forty
milk or so.

The effect is purely 'night fading.
It is interesting: to note that in this same

issue of The 'Wireless World Sir Noel Ash -
bridge is reported to covet the 6004netre
shipping band for broadcasting, as being
ideal, for the purpose.

There. is one.very good .reason for this, It 
is free from troublesome night fading up to
a distance of approximately So miles from
the transmitter.  B. S. T. WALLACE.

London, S.W.16. 

THREE NEW
COSSOR RECEIVERS

Model 31 lottery receiver recently
released is a four -valve superhet with

triode-heptode frequency changer, high gain
pentode IF amplifier, double diode triode
second detector and high slope " economy "
pentode or tetrode output valve. Three wave -
ranges cover 16.3-31.5. 190-590 and 815-2,18o
metres. and 11w semi -circular dial carries forty-
three station names. The specification in-
cludes automatic grid bias, and the price is
7 guineas exchuling batteries.

A de Mx,- version of this receiver (Model 32)
is available :11 8 guineas without batteries.

e

,11.1

Cossor Model 3r all -wave 4 -valve battery
receiver.

The principal difference from the Model 31 is
in the loud speaker. which employs a special
magnet eeith a flux density of 10.5oo lines per
sq. cm.

The Model 7r for AC mains at SI guineas
makes use of a similar circuit, but the output
valve in this case is a triode. The cabinet is
of similar design to that of the battery models
and measures thin. x 9pn. x zoin.
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Scott A A Lan OM
A COMPREHENSIVE CIRCUIT SPECIFICATION IN

AN EXCEPTIONALLY WELL FINISHED CHASSIS

Apioneers of the
" custom built "
receiver in
America, Scott

Laboratories have a
unique experience of
the design of multi -
valve circuits and of
their presentation in
attractive chromium -
finished chassis.

Since 1930, when &
Scott receiver was first
demonstrated over here,
these sets have been available in this coun-
try through a number of agencies. Now a
factory and service department have been
established in London, and the latest de-
signs are built up in this country in close
technical collaboration with E. H. Scott
Radio Laboratories, Inc., of Chicago.

The latest model, while retaining all the
qualities of range, selectivity and power
output which have been associated with
this make, has a number of up-to-date re-
finements which enables it to more than
hold its own in a class of receiving equip-
ment which it was largely responsible for
bringing into being.

Including the two power rectifiers and
the tuning indicator, there are sixteen
valves in the circuit. The aerial input

transformer has been designed to work
with an anti -interference aerial system,
but may be used with the conventional
elevated single wire. To reduce the effects
of electrostatic pick-up in the down leads
the primary windings for the short- and
medium -wave ranges are screened from
their secondaries by a gapped metal
shield.

The RF stage makes use of a variable -
mu pentode of high mutual conductance.
It is tuned -anode coupled to the heptode
mixer valve. The separate oscillator is an
electron -coupled triode and injects into the
third grid of the heptode.

Special attention has been given to the
question of frequency stability, and a com-
bination of air dielectric and negative tern -

Complete circuit diagram. Separate AVC systems are provided for the RF stage and IF amplifier.
There are three AF stages in addition to a phase splitting valve, and tone correction for bass and

treble is carried out in the anode circuit of the first AF valve.

7

perature coefficient trimmers is used. It
is claimed that the frequency is constant
within 1 k /c at any part of the scale over
the usual range of room or receiver tem-
peratures.

Three IF stages amplify the resulting
intermediate frequency of 47o kc/s and
three degrees of selectivity are provided by
mistuning the second and third coupling
transformers. The input transformer is
fixed and serves to fill in the middle of the
response curve when in the broad or
double -humped setting. In the position of
maximum selectivity the circuits are

1
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FEATURES. Waveranges.-(A) 800-2,000 metres. (B) 200-550 metres. (C) 9.5-3.9 Mc/s.
(D) 22-8.8 Mcis. Circuit.-RF ampl.-mixer-osc.-1st IF ampl.-2nd IF ampl.-3rd IF
ampl., 2nd det. and AVC rect.-auxiliary IF ampl. and AVC rect. for RF stage-tuning indicator
-1st AF ampl.-phase splitter-push-pull 2nd AF ampl.-push-pull output stage. Full wave
valve rectifiers Controls.-(l) Tuning, (2) Volume. (3) Sensitivity. (1) Bass tone control.
(51 Treble tone control. (6) Selectivity. (7) Waverange. Price.-(Receiver chassis, power
amplifier and loud speaker), 36 guineas. Makers.-E. H. Scott Radio Laboratories, Ltd.,

72a, Carlton Hill, London, N.W.8.

aligned at 470 kc/s with the fixed series
condensers shorted in the second IF trans-
former and in circuit in the third. For
minimum selectivity and the widest audio -
frequency response (8,50o c / s) these con-
ditions are reversed, so that the second
transformer is tuned above, and the third
below, 470 kc/s.

The total trimming capacity in the IF
circuits is large, so that the alignment is
not seriously affected by changing valves.
High circuit efficiency is ensured by the
use of stranded wire in the coils and large -
diameter (3i inch) screening cans. De -
coupling is provided for each circuit and
a high overall gain is achieved with
stability. The overall gain is not appre-
ciably disturbed by changes in selectivity,
as the standing bias in the two IF valves
is automatically adjusted by contacts in
the selectivity switch assembly.

An exceptionally wide range of control
is provided by the dual AVC system. The
normal control for the IF valve is derived
from the second detector stage, and the RF

1

":0TIAT-

PIC

VOL

amplifier is con-
trolled by an aux-
iliary AVC amplifier
and rectifier taking
its voltage from the
anode of the mixer
valve. This gives
exceptionally good
control on weak
signals.

The rectifiers, output
valves and smoothing
equipment are
mounted in a separ-
ate chassis, which,
like the main chassis,
is finished through-
out in polished

chromium.

second AF stage proper; which consists of
two more triodes in push-pull. These are
coupled to the output valves through a
transformer with split secondary, and both
bias and negative feed -back are applied
separately to each valve. There is pro-
vision for connecting headphones through
a double -contact jack across one half of
the intervalve transforrrier secondary.

OUTPUT VALVES 6V6's

eniek 5Z9s

MAINS VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT

After rectification by one of the diodes
associated with the third IF stage the
signal passes through a tone -compensated
volume control to the first AF amplifier,
which is a pentode with a double resonant
choke system in the anode circuit. Sepa-
rate damping resistances are provided for
each circuit, so that there is full latitude
in adjusting the balance to suit transmis-
sions of different character. The bass
boost is centred at 75 cycles, which avoids
hum frequencies, and the treble at 6,50o
cycles, giving a sharp cut-off above 8,5o0
cycles and thus avoiding heterodyne
whistles. Maximum bass and treble boosts
up to about 15 db. above the level at L000
cycles are available.

A triode phase -inverting valve feeds the

The output valves are mounted on a
separate chassis with the twin rectifiers and
smoothing equipment for the power
supply. The field winding of the Magna-
vox " 55 " loud speaker is in two sections,
one of which is in the negative HT lead.
and provides bias for the output stage.

It is gratifying to note that the designers
have given careful consideration to the
question of loud -speaker matching. The
output transformer secondary is tapped,
and when an extension loud speaker is
used the ratio is increased to maintain the
correct load on the output valves. The
extension leads are connected to terminals
on the loud speaker output transformer.

All the controls are arranged in a com-
pact group below the horizontal tuning

OT
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Scott -"Phantom"-
scale. They are well graded and not so
closely spaced as to be uncomfortable in
operation. We should have welcomed

poses of heterodynes between stations.
Nevertheless, the quality is not lacking in
brilliance and this is obtained without
resonances of the type which produce

Sibiu to use this much volume before the
maximum output is reached even on weak
signals.

This is a set which amply justifies the

AUXILIARY RF
AVC VALVE 6B8

Ist IF AMPLIFIER 6K7

Ist AF AMPLIFIER 6K7

2nd IF AMPLIFIER 6K7

3rd IF AMPLIFIER,
ADETECTOR AND

AVC RECTIFIER 6B8

2nd AF STAGE 6C5 PHASE SPLITTER 6C5-\ RF AMPLIFIER 6U7

MIXER 6L74:4, lir
.,411 4.4of

SELECTIVITY

SENSITIVITY VOLUME

0

,TUNING

OSCILLATOR 6C5

'_gillit--TUNING INDICATOR 6G5

WAVERANGE AND
GRAMO SWITCH

BASS

TONE CONTROLS
TREBLE

Large diameter screening cans make for high efficiency in the IF circuits. The tuning scale is indirectly illuminated and calibrated in wave-
lengths on medium and long waves, and megacycles on the two short-wave ranges.

some method of showing the setting of the
Nvavera ng c switch and also a slightly
higher ratio in the slow-motion drive for
tuning on short waves, but these are minor
criticisms. In all the important aspects of
performance the receiver acquits itself
with distinction.

High Selectivity

Expectations of an ample reserve of
volume and sensitivity were fully justified,
but the selectivity deserves special com-
mendation. Even in the medium position
of the selectivity switch the performance
is better than most receivers and gives
clear reception of the Deutsclilandsender
with very little sideband interference.
With maximum selectivity the neighbour-
ing stations might not exist, yet the
quality, thanks to the tone correcting cir-
cuits, is very little affected. On medium
waves we had the unique experience (in
London at a distance of 15 miles from
Brookmans Park) of hearing the Poznan
station announced and enjoying its pro-
gramme with negligible interference from
London Regional working on the adjacent
channel. Few commercial receivers which
we have previously tested have approached
this performance.

The whole of the waverange covered by
the set is free from second, -channel inter-
ference and other self -generated whistles,
and the sharp cut-off at 8,500 cycles dis-

harshness when the volume is turned up.
The continuously variable bass control is
a refinement well worth having and one
can greatly improve the reproduction of
organ and other broadcasts by its use.
The maximum output of 13.5 watts gives
plenty of latitude for peaks at the average
levels which can be tolerated in the
home.

When the megacycle settings of the
principal American and European short-
wave stations had been memorised, and
the knack of handling the slow motion
tuning mastered, some transmissions of
unusual steadiness and volume were held
over long periods, thanks to the efficient
AVC system and the frequency stability of
the oscillator. The performance on the
13 -metre band was particularly good.
The signal-to-noise ratio we would put at
average for this type of set, but it should
be understood that we Were working with.
the usual single -wire aerial. A new type
of anti -interference aerial is being adapted
to work with this receiver and will be
available in the near future.

Background Noise

With the aerial disconnected there is no
direct pick up in the set at any wavelength
and the background is silent over about
three-quarters of the volume range. In
the last quarter valve hiss is apparent, but
under working conditions it is rarely pos-

use of so many valves and one which is
very pleasant to handle. In the matter of
AVC control and selectivity it is a re-
ceiver of outstanding merit.

"Designing a Filament
Transformer"

A CORRECTION

TWO arithmetical errors unfortunately
appeared in the article describing a

filament transformer in our issue of January
loth last. The resistance of the primary
section should be 0.0.53 ohm, not 0.55 ohm,
while the core volume is 3.47 cu. in., not
3.7 en. in.

It should be noted that in an auto -trans-
former, and under normal operation, the
current in the common portion of the wind-
ing is the difference between the computed
primary and secondary current, so that a
smaller gauge of wire than specified could
have been used.

When a transformer is required to be
reversible, compensation for voltage drop in
the windings is difficult unless extra tappings
are included, and it is therefore suggested
that the winding be calculated on the turns
per volt factor alone and that the largest
size of wire that can be acconunodated
should be used. A total of 76 turns of No.
16 S\VG enamelled copper wire with tap-
pings at 14 and 6z turns would satisfy this
requirement. Larger sizes of wire are very
difficult to wind on bobbins of small dia-
meter.
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Frequency Changing Problems
THE LATEST OCTODES

By E. LUKACS and J. A. SARGROVE (Tungsram Research Laboratory)

WITH valves of the hexode type,
fluctuating mains voltage does
not cause any material fre-
quency drift. The size of the

virtual cathode is but slightly affected by
changes in the first accelerator grid volt-
age. Although an increase in the voltage
of the accelerator grid does not extract
more electrons from the cathode space
charge, the velocity of the electrons also
increases and at higher speeds, the den-
sity of the space charge diminishes. These
'effects will balance each other fairly
:accurately, and the change in the oscilla-
tor anode voltage has but a slight effect
on the impedance of the triode, and con-
Sequently on the phase lag of the anode
current. With triode-hexode types (and,
of course, triode-heptodes) a 10 per cent.
fluctuation in mains voltage causes about
2 kC is frequency drift at a frequency of
17 Mc / s.

As against this in the older octodes
VO4 and EK2, fluctuations of supply
voltage cause fluctuations in the transit
time of the electrons reaching the oscilla-
tor anode and produce considerable fre-
quency drift.

The efforts to eliminate the observed
defects in the older octodes led to the
development of type EK3. This makes
use of electron -optical principles and repre-
sents a radical departure from previous
frequency -changer design.

Fig. 4 shows how the four side rods of

irons is as short as in a normal triode.
The first accelerator electrode G3 is made
of solid sheet metal, electrostatically
screening the oscillator anode, and partly
screening the first control grid as well.
The pairs of side rods of the first grid and
the aperture -of the 'first accelerator elec-
trode are so de-
signed that:the elec-
trons flying to-
wards the second
control grid G4
are accelerated by 
it :tiithout, hm;v-
e v e r, impinging
upon it Thus, a
virtual Cathode:. is
formed between
the first accelerator
G3 and the second
control. grid G4

r

Concluded from page 82 of
last issue.

drawback which even if neutralised can
still cause some defects. On the other
hand, the disadvantages of the triode-
hexodes are low input impedance and
variations in grid capacity.

Space charge coupling ancrits elimina-
tion have been dealt with in earlier
articles.' We will now only add the fol-
lowing observations : the neutralisation

of space charge

CONTINUING the discussion of
-!.. modern frequcncy - changing
valves the authors now consider the
effect of HT voltage fluctuations
and show.ihat they are of relatively
small importance. The electrode
structure and operation of the latest

octodes are also discussed.

and, consequently, a part of the electron
stream returns towards the accelerator.
This, being made of solid sheet metal,
absorbs all returning electrons and pre-
vents their return into the neighbourhood
of the first space charge. Those edges of
the first accelerator aperture which face
the second control grid are so formed that
their electrostatic suction effect attracts
even those electrons which would other-
wise fly back through the aperture of the
first accelerator. It is clear, therefore,
that by this means, all the aforementioned
defects are simultaneously eliminated.

The principal
operating charac-
teristics of the EK3
are a conversion
conductance of
0:65 mA/V, with
an oscillator peak
voltage of io volts ;
the working slope
of the triode is 4.5
mA/V.

From the above
it will be seen that
the EK3 is a

A OCT

G6 (SUPPRESSOR)

G4 (SIGNAL GRID)

G3 (l.t ACCEL.)

G2 (ose. ANODE)

the first grid GI divide the electron stream
into four beams. Two opposite beams im-
pinge upon the oscillator anodes G2,
which are constructed to have angle -iron
profile. Thus, the transit time of the elec-

Fig. 4.-The arrange-
ment of the electrodes
of a modern octode
is shown in this
diagram. The bar
structure of the os-
cillator grid divides
the electrons into

four beams.

worthy rival of the triode-hexode type of
valve, since the gravest defect of
octode valves, namely, frequency drift, is
entirely eliminated in it. In octode types,
however, space -charge coupling is still a

coupling by means
of capacity
coupling only is
never a complete
success because the
finite transit time
of the electrons re-
tards the grid cur-
rent due to space
charge. In order
to adjust the phase
error, therefore, we
must connect an

additional resistance in series with the
coupling capacity. The time constant
of this resistance -capacity system is
approximately equal to the transit time of
the electrons, which in type EK3 is
2 x ro-9 sec. Hence, the coupling ele-
ments introduced between the first and
second control grids have values of 1,600
ohms and "3 µµF. However, this manner
of neutralisation is only perfect at a single
predetermined oscillator voltage. This is
due to the fact that the voltage induced by
space charge coupling becomes practically
constant above a certain oscillator voltage
while the capacitively transferred voltage
compensating it will increase continuously
with the oscillator voltage. The above
values give a good practical balance to an
oscillator voltage of 12 volts eff. (The dis-
similarity of this effect to that of the limi-
tation of conversion conductance should be
noted.)

The Oscillator Circuit

As these coupling elements are built
into the EK3, it is not advisable to con-
nect the oscillator tuned circuit to the first
control grid for two reasons :-

The resistance -capacity combination,
while stopping the effect of the oscillator
grid upon the signal grid actually assists
the transference of signal -frequency volt-
age from the second control grid to the first
control grid. If the oscillator tuned circuit
is connected to the first control grid, a
signal voltage will consequently appear on
it. It must be remembered that at short
waves, where the percentage difference
between the input frequency and the oscil-
lator frequency is very small, the oscillator
circuit will have quite a high impedance to

The Wireless World, March i7th, 5938,
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Frequency -Changing Problems-
the signal frequency. This unintended
signal voltage 'on the first grid will be
additively mixed with the oscillator -fre-
quency voltage, thus creating.an interme-
diate -frequency component in the anode
current, which will either increase or de-
crease the normal multiplicatively pro-
duced conversion gain of the valve. This
in itself would not be a serious defect ex-
cept that the valves are not quite uniform
with reference to this unintended function,
there being a likelihood that in a batch
of EK3 valves used in -one and the same
receiving set a difference in sensitivity of
I to 4 may occur.

If a tuned -grid oscillator circuit is used
trouble also arises due to AVC, as the
neutralising balance will not be at an opti-
mum through changes in signal -grid bias.
Thus, the signal voltage on the second con-
trol grid will influence the first grid potA.n-
tial and thus the frequency of the oscil-
lator. However, if the tuned circuit is
connected to the oscillator anode, both
these -defects are reduced to a negligible
minimum.

Hexode-type Valves

In hexodes, space charge coupling also
occurs, but of a somewhat different type,
the injector grid repelling more or less
electrons towards the first accelerator in
step with the oscillator frequency. Some
of these electrons pass through the first
accelerator and increase the cathode space
charge, producing an oscillator -frequency
voltage upon the first grid by influence.
It is clear, however, that the magnitude
of this coupling is practically negligible, its
value being of the order of o.or /2/4F. in
comparison with 0.1 /4/1.F. for the electro-
static coupling between the first and third
grid of the hexode.

The returning electron current in hexode
valves causes other serious disorders which
are by no means negligible. The space
charge increment near the first grid in-
creases the input capacity and this varies
in inverse _proportion to the signal grid
bias, and will disappear completely above
a certain signal grid bias value. The
change in input capacity due to the action
of AVC in triode-hexodes is about 2-2.5
1t1m.F. Distortion occurs through the RE
input circuit becoming detuned, which can
he in unfavourable cases as much as 3 to
5 per cent., a perceptible amount in high-
fidelity receivers. Detuning of the input
circuit is, of course, not as detrimental as
detuning the oscillator circuit, since it
mainly has the effect of altering the im-
pedance offered to the signal frequency,
whereas the oscillator circuit will affect all
intermediate frequency circuits.

Severe changes in capacity will increase
the input damping of the signal grid as
well. This effect has been fully expounded
in other earlier publications where it was
shown that the dephasing of the capaci-
tive current in consequence of the electron
transit time will produce a resistive cur-
rent component. This damping causes a
perceptible decrease in gain at wavelengths
as long as 12 metres, so that on ultra -short

wavelengths it is advisable to connect the
signal grid to a tapping point on the input
tuned circuit.

The capacity variation and damping of
the signal grid, the EK3, is much less than
that with the triode-hexodes, and is even
better in this respect than RE amplifier
pentodes.

This is due to the fact that the virtual
cathode in the EK3 is mainly a function
of the cathode current, so that the change
in capacity under the influence of AVC

amounts to only a few tenths of one t;/F,
the input impedance at 15 metres being
approximately Ioo,o0o ohms.

From the foregoing it is clear that, very
vast improvements have taken place in
mixer valves, and their use in receiving
sets is now almost as simple as that of ordi-
nary amplifier valves. They do not as yet
function faultlessly on the ultra -short
wave -band, but further improvements no
doubt will bring the solution of this
problem also.,

Random Radiations ---
Major Armstrong s Scheme
A CONSIDERABLE amount of fuss was

made by some of the lay papers over
what was described as Major Armstrong's
new system of wireless transmission. It
appears, though, that the system isn't new
at all ; it is merely a fresh application of a
very old method of transmission. What
Major Armstrong has done is to develop a
means of using frequency modulation to re-
duce interference from atmospherics and
man-made static. He has long been a cham-
pion of this kind of modulation ; three years
ago he published a long account of his
experiments with frequency - modulated
transmitters, in which he made certain
points very strongly. One was that radio
engineers were all wrong in regarding am-
plitude modulation as the one and only
satisfactory method for broadcasting and for
telephonic communications ; another, that a
noticeable decrease in interference occurred
when frequency -modulated transmissions
were received in areas regarded as abnor-
mally noisy for the reception of amplitude -
modulated transmissions.

% 16. %
Transatlantic Expectations

TELEVISION
is having a great run just

now in both the technical and the lay
papers across the Atlantic. Everything is
nearly ready for the inauguration of the New
York services at the opening of the World's
Fair, and the man -in -the -street is in much
the same keyed -up. condition of expectancy
as was his counterpart here four or five years
ago. There seems to be just the same two
widely different Opinions amongst those in
the business in America as there were With
us just before the opening of the A.P.
station. One school holds that present, lis-
teners in the area to be served will stam-
pede to become viewers ; the other believes
that the story of television in the U.S.A. will
follow much the same lines as it followed in
this country. in other words, the general
public will be eager to attend demonstra-
tions, but will be very slow at first to
acquire receiving apparatus of their own.

Conditions Different

RASHLY
venturing into the realms of pm-

phecy I predict that neither of these
views will prove to be the correct one. I've
always held that what put the brakes on to
television here after the high -definition ser-
vice had come into being and many firms
were offering excellent receiving equipment
at prices that weren't too stiff was the
public's memory of the way in which it had

By "DIALLIST"

been led up the television garden so fre-
quently and with such sickening results
during the preceding decade. Nothing could
have been more ill-advised than the prepos-
terous claims made for television in its early
days here. Eleven years ago it was trum-
peted at the public that practical television
had arrived ; that in a matter of weeks or,
at the worst, months, it would be possible
to sit in one's home and see Test matcheS
at Lord's or even at Sydney ! The Wireless
World did splendid work in sorting out
laboratory achievements from figments of the
imagination, and the Postmaster General of
the time issued a public warning to those
who contemplated buying low -definition
television receivers that they did so at their
own risk : he couldn't see that television had
yet any real entertainment value.

A Wiser Policy
TN America they have adopted what I think

are sounder methods of approach. There
have been no irresponsible promises of im-
possible things; television was not presented
to the public until it was a going con-
cern. Further, manufacturers have realised
thoroughly the need for educating the aver-
age man and woman to appreciate the stan-
dards of television.. An endeavour_ is to be
made to make people get used to the com-
paratively small images of the six -by -ten
viewing screen ; television, in a word, is to
be accepted as television and not as some-
thing that compares or competes with the
movies. Whether the American public will
respond is another matter; I think you will
agree, though, that the situation is being
soundly dealt with. For these reasons my
forecast is that the American people won't
be so chary as we were a few years ago
about taking up television as a hobby. If
the programmes are reasonably good I be-
lieve that television may get off the mark
rather more quickly in the United States.
I don't see, though, how there can be a
boom, since the areas served for some time
to come will be so small a proportion of the
whole of that great country.

%
Hard Lines

you happen to see the story of the
arrival in New York of the gifts sent

by the Pitcairn Islanders to the lady who
had done so much to put them into regular
touch by wireless with the rest of the
world? She is one of the best known of
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American amateurs, and it was owing to
her reception of a faint message that their
decrepit wireless gear must shortly go out
of action that a fund was started in America
which led to the presentation to the Island
of up-to-date transmitting and receiving
equipment. As a mark of their gratitude
the people at Pitcairn sent her an offering
of baskets aqd other specimens of their
handicraft. When the ship was approach-
ing the coast her operator got into touch
with the lady and wirelessed : " We'll be in.
port only 24 hours ; come and collect your
stuff as soon as we berth." The ever -vigi-
lant Customs service intercepted the mes-
sage and at once saw visions of large-scale
smuggling. When the ship tied up bat-
talions of sleuths searched her from truck to
keelson, whilst others captured the lady and
bore her off for examination. It took a long
time to straighten matters out, and when
finally the Customs men were convinced that
they had been looking for a mare's nest,
they exacted their pound of flesh by charg-
ing her duty to the tune of 5o cents !

%
Spoonerisms

STRANGE
how rarely one hears a Spooner-

ism on the wireless, for in the ordinary
way such things are by no means rare when
speakers are nervous or are letting their
thoughts run ahead of their words. How-
ever, one does occasionally hear a good one,
as, for instance, when the bucking broncho,
introduced during a recent tour behind the
scenes of a circus, became a brocking bunko.
I'm sure that if I were an announcer and
found myself, as announcers often do, faced
with the task of reading some rather in-
volved news item at sight, I should be con-
stantly pouring Spoonerisms into the micro-
phone. Is the making of Spoonerisms, by
the way, confined to those who use the Eng-
lish language? I don't ever remember hear-
ing one or hearing of one from a foreign
station. Nor does one seem to come across
the Spoonerism as a cause for mirth in books
written in other languages.

Communication Receivers

THE communication receiver shows signs
of catching on amongst long-distance

enthusiasts, and it is small wonder that it
should do so, for it is the ideal instrument
for their particular kind of work. We'd
have seen a good many more communica-
tion receivers in use before now if people
hadn't formed the idea that they must
necessarily be highly expensive things. Of
course, if you want the very best you've
got to pay for it, and a high-grade receiver
of this kind may cost you anything between
i4o and go, or even more. But less expen-
sive sets are now making their appearance,
and though they, naturally, haven't all the
refinements of the more costly apparatus,
many of them are very pleasant things to
handle, and they're useful gatherers of diffi-
cult stations. For short-wave work they're
streets ahead of the domestic " all -wave "
set, which too often can spare no more
than a quarter of an inch of its tuning scale
for a band containing a score or more of
stations.

Better Tuning Wanted
It isn't that the domestic set is insensitive

or that it's incapable of bringing in the
short-wave stations that you want to hear,
provided that their transmissions are arriving
at reasonable 'strength. The main troubles

are two : in the first place it's mighty diffi-
cult with some of them to make the minute
adjustments that are often called for ; in the
second place it's often almost impossible to
make a note of the setting of a station that
you've heard so that you can go back to it
when you want to. Some kind of band -
spreading in " all -wave " sets would make a
power of difference to the growth of short-
wave listening as a hobby. I don't see why it
shouldn't be done, though it certainly won't
if makers are determined to compete with
one another to see who can produce the
cheapest sets.

What We Miss
That's just one example of the good things

that listeners are missing because of the low
price of receiving sets. To introduce band -
spreading costs money, and though it would
treble the attractiveness of the short-wave
range of the " all -wave " receiver, it can't
be done if every penny has to be considered.
And there are many others as well. Real
tone -control is a comparative rarity ; we
have to put up with self -generated whistles
because the price won't run to an RF valve
and proper image suppression. I needn't
continue the catalogue, for you'll think of
plenty of other things for yourself. Cheap
sets there must be ; but why the wireless
industry has, intentionally or otherwise, led
the public to believe that you can get every-
thing that you want in a receiving set for
ten pounds or a bit less will always be a
mystery to me.

NEW H.M.V. SETS
FOUR new receivers have been released

by the Gramophone Co., Ltd., this
week. They include a radiogramophone

with automatic record changer at 29
guineas. This is the Model 489, which
employs an eight -valve superhet circuit
with four wavebands going down to n
metres. Separate bass and treble tone con-
trols are provided, and the output is 5 watts
into an elliptical type loud speaker.

The Model nor is housed in a new style
of cabinet with tapering sides and is a
5 -valve superhet for AC mains. There are
three wavebands, the lowest wavelength
being 13.5 metres. Simplicity of control
has been given close attention, and the
large rectangular dial carries a vernier
scale as well as a waveband indicator. The
price is to} guineas.

In the Model x400 battery receiver at
12} guineas there are six push buttons for
automatic station selection. The lowest
wavelength is 16.5 metres and there are
three wavebands. Five valves are included
in the superhet circuit, and the QPP output
stage feeds a high -sensitivity PM speaker
with circular cone. The normal HT con -

I
-

H.M.V. Model 1 400 battery superhet with
push-button tuning.

sumption is 9 mA:, but an economy control
is fitted, by means of which the total cur-
rent may be reduced to 6 mA. for moderate
volume levels.

A three -valve TRF circuit is employed in
the Model 1401 battery receiver. It in -
eludes a filter for Droitwich when the set
is to be worked near that station, and there
are three wavebands going down to 16.5
metres. The HT consumption is 7.5 mA.,
and the set, complete with batteries, sells
for 8 guineas.

Due for release early in March is a new
push-button superhet for AC mains. It
will be known as the Model 1102, and has
push-button selection for waverange as well
as eight pre -tuned stations. The lowest
wavelength is 13.8 metres and there are
three wavebands. An attractive cabinet
design has been evolved for this receiver
with a sloping front and figured silk fret
cover. The price will be 15 guineas.

Club News
Croydon Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Peter's Hall, Ledbury Road, South

Croydon.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. See.: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road.

South Croydon.
.4t the last meeting Mr. F. G. G. Davey, the in-

ventor of the Davey Gramophone Pick-up, lectured on
the design of his Communications Receiver. During the
course of the lecture many interesting features of
the set were demonstrated.

South London and District Radio
Transmitters' Society

Headquarters: Brotherhood Hall, West Norwood.
Meetings: First Wednesday in every month.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. H. D. Cullen, 164, West Hill, London,

S.W.15.
At the December meeting Mr. Stuart Davis demon-

strated his high quality reproducing. and recording
apparatus, the former being based on the " Wireless
World" Quality Amplifier. The January meeting was
devoted to a demonstration of the Hallicrafter Diver-
sity Receiver by Mr. H. D.. Cullen. At the February
meeting Mr. Stone gave a talk on " Home -constructed
S.W. Superhets." The annual dinner took place ou
January 26th.

Slough and District Short- Wave Club
Headquarters: 35, High Street, Slough.
Meetings: Alternate Thursdays at 7.30 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. H. J. Sly, 16, Buckland Avenue, Slough.

The annual general meeting was held on January
Srd, when a new committee was elected. This was
followed by a talk on " Aerials," by the chairman.
On January 10th, the first meeting at the new head-
quarters, a television receiver was demonstrated. The
next meeting is to be held this evening (February
2nd), when 2FAU will talk on " Oscillators."

Midland Amateur Radio Society
Headquarters: Tile Hope & Anchor Hotel, Edmund

Street, Birmingham.
Meetings: Second Tuesday of each month at 8 p.m.
Hon. See.: Mr. F. E. Barlow, " Drakeford," Poolehead

Lane, Wood End, Tanworth-in-Arden.
This Society, which has been in existence for 10

years. has over 120 members, of whom 75 per cent.
are licensed transmitters. The next meeting will be
on February 14th at 8 p.m., when there will be a
sale of apparatus in aid of the Hospital Radio Fund.

Radio Society of Great Britain, District 13
(Wimbledon and District Section)

Headquarters: Itanc,-. Park 0, -operative Hall.
Meetings: Monthly.
Hon. Sec..: Mr. H. 31. Blaher, 9, Stanton Road, London,

s.W.20.
This section has now secured a place for its meetings

at the Haynes Park Co-operative Hall.

Radio, Physical and Television Society
Headquarters: 72a, North End Road, London, W.14.
Meetings: Fridays at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. See.: Mr. C. W. Edinuins, 15, Cambridge Road,

North Harrow.
Dr. C. G. Lemon lectured at the January 13th meeting

on " Experiments in Surface Tension and Bubble Blow-
ing." He illustrated his lecture with several experi-
ments, including jets of water used in conjunction with
a bent frequency oscillator.

On January 20th Mr. Walters, of Belling & Lee, Ltd.,
gave an interesting lecture and 'demonstration, his
subject being " The Suppression of Electrical Inter-
ference." On February Srd a lecture will be given
by a representative of the Automatic Coil Winder
& Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., and on March 11th
the Society will visit the printing works of the
Sunday Graphic.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength (Stations with an Aerial Power of 50 kW and above in heavy type)

Station. Ws.
Tuning

Positions. Metres. kW.

Istanbul (Turkey) ... ... ... 152 1973.5 5
Kaunas (Lithuania)

.

.. ... 153 1961 7
Hilversum (No. 1) (Holland) ... ... 160 1875 10-150
Radio Romania (Romania) ... ... 160 1875 150
Lahti (Finland) ... ... 166 1807 150
Moscow (No. 1) (U.S.S.R.) ... 172 1744 500
Paris (Radio Paris) (France) 182 1648 80
Ankara (Turkey) ... ... 183 1639 5
Irkutsk (U.S.S.R.) ... ... ... 187.5 1600 20
Deutsehlandsender (Germany) ... ... 191 1571 60
National (Droitwich) ... ... ... 200 1500 150
Minsk (U.S.S.R.) ... ... 208 1442 35
Reykjavik (Iceland) ... ... ... ... 208 1442 100
Motala (Sweden) ... 216 1389 150
Novosibirsk (U.S.S.R.) 217.5 1379 100
Warsaw (No. 1) (Poland) ... 224 1339 120
Luxembourg ... -. ... ... ... 232 1293 150
Moscow (No. 2) (U.S.S.R.) ... ... 232 1293 100
Kalundborg (Denmark) ... ... 240 1250 60
Kiev (No. 1) (U.S.S.R.) ... ... ... 248 1209.6 100
Tashkent (U.S.S.R.) ... ... ... ... 256.4 1170 25
Bergen (Norway) ... ... ... 260 1153.8 20
Oslo (Norway)... ... ... 260 1153.8 60
Vigra (Aalesund) (Norway) ... 260 1153.8 10
Leningrad (No. 1) (U.S.S.R.) ... 271 1107 100
Tromsti (Norway) ... ... ... 282 1065 10
Tiflis (U.S.S.R.) ... ... 283 1060 35
Moscow (No. 3) (U.S.S.R.) ... ... ... 300 1000 100
Saratov (U.S.S.R.) ... ... 340 882.3 20
Finniark (Norway) ... ... ... ... 347 864 10
Archangel (U.S.S.R.) ... ... 350 857.1 10
Rostov -on -Don (U.S.S.R.) ... 355 845.1 20
Budapest (No. 2) (Hungary) ... ... 359.5 834.5 18
Sverdlovsk (U.S.S.R.) ... ... 375 800 40
Banskii-Bystrica (Czechoslovakia) ... ... 392 765 15-30
Lulea (Sweden) ... ... ... 392 765 10
Rostov -on -Don (U.S.S.R.) ... ... ... 395 759 20
Voronezh (U.S.S.R.) ... ... ... 413.5 726 10
Oulu (Uleaborg) (Finland) ... . ... 431 696 10
Baranowieze (Poland) ... 520 576 50
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia) ... ... 527 569.3 6.3
Viipuri (Finland) ... ... 527 569.3 10
Bolzano (Italy) ... ... ... 536 559.7 10
Wilno (Poland) ... ... ... ... 536 559.7 50
Budapest (No. I) (Hungary) ... ... 546 549.5 120
Beromfinster (Switzerland) ... ... ... 556 539.6 100
Klaipeda (Lithuania) ... ... ... 565 531 10
Catania, (Italy) ... ... 565 531 3
Palermo (Italy) ... ... 565 531 3
Radio Eireann (Ireland) ... 565 531 100
Stuttgart (Germany) .. ... ... ... 574 522.6 100
Alpes-Grenoble, (P.T.T.) (France) ... 583 514.6 20
Madona (Latvia) 583 514.6 50
Vienna (Germany) ... ... 592... 506.8 100
Athens (Greece) , ... 601 499.2 15
Rabat (Morocco) ... 601 499.2 20
Sundsvall (Sweden) ... ... ... 601 499.2 10
Florence (No. 1) (Italy) ... ... 610 491.8 20
Brussels (No. 1) (Belgium) ... 620 483.9 15
Cairo (No. 1) (Egypt) 620 483.9 20
Konibyshev (U.S.S.R.) ... 625 980 10
Christiansand (Norway) ... ... ... 629 476.9 20
Lisbon (Emissora Nacional) (Portugal) ...
Vigra (Norway) ... ... ... ...

629
629

476.9
476.9

20
100

Prague (No. 1) (Czechoslovakia) ... 638 470.2 120
Lyons (P.T.T.) (France) ... ... 648 463 100
Petrozavodsk (U.S.S.R.) ... ... 648 463 10
Cologne (Germany) ... ... ... 658 455.9 100
Jerusalem (Palestine) ... 668 449.1 20
North Regional (Slaithwaite) ... 668 449.1 70
Sottens (Switzerland) ... ... ... 677 443.1 100
Belgrade (Yugoslavia) ... ... 686 437.3 20
Paris (P.T.T.) (France) ... 695 431.7 120
Stockholm (Sweden) ... ... 704 426.1 55
Rome (No. 1) (Italy) 713 423.8 120
Hilversum (Jaarsveld) (Holland) ... 722 415.4 17
Kharkov, (No. 1) (U.S.S.R.) ... 722 415.4 10
Madrid (EAJ2) (Spain) ... 731 410.4 3
Seville (EAJ5) (Spain) ... ... 731 410.4 5
Turi (Estonia) ... ... 731 410.4 38
Munich (Germany) ... ... ... ... 740 405.4 100
Marseilles (P.T.T.) (France) ... 749 400.5 100
Katowice (Poland) ... ... 758 395.8 12
Scottish Regional (Burghead) 767 391.1 60
Scottish Regional (Westerglen) ... 767 391.1 70
Stalino (U.S.S.R.) ... ... ... 776 386.6 10
Toulouse (P.T.T.) (France) ... 776 386.6 120
Leipzig (Germany) ... ... '785 382.2 120
Barcelona (EAJ1) (Spain) ... 795 377.4 7.5
Lwow (Poland) ... ... 795 377.4 50
Welsh Regional (Penmon) (Anglesey) ... 804 373.1 5
Welsh Regional (Washford)... ... ... 804 373.1 70
Milan (No. 1) (Italy) ... ... 814 368.6 50

Station. ke's.
Tuning

Positions. Metres. kW.

Bucharest (Romania) 823 364.5 12
Bodo (Norway) 823 364.5 10
Kiev (No. 2) (U.S.S.R.) 832 360.6 35
Trondheim (Norway). 832 360.6 23
Berlin (Germany) 841 356.7 100
Sofia (Bulgaria) 850 352.9 100
Valencia (Spain) 850 352.9 3
Simferopol (U.S.S.R.) 859 349.2 10
Strasbourg (France) 859 349.2 100
Poznafi (Poland) 868 345.6 50
London Regional (Brookmans Park) 877 342.1 70
Graz (Germany) 886 338.6 15
Linz (Germany) 886 338.6 15
Helsinki (Finland) 893 335.2 10
Hamburg (Germany) . 904 331.9 100
Dniepropetrovsk (U.S.S.R.) . 913 328.6 10
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France) 913 328.6 60
Brno (Czechoslovakia) 929 325.4 32
Brussels (No. 2) (Belgium) 932 321.9 15
Algiers (Algeria) 941 318.8 12
Goteborg (Sweden) 941 318.8 10
Breslau (Germany) 950 315.8 00
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France) 959 312.8 60
Odessa (U.S.S.R.) 968 309.9 10
Northern Ireland Regional (Lisnagarvey) 977 307.1 100
Bologna (Radio Marconi) (Italy) 986 304.3 50
Torun (Poland) 986 304.3 60
Hilversum (No. 2) (Holland) ... 995 311.5 65
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) . 1004 298.8 13.5
Chernigov (U.S.S.R.) . 1013 296.2) 4
Midland Regional (Droitwich) 1013 296.2 ' 70
Barcelona (EAJ15) (Spain) 1022 293.5 3
Cracow (Poland) 1029 293.5 10
Konigsberg (No. 1) (Germany) 1031 291 100
Parede (Portugal) 1031 291 5
Leningrad (No. 2) (U.S.S.R.) 1040 288.5 10
Rennes -Bretagne (France) 1040 288.5 120
West of England Regional (Washford) 1050 285.7 50
Bari (No. 1) (Italy) 1059 283.3 20
Tiraspol (U.S.S.R.) 1068 280.9 10
Bordeaux -Lafayette (France) 1077 278.6 60
Radio Normandie (France) 1093 274 20
Madrid (EAJ7) (Spain) 1095 274 5
Vinnitsa (U.S.S.R.) 1095 274 10
Kuldiga (Latvia) 1104 271.7 25
Tripoli (Libya) 1104 271.7 50
Melnik (Czechoslovakia) 1113 269.5 100
Nyiregyhaza (Hungary) 1129 267.4 6.25
North-East Regional (Stagshaw) 1122 267.4 60
Horby (Sweden) 1131 265.3 60-100
Genoa (No. 1) (Italy) 1140 263.2 10
Trieste (Italy) 1140 263.2 10
Turin (No. 1) (Italy) 1140 263.2 100
London National (Brookmans Park) 1149 261.1 40
North National (Slaithwaite) 1149 261.1 40
Scottish National (Westerglen) 1149 261.1 50
Kassa (Hungary) 1158 259.1 10
Monte Ceneri (Switzerland) 1167 257.1 15
Copenhagen (Denmark) 1176 255.1 10
Nice -Cate d'Azur (France) 1185 253.2 60
Frankfurt (Germany) 1193 251 25
Freiburg-im-Breisgan (Germany) 1195 251 5
Troppau ((;erinany) 1204 249.2 6
Lille (Radio P.T.T. Nord) (France) . 1213 247.3 60
Rome (No. 2) (Italy) 1222 245.5 60
Gleiwitz (Germany) 1231 243.7 5
Gorlitz (Germany)
Cork (Ireland)...

1231
1235

243.7
242.9

5
1

Saarbriicken (Germany) 1249 240.2 17
Riga (Latvia) 1258 238.5 15
Burgos (Spain) 1.258 238.5 20
Salamanca (Spain) 1258 238.5 20
Aberdeen 1285 233.5 5
Klagenfurt (Germany) 1294 231.8 5
Vorarlberg (Germany) 1294 231.8 5
Radio Mediterranee (France) 1303 230.2 27
Naples (No. 1) (Italy) 1303 230.2 10
Malmo (Sweden) 1312 228.7 2.5
Bremen (Germany) 1330 225.6 2
Dublin (Ireland) 1348 222.6 0.5
Genoa (No. 2) (Italy) 1357 221.1 5
Turin (No. 2) (Italy) 1357 221.1 5
Milan (No. 2) (Italy) 1357 221.1 4
Bordeaux-Sud-Ouest (France) . 1366 219.6 25
Warsaw (No. 2) (Poland) 1384 216.8 7
Lyons (Radio Lyons) (France) 1393 215.4 25
Vaasa (Finland) 1420 211.3 10
Kaiserlautern (Germany) 1429 209.9 2.5
Turin (No. 3) (Italy) ... 1419 239.9 5
Paris (Fitful Tower) (France) 1456 206 7

Bournemouth ... 1474 203.5
Plymouth ... 1474 203.5 0.3
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Recent Inventions
SECONDARY.EMISSION

" OSCILLATORS "
AFORM of oscillation generator

is known in which an electron
stream is forced to travel to and
fro between a pair of " target "
electrodes so as to build up a large
current by secondary emission. In
this case an accelerating anode is
usually arranged between the two
targets, and tends to create a
space -charge which limits the out-
put. According to the invention,
the two electron streams are
forced to take separate paths, in-
stead of vibrating along a common
one, so that one does not tend to
" choke " the other.

As shown in the Figure, two

Oscillation generator depending
on secondary emission.

"cold " cathodes K, Ki co-oper-
ate with a common cylindrical
anode A which is biased to pro-
vide an . accelerating field. An
external :.winding (not shown) sup-
plies a magnetic field, the lines of
which run at right angles to the
plane of the paper. The action is
explained as follows:-

An electron leaving the cathode
Ic is forded by the combined effect
Of the electric and magnetic fields
to describe the 'circular path
marked 1. As the electron strikes
against the cathode Kr on its re-
turn journey, secondary electrons
are emitted, and necessarily travel
away from the cathode in the
opposite direction. The action of
the magnetic field, therefore, com-
pels them to follow the circular
path marked 2. As they return
to the cathode K and produce
more. .secondary electrons, the
latter are now forced to follow the
circular path r, and so on. To
ensure that the impact always
occurs with sufficient force, an
oscillating voltage is applied to
both cathodes from a Lecher wire
circuit L, tuned to the working
frequency.

Telefunken Ges. far drahtlose
Telegraphie m.b.h. Convention
date (Germany) April 20th, 1936.
No. 494230- 0000
REMOTE CONTROL FOR LOUD

SPEAKERS
ALOUD speaker is arranged to

be supervised from a central
station which may be so far distant

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

Rill be included in this section

as to be out of audible range. To
allow this to be done the speaker
is energised by carrier current
modulated with the signal fre-
quencies. Near the transmission
and control point the carrier cur-
rent is passed through a high-pass
filter, from the further side of
which a low-pass branch line goes
back to the control.

Near the speaker the usual am-
plifier and detector unit is shunted
by a similar low-pass circuit. This
allows part of the rectified current
to be fed back, from the speaker
terminals, into the carrier wave
transmission line. This " return "
current can then pass, via the low-
pass branch near the transmitter,
direct to the control points so that
an attendant there is able to hear
the signals and can adjust the
volume of the distant speaker
accordingly.

C. Lorenz Akt. Convention date
(Germany), December land, 1936.
No. 490497.

0 0 0 0

PRODUCING TELEVISION
SIGNALS

LIGHT rays are focused on to a
photo -sensitive screen mounted

at one end of a cathode-ray tube,
and the electric " image " so
formed is scanned by an electron
stream projected from the other
end of the same tube.

The screen liberates electrons
corresponding to the light in-
tensity of each picture point.
These are focused by a magnetic
coil which automatically deflects
the " picture " stream our of the
path of the oncoming " scanning "
stream, because the two streams
are travelling in opposite direc-
tions.

The picture stream is first
accelerated by one or more
" suction " rings, and is then pro-
jected on to target electrodes,
which amplify it by secondary
emission.

Radio-.4kt. D. S. Loewe. Con-
vention date (Germany) March
3rd, 1936. No. 49296x.

0000
AUTOMATIC " HOMING"

ARRANGEMENTS are already
known in which a rotary

frame aerial, mounted on an aero-
plane, is made to set itself auto-
matically into line with a distant
beacon station and to remain so
set, even should the aeroplane
yaw away from the " homing "
course. Ally off - course move-
ment operates a differential relay,
and so brings the machine back
again on to its predetermined
course.

According to the invention, the
differential relay used to correct
the steering includes a commutator
device which applies the voltage
picked up by the aerial (this being
positive or negative according to
whether the deviation is to port
or starboard) to " trigger " one
or other of a pair of gas -filled

tubes. The resulting discharge
current then drives a motor in
ono direction or the other, so as to
restore the craft to its original
course.

Telefunken Ges. fiir drahtlose
Telegraphic in.b.h. Convention
date (Germany) September 9th,
1936. No. 493393.

0000
RADIO BEACONS

OR direction -finding purposes a
-I-. beacon station is made to
radiate two waves of the same
frequency, one being modulated
and the other not. The phase of
one wave varies constantly with
its direction in azimuth, whilst the
phase of the other varies with
time.

This produces, at a distance, a
field of constant average ampli-
tude, which is independent both
of time and direction. The rate
of modulation is, however. varied
in accordance with the direction
of the modulated beam, so that at
a given moment it is zero. along
the North -South line, and at maxi-
mum along the East-West line.
This " zero " characteristic is
made to rotate at constant angular
speed.

The arrangement, in effect, pro-
vides a " zero modulation " datum
line for the receiver in place of the
usual " zero field " indication, the
advantage claimed being a longer
range for a given power output.

Soc. Anon. des Ondes Dirigees.
Convention date (France) Febru-
ary 14th, 1936. No. 491963.

o o 0 o

SHORT.WAVE AERIALS
THE drawing shows a " wide -

band " aerial, suitable for re-
ceiving television signals, and less

The British abstract:: published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
upeciflcations obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W .C.2, price

11- each.

densers C of 5o m-mfds. The
capacity loading creates a phase -
velocity greater than that of the
wave travelling freely in space.
This, in combination with the
" tilt " of the conductor, gives a
pronounced directional effect,
pointing away from the feeder
end.

The loaded aerial is connected
through a surge resistance R of
32o ohms to the centre point of an
elevated wire B, which for signals

'on 45 megacycles is made 11 feet
long, and acts as an effective
" earth point," i.e., as a " half -
wave " termination to the aerial
proper. The lower end of the
aerial A is connected through a
matching transformer T, and the
usual feed -line F, to the receiver.

E. C. Cork; M. Bowman-Nani-
fold and j. L. Pawsey. Applica
tion dates February 9th and June
30th, 1937. No. 493758.

0 0 0 0

HIGH -FREQUENCY
OSCILLATORS

APIEZO-ELECTRIC crystal is
frequently used to stabilise

the frequency of short - wave
generators, though for wave-
lengths below 5 metres tuned
Lecher wire circuits are to be
preferred. However, even the
latter prove difficult to adjust ou
wavelengths of two metres or
less, because the length of the
connecting leads between the
electrodes and the Lecher wire cir-
cuit may be sufficient to prevent
the whole system from oscillating
at a single natural frequency.

According to the invention, the
split anodes of a magnetron valve,
used for generating wavelengths
of the order of one or two metres,
are connected across voltage nodes

FZ177777771111/7///77/ mi/7./iiiiii7/////»11/i/i/iiiiiiiiiiiii.

Television aerial with condensers inserted at short intervals in
the lead-in wire.

liable to inductive interference
than the ordinary dipole. The
aerial consists of a " conductor "
A having an overall length of 5o
to 6o" feet, and loaded at intervals
of 15 inches by small series con -

on a tuned Lecher wire output
circuit through connecting wires
which are made telescopic, so
that their electrical length can be
made equal to a quarter -wave.
Under these circumstances the
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Recent Inventions-
combined wavelength of the valve
electrodes and the connecting;
wires can lx, made equal to that
of the Lecher ivire output circuit
so that the two circuits will oscil-
late as one at this stabilised
frequency.

The General Electric Co., Ltd..
and E. C. S. Mep,aw. Application
dale March 22nd; 1937. No.
494610. 0 0 0 0

DIRECTION FINDERS
THE ordinary direction finder

gives a maximum or mini-
mum reading (as the case may be)
at two points diametrically oppo-
site to each other. It is therefore
necessary to indicate which of the
two readings is the correct one
from the point of view of "sense."
This is usually done by couplite,
the frame to a vertical aerial,'
when the two signal voltages com-
bine to give a " heart -shaped "
curve with only one minimum
point, which tan easily be,ascer-
tabled by operating a reversing
switch. The " minimum " of the
heart -shaped curve is, however,
not in line with the true bearing,
but is displaced by oo° from it.

According to the invention,
"sense finding" is simplified by
connecting a single frame to a
vertical aerial in such a way that
at the correct minimum reading
the indicator needle will " follow
any slight movement of the frame
aerial, whereas at the other or in-
correct minimum the indicator
needle moves "against" a testing
swing of the frame.

Tole/unbar Ges. far drahllose
Telegraphic m.b.h. Convention
date (Germany) April 7111, 1937.
No. 492643. 0000

. SECONDARY.EMISSION
. MULTIPLIERS

ZWORYKIN and Mailer have
recently discovered that it is

possible to obtain a much higher
ratio of secondary electrons from
a target electrode when the
sensitive material, such as
camiated silver, is separated from
the metal backing plate by a very
thin layer of insulating material.
The target is first subjected to an
initial bombardment of electrons,
which appear to have a polarising
effect, so that the composite sur-
face becomes abnormally sensitive.
So much so that it will release as
many as 3,0oo secondary electrons
for each primary electron which
strikes against it. This so-called
" anomalous " emission compares
with a ratio of nine or ten-which
was previously considered to be
the best obtainable.

According to the. invention, a
target electrode, capable of giving
anomalous secondary emission, is
prepared by depositing a very thin
layer (of the order of one -
thousandth of an inch) of an
alkaline -earth borate upon a metal
backing plate, and then covering
the borate with an equally thin
layer of cesium.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. (assignees of F. R.
Pidre). Convention dale (U.S.A.),
January 30111, 1937. No. 491287.

0 0 0 0

AUTOMATIC TUNING
CONTROL

FOR automatic frequency con-
trol it is usual to provide two

" discriminator " circuits, cnc

tuned a little above, and the other
a little below the fixed inter-
mediate frequency of the set, the
" unbalanced " voltage produced
across these circuits by any initial
mistuning thcn being applied to
correct the mistake. In assem-
bling the sets, however, it is found
to be difficult to pre -fix the tuning
of the two " offset " circuits with
sufficient accuracy to produce the
required results. The object of
the invention is. to simplify the
opc ration.

As shown in the Figure,  the
anode of one of the IF valves V
of a superhet receiver is connected
to the HT supply through a re-
sistance R, and is coupled to the
two discriminator circuits A, B,
through condensers C, Cr. When
assembling the set the movable
connection L is first placed on the
contact x as shown, and the two
circuits A, B, are then tuned
exactly to the IF frequency. The

The effect is secured by using a
photo :sensitive cell to explore a
selected point, which is representa-
tive of the character of the picture
as a whole. The current from the
cell is then applied either to regu-
late a tone control or to send out
a pilot signal from the transmitter
which automatically produces the
required effect at the receiver.

bolster-Brandes, Ltd., and C. N.
Smyth. Application ,date March
and, 2937. No. 491502.

0 0 0 0

RADIOGONIOMETERS
IN direction -finders of the

Bellini-Tosi and Adcock types
the aerial pick-up currents are
transferred to a pair of small field -
coils which produce a magnetic
field orientated in the same direc-
tion as the incoming signal. This
direction is then ascertained by
means of a small rotary starch -

Method of facilitating the initial adjustment of AFC circuits.

connection I. is next moved over
to the contact 2, the tuning of
both circuits thus being altered by
equal and opposite amounts. The
connection L is then .permanently
soldered in position. The required
AFC voltage is taken off, as
shown, from the load resistance
Er of the diodes D,

E. K. Cole, Ltd., and 11. C.
Rowe, Jr. Application date April
261h, 1937. No. 493788,

0 0 0 0

FIDELITY CONTROL IN TELE.
VISION

WHEN televising a scene, say,
from a cinema film, the

volume of sound heard from the
receiver remains more or less the
same, irrespective of the apparent
size of the actors. That is to say,
it is the same when a large field of
view is being shown, where the
actors appear comparatively small,
as when a close-up is being given
of one of the principal characters.

In order to produce a more per-
fect illusion an automatic control
is applied to make the speech
heard during a close-up sound as
though it came from a nearer point
than that heard during a normal
scene.

coil, the whole arrangement being
known as a radiogoniometer.

For correct operation the EMF
induced in the search -coil, as the
latter is rotated in the field,
should conform strictly to a sine
curve. Otherwise the directional
readings are confused by what is
known as octantal error.

According to the invention the
conditions likely to give rise to
octantal error are avoided by wind-
ing each of the field -coils in two
layers, one of which is laid at an
angle of Go deg. to the other. The
two sets of windings are connected
in series.

Standard Telephones and Cables,
Ltd., I. R. J. James and C. F. A.
Wagstaffe. Application date,
March 19th, 1937. No. 492323.

0 0 0 0

ELECTRON CAMERAS
A PICTURE to be televised is

projected on to a photo -sensi-
tive cathode, and the resulting
electron stream is focused .on to
the plane of an anode, where it is
swept to and fro, past a central
aperture, by an applied scanning
voltage. The electrons that pass
through the aperture strike against
a series of target electrodes, which
form au election multiplier

housed in the same tube as the
camera.

According to the invention the
whole device is rendered inopera-
tive, during the idle or flyback
stroke of the scanning operation,
by applying an intermittent nega-
tive pulse to one of the target
electrodes of the electron multi-
plier. Preferably two pulses of
opposite sign are applied simul-
taneously to two electrodes, so
that the signal current is cut off
during the "flyback" stroke
without producing any unbalanced
impulse in the output circuit.

Baird Television, Ltd., and
V. A. Jones (addition to 470785).
Application dale March 23rd,
1937.. No. 4926°2.

0 0 0 0
AVC DISTORTION

WHEN, in order to prevent
fading, an AVC voltage is

applied to one or more of the RF
stages in a wireless receiver, it is
liable to do more than what is ex-
pected of it, namely, to increase
the amplification of those valves.
As we know from the methods
used to secure automatic tuning
control, any change of grid volt-
age tends to alter the effective re-
actance of a valve, -and, therefore,
the. tuning of any circuit across
which it is shunted. This sets a
definite limit to the degree to
which AVC can be applied with-
out causing distortion of the re-
ceived signals.

In order to remove this limita-
tion, particularly in the case of
the mixing valve in a superhet set,
the frequency change due to AVC
voltage is offset by a compensat-
ing voltage, which is derived from
a resistance in the anode circuit
and is applied through a con-
denser to the oscillating grid of
the valve.

E. K. Cole, Ltd. Convention
date (Sweden) May 15th, 1937.
No. 492624.

0 0 0 0

"ANTI.FADING " AERIALS
THE useful range of broadcast

transmission is seriously
diminished, particularly at night,
by the reflection of high -angle
radiation from the Heaviside
layer. As is well known, the re-
flected energy interferes with the
direct or earthbound wave to pro-
duce fading.

There are various known ways
of reducing this high -angle or
space -wave radiation. One is to
use a single -mast antenna of suffi-
cient height, and another is to use
a shorter aerial provided with a
top capacity or " roof," but both
arc costly expedients.

According to the invention, the
required result is secured by using
a mast antenna only slightly more
than half a wavelength high, and
by energising it, at a point about
one -fifth of its height above
ground, so that the phase of the
current fed to the upper section is
substantially 18o deg. out of phase
with that supplied to the lower
section. The resulting form -
factor,. or distribution of aerial
current, is then such as to radiate
as predominantly earthbound wave,
with a relatively small vertical
component.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. (assignees of W. D.
Thatera).. Convention date
(U.S.A.), April 16th, 1937. No.
492485.
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FURTHER COMPONENTS INTRODUCED BY BULGIN

NEW
TELEVISION
AERIAL

An iron -clad weather-proof Television
1 -wave aerial.' with centre -connected
feeder and aluminium antenne ; suitable

. for use as aerial or reflector. The feeder is
taken off from the centre
of the aerial inside the
hollow bracket tube.
List No. C/L.19. Per lit
of parts without feeder

List No. C/L.20. 50' Coil Feeder - 5/6

A. F. BULGIN

I
' 48- INTERFERENCE

SUPPRESSORS

Suitable for connec-
;rad lion In the mains

leads of small motOrs,
 " etc, causing inter-

ference over short -medium and long -wave
bands. 6in. sleeved leads fe;r connection.
List No. µH. d.e. ft max.A. Each

C H.F.26 900 0.55 1.75 3/.
CH.F.27 900 0.85 0.9 2/3

SERVICE

TRANSFORMERS.

transformer for
snatching the average commercial: speaker
to pentode valves. (Tapped for mains or
battery valves.) 50 : 38 1.

C/LF.81. Output transformer for class
B or O.P.P. stages. Ratio 55 : 1. -
C(1. F.82. Designed for mulching high
impedance speakers to loss resistance
outputs. Ratios 25-, 32, 40-, 60-, 66- and
r o I. EACH

Several other models available. '11

Size Sin, x 21in. x

1.7in. high.
C'L.F.80. An output

Only brief details of a few lines can be
shown here . . . . send coupon for 120 -page
catalogue, giving Ph information of over
1,300 modern, efficient, inexpensive
components. Choose Bulgin for long -

service satisfaction -and you'll never be
' disappointed.

CO. LTD. ABBEY ROAD -

ik-,),ERIA, INSULATOR
.W.ANI? ARRESTER

An aerial lead-in
insulator and ar.

. rester with fuse
and two Internal

safety devices. Special moulded bell -
insulators provide a long dry leakage
path under all weather conditions,
over years of use.
List No. C.4..2. EACH 41-

'465 KC/S I.F.
TRANSFORMER

Provided with
: 4in. grid lead

and standard size
' top clip. Size

x x 31in. high.' For use
in all modern circuits, giving high
gain and 9 Kc/s t selectivity. Built-
in mica trimmers. Aluminium can.
List No. C/LF.1.
8 other types avadabk. EACH 7/6

TRANS COUPLER'.
RAHSFOFIM ER

A fed -trans-
former unit in-
corporating all

, necessary re-
sistance, condenser, etc. Replaces
transformers of the straight -connected
type. awes greater amplification,
better treble and ba'asTesPoote.
To follow any varve. PRICE 111,6
List No. C/L.F.10. EACH 

U

IRON CORED
SCREENED CHOKES

' STANDARD MODEL
This excellently madeYitk' - choke h. an induct -
ante' of 75,0001H. with
a D.C. resistance of

180 fl. Relit -Aare -in use.
List No. C/H.1..34. EACH /6

SUPER MODEL '

Of exceptional characteristics, this model
has an inductance of 300,000 izbl, and a

D.C. resistance of 360 11.
List No. C/H.F.35. EACH 3/'

soFLUSHAL

SIGNAL LAMP

.4 -

New and improved.
Embodies a moulded
translucent lens, thus
a clear signal given at

any angle. With moulded terminal connection.
List No. C/D45. Red

List No. CID.47. Green EACH
List No. C/D.46. Blue

List No. CD.48. Yellow I

ROTARY SELECTOR

2/6

SWITCHES

1 -pole 12 -way For
series -resistor switch-
ing in Voltmeters, !one

" conuol, etc. Many
other uses will be apparent. 'EACH 2/9
List No. C/S.201.
4 -pole 3 -way : In many three -band sets this
simple switch will provide all wavechanging
satisfactorily. List No. C/ S.204. e) /a
Other models available. ---- EACH A.

P ®N
Please send, post free, new 120 -page Catalogue No. 161 for
which M enclose 3d. stamps..

NAME

ADDRESS.,

W.IY C230 . .

BARKING - ESSEX. RIPPLE WAY 3474.

CHALLENGER

The most comprehensive range
and the greatest value ever.
Direct -to -the -public cash sales
enable us to pass on " middle '''
profits to the purchaser. Send
2d. stamp for illustrated cata-
logues. Better still, call be- I.
tween 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. and
try these remarkable receivers
for yourselves, or at any other
time by appointment. There is
no obligation to purchase. Com-
pare the following specifications
with any other sets in their
respective classes :-
MOD E L M.S.K.505 as illustrated. Custom-built de Luxe 19 valve general purpose

receiver, for the ham and quality enthusiast.
6 wavebands, 4-2,200 metres. Band Spread hairline tuning. Walnut self-contained panel.
Magic Eve. R.F. Stage on all bands. Manual; Automatic Variable Selectivity 3 to 16 he. C.W.
Beat Oscillator. Noise Suppressor. Sensitivity ControL 8 Tuned Circuits in 2 I.E. stages.
Ceramic valve holders and switches. Q.A.V.C.IlanualiCarrier Controlled Contrast Expansimt.
30 watts undistorted output Class " A" amplification -0) 6L6 valves in a new system
of direct coupled paraphase-parallel-pttshpull. Straight Line response 25-15.000 cycles.
25% degeneration by negative feed -back to output stage. Dual matched 12 inch
Auditorium Speakers. CHASSIS, VALVES & 2 SPEAKERS Price 30 gns.

Reprint of "Wireless World" TEST REPORT on this model sent on request.
Also STANDARD MODEL M.S.K.504, 9 valves, can be supplied complete.

CHASSIS, VALVES & 2-12' P.A.. SPEAKERS £25-10-0
MODEL 444 The Challenger " Model 444" custom-built 12 -valve superhet radiogram.

chassis, 5 wavebands, 5-10, 11-34, 34-05, 200-550,800-2,100 metres, large
illuminated dial calibrated metres and station narnes.R.F. stage on all bmds,valve sequence,
5X4 rectifier, (2) 6V6s beam power output tubes, 605 Magic 'Eye, 6Q7 noise suppressor,
6B8 1st L.F. and A.V.C. 6J5 phase changer, 635 negative feed back, 6L7 I.F. amp., tiL7
selectivity control, 6K8 Triode Heptode frequency changer, 6K7 R.F. amp.

'
special

" non -drift " I.E. Aladdin transformers, variable selectivity 0-30 kc., output 15 watts
undistorted from pustmull beam power output tubes, response flat within 1.5 db between
30-12,000 cycles; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonics, persistent oscillator
of highest output. CHASSIS, VALVES & 10' M.C. SPEAKER 14 9.s

WITH 12' P.A. SPEAKER 15 gns.
10 -valve snperhet chassis and valves A.C. 200-250 volts, 5

"'YALE" IVIODEL 101 wavebands, 7-2,100 metres, large slide pattern dial cali-
brated in stations, push-button tuning, Magic Eye, latest type Octal valves, with pushpull
output, 10 watts. Speakers extra, 10in., 15/9, or 32/n. P.A., 47/6. Price 10 gns.

AMERICAN CABINETS of exquisite workmanship and appearance. Designed and built
by leading craftsmen. All brand new and undriBed. Send I ed. stamp for actual photographs.

We have in stock receivers and chassis to suit everyone's pocket and taste from £3.5.0.

NEAREST POINT

LancastStation.er
Gate

BRITISH,
MADE.

An Inexpensive PRECISION Instrument

The

.c. Ave Luom
itegd. Trade Mark

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

This instrument provides precision testing
facilities at a truly modest cost. Incorporating
a fully jewelled moving -coil movement and a
24s -ins. scale, it permits accurate readings of
milliamps., volts and ohms, with ranges
adequate for the majority of normal circuit,
battery and resistance tests. The total resist-
ance of the meter is roo,000 ohms ; full
scale deflection of 3oov. or 600v. is obtained
for a current consumption of only 3mA. and
6mA. respectively.

In case, compkte with
kids, itveYchangeabk
crocodile clips nod
testing prods; and with
comprehensive instruc-
tion. booklet.

5/ -
DEFERRED

TERMS
/F DESIRED

13 RANGES
CURRENT

0- 5 milllamps
0- 30 mallanols
0-120 mIllIamPs

VOLTAGE
0- 6 volts

' 0. 12 vol.
0.120 vol.
0-240 volts
0.300 vol.
0.0 vol.

RESISTANCE
0- 10,000 ohms
0- 130,1100 ohms
0-1200.000 ohms
0-3 molt..

'N.  Write for fully descriptive pamphlet.
Sofa Proprietors dr Ahnellaeltrreat t

'''''''' "e -DEGALLIER'S LTD. I. AMERICAN The Anton:met Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co.. Ltd.,
31, CRAVEN TERRACE, LANCASTER GATE, W.2 Any Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I. 'Phone: Victoria 3404/7

Telephone: Paddington 2745.
ae:,tive ..o! list 5/61

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTIS:MENTS
NOTICES

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is

12 words or less, 3/- and 3d. for every
' additional word:

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5", 26 con-
secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNLNG at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 280, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26e, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2,

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

advertisements atrtritelirndtirreYohn.
to

refuse or withdraw

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made 8-7-637 payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Notes bet. g
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

An letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and -the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

DEGALLIERS, Ltd.-See our advertisement on Page
1.

/VOTE New Address. -3I, Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate, 511.2. Paddington 2745., [7934

BAKER'S New Quality. Reiviver and Corner Horn
Speaker for Realistic Reproduction.-Details from

Baker's Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [7965
ARPISTRONG Co. Have' Nine New Radio Chassis of

Outstanding Merit. from the press.button model at
£7118/6 to the large variable selectivity model at
.1:17/17.
A IIMSTRONG Announce Model A46/FC- Amplifier.-'

-,11--This new unit is a 6 -watt pnsh-pall amplifier having
in addIthin to the normal flat frequency,iesponse, both a
bass and treble boost circuit giving control 01 the Ire.
queney response at both ends of the audio spectraM; Ina
price of model A46/FC is11 gm.

AD\ ANCE Details of the New Amplifier, together with
particulars of our standard 6 -watt amplifier model

A46/7 at 9 gns., the 12 -watt amplifier model 127/PX
at 12 gns. and the local station feeder unit RF2/4 at
3 gns., -are available on request.

ARMSTRONG Co.. 100, St. Pancras Way, -Camden
Town, London, N.W.1, . [7974

A ILBA, Ferguson, Ever -Ready, Ilalcyon,  Portadyne.
Spartan, Spencer amd other first class makes always

in stock; wholesale only.-Trade enquiries to Leonard Hers.
36, Henry. SL, Blackpool. . [0610
MIDWEST (American) 1939 Receivers. -17 -valve, Siva -

_OIL wavebands, 10 40 2,400 meters, two speaker combing.
tion; chassis complete, £21/10; cash only; send 1/-
P.O. for detailed brochure.-Bennett's, 4, Humberstone
Drive, Leicester. [7962

GENUINE Bargain.-Quality amplifiers, 8 watts, tindis-
toiled PP output, latest British octal base valves,

tone control, matched energised speaker, wired and tested;
£6 coal.. carriage paid.-Radio Chassis Supplies. Bal-
moral, Pavilion Drive, Leigh -on -Sea. [7940

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC,

STOCKTAKING Sale.

BRAND New Receiver 1939 Moclels

59/6.-A.C.-D.C.h Compact, with M.C. speaker 2 -wave -
V band. self-contained aerial.

£4/1.9 / 6.7,Y-ewav,7.0.speer, npaursThAtclutitonione6,

supersensitive. works on any mains, anywhere.

model, 6 valves,
radiogram,

-

output, lovely tame; worth £20.
WRITE for Lists of Components and Spares, Cc. .

RATA/DRAM, Ltd., 66, Osborne St., Glasgow. clte.l

AMSTR,7,G
NEW VARIABLE SELECTIVITY

MODEL AWI25PP

12-V. 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

(12-550 .continuous, 1000-2000 m.)
with R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I .F. stages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual. R.F. gain control and 10
watts R.C. coupled Triode AEA 7.t7
P.P. Output.

tI

A few extracts from

Wireless
World

TEST REPORT, Jan. 5th, 1939
rhocvoernItn g tshoeansptee

salient
ifi colon ofre otthuir'Lreoctei

boththelong-range
makers

communication sets and quality amplifiers for local station
recePtion. . .

We had no difficulty in logging American broadcasting stations
on the 13- 16- and 19 -metre bonds . . . and comparison with
ordinary all -wave sets leaves no doubt that the AWI25PP is worthy
of classification with the 'communication ' type receivers as
far as sensitivity is concerned.

. . keen selectivity which enables one to get well within one
channel on either side of the London Regional transmitter before
the idle bands begin to appear.

On long waves separation of the Deutschlandsender from
Droitwich and Radio -Paris requires no skill in the handling of the
controls, and the performance on this band is exceptionally good
with ample sensitivity in reserve and very little background noise.

. . A momentary test up to full volume on the local station
failed to reveal any marked threshold of -distortion, though judging
from the sound level the output must have been very close to the
rated upper limit of 10 watts.

. Full marks are due to the designer for the skill with
which a I2 -valve circuit has been compressed into a chassis very
little biggir than that of the overage 5 -valve superheterodyne.'

Copy of complete Report FREE upon request.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

All Models Gladly Demonstrated
All Chassis sent on 7 days' approval, carriage paid

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

ARMSTRONG MANFG. CO.
100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

'Phone a GULlIver 3105

" Radio Data Charts," A. Series of 'Macs Post free 41zo

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

. may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sufn of lid. to defray
the cost of registration and to &aver postage on replies

' Must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Boo 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Boy number
shown in the advertisement, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, &E. t.
Readers seho,reply to Box No. advertisVmestts are warned
against sending remptantes through lire post -except in
registered enveloPes : in all such cases the use of the

DePosil System is recommended, and the oncerope should
be clearly snacked Deposit Department." .

Or DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Real -firs who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these Columni may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money -be

' deposited with ." The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.'

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. It a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to'seller, but if not, seller instructs u5 to return
amount to depositor, Carriage is paid by the, buyer,
but in the event of no -sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility, For all transactions vp to iI0, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged; on transactions over il0 and under
i50, the fee is 2/6 ; :over DO, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money ordcrs'should
be made payable to Dille & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to advertise-
ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.'

ANKRUPT Stock.-Brand new 1938 radio sets In
 ma kers' cartons with guarantees at less than halt

retail prices; send 13/2d. stamp for list bargains. -261-3.
Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham. [7956

19 3Q Ekeo 5v. -Battery Simerliet. £3/31 1938 Cacao,
Allwave battery superhet, £4/4; 1939 2w.

band Midget, A.C./D.C., 57/6; quotations submitted
all 1939 receivers, chassis, car radio.-Superadio, Dantzic
St., Manchester.

Wanted
WANTED.-Communication receiver or Oliver,

5, Ennismore Avenue, Guildford, Surrey. [7957
CHIASSIS and Speaker for High -quality Reception; sluts

price, demonstration required, London .-Box 8561,
c/o The Wireless World.

CAR RADIO
drIAR Roof Aerials.. Improved type, chromium plated,

17/6 complete; vertical telescopic type, 12/6; Ameri-
can undercar aerials, single dipole, 9/6; De Luse twins,
rubber covered, 20/ pair; cartiage paid.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex House,
Stratford, E.15. Maryland 3191. [0577

Tr You Own a. Car Radio, it is bound to "go wrong"
some time; be at good friend to it and get it repaired

quickly, and at reasonable .icost; all makes overhauled;
free quotations.-Scott-Sessions Co., Car Radio Depart-
ment Exchange Works, Al uswell Hill, N.10. Tudor
4101-2. [7490

PUBLIC ADDRESS
V
VORTEXION P.A. Equipment:

INIITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite Yon to a Demonstration.

10-WATTre iDnaneeneseBazlhAinnIllfingercaticr
cmicrophone om-

plete
speaker; £12/12.

15 _20 -WATT Amplifier, 30-18,009 eyelet, inde-
pendent mike and gram., inputs and con-

trols, 0.037 volts required to full load. output for 4, 7.5
and 15 ohms speakers or to specification, Inaudible hum
level; 12 -volt ear battery and A.C. mains 'nuclei. 12 ans.;
A.C. only model, 8,/, gns., complete, as reviewed by " Wire-
less World."
VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.

15-20 .Collard ,Pnoorttoarb.allid
Amplifier, in

apaickV, h 

I1 4' (This advertisement continued on seal page.)
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PUBLIC ADDRESS
(This advertisement continued from previous page.)
fi-WATT Output 6L6s, under 60-watt conditions. with- negative feed back, separate rectifiers for anode,

screen and bias, with better than 4% regulation, level
response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver trans-
former and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms im-
pedance. electronic mixing for mike and pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and plugs; £15.
COMPLETE in Case, with turntable. B.T.H. Piero

pick-up and shielded microphone transformer, £20.
8 0-Wptkey. Model, with negative .feed back; £25, corn-

120-WitTj. Model, with negative feed back; £40, com-
plete.

t';
250 km.with Fullvalve.Wave Speaker, field supply

uni 25/-,
ALL P.A. Accessories at Stock.

ATORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway. ' Wimbledon,
S.W.19. 'Phone: Lib. 2814. [7951

lATARK DAVIS, Radio and Electrical Stores, 22, Lisle
101 St., London, W.C.2.
EPOCH Speaker Super Cinema Model, 18,i, cone. A.C.

mains operation, brand new, £17/10 list, bargain;
£6/10.
EPOCH Domino. 500 ohms field, 1443 cone,. perfect

condition; £4/10.
EPOCH Cinema Speaker, TIPA cone, 2,500 field,-

POCH Super Cinema Speaker, 6 -colt field, no cone;
35/-

RICSSON P.A. Speaker, 6 -volt D.C. or 100 -volt AC.,
Perfect condition; £3/10.

BOLA 10in. P.M. Speakers, latest type 15 -ohm voice
cod, brand new, boxed, a real bargain; 15/-.

ROLA 10in. 6 -volt field, 10/-; 2,500 field, .10/-; Sin.
5,000 ohms field, 10/ -.

BRITISH Acoustics Portable Recording Outfit, built-in
amolifier, posh -pull- output, . fitted with condenser,

mike and crystal pick-up, latest type, listed at 27 gns.,
a real gift at £15.
SAYER Recording Motor and Tracking Gear, complete

with low imp. cutting head, brand new A.C. mains
100-250 volt, listed 17 gm, bargain; £7/10.
SAVER Recording Motor, voltage as above, two only;

55/- each.
msovoicE Portable Amplified Electric Gqitar, incor-

porating A.C., D.C. amplifier, push=pulI output, 9
watts, for use as Spanish or Ilaivaiian, provision for mike,
etc., brand new, listed at 27 gns.; £15; a wonderful bar-
gain.

0PERADIO Portable PubliC Address Amplifier, 14
watts, push-pull output, moving coil mike; stand,

etc., A.C. mains, 100-250 volts, brand new and listed at
£36; don't miss this opportunity; £17/10.
PHILIPS Rack -built Double Channel Amplifier, 20

watts each, recently purchased from Ace Studios,
fitted pre -amplifiers. Monitor speaker, etc., cost £128,
condition as new, guaranteed working order; a real bar-
gain at £15.
MARK DAVIS, Radio and Electrical Stores, 22, Lisle

St., London, W.C.2. [7984
FOR Hire of Microphone and Amplification Equipment

Write Harmony House, 116, Cambridge Rd South-
port. [7873
ALEXANDER BLACK, Ltd., Established 1925.-For

microphone equipment when, quality counts. Booklet
on request. -55, Ebury St., S.W.1. Sloane 6129. [0596

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.
ALL Transformers at Last Week's Prices.

VOTAINON,g,otndw
2814.

Broadway,

TANTALUM for LT.-Black-
well's

(7263

MAINS EQUIPMENT
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

$°u;Nzis s:lre'cjg.T.iorrnca,r1, to3e1,"EN:e..rtOn-w4g,sA.,meal`g;:
(7950

CABINETS
ACABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

ONVERT. Your. Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
a./ Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under cost
of manufacture (undrilled), 30/. upwards:, motors at
wholesale Mice.

FITA-GRAW" Cabinet, 31x17x15; 21/-.

UNDRILLED
Table, console and loud -speaker cabinets

from 3/6.

INSPECTION
Invited, photos loaned to country sus -e

tomers.
H. L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., W.2.

Tel.Tel.: Pad. 5891. [0485
BRAND New Radiogram Cabinets (undrilled), 55/-

each, worth 10 gns.; money back guarantee-Haines
and Sion, 23, Denmark St., W.C.2. Tem. 5900. [7933
A BAKER Corner Horn Cabinet will Immensely Im-

prove Reproduction from Your Present Speaker.-De-
tails from Baker's Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [7966

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
C.-A.C. Convertors, motors, all voltages, for sale andD' wanted.-Easco, 18w, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [0558

ALL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, bat
tery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc., in

stock, new and second-hand.
A .C.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Re-

ceivers from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2/10,
150 watts output. £3/10.
WARD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. Tel.:

Holborn 9703. [0518

THE WIRELESS WORLD

PREM ER
1939 RADIO

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS. Westinghouse
- Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To charge 2 volts
at b amp., 10/- ;6 volts at I amp., 16/6 ;6 volts at 1 amp.,
19/6 ; 12 volts at 1 amp.,, 21/- ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down A.C. mains
between 100-250 volts. 60 watts, 9/- ; 100 watts, 11/6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 20/-. Micro-
phone Transformer, 6,-. Table Mike Stand, 7/6.
BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes, pick-
ups, etc. Single, 4d. vd.; Twin, 6d. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYS-
TALS, 7 mc. and 3.5 roc., 10/- each, with Certificate.
Enclosed holder and base, 3/-.
CARDBOARD, ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 4 mf. or
8 mf. 500 v, 1/6 each, 84-4 mf. 500 v., 2/3, 8-1,8 mf.
500 v., 2/6, 4+4+4 mf. 500 v., 2/6, 16+8 mf. 500 v, 3/6.
TUBULAR METAL CAN ELECTROLYTICS by famous
makers. 4 or 8 mf. dry, 500 v., 2/6 each. 8 mf. wet,
450 v., 2/3. 8 mf. 650 v., Peak dry, 4/-.
BIAS CONDENSERS, 6 mf. 60 v., 6d. ; 50 mf. 12 v.,
1/- ; 25 mf. 25 v., 1/- ; 50 mf. 50 v., 1/9.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from .0001 to
.5 mf., 6d. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, 4, 5, 6 and 7 pin., 6d. each.
Octals, 9d.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all fittings,* each.
PREMIER S.W. H.F. Chokes, 10-100 metres, 9t6. each.
Pie -wound, 1/6 each. Screened, 1/6 each.
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4 -and 6 -pin types, 13.26; 22-47,
41-94, 78-170 `Metres, 1/9 each, with circuit. Special
set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres,. 4/- set, with circuit.
Prettier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres.
Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials; Direct and 100-1 Ratios, 3,9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers,all-brass construction,
with Trolitul insidarion. 15 mmf.,-1/6'; 25 mmf., 1/7 
40 mmf., 1/9; .100 mmf., 2/- 160 annul., 2 3 ;'250
mmf., 2/6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/ -'each:
LISSEN Tower Packs in aluminium cases, 15Q v., 25 m.a.,
with 6.3 v. L.T., 1004.250 v. mains, 10/6, with Rectifier.
METAL RECTIFIERS, 250 v., 60 m.a. output, 4/6 each..
SPECIAL' OFFER - COLLARD AUTO- 'RECORD
CHANGERS, 100-250 v., A.C. Will play, 8.records Siu.,
10in. or 12in. A few only at 15 19s. 6d. AC/DC model,
£7 7s. '

AMERICAN VALVES.- We boldthee- largest ;Mocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this- country and are sole British Dis-
tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. --All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./HL.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./
V.H.P., A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 ;, Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch, .8/6 ; Tri. Grid Pen., -1016 34 -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350,v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen.. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mm. H.F. Peers., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. ':Full -wave and Half -wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

Premier Short -Wave Kits -

Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. .Each kit
is supplied with a 'steel Chassis and Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit ... 17/6
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit 22/6
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit 25/-
2 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58/6

Premier Matchmaker Universal
Modulation Transformers

Will match any modulator to any R.F. Secondary Load,
Triodes, Tctrodes, and Pentodes Class A Single or Push -
Pull Class " ABI " and " B " in Push -Pull or 500 ohms
line input, can easily be matched to any of the following
Radio Frequency final stages requiring modulation.
Triodes, Tetrodes or Pentodes operating under Class " A,"
" B," " BC " and " C " conditions either Single or Push -
Pull. Totally enclosed iu cast cases with engravedyanel,
and full instructions. Ratings are based on R.F. mputs.

50 Watt, 17/6.- 150 Watt, 29/6. 301) Wait, 40.
A new range of " Matchmaker " Universal OntPut
Transformers -which are designed to Snatch any output
valves to any Veakerirripedanceare now ready.
11 Mtias; from 13:1 to 80:1,
5-7 Watt, 13/6. "10 -15 -Watt, 17/6. ' 20-30 Watt, 29/6.

. .. ..
Our City Branch is' moving'from 165 to 169, Fleet.
Street. You are invited to inspect the many BARGAINS at
our CLEARANCE SALE-NOW ON
at 165, Fleet Street, E.C.4. Callers only.
Have you had our 1939 Catalogue. Handbook and Valve
Manual? 90 pages of Radio Bargains and Interesting

Data. Price 6d.

ALL POST- ORDERS TO: Jubilee Works, 167, LOW.'
Clapton Road, London, E.S. Amherst 4723.
CALLERS 4o : -Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet Street,

E.C.4. Central 2833, or 50, High Streit, Clapham, S.W.4
Maeaulau 2381.

ADVERTISEMENTS. 3.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
1U-OTOR Generator Set input 200 v. 50 cycle, output
-1X 400 v. 0.2 amps, and 12. v. 8 amps with baseplain,
smoothing circuit and screening box, condition as new;
£12.
A LSO Set, input 200 v. output 420 v. 0.2 amps,
.ts- and 10 v. 8 amps, condition as new; £7.

 15// AILY," GRUNDY and BARRETT, Ltd., 2. St. Mary's
-1-3 Passage, Cambridge. [7884

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker

units, £4/7/6; recording motors, £311716.-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

[0595

LIVERPOOL sroectioniIdinSgtsndig,n31333a16poaldnAersL,ivemrirol.
phones, recording. motors and trackers, blank discs, etc.

[7964

NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS
ITOIGT, Manchester Agents.-Private demonstrations

arranged.-Holiday and Hemmerdinger, Ltd., 74,
Ilardman St., Manchester., 17878
BAKER'S New Corner Horn Speakers set a New High

Standard in the Realistic Re-creation of, Speech and
Music Which Will Appeal' to All Music Lovers; your
present receiver or speaker taken in part exchange.-
Details from the Pioneer Manufacturers of Moving Coil
Speakers, Baker's Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South
Croydon. - [7967

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
TIARTLEY TURNER 40 -watt Dnode, A5/15, with rec-

tifiers; cost £9 December.-Attwood, 8, Clare Gdns.,
Barking. [7955
BOLA 012 Energised, 44/-; 'P.M., 56/6; P.M.

Universal transformer, 12/6.-Superadio,. pantile St.,
Manchester. ' [7945
G.12.01nla;in.brieinncelrgilsez;, - -5s9k/i

6/11.-Shippers,
energised8,ioo r4;7,Z

tion St., Manchester. [0606.

3,00,1 Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised
ain. to 14in. including several Epoch 18in.

-Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0590

BAKER'S New Corner Horn Speakers Take the Place
of all Previous Models; limited number of new sur-

plus super power speakers, electro and permanent magnet,
available at hall price. --Details from Baker's Selhurst
Radio, South Croydon. - [7969

LOUD-- SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
QINCLAIR.SPEAEERS,For conversions of all -makes
a__""atut - types; advice 'given.-Arnia 'Grove, 'Copenhagen
St., N.1. [0593

A KER'S New Triple Cone and Corner Horn Con.B rersiont Will Considerably Improve ReprOduction
from Your Present Speaker, whatever make, British or
American.-Details from Baker's Selhurst Radio, South
Croydon. [7968

TRANSMITTING  APPARATUS'
1-15N1.-The recognised distributors for amateur equip-.

ment, National R.M.E., Thordarson, Hammarlund;
McMurdo, Hallkrafters, etc.; send Md. stamp for cata-
logue.-G5N1 (Birminghani), Ltd., 44, Holloway Head,
Birmingham. 10531

A C.S. RADIO. specialists In short-wave apparatus;A communication receivers, including Hallicrafters,
National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, calves and
components.-Send for tree catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.L Holborn 9894-5. G2NK,
Technical Manager, [0550

VALVES
ANDERSON.

ALL Types itAf;erIcan Valves, first only,.iie.,ytron.aytzon.allfuint
guar-

anteed, 5/- each; also line cords, resistances and electro-
lytic condensers for replacements. Stamp with all
enquiries.
ANDERSON, 3:i;V14'adham Avenue, Walthamstow,,1%107i.

LL Types ericastm eoinTnpbecavne prices.Sekof Impor andA
`RTE C

placementa
n Also Supply

for
FA?, Rangeiritsh of GuaranteednonfrnAniRe-

Ameri-
can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.
SEND forjrsibestipaense%.anetalso electrolytic condensers,

.HMR,T,9Z.Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.45

IVLC, Zuyn_gsra rozarTirigeryosn; 31167 roz, Xt1).,ilz;acTtlipooloi.

[0609

SPECIALOffeFZerican valves in makers' :islaypesiLgoctaisa.su,.ch.22zro

politan Radio Service.

AMERICAN Valves, first grade, In all types; trade
supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021,

Finchley Rd., Iyi.W.11. Speedwell 3000. [0436

SPECIAL Offer, 80, 6A7, 42,' 2/-; other numbers, 2/8;
6A8G, 2/8; Kenrad, Hytron, Acturus, from 3/6;

Europi mains valves, from 3/6.-Superadio, Danteic St.,
Manchester. '[7948

ick, American R.C.A., popular types; guaranteed;
/ 2,000 non -ring British, also National Union -from

less 50Z; new lists free. --Shippers, 18, Corporation St.,
Manchester. - [0607.

"Foundations of Wireless," Second -Edition. :Is. 6d. net. Post free 4s.
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r
TELEVISION APPARATUS

1 ,3 Q Halcyon Television Receiver. 22 valves. IOBY8
.-., picture incorporating all -wave receiver, brand

new and in perfect order, Post 55 gns.; a bargain, £28.-
Mark Davis, 22, Lisle St., W.C.2. [7985

METERS, ETC.
A\ O, Weston, Taylor, Hunts, Triplett, R'earitel eta.;
. trade enquiries only.-Leonard hays, 36, henry St..

Blackpool. [0608

TEST EQUIPMENT
ALI. Kinds

e/o lire
;:ijirge'resstsinfoy.,panipment Wanted.-Box 13749%

UNI1.7.TS6kffittZ°111;,tekralZi!IctlIS.°,n2litll.x6/(Nig
RC.O. Oscilloscope, complete kit, including Hivar C.113;

£3/12/6; less cabinet-Superadio, Dantzic St.,
Ma nc.hester. [7946

PHILCO Valve Tester, A.C. 200-250, complete with two
-1 panels and elaborate display stand, embodying three
coloured lights fur good, bad or weak valves, which work
in conjunction with meter, listed X17/10; £8/5, car-
riage paid.
HEY1111722,907:ellington Av., London, N.15. vm

NEW COMPONENTS
SPECIAL Offer, limited quantity.

1,00A -VOLT -Wkg.; 4 mfd., 5/-; 2 mfd., 31 -
(metal case).

800-VOLT Wkg. Tubulars; 0.5 , 9d.; 0.25
mid., 6d.; 0.1 mfd., ; 0.05 mfd., 3d.

400-",V, 411'.1i;g.0.2TumbitAti..rsd.;1.0.05minfda and
0067

mid., 11- doz.
ELECTROLYTIC Blocks, 500 p.v.

32 4-fleatr.,..349:,..7.p. ;3:g.pm,lif..,13//63 each ;.16 mid., 2/-

TUI3ULARS; 50 mid. 50 p.v., 1/3; 25 mfd. 25 p.v., 9d.

ALUMINIUMI
earls.

Can Vertical, 8+8 mfd. 500 p.v., 4 leads;

CONDENSERS. British manulactnre. metal case
thane* 800 -volt wkg..4 mfd., 4/-; 2 mfd., 2/6; 1

mid., 1/9; 500 -volt wkg. 4 mfd., 3/-; 2 mfd., 1/9;.1 mfd.,
1/3; 400 -volt wkg. 4 mid., 1/9; 2 mid., 1/-; 1 mfd.,,7d.
ELECTROLYTIC 52Arlt+p8k.;03.,mg4;

lwst
864m.frior

c.o.d.
THE STATIC Co.. 381a, Xing St.,

6.
moTi

ANGLO AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.

MEISSNER 1939 Products.

JUST Arrived.
47 /a.-New 8 -button push-button tuner, can be6.-New

affixed to any superhet or T.R.F. receiver, any
make, 2 or 3 -gang mains or battery, only three. wires
to connect to top of gang condensers; the best push-button
tuner the United States has produced: order now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten
minutes to fix.

X12 /1 assembled,
signal shifter is completely

assembled, wired and adjusted with one
set of coils and has its own power supply, three provision
switch providing "automatic stand-by," "continuous
operation" and "manual stand-by"; in tact, makes your
QSO's 100%.

X10/17 /6.-Al"nve tuning unit.

TAE 1lfeissner All -wave Tuning AcsgilsVingisol";' Com-plete;1
coil and switch assembly, 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils for each band, low loss bakelite forms, align-aire
trimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch, Afeissner quality pre-
cision 3 -gang variable tuning condenser, illuminated oblong
dial, fully calibrated 5.band scale, completely mounted
on rigid crackled steel chassis, all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers,
coupling condensers and A.V.C. network associated with
the R.E. mixer and oscillator circuits; every unit corn-
pletely aligned and padded and laboratory tested; 2d;
stomp brings complete illustrated lists of Aleissner
products by return post from solo distributing agents of
Aleissner Manufacturing Company of U.S.A.
A NGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.

(Dept. J/30), Albion House, New Oxford St., Lon-
don, W.C.1. [7643

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
pREM1ER SUPPLY STORES.

. See Our Displayed Advertisement on pace 3.
,[0468

18 s.w.g. Aluminium Chassis, 16in.x1,0in.x3in., un-
drilled, 6/6; any size constructed to order; stamp

for quotation.
OARDBOARD Case Electarolytics, B.1., Ferranti. etc.,V 8 mfd.' 1/9; 4 mid., 1/6; 8 tufd.x8 mfd.,,
Olivers, 676, Christchurch Rd., Bescombe, Hants.' [7961

ARRARD A.C. 200-250 Record Changer, plays eight
4_31- to- or 12 -in. records,e model R.C4A; £5/5, sealed
cartons, carriage paid.
ELECTRIC Dry Shaver, A.C./D.C.. 200-250, "Minute

Alan," list price £2/10; ease price £1/10, complete
with leatherette case. one year's guarantee; Send for
details; trade supplied.
MARCONI K.25 Pick-up, unused and boxed; 14/-. 

HEizoRJ...7iiii7210;;e.11ington Av., London, N.15. Stam-
ford

WHY MAKE IT--
WHEN YOU CAN BUY

IT FOR

9
Our heading refers to'the articie entitled
"Designing a Filament Transformer (see

The Wireless World," January 19th, 1939).
Why should YOU work for nothing, when we
as Transformer Specialists designed and
produced a'similar component which was con-
fidently recommended by ..The Wireless
World " in their test report of July 14th,
1938, and is known as the

"SOUND SALES" HEATER VOLTAGE

CONVERSION TRANSFORMER
This incidentally embodies an additional
refinement in the form of a tapped primary,
giving two separate 4 volt inputs enabling
either 6.3v. at 1.5 amps or 6.3e. at 1.8 to
3 amps to be obtained from the 'secondary,
together with symmetrical centre tapping.
MAY WE SEND YOU FURTHER
PARTICULARS '1

IMPORTANT-Our Readers will also be
interested to learn that a substantial part of
the New Local Distance circuit described in
"The Wireless World " on January 19th.
1939, was incorporated in the' SOUND
SALES SUPER SIX RECEIVER, during
August, 1938, MAY WE SEND YOU
FURTHER PARTICULARS OF THIS ALSO ?

the Expeiti

5ALES
MARLBOROUGH RD., 11IF4 (Contractors to the
UPPER HOLLOWAY, G.P.O., etc.)

LONDON, N.19. LIM TED. Tel.: Archway 1601/2'3
(Nearest Station-Bigbtste Tube -15 Minutes West End).

OR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-
pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radii, We are
not content  merely fo teach the prin-
ciples of radio, we want to show our
students ',how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS' .

Dept. 39A, International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2

Please explain fully about your Instruction on the
subject marked X.

Radio Engineering Radio
Radio Servicing Television

If you wish to pass a Radio examination, state
it here
NAme Age
Address

De -Luxe SCRATCH FILTER
A PROVED successful design for the stiletly High
Quality Bet. It cuts out only those frequeticiis
concerned with scratch, hiss or " edgy top," lens-ing
reproduction perfect, simply connected In pickup leads,
rusncods horn motor board or ultcre convenica.
Control corers wide frequency range.
No.1 for Piece Pickups
No. 2 Electra -Magnetic I 6-;te.

Full details on request:
POSTLETHWAITE BROS., KINVER, STAFFS.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

50/ -.trslezaeinse2,-gialeridAil.ce.,,Tg.mspiePteerhient attractive
cabinet, moving coil sneaker; 50/,
09 e. -5 -band pentode battery kits. Complete 1939A/A,/ II airwave kits metal chassis and all acces
sories, 10.2,000 metres, world-wide reception; complete,
less valves, 22/6; with 3 valves, 34/6.-

35/ _.-b80-xbeudttownittuslaiilliutatonsstouileerss,
and station

newasd.

with full instructions for attachment to any set, mains
or battery, simple to attach; 35/-.

10/ radio outfit, comprising finest crystal
set, headphones, aerial and earth equipment. a

complete emergency installation, 10/-; crystal set only,
3/11.
5/ _.-Bargain raeodinodecomFson coils,

cir-cuits, etc., raise over 20/-; 5/- per parcel.

TELSN,349'dgettnsForeCoisi3/61ua1'gecoils, 26;willneriareiiescondetser 0076,
range

A .C./D.C. Multimetres, 5 -range, 8/6; Ace "P.O." micro-,. phones, 4/,
2 / 6._(2/16-meoanceli. loud speaker units, new and boxed;

VALVES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3 each.

MISLkariNTSSExLpienrIsmeonfterSspecial Interest to Ser-

vice36A.9thed 1 -watt Wire -ended Resistances, 5/6; 24
tubular condensers, assorted capacities up to 0.5

mfd., 6/-; volume controls, assorted capacities (less
switch), 7/6 dozen; with switch. 11/6 dozen; mica con-
densers, assorted, 1/9 dozen; Mainsbridge type condensers,
1 mfd., 2 mfd., 4 mid., 8 mid.. 8/- dozen; valve holders,
5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6 dozen; battery leads, multi -way,
6/6 dozen; parcel of assorted servicing components com-
prising resistances; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic
and block condensers; wire; sleeting; volume controls:
valve holders, etc., etc., 10/- each; Parcel containing at
least '100 articles.

THOUSANDS of Bargains in Sets, potentiometers, elec-
trolytics. gramophqne motors. crystals, headphones,

etc., etc.; 2d. stamp brings list of further bargains.
N661513ADIO, 46, Lisle Street, London, [78721vsOVerlIErar1,1

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

-kr AINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer
2.1 Outstanding Bargains, carriage paid. delivery by
return. Telephone Tudor 4046, or call mornings. Stamp
for List 221.
TRANSATLANTIC 1939 4 Waveband Superhet Tuning1 Packs, covering 10-30. 30-82. 198-560, 800-2,200
metres, comprising all coils, -J.B. bar -gong condenser, full
vision coloured 2 -speed drive, Yaxley switching, two 465
k/c. I.E. transformers, etc., completely wired, with A.V.C.
line, aligned, tested, ready to connect, 3 -gang, H.F., F.C.
and I.F., 65/-; 2 -gang F.C. and I.E., 47/6.

AMPLIFIERS, six -watt push-pull, for MI14 and two
PX4's or equivalents. Absolute complete kit of Parts,

best tested components, with circuit; 52/6, less valves.
ERIE 2 -watt .Colour Coded Unused Resistors, wire ends.

any size 50 ohms to 5 megohms, your selection, -3d.
each, 2/6 dozen; 2 -watt, 6d. each. ,

CENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, unused, long
spindle, all sizes, 5,000 ohms -1 megohm, 2/-; with

mains switch, 2/3.
T.C.C. Card 6 mid. 600 -volt Peak Electrolytics, 1/6;1 T.C.C., metal, 8 mid., .600 -volt peak, 2/3; T.C.C.,
card, 8x8 mid. 600 -volt peak, 2/9.
A /_.-Famous make "ftilly guaranteed American tubes,"Z/ coloured boxes, first grade, all popular types,
4/-; popular 'glass Octa'ls, 4/6.

CLIX Unused Chassis v. -holders, 5-, 7-, 9 -pin, 3d. each;
all American sizes, 6d.; best sleeting, Sy.al. yard.

TUBULAR Condensers, 400 -volt working, wire ends. best
make, 0.0001-0.05 mfd., 4d.; 0.1 mfd., 4d.; 0.25, 0.5

Mkt., Gd.
Ti IETY N.S.F. 1F1. 1- and 2 -watt Resistors, wire ends,1 marked and colour coded, over 20 good sizes in each

hparcel;2/6 per 50 only.
ERRANTI Twin ILE. Choke Mains Interference

Filters, extraordinarily effective; to clear, 1/-.
MMAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. 4-6,Muswell Hill Rd., London, N.6. Tudor 4046.

VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised arc still
available; send now .tor latest price /ist, free.-Vaux-

hall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.
HEADPHONES, reconditioned, guaranteed, brown type

"A," adjustable reed, 4,000 ohms, 20/- pair; Tele-
funken, adjustable, 4,000 ohms, 7/6 pair; postage 6d.;
other makes from 2/6.
BROWN Type "A" Single Earpiece, 2,000 ohms, on

handle with volume control, made for "Ardente ";
12J6.-Post Radio, 2, Copenhagen St., London, N.1. [7954

MEISSNER All -wave 1939 Tuning Assembly, listed,
less valves, £10/17/6; bargain, £8/8, valves in-

cluded; otters cqnsidered.-Hunt, Park Crescent, Torquay.
[7949

FERRANTI a15cs, afllc, b5, 12/6 each; af5, ale, slams,.
6/6 .each; Rola G12 speakers, 2,500 and 1,250 field,

45/- each; R.E. Senior, D.C. field, 35/..-Claremont Radio.
112, Pentonville lid., London. [7975

CRYSTAL Microphone, chromium, brush crystal, listed
£4/10, new Xmas, £2; Ediswan photo cell, emis-

sion OK, cost £7, yours for £2; 012s. 42/6 while they
last; B.T.II. Universal motor, B.T.II. pick-up on polishedoak

board, 32/6; Exide L.T. trickle charger, A.C., heavy
job, 15/-; Ferranti transformers, all types, less 33A%;
huge quantity components at traction of original cost; all
goods tested before despatch.-Broad, 137, Grange Rd.,
King's Heath, Birmingham.

"Radio Laboratory Handbook." Pric.3 So. 6d. net. Post free gs,'
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC. '

R
TELEPHONE: Holborn 463E

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.0.1.
open the New Year with special offers of brand new

receivers and components, etc maintaining their reputa-
tion as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radio.
* ** 
BRITISH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave

A.C. Superhet Chassis. 4 wave -bands, two short.
medium and long, fitted latest Milliard octal base Ameri-
can type valves. Brief specification Short wave 6-18
metres (covers television sound), short wave 2, 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres. long 900-2.000
metres. Valve combination 6K7, Pre HY.. 6J7 oscillator.
6J7 mixer, 6K7 I.F., 607 (Dm) detection, A.V.O. and
first L.F. two 6F6s parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visual tuning. handsome dial. station
names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tuning, volume and.
on/off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch wave change plus gramo. switch. Size of chassis.
131/2in.x1Oin.x 3in. Supplied complete with valves
escutcheon, knobs and chassis bolts, but less speaker;
£5/19/6 each.
COMPLETE Receiver in Handsome Walnut Cabinet.

details as above, complete with speaker; £717 each.
* **
D ECCA 6valve 3 Wave -band Battery Chassis, fitted

. complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP out.
put; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
wave -bands, and are the product of a well-known manu-
facturer; complete with valves. £3/3 each.
* * * .

A MERICAN Valves, special offer, Majestic 6Z5 full waveA rectifier, 6.3 v. 250 volts, 60 ma., 9d. each; also
55 and 6D7, 9d. each..
***
HtiOB Purchase 'Plessey Mallory Electrolytics, at the

following, special prices.
Q+4+4+4 '-Hid., 5700. working, +4 mid. 300v. working,

metal ease, size 2thin.x 11/2i n. X 'nega-
tive; fer E.M.I. replacements, etc.; 3/6 each.
1 6+8tivmef,1d.ia70elch .working, can neutral, ,common nega-

+12+2 Mid., 5000. working. +2 mid., 250v. working,
cardboard type, wire ends, common negative; 2/6

each.
24 Meafedly. 450v. working, can type, can negative; 2/-

32 Mid., ditto; 2/- each.

16 Nfld., 475i. Working, ditto; 1/6 each.

16 NonLe.; 475r. working, can neutral, separate negi-

8+8 Mid., 475v. working, can negative; 2/. each.

81-8et4:1.3111;;, 4500. working, cardboard type, wire

8 Is:yldp.e,, 4.,500.0;nolornkeingfti4-,1641.611d.e..,:5.0v. working, can

83IA, 4511)10.. working, +16 nei,dig.3.5.0v;,egwaoritien.f., ditto,

8 Site., 250v. working, cardboard; 10d. each.

6 Nivedg.,,,,,,ge0::;:...avatainr5.,+i412mefl.jii.4500. working, 'common

6 Mid., 450v. working. can type; 1/- each.

8 11fId., 350,'. working, can type; 1/5 each.

60 Mfd., 150e. working, can type; 1/- each.

50 Mfd.. 12v., wire end tubulars; 9r1. each/

25 Aild.,-'3,volt working tubular, wire ends; 6d. each.

1. 25 NIfd., 25 -volt, wire end tubule.; 6d. each.B.
B.L 4 Mfd., 200 -Volt, wire end tubulars; 10d. each.

* * *
PLFASIrcy. jteottarid.Svettes, make and break Yaxley type.

PLtE,Spe SEY Switches,3I make and break Yaxley

***
yAXLEY Type Switch..

TYlIgll'o..2.1187shalt:Pte 1-1711.Y.
4 bank' 9i/Lin, overall

TYPEetrhi.o.11v17..5, Aallo;leii4:we:A. 3 bank, Whin, overall

wancrili.a/G switch,
4in. overall length, tin, shalt; 1/6

***
1OLESSEY Wire Wound Volume Controls, with switch.

5.000 ohms, 1/- each.
lepRADLEY Ohm Volume Controls, wire wound, with
 switch, 600,000 ohms. 13d. each.
CENTRALAB Volume Controls, with switch, long

spindle. 1.000. 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000,
250,000. 500,000. 100.000; 2/3 each.

RADIO Clearance Bargains Continued in Third

GALPINS ELECTRICAL -STORES
15, lee High Rd., Lewisham, London, S.E.13

Telephone . TERMS: Cash with order
LEE GREEN 5240. or C.O.D. charges extra.

ALL GOODS SENT ON 3 DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

ZENITH WIRE -WOUND RESISTANCES, 2,500 ohms.
245 in/A., 255 ohms 500 m/A., 750 ohms 350 m/A..
10,000 ohms 50 tn/A., 15,000 ohms 100 in/A., 5,000
170 m/A all at If. each, post 4d.
BELL WIRE TWIN ENAMELLED TINNED COPPER,
22 S.W.G.. all new. 150 -yd. coil, 5/., post free. Armro,
100 -yd. coils of 22 S.W.G. Single Enamelled Tinned
Copper, Copper Screened and Braided, 5/. per coil, post
free.
VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS. 100/
120 v. to 200/240 volt or vice versa, 250 -watt, 17/6 ;
500 -watt, 251.; 1,000 -watt. 35/. ; 2,000 -watt, 52/6 ;
4.000 -watt, 85/, All fully guaranteed.
MOVING COIL and A.C. MOVEMENTS. 21 and
Sin. dial, need slight repair 2/6 each.
27/36 RUBBERED COVERED FLEX AS NEW.
100 -YD. COIL. 3/6. post 6d. Microphone Buttons. 9d.
each. Mains Power Packs,. consisting of 2x30 hy. chokes
and 2x 2 ' mf. Condensers, 3/. each. 4,000 -ohm wire -
wound Resistances wound on mica, 1/. each. Instrument
Wire, 35 gauge enamel, approx...1-1b. reels, 2/6. Quartz.
Tubes. 10in.X4rin., 2/6 per dozen.
DUBILIER HIGH- VOLTAGE CONDENSERS.
.25 ml. 8,000 volts, 7/6 each .015 mf. 10,000 volts. 5/. ;
.005 mf: 30,000 volts, 12/6 ; .002 mf: 20,000 volts, 7/6 each.
C.F.

NEWTON" DYNAMO. 220 -volt 15 -amp. shunt
wound ball bearing. 1,750 r.p.rn in good condition,
£5 10s., C.F.  Lyon Wrench ' Dynamo, 70 -volt 30 -amp.,
1,75() rpm. ball bearing shunt wound laminated fields.

This dynamoo with fields only rewound would make a
good 11-h.P. reversible A.C. motor. £3 10s., C.F.
EX -NAVAL BATTERY WORKING DESK TELE-
PHONES, in good order, 6/6 each or 11/- per pair, post
1/6.
EX -NAVAL 1 -VALVE BUZZER HETERODYNE
WAVEMETERS, 200 to 24,000 metres. 6/6 each, C/F.
Buzzer and variable condensers worth double.
EX-G.P.O. TELEPHONES, Pedestal Type, with auto-
matic dial, 5/. each. post 6d. Ditto, without dial, make
good home broadcasting 3/6, post free. Wall
pattern, with auto. dial, 6/. each, post 9d. Telephone
Wall Boxes, consisting of A.C. Bell and Mike Transformer, 

EX.G.P.O. MAGNETIC RELAYS, useful for keying,
etc Approx. I m/A. working current. Types A and B,
5/- each. Also a few which need points which are easily -
fitted, 2/6 each.
MOVING -COIL METER MOVEMENTS. 4in. and
bin. dial, useful for recalibrating into multi -range meters,
low m/A- scale, 6/. each, post 1/.. Ditto, 2Iin. dial,.
5/. each.
ERNEST TURNER and " WESTON " MiLLIAMP
METERS, tin. and 21in. dials 0 to 3 m/A., 15/.; 0 to
5 m/A., 12/6 ; 0 to 200 12:6 ; 0 to 50 m/A., 12/6.
All fully guaranteed.
SILVERTOWN HIGHLY SENSITIVE GALVANO-
METERS, 5/. each. Sullivan Transmitting Variable
Condensers. heavy brass vanes, mounted in glass tank,
capacity .001 mf. and .0005 mf., 7/6 each, post 1/-.
DIMMER RESISTANCES, wound with Eureka wire.
500 watts. 15/1.; 1.000 w., 201.; 1,500 25/.; 2,000 w.,
32/6 ; 3.000 watts, 42/6. All fully guaranteed. '
CHARGING DYNAMOS, all shunt wound and fully
guaranteed. 100 volt 15 amp. 4 -pole hall bearing, £4 10s.
Another. 100 v. 10 a. 4 -pole, 1,000 rpm, 75/.. Ditto,
220 volt 8 o. 1,750 i.p..m., *4 -pole, 1,000 r.p.m., 751,
Ditto, 220 yak 8 a.. 1,750 r.p.rn. 4 -pole. 90/.. Ditto,
12 v. 8 a, 17/6. Ditto, 20 volt 8 amp., 27/6. Automatic
Cutouts to suit any of these dynamos, 7/6 each.
SHILLING SLOT ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK
METERS, 200/250 volts, I ph. 50 cy.' in good condition.
15/. each, C.F. Quarterly type ditto for 5 amps., useful
for subletting. etc., 6/. each, C.P. .

SPECIAL CLEARANCE OF SPARK COILS,- wind-
ings O.K., but ebonite slightly broken. Will work from
100/250 volt A.C. or D.C. mains. I2in., 30/- Sin.,
20/.. Also a few only brand new, I2in., in mahogany
portable case, 55/-. Condensers to suit primary, 7/6 each.
All C.F.
LARGE.. POWER MAINS TRANSFORMERS, by
 Foster and other good makers, all in good condition.
Useful for spot welding, etc. 220 volt input from 10 to
240 volt output in steps of 10 volts at 3kW., 65/, Another,
same input, 1 to 5 volts at 1,1 kW. output, 45k;;, Another,
1.000 and 2,000 volts at 2kW. output, 75/.* tto, 4 volts
at 100 amps, 15/.. Ditto, 4,000 volt C.T. with two
LTS 150 m/A., 22/6. Ditto, with 8 tapping from 300 to
1,600 volts at 200 watts, 20/-. Another, with 25 tappings,
from n volts to 50 volts at 400 watts, 20f.. Ditto, 5 volts
at 3kW., 75/.. Another. 3, 5 and 8 volts at 2* kW.. 70/..
Another, 200/240 volt input, 90 to 120 volts at 6 kW.
output, £6 10s. Also a few 1,500 watt Cores for rewinding
primary, O.K., sec. not known, 17/6 each. All carriage
forward.
X-RAY TUBES Tungsten Target, Tin. dia in
new condition 1i/6 each, packing free C.F. Ditto in
S.H. condition: 7/6, C.F.
JOHNSON & PHILLIPS 4in. DIAL HOT-WIRE
AMPMETERS, 0 to 1.2 a. and 0 to 2 amps., 1216 each.
Also a large range of Switchboard type Volt and Amp -
meters in stock.
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTERS, D.C. to D.C.,
'12 volts input, 500 volts IGO m/A. output, 20/. k ditto,
750 volts output, 25j.. A few of each that need slight
repair to brush hal er, etc.:. windings O.K., 10/- each.
Post
STANDARD TELEPHONE CONDENSERS, all new,

1 m/F..400 volt working. 4d. each or 4 for Post 3d.
2 m/F. 600 volt working, 11. each, 3 for 2/6, post 3d.
Philips 1 m/F. 4,000 volt working, 41- each. Muirhead

1 m/F. 2,000 volt working, 1/6 each, post bd.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
AcoDI.Op'oeneLnEt eRt.NEE, Ltd., continuing bargains inR

* * *
,POLARmeg; rctieosziesna.t nces, all sizes up to 2

GRAHAM oitieyi.111 3111
each.

Short Wave Valveholders,

** *
SPECIAL Offer Plessey Slow Motion Drives.

TYPE 1841/1125,1,8,1c1t/i223,ri,:i,getwoofbolidtia;iz. 2,2u=c,. duals

Tyravera s,liz:ltoffixdiinagl;4i1n/f05ien,i3O:.ingle speed friction

TYPO 1510, size of dial 41n.x5in., single speed, too
bolt fixing; 1/10 each.

TYPE 2077, clock face -dial, two -speed,, separate in-
dicators, size of dial 51n.x5in., two olt fixing to

chassis fhour and minute hand We); 4/6.
TYPE 2806, friction drive, size of dial over-

all.II. height 13in.; 2/- each.
TYPE 1825 single speed friction drive, two bolt fixias,

size of dial 51/2imxl%in.; 2/- each.
ALL The Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only.

* * *
B IILGIN S.P. S.T. Twist Switches (on -off); 10d. each.

BULGIN D.P.- ET. Twist Switch.; 1/- each.

ERTE. 500,000 ohms only, volume controls, with-1, switches; 1/6 each.
ALL Other Lines Previously Advertised Still Available.

ALL Orders- to the Value of 5/- Post Free, under this
amount reasonable postage must be included; c.od,

orders will be definitely refused for\ value of less than
5/-; enquiries 1i/_,d. stamp if reply expected. Hours ofbusiness, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m.to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United

. Kingdom only-, orders for Ireland and abroad mustinclude sufficient postage to cover whatever the value
of same.
RAIalepaLEneARitla L:n.1.63, High Holborn, W.C.1.

[7973
1)YALL'S RADIO, 280, High Holborn, London, W C.1,

offer new goods at knock -out prices. Note.-All *postfree.

VARIABLE Condensers.-Plessey small screened twingang with top trimmers, 2/9; Plessey midget semi-screened twin gang, 2/9; Plessey full size screened withtop trimmers, 3 -gang. 2/9; Cossor fully screened 3 -gangwith trimmers, 1./9-
SATOR Volume Controls, 1,5 meg. with switch, 10,000

ohm with switch, 10,000 broad base for tone control.
5,000 ohm wire wound less switch, all 1/3 each or 6/6dozen.

QALE.-Last few sets iron core superbet coils. R.F. or
hand pass with coil details, prulder values, 5 coils,

including 2 I.F.s, 5/9. Note.-465K.C. 2 -band.
AMERICAN Type Valves, 80 42, 43, 6a7, 6c16, 6e6,12.3, 46, 57, 2/3 each; 6B8g, 6G5, 6K7g, 5Y4g,
25L6, 3/3 each; sockets, 4-, 5., 6-, 7 -pin, 4d. each, 3/ -dozen.
A LL-WAVE.Aerlal Kits, complete with tire transformers,- wire and lead' in, insulators and full instructions,

U.S.A. make; 13/9 each.
I. Tubular Condensers, new stock, 4 mi. electrolytic,

-1-1, 200v. peak, 6d. each; B.I. D.05 tubulars, 350v. wkg,
1/3 dozen or .4/6 half gross, 6/6 gross; B.I. 0.25tubulars, 2/- dozen.
SATOR Silver Mica -Type Condensers, .0001, .0002, .0005,

1/3 dozen; Sator tubulars, 1,500v. test, .001, .002,
.003, .005, 1/3 dozen; .01, .03,' 1/3 dozen or 4/6 halt
gross, 7/6 gems.
HAMMARLHND Midget 30 min. Trimmers, Paxolin,

1/9 dozen; top cap thimbles, 18 for 1/3, 319 halt
gross; clip on bulb holders, 1/3 dozen, 4/6 half gross,
6/9 gross.
TONING Eyes, 4v. % amp. heater, octal base, 3/6;

K.B. iron core wave traps, very effective on medium
and long, 1/3 each.
SPECIAL Offer 1 -watt Carbon Resistors. colour coded.'

usual type, sizes 7,500 to 150,000 ohms, about 15
sizes at 2/6 per 50; good assortment given.

I. Electrolytic Blocks, 12X8x4x25x25mf.. 450v..25,
-8-11 wkg., 1./9, 15/- per dozen; B.I. 12x8x50 350,-12v.
wkg., 1/3; Ferranti midget 4x4 eleetrolytics, 450v. peak,
size 21/2in.X1Y4X11/4, 1/3 each, or 10/- per dozen.
-E1 ERR ANTI Cardboard Electrolytics, 8x8 mf., 500v,

peak, size 44in. long, 11/4in. high, 114in. deep; 1/9
each, or 15/- dozen.
POLAR-N.S.F. Oak Type Low Loss Switch, air spaced

banks, construction otherwise similar to Yaxleys,
4 -bank, 2 -pole, 4 -way (8 4 -way switch.), effective length
9in., suitable for lowest wavelengths; 2/9 post free.

T.C.C. and Plessey Electrolytic Blocks, 30x8x2, 300v.
mooching, 400v. surge, capacity guaranteed, upright

mounting, 40 mi. for 1/4 or 91- dozen.

ZENITH Wirewound Insulated Resistances, 550 ohms,
tapped at 350-70-100; ex Ferranti, rating 0.3a., as

used in A.C.-D.C. sets, 1/4 each, or 9/6. per dozen.-
Ryan's Radio, see above. [7977

s

i^ioLLAR0 A.C.37 Radiogi'am Unit, 37/6; Goldring pick-
ups complete, 6/9; Rothermel S.8 Piezo pickup, 25/-;

Weston 0.1* milliampmeter, 1,000 0.P.V, 27/6; Collar.
10-gn record changer, £5; Midget, electrolytics, 8nif.
600v, 1/3, 8-8 2/4; moving coil micmphone. 35/-; Piezo
microphone, 52 /6.-Superadio, Oautzie St., Manchester.

[7944

"Wireless Direction Finding," Third Edition. Price 25s, net. Post free 25s. 9d.-
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;THESE new High Fidelity Earphones pro,
duced by Marconi-Ekco (manufacturers of

electrical measuring and testing equipment also
electro medical apparatus) leave ordinary ear-
phones far behind. Study the abridged specifi-
cation. given herewith, and you see that for
quality broadcast -listening (particularly for
defective hearing) , for engineers'sound monitor-

ing and for medical
purposes, they stand
supreme.
SPECIFICATION: EXtremely
high sensitivity; Input Im-
pedance 22 chins ; Maximum
Input 500 milliwatts; Fre-
quency tharacteristic f to
dB from too 'to 6,000 c.p.s.;
Weight 6 on.,earpiece oulyi
16 ors. double earpieces with
band.
Double earphones with head-
band, £9.0.0. Single earphone
with moulded handle, £4.4.0.

Write for full details and copy of "Wireless World" report, to

EARPHONES with
afrequency response
of 5018000 gs!

 .;cli

MARCONI-EKCO
INSTRUMENTS LTD
Electra House, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2

HERRING, SON & DAW
Have excellent LOCK -UP SHOPS available
in good main road positions in:-
BEDDINGTON

BROMLEY

EARLS COURT 

HATFIELD ..

NORTH HARROW

OLD KENT ROAD

SWISS COTTAGE

First class parade of shops
with living accommodation over.
Rents L150 p.a..

Attractive parade of modern
shops in thickly populated
district. Shop fronts fitted and
floors laid. Rents E100 and
1120 p.a.

Modern 'shop premises close
to Earls Court Exhibition and
large block of luxury flats. I at
(120 p.a. I ar.4175 p.a.

Modern shop premises with
living accommodation over, in
rapidly developing district.
Rent (150 p.a.

(Opposite Woolworths). In
Multiple position with living
accommodation over. Rent
£225 p.a.

. .

Double -fronted shop In densely
populated district close to
New Cross Gate. Rent L80 p.a.

Excellent parade of shops
_erving densely populated dis-
trict. Several already let to '

Multiple firms. Rent 4300 p.a.

For full particulars:telephone CITy 7068 or
write to

100C, QUEEN VICTORIA E.C.4

[W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.'
Westmo eland Rd., London., N,W.9. !Phone: Colindale lid.

Mains Transformers as specified for The
Wireless !Yodel High Quality Conimuni-
cation Receiver Type WW.51--45/-.

0

NolIP

 COMPONENTSSECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES. -Hoge clear-
ance sale; entire stock of components to be sold under

cost; unlimited bargains for callers; all last week's ban
gains still available. See last week's " W.W."

31N. 04cilloscopes, from 4 gns.

14.1 4 mfd. 200 v.w. Tubular Condensers, 1/-; B.1 4 ma
a-, sou. s.w., 2/9.

IQ -GAUGE Tinned Copper 60It. Coils, for 1/3; 80:1
microphone transformers, 1/6; R.B. chokes, 350

ohms 60 m.a., 1/6.
HUGE Success Of Our 2/6 Parcels of Surplus Com-

ponents (51b.). " Amazing value," writes one cus-
tomer. "Please repeat." writes anothei. Each parcel
guaranteed to contain 10/- worth useful Pan., i.e., mitt,
trimmers, ctindenser,, odds and ends, etc. Ideal for
dea lers. r

ME=RTrininIteePayikys,toaellut2vea;v:ei551-wxceilii: coils and

WERRANTI 0.6 Ampmeters, moving coil meters, 12/6;
 Decca Brunswick table type cabinets, walnut, llin.
deep, 19in. high, 15in. wide inside; 5/- earl,
8 51 .500voi ts w.orl!nh Midgetttlila 1/9Ya;iransiormer

6.3v. 3a. C.T.; 7/6.

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO. STORES (" L,C.R.S."),
(Leicester Square :Tube), 23. Lisle St., Leicester Sq.,

London, 1V.C.1. 'Plane: Gerrard 2989. [7981

 Wanted
WE Buy for Cash All Types of Modern Becond-hand

Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.;
Nve pay more than any other dealer; part exchanges;
bring. send, or will call. -University Radio, Ltd., 82,
Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone : Euston 3810.

[7727

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS
REMINGTON Shavemaster, Packard, Rabaldo and

Hanley. -Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys, 36, Henry
St., Blackpool. [0613

ELECTRIC Dry Shavers, A.0./D.C., 200/50 volts.
"Minute Man," list price £2/10; our price £1 /10,

complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send
for details; trade supplied.
H E Ysititay140772, Welt logien Av., . Stant ford

MISCELLANEOUS
CflAreTeLryinVrngs;-li.0800Blauilltheladur3ry6; sample free. -

[7876
.p.o. Engineering Dept. (No experience required.)

Commencing £3/13 per week; age, 18-23; excellent
prospects. -Free details of entrance exam. from B.I.E.T.
(Dept. 574), 17.19, Stratford Place, London, W.I. [7989

" ENGINEER'Slw to
yandin Television Radio Engineethog

sound recording, ivireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide -tree -which gives full particulars, contains
the world's, widest choice 0 engineering courses -over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for malifications such

A.M.1.E.E., A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E., C. and
G.. etc. Training until- succeraful guaradteed.-The Tech-
nolegical ]nstitute of Ghiat Britain, 82. Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 20,000 successes.) [7939

E VERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
of " The Wireless and Electrical Trader " should

send his trade
cdetailsof the ?'Irne'i'oeSe?-1.vicaes!Pe411: co1riy.elaer:;'

lull
Electrical Trader " has the widest influence, thei largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manu-
facturers and traders. Trade only, 10/6 per annum,
post free. -Published at Dorset 110Illie, Stamford St., Lon.
don, S.E.1.

EXCHANGE
BAKER'S inliartTik.echaNn'goeurforPares;net Receiver or

Speaker. -Details front Baker's Selhitrst Radio, Eilicnog
Croydon. [7970

 BUY,.,. sell, exchange good quality receivers, awes-.

urne Terrace, S.E.23. 'orestej!'en.'.2.-73o5=717i'CatbO
facilities,

lin'mthel ern -
Hill 2236. [0529

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Established 1925)

Supply, on convenient terms,- components, accessories
and sets, any make, 10Y, down, balance over 12 mOntlitl.;

.rend for list of requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London:
E.C.2. ' [0337

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
AGENTS

GEE and Co. (IL T. Gee, Mem. 11.S.G.B.,
Estb. 1905), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.G.2

(2 doors from Government Patent Office), Holborn 4547
(2 lines). Handbook free. [0001

TUITION
P42`:'-:'aV:aT'omRA,,;rilfielieTileg, I.E.E.

GUARANTEED Poet,. --Complete wireless training;
ship and shore services. Television. Day, evening

and postal: Boarders taken. Prose. free. -W., London
Radio College, Grove Park Rd,...W.4. (Chiswick 3244.1

[0580

SAia=1=MlitalMilliMrar

?ADIOMART
GSNI a..1:573M, LTDo

,

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER ! I !

Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufac-
turer. While they last.
All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated, '

r

T7260-4001400 v. 150 rnIA., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 1216
T7236-3751375 v. 120 m1A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 1016
T7326=3501350 v. 100 m1A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A 816
T7307-3501350 v. 80 m1A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A ... 716
T7000-3201320 v. 80 m1A., 6.3V4A. 5V3A - ... 716
T464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250V. ... 516
Chokes interleaved and impregnated 20 Hy. 500 ohms 100
m1A., 4111 ; 15 Hy. 250 ohms 60 m1A., Ill I.
HEAVY DUTY Mains, inuastonner worth 43/.. 350-350. 150 volt,.

4 v., 0.5 a., CT, 4 v., g a,. Cr, 1211 ; 300-300 r., 80 nt/n., 4 i;, (s.
a., CT, 6. Melvin; Coil speech Transformers, 1111.

GANG
CONDENSERS with Airplane Dint, 8 and 804. Coat 415p: few

only, 4 11 ; 2.gan; with Aliplane dial, 3 11. utility, 7/6. ItUrir
dials,W.13,

Sin. PERMANENT :MAGNET' SPEAKERS AT ONE-THIRD COST,
Extension Type (no Transformer). 7,6. Standind Type (with Traneformorl,
1221..Energised 8', 1,200 ohm, with Transformer, Orli. L.T. Rectifier

a,,
,

10IISHBACIC Wire, 0 yds., lid. heavy 91. Resin -cored Snide:, eitt.

Tags,
itrker: Plea, single.

5913....lea'cht,' 9d. '"'"" Bolder
...dab pots, at lilacs, 1/6; switched, tubular glass fuse, 21.:
Milllammeters, 0.05 raw., upwards, 5 3; Super, 0 9.
OUR NEW 66 PAGE MANUAL, packed full of valuable
information. Post Free, lid.
THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of
New Short-wave Components and is yours for post free.
VALVES. -We are nowable to offer a complete .infre of

showing a sawing of over 50 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types
retildred. Quantity Discounts to ServIca Engineers.

RAD1011/11ART Telephone:
MIDIand 3254.

G5NI (Birmingham) Ltd.
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, B II R INA INGHA nn

CAB I1LETSy
ACOUSTICALLY DESIGNED.

 We specialise in manufacturing Radio and
Radiogram Cabinets to customers' requirements.

Special Sketches FREE OF CHARGE.
Said ,)d. in damps for details of Standard

Models.

LOCKWOOD CASEWORK MANFG. CO. 'Phone: BYRon 1818
65. LOWLANDS ROAD, 11ARROW, MIDDX. Fel. 1,

The INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Incorporated).

The MAY EXAMINATIONS
Applications to take the Preliminary or
Graduateship Examinations must be lodged
at the Institute not later than the 30th day
of March, 1939.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,
Harrie J. King, F.C.C.S.

Secretary.
Forms of Application, Syllabus and particulars of
Membership may be obtained from the Secretary Institute
of Wireless Technology.
4, VERNON PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,
LONDON, Telephone: Holborn 4379.

BOOKS on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to

ILIFFE & SONS LTD:
DOrset House, Stamford St., London,

,S.E.1.

ftle

, _
specified frequency in the 7Mc.

_ amateur band, and suPeffied

PRICES. jp.1 tolon cel.dfIcate to an accuracy
complete with official calibra-

s5 CRYSTAL 1 M /.
f 0.02 %.

BASEBOARD MOUNT Inc the g /1 tat es. tapes of Deana erysfale and
type 95 twit

without holder

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO. LTD., Kingston_Road, NEW
MALDEN, surrey. 'Phone : Malden 0334.

Q. C. C. Type S5
FREQUENCY
CONTROL UNITS
(As specified by "The Wireless

World.")
7 Ground to within 5kc. of your

"-Wheless Servicing Manual," Fourth Edition. Price 5s. net. Post free 5s. 5d.-- -
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YoU'll: always Dry -Shave
, you've tried the

once

" SUNBEAM "
SHAVEMASTER

-Let the " Sunbeam" Shave- 
master prove to you its
superiority over all other
makes. It really does give
you the quickest, most com-
fortable shave you've ever
had, at the Same time im-
proving the texture of the

skin. It does away With- soap,
brush and water. Thousands
are using the Shavemaster.
after trying other makes.

'Take - advantage of our 14

days' trial offer to judge it for
.yourself., NO waiting, ample
stocks now available for im-
mediate delivery. Don't delay.
-Send to -day. Cash price£317/6.

Please mention "Mc' Wireless World" when writing.
fstek -/925 THE Phonr. NA Iron, 6828

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY

11.0AT LANE'. NOBLE ST- LONDON EU

Said the owl that was
perched Mother night
On the aerial belonging to

White,
From the sound of the

crackle
It's time he should tackle
That wiring of his with
Fluxite."

.

14

DAYS'
TRIAL

SOEXY 2/6
If satisfactiary
after 14 days'
trial, send
balance 651-
(6716 in all), or
12 monthly pay-
ments of 61-.
Post Free. If not
approved, re-
turn the Shave -
master and there
Is no further'

obligation.

The only dry -shaver
with the PowerfuSelf -Starting
Motor, no wheel to
twirl. Switch built
Into handsome
shockproof bakelite
container. Supplied
in Real Hide Case.

. -

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house
-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-
Complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for FREE BOOK on the art of "SOFT"
SOLDERING-and ask for leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL- and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels will not keep round and
true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluxite

-on the soldering job instantly.
A "little pressure places the
right quantity on the right spot
and one :tharpIng lasts for ages.

Price 1,6.

ALLa

ELIC S XH E
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
TIAIXITE LTD. Dem.W.w., DRAGON WORRCIERMOADIEY ST., S.E.1

REPAIRS . AND SERVICE
"S ERVICE with a Smile."

A MERICAN Valves, spares, linecords, rewinds; repairersA of all type. of American and British receivers.-
F,R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., wA. Museum 5675 [0434
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. - puaranteed

repairs to American (Midget and Standard) and
British receivers.

MAJESTIC Service Depot. -IF, and mains trans-
formers reweund. American valves and parts; trade

supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1,021, Finch -
ley Rd., London, NAVAL Speedwell 3000. L0435

LOUD -SPEAKER Repairs, British, American, any
make, 24 -hour service; moderate prices. --Sinclair

Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. .10590
14,POCII Speaker Replacements, transformers, radio ser-
-a-, vice, American components, corn; assemblies supplied
from 4/-.-N.R.T.S., 126, Elthorue Rd., N.19. Archway
1319. [7914

GUARANTEED Repairs Any transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-See below.

14"TilVilleijenN,Er.W1.11.ANZZUR64Parrg11) Ltd.),
[6892

iurAINS Transformer Service, Repairs, rewinds, or
construction to specification of any type, competi-

tive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co, Dip -
ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne. [0516

GRAHAMS Reiincling Service, 24 hours' service guar-
anteed, loud Speakers, L.F. and output transformers,

chokes and maips transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially invited.

GRAHAMS SERVICES, Dept. W., 194, Tolworth Rise,
Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Derwent 2060: 17988'

SCOTT -SESSIONS, REPAI R  SERVICE-A II. types of
receivers overhauled, rebuilt, repaired, including

American communieation'sets, W.W.Motiedialt,'All-Wave
Super -Seven. Vayjable Selectivity IV, etc'

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
years from Land's End to John -o' -Groats; van col-

lection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.
SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, Exchange

Works, Mussel Hill, N.10. Tudor 4101-2. [7497
FINEST Home -constructed Receiver Servicing, rebuild-

ing or mOdifying is given by Clark and Randall,
late Popular Wireless Research; diagrams prepared; 8.T.
specialists. -15, Nimrod Rd S.W,16. Streatham 4566.

[7963
REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
-LL and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including
eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and output
transformers, 4 / -, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited,' estimates 4ree; prompt service.-Loud-Speaker
Repair Works, 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

[0394
BAKER'S.-Take advantage of 15 years' experience,

and send your next loudspeaker or transformer re-
pair. to Baker's, any make, British or American, field
windings, output transformers, mains transformer wind-
ings, chokes, speech coils, diaphragm assemblies, etc., re-
paired or rewound equal toor better than new.-Bakers
Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd.. South Croydon. [7971

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO Receiver Charge -hands Required; Midland area;

people with previous experience on conveyor belts
and with knowledge of radio write to Box 8547, c/o
The Wireless World. [7942

RESIDENT Instructor Wanted, able to completely cover
theoretical lectures for P.M.G. Certificates.-Write,

stating age, radio experience, and salary required, Prin.
cipal, Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton. [7986

REQUIRED, experienced trouble shooter's, for fault,
finding on multi valve Super Heterodynes, .Midland

district; London rates; only those people with previous
experience need apply.-Box 8546, e/o The Wireless World.

[7941
YOUNG Graduate Engineer or Physicist Required for

Radio Valve Factory near London, to work on
development of valves; previous valve or vacuum physics
experience desirable.-Apply Box 8532, c/o The Wireless
World.. [7937

SQKILL ED Radio Testers, calibrators, and examiners,
preferably with experience of Government require-

ments; permanent work; Croydon area.-Applications,
stating full experience, and salary required, to Box 1,000,
c/o The Wireless World. [7952

FIRST-CLASS Radio Servare Engineer, capable of ser-
vicing all 'types of receiversand taking full charge

of service department; must possess organising ability;
. Midland retail firm. permanency.-Age, experience and

safary to Box 8563, c/o ..The Wiriliss Woild. [7979
 'MALE Assistant Requiredifori Acoustical andiElectricaI

.Laboratory Work; on tbose who have had experi-
ence with commercial firms need apply.-Apply in writing,
giving detailed particulars age, past experience, present

. remuneration, and remuneration required, Goodmans In-
dustries, Ltd:, Lancelot Rd., Wembley. [7943

RADIO and Television.-Test and service mew required
tor-Midlands: Only those with factory- experience

' will be considered: Applicants will he interviewed in
London or the Midlands-Write, stating experience, age
and salary required, Box 8564, c/o TA, IVireless World,

[7987

SITUATIONS WANTED
RADIO Service Engineer, 24, experienced, requires situ-

ation, London or Southern Counties.-Box 6562 c/o
The Wireless World P960

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data.-The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives hill characteristics and appli-
cations of all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post free 2/3; abroad 31,-Leonard Heys, 36,
Henry St., Blackpool. [0594' .

OED I'

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
VIBRATOR BATTERY SUPERSEDER,
with rm.! rectifier, for H.T. from your
2 -volt battery. 3 output volt tappingu.
A boon to those who are not onithe

'H'edaiCed from 15s. to sale price, 37/3. .'

SPEAKER BARGAINS,- p-"-^
energised gin,

cone, soiled but -good, Malone makers,,,4 6 only. New
Speakers, R. a A., 6In. cone, 2,500 ohms and trailer., y/6.
Hegra 91n. with traria., 16/6. 81n. with trans, 16/-.
Magnavox Type 144, gin. cone, 2,500 ohms., 10/6. Rolasin..., 6/8. Speakers, K.B. 6 v., 7in. cone, 719 ; Kea.

ills, cone, with peeCroX,e:11,11/rk'mer. Brow" 0/12

P.A. HORN SPEAKERS
Emerson Tone Correct Horn ancip..,.111us.
New Penn. Mag. M.0.. 15 watts without die-
thrtion, 241n. Flare, 40in. long, £61/-.
Tannoy and Marconiphones, P.M. Short Horn,
Model P.A.. 12-15 watts, as new. 30In. High
Pouer P.M. Speakers with Aluminium Horn
for van top; handles 30/40 watts, £9.
MAINS P.A. APIPLIFIERS.-For pure sound umplitIcat on and liecmding.
Complete and cased, not rutked chassis. Special Bargain, professional
portable 5/6 -watt Ampliner, /..O. or D.C., in covered cabinet with handle

20 lb. weight only. Ideal for singer, entertainer
or gram., only £8. Small preamplifier, Minim
2 -watt A.C. mains, in steel ease,*.mdy £4
10 -watt steel cased AmPliner. Mae new, 20/10,-
All these are complete with valves ready for use.
Set by Ardente, line Job, 20 watts pure output, A.C.
mains, 218. Complete with valves.

BATTERY.-Porornalloinglesitage work we have oak cooed -valve Battery
Ampliners. 15 -. OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, 5 watt 1-1, 3/6.
FOR A.R.P THESE ARE USEFUL. Portable Field Telephones In leather
ease with unbreakable wire, any length. Portable Battery Lucas Arms
Signal, day or night Lamps for tripods. AldesC.A.V. Pistol grip type
for hand. Mains Alarm Bells, outdoor type. Crystal seta and Head-
phones. -

saws Maven, dud. ,Sc.t with Tracking  clea;

MAKEYOUR OWN QRAMO..RECORDS ON DISC
ElectricFE1DH 'Set- ha..,
ball bean. centre gear lmx And geared
Maven

and Tonvorrit titled diamond,

For 'experimenters re.,nedrisig gear. only
'ese Pickuji arid, Torie4ant, MI a ova.

, Diamond Cutter Needles, at
7/6. Blank Discs, 3/3 dozen!. C.V..
Acoustic Seta de Luxe, 18/-; NO. 2

10/6; Junior type, 5,6 each coml...
TRANSFORMERS. bakel., 15-1 and 4-1 at 5/-. Powc
Transformem and Chokes, all sixes. C./G. loran!, 7/6. -.Carmelo
10/8. Electrolytic and H.T. Condensers, to 10,000 volts. All sacs, cheap
"BIJOU " Direct -coupled Electric Pumps
for A.C. or D. mains. Centrifugal, Id, 67/6
bronze pump, enclosed motor, 3f5. lift,
120 to 150 gals. ; 6ft. Jet. For cooling,
circulating. bilge or sumr, fountain, or
waterlogged shack. Priam 67/6.
MOTOR BLOWERS, Air Exhausters.
Strong Iron body, 21in. Mn, outlet, dine.
coupled to motor. A.C. 220., 65/-:
liov. DX., 45 -; D.C. 220-v., 551,
ELECTRIC GOVERNORS centrlfughl speed control, brushes and sit
Mtge, 7,6. Auto Cutouts, 10/-.
STUD SWITCH PANELS, 41n. sq. slat., iPSwiteliarme ring, and 20 stud_
with back stems, b/ -
DIMMERS. 126 to 42/6. - FOOT SWITCHES, 18/=. FLOAT SWITCHES
301-, 6 -VOLT RELAYS, 5/-. SELECTOR, 25,,WAY, 10'-.
Come to us for Dynamos, Motors Meter, Mikes, Testers, Recordi. Gear.

Lab. Dutruments, Projectors and Soundheads.
Over 1,000 other flargains in oar enlarged Illustrated 1939 Lieg

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Telephonc Centro, 4611

HERE IT IS! THE UNIVERSAL
TAYLORMETER

t7
l<1..  )

MODEL SOL
2.000 Ohm. per

volt

1 0 GNS.
LOW DEPOSIT
EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE

70
RANGES

BRITISH
MADE

SIZE
. I 0"x7"x5'

This precision built Universal Meter with its
sturdy 41. Moving Coil movement covers D..
v01.0.002-2,000; A.O. Outimt/volts 0.2-2,000.
D.C. Current 10uA-20 Amps ; A.C. Current 10uA

 -5 Amps. Resistance 0.1 Ohms--511,mego.a.
Output -1S to+60 DB. at the touch of .o

/ Although tmurniallY low )In Price the
TAYLORMETER h exUeruely reliable, sensitive
and accurate.

FILL IN AND POST THIS COUPON NOW.

To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS CO.,
77i77a, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
Please send me full details of the TAYLORMETER.

Name

Address
. w.vv. 3

"Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists."-- Price -215, net Post free 215. gd.
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.LABORATO.RY:
HANDBOOK
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
ssued iri conjunction with ',The Wireless World"

"Radio Laboratory Handbook " gives
the serious wireless worker complete
information from first-hand experience

.about laboratory equipment, the instru-
ments which are necessary and the
correct methods of operating them.

The fundamental principles are fully
discussed, as well as the sources of
power and signals, instruments and
measurements. Ultra - high -frequency_
work, the working out of results, and
reference data are also dealt with.
There is a collection of the most useful
symbols, abbreviations, formulae, laws,
curves, tables and other data.

A complete index, numbered sections
and cross references enable the reader
to find what is reqUired without loss of
time.

384 pp. 211 illustrations

PRICE 8/6 NET By Post 9/ -
From Bookstalls and Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.E.I

THE WIRELESS WORLD

Why. not .be a

RADIO OFFICER
. on an AIR LINER?

It is a career with
FACILITIESforTRAVEL
Good pay and Prospects

THE A.S.T. COURSE INCLUDES
OVER 10 HOURS FLYING

Apply to the Commandant:

..AIR SERVICE TRAINI LTD'
M_°AMBLE. SOOT NAM DTON

GIS

e

4

CHOKES 8. TRANSFORMERS.
Made under the direct supervision of N. Partridge and personally
guaranteed to be of the highest Electrical and Mechanical EMciency.

, Set Manufacturers andthe Trade who are Interested in Reliable and cool
working Transformers with a Super Safety Factor Margin arc kited

- to writs for full technical details and prices.
FREE TO P.A. DEALERS. The
PARTRIDGE P.A. MANUAL. Valuable
information on Amplifier desilth Equipment
and service is yours for the asking. WRITE

Op TO -DAY.

101111.111e

CONSTRUCTORS can obtain this manual
for 2/6.

N. PARTRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
4 KING'S SLOGS., DEAN STANLEY ST.,

LONDON, S.W.1.

EVERY
FRIDAY

FOURPENCE
w.16
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Winreess
World

DIARY
for "1 939
Contains 77 pages of facts, formulae and
general information of the kind that is
alwayo wanted but is difficult to memorise.
Also a list of the most important European
Broadcasting Stations and Short -Wave
Stations of the World, all the recognised
codes relating to components, as well as
useful tables of resistance ratings. There
are also sixteen pages of base connections
of British and American valves.
Twelve pages of circuit diagrams of
receivers, amplifiers and such units as
whistle suppressors, tone controls and
AVC systems are included, together with
data for winding coils. Valuable informa-
tion is given on the prevention of mains
interference as well as amateur trans-
missions.

Size 3i by 4i inches, 192 pages. Bound
leather cloth, back' loop with pencil.

1/6 net. By post 1/7
From bookstalls and stationers or direct from the

Publishers.

ILIFFE tic SONS LTD.
- DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.E.1

Fourth Edition

Cloth Boards.
Size 71 ins. X 5 ins.

288 Pages.

5/- net
By post 5/5

I LIFFE

of

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL
-Revised and enlarged with 50 additional pages

By W. T. COCKING (of "The Wireless World").
The most complete book of reference of its kind. A reliable practical guide for amateur -and professional.
The " Wireless Servicing Manual " deals .fully with Testing Apparatus, and explains the methods of locating and
curing fablts in receiving equipment, and includes an additional chapter on television receivers.
Ganging, Automatic Volume Control, Instability, Distortion, Mains Hum, Whistles and Local- Interference
are all separately treated. There is also a special chapter on the Aerial -Earth System.
Information on short-wave receivers, and on methods ok operating extension loud speakers, is also given.
Issued in conjunction with " THE WIRELESS WORLD" and Published .by the Proprietors

SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1
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B
T -H

"STRAIGHT-LINE"
CARBON TYPE

MICROPHONE
A new small type of microphone possess-
ing excellent frequency characteristics
and remarkable sensitivity. Ideal for
banquets and occasions where an

unobtrusive unit is an asset.

Dimensions: -2-&" long, I fle high, -1" deep.
Height with stand 21 inches.

451-
Other BTH Microphones available :-

STANDARD CARBON, MOVING COIL,
AND RIBBON TYPES.

13-T H Ft U BY
THE BRITISH THUMSONHOuSTON COMPANY LIMITED, RUGBY. ENGLAND

A2655N

EVERYONE

-MEDIUM oa MILD

BOTH BLENDS ARE
CORK -TIPPED or PLAIN

- 10 for 6° 20 for 111D
N.G.C.asis

Exceptional strength of magnetic flux ensures
complete freedom from Boom " In bass.
Extreme sensitivity, in direct comparison, 4 db.
up on other speakers, Response curve shows
maintained response level well into region of
10,000 c.p.a.

TELEFUNKEN PICK-UP "TO -1001."

Permanent sapphire needle. Level response
from 40 to 10,000 cycles. Weight of Is tn
pick -u p on record less than 1 ca. Price Ti U U. U

- Matching Transformer, £1.6.0.
Tone control unit, incorporating transformer,

£4.4,0.

Speaker

for the
MAN
who

KNOWS
SPEECH COIL IMPEDANCE

10 ohms @ 400 c.p.s.
SPEECH COIL DIAMETER -2 inches.
SPEECH COIL TOTAL GAP

CLEARANCE.- - - - .016 inch.
SPEECH COIL POWER

HANDLING CAPACITY
20 watts, average.

MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY .

17,000 linesisq. om.
TOTAL MAGNETIC FLUX - 260,000 lines.
FIELD COIL DISSIPATION - 40 watts.
DIAMETER OF DIAPHRAGM 16 inches.
TOTAL WEIGHT OF

SPEAKER - - - 44 lbs.
FINISH : Cadmium plate and grey cellulose.

PRICES Unit only, £8.14.0.
Rectifier Unit for 200-250 v. A.C. Mains,

. E2.12.6.

(Associated with PYE, Ltd.) Reproducers Limited
45, ST. PANCRAS WAY, LONDON, N.W.I. ('Phone : EUSton 1727.)

TECHNICAL
- INFORMATION

You need this book. It contains up-to-
date information on rectifier problems

and contains many circuits.

COUPON
Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co. Ltd., 82, York Way,

King's Cross, London, N.I.
Please send me "The All Metal Way, 1939." I enclose
3d. in stamps.

NAME

ADDRESS...,

W.W. 2/2/39

Mention of "The Wireless TVorld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. '
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Alf IMPORTANT GUIDE
to SUCCESSFUL

ENGINEERING CAREERS
After. months of intensive effort and research, we are
pleased to announce that the 1939 edition of our
handbook "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES,'

[ is now out of the Publishers' hands and ready for
free distribution. Containing 268 pages of practical
guidance,Ais book is, beyond argument, the finest and
most complete handbook on Sucscessful Engineering

- Careers ever compiled.,  It is a book that should be
on the - bookshelf of every person interested in

- . engineering, whatever his age, position or 'experience.
. The handbook contains, 'among other intensely interesting

matter, details of B.Sc., ' A.M.I.C.E.; A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E,E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.R.E., CIVIL
SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinations;
outlines'. courses 'in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL,

..: ELECTRICAL, AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION,
and AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING, BUILDING,
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, etc., and explains the
unique advantages of our Employment Department.

IF you are 'earning less than £10 per week you cannot afford to
miss reading ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." In

your own interests,- we advise you to write (or forward 'the
Coupon) for your copy of this 'enlightening guide to well -paid fr

posts - NOW. - There is no cost or obligation of any kind. (Jr
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MADE IN ENGLAND

TYAR)E- KT66
A "Beam" Power Tetrode

of high efficiency and, versatility.'
.1 f I I I

spaillum
porgo. min
odad101111
Jemir"IIIP
wasp la Irmo

mriZEMNI

Type KT66
Taken at Es =250v.

100 200 300 400
ANODE VOLTS

TYPE KT66.

Heater voltage 6.3.

Heater current 1.27 amps.
Anode voltage Aoo max.
Screen voltage 30o max.
Mutual conductance

6.3mA/v.

Anode dissipation 25 watts
max.

OCTAL" BASE.

LIST PRICE 15/-

500 600

The K T 6.6 is rapidly becoming
established as setting a new standard
in small power valves.

It is equally efficient

I. As an output power tetrode in
the home receiver working with
moderate H.T. voltage.

2. In push-pull circuits (class AB) for
considerable power output in large
amplifiers.

3. As a triode (indirectly heated)
where triode characteristics are
preferred ; and

4. In radio frequency power ampli-
fiers and oscillators, or as a
modulator.

Examples of its utility are:

In Audio Frequency Amplifiers *-
AS TETRODE - AS TRIODE

Single
Valve

Class .A. ClaP:ssi:T)Pal ''
(with 100 ohms. between

screen and anode)

...

Anode Voltage - - - 250 250 400 250 400

Screen Voltage - - - - 250 250 300 - -
Grid Bias Voltage - - - -15 -17 - -25 -19 -38

Anode Current average - - 85mA 162*mA 125*mA 60 ' 62.5

Screen Current average - - 6.3mA 12*mA 5*mA - -
Anode Dissipation (watts) - 21 . 21 25 15 25

Power Output (watts) -
(approximate)

7.25 17f 32f 22 5.8

No drive two valves.
t Full drive, two valves, assuming perfect H.T. regulation:

Write for descriptive leaflet with characteristic curves, and full operating data.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.

Abeation of "The Wireless World," when .writing to advertisers, will _ensure prompt attention;"
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liDITORIAL COMMENT
A "People's" Television

Set
Is It Possible ?

GREAT efforts are being made
this month to push the sale of
television receivers because it
is recognised by the Govern-

ment and the B.B.C. that further
developments in television on the
programme side, or additional stations
elsewhere in England, can hardly be
proceeded with until evidence is forth-
coming of more enthusiasm on the part
of the public in the area already served
in London.

We doubt ourselves whether enthu-
siasm for television is lacking, because
wherever demonstrations are given
attendances are good. It is merely, we
believe, that the public is very cautious
because of the novelty of this form
of entertainment and for the reason
that in spite of assurances to the con-
trary there is still a feeling that there
will be big changes in television in the
near future. Political uncertainties, too,
have affected sales. The campaign
now being carried out to popularise tele-
vision will, we understand, emphasise
the comparative permanence of the
present methods of transmission and
give the public the assurance that
receivers bought now will be equally
serviceable in years to come.

A New Market
We hope that the radio industry will

recognise that the sale of television
sets is an entirely different proposition
from the sale of broadcast receivers.
Television sets are catering for a new
market ; broadcast receivers to -day
are nearly all replacement sales.

At the time that the " People's "

broadcast receiver was launched . in
Germany vast numbers of homes there
were without a wireless set at all and
at the price which prevailed for sets
at that time in Germany the authorities
believed that receivers would remain
out of reach of these homes for a very
long while. Figures show that in
spite of the enormous number of
" People's " sets sold, no disturbing
effect on the sale of the more luxurious
types of receiver has occurred. Is there
not an opportunity for our industry
concerned with the sale of television
receivers here to learn from this a
lesson ?

Standardisation

We have repeatedly suggested in
these pages and have brought directly
to the notice of manufacturers the
view that British producers of television
sets ought to co-operate to achieve
standardisation as far as possible.
Standardisation of parts would have
the effect of reducing prices for the
standard model and facilitating service
to a very great extent, because those
engaged in this work would concentrate
on acquiring an expert knowledge of a
standard instrument instead of having
to become acquainted with a variety
of different models.

If we push standardisation to the
extreme length of getting all British
manufacturers of television sets to sit
round a conference table, as was done
in the case of the " People's " receiver,
and work out a standard set, in the
manufacture and sale of which all of
them would participate, it would be
very necessary to see to it that such
a set did not interfere with the sale
of the more expensive types.

A " People's " television receiver
would use a small cathode-ray tube.
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It should be housed in the plainest of
cabinets and should have no luxury
frills about it, but should give a clear
and satisfactory picture and accompany-
ing sound.

The longer such a project is delayed the
more difficult it will be to realise, and if a
" People's " television receiver has already
had the consideration of the Television
Advisory Committee and the manufac-
turers and yet has not been proceeded
with, we feel that the reasons ought to be
disclosed for public information. After all,
the public, via the 'Treasury, has a big
stake in television and it is equally as
important that the public should get the
best service on the receiving side as that
the best efforts of the B.B.C. and others
concerned should be put into the pro-
duction of programmes.

Broadcasting and Peace
" Across the Frontiers "

EIGHTEEN distinguished personali-
ties in this country recently issued

a manifesto appealing to the nations
of the world to save civilisation from
war. In the course of the manifesto
the statement appears that " It is time,
if we are not to be too late, that
men of good will who value the fruits of
civilisation . . . should speak across the
frontiers ' to those who feel as they do in
order that they may use together their
gifts of heart and mind to co-operate in
preventing the supreme catastrophe."

Here, we think, is a direct challenge to

broadcasting to undertake a task for
which it stands alone as the ideal medium
for its fulfilment.

Will the opportunity be grasped while
there is time or is broadcasting to wait to
become instead an instrument not of peace
but of war?

We believe that those eminent men who
have signed this manifesto would have the
backing of the whole country if they were
entrusted with the task of organising the
use of broadcasting time to the project
which they have so much at heart.

The broadcasts in foreign languages at
present put out by the B.B.C. seem to be
the responsibility of nobody in particular,
and the broadcasts themselves, though
fulfilling, no doubt, a useful purpose,
seem to have no policy behind them and
fail lamentably to offer any guidance;
they are corrective perhaps as news broad-
casts confined to statements of fact but
not constructive, nor is there anything in
them which constitutes an appeal to the
" heart and mind " of listeners.

Suppressing Ignition
Interference

Effect on the Engine
N our issue of January 12th we urged

the early publication of precise infor-
mation on the effects of fitting interference -
suppressing devices to the ignition systems
of motor vehicles. At the same time we
put forward the opinion that these effects
were not serious, but that car owners could
hardly be expected to go to the trouble and
expense of fitting suppressors in the

SOUND EFFECTS IN THE BROADCAST STUDIO. To provide a suitable background to
dramatic presentations the National Broadcasting Company of America have portable equipment
that can easily be grouped round the Sound Effects Man. Amongst the miscellaneous apparatus
seen above can be identified a bank of turntables, megaphone, cylinder of compressed air, chains,

gears and portable doors.

absence of an authoritative pronounce-
ment on the subject.

Although no statement has yet been
issued by any of the bodies or companies
that are believed to have carried out quan-
titative investigations, we are able to
publish in this number an article that does
much to clear up, the position. From
opinions formed from first-hand experi-
ence of the subject, including the results
of tests made with dynamometers, the
author comes to the conclusion that the
ease of starting and the' power output of
the ordinary engine are not adversely
affected by fitting suppressor resistors of
the usual kind. Although the spark is
admittedly weakened, sufficient margin is
allowed in the design of ignition systems
to ensure satisfactory firing of the explo-
sive mixture. All this applies to engines
in good condition, and troubles may occa-
sionally be provoked by the suppressors
when the ignition system is suffering from
prolonged neglect.

The position would, therefore, appear
to be fairly satisfactory, but it certainly
does not warrant any relaxation. of efforts
to devise methods of suppression that have
no effect on engine performance under any
conditions. To do so is 'obviously difficult,
as the ignition spark is believed to depend
for its intensity on the oscillatory nature
of the discharge. But something might
conceivably be done by deliberately shift-
ing the predominant frequency of the oscil-
lations to a value at which the radiating
properties of the ignition wiring are low.

B.B.C. Programmes
Inflexibility of Time Schedules
MANY times complaints have been

made against the B.B.C. because of
the autocratic way in which items are
faded out when they overrun their
scheduled times. It is not only those who
have been the victims of such treatment
before the microphone who have com-
plained, but also the listening public who
have been deprived of the finish of some
musical or other item.

This obsession on the part of the B.B.C.
to adhere strictly to its time schedule takes
practical shape far more often than most
listeners are aware. Particularly on such
occasions as debates, the parties concerned
often find themselves embarrassingly
hurried, or their scripts cut in order to
finish on time.

Perhaps one of the worst of recent
examples of silly adherence to a time
schedule was when the B.B.C. broadcast
their usual news service in German at a
time which overlapped with Herr Hitler's
speech. How could they have expected
that German-speaking listeners would pro-
vide an audience for their news on that
occasion?

We suspect that this inflexibility in the
matter of time schedules is largely dictated
by the fact that the published programmes
in the Radio Times go to press at an early
date and by the fear that changes made
afterwards would lay that publication
open to criticism on the grounds of in-
accuracy.
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Short-wave Oscillator
ProblemsAVOIDING PARASITIC OSCILLATION

By W. T. COCKING

ONE of the greatest troubles encoun-
tered when putting a new short-
wave receiver into commission is
parasitic oscillation. If a well -

tried design is followed exactly, of course,
one is unlikely to meet with any difficulty,
for the designer has
found and reme-
died the various
sources of parasitic
oscillation in his
original models.
The trouble starts,
as a rule, when a
design is modified
or when an en-
tirely new set is
being tried out.

Parasitic oscilla-

stance, has a conversion conductance of
0.2 mA / v. for 4.5 volts peak oscillator
amplitude. The_ optimum is 0.225 mA/ v.
at to volts, and it is still about 0.21 mA/ v.
at 25 volts peak. Below 4.5 volts the con-
version conductance falls off rapidly, and

at 2.5 volts it is
only 0.135 mA / v.

IT is by no means uncommon for
.1 difficulties to arise in short-wave
apparatus because the oscillator
operates at a frequency widely
different from the correct one. The
causes of such parasitic oscillation are
discussed in this article and the

remedies are indicated.

tion is most notice-
able in the oscillator of the frequency -
changer, but it can occur equally readily
in a reacting detector, and is possible but
less likely in an RF amplifier. The
symptoms of such oscillation depend upon
its type, for there are a good many pos-
sible modes of oscillation. Perhaps the
commonest gives rise in a frequency -
changer to a series of spurious signals. As
the tuning control is rotated, the band
seems full of strong signals which bump
in and out. Some of them are, indeed,
genuine signals, but others will be found
especially strong, and at first are apt to
be mistaken for true carriers.

Optimum Oscillator Volts

They are, however, generated in the re-
ceiver itself, and in the writer's experience
are almost invariably caused by excessive
amplitude of oscillation at the correct fre-
quency. A typical circuit is shown in
Fig. 1, and a milliammeter is connected
in series with the oscillator grid leak Rt.
This meter should preferably have a full-
scale reading of 1 mA. The peak oscilla-
tor voltage on the grid is approximately
1.2 times the product of the grid current
in amperes, and the resistance RI in
ohms.

Valve makers give a figure for the opti-
mum oscillator grid voltage, and it is thus
an easy matter to adjust it. The efficiency
of the frequency -changer, however, does
not vary greatly with the voltage, pro-
vided that it is not much less than the
optimum. As the voltage always varies
over the waveband, there is consequently
a temptation to make it rather higher than
the optimum.

The Marconi and Osram X65. for in -

Unless care is
taken in the design
of the oscillator
itself its output
may vary in the
ratio of perhaps
2 : i over the wave-
band. With a
Soo /.9.LF. tuning
condenser it may
vary more. At first
sight, therefore, it

seems desirable to make the mean ampli-
tude about ro volts, so that over the band
it varies between about 6 volts and 14
volts, and the conversion conductance does
not vary much.

This course seems satisfactory on the

medium and long wavebands, but on short
waves the writer's experience is that the
maker's figure for optimum oscillator volt-
age should be regarded as a maximum
figure. If it is much exceeded, a form of
parasitic oscillation usually occurs and
makes the receiver unusable.

The precise reason for the parasitic
oscillation is a little obscure, but it seems
to be connected with a negative resistance
portion of the hexode section viewed from

the injector grid. The probability is that
this portion of the characteristic is swept
over by the oscillator voltage when this is
of large amplitude, and so parasitic oscil-
lation occurs on the peaks of the oscillator
input.

The trouble seems to occur with all
valves of the triode-hexode and triode-
heptode class, and the writer has found
the only remedy to be to keep the oscilla-
tor amplitude equal to or less than the
maker's optimum figure for the valve.

The " optimum " for the X65 is ro
volts, and, as RI is roo,000 ohms for this
valve, the current indicated by the meter
should be about 83 pA. Parasitic oscil-
lation almost invariably occurs if it ex-
ceeds some 120 1.4.A.

The amplitude of oscillation is easily
reduced by lowering the HT voltage or by
stripping off reaction turns. If the coil
is otherwise satisfactory, however, it is
better to insert a resistance R2 in series
with the reaction coil. This reduces the
amplitude more at the high -frequency end
of the tuning range than at the low, and,
as the output usually falls off at the latter
end, the resistance tends to even up the

output over the
band.

The value of re-
sistance needed
must be found ex-
perimentally, and
is usually less than
5o ohms on short
waves, but may be
hundreds or thou-
sands of ohms on
the medium and
long waves. Some-
times it will be
found that this re-
sistance R2 is too
effective at t li e

Fig. r.-A typical
triode - hexode fre-
quency -changer with
a tuned -anode re-
action coil oscillator

is shown here.

high -frequency end, and when the valve
is right for the middle of the band the
output is too low at higher frequencies.
The simplest course is then to choose R2
so that the output is a little more than
is wanted at the highest frequency, and
then to shunt L2 with a resistance.

The value of shunt resistance required
will depend upon the inductance and effi-
ciency of the tuned circuit, but will
usually lie between 2,00o ohms and 20,000
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Short-wave Oscillator Problems-
ohms. With a little juggling of this sort
it is usually possible to keep the oscillator
output fairly constant over the band.

Little difficulty arises in carrying out the
adjustments until one gets below io
metres. The reaction coil oscillator then
becomes rather troublesome, but in a dif-
ferent way. The parasitic oscillation effect
just described does not occur because even
without added resistance the amplitude of
oscillation is likely to be below optimum.

In order to improve efficiency an at-
tempt is often made to increase the ampli-
tude of oscillation by increasing the
number of turns on the reaction coil. When
this is carried too far, however, the valve

Fig. 2.-The modified Colpitt's oscillator
can be used with a triode-hexode if the tun-

ing condenser is not earthed.

will start oscillating at a frequency deter-
mined chiefly by the reaction coil L3 with
its stray capacities. The tuning condenser
then has little effect.

This tendency can be discouraged by
winding the reaction coil with resistance
wire, and this is always good practice.
Often it is not enough, however, and in
general it is necessary to keep the natural
frequency of the reaction circuit higher
than any to which the main circuit can
tune. There is a strong likelihood of trouble
of this nature if the reaction turns are not
fewer in number than those of the tuned
coil.

The Colpitt's Oscillator

On the ultra -short waveband one might
use three turns for L2, and the reaction
coil L3 should then not exceed 2-2.5 turns.
To obtain oscillation the coupling must be
very tight and the windings must be inter-
leaved. In general, below some 7 metres
it is useless to worry about the amplitude
of oscillation, for it is difficult enough to
make the valve oscillate at all and still
cover the required tuning range. An
amplitude greater than about 5 volts can
hardly be expected.

These remarks apply to the reaction -coil
oscillator. The Hartley or Colpitt's

oscillator, is much easier to deal with and
there is little difficulty in obtaining the
necessary amplitude down to 5 metres.
The modified Colpitt's oscillator is shown
in Fig. 2, and is particularly free from
parasitic oscillation, only one mode being
commonly f o u n cl
and one which it is
easy to overcome.

If the amplitude
of oscillation is too
great, it can be
controlled by
shunting L2 by a
suitable resistance,
by reducing C3, or
by connecting a
condenser between
grid or anode and
cathode. Such a

Fig. 3.-This dia-
gram shows the
equivalent circuit of
a Colpitt's oscillator
including the wiring

inductance.

CI and Cac, Cgc, and Cga represent the
anode -cathode, grid -cathode and grid -
anode valve capacities ; C2 is the grid con-
denser and lit the grid leak. The induc-
tance of the wiring is represented by the
coils L2 and L3.

condenser should be adjustable with a
minimum capacity of about 1-2 ,u,uF. and
a maximum of some 6 -to pALF. Additional
capacity in either of these latter points
enables the effective tapping point on the
tuned circuit to be changed. Normally,
the tapping point is provided by the valve
capacities-the grid -cathode and anode -
cathode capacities being in series across
the circuit.

Unless care is taken, parasitic oscilla-
tion is likely to occur at a frequency of the
order of 75 Mc / s, but determined chiefly
by the valve and wiring. This oscillation
is more likely to occur with large values of
tuning capacity than with small, and it
sometimes happens that the circuit will be-
have normally at low capacity settings of
the condenser. As the capacity is in-
creased, however, a point is reached at
which the frequency ceases to fall and
suddenly jumps to a high value and is
hardly affected by a further increase in

There are two possible modes of oscilla-
tion for such a circuit. One is the normal
one at a frequency determined by Li and
the total capacity which comprises Cr and
Cga in parallel and also in parallel with
the series value of Cac and Cgc. At this
frequency the reactance of L2 and L3 is
usually negligible.

Parasitic Oscillation

At some higher frequency, and especi-
ally when Cr is fairly large, the reactance
of this condenser is small compared with
the reactance of the valve capacities and
with the reactance of L2 and L3. At this
frequency the tuned circuit is made up of
L2 and L3 with a capacity comprising
Cga in parallel with the series value of
Cac and Cgc, the whole in series with CI.
The coil proper, Li, then merely acts as
an RF choke across Cr.

The valve will usually oscillate at the
frequency deter -

capacity of the variable condenser C2.
The reason for this behaviour is clear

when the full circuit, Fig. 3, is considered.
The tuned circuit is represented by Li and

mined by the
circuit having the
higher dynamicresistance,
measured across
Cga. A small value
of Cr results in the
valve's being effec-
tively tapped down
the high -frequency
circuit, for the
valve is across the
other capacities

Fig. 4.-When the
tuning condenser is
connected directly to
the valve the equiva-
lent circuit takes

this form.

only. As Cr is increased, therefore, the
amount of tapping down is reduced and
oscillation conditions at the higher fre-
quency get more favourable. At the same,
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Short -wave Oscillator Problems-
time, the total capacity on the lower
frequency circuit is increasing and its
dynamic resistance is falling so that con-
ditions for oscillation. at the lower fre-
quency get less favourable. Eventually,
the higher frequency conditions are better
than the lower and oscillation changes
over to the former.

The remedy is usually very simple and
consists merely in arranging the con-
denser Cr very close to the valve and
connecting it with the shortest possible
leads. Long leads in the coil circuit it-
self will not cause parasitic oscillation,
but will only add to the inductance of the
coil.

This course results in the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 4. The main wiring induc-
tance L2 and L3 is now only in series with
Li and it does comparatively little harm.

Fig. 5.-A typical Hartley oscillator.

There is. of course, still some wiring
inductance in series with the condenser.
Cr, and this is represented by L4 and L5.
The circuit is, therefore, still capable of
generating parasitic oscillations. If the
leads are made very short, however, L4
and L5 are very small, with the result that
the possible fre-
quency of parasitic
oscillation is very
high. In practice,
it is not difficult to
make it higher than
any frequency at
which an ordinary
valve will oscillate.

Fig. 6.-The equiva-
lent of the Hartley
oscillator is shown

in this diagram.

both modes, but it is clear that the right
place for it is in series with L2 or L3 or
both. It then has a maximum effect on
the parasitic circuit and a, minimum on
the tuned circuit proper. Such resistances
are actually the familiar grid or anode
" stoppers," but the usual value of 5o
ohms is generally far too high. A value
of about 5 ohms is nearer the mark.

The Hartley oscillator of Fig. 5 can gen-
erate parasitic oscillations in exactly the
same mode as the Colpitt's and the same
remedies are applicable. On short waves,
however, it is found that the circuit is in-
clined to be erratic in performance unless
the tapping point on the coil is very care-
fully placed.

The Hartley Circuit

The reason for this will be clear from
Fig. 6, which shows the valve capacities.
There are actually two tapping points on
the circuit one is provided by the coil
tapping and the other by Cgc and Cac. If
Cr is large in relation to these capacities,
the " condenser earth " has little effect and
the circuit functions as a true Hartley
oscillator. When Cr is small, however,
the capacity tap can by no means be
neglected, for' it is sufficient to make the
circuit oscillate without ,the inductance
tap.

Unless the inductance tap is correctly
adjusted in relation to the capacity tap,
therefore, it is only to be expected that
peculiar results will be 'obtained. The
condition to be arrived at is to tap the coil
at the point which would be at earth
potential even if this tap were omitted ; in
other words, the tap should be at a nodal
point.

This is, in practice, difficult to achieve,

Ordinary valves will not oscillate as a
rule above about roo Mc/s, so that if the
frequency of the parasitic circuit is pushed
above this figure, no trouble will be ex-
perienced. Of course, it may sometimes
happen that the physical layout prevents
short enough leads from being secured.
In this case it is necessary to add resistance
to prevent parasitic oscillation.

Examination of Fig. 3 shows that it is
useless to add damping resistances in
series or parallel with Li, for they will
have a negligible effect on the parasitic
mode of oscillation; but will damp the
wanted mode. Such resistance is more
likely to increase any tendency to para-
sitic oscillation than to reduce it.

Resistance in series with Cr will damp

and experience shows that on ultra -short
waves the circuit works much better if a
resistance or RF choke is inserted at the
point X in Fig. 6. Although often so
called, the circuit is no longer that of a
Hartley oscillator, but is really the modi-
fied Colpitt's. The only difference be-
tween it and that of Fig. 3 is the point at
which the HT supply is connected. This
gives it an advantage in that the tuned
circuit is less affected by the HT feed re-
sistance or choke. For receiving purposes,
this advantage is often more than out-
weighed by the inconvenience of having
to provide a tapping on the coil.

Oscillator squegging, at one time very
troublesome, does not often occur now-
adays because it is customary to use a

fairly low value of grid leak and to em-
ploy a resistance feed for the HT supply.
Squegging is much more likely to occur if
a direct feed is used as in Figs. 5 and 6,
or if an RF choke is employed in place of
the resistance shown in the other circuits.

This is easy to see when the mechanism
of squegging is considered. What hap-
pens is that the valve oscillates violently
and it draws a heavy grid current. This
drives the grid potential so negative that
the valve stops oscillating and does not
start again until the charge on the grid
condenser has leaked away via the grid
leak.

A reduction in the value of the grid leak
at first does little more than increase the
frequency of the squegging, for it allows
the charge on the condenser to leak away
quicker. At length, however, it tends to
prevent it, because when it is very low the
rectifying action of the grid circuit loses
efficiency and the valve is no longer
driven to anode current cut-off.

The use of a resistance feed to the
anode is advantageous, however, because
it permits the anode voltage to rise as the
grid is driven negative and so shifts the
point of current cut-off to a more negative
grid potential. With reasonable values of
components squegging hardly ever
occurs, but it is a distinct possibility when
the HT supply is fed directly to the valve
or through decoupling circuits of high
time -constant.

Acoustic. Measurements at the
N.P.L.

IN a recently issued pamphlet the testing
services offered by the Acoustics Division

of the National Physical Laboratory, Ted-
dington, are described in detail together
with the fees charged in representative cases
where the work is of a routine character.
Apparatus which may be sent for calibra-
tion includes microphones, loud speakers,
telephone receivers, noise meters, gramo-
phone pick-ups and deaf aids.

The sensitivity of microphones, expressed
as the EMF generated by unit sound pres-
sure, may be given for plane progressive
waves or for actual pressure on the dia-
phragm. In the former test the sensitivity
at frequencies above 25o cis is measured
in a lagged chamber and below that fre-
quency is inferred from measurements
usually made with stationary waves set up
in a pipe. The charge for eight determina-
tions at frequency intervals between 62.5
and 6,000 c/s is L6. Additional measure-
ments at frequencies down to 3o c/s or up
to I0,000 c/s are undertaken for a supple-
mentary fee of e,r los. per frequency.

Loud speakers are tested for frequency
response in the open air over a band of
frequencies from 30 to io,000 c /s. The fee
for a characteristic taken on the axis under
one of five standard conditions of test is
f4. Measurements of electro-acoustic effi-
ciency or harmonic distortion, if undertaken
at the same time as the frequency, cost 15s.
for each frequency.

In addition to tests on instruments the
Department also Undertakes to investigate
the properties of sound -insulating materials
and to measure the characteristics of audi-
toriums and suggest methods of treatment
where necessary.
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Motor Car Interference
INTERFERENCE radiated from engine ignition systems has hitherto

been discussed mainly in relation to its effects on built-in car receivers.
In these articles the subject is treated from the point of view of reception (and

particularly television reception) external to the vehicle.

THE first instalment of this article
dealt mainly with the cause and
effects of ignition interference,
and its contents may be sum-

marised briefly as follows : The interfer-
ence is due to the high -voltage part of the
ignition system of internal combustion
engines and comprises a highly damped
train of oscillations, the frequency of
which is of the order of 4o Mc / s. The
duration of the train is not generally
greater than 2.5
microseconds. The
maximum instan-
taneous current in-
volved may reach
the colossal value
of ioo amperes,
and the resultant
electro - magnetic
wave is substantially vertically polarised.

The effects of such a form of interfer-
ence upon the audio response of a televi-
sion receiver is likened to a machine-gun
in action. On the vision channel the pic-
ture is covered by bright spots or bands of
spots in which an individual spof is
observed as a horizontal elongated blob
becoming smaller in size as the intensity
of the interference falls Off.

This part of the article will .deal with
methods employed in reducing, partially
or completely, this very undesirable
effect. The alleviation or suppression of
any form of electrical interference may be
obtained by two distinct methods : (a)
suppression at the source, (b) suppression
at the receiver. Suppression at the source,
that is, the removal of the phenomenon
itself, is theoretically the correct method
of attack.

Although electrical interference with
medium and long -wave broadcasting is of
such a nature that a great deal may be
done at the receiving location, at television
frequencies the position is different, and
the writer puts forward his personal view
that very little can be done at the receiv-
ing point either by the use of mains filters
or elaborate aerial systems, particularly in
the case of ignition interference.

It is unnecessary to delve deeply into
the reasons for these views except to state
that, first, the electro-magnetic waves of
ignition interference are identical with
those used for the television transmission,
both in polarisation and physical proper-
ties. Secondly, their peak amplitude is
very high, and aerials require to be re-
moved at least ioo yards from traffic
routes in cases where signal field strengths
is low. Also the successful screening and
balancing of aerial feeders against inter-
fering fields at television frequencies is a

Part II.-Suppressing
Radiation from

Ignition Systems

doubtful achievement. Directional aerial
systems are of real assistance, but it is
surprising how rarely in practice the
listener finds- himself in a position to avail
himself of the discriminating property of
a directional aerial system.

Here, therefore, is a real case, technic-
ally and economically, for complete or at
least adequate suppression at the source
itself. Furthermore, the fact that certain
ultra -high frequencies have been ear-

marked for Govern-
ment Services, in
addition to present
and contemplated
television services,
indicates that legis,-
lation with respect
to ignition inter-
ference must be en-

forced sooner or later.
We will now consider the ways and

means of suppression and will first refer
to Fig. r, which depicts a typical coil
ignition circuit applicable to automobiles.
The heavy lines are those concerned with
the high -voltage part of the circuit and
comprise the interferiiig portions of the
network. It is known that the interfer-
ence produced in the primary circuit of
the ignition system is negligible in its effect
upon television -reception, although it can
'cause trouble when used in conjunction
with receivers designed for use in the auto-
mobile itself.

Both the contact -breaker and the rotary
distributor arm are mechanically con -

By F. R. W. STRAFFORD
(Research Dept., Belling and Lee, Ltd.)

plugs, could be screened by some kind of
highly conductive material a very consider-
able degree of suppression would obtain.
It is not a simple matter, however, to effect
such screening, remembering the require-
ment of accessibility to the various parts
requiring periodical attention. Automo-
bile designers, looking ahead, could un-
doubtedly design an efficient wholly en-
closed ignition circuit, but not without an
additional manufacturing expense, which
might be considerable.

Partial screening of certain portions of
the high -voltage circuit may result in the
requisite degree of suppression, but the
disposition of such screening for successful
suppression appears to vary between
different makes of cars according to the
layout of the ignition system.

In any case, screening, partial or com-
plete, calls for care in locating the correct
earthing point, which appears to vary
between different cars. In fact, it is
known that if the earthing of the screen-
ing is not carried out with meticulous care
after much laborious experiment the
resultant field of interference may be worse

'than before. At ultra -high frequencies
mechanical shielding does not necessarily
mean electrical shielding, and very often
the correct disposition of the earthing
of a poor mechanical shield may re-
sult in a generally greater suppression
than the indefinite earthing of an
elaborate and expensive system of shield-
ing.

Taking the broad view, the writer does
not feel optimistic about screening, unless
it is incorporated during the manufactur-

ing process ; and a
further technical
consideration indi-
cates that this
method should be
placed in abeyance
since more success -
f u 1 suppression
schemes are avail-
able.

It should be

CONTACT
BREAKER

CHASSIS

a

netted to the engine crankshaft in such a
manner that the contact -breaker provides
the necessary primary current and subse-
quent high -voltage secondary pulse at the
appropriate firing time, while the distribu-
tor arm selects the appropriate sparking
plug.

If the whole of the high -voltage system,
including the distributor and sparking

Fig. 1.-Typical ar-
rangement of a coil
ignition system as
installed in a four -

cylinder car.

made quite clear at this stage that methods
of ignition interference suppression which
prove very satisfactory when applied to
medium and long -wave reception on
receivers installed in automobiles need not
necessarily render television wavelengths
immune. The physical aspects of the
problem are wholly different because of
the wide separation between television and
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normal broadcast frequencies. This is a
point which may be forgotten but is far
too important to neglect.

Two further methods of suppression re-
main, namely, the fitting of resistors in the
high -voltage leads to the sparking plugs
and/or distributor, or the substitution of
high -frequency chokes for these resistors.

High -frequency chokes of low induc-
tance may be used with a high degree of
success when connected in series with the
sparking plug leads very close to the plug
terminal, particularly if a short length of
the lead is shielded and earthed to the
plug body. It is not known whether such
a method of sup-
pression would be
successful in all
cases, but it is
known that the
suppression
afforded occur s
over a compara-
tively narrow band
of frequencies and
is by no means as
uniform with fre-
quency as that pro-
vided by resistor
suppression. There
is little doubt that
greatest attention
has been focused
upon the inclusion
of a suitable non -
inductive high re-
sistance in the plug
and/or distributor
lead of the ignition
system.

The effect of in-
cluding a resistor
in the high -voltage
lead is to increase
the electrical clamping of the circuit and
probably render the oscillatory bank
current dead beat. By so doing there is
considerable attenuation of the high -fre-
quency component of the subsequent
spark current pulse, thus reducing very
considerably the intensity of the resultant
interfering field. It appears after con-
siderable experiment by the Electrical
Research Association that resistor sup-
pressors up to 20,000 ohms, each fitted in
the plug lead close to the plug terminal
and in the distributor lead close to the
distributor head, effect an average sup-
pression of 3o db. If the high -voltage
leads are made up as a distributed resis-
tor, in other words, a number of resistors
in series making up a total value of o bout
20,000 ohms, the suppression is rather
greater than that obtained by the same
value of resistor lumped at one spot. If
a distributed resistor is used the inclusion
of a small amount of earthed screening
over the lead close to the plug results in a
further degree of suppression leading to
ultimate attenuation of the order 40 db:
A typical arrangement, which is, incident-
ally, effective for car radio, comprises

 5,00o ohms fitted in series with the lead
from the coil where it meets the distribu-
tor head and 15,000 ohms in series with

each plug lead, as close to the plug ter-
minal as possible. From the television
interference viewpoint adequate suppres-
sion is often obtained by the use of the
5,000 -ohm resistor in the distributor lead
only, but this depends upon the type of
car concerned, and researches are insuffi-
ciently advanced to warrant any recom-
mendations in this respect.

We now find ourselves on very dan-
gerous ground. It has been averred,
evidently with some truth in certain cir-
cumstances, that this form of suppression
interferes with the proper functioning of
internal combustion engines.

It is obvious that the fitting of these

by the writer on a twelve -cylinder marine
engine capable of developing a brake -
horse -power of 55o at its maximum crank-
shaft revolutions. This engine was
equipped with standard coil ignition, there
being a separate coil and distributor for
each of the six -cylinder sections so that
each 'half was similar to that employed in
an ordinary six -cylinder car.

The engine was coupled to a dynamo-
meter for the purpose of measuring
B.H.P. Power tests were made at certain
engine speeds before and after the fitting
of 15,o0o-ohm resistors in each of the
twelve leads to the sparking plugs. No
measurable difference in the resultant

B.H.P. was noted,
neither was the"startabil-
ity " affected to
any noticeable ex-
tent. With the
kind co-operation
of the Ford Motor
Company of
Dagenham, further
dynamometer tests
were carried out
upon a io h.p. en-
gine. Suppressors
ranging from Lox)
to roo,000 ohms
were fitted in each
of the four leads to
the sparking plugs,
and over this range
no measurable dif-
ference of B.H.P.
was indicated.
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resistors must result in a weaker spark,
weaker from the point of view of the
electrical energy dissipated during the
brief life of the spark. This does not
necessarily indicate that the modified
properties of the spark render it inade-
quate for the purpose of firing the volatile
petrol mixture which is compressed in the
cylinder. It is a certainty, however, that
the roo amperes of instantaneous current
previously mentioned will no longer be
attained when a resistor of the order of
15,o0o ohms is fitted.

Tests on Engines

Detailed investigations of the effect of
resistors on engine performance are being
carried out by responsible bodies, and
their results will undoubtedly become
public in due course. In the meantime;
the writer has conducted certain tests, and
while these are by no means exhaustive
they may throw a little general light on
the subject. The reader is also referred to
certain reports which lave been published
by the E.R.A., and which references are
appended at the end of this article.

One of the first tests of the effect upon
the developed brake -horse -power and
" startability " of engines was carried out

Suppressors shown
fitted between the
distributor and the
plugs of a modern
four -cylinder car.

Now, it must be remembered that these
tests were in all cases conducted on a new
and carefully tuned engine. It cannot,
therefore, be taken as granted that the
same results will obtain under practical
conditions.

For further information on this point
one must resort to the experience of in-
telligent car owners. By intelligent one
means those who have sufficient sense to
pay a little attention to such matters as
the maintenance of correct sparking plug
gaps and contact -breaker spacing.

It does not need much imagination to
foresee that an engine on the verge of
misfiring through want of attention or
adjustment to the ignition circuit may
misfire and be difficult to start when sup-
pressors are fitted. It is the writer's per-
sonal belief that most of the stories
regarding the deleterious effects of sup-
pressors on engine performance emanate
from motorists who will not give their
engines attention until they cry out for
it by bad running or difficult starting.

It is known that certain types of high -
compression engines as fitted in a few
makes of expensive automobiles are prone
to slow -running difficulties, but this does
not appear to apply to most popular
makes of vehicle.
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Motor Car Interference-
The writer has fitted suppressors to the

three makes of car he has used over the
past three years and has not observed the
slightest trouble as a result (with one ex-
ception). There have been no suggestions
of plugs oiling up, poor starting, increased
petrol consumption or loss of power. The
one exception concerns the present car,.
which. requireS a sparking plug gap width
of o.o4in. In this case misfiring was
noted occasionally, but it was diScovered
to be due. 'to the .fact that the sparking
plug gap.had, to the writer's shame, been
allowed to increase to o.o6in.

Finality in this matter has not yet been
attained, and an anxious radio industry
awaits with great patience the considered
verdict of . the: investigators. On their
findings Will depend a great deal of' the
future success. of ...television as an industry
and a unique art in which we are proudly
foremost.

References.-E.R.A. Report, Refer-
ence M/T28. The Suppression of Short-
wave Radiations from Automobile Igni-
tion Systems. E.R.A. Report, Reference
M/ T47. Short-wave Interference from
Ignition Systems.

Ekco Television
THE problems of television demonstration

and installation are being tackled by
E. K. Cole, Ltd., in an especially interest-
ing manner. This firm has equipped a i5 -
cwt. van, illustrated below, for the purpose.

Standard Ekco dipole aerials, vision units
and receivers are carried as well as spare
valves and CR tubes, drums of co -axial
cable and transmission line. Test gear,
including high -voltage meters and signal
generators, is also carried, while there is a
complete range of tools.

An extending ladder is carried on the
roof, and also two Soft. collapsible masts.
The ladder is naturally for use in aerial erec-
tinn and the masts are for demonstration
purposes. The aerial used is a special di-
pole with reflector made of duralumin and
weighing less .than one pound.

In common with all other vans and cars
owned by this firm, the engine is fitted with
suppressors to eliminate interference on tele-
vision..

The receivers marketed by this firm are
the model TS7or at 26 guineas and the
TA2oi at 22 guineas. The vision equipment
is similar, but whereas the former gives both
sound and vision the latter must be used in
conjunction with an existing broadcast
set for sound. Actually, the output of the
sound channel is connected to the pick-up
terminals of the existing receiver.

The picture size is &lin. by 5iin., and
electromagnetic deflection and focusing are
used. Larger models will be available
shortly.

Manual Tuning
Correction

Suggested Adjunct to Press -button Systems

IN all types of automatic tuning systems
some form of correction, or provision for

fine adjustment, is a desirable adjunct to
the automatic station -selecting mechanism ;
in some cases correction may, indeed, be a
virtual necessity. It is usually carried out
by electrical AFC circuits, but it is also
possible to apply manual control by means,
say, of a so-called " vernier " condenser
shunted across the main condenser.

Considering the latter method, suppose
that a station has been selected and auto-
matically tuned and the vernier has been
brought into action and the precise tuning
accomplished. Now suppose that auto-
matic tuning is needed for another station.

The automatic tuning system is operated
and, before tuning is effected, it is clearly
desirable that some device should come
into play whereby the vernier is returned
to a predetermined setting, say, midway
in its range. Thus the automatic tuning of
the second station, which may well be cor-
rect in itself without reference to the
vernier, is not upset by the fact that the
vernier has been already offset for the
tuning of a previous station.

This system is also capable of extension
to a receiver when used for normal manual
tuning where, if the vernier device is not
automatically returned to a preset posi-
tion, the tuning scale would show inaccu-
racies of reading.

"Safety First" in Battery
Works

Methods of Reducing Casualties
LTHOUGH the battery industry is not
one in which there is exceptional risk

to life or limb, minor injuries to those work-
ing with lead and lead oxides may always
lead to dangerous complications, and so full
precautions must be taken.

All accidents involving loss of time in the
Exide battery works are investigated by a
committee of fifteen members, of which four
are appointed by the company and eleven
are elected by the employees. One result
is that workers who are found to be par-
ticularly prone to accidents can be trans-
ferred to those departments where the risks
are smallest.

Minor accidents are dealt with imme-
diately by the Resident Medical Officer's
staff. Every encouragement is given to
employees to undergo precautionary treat-
ment for apparently trifling injuries, with
the gratifying result that, although attend-
ances at the Accident Room have doubled
of late, accidents involving loss of workers'
time have been halved.

PROBLEM CORNER -6
Try Working this Out

ANOTHER exercise in logical deduc-
tion from the correspondence of
Henry Farrad.

r, Keel Row,
Hull.

Dear Mr. Farrad,
Having heard that you are that good at

solving wireless puzzles I am sending you
this one, hoping you will be able to en-
lighten me. As often as not my reception
of Regional programme is all mucked up by
a terrible whistle. After a while I noticed
that we never got whistle when, our next-
door neighbours were out. Being friendly
with them I asked if they noticed whistle,
but they said no. However, they generally
listened to long -wave National. They have
one of these new all -wave receivers. I must
say it's a champion set, and I must be think-
ing of getting a new one myself. Do you
think it would get rid of whistle?

Yours truly,
Jonah Ironbotham.

Would you recommend Mr. lronbothan,
to get a set like his neighbour's, and why
or why not? Solution on page 142.
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Output Stage and Loud Speaker
A SURVEY OF THE PROBLEMS

OF MATCHING
IN this it will be assumed that the am-

plifier and associated audio frequency
equipment providing the voltage to
the grid of the power valve is free

from any form of distortion. This is, in
most cases, a reasonable assumption
having regard to the distortion which may
occur from that point onwards.

The performance which may be ex-
pected of the output stage concerns - the
frequency range, amplitude distortion,
phase distortion and response to
transients.

The limits which may be set for varying
degrees of fidelity have not yet adequately
been determined, but some indication of
the requirements is given in the list below.

(a) Frequency response to be approxi-
mately level within the limits of :-
Mediocre. reproduction ioo to 5,000 c
Fair fidelity .. .. 8o to 7,00o c s
Good fidelity .. .. 6o to 10,000 c s
Indistinguishable from

original .. .. .. 3o to 14,000 cfs
These values for frequency response

depend largely on the hearing capabilities
of the individual, and are therefore taken
for persons with normally good hearing.

(b) Amplitude Distortion. It is gener-
ally regarded that 5 per cent. second har-
monic distortion is inaudible, either
directly or through any indirect effects
associated with it. if the frequency
range is restricted, it is probably that io
per cent. second harmonic distortion is

barely perceptible.
Third harmonic distortion is more dis-

tressing to the ear, both directly and in-
directly, as will be shown later in this
paper, and a limit of half that for second
harmonic distortion appears to be a
reasonable assumption, pending further
investigation into the subject. This gives
the limit of third harmonic distortion as
2.5 per cent. for wide frequency range
and 5 per cent. for restricted frequency
range.

Higher Harmonics

Higher order even harmonics may in
most cases be neglected as being small in
comparison with second harmonic distor-
tion, while contributing generally similar
effects.

Higher order odd harmonics are much
more distressing to the ear than an equal
percentage of third harmonic, and for this
reason it is desirable to consider each
audio harmonic separately. As a tenta-
tive approximation, fifth harmonic should
be limited to 0.5 per cent, for wide fre-
quency range, while seventh harmonic
should be below the threshold of audi-
bility.

By F. LANGFORD
SMITH, B.Sc., B.E.,
M.Inst.R.E. (Aust.)
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.E.

(Aust.)
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DISTORTION is considered in re-
lation to the permissible limits for

varyingdegrees offidelity, and particularly
in regard to spurious combination tones
and cross modulation. Elliptical loading
produces harmonic distortion, and the
usual graphical treatment of elliptical load
lines is shown to be only an approxima-
tion. Triodes, also :erodes and pentodes
with and without negative feedback, are
compared on various types of loading,
and the design of loud speaker trans-
formers is considered in relation to each.
The article is based oh a paper read
before the World Radio Convention
organised in Sydney by the Australian

Institute of Radio Engineers.

The indirect effect of harmonic distor-
tion, particularly that due to higher order
odd harmonics, is to produce spurious
combination tones together with cross
modulation. These matters are considered
individually.

(c) Phase distortion has not, so far,
been found to have any audible effect on
sustained tones, while its effect on tran-
sients, within certain limits, is probably
(mite small. Extremely bad cases of
phase distortion are known to have an
audible effect on the reproduction of cer-
tain types of sound.

(d) The response to transients is an ex-
tremely important factor which does not
seem to have been given the attention
which it deserves. No method of testing
has so far been standardised owing to
problems still not fully investigated.

The mathematical and graphical treat-
ment of a triode valve on a resistive load
has been given on many occasions [see
bibliography next week, 1 (I) to r (7)
inclusive]. The output of a class " A "
power triode valve is generally given in
terms of 5 per cent. second harmonic dis-
tOrtion, it being realised that a lower load
gives increased distortion, combined in
most cases with a slight increase of power
output. An increasing -load gives de-
creased output together with decreased
distortion. It will be shown later that a
loud speaker reflects an equivalent load
which may vary in a ratio of 6 : i or evc't

more, and therefore in considering an out-
put valve it should be treated in conjunc-
tion with a load of impedance varying
from a certain minimum up to six times
that value.

The graphical treatment and calcUla-
tions of a pentode or tetrode valve on a
constant resistive load are well known.
For maximum power output combined
with reasonable distortion the load resist-
ance of a pentode 'is usually adjusted to
give zero second harmonic or low percent-
age of second harmonic, combined with
about 7 per cent. of third harmonic distor-
tion. A tetrode valve such as the 6L6
cannot conveniently be arranged to pro-
duce such low values of second harmonic
distortion, and about ro per cent. second
harmonic distortion is usually found in
such a valve. In the 6L6 the third har-
monic distortion is reduced to about 3 per
cent. and in this regard is different from
a pentode.

Pentodes and Tetrodes

If a pentocie valve is adjusted to give
approximately zero second harmonic on a
stated load resistance, an increase of the
load resistance will result in an increase
of the third, fifth and 'higher harmonics,
together with an increase of second har-
monic distortion. A decrease of load
resistance, which rarely occurs in practice
on a loud speaker load, results in increased
second harmonic distortion but decreased
third and .higher order harmonic distor-
tion. A tetrode valve behaves in a some-
what similar manner in that third har-
monic distortion decreases as the load
resistance is decreased, and increases as
the load resistance is increased, under con-
ditions of maximum grid voltage input,
but zero second harmonic does not occur
until the load is increased considerably
above that for normal output.
- The power output of pentode ancTtet-
rode valves increases as the load resistance
is increased provided that reduced grid
excitation is used, but with maximum
grid excitation the maximum fundamental
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Output Stage and Loud Speaker-
power output occurs with a load resistance
only slightly greater than that for normal
output. Beyond this point the distortion
becomes so severe that the fundamental
output is reduced, although the total
power output continues to rise due to the
rapid increase of harmonic output.

Reactive loads that normally occur in
a power stage may be divided into two
principal classes, the first when an induct-
ance is in series with a resistance, and the
second when an inductance is in shunt
with a resistance.

In the case of series loading, an increase
of inductance results in an increase of im-
pedance at any particular frequency. As
may be shown on the Ia.Ea characteristic,
the addition of an inductance in series
with the resistance load results in a de-
crease of plate current excursion, and an
increase of plate voltage excursion corre-
sponding to that with a resistive load
equal to the resultant impedance. The
distortion is therefore only slightly higher
than that with a resistive load of the same
resultant impedance.

The case of shunt loading is very much
more serious and is found to occur par-
ticularly at low audio frequencies due to
the shunting effect of the inductance of
the loud speaker transformer. A similar
effect occurs at the higher audio fre-
quencies in cases where a condenser is
shunted across the load to form a " tone
control." It has been stated [see biblio-
graphy next week 3 (4), 3 (5)] that the
elliptical load line to be applied to the
I0.Ea characteristic is a true ellipse, but
further consideration has shown that this
treatment is on the assumption that the
alternating component of the plate current
is of sine wave foini. Since this assump-
tion is not valid under most conditions for
power valves, it appears that the treat-
ment previously given is approximate
only.

The procedure previously adopted in
drawing the ellipse on the Ia.E character-
istic has been to make the ordinates pass-
ing through the points of extreme excur-
sion along the resistive plate load line
tangential to the ellipse. If the valve to

obtained by applying the simple existing
method. In these diagrams the react-
ance ellipses (and hence the resultant
ellipses) are arranged to fit the load lines.
In the case of the 6F6 in which the second
harmonic is quite low, this does not cause
any appreciable displacement. In the
case of the 61,6 a very considerable dis-
placement of the ellipse is necessary and
the errors of the simple treatment are
made very evident. Until further investi-
gation has produced a more satisfactory
treatment of the question, it appears that

operated with reduced grid signal input
so that the extreme excursion of plate
current does not come within the region
of bottom bend distortion or of grid cur-
rent, the total distortion even with an
elliptical load line will be fairly small.
Consequently the most obvious result of
such an elliptical load line is that the
power output is very seriously reduced
for the same overall distortion. This has
been appreciated although it is doubtful
if the extent of the reduction in output
has been fully realised. The diagrams
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Fig. 2.-Electrical characteristics and equivalent circuit of a to -inch moving coil loud speaker.

the arrangement illustrated in these dia-
grams is sufficiently satisfactory to indi-
cate the major effects of the shunting of
a resistive load by an inductance. In
these three diagrams for triode, pentode
and tetrode respectively, the inductance
shunting the load was calculated so as to
be proportional to the load in each case
so that the three diagrams may be com-
parable. It will be seen that in each case
the resultant ellipse reaches the point of
zero plate current and appears as though
it would cut this axis. A little considera-
tion shows that it is obviously impossible
for these lines to cut the zero current axis,
and this being the case it is most unlikely
that the path of the elliptical load line
will be followed exactly in the region ap-
proaching zero plate current. It is sug-
gested that the true shape of the load line
will be modified so that a point of sharp
curvature is avoided. This is confirmed
by an examination of oscillograms.
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Fig. I.-Typical load diagrams for triode, pentode and tetrode output valves, showing the
possibility of distortion through the ellipse cutting the base line.

which this is applied does not have any
second harmonic component, the ellipse
will be placed centrally on the load line,
but if any second harmonic is present it
is necessary to arrange the ellipse so that
its minor axis does not pass through the
working point on the load line. An ex-
amination of Fig. I will show the results

Whatever may be the detailed modifi-
cations of these elliptical load lines, it is
apparent that the distortion obtained
under such circumstances must be ex-
tremely high. This also has been con-
firmed by audible tests while watching
the screen of a cathode ray oscillograph.

It is apparent that if the valve is

were drawn with an inductance of 20
henrys at 5o c/ s shunting a 7,000 ohm
resistive load and with equivalent induct-
ances shunting other resistances.

Loud Speaker Impedance

In considering the relationship between
the power output stage and the loud
speaker it is essential_ to consider the
characteristics of the loud speaker itself.
The loud speaker does not present a con-
stant impedance at all frequencies, but
one which varies very widely from a mini-
mum at a frequency slightly below 40o c/ s
to a maximum at the bass resonance fre-
quency and also increasing steadily at
higher audio frequencies. The curve of
impedance against frequency of a typical
join. cone loud speaker with slight under -
excitation on the field coil is shown in
Fig. 2. It will be seen that the imped-
ance at the resonant frequency of 71 c/s
is approximately six times that at 400 c/s,
while the impedance at io,000 c/s is
almost equal to that at the bass resonance
frequency.

The power factor of a loud speaker load
is not constant but varies very widely
over the frequency range. In the speaker
used for the curves the impedance of the
speaker is inductive below 71 c/s, and
has unity power factor at 71 c/s where
the bass resonance occurs. Between this
frequency and that of Igo c/s the imped-
ance is capacitive. The resistive con-
dition at roo c/s occurs at the point at
which the static and motional inductances
are equal but opposite in sign. Above
this frequency the loud speaker is induc-
tive up to the highest audio frequencies.

The equivalent circuit diagram of a
loud speaker is shown in Fig. 2, which
has been checked experimentally and
found to agree very closely with the actual
loud speaker used for the tests of imped-
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Output Stage and Loud Speaker-
ance and phase angle at frequencies up
to 400 c/s. Of the values of the equi-
valent circuit diagram L, is the only one
which remains constant. The remaining
values all vary with frequency above 400
c/s. Provided that the necessary treat-
ment is made with the values of L0, R0,
R, and C1, all being functions of the fre-
quency, the same equivalent circuit dia-
gram may be used to cover the whole
band of audio frequencies. From this cir-
cuit it will be seen that the loud speaker
is equivalent to a parallel resonant circuit
tuned to the bass resonant frequency, in
series with an impedance. At frequencies
near this resonance point, or near its
harmonics or sub -harmonics, the loud
speaker needs to be considered as a tuned
load, discriminating between the fre-
quency of the input voltage and its har-
monics. Further consideration will be
given to this characteristic later in the
paper.

One of the most important character-
istics of a loud speaker is its response to
transients. It is generally agreed that
good transient response is given by a
combination of good frequency coverage
together with good damping. Of the two,
it is the opinion of the writer that damp-
ing is more important than frequency
response, and tests which have been made
on loud speakers having poorer frequency
response, but extremely heavy damping,
have shown that the reproduction is pre-
ferable to some critical ears to that of a
loud speaker having a wider frequency
range but poorer damping. In consider -

the impedance at 400 c/s is equal to the
ideal resistive load for the valve, then
the load impedance at the bass resonant
frequency and at high audio frequencies
will be very much higher than the ideal
load. It will be seen from Fig. 2 that in
the regions of high impedance the varia-
tion of impedance with frequency is suffi-
cient for the load to discriminate between
the fundamental and its harmonics. In
cases in which the load to a harmonic is
greater than the load to the fundamental
the amplitude of the harmonic voltage in
the output will be increased in relation to
that of the fundamental, and vice versa.

The Bass Resonance

In the case of a triode valve with an
input voltage at the bass resonant fre-
quency there will be a decrease of all
harmonics due to the high load imped-
ance, and a further decrease due to the
load presented to the harmonics being
lower than that presented to the funda-
mental, although the reduction of distor-
tion may be partially offset by additional
distortion due to the elliptical load line.

At frequencies below the bass resonant
frequency the loud speaker, acting in a
manner equivalent to a tuned circuit as
previously explained, selects harmonics
where they occur at the resonant fre-
quency. Thus with the fundamental at
halt the resonant frequency the second
harmonic output may be much greater
than the fundamental.

At the higher audio frequencies there is
also an accentuation of harmonic distor-

tion due to the in-
crease of loud im-
pedance with fre-
quency. This will,
in the case of a
triode valve, offset
the reduction of
harmonic distortion
due to the increase
of loud impedance
presented to the
fundamental.

These effects are
shown by the curves
of Fig: 3 (a), which
applies to a triode
valve on a loud
speaker load, the
bass resonant fre-

quency being 71 c/s. The selective dis-
tortion of second and third harmonics at
input frequencies of one-half and one-
third the bass resonant frequency respec-
tively is particularly apparent. The re-
duction of distortion slightly above the
,resonant frequency, and the increase of
second harmonic distortion at higher fre-
quencies are also demonstrated.

As a result of the excessive distortion
existing at frequencies below the bass
resonant frequency, whereby the output
of the loud speaker may consist more of
harmonics than of fundamental, overall
response curves should be taken for the
fundamental frequency only. This may
be accomplished by a suitable filter in the
microphone amplifier circuit, or alterna-
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ing the relationship between the power
output stago and the loud speaker it is
necessary to consider a loud speaker of
known characteristics and to apply an
output stage to it in such a way as to
obtain satisfactory reproduction. Conse-
quently the treatment may be referred to
a typical loud speaker having known fre-
quency response and internal damping,
and the effect of variations in additional
damping by the plate resistance of the
power valve can be calculated. No in-
crease of external damping is sufficient to
make up for lack of damping in the loud
speaker itself, but this is a matter con-
cerning the design of the loud speaker and
cannot be treated here.

If the loud speaker is matched so that

tively the very interesting arrangement of
Brittain and Williams [see bibliography
next week (3)] may be adopted. This
latter arrangement applies to the loud
speaker an input voltage containing all
frequencies, and the output is examined
by means of suitable frequency selection.

In midget loud speakers the frequency
multiplication effect at frequencies below
the bass resonant frequency is often used
in order to obtain a false bass, the human
ear being capable of supplying the funda-
mental if sufficient harmonics are present.

The curves of Fig. 3 (a) were taken on
a typical loud speaker with loin. cone,
and the distortion and output were
measured over two stages incorporating
a resistance -coupled pentode amplifier.
The distortion in the first stage is slight
compared with that of the output stage,
but there is undoubtedly some combina-
tion between the two.

The " output " curve of Fig. 3 (a) was
taken from the voltage measured across
the primary of the loud speaker trans-
former. The slight rise in output from
400 to 4,000 c/s is due largely to the rise
in impedance of the voice coil, but is off-
set by the leakage inductance of the trans-
former which is sufficient to cause a slight
drop above 4,000 c/s. The drop below
about 70 c / s is due to the combined effect
of the falling impedance of the voice coil
and the shunting effect of the primary
inductance. It will be observed that the
peak which would be expected at 70 c/s
is much suppressed by this shunting
effect. If a perfect transformer had, been
used, the shape of the output curve would
have followed the general form of the
impedance curve except that the peaks
would be far less pronounced.

Advantages of Triodes

The comparatively level output curve
of a -triode valve on a loud speaker load
is due to the good regulation of such a
valve, which can be looked upon as a
generator supplying power to a load.
With perfect regulation, that is with a
valve having zero plate resistance, the
output curve would be a perfectly straight
horizontal line, however the load imped-
ance might vary. An ideal loud speaker,
driven by a power valve of negligible
plate resistance, would give uniform
overall response. A practical power
triode is a very close approach to this
ideal of perfect regulation.

A pentode or tetrode valve has a com-
paratively high plate resistance and
hence also poor regulation, since varia-
tions in the impedance of the load cause
large variations in the voltage applied to
the load. It is for this reason that pen-
tode or tetrode valves accentuate the
response at the bass resonance frequency
and at the higher audio frequencies. This
rise of load impedance at certain frequen-
cies is necessarily accompanied by in-
creased distortion, as shown in Fig. 3 (b).
If by means of a suitable shunt filter net-
work the impedance of the load is main-
tained constant at all frequencies, the dis-
tortion will also be constant provided that
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the power factor is unity. at all frequen-
cies. It will therefore be seen that if a
pentode valve is used to provide an accen-
tuated response at the extremes of. the
audio frequency band, this can only be
done to the accompaniment of increased
distortion.

Fig. 3 -(b) shows output and distortion
curves for a- pentode valve loaded by a
typical loud speaker. Since these measure-
ments were made with full grid excitation
the output curve does not show an appre-
ciable peak at the bass resonant fre-
quency, the -waveform having a severe'
flat -top on one half. cycle. With reduced
grid excitation the output peak at the bass
resonant frequency becomes very pro-.
nounted since overloading no longer
masks the effect. A similar effect. also
occurs at the higher audio frequencies.

NVIrria@g3m
ULM

The harmonic distortion curves of Fig.
3 (b) are influenced by frequency dis-
crimination in a similar manner to those
of a triode in Fig. 3 (a). It will be seen
that the distortion in the region of ioo c / s
is considerably less than would be ex-
pected from a constant resistive load
equal to the impedance at the bass
resonant frequency. At the higher audio
frequencies the second harmonic distor-
tion rises very rapidly, due to the com-
bined' effects of high load impedance and
frequency discrimination. The third har-
monic indicates a partial cancellation
above about 2, 00o c/s.

In these curves the inductance of the
loud speaker transformer acts as a shunt
load and reduces the effective impedance,
and therefore the output voltage, at low
frequencies.

(To be concluded.)

New Apparatus Reviewed
Recent Products of the

Manufacturers

SIMMONDS HT UNIT

MESSRS.
SIMMONDS BROS., of Rabone

Lane, Smethwick, are marketing a
range of HT supply units of the vibrator
type. They are made in two sizes with
outputs of 120 volts I0 mA and 135 volts
2b mA, and each is available for an input
of 2, 4, or 6 volts.

The model 210 is of the smaller type and
fpr a 2 -volt accumulator ; the makers claim -
that the current taken is 1.2 amps, giving
an efficiency of 5o per cent. The vibrator
is of the self -rectifying type and is claimed
to have a life of I,5130-3,ixio hours. It is.
sealed, and plugs into a standard valve -
holder.

The accumulator used must be separate,

from that supplying the valve filaments,
and the multi -plate type is advised. In the
case of the to mA units a tapping giving
an output of 7o volts at 1.6 niA is provided,
while the zo mA units have two tappings

 t.

1

Sinunonds vibrator HT supply unit, Model no.

giving 70 volts at 1.3 mA and 90 volts at
1.8 mA.

On test the unit functioned well and
drove an all -wave battery set satisfactorily,
interference on all bands being negligible.
The to mA models are priced at i3 5s., and
the zo mA type at E,3 Jos., while replace-
ment vibrators cost 18s. 6d. for the 2- and
4 -volt types, and I -9s. 6d. for the 6 -volt.

Lockwood radio gramophone cabinet.

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINETS
ASERIES of radio -gramophone cabinets

is listed by Lockwood Casework Mfg.
Co., of 65, Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middle-
sex. The external appearance of the type
AD5oo, which is priced at 6 guineas, can
be seen from the photograph.

It measures 32in. long by 34in. high by
, deep, and is- available in oak,

FEBRUARY 9111, 1939.

mahogany, or walnut finish. The inside of
the lid is lined to make a sound -proof joint.

The sides have long slots to prevent box -
resonance, and the back is almost com-
pletely open save for a light cloth covering.
For a small extra charge the cabinet is
obtainable with a Celotex lining. Its
acoustic properties should thus be good.
- Smaller cabinets and loud speaker

cabinets are also made by this firm, the
latter being at prices ranging from 17s. 6d.
to 3os.

OSRAM KT6I
ANEW valve in the Osram range of

6.3 -volt valves with the octal base is
announced It is an output tetrode of the
high -sensitivity type with a heater consum-
ing 0.95 ampere.

The normal operating conditions of a
single valve Class A output stage arc anode
and screen supplies of 25o volts, and
currents of 4o mA and 7.5 mA respectively.
The bias resistance should be go ohms, and
the load resistance 6,000 ohms.

For full output of 4.6 watts at 9.5 per
cent. distortion the signal input needed is
only 3.5 volts peak.

It is important that only cathode bias be
used and that a stopping resistance of
zoo ohms be included in the screen circuit.
The grid circuit resistance should not ex-
ceed o.5 Mil.

The valve has a mutual conductance of
zo mA/v, and if run at its full rating
adequate ventilation must be provided.
The valve is priced at to% 6d.

The Wireless Industry
TiE proposed meeting of those interested in the

formation of a trade radio service organisa-
tion (mentioned in the Correspondence section
of our issue for Jan. 19th) is to be held in
London on February 24th. All those interested
are invited to communicate with National
Radio and Television Service Company, 126,
Elthorne Road, Holloway, London, N.I9.

. o 4. . .

" Suppression at the Source " and " Radio
and Electrical Accessories" are, the self-ex-
planatory titles of two catalogues recently
issued by Belling and Lee, Ltd., Cambridge
Arterial Road, Enfield, Middx.

6. 4. C.
A leaflet describing the Ardente " Touch -

phone "'system of loud speaker intercommuni-
cation has been issued by Ardente Acoustic
Laboratories, Ltd., 11-12, Pollen Street, Mad-
dox Street, London, W. r.

4- 4- 4 -
Erie Resistor, Ltd., wish to einphasise the

fact that they distribute their products them-
selves direct to wholesalers, trade, service
specialists and retailers. To assist in the cam-
paign for reduction of ignition interference, Erie
sparking plug suppressors have been reduced in
price to Is. 6c1.

6- 6. 6 -
New leaflets on Trix sound equipment are

available from Trix Electrical Company, Ltd.,
65, Bolsover Street, Great Portland Street,
London, W./.

4> 4> 4: -

The 1939 catalogue issued by Premier Radio
Company is now available at a cost of 6d. In
addition to general components and accessories,
it deals at length with transmitting gear, com-
munication receivers and specialised short-wave
equipment. Amplifiers, tuning units, etc., are
also described. Address: Jubilee Works, 167,
Lower Clapton Road, London,: E.5.

6. 6. 4-
The London office of Claude Lyons, Ltd., has

been moved to Queen's House, 18o -182a, Tot-
tenham Court Road, London, W.I. Telephone:
Museum 3025.
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The Amateur
Transmitting

Part VI.-Designing and
Building the Power Station

Supply Unit
ALLthe preliminary tests of the trans -
mitter units can be carried out
with the HT taken from a stand-
ard type receiving power pack

giving about 350 volts _at 6o to 8o mA but
with the addition of a potential divider to
maintain a reasonable minimum load and
also to provide the 25o volts needed for
the oscillator valve.

As a temporary measure such a source
of power is quite satisfactory, but we
would not build a unit of this kind for a
transmitter, as its voltage regulation is
hardly good enough. A receiver, unless it
includes some form of Class " B " output
stage, which is most unusual in mains sets,
takes a steady current from the power unit
once the valves have attained their work-
ing temperature.

In a small transmitter which is being
used for telegraphy work the HT current
will be continually- changing from a few
milliamps to, say, 6o mA or more, and
unless the voltage regulation is very good
we shall find the output varying from the
normal calculated value of, say, 350 to
very nearly 50o volts.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. The conventional reservoir con-
denser circuit (a) compared with a choke

input filter (b).

This comes about because with the
orthodox rectifying circuits in which a

iN this instal-
ment it is shown

why the anode current
supply system of a receiver
is inherently unsuitable for a trans-
mitter ; the design of a complete

power unit is then discussed at length.

reservoir condenser follows the valve, the
no-load DC voltage across this condenser
can rise to 1.41 times the RMS voltage of
the secondary winding on the transformer.

Obviously we shall have to lit in the
power unit condensers having a working
voltage one and a half times that of the
full load output voltage, and the same
rating will have to apply to all the con-
densers in the transmitter, which seems an
unnecessary waste of money if it can be
avoided.

There is fortunately quite a .;imple way
out of this difficulty and that is to omit
the reservoir condenser and employ what

known as a choke input, as distinct from
a condenser input, filter; the two arrange-
ments are shown in Fig. 13.

The output that is typical of these two
rectifying systems is shown ill Fig. 14,
where curve A is with a condenser input
filter and curve B with a choke input filter,
In both cases the same RMS voltage is.
delivered by the transformer, viz., 350
volts AC.

Voltage Regulation

Whilst a higher DC voltage is obtained
with the reservoir condenser, the regula-
tion, as indicated by the slope of the
curve, is by no means as good as that
without this condenser. One point, how-
ever, must not be overlooked ; the output
voltage is of the same order in both cases
when only a few milliamps are taken from
the supply unit. The choke input filter
arrangement only gives good regulation
when the load current exceeds a certain
critical value, and this varies with
different types of rectifying valve.

The best regulation is obtained with a
valve of low internal resistance and pre-
ferably one in which the voltage dropped
across the valve does not change to any
extent with the load current.

Mercury -vapour, or similar gas -filled
rectifiers, exhibit this feature, but their

By B. B. DENT
((2MC)

use is really only
justified when fairly

heavy current loads have to be considered,
such as 200 mA and over; for other pur-
poses a vacuum -type rectifier will usually
suffice.

It is always necessary to include a load-
ing resistance across the output terminals
of a power unit having a choke input
filter, and this resistance must have such
a value that it passes slightly more than

OUTPUT CURRENT (mA)

Fig. 14. The output voltage of a condenser
input filter (A) is lower but better regulated

than that of a choke input filter (B).

the critical current to give good regula-
tion. This resistance is generally referred
to as a " bleeder resistance."

When choosing a smoothing choke for
a condenser input filter of the orthodox
kind, the characteristics required are,
reasonably constant inductance at dif-
ferent current loads and a sufficiently low
DC resistance to avoid unnecessary volt-
age drop. Its inductance should also be
high enough to give the required amount
of smoothing with the input and output
condensers fitted.

With the -choke input filters a different
set of conditions is encountered. In the
first case quite high peak voltages are
developed across the choke so that its in-
ternal insulation has to be exceptionally
good. Its inductance should vary with
the load on the supply unit since there is
a critical value for light loads and an
optimum value for the full working load.
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The Amateur Transmitting Station-
The method of arriving at these values

will not he discussed here, but the infor-
mation can be found in most handbooks
dealing with amateur transmitting equip-
ment. Actually no advantage would
accrue by going deeply into the matter as
the choice of suitable chokes is limited to
two or three models at the most.

The requirements for the input choke
are that its inductance should be high
with only the critical value of current
flowing, and moderately low with the full
load current. An ungapped choke satis-
fies these requirements, and " swinging"
chokes, as this type is called, are marked
with two inductance values, such as
" 10/30 henrys, 15o mA," for example or

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Designs for smoothing filters for
telegraphy and telephony transmissions.

5/25 henrys, 200 mA," or markings to
this effect.

-For our purpose it will be quite satis-
factory if we choose a choke of the first
mentioned kind and fit a bleeder resist-
ance to pass between 15 and 20 mA.

We have now to consider the amount
of smoothing a filter of this kind will pro-
vide. Before doing
so some idea must be
formed of the degree
of smoothness needed

The various components
of the power supply unit
can be easily identified
as they are marked to correspond with
those shown in the circuit diagram

above.

in the HT supply for different stages
in the equipment. If the ripple content

350 V
30 r0A

250 V
30 mA

Fig. i6. The complete power
unit which supplies HT for all
the anodes and LT current for
the filaments and heaters. By
providing extra tappings on the
heater windings, possible future
requirements are anticipated
without appreciably increasing

cost.

T1

does not exceed 5 per cent. of the HT
voltage it is usually satisfactory for the
power amplifier of a CW telegraph
transmitter. For the oscillator, frequency
doublers and pre -amplifiers i per cent, of
ripple is tolerable, while for telephony
transmitters the ripple must be reduced to
no more than 0.25 per cent.

A single -stage filter as shown in
Fig. r5(a) will give a supply with a 5 per
cent. ripple with an effective inductance of
io henrys and a 2 mf'd. condenser, but
for r per cent. ripple or better a two -
stage filter as Fig. 15(b) will be needed.

For example, a two -stage filter with
Li, 10/30 henrys; Ci, 2 mfds., L2, 25
henrys (constant inductance choke) and
C2, 4 mfds. will have a ripple content
below o.2 per cent., and as this will
satisfy all requirements it might be a good
plan to build our supply unit an these
lines.

We now have to find the RMS voltage

4.

a p

f.t

the transformertransformer must4' give in order to ob-
tain a 'smoothed DC output of 350 volts
at the probable current load of ioo mA.

This is slightly more current than will be
wanted, but it allows for the addition of
another stage, such as a frequency
doubler, if we want to use one later.

The chokes it is proposed to employ
have DC resistances of zoo ohms each,
while the valve may be expected to drop
about 20 volts or so at this load. For
this supply unit it has been decided to use
the Tungsram type RV zoo/600 rectifying
valve as it has a low impedance, having
been designed to give good voltage regu-
lation and to deliver a maximum current
of 25o mA, when used as a full-WaVe
rectifier. Also it will stand 600 volts
RMS on each anode, which will be useful
if we want to increase power to 25 watts
or more later.

HT Secondary Voltage

Now we require 35o volts' DC output.
At ioo mA the smoothing chokes will
drop 2 (200 x 0.1) = 40 volts, which,
taking the valve drop as 20 volts, means
we must add 6o to 350, giving 410 volts.
DC values are average values and to con-
vert to RMS this must be multiplied by
1.1 giving 451 volts, say, 450 volts RMS.
In order to obtain 350 volts after smooth-
ing the transformer secondary has to pro-
vide 450-0-450 volts RMS.

If now we decide to legislate for future
requirements when, say, 500 volts DC
may be needed, working out the voltage
dropped with a current load of, say,
120 mA gives an RMS secondary voltage
of 625-0-625. Though in excess of the
stated maximum AC input to the rectifier
it is permissible to exceed it by a small
amount when a choke input filter is used,
as the peak voltage and current are lower
with this type of filter than with the ortho-
dox condenser input circuit.

Therefore, we can decide on a trans-
former having a tapped secondary wind-
ing giving 625-0-625 volts RMS across the
whole winding and 450-0-450 volts RMS
at the tappings for the present 10 -watt
transmitter.

Now, so far as the smoothing conden-
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The Amateur Transmitting Station-
sers arc concerned, we want one of 2 and
one of 4 mfds., but as the output DC
voltage is not likely to exceed 65o at the
most with a bleeder resistance in circuit,
condensers of 75o volts DC working would
suffice. A i,000 -volt working type would
give a better margin of safety and the oil -
impregnated type are now obtainable at
quite reasonable prices.

In addition to the high -voltage second-
ary we shall, require some low tension

The high -voltage ends of the HT secondary
windings on transformer TI are anchored to
the terminal saddle seen in the top left-hand
corner in this underside view of the chassis.

windings for the filament supply of the
valves. In a receiver power pack all the
windings would be accommodated on a
single transformer, but it is often more
convenient in a transmitter supply unit to
use a separate filament transformer. The
LT winding for the HT rectifier can be on
the transformer which supplies the HT,
making this a self-contained unit, so that
the HT can be switched off by fitting a
switch in the primary circuit, but leaving
the valves in the transmitter alight and
ready for immediate operation after a
period of listening.

The Tungsram RV 200/600 rectifier has
a 4 -volt filament and consumes 2.8 amps,
and as it is a directly heated type there is
no delay after switching on, so HT is
available immediately.

The filament transformer has to supply
the oscillator stage, which in our case has
a 4 -volt indirectly heated valve, the
Tungsram APP4g, taking 2 amps, while
the power amplifier if a TZ 20, needs
6 volts at 1.1 amp. If a 'fZo8/2o is
chosen, then 7.5 volts at r.r amp must be
provided. Both these valves arc of the
directly heated kind.

Now, it is quite permissible to use a
common filament supply for both kinds of
valves, while the difference in voltage can
easily be overcome by tapping the wind-

ing. However, if we arc going to have
tapped windings, the best policy is to
arrange for alternative filament voltages,
so that different valves can be tried in the
various stages.

The suggestion put forward here is that
one of the windings should give the choice
of 4 or 6.3 volts, while another be in-
cluded to give 6 or 7.5 volts. This com-
bination will meet not only our immediate
requirements, but it caters also for future
needs, at least so far as we can legislate
for at this juncture.

" Bleeder " Resistance Value

The complete circuit of the power
supply unit thus works out as shown in
Fig. 16. Resistances RI and R2 not only
serve as a bleeder resistance, but they
also form a potential divider for obtaining
the 250 volts required by the exciter unit.
If R2 is made 15,000 ohms, which is a
convenient value, it will pass 16.6 mA
at 250 volts. RI, which is required to
drop ioo volts, has to carry this current
in addition to the 3o mA that will he
taken from the 250 -volt tapping. Its re-
sistance is therefore 2,15o ohms ; the
nearest standard value being 2,000 ohms
we will use it.

There is some advantage in fitting re-
sistances that permit of easy adjustment,
such as the wire -wound variety made by
Bulgin and by Dubilier. Intermediate
voltages can then be obtained by fitting an
extra tapping band on one or both resist-
ances. So far as rating is concerned, the
20 -watt is quite large enough, and, indeed,
provides a very big margin of safety.

The curve in Fig. 17 shows the .mea-

Fig. 17. Output voltage

surcd DC output from the power supply
unit illustrated. The sharp rise in volt-
age without the bleeder resistance in cir-
cuit and up to current loads of 12.5 mA
is most marked. This resistance, passing
about 16 mA, prevents this rise in voltage
under working conditions.

In all the foregoing it has been assumed
that an electric supply of the AC kind is
available, but all who may be. taking an

interest in amateur transmitting will not
be so fortunate as to have this facility.
Some may have a DC supply, while others
are forced to rely on batteries. It is
hoped to deal with the particular problems
associated with these matters later on in
this series.

LIST OF PARTS
 Mains Transformer, (T1)

625-0-625 volts ioo mA, tapped 450-o-450
volts

4 volts 2.8 amps. CT Premier
 Filament Transformer (T2)

7.5 volts 1.1 amp, tapped 6 volts
6.3 volts 2 amps, tapped 4 volts. (CT)

Premier
z Swinging Choke, to/3o H., 150 mA (Chl)

Premier, Type " A''
 Smoothing Choke, 25 fl., 150 mA (Ch2)

Premier
 4-mfds. t,000 -volt working Condenser (C2)

T.C.C. Type II
 2-mfds. Low -volt working Condenser (CI)

T.C.C. Type it r
 4 -pin Chassis Valveholder Clix

1 -5,000 -ohm 20 -watt Resistance (R2)
Bulgin PR t 2

12,000 -ohm 20 -watt Resistance ( R 1)
Bulgin PR7

 ro-way Connector Bryce 5C6
2 4-wav Connectors Bryce 5C2

Terminal Saddle Eddystone No. 1046
I Chassis (lin. plywood), 14 x 9 x

Rectifying Valve, Tungsram RV 200/600

TUNGSRANI - OS -12/500
THIS valve is essentially a pentode RF

power amplifier designed for SW opera-
tion. Fitted with a 7 -pin base and a top
anode connection, it has a heater rated at
0.7 amp. at 12.6 volts. The maximum
anode current is 40 mA. at 500 volts and
the screen supply should be 200 volts. The
maximum rated anode and screen dissipa-
tions are 12 watts and 8 watts respectively,

curve for the unit described.

and the mutual conductance is 3.4 mA/V.
In addition to its use as a transmitting

valve, it is also suitable for use as a line
output valve in an electromagnetic time -
base. The valve will withstand 2,000 volts
peak between anode and suppressor and
1,50o volts peak between screen and sup-
pressor.

A similar valve-the OS -12 /501-is avail-
able with a 6.3 volt 1.4 amp. heater. The
price is 22S. 6d.
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UNBIASED-
SOS or VTB ?

IDON'T know whether it is a sign that
I am getting old or that my liver needs

decarbonising, but I must confess to a
growing feeling of irritation at the way in
which the myrmidons of the B.B.C. con-
stantly use the phrase " S 0 S messages,"
although I would hasten to add that in
this case I do not blame the B.B.C. as,

A feeling of irritation.

after all, they probably know no better
and are merely following popular super-
stition in this respect.

The letters SOS in morse are not, of
course, and never were, the international
distress call used by ships. It would be
just as true to label the distress call as
VTB, VMS, EITGI or a host of other
letter variations which the highly
imaginative can evolve from the combina-
tion of morse symbols of which the inter-
national distress signal consists. Actually
it represents no letters of the alphabet
whatever and was never intended to. Con-
sisting, as it does, of six morse' characters,
it could never represent even one letter
because four symbols are the maximum
used to form any letter of, at any rate,
the English alphabet, although for aught
I know there may be a dozen to represent
letters in some alien lingoes.

I think that the letters SOS were first
evolved from the signal by some highly
imaginative novelist who wanted to work
in the rather dramatic phrase " Save our
Souls." Prior to the adoption of the
present distress signal, a combination of
three letters actually was used, namely,
CQD, this' being made up of CQ, the
general call for all stations, and the prefix
D, used to denote an urgent " priority
message, and having nothing to do with
the phrase " come quick, danger," which
was, I. believe, also evolved by the fertile
imagination of a novelist-probably the
same one.

Death -ray Wavelength
Wanted

MANY of you will no doubt recollect
the spate of death -ray inventions

which made their appearance in the years
immediately following the war. In his
reminiscences published some time ago the
erstwhile Air Ministry wireless chief told

By Free Grid

us, among many other things, that one
inventor who gave a demonstration at the
Air Ministry proved his ability to stop a
petrol engine at the other end of the room
by directing wireless waves at it, a feat
with which the Air Ministry people had
long been familiar. The irritating point
about these reminiscences is that the
wavelength and other vital technical data
are not given, and not even The Wireless
World Information Department with
which I have been in communication
seems willing to divulge them.

This latter point is particularly aggra-
vating at the present moment, for I have
been pestered during the past week or so
by interference with my television recep-
tion, which I have definitely traced to a
dilapidated car which seems perpetually
parked outside my house, its owner being
a fatuous young man who has recently
been ensnared by my daughter Faradia.
In reply to my expostulations he has ex-
plained that he is compelled to keep the
engine running, as it is sometimes neces-
sary to make a very quick getaway when
Mrs. Free Grid comes into the room.

All I can say is that although in my
young days we had no cars, I think that if
we had had them we should have shown
more consideration for others, and in any
case we had more respect for parental
authority ; in fact, I can only recollect one
unfortunate occasion when I came up
against Mrs. Free Grid's mother. It so
happened that I was accustomed to hitch
my horse to the gatepost when I called,
and one evening the future Mrs. Free Grid

"Had eaten a young sapling."

played one of Chopin's Nocturnes to me
in such a realistic and touching manner
that I fell asleep, and when I finally took
my leave I found that my horse, en -
hungered by the long delay, had eaten
the best part of a young sapling which
had been planted by the front gate by
Mrs. Free Grid's mother. However, I
digress. What I wanted to say was that
if any of you have any detailed technical
data about these engine -stopping wireless

waves and how to apply them, I should
be heartily glad to learn of them, as it is
high time that a stop was put to this
philandering interference 'with television.

This Morse Business
ISEEM to have raised a hornet's nest
about my ears as the result of my

recent attack on certain academic methods
of learning morse, which start off by
making the pupils memorise the code like
a piece of poetry instead of learning to
recognise the characteristic sound and
rhythm of the various letters. To my
mind such methods are just as bad as
trying to teach a person to speak French
by starting off with grammar. This latter
method is all right if anybody merely
wants to have an academic knowledge of
the language, but as for its ability to teach
a person to converse in the language, you

A haggard -looking individual.

have only got to watch a university-
trained French scholar trying to buy him-
self a meal in'a French restaurant in order
to realise its futility. It is quite easy to
do this in Paris and other places in France
where foreigners forgather, since the
waiters always understand English and
also anglicised French, but it is far dif-
ferent in certain country districts.

I well recollect some years ago, when
on a walking tour in a remote part of
France, coming across a haggard -looking
individual with a haunted look in his eyes,
who turned out to be a man whose name
was world-famous as a French scholar.
He had bought a railway ticket for this
place about a year before I encountered
him, and having arrived there he found
himself in a pitiable plight. Although he
had sufficient money to pay his fare, he
found that he was quite unable to make
the booking clerk at the station understand
his French. The result was that he was
absolutely marooned in the village, and I
do not know what would have happened
had I not come along.

He had been able to get enough to eat
by entering the village inn and rubbing his
stomach, and he had, so the inn proprietor
told me, acquired a reputation for being
an unfortunate half-wit, as all they could
understand from his speech was that he
had a passionate and insane desire to
know the whereabouts of the pen of his
aunt, which apparently the gardener's
boy had stolen. He wept tears of joy when
I was able, with a few rough and uncouth
phrases of French patois, to purchase a
railway ticket for him and see him safely
in the Paris train.
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Push -Buttons
ACERTAIN trade list of receivers

now on the British market de-
scribes 665 models. Of these,
231 are found to be fitted with

push-button tuning. Strictly speaking, I
should say " automatic station selection,"
because I have included a few systems
where switches or " telephone " dials are
used instead of buttons. However, for
the purpose in hand let's call them all
buttons.

The previous season, push -buttoning
was practically non-existent. So 231 out
of 665 is a startling jump. Especially
when the 665 include a number of " carry -
forwards " from last season. Out of the
46 manufacturers listed, 40 offer push-
buttons ; the remaining 6 are all com-
paratively small firms dealing in more or
less specialised types of set. Next
season . . . ? I can only judge of it from
what I know, which is that a firm listing
3 of its 20 models with push -buttons
this season has planned to appear with to.

Is this " landslide " due to push-button
tuning being invented just before the
present season or to a sudden demand
for it on behalf of the public, or both?
As regards the date of in-
vention ; leaving out the
inevitable Chinese and
Egyptian claims to
priority, and also some
more recent ones, it can
definitely be said that it was on the
market at least as early as 1928, when the
Zenith receivers sold in large numbers in
America, and a year or two later ap-
peared on this side under the name
Zetavox. I brought one of the largest
Zeniths home, where it was promptly
christened " the speakeasy " on account
of the rather furtive way in which the
station selectors were concealed by a flap
in the florid cabinetwork then in vogue in
the U.S.A. They were more like type-
writer keys than the modern press -
buttons, and worked on what would now
be described as the mechanical system.
The inertia of the massive quintuple gang
condenser was enormous, and a signal -
man's heave at the selector lever was
required to move it, after which it went
home with a resounding clang.

By

"CATHODE RAY"

Although falling short of present-day
standards in this respect, the Zenith was
definitely in advance of many models
DOW on the market as regards the ease
with which the keys could be adjusted
to select any station in the waveband.
In the majority of models now available
there is a restricted choice of stations that
can be selected by any one button, and
for changing the station there is hardly
one that I could
confidently entrust
to most of the
people I know.

Before going
on discussing the
merits and de-
merits of modern designs, just let me
finish answering the question as to the
cause of this sudden appearance of push-
button tuning everywhere. Evidently it
does not coincide with all date of inven-
tion. And as for public demand, those
non -technical people I have heard ex-
pressing opinions seem to regard push-
buttons as so many more things to go
wrong, and apparently think designers
are rather queer creatures for taking such

a lot of trouble to " do
it that way." Anyhow,
neither recent invention
nor public demand ac-
counts for the meteoric
rise of push -buttons. No

doubt the driving motive was the usual
commercial one of looking around for
something to sell that makes all previous
models look old-fashioned. That is not
to say that there is no merit at all in the
idea; personally I think it suits the needs
of most people much better than turning
a knob round and round, and I don't
mind admitting that it suits me.

Presumably, the reason why it didn't
" take on " years ago is that it is only
within the last year or two that the type
of set in common use has lent itself to a
satisfactory and cheap push-button con-
trol. It was obviously asking for trouble
to attempt it as long as receivers required
a number of critical adjustments, such as
reaction, to bring in a station. Then
absence of AVC was a very noticeable
drawback in the old Zenith. All this

A SURVEY OF PRESENT-

DAY TENDENCIES

pointed to the superhet. But it is only
quite recently that the usual type of super -
het has had as few as two circuits to be
tuned for each station, and anything
more than two makes the pre-set type of
control rather clumsy.

Why the motor -tuned type of station
selector had to wait till now I have no
idea, unless it had to be caught by in-
fection from other sorts. It does not
depend on the number of variable tuned
circuits, and was accomplished some-
where about the same time as the Zenith,
but never came to much.

I have mentioned two types of push-
button system-pre-set (in which separate

tuned circuits are
brought into use
by each button)
and motor - oper-
ated. The third, in
the usual classi-
fication, is mech-

anical, and has this much in common with
the motor type that it makes use of the
same variable condenser that serves for
manual tuning. The pre-set type is
divisible into three main sub -types, de-
pending on whether the tuning is effected
by capacity variation, inductance varia-
tion, or a mixture of both. In practice,
inductance variation is usually done by
moving a chunk of iron core inside the
coil, and is called permeability tuning.
In the mixed systems it is, I think,
always the oscillator circuit that is per-
meability tuned, because that is by far the
most critical, and permeability -tuned cir-
cuits are more likely to " stay put " than
capacity -trimmed. A special development
of the full -permeability system is the one
in which the cores for the oscillator and
preselector circuits are ganged, with the
object of bringing the pre-setting adjust-
ment within the ability of reasonably
intelligent non -technical persons.

Most Popular Methods

Dividing the 231 push-button models I
mentioned at the start into these classes
they work out so :-

Mechanical 66
Capacity pre-set 64
Motor -driven 38
Permeability pre-set 23
Mixed, preset 15
Unspecified 25

231

Taking a chance as a prophet, I should
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Push -Buttons --
say that next season the motor and per-
meability (including mixed) types will
gain ground at the expense of mechanical
and capacity. Perhaps the wish is father
to the thought. As the cheapest that can
be done is mechanical, it may be that in
a misguided effort to have all their models
" up to date," manufacturers will bring
out a lot of new mechanical models and
offset the increase that is fairly certain to
take place in the motor and permeability
classes.

Disregarding cost, I place them in this
order of merit-motor, permeability, capa-
city, mechanical. To intercept angry
retorts, I emphasise that this is my per-
sonal opinion and only then in a general
sort of way ; naturally, a capacity -tuned
pre-set system of particularly good design
might be a lot better than a misbegotten
permeability system. And a bad motor -
driven system might perhaps be the worst
of all. It is bound to be fairly expensive,
because it must either be made pheno-
menally accurate or have a couple of extra
valves for automatic frequency correction.
And if it includes automatic waveband
switching it is horribly complicated for
servicing. But pending possible improve-
ments in other types it is the best for
station -changing, and-an important point,
in my view-it gives a boost to remote
control. Moreover, it employs the normal
tuning means, instead of necessitating the
addition of multiple tuned circuits, and
does not restrict design to the simplest and
worst type of superhet.

Mechanical systems appeal on the
ground of cheapness, but when it is
realised that the accuracy of location of
the tuning condenser setting on the
medium -wave band must be within about
2 parts in I,000 to be satisfactory, and
must stay there after the family has been
playing with it for about a year, the thrift
appeal is seen to enclose a possible snare.
And it is not at all simple to devise a
system in which the " feel " of the button
pressing is the same for all stations, and
which allows for easy station -changing
and adjustment.

Abolish Wave -range Switching

Pre-set systems give the station at once,
instead of a period of whirring wheels and
things (which may or may not add to the
pleasure of the process). There is gener-
ally more or less severe restriction on the
stations that can be selected by any one
button ; station -changing is beyond the
average person, and the chances of the
tuning staying so accurate that no drift
can be detected during, say, a year are
not very large. In any case, it is gener-
ally admitted that the selectivity of push-
button sets is fixed as low as the designer
dares, to avoid making the inevitable
slight drift too obvious. Up to the
present, permeability tuning appears to be
winning against capacity on points, not
the least of which is the possibility of
abolishing the need for waveband switch-
ing. There is not much sense in adopting
push-button tuning with the laudable

object of making things simple for poor.
Mr. and Nrs. Listener if they have to think
of waveband switching, on/ off switching,
and a " Manual/ Automatic " button as
well as the station button. Let us hope
that next season some of these superfluous
processes will be eliminated.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily endorse

the opinions of his correspondents

Non -Removable Valves
MUST admit that in giving publicity to
the rather drastic idea of soldering

valves straight into the set I was not al-
together unprepared for some dissent, and
1 am very glad to have Mr. C. Gordon's
point of view, as expressed in last week's
issue.

But I think he is overshooting the mark
in saying that the article is " based entirely
on misconceptions." Apart from the socket -
abolition idea-which was only a sort of
optional extra-it was based on actual ex-
perimental valves, American and European,
together with actual valve makers' statistics.
Mr. Cordon's complaint, however, seems
itself to be based on a Amisconception, in
that he judges the idea of fixed valves by his
present experience of valves, whereas I
definitely confined my- tentative suggestion
to 'a possible future state of affairs when
the valves -to -be have proved themselves to
be at least as reliable as volume controls,
electrolytic condensers, and other compon-
ents that are now fixed. So his remarks,
based on. the faults he experiences now, are
really beside the point.

But I am indebted to him for, reminding
me of the set analysis angle, for it is quite
true, that the base -and -socket system serves
a valuable purpose here, quite apart from
valve faults. At the same time, Mr. Gordon
will probably agree that the valve pin is not
the ideal spot for connecting a meter, as it
is impossible to obtain a reading in the RF
leads without upsetting the working con-
ditions-perhaps provoking oscillation in
otherwise stable circuits, or stopping it
where it is meant to be. It would be much
better to insert the meter somewhere on the
low potential side. Is it beyond the in-
genuity of designers to make such provision
in place of the numerous valve sockets they
would save? -

I hope I am not guilty of forgetting the
service engineer, but I admit that if valves
were as good as I think they ought to be
he would run some risk of not finding enough
work to keep him employed! However, no
doubt some other complication would soon
arise to keep hint in demand !

" CATHODE RAY."

Demonstrating
AS one of the few firms in London handling

communication receivers, may we be
allowed to comment on " Diallist's "
remarks in your issue of- January z6th?

We carry a really wide range of these
receivers at all times, with never less than
a dozen different makes and types.-- It must
inevitably happen occasionally, however,
that we run out of a certain type for a short
spell, due to American factory delays, etc.,
and no British agent can he blamed for
either this, or if a new production is delayed.

A 'phone call or postcard would, however,
always save any distant visitor a wasted
visit in this unlikely event.

There is, of course, little justification for
a prospective client only hearing a set on
London Regional, and we ourselves always
offer to put any receiver " through its
paces." It will be appreciated, however,
that good short-wave reception cannot be
obtained to order, and day -time reception in
an interference -troubled district cannot be
so good as in the client's home. That is
why we find our special approval system
very popular. A. C. S. RADIO

London, W.C.r. MILES (GzNK).

Harmonic Interference on USW
ALTHOUGH it is admitted that motor car

ignition systems cause serious inter-
ference with television and ultra -short-wave
reception, we must not overlook other
offenders ; in particular, we should make
Sure that our wireless house is in order
before asking outsiders to suppress inter-
ference voluntarily.

Take harmonics, for instance. In routine
testing of television receivers in the Mid-
lands the Daventry harmonic completely
cuts up the picture if the set is correctly
tuned to receive the sound and vision
channels from A.P. To get good picture
reception one must put up with a sound
accompaniment from Daventry. " Amateur
transmitters, with a radiation of harmonics
approaching the infinite, are even more to
blame.

Occasional interference from a passing car
is nothing compared with the continuous
interference from harmonics produced by
the transmissions of the very people com-
monly regarded as above suspicion.

Coventry. " TESTER."
[Presumably this refers to interference

from the Empire stations ; the third
harmonics of GSP, GSI, GSO and GSF may
be responsible.-En.]

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 132)

IF the whistle is heard only when the
neighbours are in, it seems likely that

their set is causing the interference. As they
usually listen to the long -wave National
(Droitwich), with a frequency of zoo kc/s,
the oscillator of their recent all -wave model,
assuming the highly probable intermediate
frequency of about 465 kc /s, would be tuned
to 200+465, or 665 kc/s. Any frequency
of about this figure would be capable of pro-
ducing an audible beat -note with North
Regional (668 kc/s), which is the nearest
Regional station to Hull. On the other
hand, Hull is sufficiently far away for re-
ception of North Regional to be only
moderately strong and therefore liable to in-
,terference by quite a weak signal. One
might reasonably judge from his letter that
Mr. Ironbotham and his neighbour are quite
likely to be living in one of those rows of
small houses where adjacent aerials are
almost touching, and a very small amount
of radiation from the neighbour's receiver
would be enough to cause the trouble. Need-
less to say, Mr. Ironbotham has no cause to
suspect his own set's age of being respon-
sible, nor can he conscientiously be advised
to follow his neighbour's choice and thereby
add to the number of the potential dis-
turbers of the ether.
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NEWS OF
THE WEEK

ARE EMPIRE TRANSMISSIONS JAMMED ?
Difficulties of

UNSATISFACTORY rumours
are continually filtering into

Broadcasting House that the
Daventry news bulletins are
being deliberately jammed in
different parts of the world.

Reports to this effect conic
from places as far apart as Natal
and the Fiji Islands. In South
Africa, apparently, no doubt
exists that the news bulletins
have been the subject of these
unwelcome attentions, for the
trouble is said to cease when the
news finishes.

According to reports from
Fiji, Daventry is jammed on all

Verification
wavelengths, especially at night.
Says a writer in the Fiji Times:
" There is no doubt that the
interference with Daventry is
deliberate. The interference
takes the form of continuous
bubbling signals not connected
with beam radio or commercial
stations. At the same time.
Russia and Germany, Holland
and France are heard clearly
and with maximum volume."
Reports of this kind must, how-
ever, always be expected when
political situations . are obscure
and listeners suspicious of inter-
ruptions."

POLICE RADIO
Mobile Transmitters

THE issuing of the annual
reports of the police forces

of Great Britain shows the in-
creasing use made of wireless in
the detection of crime. The
West Riding County Police have
just acquired a mobile trans-
mitter which is sufficiently
powerful to adequately cover
the whole of the West Riding
Police area. The Force is also
being equipped with a further
fifteen wireless patrol cars, bring-
ing the total to ninety. These
cars are fitted with compact
ultra -short-wave receivers and a
loud speaker.

A Lilliputian receiver measur-
ing 4 .211, inches, including bat -

and a Pocket Receiver
teries, may soon be used by the
Doncaster police. This pocket
receiver has been designed by a
member of the Force.

The Oldham Police Force is
now equipped with two patrol
cars which are fitted with trans-
mitters and receivers. Each of
the fifteen drivers and operators
have passed post -office tests in
morse. The police regional
transmitting station, which is
at Heaton Park, Lancashire,
serves an area with a radius
of some thirty miles. All
communications are in morse,
and these are prefixed by the
number of the car for which the
message is intended.

A CENTRAL CON-
TROL ROOM at
Alexandra Palace
overlooks both
studios and enables
producers to utilise
both for a single
transmission or to
conduct rehearsals in
one while a broadcast
is taking place from
the other. Outside
broadcasts also pass
through the room,
and the Farm trans-
mission, pictured on
this page, was co-
ordinated on the
sound and vision
mixing desks shown

here.

MLA, L1. LIT
it

TELEVISION IS HERE-you can't shut your eyes to it. Now the
farm is invaded. Last week, the television O.B. unit visited Bull's
Cross Farm, Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire, where Mr. A. G. Street and
the farmer piloted the Emitron cameras through the farmyard, fields and
cowsheds. Contact with the Alexandra Palace transmitter was estab-
lished by radio link and the quality of the finished transmission was

unsurpassed.

EMPIRE BROADCASTING
A Review of Progress

THE development of the
B.H.C. short-wave broad-

casting service since the experi-
mental transmissions from
G5SW at Chelmsford, which led
to the inauguration of the
Daventry Empire Service, was
surveyed by Messrs. L. W.
Hayes and B. N. MacLarty of
the B.B.C. in their joint paper
on the Empire Service Broad-
casting Station, read before the
I.E.E. on February 2nd.

It is impossible in the avail-
able space to deal adequately
with the historic side of the.
development (much of which is
already known by Wireless
World readers) as portrayed by
the authors, but the following.
observations of signal strengths
made a broad will be of interest.

Signal-to-noise ratios meas-
ured by a private listener in
Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia,
during the period from April to
August, last year, show that the
lowest weekly average for the
50 -kW transmissions from GSH
on. 21.47 Mc / s was 38 db., from
GSG on 17.79 Mc is 40 db., and
from GSD on 11.75 Mc /s 35 db.
The highest average for these
transmissions was 53, 53 and 47
db. respectively.

The suitability of the Empire
transmissions for rebroadcasting
is exemplified by the results
obtained at the Australian Post
Office receiving station at Mont
Park, Melbourne, of GSD
(5o kW) on 11.75 Mc / s. These
show that during April last
year, for only 2.9 per cent, of
the total time observed was the
signal poor, 5.8 per cent. satis-
factory, and the remainder good
or excellent. During July no
observed signal came under the
category of poor.

RADIO CONFERENCE
Press and Industry Meet Radio

Minister
A MEETING of representa-

tives of the radio press and
the wireless industry in France
was summoned by M. Jules
Julien, French Radio Minister,
for the purpose of discussing
questions concerning State
broadcasting. The number of
licensed listeners in the country
increased by 550,000 during
1938, bringing the total to
4,705,859, and M. Julien, by
examining diverse views on the
subject and strengthening his
grasp of the mechanism of
broadcasting, hopes by the
results of his work to increase
the number to beyond the five
million mark in the shortest
possible time. His meeting with
the Press and industry will, it
is hoped,.be the forerunner of a
series of such conferences.

SAFER FLYING
Two New Radio Beacons

AT the exhibition, which was
held in association with

the Conference of the Aero-
drome Owners' Association, in
the Central Hall, Westminster,
from February 1st to 3rd,
several blind -landing systems
were shown. Marconi's dis-
play included their new wire-
less beacon to be known as the
Marconitrack. By using a
series -phase aerial not only has
the lateral radiation been
greatly reduced, but the
majority of the radiation is con-
centrated along the main ap-
proach line, with very little
along the reciprocal bearing.
The receiver has been designed
to simplify the pilot's task of
pre-setting the set's tuning.

An omni-directional 135 -watt
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News of the Week-
radio beacon, with a frequency
range of 350-240 kc / s, was
shown by Standard Telephones
And Cables. A feature of this
apparatus is the easily recog-
nisable coded signals which are
sent out at predetermined inter-
vals. This equipment may be
operated as a beacon or straight-
forward telephone / telegraph
transmitter. The apparatus in-

ELECTROINTICS
Development and Construction of Condensers

"-/0:11E
of the problems that

have confronted designers
and manufacturers of electrolytic
condensers were explained in a
paper read before the Institution
of Electrical Engineers on Feb-
ruary 1st by Mr. Philip R.
Coursey, Technical Director of
the Dubilier Condenser Corn -

THE FATHER OF
SOUND REPRO -
DU C T I ON. On
February nth will
be commemorated
t h e ninety-second
anniversary of the
birth of Thomas Alva
Edison who died in
mi. He is here
seen with his cylinder
phonograph in his
West Orange Labor-
atory, New Jersey,
U.S.A. By his dis-
covery of what is
known as the Edison -
effect (the fact that
an electrode in the
vicinity of an incan-
descent filament in a
vacuum lamp draws
current, provided its
electric potential is
positive with respect
to some part of the
filament) he provided
the key to the

thermionic valve.

eludes a fault indicator which
indicates the section in which the
fault occurs.

Features of the Standard -
Adcock direction -finder, which
was also on show, are freedom
from " night effect " and " aero-
plane error," and the fact that
the separation of the aerial
system and the receiving ap-
paratus may be as great as
3,250 feet.

WORRIED WELSH LISTENERS
IN the corner of Wales

hounded by Aberystwyth in
the south and Pwllheli in the
north, reception is notoriously
had.

Conditions are such that the
Welsh schools broadcasts in the
mornings have to be relayed by
North Regional in addition to
Washford and Penmon. This
may be a sop to the Welsh, but
it displeases Mancunians, who
object to .the inclusion of the
Welsh language in their pro-
gramme time.

With the opening of the Start
Point transmitter, Washford
will be able to concentrate on
its Welsh service, and both this
transmitter and Penmon might
well be increased in power. An
alternative suggestion is that
the Penmon station should be
moved farther south.

B.B.C. engineers, however,
recognise that the beautiful
Welsh mountains are mainly
responsible for the trouble, but
little difficulties of this kind
were made to be overcome.

pally, and Mr. S. N. Ray.
A brief survey of the develop-

ment of the electrolytic con-
denser was followed by descrip-
tions of the construction of the
various types, such as the wet,
dry and surge -proof varieties,
and the particular characteristics
of each were demonstrated.

One interesting point brought
out by the demonstrations was
that by roughening, or etching,
the surface of the anode, a three-
fold increase in capacity is ob-
tained for the same physical
dimensions. This has resulted
in a marked reduction in the
size of modern condensers.

Demonstrations were also
given showing the voltage regu-
lating effect obtained with cer-
tain surge -proof condensers, and
how they will withstand quite
high voltages for short periods
without damage.

FROM ALL

QUARTERS

Television Entertainment in 1938
A TOTAL of 957.05 hours of tele-

vision entertainment was broad-
cast from the B.B.C. transmitter
at Alexandra Palace' during 1938.
The programmes included:

Drama, 246 hours; 25 per cent. of total.
Light Entertainment, 228 hours; 23 per

cent. of total.
Outside Broadcasts, 113 hours; 11 per

cent. of total.
Film transmissions represented 18 per

cent. of total.
These figures are exclusive of

300 hours of film which was trans-
mitted for demonstration purposes
only.

Index and Binding Case
THE index for Volume XLIII of

The Wireless World, July to De-
cember, 1938, is now ready, and
may be obtained from the pub-
lishers at Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.T, price 4d.
post free, or with binding case,
3s. id.

Radio Nations Transmissions
IN order to allow the . Radio

Nations transmitting station at
Prangins to serve as a link between
America and Eastern European
capitals without interrupting the
English transmissions, 'as has hap-
pened on two occasions recently, it
has been decided to start the Eng-
lish programme at 7.30 p.m.
G.M.T. (8.30 C.E.T.) instead of
6.45 p.m. as heretofore. The Eng-
lish programme will be transmitted
on two wavelengths ; HBO, 26.31
metres (e 1.402 MC / s) and HBQ.
44.94 metres (6.675 Mc/s).

An I.E.E. Honour
SIR ARCHIBALD PAGE, Chairman

of the Central Electricity Board.
and President of the I.E.E. for
1927, has bcen elected an
Honorary Member of the I.E.E.
in recognition of his past ser-
vices. Only one such appoint-
ment is made each year and the
total number of Honorary Mem-
bers at ally one time is never per-
mitted to exceed three.

"Let the Blind Hear "
NEARLY 45,00o blind people had

been provided with wireless re-
ceivers or relay installations
through the administration of the
British " Wireless for the Blind "
Fund at the close of its financial
year on October 31st, 1938, the
report for which has just been
issued. Th4.cumulative income of
the Fund since its inception in
December, 1929. amounted to
1129,830. Of this sum over
4117,000 had been spent on the
actual provision of installations.
With approximately 80,ocio blind
people in Great Britain there is
still ample justification for the
Fund's motto, " Let the Blind
Hear." 50,937 listeners responded
to Mr. Christopher Stone's Christ-
mas Day, 3937. appeal.

r-----------------------------------------------------------------

TELEVISION PROGRAMMES
Sound 41.5 Alc/s. Vision 45 Alc,'s.

An hour's special film transmission intended for demonstration purposes will be
given from 11 a.m. till 12 noon each week -day. The National or Regional programme

will be radiated on 41.5 Mcfs from approximately 7.45 to 9 p.m. every day.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9th.

3, The Ambrose Octet. 3.30, British Movieto-
news. 3.40, 215th edition of Picture Page.
9, " Contrasts," a mixed programme including
a sketch, songs and dances. 9.40, Gaumont-
British News: 9.50, 216th edition of Picture
Page. 10.20, News.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY Toth.
3, Vanity Fair-Spring fashions described by
Bettie Cameron-Smaile. 3.10, Cartoon Film.
3.20, " A Tune to Take Away," a revue.
3.50, Gaumont-British News.
9, Vanity Fair (as at 3 p.m.). 9.15, " rotifi-
and All That," the "historical " success by
Reginald Arkell based on that Memorable
History by Sellar and Yeatman, 10.15, News.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11th.
2.40, Rugby Football O.B. from Twickenham :
England s. Ireland. 3.30, " Contrasts." -
9, Irene Prador in songs. 9.10, Cartoon Film.
9.15, " A Voice Said ' Goodnight,' " a one -act
play by Roland Pertwee. 9.30, Gaumont-
British News. 9.40, O.P. from Earl's Court
of the last period of the Oxford v. Cambridge
ice -hockey match. 10.10, " The Conductor
Speaks," Sir Henry J. Wood. 10.25, News.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 12th.
3, Animal Cartoons by Arnrid Johnston. 3.10,
Film. 3.20-4.20, " Arlecchino "-a theatrical
capriccio in one act, by F. Busoni.
8.50, News. 9.5-10.35, " Under Suspicion,"
a comedy thriller from the Pla.yhouse Theatre.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY i3th.
3-4.30, " Theatre Royal," a play by Edna
Ferber and George Kaufman.
9, Alfredo and his Gipsy Orchestra. 9.25, O.B.
of one of the regular Monday evening boxing
tournaments from the Empress Hall, Earl's
Court. 10.20, News.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14th.
3, " Eastern Cabaret," including Reine Paulet
and Stone and Lee with Cyril Fletcher compere.
3.50, Gaumont-British News.
9, " Theatre Royal " (as on Monday at 3 p.m.).
10.30, News.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15th.
3-4.30, "The Infinite Shoe -black," a play by
Norman MacOwan.
9, " Grandfather's Follies." Cabaret from
Grosvenor House. 9.40, " Divertissement."
9.50, Gaumont-British News. 10, Rugger De-
monstration. 10.10, NeWs.
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THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN MUSIC

AND NOISE

THE niceties that elevate a musical
masterpiece above the level of hot
swing may be a little obscure ;
nevertheless, we radio engineers

rather pride ourselves upon our ability to
distinguish music from noise. We know a
roll on the drum from a solo on the dust-
bin lid. We can spot the differenCe be-
tween well-chosen chords struck on the
piano and those indiscriminate fistfuls of
notes so readily provoked from the very
young. At least we could do so before the
coming of " modern " music.

This natural division of sound into
music and noise, concord and discord,
pleasurable and annoying, is universally
accepted but rarely explained. The sets
we design, build, repair or experiment
with are intended to reproduce music as
opposed to noise. In view of this perhaps
a few moments given to the contemplation
of sounds, nice and nasty, might make an
instructive break from our usual electrical
worries.

The simplest, continuous sound has a
sine curve wave form as seen in Fig. 1.
It is the tone emitted by tuning forks and

Sounds PLEASANT AND
UNPLEASANTBy N. PARTRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

ALTHOUGH the subject of this article may seem to be outside
the normal field of this journal, a knowledge of the matter

discussed is of value to all concerned with sound reproduction.

required in order to produce something
aurally objectionable or pleasing. Our
next imaginary experiment will therefore
require two oscillators with associated am-
plifiers and speakers. Let them be accu-
rately tuned to, say, C'=261 c/s (middle
C), and then, leav-
ing one at this set-
ting, gradually raise
the pitch of the
other until it reaches
the octave C" = 522
c /s.

When the oscilla-
tors are exactly in
tune, the combined
tone is little differ-
ent from that of
either of them
separately. As they
become a little off
tune we do not hear
the two individual
notes,
beat.
When
they
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Fig. I.-Production of a beat note between two oscillations of

different frequency.

also by a loud speaker connected to an
audio -frequency oscillator. By the turn of
a knob a beat oscillator will glide over the
whole audible range of such tones. There
is certainly nothing discordant about this
performance, but the sound is uninterest-
ing, boring and decidedly without emo-
tional appeal.

Apparently more than one pure tone is

octave is reached. At this juncture a
marked change occurs. The notes merge
together, and the combined tone is
clearer and brighter than either sounded
separately.

Fig. 2 is an, attempt to plot the relative
" nastiness " of the
combined sound
against the pitch of
the, variable oscil-
lator. Only a small
portion of the
curve can be drawn
if general approval
is to be won. Any
attempt to indicate
relative ``niceness "
of the more pleas-
i n g combinations
would trespass
upon the field of
art, and it behoves
one to be discreet.

The only region of discord shown on the
curve of Fig. 2 is where the two notes are
near together. This is rather odd, because
anybody owning a keyboard instrument,
be it a grand or a piano accordion, knows
that middle C' (261 c / s) sounded together
with the B" (493 c /s) above it (see Fig. 2)
produces a howling discord. Why have
we missed it?

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
300 SOONORMAL TONE

LESS PLEASING

OBJECTIONABLE

INTOLERABLE

281 293 329

I II
G' A"

346 381 439 493 522

Fig. 2.-" Annoyance

but the sound begins to pulse or
Fig. i shows how this comes about.
the two sound waves are in phase
reinforce one another, but as

they approach
phase opposition
they cancel. Clearly
a beat will be heard
every time t h e
lower oscillator
slips a cycle behind
that of higher pitch.
Hence a difference
of 5 c/s in the tun-
ing of the oscilla-
tors will produce
five beats per
second.

The slow beats
are rather fascinat-
ing, but as they get
faster the effect is
quite the reverse.
The rapid throb-
bing becomes in-
tolerable. Fortu-
nately, the condi-

tion soon passes, and, by the time the vari-
able oscillator reaches about 32o c/s, the
beats are too fast to be followed by the
ear, and the two separate notes become
distinguishable. Just how pleasing these
notes sound together is difficult to say,
but, beyond all argument, they are pre-
ferable to the quick pulses. This state
of debatable pleasure continues until the

value " of a beat note

Waveforms
The difference between the tone of our

oscillators and that of musical instru-
ments suggests itself as a possible ex=
planation. The gliding tone experiment
cannot be repeated using two pianos
because the keyboard limits the fre-
quencies obtainable to twelve definite

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND -

NORMAL TONE 400 500

LESS PLEASING

OBJECTIONABLE

INTOLERABLE

I I
6 6 E'

261 293 329

I
F A B"

348 381 439 493

Crt

522

Fig. 3.-The use of two violins (instead of
two oscillators) for the production of beat

notes.
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Sounds-
steps to the octave, but it can be repeated
with two violins.

Fig. 3 corresponds to Fig. 2, the only

AA A A A A/11r1VM

Fig. 4.-Type of waveform produced by
various musical instruments.

change being that the two sine wave oscil-
lators were replaced by two violins. The
story is quite a different one. The miss-
ing discord of the seventh (C' and B") has
made. its appearance together with two
other regions of lesser annoyance. It is
very evident that tone quality has a bear-
ing upon the matter apart from pitch, so
that a brief study of waveforms becomes
unavoidable.

Figs. 4 and 5

show the type of
waveforms obtain-
able from various
instruments. These
curves must not be
taken too literally,
because both in-
struments a n d
players differ in
the tones they pro-
d u c e. Leon
Loosens playing

Fig. 5.---- Showing the
difference between
the waveforms of
three different clari-

nets.

be possible from one instrument. Fig. 5
shows the waveforms of three different
clarinets, each playing C'=261 c/s.

It is well known that however compli-
cated a wave may appear, it can always
be shown to be made up of a number of
simple sine xvaves superimposed upon
each other. In the case of musical in-
struments the frequencies of the com-
ponent waves are simple multiples of the
lowest or fundamental note and are re-
ferred to as harmonics. The first har-
monic is the fundamental itself, that of
double frequency is the second harmonic,
and so on.

Table 1 sets out an approximate
analysis of - the
tones of typical in-
struments. T h e
figures given for
the violin at once
explain the pre-
sence of discord in
our gliding tone

Fig. 6.-Fundamen-
tals and harmonics
of two violins; the
frequencies are such
that no beats are

produced.

of the two fundamentals and of their har-
monics are shown along the bottom, and
the relative strengths or amplitudes of
these are indicated by the height of the
lines representing them. The third and
sixth harmonics of the lower pitched in-
strument coincide with the second and
fourth harmonics of the higher one. In
addition to this the remaining harmonics
fall well apart and are unable to produce
beats. If the pitch of the instrument
playing G' were slightly raised or lowered,
the harmonics now coincident would beat
against each other. This explains Fig. 3
completely.

This theory of beats being the cause of

FUNDAMENTAL

a= 311

0

FUNDAMENTAL )
C=261

0

2nd 3rd 4th St h 6th HARMONIC

tso° 1
, 000 I 140/0 2,0/00  2,500

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

2nd 3 d 4th 5th 6th HARMONIC

1

,

i , 1

500 1),, 1,600 2,100 2,500

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

experiment. The violin produces a strong
second harmonic. The fixed pitch violin
that was maintained playing a steady C'
=261 c/s also gave out quite a lot of C"
=522 c/s. As the variable pitch violin

approached t h e
octave unpleasant
beats between it
and the second har-
monic will be suffi-
cient to account for
t h e disagreeable
effect.

The interval of
the fifth which is
produced by sound-
ing C' and G' to-
gether (see Figs. 2
and 3) has always
been recognised
from earliest times
as particularly con-
cordant. It will be
noted that in Fig. 3
there is a region of

discord on either s'de of G' (39i c/s) with
a gap between in which lies this especially
favoured combination.

In Fig. 6 the spectrum of two violins
playing C' and G' has been shown in
rather a different way. The frequencies

CLARINET
N 2. 1

CLARINET
522

CLARINET
N 3

the oboe sounds very different from the
average orchestral player. Different
again arc the squeaks of the beginner.
The only thing that gives identity. to
sounds of the same pitch is the wave-
form, and hence many waveforms must

TABLE I.-Appropriate Analysis of the Tones of 'Typical Instruments.

Instrument.
Frequency
of Funds

mental. 1st. 2nd.

Piano. C 130.5 100 63

Piano ... C"= 522 100 20

Violin (Fig. 4) G' = 301 100 45

Clarinet ... C'=261 100 60
(No. 3 Fig. 5)

Relative Amplitudes (%) of Harmonics.

3rd. 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th. 9th.

30

26

15

10

35

10

5

5

15

10

10

10

55

4

35

15

40

30

50

20

15

and many
higher.

and many
higher.

discord is the basis of Helmholtz's Theory
of Harmony. Its interest to the radio
engineer lies in the fact that unpleasant
sounds are not caused by harmonics as
-such, but by congestion of the upper fre-
quencies causing beats between har-
monics.

A pure sine wave note suffers no un-
pleasant change from a few per cent. har-
monic distortion. The fact is that 5o or
Ioo per cent. addition of all audible har-
monics will probably result in a much
more musical sound. Any number of tone
qualities can be coaxed from the organ in
the name of middle C. This is all done
by the drastic harmonic distortion, often
beyond recognition, of the tone emitted
by a tuning fork C'=261 c/s!

A complex sound consisting of several
notes played simultaneously, together
with the harmonics of each, is a different
proposition. Harmonic distortion will
produce numbers of new frequencies, in -

300

200

0
1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000

.. II#.211
AU UNPLEASANTw.au

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 7.-Audibility and unpleasantness of
beats.

eluding harmonics of the original har-
monics. If some of the resulting fre-
quencies fall near together, as they surely
will, then discord, unpleasantness, or,
what the man in the street calls distortion,
will be heard.

The most objectionable number of beats
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per secondsecond depends upon the mean pitch
of the beating notes. The same applies
to the maximum number of beats that can
be followed by the ear per second. This
matter was investigated by Mayer and
Stumpf and the results of their experi-
ments are given graphically in Fig. 7.

In conclusion, the writer would like to
make acknowledgment to two books from
which he obtained valuable help in the
preparation of this article. These works
are' Speech and Hearing," by Harvey
Fletcher, and " Science and Music," by
Jeans.

Random Radiations
By " DIALLIST"

SOme Hum, Some Don t
TRYING out considerable numbers of

-1- receiving sets, as I do, season by
season, it's interesting to note how much
they vary in the amount of hum produced.
My mains supply is standard 50 -cycle time -
controlled AC, so that any well-desigtied set
should be able to give a good account of
itself in the matter of freedom from hum.
Most of those of good quality are pretty
well free from this unpleasant kind of noisi-
ness, but I do come across examples,
amongst models that are by no means in
the cheap class, of pronounced and most
annoying humming. It's a matter which
should receive the very careful attention of
manufacturers, for nothing is more annoy-
ing than a receiver which never stops
making that monotonous purring noise. As
often as not the nuisance seems to be due
to lack of proper screening for certain of the
valves. That, surely, is a matter which
could and should be set right without much
trouble or expense.

Another Mains -battery Receiver
AN officer of the Royal Corps of Signals

who is stationed in the North very
kindly sends me the circuit diagram of an
ingenious power unit, designed for operating
either of two different receivers, which
works equally well from any 50 -cycle AC
supply with a voltage between r to and 250,
or .a i2 -volt motor car accumulator. As he
marks his diagram " Copyright by Reuter,
Press Association and Central News " I'm
afraid that I can't reproduce it! What he
has done is roughly this. The mains trans-
former primary is tapped at r to, zoo, 22o,
23o, 240 and 25o volts. It is connected
through a switch to the mains plug, with a
simple arrangement for selecting the par-
ticular tapping required. Built into the unit
is a z2 -volt vibrator converter with an
output voltage of 140. This is connected
through a second switch to the rto-volt and
250 -volt tappings. The smoothing arrange-
ments are conventional but thorough, and
my, correspondent tells me that his appara-
tus works so well that on any wavelength
(one of his sets is a communication receiver)
you can switch over from mains to battery,
or from battery to mains without noticing
the slightest difference in performance. He
is, I understand, considering the possibility

of adapting the unit so that it will work off
DC .mains as well. If he succeeds in doing
that he will have the ideal soldier's set --
one that he can always be sure of bringing
into operation in whatever part of the world
he.may be stationed. There is a sound idea
for an Empire model here ,if any of our
manufacturers care to put on their thinking
caps.

Whiskrospherics
()NE electrical appliance that I haven't

invested in yet is an electric razor. The
main obstacle is the great oath that I swore
some time ago not to allow any kind of
apparatus capable of radiating interference
to be fixed up in my home. I am not going
to say that all electric razors radiate, for
the very good reason. that I don't know, be-
cause I can't claim to have tried them all.
But so far I haven't come across one that
doesn't produce a strong and highly un-
pleasant response from the wireless set when
it is brought into use. It may be argued
that that sort of thing doesn't matter very
much because most people do their shaving
in the early morning when the number of
sets in use is insignificant. That's true
enough, though some of the more hirsute
have to undertake a second de-whiskering in
the evening and there are always the lazy
ones who don't go in for the shining morn-
ing face. Anyhow, the general principle
holds : I maintain that at this time of day
no manufacturer should turn out a domestic
appliance that can radiate interference with
wireless reception.

Always Something New
ONE of the great things about wireless as

a hobby or as a profession is that there's
always something new coming along. Some-
times the new things announced turn out to
be not so useful as their enthusiastic in-
ventors would have us believe ; but, in any
event, they always provide plenty of scope.
for both investigation and discussion. :Do
you remember the battle of the side -bands
when Robinson first launched his stenode?
He wasn't quite right in his one-time con-
tention that there weren't no sick things ;
but his principle that the higher audio fre-
quencies were only attenuated by super -
selective circuits, and not completely lost,
but could be boRsted up again subsequently,
is one that seems to find a pretty wide appli-
cation to -day. Wireless is always advancing
over the corpses of old beliefs killed stone -
dead by subsequent discoveries. Time was
when it was held that only the long -wave
transmissions could span great distances and
that the short waves were all but useless.
Time was, again, when it was equally firmly
held that ultra -short wave transmissions
could not be received if the receiving aerial
was much beyond visual range from that of
the transmitter.

Snow and Wireless
(WE thing about snow is that the moisture
vv from it really does soak deeply into the
ground when the thaw comes and doesn't
run off the mere surface as rain water so
often does. A snowy winter should mean
months of thoroughly damp subsoil, and I
shouldn't be at all surprised to see reports
during the coming summer from many
people about phenomenally good wireless
reception. Heaps of folk don't get their
earth connections deep enough down to cope

properly with the -conditions that follow a
dry or a snowless winter. The subsoil then
may become dried up for many inches down
and, if the earth connection is shallow,
reception can be badly affected.

A Case in Point
Once I remember being called in by a

puzzled friend who had installed a first-rate
receiver one summer and was getting the
poorest of results with it. It was in the days
before the superhet. This set, though it had
a useful RF stage and two AF, needed the
reaction coupling to be screwed well up to
bring in even the local station at respectable
strength. The trouble was traced to the
earth connection, which was buried about a
foot and a half below the surface in lightish
soil. It had done well enough during the
winter, but now it was useless. Deepening
its hole by another foot until good, heayy
soil was reached made all the difference.
Next time you want a little healthy exercise,
I can strongly recommend a little spade -work
for the benefit of the " earth."

COSSOR MODEL 70. A two wave -band
AC superheterodyne with five valves includ-
ing rectifier. The output valve is a triode
and an 8 -inch loud speaker is incorporated
in the horizontal - type cabinet. Station
names are printed on a black background

and the price is 81 guineas.

News from the Clubs
Croydon Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Peter's hall, Ledbury Road, South

Croydon.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. geo;: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden

Road. South Crodon.
On January 81st Mr. P. O. A. H. Voigt gave a

lecture and a demonstrat' . his subject. being " Re-
production," and at the following meeting Mr.
Bevan Swift. Past -President of the R.S.G.B.. talked
on " Radio Reminiscences." At the next meeting, on
February 14th. Mr. A. W. Graham will discuss " Push -
Pull Balancing Problems."

Cardiff and District Short-wave Club
Headquarters: Toe 11. Rooms, Crown Court, Duko

Street, Cardiff.
Meetings: Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. II. IL Phillips. 132, Clare Road. Cardiff.

At the meeting this evening (February 9th) Mr.
H. It. Phillips will talk on the subject of " Research
Problems." The R.S.G.B. meeting will be held ou
February 16th.

Mersey -side Transmitting Society
Headquarters: 308, Stanley Road, Bootle, Liverpool, 20.
Meetings: Tuesday evenings.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. C. H. Cunliffe, 368, Stanley Road,

Bootle, Liverpool, 20.
A discussion night will be held on February 14th,

and at the following meeting. on February 21st, a talk
will he given on "The Theory and Design of Power
Amplifiers anll Coupling Systems." A practical
demonstration of power amplifiers will be given ou
February 28th.

Maidstone Amateur Radio Society
Headquarters: 244, Upper Faut Road, Maidstone.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 7.46 p.m.
Hon. See.: Mr. P. M. M. Hedgeland, 8, Hayle Road,

Maidstone.
A lecture on " 56-Megaeyele Operation " will be

given at the nest meeting on February 14th. On
February 21st a representative of the Mallard CO. will
lecture ou "Cathode Ray Tubes."
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Recent Inventions
Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

will be included in this section

ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS
THE electron multiplier is most

efficient when amplifying
small currents, such as those pro-
duced by a photo -electric cathode.
If one starts with the heavier
emission given by a thermionic
cathode, it becomes difficult to
modulate the electron stream to
any great depth, so that the out-
put contains an unduly large
direct -current component.

The object of the invention is to
overcome this difficulty by apply-
ing the principle of push-pull
amplification to the multiplier. As
shown in the drawing, the in-
directly heated cathode is made in
two sections, F, Fs, the co-
operating grids G, GI being fed
in push-pull with signal voltage
from an input coil L. As the grid -
voltages vary, the electron stream
passes first through an aperture
As (shown separately in diagram
(b) ), and then through an aper-
ture A2 in the common anode A.
Magnets M, Ms apply fields in
opposite directions to the electrons,
so that as the latter pass in
separate streams through the tube,
they strike against the upper and
lower faces respectively of the
common " target " electrodes 'I',
Tx, etc., as shown in dotted lines.
The amplified currents are finally

to be expected from the theory of
the so-called " shot " effect, par-
ticularly when the multiplier is
amplifying the current produced
by a relatively weak ray of light.
It is thought that the trouble is
due to stray electrons, which are
deflected from the main discharge
path and build up harmful charges
on the insulating supports and
other parts of the -electrode system.

According to the invention this
is prevented by the provision of
two "strip " electrodes, which are
located on both sides of the main
accelerating and target electrodes,
and are so biased that they serve
to repel any swerving electrons
and restore them to their proper
path. The two auxiliary strips
may be replaced by a single
cylindrical " guard," which is
biased .to a voltage equal to, or
less than, that of the photo-
sensitive cathode.

Cie. pour la Fabrication des
Compteurs et Materiel des Usines d
Gaz. Convention date (France),
August 28th, 1936. No. 493968.

0 0 0 0

PIEZO.ELECTRIC
OSCILLATORS

AQUARTZ crystal is mounted
inside an evacuated glass bulb,

the electrodes being brought out

G Al T T1 T2

1141.60
211111111111

( b)

collected by the two separate
electrodes, 0, Os.

Standard Telephones and Cables,'
Ltd. (Assignees of A. M.
Skellett.) Convention date
(U.S.A.), July 31st, 1936. No.
493217.

0 0 0 0

STRAYING ELECTRONS
N an electron -multiplier it is

found that the noise -to -signal
ratio is usually higher than that

Electron multiplier embodying
the push-pull principle.

through a glass stub in the same
way as in a valve. Two pairs of
vertical rods are supported from
the stub at their lower ends and
are held by an insulated bridge -
piece at their upper ends, the
bridge -piece being kept firmly in
position by its lateral pressure
against the glass walls of the tube.

Two of the rods are bent out-
wards from the vertical for part of
their length and are then bent in-
wards again, so as to form a
centre "loop" or mounting for
the crystal, which is thus held in
position with a resilient pressure
of the electrodes against its sur-
face.

Fabrica Italians Magneti Marelli.
Convention date (Italy), March
22nd, 1937. No. 495009.

" ROBOT " STEERING
.Z6i "RADIO -COMPASS " which

gives a visual or direct in-
dication of the direction of a dis-
tant transmitting beacon is used
to steer an unmanned aeroplane
or submarine.

As shown in Diagram (a), the
needle N of the radio compass nor -

which the picture is usually
centred.

In order to minimise this de-
fect, a small strip of ground glass
is placed at each corner of the
mask, where it cuts off a part of
the angle, and so prevents the
worst of the distortion from being
seen. This necessarily diminishes
the total field of view to a small
extent, but since the screening
strips are made of translucent or
ground glass, diffused light from
the screened corners of the fluor-
escent screen is allowed to pass
through. The general illumina-
tion of the received picture is,

Radio -controlled steering system for boats, aircraft, etc.

mally points along the fore-and-
aft line of the craft, but swings
to one side or other if the craft
yaws away from the straight
course. The needle, which carries
a small mirror M, is set between
a pair of photo -electric cells P,
Pr, so that any movement causes
a lamp L to illuminate one cell
more than the other. The result-
ing current is then amplified and
applied to a relay, which "cor-
rects" the steeping until the ori-
ginal light -balance between the
cells is restored. Alternatively,
the movement of the needle N
may be applied to upset the
balance of a capacity bridge
which then brings the restoring
relay into action.

In the arrangement shown in
diagram (b) the radio -compass
needle is replaced by a cathode-
ray tube T, on which the direc-
tion of the distant beacon is indi-
cated by a fluorescent trace, in
the form of a heart -shaped curve
H. Any shift in the curve, due
to the craft moving off its course,
will then illuminate one of the
PE cells, C, C1 snore than the
other, and so operate the steering
controls to bring the craft back
into line.

Standard Telephones and
Cables, Ltd. (assignees of Le
Mat eriel Telephonique Soc.
Anon.). Convention date
(France), November 41h, 1936.
No. 492927.

0 0 Co a

VIEWING SCREENS
OWING to the curvature of the
N-./ bulb cnd of a cathode-ray
tube, the picture details which
fall on the outer edges of the
fluorescent screen may be con-
siderably distorted. The effect is
most noticeable at the four
corners of the " mask ' within

therefore, not noticeably dimin-
ished.

Baird Television, Ltd., and
A. H. Gilbert. Application date,
March 1211x, 1937. No. 491886.

0 0 0 0

DIRECTION -FINDING
AKNOWN method for avoid-

ing " night effect " in direc-
tion -finding is to use three or more
vertical frame aerials which are
rotated simultaneously about a
common centre. In such an
arrangement any horizontally
polarised waves are balanced out,
when the frames are set parallel
with the direction of the incom-
ing signal.

According to the invention, in
order to avoid the mechanical
difficulties associated with the
bodily rotation of the aerial
system as a whole, each frame
aerial is replaced by a pair of
fixed frames mounted . at right
angles to each other. Each pair
of frames is then coupled to a pair
of field coils and a search coil,
forming a radio-goniometer. All
the goniometers are arranged at
the centre of the aerial system,
and the various search coils are
ganged together on a common
shaft, so that only one adjust-
ment is necessary.

Telefunken Ges fur drahtlose
Telepaphie in.h.h. (addition to
467785). Convention dale (Ger-
many), Apia 7th, 1937, No.
493027.

The British abstracts published
hero are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price

1/- each.
-------------
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SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
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number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
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mistakes.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

TIEGALLIERS, Ltd, -See our advertisement on Page
7.

NOTE New Address. -31, Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate, W.2. Paddington 2745. [7934

BAKEirs New Quality Receiver and Corner Horn
Speaker for Realistic Reproduction.-Details from

Baker's Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [7965
ARMSTRONG Co. Have Nine New Radio Chassis of

Outstanding Merit, from the press -button model at
£7118/6 to the large variable selectivity model at
£17/17.

ARMSTRONG Announce Model A46/FC Amplifier.-
This new unit is a 6 -watt push-pull amplifier having

in addition to the normal flat frequency response, both a
bass and treble boost circuit giving control of the fre-
quency response at both ends of the audio spectrum; the
price of model A46/FC is 11 gns.

ADVANCE Details of the New Amplifier, together with
particulars of our standard 6 -watt amplifier model

A46/7 at 9 gns., the 12 -watt amplifier model 127/PX
at 12 gns. and the local station feeder unit RF2/4 at
3 gee., are available on request.

MSTRONG Co., 100, St. Pancras Way Camden
Town, London, N.W.1. [7974

A LBA, Ferguson, Ever -Ready, Halcyon, Portaclyne,
Spartan, Spencer and other first class makes always

in stock; wholesale only.-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys,
36, Henry St., Blackpool. [0610

GENUINE Bargain.-Quality amplifiers, 5 watts undis-
torted push-pull output, latest British octal base

valves (6.3v. heaters), tone control, matched energised
speaker, wired and tested; £6; c.o.d.; carriage paid; 7
days' approval.-Radio Chassis Supplies, Balmoral, Pavilion
Drive, Leigh -on -Sea. [8004

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

ril#ANERIIPT Block.-Brand new 1938radio sets in
makers' cartons with guarantees at less than half

retail prices; send 1.thd. stamp fee list bargains. -261-3.
Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham. [7956

Wanted
WANTED for Cash, Challenger M.S.H. 505.-Lor8ondisi

The Cottage, Old Lenten, Nottingham.

PUBLIC ADDRESS
QUALITY

Amplifiers and Microphone Equipments for
Hire or Permanent Installation.-Harmony House,

116, Cambridge Rd., Southport. [7992
ALEXANDER BLACK, Ltd.-Consult us on sound in-

stallations, temporary or permanent; booklet on
request. -55, Ebury St., S.W.1, Sloane 6129. [0597

0-1VATT Marconi Speaker Model P.S.51, 7ft. horn,
A11 / 10 ; 12 -watt Marconi phone Model E.M.5,

amplifier, turntable, mike. etc., oak transportable, £12;
Bayliss convertor, 12 D.C.-230 A.C., 150 watt, £3.-K.
Sayer, Kirkby Stephen. [8000

ARMSTRONG
NEW VARIABLE SELECTIVITY

MODEL AWI25PP

12-V. 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

(12-550 continuous, 1000-2000 m.)
with R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10
watts R.C. coupled Triode £17.17P.P. Output.

Further extracts from
The

Wireless
World

TEST REPORT, Jan. 5th, 1939
"... a really live performance

on all wavelengths "
BY4cleirciiaorissesdeleinctioan acihlodssi rejectionwchof

can be
othroeduccirecduit:iatis,

British valves and components throughout at an attractive price
without sacrificing anything on the score of efficiency in the first
essentials of performance.

Every detail of the assembly and wiring is neat and workman-
like, the controls are smooth and well graded.

The oscillator tracking is good and the sensitivity is unusually
well maintained throughout the whole range of the receiver.
Wherever one decides to search for stations, whether it be the
I3 -metre band at the lower extremity of the range, the so-called
'trawler' band or the long waves, one finds the same char-
ficteristic vitality which betokens an RF stage and two good IF
amplifiers pulling their whole weight.

The three degrees of selectivity give clearly defined increases
M band Width. They have been well chosen.

The volume control is smooth and the 'output stage accepts
all that the set will give it without showing distress."

Copy of complete Report FREE upon request.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

All Models Gladly Demonstrated

All Chassis sent on 7 days' approval, carriage paid
12 NION-IdH. GUARANTEE

ARMSTRONG MANFG. 'CO.
100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

'Phone: GULliver 3105

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

may be addressed to numbers 'at "The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c/o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except vs
registered envelopes: in all such cases the sae of the
Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should
be clearly marked " Deposit Drpartment." '

Dir DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves, of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amoimt to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount' to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility. For all transactions up to CIO, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged ; on transactions over £10 and under
£50, the fee is I/O; over 150, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertise-
ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are

 requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

PUBLIC ADDRESS

V
VORTEXION P.A. Equipment,

IMITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite You to a Demonskriition.

1 0 WATT NianMeB'onilh Amplifier
microphone and

speaker; £12/12.
15 2 A -WATT Amplifier, 30-18,000 cycles, inde-

pendent mike and gram., inputs and eon-
tro!s, 0.037 volts required to full load, output for 4, 7.5
and 5?hl!geacTrth inaudible
level;12-volt car battery and model. ,
A.C. only model, 81/2 gns., complete, as reviewed by " Wire-
less World."

VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.

15-20 Mit.t.:-30 nrablendAZigge.%
"iliefre, with

£14.
WATT UN: uncer0-watLeunditionswib50,,gs,ed

separate
recersioeanole

screen and bias, with better than 4% regulation, level
response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver trans-
former and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms im-
pedance electronic mixing for mike and pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and plugs; £15.
COMPLETE in Case, with' turntable, B.T.H. Piero

pick-up and shielded microphone transformer, £20.
80 -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £25, com-

plete.
12A -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £40,

plete.
25A -VOLT 250 m.a. Full Wave Speaker, field supply
`tf unit; 25/, with valve.

ALL P.A. Accessories In Stock.

ORaTNEv. rN:,PhLetncl,, Broadway.
Lib 2814. [7951

CAR RADIO
 CA1Ht=1ltriveltechnl:7/6m.%e telescopic type,12/6;VtAmeri-

can unacrcar aerials, single dipole. 9/6; De Luxe twins,
rubber 'covered, 20/- pair; carriage paid.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex House,
Stratford, E.15., Alaryland 3191. [0577

IF You Own a Car Radio, it is bound to ." go wrong "
some time: be a good friend to it and get it repaired

quickly, and at reasonable cost; all makes overhauled;
free quotations.-,Scott-Session.s. Co., Car  Radio Depart-
ment, Exchange Works, Muswell Hill, N.10. l'udor

. .

4101-2. [7498

."Radio Data Charts,"- A Series of Abacs Post free -4 id.
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USED SETS FOR SALE
H.M.V.

TIMV TVeTiT'r:tcde ne:-3akegurrte; cst/47N. accept £32.

11 Al V :-ave£6,13.7._ Gardens, 116
Middlesex. r80e09

MISCELLANEOUS
SUPER Seven Pack, perfect; bargain. 25--Park Rd.,w[7997

" W 1111.Esift,.E2,:),Ww0,1,11LWORLD"
valves, as

Ado sr

Rd., Watferd. [7990

: NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

ITOXF,./Coulpfi Supply C.P.O., B.B.C., L.P.T.B: Why

IAlo.elsEtglgh otd Primaries screened andAiappe,20..,..

filamentsz
A NE Model Fitted 5v. or 6.3v. Filaments, if -Required.

 5 0 0 _oz.
or 3500.,

2a.,

50A-0-500 120 m.a., 4v, 4a., 4v. 2.5a., 40. 1-2a., 4v.
1-2a., 28/-; 400v. or 450v., same price.

4 2 5 ils50 312p.a., .40. 8:10a., 4v. 2.5a., 48. la.,

3 5 0 -0-!vil le2x00T1.;,. 4
25/

v 2.5a., 40.1-2a,., 21/-;

350-0-350v. 75 ma.. 40. 2.4a., 40. I. -2a.; 18/-.

250-_0-2500-' 60
.m.a., 4v. 2-4a., 4v. 1-2a.; 15/-.

, AUTO 1.17,3f ozusessr.s, iln-,122000towa3s0;22410,0-.,; 25080 watts,

25/'; 300i. watts, 28/-; 500 watts.. 47/6.
W.W. Q.A. Output Transformer; 21/-.

' MICsagrIngO.Nr2,Transiormers, in heavy magnetic

CII03,1T.a.01str;..6,01r5ni%, 275/h6;,Z0-13.11..s..17A /tn.a., 12/6;

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes to Any Specification.

. 13-.,CAIL;atctehhriyoesCleiprger, and 12v., to 2 amperes;

VOITLELIhOrgswLite..,. 182. The tirhovIrtwyah,%,,l'..iriabliego2nd

T ArNA.ttF.IZtargl Works, Ltd., Garaton.
[7263

.. ..

CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under cost

of 'manufacture lundrilled), 30/- upwards; motors at
wholesale- price.
" F1T-A-GRAM Cabinet, 30,17)(15, 21/-.
riNDR1LLF.D Table, console and loud -speaker cabinets
 from 3/6.
INSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country ens.

tamers.
H. I.. SMITH aPad.5n0,10104855Co.,o., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., V4.25

ABAKER Corner Horn Cabinet will ImmenselyIm-
prove Reproduction. front Your Present Speakez-De-

tails from Baker's Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [7966
BRAND New Radiogram Cabinets (undrillet1). 55/-;

worth 10 gnu.; also television cabinets, 35/,-Par-
ticulars Haines and Sort, 23, Denmark St., 1V.C.2. Tem.
5900. (8023

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
Dcs.,ICe.d.C2EsecrotarNwm. otitris;" 08011 rtalt,aggisiv.fr sale

05n
D.g.C?10rt2r,22% 180 watts; whatEser5ca,,6.

Whilelsall
L..Ahe;l.sh.

[8002

ALIer.yrYftlrgrs!'pe'alC:I'Zgt:rsieneettOirc snersi,netc."it-
block, new and second-hand.

Re-
.4.0c;M:s ic=",Cs.i13.11

for
walls output,

150 watts output, '£3/10.
WAtigli...,406,0710a3r.ringdon St., London, E.C.4.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
'ALL Recording Discsree:)7,11,T Materials in

in£31r7k/6.trinVerkilie
for further details, Will Day. Ltd., 19, Lisle St., 1V.C.2.

[0595
 IVERPOOI. Sound Studios, 83a. Bold St., Liverpool.

-l'ersonal recordings from 3/6; amplifiers, micro-
phones, recording motors and trackers, blank discs. etc.

[7964

NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS

B AKER'S New Corner Horn Speakers set a New High
Standanrin the Realistic Re-creation of Speech and

Music Which Will 'Appeal to All Music Lovers; your
present receiver or speaker taken in part exchange.-
Details from the Pioneer Manufacturers of Moving. Coil
Speakers, Baker's Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South
Croydon. [7967

Fouiidations

E M 0 N STRATI 0 N

WEEK
We cannot tell you in an advertisement what the
Voigt Loud Speakers sound like. You must hear
them for yourself. They can be heard at the following
places by appointment during the week from 13th
to 18th February.
Where the demonstration takes place In the London
Area, or close to a local station, the light coil twin
diaphragm will be used. - -

'The Wireless Trader ".in a recent review of the
Light Coil Twin stated, "That where the input
is free from interference and other defects, the
results obtained can be described as THRILLING."
Those interested are advised.to consult the programmes
prior to Making an appointment. -since transmissions
(or amplifiers) which are in any way Inferior cannot
do justice to our instruments. -

BERKSHIRE, Maidenhead
Dynatron Radio Ltd. Maidenhead 1211

CHESHIRE, Nantwich
George Berry, Churchyard Side

CORNWALL, Falmouth (Also Penzance)
F. B. Grose Falmouth 372

DORSET, Parkstone (Nr. Bournemouth)
Harold Taylor, at Lilliput Square, Sandbanks Road

Canford Cliffs 430
DERBYSHIRE, Derby

Victor Buckland Ltd. Derby 45922
ESSEX, Clacton

H. T. Greenfield Clacton 1129
ESSEX. Rumford

A. H. Silcocks & Son Ltd. Rumford 710
HANTS, Bournemouth

Radiocraft Ltd. Bournemouth 2023
HANTS, Southsea

F. Gleed Enquiries to Portsmouth 4340
KENT, Bromley

Lowther Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Ravensbourne 5225
LANCASHIRE, Manchester 3

Holiday & Hemmerdinger Ltd. Blackfriars 4096
LANCASHIRE, Haslingden

Arthur Coulton Rossendale 663
LEICESTERSHIRE, Leicester

W. Winder Leicester 89787
LONDON, S.E.26

Voigt, Patents Ltd. (Demonstration address not
yet settled. 'Phone for details.) Sydenham 6666

MONMOUTHSHIRE, Ebbw Vale
S. Brewer & Son Ebbw Vale 141

NORTHANTS, Northampton
Fraser Son & McKenzie Ltd. Northampton 618

WARWICKSHIRE, Birmingham
D. S. McLintock Springfield 1594

YORKSHIRE, York
Darling, Wood & Anfield. York 3977

'PHONE NOWa

VOIGT PATENTS LTD

THE COURTS, SILVERDALE,
SYDENHAM, S.E.26.

'Phone : SYDenham 6666.
Regd. Office: 22, Castle Street, E.C.I.

of Wi!eless," Second Edition. qs. 6d. net;

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
G12 Pala., brand new; P.M., 59/6; energised, 47/6;

Rola 81n., energised, 6/11.-Shippers, 18, Corpora-
tion St., Manchester.

3 1) 0 Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised., ain. to 14in:, including, several Epoch (10086:.
-Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.

1BARER'S New Corner Horn Sneakers Take the Place
of all Previous Models; limited number of new sur-

plus super power speakers, eleetro and permanent ntagnet.
available at. hall price.-Details from Baker's Selhurst
Radio, South Croydon. [7969

Wanted
WANTED. Voigt twin diaphragm unit; price, .pa r.

ticulars.-G. E. Tonge, 29, Dean Lane, Man-
chester, 10. [8015

LOUD - SPEAKER -CONVERSIONS
SINCLAIR SPEAKERS.-For conversions of all makes

and types; advice glven.-Alma Grove, Copenhagen
St., N.1. [0593
B AKER'S New Triple Cone and Corner Horn Con-

versions Will Considerably Improve Reproduction
from. Your Present Speaker, whatever make, British or
American:-Detaila from Baker's Sclhurst Radio, South
Croydon. [7968

TELEVISION APPARATUS
Wanted. -

WANTED. -Baird Televisor Model 2'5C, second-hand;
cash for best offer.-Box 8622. c/o The

World. [8005

-TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
G5 Nlc--heN arieicoong:ii distributorsio for amateur equip-

ment, M. E., ' rda rson, Hamm a numb
McMurdo, lialli,alters, ode.; send W.I. stamp for
loguo.-G5N1 (Birmingham), Ltd., 44, Holloway Head.
Birmingham.
A.C.S. RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus.

communication receivers, including Haticra-fters.
National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves and
components.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16. Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I. Holborn 9894-5. G2NK. -'technical Manager. [0550

VALVES
ANDERSON.

ALL Types of. American Valves first grade only, Ken.
Rad. Philco, flytrap. Raytheon, all tubes fully guar-

anteed, 5/- each; also line cords, resistances and electro-
lytic condensers for replacements. Stamp with allenquiries.
ANIMStoNiii 3,454yaclham Aienue, Walthamstow,

ALL Types of American Tubes in Stock of 'miters and
Arcturus makes, at competitive prices.

AVE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Re-
vs placement Valve, for Any British, non -ring, Ameri-

can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.
SEND for Lists of These, and also electrolytic condensers,

line cords, resistances, etc.
CHAS. F. W \RD, 46. Farringdon St., London, E.C.4

Tel.: Holborn 9703.

R

l

f 4 52AI0GltP111?, for every available valve,
British
Ltd., 66, Osborne St., Glasgow, Cl.C.

[8006
HvAr, r Prilron; Raytheon, iclo;ultey,31eheyaeT

SPECIAL Offer.-American valves in makers' cartons,
all types, including octots and 6L6, 3/- eacIL-Metro-

politab Radio Service.
A 31E -RICAN Valves, first grade, in all types; tradesupplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021,Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Speedwell 3000.
2 / 9 A2m0e0r,i,c,ihnohR_riChA.g i,r

British.
popularsl

also National
Ott! raiti!t01-ieo"c1:;

from less 500; new lists free.-Shippers, 18,
St., Manchester.
WIIROPA Mains Valves, AC-IIL, AC -P, 3/6;

AC-11P. AC-VNIIIP, DTI Pentode. 4/-; AC -Pen.,
AC -DDT, 5/-; Oetodes, Hexodes; rectifiers VU120-350,4/-; 500v., 5/-; 13v. A.C.-D.C. range, 5/-; American
tubes, 80. 6A7, 42; 2/-; other numbers, 2/8; 6A8G, 6117C,
6Q7G, 2/8; Kenrad, Triad, Acturus, from 3/6; trade -dis-
counts Hivae, Tungsram, Triotton.-Superadlo, DantzicSt., Manchester. [8011

METERS, ETC:
AWeston,vO T:Taylor, hunts, Zearlte,

efe.!tr;oeenqurieony.%rdey.3henr,st.

Blackpool [0608
TEST EQUIPMENT

RADIOMETER £8/8 Valve Tester, A.C. 200.250;£3/19/6; guarantees] perfect.-Jacobs, /lope St.,

jianE'eYR [8ANTI A.C.-D C. Tester In Case, £3/12/6;A.C.T;lll .A0test set (two instruments In bakelite case), £3/15; or
with miniature current transformer, £5/10; similar D.C.
set, mirror scales, £3/12/6.
T.IERRANTI Flush Type Meters, 1 27/-; 500 micro.

amps, 30/-; 250 microamps, 33/6; several 200 o.p.v.
portables,

Abovebinn.3- inrange.Brand-new
ACondition

and First Grade Accuracy':laeLachlan and Co..
Strathyre

Wanted
'REST Prices Paid for All Kinds of Measuring instru-

ments.-Box 8628, c/o The IV ireless IVorld. [8019

Post free 'is.. lid,
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NEW COMPONENTS
ANGLO AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.

MEISSNER 1939 Products.

JUST Arrived.

47 /e.-New
8 -button push-button tuner, can be

vv affixed to any superhet or T.R.F. receiver, any
make, 2 or 3 -gang mains or battery, only three wires
to tonnect to top of gang condensers; the best push-button
tuner the United States has produced; order now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten
minutes to fix.

completely£12 / 10.'tlibT:d signalyc andftnitild with one
set of coils and has its own power supply. three provision
switch providing " automatic stand-by," "continuous
operation," and " manual stand-by "; in fact, makes your
QS0's 100X.

10 /17 / 6. - e tuning unit.

THE
Receiver,

Assembly
of Vo7i

coil, and switch assembly, 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils for each hand, low loss .bakelite forms, align-aire
trimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch, Meissner quality pre-
cision 3 -gang variable tuning condenser, illuminated oblong
dial, fully calibrated 5 -band scale, completely mounted
on" rigid crackled steel chassis, all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers.
coupling condensers and A.V.C. network associated with
the R.F. mixer and oscillator circuits; every unit com-
pletely aligned and padded and laboratory tested; 2d.

stamp brings complete illustrated lists of Messner
products by return post from sole distributing agents of
Meissner Manufacturing Company of U.S.A.

ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.
(Dept. F/6), Albion House, New Oxford St., Lon-

don, W.C.1. [7643

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS; .ETC.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on this 
[0488peg,.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

5 0 / anligteerhient attractive
cabinet, moving coil speaker; 50/-.

9 / .-5-band pentode battery kits. Complete 1939
re/ 6all-wave kits, metal chassis and all acces-
sories, 10-2,000 metres, world-wide reception; complete,
less valves, 22/6; with 3 valves, 34/6.

3 5 / --i-tbendtt°:,!itPhus1211taWnstig:r,actr !tea newt,VV,
with full instructions for attachment to any set, mains
or battery, simple to attach; 35/-.

1 P
radio comprising

headphones, eagt equipment
complete emergency installation, 10/-; crystal set only.
3/11.

5 -B arrirvia rcelsofrf al rario:engonenttco:irnsimeiresisnees.eondnss,wr;.2

cufts, etc., value over 20/-; 5/- Per' parcel.
TELSEN W349 Midget Iron Core Coils, 3/6; dual range

coils, 2/6; with aerial series condenser W76, 3/3.
A-C./D.C. Multi -metres, 5 -range, 8/6; Ace "P.O." mIcr-o-

phones, 4/--
2/ .-Ormond loud speaker units, new and bOred;
/ a, 2/6 each.

VALVES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3 each.

MISgeLlii.,,AenNEa0.11SE.Lpienes
Experimenters.

fterSspectal Interest. to Ser-

3e Assorted 1 -watt Wire -ended Resistances, 5/6; 24
LI, tubular condensers, assorted capacities up to 0.5

mid., 6/-; volume controls, assorted capacities (less
switch), 7/6 dozen; with switch, 11/6 dozen; mica con-
densers, assorted, 1/9 dozen; Mainsbridge type condensers,
1 mfd., 2 mfd., 4 mid., 8 mid., 8/- dozen; valve holders,
5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6 dozen; battery leads, multi -way,
6/6 dozen; parcel of assorted servicing components corn.
Prising resistances; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic
and block condensers; wire; sleeving; volume controls;
valve holders, etc., etc., 10/- each; parcel containing at
least 100 articles.

THOUSANDS of Bargains in Sets, potentiometers, elec-
trolytics, gramophone motors, crystals, headphones,

etc., etc.; 2d. stamp brings list of further bargains.

- OUTRERN
RADIO, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.

Gerrard 6653.
,E6',Trimmers, 30 mmfd., 3d.; 2x100, 2X

14011
DI

[7872

FR
PAXOLIN Trimmers, 30 mmfd., 2d.; 100 mmfd., 3d.;

20 mmfd., 3d.
TUBULARS, non -inductive, 300-400 working volts:

0.6 mfd., 4d.; 0.1, 0.05, 3d.; 0.02, 0.006, 0.005,
3.001, 2d.; 25 mfd., 25 volt working, 4d.

SINGLE Screened Wire, high insulation, 2d. per yard;
satisfaction guaranteed; post paid over 2/6.

BROWN and WELCH 371a,- Green Lanes, Palmer's
Green, N.13. [8001

v ARRARD A.C. 200-250 Record Changer, plays eight
t.8 10- or 12 -in. records, model R.C4A; £5/5, sealed
cartons, carriage paid.

ELECTRIC Dry Shaver, A.C./D.C., 200-250, "Minute
Man." list price £2/10; oar price £1110, complete

with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send for
details; trade supplied.
MARCONI K.25 Pick-up, unused and boxed; 14/-.

HENRY'S,7 ;720;ty7ellington Av., London, N.15. Stem -
[7983

VAUXHALL.-All lines previously advertised are still
available; send now for latest price list, free.-Vaux-

hall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2. [7980

PREMIER
1939 RADIO

r: -Specified PREMIER COMPONENTS for the-

AMATEUR TRANSMITTING STATION
POWER SUPPLY UNIT"

An to exact specification.
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMER , - 27/6
PREMIER L.T. TRANSFORMER - - - 16/6
PREMIER TYPE "A" SWINGING [CHOKE 10/6
PREMIER 150 m.a. SMOOTHING CHOKE - 11/6

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS. . Westinghouse
Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To charge 2 volts
at 4 amp., 10/-.; 6 volts at 4 amp., 16/6 ; 6 volts at 1 amp.,
19/6 ; 12 volts at 1 amp., 21/- 6 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. 'sfe'p up or down- A.C. mains .
between 100-250 volts. 60 watts, 9/- ; 100 watts, 11/6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 201-. Micro-
phone Transformer, 111-. Table Mike Stand, 7/6.
BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes, pick.
ups, etc. Single, 4d. yd.; Twin, 6d. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYS-
TALS, 7 mc. and 3.5 me., 10/- each. Enclosed holder
and base, 31-.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from .0001 to
.5 inf., 6d. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, 4, 5, 6 -and 7 phi., 6d. each.
Octals, 9d.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all fittings,1/- each.
PREMIER S.W. H.F. Chokes, 10-100 metres, 9d. each.
Pie -wound, 1/6 each. Scremied,"1/6 each_
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin tytes,,,13-26, 22-47,
41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit. Special
set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with circuit
Premier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres.
Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100:1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers,all-brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation,' 15 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 1/7 ,
40 mmf., .1/.9 ; 100 mmf., 2/- ; 160 mull., 2/3 ; 350
mmf.. 2/6.
TROLITUL DOUBLE SPACED TRANSMITTING CON-
DENSERS. 15 mint, 2/9 ; 40 mmf., 3/6 ; 160 mint, 4,6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
LISSEN Power Packs in aluminium cases, 150 v., 25 ma.,
with 6.3 v. L.T., 100-250 v. mains, 10/6, with Rectifier.
METAL RECTIFIERS, 250 v., 60 ma, output, 4/6 each.
AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the, largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this ccnmtry and are Sole British Dis-
tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves.. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes at 6 6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.G. Types, A.C./11L.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.MS.G., A.C./I-1.P., A.C./
V.H.P., A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6,6.; . Oct.. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes,..7/6.; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 ; Tri. Grid Pen.,'. 10,6 ; 31 -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 V. P.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; 'H.F.- Pens..
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each.. Full -wave and Half -Navel
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

Premier Short -Wave Kits
Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Naive Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit 17/6
1 Valve Shea -Wave Superhet Converter Kit ... 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter. Kit 22/6
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ... ... 25/-
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58/6

Premier Matchmaker Universal
Modulation. Transformers

Will match any modulator to any R.F. Secondary Load,
Triodes, Tetrodes, and Pentodes Class A Single or Push -
Pull Class " ABI " and " B " in Push -Pull or 500 ohms
line input, can easily be matched to any of the following
Radio Frequency final stages requiring modulation.
Triodes, Tetrodes oreFentodes operating under Class " A,"
" B," " BC " and " C " conditions either Single or Push -
Pull. Totally enclosed in cast cases with engraved Panel,
and full instructions. Ratings are based on R.F. inputs.

50 Watt, 17/6. 150 Watt, 29/6. 300 Watt, 49/6.
A new range Of " Matchmaker " Universal Output
Transformers which are designed to match any output
valves to any speaker Impedance, are now ready.
11 ratios, from 13 1 ' to 80:1.
5-7 Watt, 1.3/6. 10-15 Watt, 17/6. - 20-30 Watt, 29/6,

Our City Branch is moving from '165 to 169, Fleet
Street. You are Invited to inspect the many BARGAINS at
our CLEARANCE SALE-NOW ON

: at 165, Fleet Street, E.C.4. Callers only.
Have you had our1 939 Catalogue, Handbook and
Valve Manual? 90 pages of Radio price 6d.

, Bargains and.Interesting Data..

ALL POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Clapton Road, London, E.S. Amherst 4723.
CALLERS to:-Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet Street,

E.C.4. Coiled 2833, or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4.

Macaulay 2381. f

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

MA INS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer
Outstanding Bargains, carriage paid, delivery by

return. Telephone Tudor 4046, or call mornings. Stamp
for List 221.

TRANSATLANTIC 1939 4 Waveband Superhet Tuning
Packs, covering 10 30. 30-82, 198-560, 800-2,200

metres, comprising all coils, J.B. bar -gang condenser, full
vision coloured 2 -speed drive, Yaxley switching, two 465
k/c. I.F. transformers, etc., completely wired, with A.V.C.
line, aligned, tested, ready to connect, 3 -gang, HE., F.O.
and LE., 65/; 2-gan.g F.C. and 1.F., 47/6.
A MPLIFIERS, six -watt push-pull, for MH4 and twoA PX4's or equivalents. Absolute complete kit of parts,

best tested components, with circuit; 52/6, less valves.
U'RIE .1 -watt Colour Coded Unused Resistors, wire ends,

any size 50 ohms to 5 megohms, your selection, 3d.
each, 2/6 dozen; 2 -watt, 6d. each.

ENsplayA Latest Potentiometers,otgteotnsiomIterarse,gohunzus,
withmains switch, 2/3.

T.C.C. Midget Card 8 mfd. 600 -volt Peak Electrolytics,
1/6; 3'.C.C., metal, 8  mfd., 600 -volt peak. 2/3';Dubilier 4 mfd. 250 -volt, 10d.

4 -Famous makexr fulgtgugarraadneteeadu Apnioeprutn, tubes,coloured
popular glass Octasis, 4/6.

CLIX Unused Chassis v. -holders, 5-, 7-, 9 -pin, 3d.- each;all American sizes, 6d.; hest sleeving, llkd. yard.
TUBULAR Condensers, 400 -volt working, wire ends, best

make, 0.0001-0.05 mid., 4d.; 0.1 mid., 4d.; 0.25, 0.5mfd., 6d.
FIFTYrklyld caonctled2,

over
Aesgiostoodrs;izweirofs ends,marked

2/6 per 50 only. "

FEVt NTI TllrrCPCte Mains Interferenceextraordinarily effective;
AJAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,

Muswell Hill Rd., Loudon. N.6. Tudor 4046.(7853

RVr LL RADIO, Lnn Holborn,London, C.1otter, new at
free.

VARIABLE Condensers.-Plessey small two- and three -gangs screened with trimmers, Midget twin semiscreened; all 2/9 each.
SATOR 'Volume Controls, meg: with switgb, 10,000with switch, 5,000 with switch, 5,000 wire woundless switch; 1/3 each or 6/6 dozen.
SCREENING Plates for Yaxley Type Switches, 31.1X315

or 7x2.4 drilled, five for 1/61 Ryalls it oil. ,topv.wkg., 1/3 per dozen; B.I. 1 mf.,' 3.1/4.
-

B.1,...giecnitroireitcs,,x1r 8)g9,;50v.It2iv..8r,e8akiolo/v3,; r/ej.;-

Plessey 30x8x2 350v., 1/6.1 erFan
POLAR/NSF Low Loss Air Spaced Rex Type Switches,

eight 4 -way switches, length 9in., 2/9 each; Zenith
A.C./D.C. 3 amp. resistances, ex Ferranti 550 ohms,
tapped 330/70/100, 1/4 each, 9/6 dozen.
2k:Ciat.C.i.iml.n.suLaptedped,Re2s)s-taeiix,;,43..laamr

ohmspi47:12ries. leosr,

escutcheons, c 2/-. .
SALE. -.Last few sets iron core superhet coils, R.F.

band pass with coil details, 'padder values,. 5 Coils,
including 2 I,F.s, 5/9. Note.-465K.C. 2 -baud..
AMERICAN Type Valves, 80 42, 43, 6a7; "6d6, 6c6,1223, 46, 57, 2/3 each; 6B8g, .6G5, 6K7g, 5Y4e,25L6, 3/3 each; sockets, 4-, 5-, 6,- 7 -pin, 4d. each, 37-

- .
down.

ALL -WAVE Aerial Kits, complete with two transformers,
wire and lead , in, ifisnlators and full instructions,U.S.A. make; 13/9 each.

B .1. Tubular Condensers, new stock, 4 mfd. electrolytic
200t. peak, 6d. each,' B.I. 0.05 tnbulars, 350v.. wkg.,

1/3 dozen or 4/S half gross, 6/6 gross; B.I. 0.25 tubulars,
2/- dozen.
QATOR Silver, Mica Type Condensers, .0001,,.0002,..0005,

1/3 dozen; Sator tubular% 1,500v. test, .001, .002,
g.0r0.3ss,, .70/065,grlo/s3s. dozen; .01, .03, 1/3 dozen or 4/6 half

HAmMAR,LUND Midget 30. mm. Trimmers, Pa xolin,1/9 dozen top cap thimbles, 18 for 1/3, 3/9 half
gross; clip on bulb holders. 1/3 dozen, 4/6 half gross,
619 gross.

TuiTairLyecOre4oN.saZ2 traps,
heater,

obna'nCeSi/ 6;mand long, 1/3 each.
RVALL'S RADIO, see above.

TWO Rola GI2, new, 36/- each; W.W. Quality Reefe8Z7r ,,power pack and speaker, complete, £2/5.-92, Bassett
Gardens, Osterley, Middlesex. [8010

EADPHONES,- reconditioned, guaranteed, brown type
" A," adjustable reed, 4,000 chins, 20/- pair; Tele-

funken, adjustable, 4,000 ohms, 7/6 pair; postage 6d.;
other makes from 2/6.

BROWN Type " A " Single Earpiece, 2,000 ohms, on
handle with voludie control, made for " Ardente ";

12/6.-Post Radio, 2, Copenhagen St., London, N.1. [7954
SSOMETHING New.-Fourteen stations at' the flip ofthe finger, with the new American automatic tele-

dial timing unit; later and better than push-button
tuning, genuine surplus stock of a. well known manufacturer.

TITIS is Not an Advertising Stunt, but a. genuine brand
new article genuinely worth £3/15 which we are

able to offer at the remarkable price of 17/6 only,
postage If-. Call for demonstration or write to
QAMSON'S SURPLUS STORES, 4, Praed St., W.2; or

250, Pentopville Rd., King's Cross. [8024

"Radio Laboratory Handbook"- Price 8s. 6d. net. Post free 9.s,

rr
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*SECOND EDITION!
We know quito well that some
people have never forgiven us for
charging 6d. for our catalogue.
As a matter of fact, we did our
level best to make the first edition
interesting, and it cost us con-
siderably more than 6d. to pro-
duce. Even so, the fact remains
that the first edition has met
with a record demand, and we
find It necessary to proceed with
the second edition of

SOUND SALES CATALOGUE

AND TECHNICAL BULLETIN
much earlier than we expected.
The new edition will contain all the
latest modifications and additions
to our Tri-Channel Amplifier "
special equipment and components,
together with many items of special
interest to the Quality Radio en.
thusiast. We think YOU will find .

it even more interesting than ever.
MAY WE HAVE THE PLEASURE

TO FORWARD YOU A COPY ?

Specified .b_u-

SOUNDt
10 HIM the Experts.

zSA,LES,
MARLBOROUGH '(Conerneencs go ghe

UPPER HOLLOWAY, G.P.O., etc.)
LONDON, N,19. LIMITED. Tel.: Archway 1661/2/3

(Nacres( StstIon-Highgate Tabo-15 Minutes West EarD. .
Hours of Business -Monday to Friday, 8.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

SATURDAYS CLOSED

When old Jenkins go: home ('other
night,

His It* cried, Now jus! gel finis
right,

I've just missed a good show

'Cos this set wouldn't go;

14)

Soi7rd Eiright now. with

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in the house
-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers -in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET -compact but substantial -
Complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Bdok on the art of "SOFT"
SOLDERING -and ask for leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS ! Your wheels will NOT keep round and
true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple -with FLUXITE-bnt IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluyete
on the soldering job instantly.
A little pressure places the
right quantity on the right spot
and one -charging lasts for ages.

Prise 1/6.

ALL MECHANICS W/L HAVE\

FLUXIT
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD -Dept. WM, DRAGON WORM, BERMONDSEY ST., s.E.1

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND, :t4

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

TELEPHONE-: 'Holborn 4631.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1,
open the New Year with special offers of brand new

receivers and components, etc., maintaining their reputa-
tion as the leading Mail Order House for surplui radio.

BRITISH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave
A.C. Su pethet Chassis, 4 wave -bands, two short,

medium and long, fitted latest Mullard octal base Ameri-
can type valves. Brief specification Short wave 6.18
metres (covers' television sound). short wave 2, 18-50metres, medium band 200-550 metres. long 900-2.000
metres. Valvo combination 610, Pre 1LF., 6J7 Oscillator.'
6J7 mixer, 6K7 I.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.F'. two 6F6s parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6C5 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial, station -
names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tuning. volume and
on/off,- combined variable.. tone control and selectivity
switch wave change plus gram. switch. Size of chassis.
13.Ain.x 10i n.x 3in. Supplied complete with valves.
escutcheon, knobs and chassis bolts, but less spea ket;
£5/19/6 each.

COMPLETE Receiver ho Handsome Walnut Cabinet,
details as above, complete with speaker; £717 each.

* * *
TAECCA 6.valve 3 Waie-band Battery 'Chassis. fitted
-4, complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP out-
put; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
wave -bands, and are the product of a well-known manu-
facturer; complete with valve.. £3/3 'each.
* * *

-

AMERICAN Valves, special offer, Majestic 6Z5 full wave
rectifier, 6.3 v. 250 volts, 60 m.a., 9d. each; also

55 and 6D7, 9d. eacb.
* **
HUGE Purchase

prices.
Mallory Electrolytics, at the

f

8}4+4}4 Mid., 570v. working +4 mfd. 300v. working,
metal case, size 2V,in.xlipiiii.x4V2in., common nega-

tive; for E.M.I. replacements; etc.; 3/6 each.
16 4-8tistne.f:i.i/170eay.ch-I.vorking, car! neutral, common nega:.

8-1,1:.2412,0.111 Idd y5p0e. 0 v r. k n
wire

ngd.s +.2
common

2n5e0gv wv k in/ga

each.

24 Nelafcdt.,,. 450e. working, can type, can negative; 2/-

32 Mfd., ditto; 2/- each.

16- 415o. working, ditto; 1/6 each.

16 Mid.. 417,56veawe.tking, can hentral, separaie nega-
tive;

8+8 Mid., 475v. working, Can negative; 2/- each.

8-1-8tr, eacgdboard type, wiree
common negative; 2/8

Q Mfd., 450v. working. +16 mfd., 350v. working, can
t--1 type, common negative; 1/6 each.

+cla6n mc 101;6305.0v negwantricvien , ditto,
1/6

8 mra.,
ach. (Neutral,25th.

working, cardboard; 10d. each.

6 AnItetIti4,5e0:a,,,,..ti,i,%,; +i4/2infet,I.a.450v working, common

6 Mid., 4500. working, can type; 1/- each.

8 Mid, working, can type; 1/5 each.

60 Mtd., '150v.
working, can type; 1/- each.

50 mid.. 12T., win end inhalers; 9d. each. ,

25 Mid., 3 -volt working, tubular, wire ends; 6d. each.

** *
25 Mid., 25 -volt, wire end tubulars; 6d. each.

B.I. 4 Mfd., 200 -volt, wire end tabula.; led. each.

***
PLESSEY Rotary Switches, make and break Yatley tYne,

18 contact; 4d. each.
LESSEY Rotary Switches. make and break Yarley

type, 6 contact; 3d. each,
-

y AXLEY Type Switches.

TYLEn Jlio:a87,11;po217,6 5 -way, 4 bank, 9,kin. overall

TY1LEngir. Lizlei/-4-ewaact,. 3 bank, 6'/.in. overall

T"E°.4?17.2le1)a7:Man R switch,,11!.11en:1...1, each,

* *
. .

PTVYlre Wound Volume Controls,,ohml.1.each. with switch,

RADLEY Ohm Volume Controls, wire wound, withB switch, 600,000 ohms, 8d. each.

VENTRALAB
Volume Controls, with switch, long

spindle, 1,000. 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000,
250,000, 500,000. 100,000; 2/3 each,

RADIO Clearance Bargains Continued on page 5.

Test with  the Rest -
3/12 46-RANGE UNIVERSAL .--,

Avo M
7:%h"Electrical Measuring Instrument

SERVICE jobs 'BRITISH
lose half their , MADE

worries and labor-
atory tests are
completed in half
the time with the
Model 7 Avo-
Meter: Dead beat Rk.
in action, it quickly

t
accurate readings
gives laboratory -

on all its 46 ranges.
A.C. and D.C.
amperes and volts,resistance,
capacity, audio -
frequency .power

. output and decibels
-any range in-
stantly selected by
means of two ro-
tary switches. No
external shunts or in
resistances requir-
ed. A protective
cut-out instantly
disconnects the
meter from the
supply should a severe overload be applied. It is built
to last with lasting accuracy.

. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

6
- Model 7.

Unb Resistance
Range Extension Unit
(for measurementadown
to 1/100th. ohm) 1216

Also the .36 -range rInirersal
AroMeter ... 13 Gns.
22 -range D.C. AroMeter

9 Gns.
Carrying 01.11112 25, -
DEFERRED TERMS IF DESIRED.

Sole Proi;ridors and Manaladarers

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER &
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London,

'Phone : Mori. 3404-7.

far1-- we hove
TF

Wetter t ion ant-,

tested

kqr-.

sN

...says Wireless World (A41103810

--
MARCON I- E KCO

*

EARPHONES
'Wireless World' tech-
nicians putMorconi-Ekoo
High Fidelity Earphones
to stringent testing and
pronounced them better
than any so far tested,
for broadcast listening.
Response is from 50 to
8,000 c.p.s. as against

the ordinary earphones 400-3,000 o.p.s.!
Frequency characteristic is ± 10 dB from 100 to
6,000 cycles! Such qUality at so attractive a
price is ideal for listeners with defective hearing.
engineers' sound -monitoring, and medical uses.
Double earphones with headband £9 :0.0
Single earphone with moulded handle.. £4.4 .0
Write -for full details and copy of !Wireless
World' report, to-

MARCONI - EKCO INSTRUMENTS LTD.;
Electra House, Victoria Embankment, W.C.1.

.r- " Wireless. Direction Finding," Third Edition. Price 25s. net. Post free 235, 9d.
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YEAR
FRAM

TODAY

-

. Three.' hundred and sixty-five
days from now-.where will you be?
Still -Struggling along -in the same old job at
the same old salary-worried about the.
futureoften  unable to make both ends
meet ? Still putting .off your start to success
-frittering away precious hours that will
never come again ?

. .

Don't do.it, man-don't do it ! There's no
greater -tragedy than that of .the man who
stays sunk in a rut all his life, when with
just a little effort he could get out of it and
advance. -

There are th5Usands of successful, prosper-
ous men in every business and industry who
owe much of their success to the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools. They
refused to be beaten by lack of training.
They  found that the I.C.S. offered them
comprehensive yet simplified Instruction
Manuals prepared by outstanding authorities,
together with personal guidance and expert
understanding tuition.
That wonderful I.C.S. Service, which has led the
field in training by post for nearly 50 years,
can do for you what it has done for others.
Wkte to us to -day for full information. or use the
attached coupon.

COUPON FOR FREEI BOOKLET

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD
Dept 38, International Buildings,

- Kingsway, Lci.ndon W.C.2.

Please' send me free booklet describing
Courses in the subject I have marked
assume no obligation.
RADIO ENGINEERING RADIO
RADIO SERVICING TELEVISION

Also

ACCOUNTANCY '
ADVERTISING "
AERONAUTICAL ENG. _
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING '
ARCHITECTURE -

BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING .

CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG.- - - - -
GENERAL EDUCATION

I.C.S.I

HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE
JOURNALISM -
MECHANICAL ENG.
MOTOR ENGINEERING.
PLUMBING
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT -STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TEXTILE MANUF'G
WELDING, GAS & ELEC.
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

EXAMINATIONS:

Technical Professional : Civil Service : Matriculation
(including Inst. Wireless Tech., P.M.G. Certif. for Wireless
Operators. City & Guilds, Radio Comm., and Prev. Certif.

in Radio Telephony and Telegraphy for 'Aircraft).

State your Exam. here

Name Age

Address

Greatest, largest and most famous
of all institutions devoted to spare -
Mize training by the postal method.
Branches in 3o countries, students
-lit 50.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., continuing bargains in
components, etc.

** *
LISSEN L2D. Valves, brand new, boxed; 6d. each.

LISSEN B2 Valves, brand new, boxed; 1/- each.

LISSEN B220 Valves, brand new, boxed; 2/6 each.

** *
POLAR N.S.F. 1 watt Resistances, all sizes up to 2

meg; 31/2d. each, 3/- dozen.
GRAHAM PARISH Ceramic Short Wave Valveholders,

4 -pin only; 3d. each.
* * *
SPECIAL Offer Plessey Slow Motion Drives.

TYPE 1641/1125, size of
1 Jrictiou drive, two bolt

kiav,l_Sin. square, dual speed

rrt YPE 1393, size of dial 4in.x5in., single speed friction
11 drive, two bolt fixing; 1110 each.
TyTaign,,g!izie/jojeadicitil 4in.x5in., single speed, two

Tr -WIT- 2077, crock face dial, two -speed, separate in -
11 size of dial 5in.x5in., two bolt fixing to.

chassis (hour and minute hand type); 4/6.
TYPE 1;iictiLiouvd-rizzh!ipe of dial 8in.X3in., over-

TYPsge 1of2diasliteins-Pxegilari.
friction =17' ".° bolt

ALL The Above With Plain LInprinted Scales Only.

* * *
BULGIN S.P. S.T. Twist Switches ton.off); 10c1. each.

BULGIN D.P. S.T. Twist Switches; 1/ each.,

E RIE, 500,000 ohms only, volumecontrols, with
switches; 1/6 each.

ALL Other Lines Previously Advertised Still 'Available.

ALL Orders to the Value of 5/- Post Free, under this
amount reasonable postage must be included; c.o.d.

orders will be  definitely refused for value of less than
5/-i enquiries 1tF,d. stamp if reply -expected. Hours of
business, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United
Kingdom only, orders for Ireland and abroad . must
include sufficient postage to cover- whatever the value
of same.

Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W(4.71.i
TeTephone: Halbora

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES.-Huge clear-
ance sale; entire stork of components to be sold under'

cost; unlimited bargains for callers; all last week's bar-
gains still available. See last week's " W.W."

3IN. Oscilloscopes. from 4 gns. .

-
.r 4 mid. 200 v.w. Tubular Condensers -U.; B.1 4 mid.B 500 Y.W. 2/9.

Q -GAUGE Tinned Copper 60ft. Coils. for 1/3; 80: 11
'microphone. transformers,. 1/6,; .K.B. chokes, 350k'

ohms 60 m.a., 1/6.
.

UGE Success of Our 2/6 Parcels of Surplus Com- 
Ponents (51b.). "Amazing value," writes one cus-

tomer. "Please repeat,- writes another. Each parcel .
guaranteed to contain 10/_ worth, nseful.Parta, i.e., coils,
trimmers, condensers. odds and ends, etc_ Ideal for
dealers,
MEIsritig.R w'faunedinrgearlyact all wave, Lewiriives, coils and

VERRANTI 0.6 Ampmeters, moving coil meters, 12/6;
Decca Brunswick table type cabinets, walnut, llin.:

deep, 19in. high, 15M. wide inside; 5/- each.
Q MED., 500 volts working, Midget tubular.. 1/9; R.A.P.
O. Yank *transformers, 360-0-360v. 70 m.a., 5v. 2a. QT.,
6.3v. 3a. C.T.; 7/6.
L ONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES

(Leicester Square Tube), 23. Lisle St., Leicester Sq:,
London, W.C.I. 'Phone: Gerrard 2969.
TAAVENSET A.C. Charger, £4/15; radiometers, valve
- tester, little used, £5; Standard mod -test oscillator -
output meter, £2; Taylor T20, new, 12/6; 10 watt ampli-
fier chassis, 230 A.O., perfect, £4; 80 metre crystal and
holder, 10/6; 160 metre transmitter, modulator, power
packs, £8/10; details; offers.-Laurence, 15, Billing Rd..
Coventry.
QHAFTESBURS SUPPLIES.-Real snips " only 18ds0,e1r. .

tised; callers welcome. 55/- Transverse current
michiphones, few left, 21/-; matching trans, 6/6; -heavy
table stand, 12/6; 545-0.545 200 m.a., 4v. 5a., 4v. 5a..
4v. 3a., 4v. 21/2a., all CT., 30/-; 600-0-500 150 m.a. (2)
L.T.s, 4v. 2a. (1), 4v. 4a., 4v. 21/2a., 16/6; 350.0-350v.
100 m.a., 4v. 4a., 4v. 21/2a., QT., 10/6, or with American
heaters, 10/6; Philips 200-250v., 6v. 2a., sec. for American
heaters, models. etc., 3/-; O.P. Trans. extra heavy duty
for P.P. triodes, sec. 8 and 16 ohms, 25/-; sect. wound
power. pent., P.P., list 8/6, 3/11; chokes, 40 lien., 150
m.a., 15/-; 100 m.a., 40 Hen., 10/6; T.C.C. condensers
met. case 8x4, 350v., C.P. 1/-; card. case, 8x8 500v.,
2/6; bin. P.M. speaker, Philco, pent. Trans., 7/6; M.E. '-

2,000 ohm, 5/6( 10 trimmer tools in leather mse,
M.E.

Henley Pushback wire, 100yd. coils, 3/9; Ormond 4 -Pole
twits, list 10/6, 4/9.
SHIM.S.-13,1JR.v.I2SUPTPoLlEi:i7ft. Shaftesbury Avenue,

Wanted
WE Buy for Cash All Types of Modern Second-hand

Radio Sets and. Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.;
we pay more than any other dealer; part exchanges;
bring, send, or will call.-University Radio, Ltd., 82,
Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone: Euston 3810.

[7737
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This new F.I.15 watt
simplifier represents

the utmost in amplifier F- "!
efficiency .at .a remarkable a
price. '

F 1.forP A.
15 watts undistorted output, opera-
tion /00 to 250 volts A.C., six stages,

push-pull 69tput, two input'cir6its, tone
control, three output impedan'ces, negli-'"
gible hum, frequency respohse"± I dh 40
to 12,500 c.p.s. Only ,highest quality.

w

used, such as -B.V.A. ValVes,
Wearite Transformers and -Chokes, Erie.
Resistors, T.C.C. Condensers, Benjamin, ,
Valve Holders, etc. Sdpplied in
complete with genuine blue -prints and.
assembly schedule ;., can be...completed in.
three hours.

Voucher included entitles ,

you to special discount on 1

Microphones and
Speakers.

PRICE
including
ValveB

V. A

GNS.s andcarriage

COUPON FILM INDUSTRIES LTD.,
60, Paddington St., London,

Ph?neWELbeck2385/13

Send me at once, carriage paid, 15 watt
Amplifier Kit(s) F.I. 6/15/PP, for which
I enclose cheque value 9 gns. - - -

Send. me further 'details - -

'Put X in appropriate 0
Pin this coupon to your Business Letterhead

. and post NOW ! .

"Wireless Sprvicinp,Manual,7 Pourt)1 Edition, Price 5s. net. Post free 3s, 5d,

: (A 681.5.
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The best materials, experienced work-
manahip and a Super Safety -Factor
Margin have earned for PARTRIDGE
PRODUCTS an outstanding reputa-
tion for Reliability and cool running.
Men of experience, trade and public
know that any trouble developing In a
set or amplifier embodying Partridge
Products will not be In the Trans-
former or Choke which are noted for .

their Electrical and mechanical effi-
ciency. Manufacturers are Invited to
write for full technical details & prices:
TO P. A. DEALERS

The PARTRIDGE P.A. MANUAL.
Valuable Information on Amplifier design,
equipment and service is yours for the asking.

 WRITE TO -DAY. CONSTRUCTORS can
obtain this Manual for 2 6.

N. PARTRIDGE
KINGS BLDOS.. DEAN STANLEY ST.

LONDON, S.W1
'Phone Victoria 5035.

by not be a

RADIO OFFICER
on an AIR LINER?

It is a career with
FACI LITIESforTRAVEL
Good pay and Prospects

THE A -5.T: COURSE INCLUDES
OVER 10 HOURS FLYING_ti.,ell!W

Apply to for Commandant:
p-16

n

.AIR SERVICE .TRAINING LTD.
SOUTHAMPTON

015

TEST THIS FOR 7 DAYS FREE!
THE TAYLORTESTER
Is the world's finest inexpensive Valve Tester -This
Precision -bulk instrument tests over 700 different British
and American types for Slope, Emission, Cathode leakage,
Element shorts and Continuity, easily and quickly. Try it
yourself. We shall be pleased to arrange for you to have
one on 7 days FREE TRIAL

a BRITISH MADE

FULLY
GUARANTEED.

SIMPLE
TO OPERATE

ACCURATE

RELIABLE

LOW DEPOSIT
EASY TERMS

AVAILABLE

8 Agns.

To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
77/77a, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
Please send one full details of the TAYLORTESTER

Name

Address

Factor's Name yr .

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
" SERVICE with a 'Smile." .

AMERICAN Valves, spares, lineeords, rewinds; repairers
of all types of American and British receivers.-

Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.I. Museum 5675 [0434

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. - Guaranteed
repairs to American (Midget and Standard) and

British receivers.
ity.AJEsTic Service Depot.-I.F, and maink trans-
-1-Y1 formers rewound. American valves and parts; trade
stopplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1,021, Finch -
ley Rd., London, N.W.11. Speedwell 3000. ' [0435
-r 0013 -SPEAKER Repairs, British. American, any

make, 24 -hour service; moderate prices. --Sinclair
Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. [0590
EPOCH Speaker Replacements, transformers, radio ser-

vice, American components, cone assemblies supplied
from, 4/..-N.R.T.S., 126, Eltborne Rd., N.19. Archway
1319. [7914

GUARANTEED Repairs Any transformers, ' choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-See below.

Ly .T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS, Ltd.),
Willesden, N.W.10. Willesden 6486 (3. lines.)

[6992

MAiNs Transformer Service, Repairs, rewinds, or
construction to specification of any type, competi-

tive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co., Dip -
ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne. [0516
SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE-All types of

receivers overhauled, rebuilt, repaired. including
American communication sets, W.W. Monodials, All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV, etc.
SSCOTT-SESSIONS

REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
years from Lqnd's End to Johne,Groats; can col.

lection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.
SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, Exchange

Works, Muswel Hill, N.10. Tudor 4101-2. [7497
GRAHAMS Rewinding Service, 24 hours' service guar-

anteed, loud speakers, L.F. and output transformers,
chokes and mains transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially incited.
GRAHAMS SERVICES, Dept. W., 194, Tolworth Rise

Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Dement 2060. (7988.

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including

eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and outpost
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-Loud-Speaker
Repair Works, 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

. - [0394

BAKER'S.-Take advantage of 15 years' experience
and send your next loudspeaker or transformer re-

pair to Baker's, any make, British or American, field
windings, output transformers, mains transformer wind-
ings, chokes, speech coils, diaphragm assemblies, etc.. re-
paired or rewound equal to.or better than new.-Baker's
Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon. [7971

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS
RErifilaNnry.cntragehrnecimurrsiteesr,to reagnkaarineRyasb, a,lce Henryand

St., Blackpool. [0613

ELECTRIC Dry Shavers, A.C./D.C., 200/50 volts,
"Minute Man," list price £2/10; our price £1/10,

complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send
for details; trade supplied.

HENRY'S, 72, Wellington Av., Stamford Hill, N.15.
Sta. 2907. [7708

MISCELLANEOUS
CREAP Printing. -1,000 billheads, 3/6; sample free.-

Cretewayy Press, 18, Boated, Surrey. [7876

WainCommencing 11?e
jel0; experience

rle872e3 ; r2Clia
prospects.-Free details of entrance exam. from 131.ET.
(Dept. 5741, 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.1. [7989

EVERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
of " The Wireless .and Electrical Trader " should

send his trade carol at once for a specimen copy and full
details of the " Trader " Services. "The Wireless and
Electrical Trader loas the widest influence, the largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manu-
facturers and traders. Trade only, 15/- per annum,
post free.-Published at Dorset House, Stamford St., Lon-
don, S.E.1. [0615

"ENGINEER'S I3uide to Success" Shows IIow to
Qualify in 'Television Radio Engineering and Ser-

icing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
stutrying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide-free-which gives full particulars, contains
the worlds widest choice of engineering courses-over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such
as A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E., A.NI.I.W,T., C. and
G.. etc. Training until successful guaranteed.-The Tech-

.
noicwcal Institute of Great Britain. 82, Temple liar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded -1417. 20,000 successes.) [7939

EXCHANGE

BAKER'S
Will Take Your Present Receiver or

Speaker in Part Exchange for a New Corner Horn
Speaker.-Details from Baker's Selhurst Radio, South

[79

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ,70

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Established 1925)
SupplY, on convenient terms, components, accessories

and sets, any make; 10% down,' balance over 12 months:
send for list of requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London.
E.C.2. [0337

TUITION
RApDroslOpecTtruabiniinrecaf.hGn.icaer

exams. Diploma;

GUARAN TEED Pmts:-Cornplete wireless training;
Ship and shore services. 'Television. Day, evening

and postal. Smatters taken. Prose. free.-W., London
Radio College, Grove Park Rd., W.4. (Chiswick 3244,1

[0580

DADIOMART
G 5 N I 11114A14) ,LTGo

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER 1 !

Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufac-
turer. While they last.
All 230 v: primary and fully Impregnated,
17260-4001400 v. 150 mlA., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A .s. 1216
17236-3751375 v. 120 m1A., 6.3VCT. 4A, 5V3A 1016
17326-3501350 v. 100 mIA., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A 816
T7307-350/350 v. 80 mIA., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A ... 716
17000-3201320 v. 80 m1A., 6.3V4A, 5V3A . 716
746491910V4A Primary Tapped 110-250V. ... 516
Chokes interleaved and impregnated 20 Hy, 500 ohms KO
m1A., 4111 ; 15 Hy, 250 ohms 60 rn1A., 1111.
HEAVY DUTY Mai Transformer, vrarch 45/, aoo-aan, 150 m/A.,Maim

4 r., 2.5 a.. er, a v., 0 a., CT, 12/6 ; 300-300 v., SO m/A, -1 T., 3 s.
CT, a v., 2 a., CT, 6,6. Moving Coll Speech Transformers, 1/11.
GANG CONDENSERS a ith Airplane Dial, 8 and 80-1. Cost ;15/-; few

only, 4 11 ; 2 -gang with Airplane dial, 3/11. Utility, 7/6. Micro -
dials, 3.9.
W.B. Sin. PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAHE'RS AT ONE-THIRD COST.
Extension Type (no Transformer), 7/8. Standard Type (with Transformer),
12/6. Energls. 8', 1,200 ohms. with Transformer, 64.1. L.T. Rectifiers
co v., 3 a., 4 8.
pusIBAC: Wire, 64., hussy 9d. 1m in-cored Solite%fif

nfl:'!dP.t'",9d.yd. Assorted
:i

Tags,d. paelHumattsSiach.
Centralab imts, all sine, 1/8; switched, 2/-; tubular glass fuses, 2d.
Milliammetem, 0-25 m.a., upwards, 5 9 ; Super, 8/9.
OUR NEW 66 PAGE MANUAL, packed full of valuable
information, Post Free, 7/d.
THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of
New Short-wave Components and is yours for lid, post free.
VALVES.-We arc now able to offer a eompkt< tanse of reniacemen..

.honing a assinr of over 50 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types
requited. Quantity Discounts to Service Engineers.

RADIOMART MiDelrd72:54.
G5N1 (Birmingham) Ltd.

44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

OQ Q C C . Type S5

1\ FREQUENCY
CONTROL UNITS

(As specified by "The Wireless
World.")

Ground to within Skc. of your
specified frequency in the 7Mc.
amateur band, and supplied
complete with official calibra-

PRICES, 1 tiOn certificate Co an accuracy
S5 UNIT (ai illus.) of 0,025%
S5 CRYSTAL, 4 /s, who., holder I Need lid. stamp for our fall prier

BASEBOARD MOUNT Inc the n of W v.. MiOtepee of ola and.
type 05 salt aim radio trio...as:ion components.
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO. LTD., Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, Surrey. 'Phone: Malden 0334.

A NEW SUPER WHISTLE

W HISnor
4110 ear CO* W.;;:4orr '.Vireer:Vrlittgarte! 8"'"s

Details, Graphs, etc., V.5, 25/6
.

on request. V.6, 24/6

4K' V4 .s1 Filter experts hare designs,[the PERFECT
.SUPPRESSOR

TUNABLE REJECTOR for High Pfichad
Whistles. COMPLETE Rejection is given
with "Y -eat" m narrow that there is not
the slightest loss to quality. Type V.5 la -for

De -Luxe SCRATCH FILTER
A PROVED successful &sign for the Strictly High
Quality Set. It cuts out only those frequencies
concerned with scratch, hLis or" edgy top," leaving
reproduction perfect, simply connected in pickup leads,
suspends from motor board or where convenktit.
Control covers wide frequency rang,
No. I for Nett, Pickupi
No. 2  Electro-Magnetic 6/-

Full details on request.
POSTLETH WAITE BROS., K INVER, STAFFS.

ELZIM I NE ERS I
Ailvivu EARNING 4

LEST THAN L iOPER WEEK,?
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading our
288 -page Handbook. The book explains clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful
career. Among other things it explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home -
Study Courses in all hranches of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aero, Wireless, "Talkie," Engineering,
Building, Govt. Employment, etc., and gives details of
B.Sc., A .M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,

A,M.I,W.T., A.M.I.R.E., G.P.O.,
- MATRIC., and all Exams. We Guarantee

-"NO PASS --NO FEE." Whether yon be
m old hand or a budding apprentice got this
book to -day. -FREE and POST FREE.
BRITISH INSITETUTE0L810'y ENGINEERING

387, 9. akegesate,House. 1,72! Stratford
Loadoq

The Wireless World Diary for 1939. Is. 6d. net. Pos.( free is. 7d.
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ELECTRADIX NEW 1.939
BUFF BARGAIN SALE LIST Now Ready
2,000 Bargains for a 2d. stamp only. Every-
thing from a Coherer to a 6,000 volt, 2,000
watt, 100 KC. Test Oscillator.
TWO CINE PROTECTORS. Powers No. 6, 35 mm. Dallmeyer lens and
condenser, motor drive, on stand with lantern and are, 27/10/-. Sound
head with head Amplifier and spool box for talkies. 2810,
TIME SWTTCHES. Penner 1 amp., 5 amps., 50 amps., 100 amps., 200
amps., ch.,

LIGHT RAY CELLS.-Selenhim, 51- 716. a. 10/-. Ray -
craft outfit with relay and amplifier,, 45/-. Photo -calla. for
Sound -on -Film, Television and Ray Work, R.C.A., 251,

25/- to £3/10/-. Beek Angle Primus, mounted
In carrier, 5/6. Emiecee with prism and lenses for photo-
cell Inspection, 12/6.
X-RAY TUBES.-Brand new W.D. pattern, cost 5 guinea.,
12/6. Packing 2/11.Li MIRRORS.--5}in. dia., Hello or Television, 1 6. Parabolic
Coneave, 20in., 25, ; 241n.. 30/, eafr. fwd. Nees Lamps.,

On 2/6 and 3/- c.c., with holder. Miniature Neon., 2,6.
MOTORS. MOTORS. MOTORS.-Small and medium. _ A

lame stock of really fractional horse -power motors have been released
at bargain prices. 300 . 218 for Mimed.. deliver,
Large Stock of CHARGLNG DYNAMOS, 

M 4611.P.,
MOTOR BARGAINS, In midget H.P. moth=
for A.C. or D.C. 200/230 volts, 1/110th
H.P. D.O.T. type totally enclosed K.B.
Cover 2,000 revs. at a price never before
offered ; 7/6 only. Next larger
No. 2 type high speed 1/60th H.P., 4,000
revs:, 9ffi. Lamer still 1/45th M.P. Model
G.E. No. 1, 12/6.
Other A.C. motors, 1, 1, fr and 1 H.P , eta'

200D.C. GENERATORS. --Shunt wound. -110 volts 1 M.P., 10/- 1 volts
fr amp., 17/6; 200 volts /I amp., 26/,
LUCAS AERO, 9/12 volts, .120 watts D.C., enclosed. As used on Aircraft
wireless. Coat £15. Sale 20/,
DYNAMO H.T. DUAL, 600 volts for H.T. 100 m.a., and L.T. 6 volts p
ergs.' Sale 26/-.

GALVOMETERS for Circuit Testing and Bridges, Horizontal, 7'6 ; Vertical.
5/-. DIXONEMETERS. 55/-. Din Mipautas, 19(6. VALVE ANALY-
SERS, AC/DC. 65, Cossor-Ganging E12/10: Earl Webber
Oscillator, £91101-. Baldwin Henlog inductance Bridge, £6110/-.
Baldwin Muter, £8. Logohm, 70/-. VALVES for Transmitters. New
Det. 1 51/W., 15/-. 20 -watt Triode Transmit'. Valves, AT40, 4/6. 30
watt. new Ediewan.NT/3B and T250, cheap. Several large Cathode
Ray Tubes, 4,000y. 8.000 v., 10,000. v., 12,1400 v., and 14,000 v., cheap
RELAYS.-Over 2,000 in kook of various types for all purposes of remote
control, p.m from 5/-.r,
ELECTRIC PUMPSrfor AC. or 11.0,12 v.. 230 , Centrifugal all -bronze
PunITP: throws 120 gals. per hour. For Eft. fountain, Caravans, Bungalows
and Boats, 67/6. Lamer pumps for cesspool, etc.,. £517/6.
AIR ',COMPRESSORS for Paint Spraying, Set Cleaning, Inflation, etc.
Foa operated, 426. Electric, No. 1 sire, £5/15/-. N. 2 Torsi-Dir,
27/10/,
HEADPHONES.-LightweIght, 2,000 °lune, 46. Single high ree. ear-
pieces, 2/6. Sullivan 120 ohm W.D. model.. AhmiloMm body and
headbands. Maker's price today, 15/-. Our price, 2,9 Per Pair. 3d.
postage. Pocket Headphones, all leather headband and cords, 2,9 P.
SPARK COILS.-With fine tine. adjust., 10 6. Shocking Coil Sefs,
416., Short wave Morse transmitters for boat model contro1,18/6. 410a.
Relays, 10'-. oz. Coherent, 5/-.
METERS.-We carry large stocks of Meters, all ranges and. sizes from
21M, dia. to Bin. Laboratory apparatus a speciality.
METERSGADVOS, BRIDGES, MEGGERS, RECORDERS, LAB.
EQUIPMENT, CHARGERS, SWITCHGEAR, RES. AND EVISTRU-
AlliNT WIRE, RELAYS, MOTORS AND DYNAMOS, AMPLEffiERs
AND MICROPHONES. Large selection always in stock.

New Buff Sale List "W." 15 large Pages.
100 illustrations of electrical bargains offered by

At.c

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218,'Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

1

'Phone: Central 4611

The,INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Incorporated).

The MAY EXAMINATIONS
Applications to take the Preliminary or
Graduateship Examinations must be lodged
at the Institute not later than the 30th day
of March, 1939.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL, '
Harrie J. King, F.c.c.s.,

Secretary.
Terms of Application, Syllabus and particulars of
Membership may be obtained from the Secretary Institute
of Wireless Technology.
4, VERNON PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,
LONDON. W.C.I. Telephone: Holborn 4079.

CORRECTION
CHALLENGER RADIO
Two errors oceeiriergn last week's advertisement,

STANDARD MODEL M.S.K.504, Price £25.10.0,
'has 19 VALVES, NOT 9 as stated, and the price of
.MODEL. 444 with IV M.C. Speaker is £14
NOT 14 gas.

DEGALU ER'S LTD.. 31, Craven Terrace. Lancaster Gate, W.2

EPO C H LOUDSPEAKERS
. .

I GIVE FIDELITY IN REPRODUCTION
RELIABILITY- IN' LONG SERVICE

HALFORD DISTRIBUTORS LTD.,
3I,. George Street, Hanover Square, W.I.

' Handbook

- PATENTS
" PATENTS and Designs Acts, 1907 to 1938."
NOTICE iiscolIern ,Goirr,iathatniM8geoensi'sFnteslioTuesele:

Victoria Emba.nkmerft, London, W.C.2, Noel Meyer Rust,
of The Glen," Danbury Common; Chelmsford, Essex,
and John Forrest Ramsay, of 55, New St., Chelmsford;
Essex, seek leave to amend the specification (including
the drawings) of Letters Patent No. 493,860 granted to
them for an invention, entitled " Improvements in or
relating to aerial 'feed and aerial tuning circuit arrange-
ments.'DARTICTJLARS

of the Proposed Amendment were set
forth in No. 2611 of the Official Journal (Patents),

published on February 1st, 1939.
ANY Person, or Persons, may give Notice of Opposition

to the amendment. by leaving Patents Form No. 19
at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, within one calendar month from the date of the
publication of the said Journal.-M. F. Lindley, Comp-
troller -General. [7993

PRACTICAL
Hints on Patents," free on application

-The Imperial Patent Service; First Avenue House,
High Holborn, W.C.1. Preliminary consultation free,

L0481

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED
THE' Wireless and Electrical Trader is an essential1 part of the equipment of every Wireless Trader; its

pages 'reflect the very latest turn of trade events, and it
is read .by all the leading. dealers and manufacturers, for
particulars of businesses offered or wanted. By subscrip-
tion to the trade only, 15/- per annum, post free.-Send
your trade card for specimen copy to Dorset House, Stam-
ford St., London, S.E.1. [0614

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY. .

DIRECTORATE of Technidal Development.

APPLICATIONS are Invited for an Appointment as
Senior Technical Officer (Ref. A.282). at 'the Royal

Aircraft Establishment, South Farnborough, Hants, to
direct experimental and development work in a- division
-of the Radio Department.

ANDIDATES Should Have Had Training to Degree
\-1 Standard and lengthy .experienc,e in radio develop-
ment and experimental work. Experience in aircraft
radio work, direction finding, or small transmitters would
be an advantage

CANDIDATES Must )3e Physically Fit for Flying, and
willing to fly as observers.

SALARY Scale: £680 by annual increments of £25
to .2800 (women £580 by £25 to £680)

THE Appointment will be Non -pensionable. but the
entrant will he eligible for consideration for appoint-

ment to a pensionable post in the event of vacancies aris-
ing on the permanent establishment. Promotion from
Senior Technical Officer to Principal Technical Officer
(X850 by £30 to £1,050 a year), (women £700 by £30
to T.890 a year) is governed by merit as and when vacan-
cies arise.

APPLICATION Should be Made on a Form to be Ob-
tained (quoting Ref. No. 2821) from the Chief

Superintendent. Royal Aircraft Establishment, South
Farnborough, Hants, to whom it should be returned not
later than 25th February, 1939. [7998
AIR MINISTRY.
AERONAUTICAL Inspection Directorate.

VACANCIES Exist in the W./T. and Instrument
Branches of the A.I.D. for Unestablished Appoint-

ments as
ERAMINER. Salary scale, £246,212-£337, subject to

deduction of £12 for -each year of age below 24.
CANDIDATES Suitably Qualified for Examiner Posts

will on Appointment be Required to Undergo a
Course of Training in Aeronautical Inspection of up to a
Period of Three Months. Until satisfactory completion of
training course, they will be graded and paid as Assistant
Examiner (see below), but during the training course a
subsistence allowance will be payable to married men who
normally reside outside the .area of the training centre.
Examiners are required to accept liability to serve at any
A.I.D. station in the United Kingdom.

CANDIDATES who, on interview, fail to qualify for the
Examiner Grade, may be considered for:-

ASSISTANT Examiner. Salary scale, £184-£10-£246.
A SSISTANT Examiners do not undergo training. but
..119.. are appointed direct to an A.I.D. station. They

may later be eligible for promotion to Examiner on attain-
ing tho requisite standard of efficiency, providing they are
willing to serve M any part of the United Kingdom. Sub-sistence allowance is issuable only in respect of serviceon training courses.
QUALIFICATIONS Required of Examiners.

APPLICANTS for Vacancies in Instrument Branch must
have good General Education, theoretical knowledge

in physics, optics, mathematics, training in light engineer-
ing or instrument making. Candidates must be able to
read working drawings and specifications, and use micro-
meters and other types of measuring instruments. Pre-
ference will be given to candidates having a good know-
ledge of thermometry, precision pressure measuring instru
meats as used on an aircraft, and of materials from which
they are manufactured.

APPLICANTS for Vacancies in W./T. Branch having
the Following Qualifications will receive preference;

good general education. sopnd technical knowledge of high
frequency engineering equal to City and Guilds final ex-
amination in Radio Communications, practical knowledge
of modern methods of production and testing of W./T.
transmitters, 'receivers, wavemeters and associated equip-
ment; also electrical equipment, such as generators, trans-
formers, and of materials from which they are manufac-
tured. Candidates must be able to read working drawings
and specifications and to use micrometers and other
measuring instruments.

NORMAL yttres 1.,i,qilltsbe21c-05.0zi ldrecerl. egodyidi,iiatevse bheta jeLin.

spection experience.

..k"RFAITclaCr bemOttia'1,1VS, T.FaopinIcn-negly)'70s7!
card to The Under Secretary of State, Air Ministry, LG.,
29, Berkeley Square House, Berkeley Sq.. W.I.
INDIVIDUALS who do not Possess All the Qualifications

set out above, or who have been previously rejected.
should not apply. [8022

"1 07 BETTER

than an ordinary
'

GOOD AERI AL

says one

user !

. . . and in this case,'
the Belling -Lee-
" SKYROD''' was

installed in a bus"),

.shopping locality-
Surrounded by elec-
trical interference.
Testimonials like this
are being received
every week from radio
dealers, private users,
short-wave fans in

all parts of the coun-
try. In every case, the
" SKYROD " Aerial
System- combats in--
terference, imprqves
volume, increases
range and doubles
listening enjoyment.

Money - back
GUARANTEE
If you're a little -sce13-
ticat of our claims-
and we don't blame
you for that-you can
prove the " SKY -
ROD " Aerial System
for yourself, with your 

- own set, under our
money -back guar-
antee. If it fails to
live up to all the

claims we make for it, your money is

returned in:full. Discover the real perform-
ance of your set for the first time. See

your dealer to-clay-he'll gladly demonstrate.

THE BELLING-LEE

KYROD'
AERIAL SYSTEM

In four different mountings from
£3... 19 6 to 7.0
or on H.P. Terms from I/3 per week.

of Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists:" Price 215.

BELLING &LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

MI 676z

net, Post free 215. 9d.
ase
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SITUATIONS VACANT
Ain MINISTRY.

CIVILIAN Electrical Instructors Required.

VACANCIES Exist for Civilian Electrical Instructora,
at the Electrical and Wireless School,. Royal Air

Foree, Criti well. Lines. The commencing rate of pay
is .£4 per week, inclusive, which may be increased to
£4/5 per week after a short period of satisfactory service.
Candidates must be capable ad lecturing and must have
a sound knowledge of general electrical principles, D.C.
.anl dynaMos, motors and alternators, electrical in-
dicating instruments, circuits and wiring, accumulators,
etc.
APPLICATIONS Should be Addressed to the Com-

manding Officer, No. .1 Electrical and Wireless
School, Royal Air Force, Cranwell, Lines, giving tuff par-
ticulars as to previous experience, age, etc. Candidates
will be required to appear before a Selection Board for
interview and test. The test will include the giving of
a lecture on any subject. which may be chosen by the
candidate, involving electrical principles. Lecturing
sequence and style arc most' important. [0616
AIR MINISTRY.

TNSTRUMENT Makers (Wireless or Electiacal) Required
-L at Air Ministry Station- near Felixstowe, Suffolk.
CANDIDATES Accustomed to Manufacture and Assenn

bly of Small Electrical Switehgear Preferred.
RATE of Pay, 79/- fora week of 48 hours.'

APPLY by Letter, slating age, experience and quallfi-
cations, to the Superintendent, W.W., Bawdsey Re-

search Station, Bawdsey Manor, Woodbridge, Suffolk.
[8003

CIVIL Service Commission.

FORTIICOMING Examination.-Assistant Traffic Super-
intendent In the .Telephone Service, General Post

Office (Male and Female) (18-23, with, extension for ser-
vice Ir. H.M. Forces).
REGULATIONS and Particulars, together with the

forms on which applications must be made, will be
sent in respoiMe to requests (preferably by postcard). ad-
dressed to the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burl-
ington Gardens, London, .W.1, giving the title of the
situation. The latest date for the receipt of application
terms is March and, 1939. [7991

RADIO Engineer, with practical manufacturing and
technical experience.-Bulgin, Abbey Rd., Barking.

[8026
TNSTRITMENT Mechanics (Wireless) Required at Army
-L Stations in Great Britain; wages 80/- to 85/- meekly,
according to qualifications and experience.
CANDIDATES Should Preferably be Under 45; must be
ki first class wireless mechanics with thorough know-
ledge of testing and servicing short wage wireless trans-
mitters or receivers and television receiving apparatus;
should possess sound practical and theoretical knowledge
of commercial short wave transmitters and preferably
hold Final (Grade III) Certificate of City and Guilds
of London Institute Examination in Radio Communica-
tion.
QUITABLE Candidates may be set a Short Trade Test.S

after an interview in London; those selected will
undergo a course of instruction and will be required to
give an undertaking to enlist into the Territorial Army
(with rank of Staff Sergeant).
PREFERENCE Given to Ex -Service Men, other things

being equal.
APPLICATION Forms Obtainable by Postcard from the

Under -Secretary of Slate (C.5). War Office, and to
be lodged by 18th February, 1939. Quote Apply. No. 117.

[8021

Learn Code
at home-;
THE CANDLER SYSTEM
teaches you the right way to read
code sound just as easily as you
read print by sight.  Courses for

-Beginners and Radio Operators.
CANDLER SYSTEM CO.,

London Office, FREE. 9F -Cage
(SSW), 121 KINGSWAY, W.C.2. '300''K.. - OF FACTS ''

79a. Rochester Row.

RESILIENCE

For

Perfect

Contact

Each Individual socket,in Clix Chassis Mounting Valveholdersis
formed with a definite waist. which in conjunction with the
helical slots, affords unique resilience and gives perfect contact
with every type of valve pin without possibility of collapse.

CLIX VALVEHOLDERS
are specified for apparatus described In this Issue.

Complete List W " Free for P.C.

BRITISH MECFANICAL PR UCTION
U

London. S.W.'.

- ; CA I3 I N lElL.,
__-I ACOUSTICALLY DESIGNED.

. Ftdigmeoseeern
Cabinets

specialise pen manufacturing Radio and

e'l

to customers requirements.
Special Sketches FREE OF CHARGE.

Send aid.. in stumps for details of Slarul4n3
Models. .1

LOCKWOOD CASEWORK MANFG. CO. 'Phone: BYRon IBIS
65. LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.

Pam
LOUD SPEAKERS

50% MORE SENSITIVE THAN ANY OTHERS
PAMPHONIC REPRODUCERS, LTD.

E. Lt4)phone,
45, Sc. Pancras Way,Aro"raoni,14.1W..Y1 EGSton 1721

ONCE k YEAR
CLEARANCE SALE
BARGAINS 'OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION s.

TRANSMITTERS,
RECEIVERS,
COMPONENTS,

:: ETC. ::

WRITE
FOR LIST

RADIOGRAPHIC LTD.
66, OSBORNE STREET, GLASGOW, C.1.

'Phone: Bell 848.

DO YOU KNOW ALL ABOUT
THE- BEST CRYSTAL P1CK-UP ON THE MARKET

See "The Wireless World"
TEST REPORT, Dee. 8th

issue.

PLEASE

WRITE
FOR FULL.

PARTICULARS

TO

E111111111111111111111111 z" --12-T---
111:MINEINIE1111 Mill
1111111171111111iil III nut
annwAssuiliniimminv

rompi
mum m
luilwaR a 1141.1.

COSMOCORD LTD. ENFIELD,
M IDDLESEX.'

THE PICK-UP SPECIALISTS. ENF, 4022.

- SITUATIONS VACANT
- - _

TECHNICAL Instructors (Wireless) Required at Army
Stations in Great Britain. Wages (payable from date

M entering course of instruction), 85/- a week, rising
to 95/,
CANDIDATES Should Preferably be Under 35, and

hold:

(
a Oraduateship of the  Institution of ElectricalA/ Engineers.

Final (Grade 111) Certificate of City and Guilds of Lon-
don Institute Examination in Radio Communieatimii

Higher National Certificate in Electrical Engineering;
Certificate of 'City and Guilds of London Institute in.

Radio Service work;
Or similar qualification; or

(B a Be able to pass an' examination on the 'follow ing
Syllabus:-

Current Electricity.-Properties of an electric current
 Ohm's Law ant/ its applications. Galvanometers and
Measuring Instruments.' Electro-magnetism.),Mae-i Detre materials.

Alternating Currents.-General principles. Effects of
- Resistance. Inductance and Capacity. Resonance.

Itadio...aGeneral character of a radio signal. Elementary'
knowledge of valves and their simple applications.

SUIT1BLE Candidates will Undergo a Short Trade Test
after anterview in London and those selected will

enter a course of instruction al the Military College of
Science, Woolwich. On final' acceptance, to depend upon
an examination after three weeks' instruction, successful.
candidates will be required to  give  an undertaking -to
enlist into the Territorial Army (with rank of, Sergeant)
and will receive a further three .weeks' instruction before
transfer to their permanent stations. Regulated travelling
expenses on transfer will be payable. , -

PREFERENCE Giver:. to Ex -members of 'His. Majesty's
Foteei, other things being equal.' .

APPLICATION Formf, obtainable, by' post card from
Under Secretary of State (C.5), War Office,

to be lodged by 18th February, 1939.

[81313

QUOTE Appts. No. 118.

RADIO Engineer for Broadcast Receiver Design; apply
in writing, giving experience and salary required,

for Pilot Radio, Ltd., 31-33, Park Rival, Rd., PLW.10.
[7996

S ER VICE Engineers Wanted; car essential.-Application
by letter only, stating age, experience, and salary re-

quired. to Baird Television, Ltd., Worsley Bridge ltd., Lon-
don, S.E.26. [8016
TARAUGHTSMAN Required for Production Drawing of

Radio Apparatus; write, stating age, experience and
salary required, to: Chief Draughtsman, E. K. Cole.
Ltd., Southend-on-Sea. [7994
RADIO Engineer Required, with previous experience of

research on all types of broadcast receivers and their
development for mass production for the research labora-
tory of large radio manufacturers; a wand training in
radio engineering essential.-Apply by letter, slating age,
experience and salary.-Box 8627, c/o The Wireless World.

[8018

SITUATIONS WANTED
RADIO Engineer, 16 years' experience sales, seraice, mod.

public address, licensed "Ham." desires position with
prospects.-Box 8616, c/o The IVireless World. [7999
POSITION Wanted, Britain or Overseas, by radio engi-

neer. Grad., foreigner; 5 years' University, 3 years'
experience radio; also P.A, :Ind acoustics; good theoretical,
practical,. commercial knowledge,. speaking 5 languages...,
Box 8607, c/o The Wireless World. [7995

BQOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data.-The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and appli-
cationsof all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post free 2/3; abroad 31 -.-Leonard Ilea, 36.
Henry St.: Blackpool. [0594

Mains Transformers as specified for The
Wireless World High Quality Communi- 
cation Receiver Type NVW51-43.1-

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.
Wesnno eland Rd., London. 'Phone
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RADIO MATER LAS
We have had a long experience in
the manufacture of all kinds of Cables
and Wires, Aluminium Sheets and
Strips, Static Condensers, Insulators
and Iron Work, Telephone Cords
and Copper Earthing Rods, for Radio
use. Write for Radio  Materials
catalogue describing these and other.
B.I. manufactures.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.,
CABLE MAKERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

PRESCOT, LANCS. Tel, No. PRESCOT 6571

The most comprehensive range
and the greatest value ever.
Direct -to -the -public cash sales
enable us to pass on " middle "
profits to the purchaser. Send
2d. stamp for illustrated cata-
logues. Better still, call be-
tween 10 am. and 8 p.m. and
tryh these remarkable receivers
for yourselves, or at any other
time by appointment. There is
no obligation to purchase. Com-
paie the following specifications
with any other sets in their
respective classes ,

MODEL M.S.K.505 as illustrated Custom-built de Luxe 19 valve general purpose
receiver, for the ham and quality enthusiasts.

6 wavebands, 4-2,200 metres. Band Spread hairline tuning. Walnut self-contained panel.
Magic Eye. R.F. Stage on all bands. Manual/Automatic Variable Selectivity 3 to lobe. C.W.
Beat Oscillator. Noise Suppressor. Sensitivity Control. 8 Tuned Circuits in 2 I.F. stages.
Ceramic valve holders and switches. Q.A.V.C.Manual/Carrier Controlled Contrast Expansion.
30 watts undistorted output Class " A " amplification-(4) 6L6 valves in a new system
of direct coupled paraphase-parallel-pushpin/, Straight Line response 25-15.000 cycles.
25% degeneration by negative feed -back to output stage. Dual matched 1.2 inch

" Auditorium Speakers. 'CHASSIS, VALVES & 2 SPEAKERS Price 30 gns.
Reprint of "Wireless World" TEST REPORT on this model sent on request.

Also STANDARD MODEL IVI.S.K.504, 19 valves, can be supplied complete.
CHASSIS, VALVES & 2-12' P.A. SPEAKERS .25-10-0

MODEL 444 The Challenger " Model 444" custom-built 12 -valve superhet radiogram,
chassis, 5 wavebands, 5-10,11-34, 34-95, 200-550, 800-2,100 metres, large

illuminated dial calibre tedmetres and station names, R.F. stage on all bands,valve sequence,
5X4 rectifier, (2) 0V6s beam power output tubes, 6G5 Magic "Eye, :6Q7 noise suppressor,
6B8 1st L.F. and A.V.C. 6J5 phase changer, 05 negative feed back, 617 IF. amp., 6L7
selectivity control, 61(8 Triode Iteptode frequency changer, 6K7 R.F. amp. ; special
" non -drift " I.F. Aladdin transformers, variable selectivity 6-30 kc., output 15 watts
undistorted from pushpull beam power output tubes, response flat within 1.5 db between
30-12,000 cycles; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonics, persistent oscillator
of highest output. CHASSIS, VALVES & 10" M.C. SPEAKER £14.

WITH 12" P.A.' SPEAKER 15 tIns
10 -valve superhet chassis and valves, A.C. 200-250 volts, 56YALE ,, MODEL 101 wavebands, 7-2,100 metres, large slide pattern dial cali-

brated in stations, push-button tuning, Magic Eye, latest type Octal valves, with pushpull
output, 10 watts. Speakers extra 1.0in., 15/9, or 12iu. P.A., 47/6. Price 10 gns.

AMERICAN CABINETS of exquisite workmanship and appearance. Designed and lifilt
by leading craftsmen. All brand new and undrilled. Sendlid, stamp for actual photographs.

We have in stock receivers and chassis to suit everyone's pocket and taste from £3.5.0.

Lancaster Gate 31, CRAVEN TERRACE, LANCASTER GATE, W.2 An.mLiviry it)," p,ir1I-
Tu be Station.

DEGALLIER'S LTD.
Telephones: Paddington 6492/2745. price -

AMERICAN
VALVESNEAREST POINT

as.

It's a wise son who knows his own
father-in-law-for- here's the advice he
gets: "I know my -daughter. She's not
wilful=rbut she's one of the modern

s young women who like to have Wills of
,their own. So be sure to leave plenty
of Wills's Gold Flake about the place."
Women certainly haVe taken to the,
flavour of the fine Virginia tobaccos of
which Gold Flake are made. There's
no denying that- and there's no deny-
ing them.

LLS's

GOLD FLAKE

that fikothet ze-
N.B. You can get 'Wills's Geld Flake CORK I -P P ED

as well as Plain. Ten for 6d. Twenty for 1/-

Mention of ""The Wireless1Voil47 Wlieh writing to' adziertiser, will ensure prompt attention.
629

4
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1

on the other'
side,of your
set

-HIS MASTERSNOItE 

with the Neiv

All -Electric .. Model 122 for AC Mains 39/6.
-

THIS COUPON BRINGS ,FREE BROCHURE

_RECOR

/

PL

, Onr:yotir travels over the long,. medium andshort waves, you've' ';

." heard many a melody, many a voice you'd love to hear again ; but
.

.

: givesentoresi But they're all on -record ! Plug this.'
-

wonderfur,`. newall-electric " H.M.V." Record Player to your' receiver; ' '

.c.- and you an hear, them played over and over again as often as you

wish, and with all the. tonal beauty and other advantages of modern,-

(electrical -reproduction: -

With this`" H.M.V." Record Player yOu can convert your set into an
I .

armchair .radiogram at:will, and, with a choice of 7,000 records in the
1

H.M.V." catalogue, can literally double the enjoyment yOu get from it.-

I To " His Master's Voice," 98-108 .Clerkenwell Road, E.C.I.
Please send pee- details' of the new "HMV" Record Player, together with your'
booklet... Wri,ting inSound."

7..7 NAME 2.
' I

.

ADDRESS

w.w. 9239
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MADE IN ENGLAND

A new output valve
in, the Octal Base range

TYPE KT61

100 200 300
ANODE VOLTAGE

400 500

CHARACTERISTICS
Heater Voltage
Heater Current
Anode Voltage '

Screen Voltage .. . :

Anode Current average
Screen Current average
Grid Voltage
Anode Dissipation (watts)
Bias Resistance ..
Optimum Load Resistance
Mutual Conductance

(Measured at Ea = Es = 25o, is = 4o mA)
Estimated Power Output.(watts)

LIST PRICE 10,6

6.3
0.95 amp. approx.
25o max.
25o max.
40 mA
7.5 mA
-4.4 volts
to max.
90 ohms
6,000 ohms
10.0 mA/volt

4.6

The utility of the OSRAM range of
6.3 volt valves with the international
octal base is now extended by the
introduction of a high sensitivity beam
Tetrode Power Valve, type KT6i.
The Osram KT6I gives the following

_

points of advantage

Write for descriptive leaflet with characteristic

It has a high mutual conductance giving
great sensitivity.

2 It provides a large undistorted Power output
-over 44 watts.

3 It operates with moderate values of anode
and screen voltage.

4 Its heater voltage of 6.3 volts enables it to
be used in parallel with standard 6.3 -volt
valves in previous stages.

5 It is fitted with the " International " self -
locating octal base.

curves and full operating data

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., _Vague florae, K ingsway, London, W .C.2.

Mention of The Wireless World," when .writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt eittention.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Electric Shock
Familiarity Breeds Contempt

IN drawing attention to what is
described as " the increasing
danger of electrical death or
maiming which exists in present-

day amateur transmitters " the journal
QST, official organ of the American
Radio Relay League, raises a matter -
to which we should certainly not close
our eyes. But any alarmist tendency
to exaggerate the danger would be
equally out of place.

Not only transmitters, but wireless
apparatus of every kind should be
handled with the greatest respect.
Indeed, one of the recent casualties
that is taken by our American con-
temporary to point its moral was due
to a small speech amplifier in which
the maximum voltage probably did
not exceed 50o. We are all inclined
to forget that an RMS voltage of 700
across the extreme ends of the HT
secondary is a commonplace in every-
day broadcast receivers, and that a
peak inverse voltage of 1,000 between
anode and cathode of the rectifier is
by no means uncommon in such
receivers. Much lower pressures than
any of these can cause fatal shocks.

Television, Too

In television receivers voltages are
higher and the risk is consequently
greater, though where potentials of
thousands of volts exist a certain
measure of automatic protection is
sometimes (but not always) afforded
by the presence of resistances which
limit the current that can flow to
something below the value that nor-
mally causes death or serious injury.

It seems that the two greatest
sources of danger are the over -con-

fidence engendered by familiarity and
failure to provide proper screening for
high -voltage apparatus. Of these the
first is by far the greater, and nowhere
is the saying that familiarity breeds
contempt better exemplified than
among those wireless workers, both
professional and amateur, who think
nothing of trusting their lives to a
few mils of insulating material or even
to something far less substantial.

Happily, fatalities have so far been
few in this country, but there have
probably been a number of unreported
accidents causing permanent disability.
We do not propose to make our readers'
flesh creep by describing some of the
more gruesome effects of electric shock,
but the warning that familiarity should
in this case breed respect instead of
contempt is certainly not out of place.

Code Abbreviations
An Annoying Affectation
AMATEUR transmitting is on the

whole extremely well conducted
in this cotunry, but a complaint

must be registered against the growing
habit of the fraternity to use " Q " code
abbreviations in telephony in cases
where plain language would meet the
case much better. It should hardly be
necessary to point out that the code
was devised for telegraphy, not tele-
phony.

The essence of smart operating is
speed and clarity. Why say " QRM "
(three words, when spoken) or, more
clumsily still, " Quebec, Radio,
Montreal " when " jamming " would
be shorter and more intelligible ? A
still worse piece of clumsy verbiage is
the spoken morse signal " dit-dit-dit-
dah-de-dah " when " over " or " closing
down " is meant.
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Ganged Permeability Tuner
DESIGN OF A PRESS BUTTON UNIT
RESS button tuning for radio
receivers has gained in popularity
to such an extent that practically
every set maker now features a

receiver fitted with this interesting acces-
sory.

Whether press buttons will remain an
accessory to the " manual " tuning con-
trol, or will eventually displace it by some
ingenious scheme giving an unlimited
choice of stations upon a limited number
of buttons, remains to be seen. In any
case it cannot be denied that press button
tuning and the various methods of accom-
plishing it still occupy the minds of many
people connected with the industry and,
therefore, a description of a permeability
tuner designed for press button control
may be of interest.

Various systems of permeability tuning
have, of course, been in use for some time
in connection with automatic tuning, but
they are generally of the type using
separate iron -core adjustments for the
aerial and oscillator circuits. A distinction
is claimed for the unit about to be de-
scribed, inasmuch as the iron cores con-
trolling the inductance of aerial and
oscillator circuits are " ganged " to a
common operating spindle and, therefore,
tuning is accomplished by a single adjust-
ment.

The writer does not claim credit for this
idea, which, he believes originated in
America, but after some months of
development a number of snags were
overcome, and a satisfactory tuner was
evolved suitable for English valves and
conditions.

Briefly, the advantages that can be
claimed for a tuner of this type are :-

By A. J. TURNER
Chief Engineer, Wright and Weaire, Ltd.

Complete tun-
ing unit ready
for fitting into

a receiver

2. Simplicity ; adjustment for stations
are effected by means of a single tuning
control.

3. Medium- or long -wave stations
directly obtained on the press buttons
irrespective of the position of the normal
wave -change switch.

4. Ease of installation in to any
standard Snperhet chassis.

A first consideration in the development
of this tuner was to obtain the maximum
tuning range with each coil in order to

restrict the number
of different coils
necessary to cover.
the medium and
long wavebands. In
the present design,
complete coverage
of the medium
waveband with
sufficient overlap is
obtained with three
coils, and to cover
the useful portion
of the long wave -
hand one coil only
is required.

Fig. i.-(a) The simple
iron -dust core used
in the tuner and (b) a
complete coil unit

assembly.

By using more complicated and conse-
quently more expensive iron cores, it is
possible to improve upon these results, in
fact, the entire medium waveband can be
covered with one coil. Since, however,

"PAX OLIN" FORMER
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( a)

IRON OUST CORE

(b)
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I. Frequency stability. The circuit
is tuned by the movement of iron dust
cores having a low .ratio of inductance
change to core movement, and stable fixed
silvered mica tuning condensers.

DESCRIBING a press button
tuning unit in which preliminary

adjustments to signal -frequency and
oscillator circuits are affected by

simultaneous movement of a pair
of iron cores mounted on

a common spindle

Ye.

several coils must be used according to the
number of press buttons desired, the cost
of these special cores in duplication
would increase production costs consider-
ably..

Fig. i (a) illustrates the simple iron
cores used in the tuner and by employing
thin coil formers and winding shape shown
in Fig. i (b), a maximum 'effective perme-
ability of 2.45 is obtained. This figure
gives a tuning ratio of 1.57 and, there-
fore, a tuning range in this particular
example of from 1,50o kc/s to 955 kc/s.

Coil Unit Construction

The arrangement of a single coil
assembly is shown in Fig. i (b), coil A
representing the signal -frequency winding
and coil 0 the oscillator winding.

Single windings are employed to avoid
additional switching that would be neces-
sary with inductive coupling windings.
Reference to Fig. 2 will indicate how these
single windings are used in the signal-fre-
qttency and oscillator circuits.

In fixing the values of signal -frequency
coil inductances, two considerations
recommend the choice of a low L/C ratio.
First, low inductances mean fewer turns,
and, therefore, a higher tuning ratio, be-
cause the iron cores have more effect upon
compact windings. Secondly, the fixed
tuning capacity will be relatively larger
and will help to swamp variations in stray
capacities found in production receivers,
thus helping the final alignment problem.

The requirements of the oscillator sec-
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Ganged Permeability Tuner-
tiou of the coils are not so easily fulfilled.
To ensure correct tracking it is necessary
for the oscillator circuit to maintain a
constant frequency difference (the inter-
mediate frequency) above the signal -fre-
quency circuit throughout the tuning
range.

Satisfactory results may be obtained by
using similar form factors for aerial and
oscillator windings and iron cores of
different permeabilities, or by using cores
of similar permeabilities and different form
factor windings. In the present design the

 medium -wave coils are wound with
similar form factors, and have cores of
different permeability, while for the long
waveband both form factor and iron core
permeability differ from the input circuit
in order to achieve satisfactory tracking.

The accuracy of tracking finally ob-
tained when the tuner is wired into a
receiver, depends upon how closely the
values of the circuit constants adhere to
the values assumed when the initial calcu-
lations were made. There are several
factors which combine to cause tracking
errors ; these are :-

(a) Slight errors in the inductances of
the coils.

(b) Errors in setting the distance of the

coils relative to the associated iron cores.
(c) Variations in circuit capacities from

the given values for which the coils were
designed.

The last varia-
tion may be ob-
vious, such as
excessive strays, or
it may be caused
by the use of an
incorrect fre-
quency - changer
valve with high -
slope oscillator,
causing excessive
coupling and a
high reflected capa-
city across the grid

Fig. 3. - Frequency
calibration curves for
each type of coil used

in the tuner.

might be imagined.
quires that the input
such a manner as to
slide along the former.

This expedient re-
coils be wound in
be initially free to
The procedure for

24

20

1.

4.0t 12

4

§ 3

FaeoutiNov IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND

3

circuit, in which case the remedy is

obvious.
Fortunately, there exists an expedient

which compensates for most of the un-
avoidable errors and, therefore, in practice
mistracking is not nearly so serious as

adjusting and compensating the coils is
then carried out in the following
manner :-

When the tuner is wired into the receiver
and ready for operation, a signal generator
is connected to the aerial and earth input.

A modulated signal having
a frequency approximately
midway in the range
covered by the particular
coil under adjustment is
fed into the receiver. The
iron core operating spindle
is then turned until a re-
sponse is obtained in the
speaker. The signal - fre-
quency coil is next moved
over the former until maxi-
mum output is obtained,
after which it is fixed to
the former in this position,
either by means of a strip
of adhesive tape or by the
application of a suitable
wax.

The tuners may, of
course, be adjusted in this
manner when temporarily
connected to a test receiver
having characteristics as
near -as possible to the pro-
duction receiver, so that
when the tuner is finally
installed no further align-
ment procedure is neces-
sary.

Curves showing fre-
quency in kilocycles against
turns of the iron core ad-
justing spindles for each
coil are given in Fig. 3.

A comparison between
the performance of the
permeability tuner and an
efficient set of conventional
variable - capacity - tuned
iron -cored coils is of in-
terest. Measurements were
made on a receiver having
a circuit shown in part by
Fig. 2. The change -over

0

0
o

*

0

4

if
0

Si

A V C

I

0

Fig. 2.-Arrangement of manual and press button circuits of a three -band superheterodyne receiver.
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Ganged Permeability Tuner-
from " manual to automatic is made by
an extra position on the normal wave -
change switch as
shown.

Sensitivity
curves of the two
tuning systems are
given in Fig. 4. A
certain loss in sen-
sitivity in the per-
meability tuned
coils is unavoid-
able, although the
difference is not
detected aurally be-
cause of the action
of the AVC system.

The selectivity of
the 465-kc/s inter-
mediate frequency
amplifier of the
test receiver was
25 kc /s at ioo
times, and 30.5

View of the under-
side of the tuner,
showing switching

mechanism.

111111011

kc /s at i,000 times resonant input. The
overall selectivity of the receiver with con-
ventional coils was 35 kc/s at 1,400 kc /13
and 16.5 kc/s at 200 kc/s at r,000 times.

to

os).

Wf

30

0

vs-

§§ § § ni §§ §

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 4.-Sensitivity of manually tuned cir-
cuits, shown in full lines, compared with
that of press button circuits (dotted lines).

With press -button toils the figures were
36 kc/s at 1,400 kc,'s and 22 kc/s at 200
kc/s at r,000 times.

No attempt has yet been made to`design
3 -circuit (i.e., signal -frequency input, RF
amplifier and oscillator) permeability
tuners. This is partly due to the substan-
tial increase in production cost, and also
to the fact that 2 -circuit press -button
tuners are being successfully used in
superhets having three manually con-
trolled circuits. The difference in sensi-
tivity, however, due to the RF stage when
Switching from manual to automatic is
very noticeable.

The progress of permeability press -button
tuning depends more at the moment upon
the production of switches with increased
switching combinations.' Later types of
permeability tuners in preparation will
include press buttons for selecting the
" manual " short-, medium- and long -
wave coils, in place of the separate rotary
wave -change switch in addition to press
buttons for pretuned stations.

The Radio Research Board
ASPECTS OF THE YEAR'S WORK

THE Annual Report of the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research,

which has just been published (H.M.
Stationery Office 3s.), contains an interest-
ing summary of the investigations carried
out on behalf of the Radio ReSearch Board.
This work has been done mainly by the
Radio Department of the National Physical
Laboratory at its research stations at
Slough and Leuchars, although a certain
part of the work on the study of the iono-
sphere has been accomplished at Cambridge
University under the direction of Prof.
Appleton.

The properties of the upper atmosphere,
more commonly referred fo as the iono-
sphere, have been further investigated by
projecting wave -trains of short duration from
a transmitting station, and studying the
echos received. By observing the critical
frequencies of the waves at which the
various regions are just penetrated, and so
cease to supply an echo, much useful in-
formation concerning their effective height
and the maximum ionisation density has
been gathered. At the same time, a con-
siderable amount of work has been carried
out regarding the propagation of ultra -short

waves along the ground and through the
lower atmosphere. Investigations have been
undertaken from 410 to 34 Mc /s (0.73 to 8.8
metres).

Direction -finding has been another of the
major subjects of research during the year,
more especially at comparatively long dis-
tances. Observations have been made up to
3,000 miles, the wavelengths used being be-
tween 3o and 45 metres. The utility of
direction finders designed to work on ultra -
short wavelengths between 6 and io metres
has also been investigated and sonic very
encouraging results obtained. A special
form of direction -finding apparatus, operat-
ing on this band, has been developed for the
Meteorological Office for the location of its
radio -sounding balloons.

Field strength measurements have also
been investigated, and here again, ultra -
short waves have received a large measure
of attention. Researches have also been
carried out on the source and waveform of
various types of atmospherics, and prelimin-
ary investigations indicate that there are
three distinct types of oscillatory patterns
in the atmospheric waveform.

A subject that is of more immediate
practical application is an investigation into
the effects of temperature on components
used in oscillatory circuits, and various
methods of compensating for temperature
variation in condensers and tuning coils have
been gone into. The possibility has also
been examined of using the deflection of a
focused beam of electrons as a basis for the
construction of amplifying valves for use
on microwaves below one metre.

PROBLEM CORNER -7
Henry Farrad as Adjudicator

ANOTHER letter to Henry Farrad is
published for readers to test their
powers of observation and deduc-

tion. The answer is given on p. 170.
4, Weir Avenue,

Watc het.
My Dear Henry,

I should be very much obliged if you
would give me some advice about my wire-
less. Last week it suddenly broke down,
and I cannot get a sound from any station I
tune to, nor does the green light in the
" magic eye " move at all, as it used .to,
when I turn the knob. I asked the man who
sold it to me to come round and see what
was wrong, which he did, and now I have
got a letter from him saying it will cost
:t2 3s. 6d. to put right. He said it was the
transformer or something-I had better
quote his letter to make sure I get the tech-
nical terms right :-

" From tests applied to your receiver
I have ascertained that a filter condenser
has broken down causing damage to the
rectifier valve and the HT winding of the
mains transformer. These three items will
therefore have to be replaced, and I have
pleasure in quoting you ,(,z 3s. 6d. for the
renewals, inclusive of fitting and testing."
It seems quite a lot of money, and as I

have a feeling that this man is not altogether
reliable in his dealings I wish you would tell
me first whether you think the estimate is
reasonable.

Yours very sincerely,
Emily Simple.

Was the proposed charge reasonable?
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Cathode Bias and Feed back
HOW AUTOMATIC BIAS WORKS

/T is now the usual practice whenever
indirectly heated cathode valves are
used to obtain grid bias by inserting
resistances in the cathode leads. Each

valve is then independently biased and a
change in the bias of one valve has no
direct effect on that of the others.

The basic circuit
is shown in Fig. I,
where R3 is the
cathode bias resist-
ance and RI and R2
are parts of the
input and output
couplings. Actu-
ally these couplings
need not be resist-
ances, and in prac-
tice they often are
not.

The anode cur-
rent i of the valve
flows in the  direc-
tion shown by the

signal is not larger than the grid bias.
When the grid swings positive the grid

potential is less negative than before with
respect to cathode, so that the anode cur-
rent increases. The voltage drops across
R2 and R3, therefore, increase as well.
With respect to negative HT the anode is

less positive than
it was and the

ITH the usual system of obtain-
ing grid bias negative feed -back

occurs along the cathode resistance
and reduces the amplification. It
is well known that the use of a large -
capacity by-pass condenser enables
this effect to be avoided, and the
mechanism involved in the feed -back

is discussed in this article.

arrows, since it
flows from cathode to anode inside the
valve. This current flows through R3 and
sets up a voltage drop across it which is
equal to iR, current being expressed in
amperes and resistance in ohms.

Now this voltage drop makes the
cathode positive with respect to negative
HT, to which the grid is returned through
Rt. There is normally no grid current,
so the grid is at the same potential as
negative HT. The cathode is thus posi-
tive with respect to grid by the same
amount that it is positive with respect to
negative HT. Consequently, the grid is
negative with respect to cathode.

Fig. i.-This diagram shows the basic cathode -
bias circuit.

The input signal is applied across RI
and swings the grid potential positive and
negative relative to negative HT. The
grid is always negative relative to the
cathode, however, because of the voltage
drop across R3 ; that is, provided that the

cathode is m o re
positive.

When the grid
swings negative ex-
actly the reverse
happens, the anode
current falls and
the voltage drops
across R2 and R3
a r e decreased.
Consequently, the
anode becomes
more positive, and
the cathode less
positive r e 1 ati v e
to negative HT.

It is therefore clear that when a signal
is applied both anode and cathode poten-
tials fluctuate, and that the change of
anode potential is in the opposite direc-
tion, and the change of cathode potential
is in the same direction as the grid vol-
tage change. All potentials are reckoned
with respect to negative HT. The output
voltage at the cathode is thus in the same
phase as the input and the output voltage
at the anode is in the opposite phase.

Negative Feed -back

Now the voltage which is effective in
operating the valve is not the signal
voltage across RI, but that which appears
between grid and cathode. As the grid
potential changes, the cathode potential
changes also in the same direction ; there-
fore the voltage between grid and cathode
is less than the input across RI by that
developed across R3. If the input voltage
is Et and the cathode voltage is E3, the
grid -cathode voltage Eg is E, -E : alter-
nating voltages or changes of steady vol-
tage are here referred to.

This is a form of negative feed -back,
and the gain of the stage is reduced be-
cause the full input to the stage is not
effective in operating the valve, being off-
set by the voltage across R3. The gain
obtained is the same as if there were no
feed -back but the AC resistance Ra of the
valve \were increased to R.+ Ra ± IL)
where is is the amplification factor.
Viewed from the anode circuit the valve
also behaves as though its AC resistance
were this high value.

In most cases this feed -back is dis-
advantageous, and it can be avoided by
shunting R3 by a condenser as in Fig. 2.

As a condenser does not pass direct cur-
rent the steady conditions are clearly un-
affected and the bias remains unchanged.
Rapid changes of voltage, however, are
largely absorbed by the condenser.

Suppose the grid potential is changed
rapidly in a positive direction. The anode
current rises but the potential across R3
does not rise at once. The increase of,
current does not flow through R3 but is
supplied by a loss of electrons from the
upper plate of C. If the grid is main-
tained at its new potential, of course, C
cannot continue to supply electrons and
the current is diverted to R3. The pro-
cess is gradual ; C supplies the initial elec-
trons for the current, but there is a con-
tinual and gradual change over to R3. As
time progresses, the electrons supplied by
C fall off and the current through R3
increases.

Now instead of keeping the grid poten-
tial at its new value, we can apply an in-
put which swings the grid rapidly in a
positive direction, then falls back to

Fig. 2.=Feed-back along R3 can be avoided
by using a large -capacity by-pass condenser C.

normal, swings an equal amount in a
negative direction, and finally returns to
normal. The anode current will at first
rise for the positive grid voltage change,
then fall to its normal value, and then
fall below it to correspond with the nega-
tive grid voltage change, finally returning
to normal.

The condenser C will supply the initial
current by losing electrons from its upper
plate, but before the potential across it
has had time to rise appreciably, the total
current will have fallen again and gone
below the normal value. The condenser
will now gain electrons through R3. Al-
though the anode current is lower, the
current through R3 is hardly changed,
for the condenser C takes the surplus
current.

It will thus be seen that although the
anode current fluctuates to follow the
changes of grid voltage the current
through R3 does not, fcr the condenser
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Cathode Bias and Feed-baek-
absorbs the difference. When the anode
current swings below - normal, electrons
flow into the upper plate of C and repre-
sent the difference between the normal
and instantaneous currents. When the
anode current swings above normal, elec-
trons leave the upper plate of C.

Another way of considering the matter
is on the basis of impedance. The con-
denser C has a reactance which is in
parallel with R3 so that the impedance of
the combination is lower than that of
either. If the condenser is large enough
its reactance will be. very small, so that a
given alternating anode current will
develop a correspondingly small voltage
across it. Therefore there will be little
voltage to oppose the input voltage, and

the negative feed -back effect will be
small.

The reactance of a condenser is in-
versely proportional to its capacity and
to the frequency of the alternating cur-
rent. If even amplification of all audio
frequencies is wanted, therefore, it is
necessary to make the condenser large
enough for its reactance to be very small
at the lowest frequency required.

In practice, it is usual to use a capacity
of 25-5o ,LF. in AF amplifiers and this is
large enough for most purposes. When
valves of unusually high mutual conduct-
ance are used, a larger capacity is some-
times needed. For IF and RF amplifiers
the capacity is usually 0.1 ILF. and in
short-wave equipment it is often co.ot /LF.
or even smaller.

Problems
THOUGHTS ON HENRY FARRAD'S DIFFICULTIES

THE appearance of " Problem
Corner " is not, I hope, intended
to: suggest. that problems can be
tucked away into a corner of the

field of radio. The said field of radio
seems to me to be about ninety-nine per
cent. problems-and don't ask me too
suddenly what the other one per cent.
consists of, because I would need time to
think. The serviceman obviously has a
full-time job solving problems ; so has the
designer. Even the listener is constantly
faced.  with the problem of deciding
whether the noise he is hearing is due to
the - neighbour's new ultra -violet -ray
apparatus or a leak in his own wiring, or
whether his amplifier is deteriorating or if
it is a bad OB line " beyond our control."

In solving problems it is obviously an
advantage to know as much as possible
about the subject. But this is not every-
thing. In my exam. days I often man-
aged to do less badly than some who
really knew their stuff. This was not due
to what you probably suspect, but to the
fact that I had sufficient self-control to re-
frain from writing anything at all for fully
15 minutes after being presented with the
paper ; while the brainy people were
busily dashing off pages of perfectly cor-
rect answers to questions which were not
exactly the ones asked. I throw this out
as 3 hint to any readers who may suffer
from examination -fright.

Following False Scents

In practical problems, too, it pays to
study the data carefully and not waste
time following up scents that could be
seen .to be false. Henry Farrad and his
followers have the advantage-unfor-
tunately denied in real life-that the in-
formation supplied is sufficient to enable
a logical conclusion to be drawn, and can
either be assumed to be correct or else
implies the correct data. In earning our
living we are usually faced with the diffi-

culty thatthe data may be insufficient and
its accuracy unknown, aS. that we may
have to set about collecting our own data.

If somebody for whom you fixed up a
receiver some time ago complains that

By

"CATHODE RAY"

" it is making a funny noise, what is
wrong? " the information certainly seems
absurdly inadequate. It must not be for-
gotten, either, that. the person concerned
is probably quite incompetent to pick out
the symptoms that would be helpful in
drawing a conclusion ; and one has to be
prepared for terms .to be used in ways that
are misleading to a technical person.
" Distortion " may be used to describe
hum, and " hum " to describe micro -
phonic howl. It is no use getting angry
with the informer ; he (or she) has not
been through a technical college. I had
a complaint from a semi -technical quarter
that a certain battery superhet didn't give
enough output. As the perpetual diffi-
culty with battery superhets is to obtain
sufficient undistorted output without ex-
cessive battery consumption, I wasted
quite a lot of time in finding the receiver
to be up to standard in this respect and
reporting it so. Whereas the real com-
plaint was that (due to a lower value of
AVC delay voltage) it was not possible to
get a feeling of " punch " by grossly over-
loading the output stage at maximum
setting of the volume control. In fact it
had been designed to avoid this cause of
distortion!

So when getting information second-
hand it is more important to know what
the informer means by his words than
what you would mean by them. This is
especially so when asking him for further
clues. Then he may not be very helpful

when pressed for details ; like .the patient
who, when the doctor said " Well, now.
what's the matter? " replied " That's
what I pay you to tell me! " But inci-
dental knowledge may eke out apparently
scanty information. In a Henry Farrad
problem the usual conventional weather
remark turned out to be a valuable clue,
The locality of the receiver, in relation to
broadcasting stations or possible sources
of interference, is often important.
Knowledge of the type of person using it,
or making the complaint, helps in the
interpretation to be put on the informa-
tion given. Some people are hyper-
critical, whereas others refer quite mildly
to distortion that is dreadful beyond
words. If they are known to be of the
type that switch on every morning and
switch off at bedtime, a worn-out valve is
more reasonably suspected than if they
listen to nothing but the News.

When the problem can be examined
direct, one possible source of confusion is
eliminated. The speed and certainty of
solution then depend mainly on one's
mental and instrumental resources. I
suppose most people in this game have
come across cases 'that seem to run con-
trary to the laws of nature, and tempt one
to give up striving against a thing that
seems to have the supernatural on its side.
The trouble may be due to one's own in-
complete knowledge of the laws of nature,
which are many. A resistor may indicate
i,000 ohms on an ohmmeter, and yet with
to mA. through it the voltage across its
terminals may not be the to volts that
one would expect on the ground of Ohm's
I.aw: The resistance value might happen
to depend on the current passed.

Take Nothing for Granted

Then apparently conflicting and absurd
results may be due to unsuspected faults
in the parts that are being assumed to be
dependable. The 50,000 -ohm coupling
resistor in an amplifier may be passing
2 mA, and yet show no voltage across it
when measured by the same multi -range
instrument. But it is possible for the
meter to develop a fault On one range!
Or current may fail to pass between two
points that are joined by a short piece of
thick flex that gives a satisfactory zero
resistance test. But flex does sometimes
develop a break that is concealed by the
covering, and which makes contact when
brought into the testing position and opens
in the working position.

It is well to remember that nothing can
be really " impossible," and the appar-
ently conflicting results can be reconciled
by close enough examination.

The usual retort to the advice about
patiently following a systematic sequence
of tests that (in the words of the adviser)
yields the correct result by the inexorable
force of logic, is that life is too short and
a serviceman who followed this method
would get the sack. Certainly there must
be a. happy medium between rigid system
on the one hand and random shots on the
other. The only way to reach it is by
experience and common sense.
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All /Glass Valves
NEW METHOD OF VALVE CONSTRUCTION

THE development of the technique
of radio valve manufacture was
assisted in the early stages by
the experience gained in the pro-

duction of incandescent lamps. Although
originally developed for the lamp, the
glass bulb and foot, with its pinch, were
adopted for the vacuum -tight envelope of
the valve. Recent receiver development,
however, has raised
problems which are
difficult of solution
with the existing
valve technique.
This is especially so
in the case of short-
wave and television
apparatus.

Some of the diffi-
culties encountered
in the original
method of construc-
tion, as developed
f r o m incandescent -
lamp manufacture,
can be summarised
as follows :-

(i) In certain
valves of the old
construction it was
found necessary to
connect anode and
control grid to the
opposite ends of the
valve, which some-
times complicates re-
ceiver design.

(2) Long internal
connections from
t h e electrodes t o
the external contacts considerably increase
the actual capacities and inductances of
the electrodes. This gives rise to serious
difficulties when dealing with short waves.

(3) Long connecting leads from the
electrodes to the contacts also cause ap-
preciable variation in the effective inter -
electrode capacities. This effect is made
worse by the presence of the " getter "
deposit in the neighbourhood of the pinch.

(4) The bakelite used in the manufac-
ture of the base of the valve is rather un-
satisfactory, partly because its dielectric
constant varies with temperature, and this
causes some change in the effective valve
capacities during the warming -up period
after switching on.

In an attempt to solve these problems
the Mullard " All -glass " valves have been
introduced, and in most respects they
prove to be a satisfactory solution, readily
adaptable to mass production. The photo-

graph shows the external appearance of
one of these valves, the .EF5o, and Fig. -t
shows the constructional details.

The bakelite base and the foot with its
usual pinch have been eliminated and re-
placed by a machine -made pressed -glass
base (A). This glass base includes the
chrome -iron leading -out wires. Chrome -
iron is chosen for this purpose because it
has a coefficient of expansion similar to
that of certain qualities of glass, and in
other respects it proves to be very suitable
for making vacuum -tight seals.

(a)

(b)

Fig. I.-These drawings show
at (a) an underview of the
valve base and at (b) a
vertical section through the
valve. The electrodes and
arrangement of the connec-

tions are shown at (c).

(o)

F

The seal between the bulb (B) and the
glass base forms the flange (C). The
1t getter " deposit (D) is located exclusively
at the top of the bulb. The exhaust tube
(E) is part of the glass base, and both the
exhaust tube and the base are covered with
a metal screen (F), which is provided
partly to give mechanical protection of
the exhaust tube and partly to allow of
external electrical screening between the
control grid contact (GI) and the anode
and heater contacts.

The provision of a locating Spigot (H)
facilitates the correct insertion of the valve
into the socket. This is similar to the
method employed in the octal base.

The External Contacts

When inserted in the specially designed
socket the silver-plated chrome -iron con-
tacts at the base of the valve have a con -

VA L V E development continues
rapidly and concerns both the

characteristics and method of con-
struction. A new Mullard type of
valve of exceedingly unorthodox con-
struction is described in this article.

tact resistance of 5 to 8 milli -ohms, which
compares favourably with other existing
bases.

This method of making the connections
has the advantages that there are no sol-
dered joints on the valve, and there is no
base which can become loose. More im-
portant, the 'connections between each
electrode and the point where the external
circuit wiring is soldered to the contact
springs on the valveholder are very short.

The Internal Leads

The arrangement of the leading -out
wires in a typical small valve-the EFo--
NVith a pinch construction is shown in
Fig. 2. The wires run more or less parallel
with each other inside the foot for a length
of approximately 35 mm., compared with
15 mm. in the all -glass construction.

In Fig. 3 the total length of the con-
nection from the cathode A to the cathode
contact soldering tag B on the valve -
holder is compared for the EF9 and EF5o.
This length is of importance in short-wave
work, particularly at the wavelengths used
for television, and the diagram shows that
it can be reduced from 65 mm. to 45 mm.,
a decrease of more than 35 per cent.

Fiirther advantages are obtained by the
elimination of the
bakelite base, since
bakelite has com-
paratively hig 1i -
dielectric losses and
a dielectric con-
stant which varies
to some extent with
temperature change.
As a result of this
and other causes the
capacity variations
of valves during the
warming -up period
give rise to con-
siderable frequency
drift ; eliminating

Fig. 2.-The greater
length of the internal
leads is clearly shown
in this drawing of an

ordinary valve.

the bakelite base assists appreciably in the
improvement of this defect.

The effect described is well brought out
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All -Glass Valves -
by the figures of Table I. These measure-
ments were made at a frequency of
15 Yfc/s and an ambient, temperature of
25° C.

As shown in Fig. i, the control grid
connection of the EF5o has been taken
to the base. In the pinch construction this
would not be permissible, because it
would give rise to insufficient screening
between the control grid and the anode
and heater. The external screen (F) and
the internal screen ensure very small
anode -to -grid and heater -to -grid capa-
cities in the EF5o. The anode -grid capa-
city is less than 0.002 mmfds, and the grid -
heater capacity is less than o.003 mmfds.

These values, which include the capa-
cities of the socket, are quite as small as
those measured on the EF9 with the con-
trol grid lead taken out to the top cap.

It has been found in practice that the
input and output capacity tolerance of
the EF9 cannot be reduced below
± o.6 mmfds, the input capacity being

Fig. 3.-The lengths of the internal cathode
leads for the EFo and the new EF5o are well

brought out in these sketches.

5.o ± o.6 mmfds, and the output capa-
city 7.o ± o.6 mmfds. On the other hand,
the all -glass type EF5o can be made with
input and output capacity tolerances of
only ±.0.2 mmfds. In some applications
this is an important advantage.

It is possible to work to these reduced
tolerances because the lead -out wires in
the pressed -glass base are always the same
distance from each other, and these dis-
tances are greater than in the normal
pinch construction. Further, the " getter "
deposit is at the top of the bulb and no
longer influences the capacities between
leads, and the mechanical stability of the

TABLE i.
FREQUENCY DRIFT.

Valve type.

Time after
which No(N,
of the total

drift is Total
reached. drift.

EK 2- bakelite base.
EK2.----all-glass

 ECII r r -an all -metal
valve with Bake-
lite base.

12.0 minutes 4.4 kcis
0.5 minutes 2.7 lays.

ii.$ minutes 5.5 kcfs.

electrode system is greater in the new con-
struction.

An additional advantage of limiting
" getter " deposit to the top of the bulb is
the reduced risk of bad insulation between
the support wires, thus obviating the
necessity for the well-known white insula-
tion material on the pinch, which can give
rise to crackling noises.

In the conventional pinch construction
all lead -out and supporting wires in the
pinch are in one plane. This necessitates
the well-known dome mica construction.
In the all -glass valves the supporting
wires are arranged in a circle (see Fig. 4).
This increases the mechanical stability of
the system to such an extent that the
additional support of the dome mica con-
struction is not required.

The dimensions are of the same order
as those of other types of small valves as
shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2.
VALVE TYPES.

EFo. EF5o.
Length in mm.
Diametei in mm.

86
3o

Iw
32:5

55

Weight in grammes. 24 2846

A point of special importance to set -
makers is the possibility of transporting
sets with the valves in position without
risk of the valves shaking out. With this
object in view the socket for the all -glass
valve has been designed on the bayonet -
lock principle. This has the advantage
that the valve can be firmly secured in
its socket by applying comparatively light
pressure, followed by a twist, after which
the valve cannot be removed unless a
twist is applied in the opposite direction.

I

40 

Fig. 4.- -This diagram shows at (a) the base
arrangement of the new valves and at the

pinch of a conventional type.

This socket has proved entirely satisfac-
tory for use in apparatus designed for
aircraft.

The Wireless Industry
LESLIE DIXON AND COMPANY, of Elec.

tradix House, 218, Upper Thames Street.
London, E.C.4, have just issued a Sale List
dealing with components and accessories of
various kinds, as well as testing apparatus,
meters, generators, recorders, chargers. etc.

Leaflets describing console and radio-gramo-
Phme cabinets and extension speaker cases are
available from Lockwood and Company, 1.m% -

lands Road, Harrow.

A firm of importers in Tndia wishes to get
into touch with manufacturers of receivers suit-
able for Indian conditions who arc not already
represented in that country. Letters addressed
to this office will be forwarded.

The foidnote to the- Filin Industries
advertisement last week suggested that the
F. 15 -watt amplifier is for the trade only
actually, the instrument is available to the
general public at the price given.

Marconi-Ekco Instruments, Ltd., Electra
House. Victoria Embankment. London, 1V.C.2,
have issued a Fimphlet On " Noise Measuring
Apparatus. '

31 -VALVE AMATEUR -
BUILT RECEIVER
COMPREHENSIVE

EQUIPMENT.-
Including features
taken from a number
of Wireless World re-
ceivers and units, this
ambitious receiver has
just been built by
Mr. W. R. Palmer to
his own design. The
superheterodyne unit
is that of the Quality
Receiver, while a
Colebrook amplifier is
used for local -station
work. Volume expan-
sion is employed, and
the AF section in-
cludes both the
Quality Amplifier and
the PA Amplifier.
The total number of
valves, including rec-
tifiers, is 31, and 5
wavebands are
covered.
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Constant Slope Voltage Control
Variable Output with
Uniform Regulation

N experimental work it is frequently
desired to arrange that the voltage
output of a power unit shall be vari-
able over a limited range. The

normal methods of effecting this control
employ either a variable series resistance
or a potentiometer, but both of these have
serious disadvantages. The introduction
of series resistance does give satisfactory
control of output voltage provided the
load is constant, but it results in poor
voltage regulation, the output voltage fall-
ing rapidly with increase of load.

With the potentiometer method regula-
tion may be made as good as desired, pro-
vided that the power output required is
but a small fraction of that available from
the rectifier, for it is essential to the work-
ing of this system that the potentiometer
shall take consider-
ably more current
than the external
circuit ; otherwise
its action becomes
alm o s t identical
with that of the
series resistance.

In the system to
be described these
disadvantages are
largely overcome,
and the effect of
the control is to
shift the regulation
curve bodily up
and down without
materially altering
its slope over the
normal working
range. The circuit
used is shown in Fig. i and its simplicity
will at once be apparent. It is applicable
to all circuits having a condenser input to
the smoothing filter, and the control of
voltage is carried out by varying the reser-
voir impedance. It is well known that
changes in the capacity of the condenser
C. cause changes in the terminal voltage,
but since an 8-mfd. variable condenser is
scarcely a practicable proposition, control
by this method can only be made in steps.

The inclusion of the resistance R, how -

Value
of

Resistance
R

(ohms)

511

500

1000

2500

Nominal Output Voltage

450 350 250

Current Power Current Power Current Power
(mA) (watts) (mit) (watts) (mA) (watts)

250 3.1 195 1.8 140 1.0

160 12.8 125 7.9 00 4.0

120 14.4 94 8.9 07 4.5

70 12.3 70 I.5 39

The above table shows the. measured and calculated currents
and powers in the resistance for various values of It 1)
and output voltage. These figures arc used in the choice of a
suitable component.

AMETHOD, suitable for low
power work, of controlling the

voltage output of an 117' rectifier.

ever, makes continuous variation possible.
The results are very satisfactory, although
the effect is not identical with that pro-
duced by changing the capacity, since the
introduction of resistance into the filter
input impedance brings into play certain
factors too complicated to be dealt with
here. It may be said, however, that the
voltage and current stresses upon the recti-
fier, transformer and condenser are all
somewhat reduced by the insertion of R,
and that when the resistance is made very
large the circuit becomes, in effect, a choke
input filter.

Fig. 2 indicates the results that may be
obtained when using perfectly standard
equipment. The transformer was designed
to give an output of 450-0-450 volts and
the rectifier, was an American type 5Z3

valve, which is

Fig. i. With this circuit, which differs from
the standard arrangement only in the intro-
duction of a variable resistance R, the output
voltage can be controlled without affecting

the regulation.

practically the
equivalent of the
British U.i8
and U.52. The
choke had a
nominal inductance
of 20 henrys and a
resistance of 250
ohms, being a com-
ponent intended for
use with a con-
denser input. It is
very probable that
with a choke de-
signed for use with-
out a reservoir con-
denser the regula-
tion at lower volt-
ages would have
been still further

improved over that shown by the curves.
The curves given in Fig. 2 show the

output voltages obtained when R is given
the values of o and 2,50o ohms, with two
additional curves, shown dotted, indicat-
ing intermediate positions when R is 500
and i,000 ohms. It will be seen that a
voltage range of over too volts is avail-
able ; even when the maximum value of
R is limited to L000 ohms the range at
15o mA is oo volts, or 20 per cent. of the
nominal output of 45o volts. All these
figures relate to the use of an 8-mfd.
reservoir condenser, and it should be borne
in mind that a reduction of this capacity
will reduce the control range available.

It is evident that the resistance R does
not dissipate any DC power, but there is,
however, a considerable alternating
current flowing through it and the com-
ponent roust be chosen accordingly. The
accompanying table gives the measured
values of this current for Various resist-
ances, together with the corresponding
calculated powers, and it is obvious that

By R. H. TANNER, B.Se.,A.C.G.I., and

P. H. WALKER, B.Sc. (Eng.)

a high -wattage component is needed, par-
ticularly where ,high transformer output
voltages are used. It will be seen that the
AC power absorbed by the control circuit
is an appreciable percentage of the total
output power, which, though negligible
in amateur receiver and transmitter ex-
periments, makes the method uneconomi-
cal for controlling the voltage of high -
power rectifiers. For lower transformer
voltages the power dissipated in the resist-
ance is reduced in proportion to the square
of the voltage ratio. To illustrate this
point, extra columns have been added to
the table giving the estimated powers and
currents for other values of nominal
power -unit output voltage.

The most suitable of several different
kinds of resistance that have been used
appear to be either the Claude Lyons
Standard Clarostat or the Bulgin range of
6o -watt variable resistors. The former,
owing to its unusual construction, has a
power rating almost independent of its
resistance value, and thus can carry the
heavy currents which flow at the low
resistance end of the range, although its
power rating is only 15 watts. It has,
however, a minimum value of about ioo
ohms, which will slightly reduce the maxi-
mum voltage output of the unit. The
Bulgin resistances must be chosen to carry
the heaviest current to he expected, as they
are essentially current rated. For voltages
in excess of 500 the Power Clarostat with
a range of 50-2,500 ohms would be suit-
able.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out
that the use of this principle will reduce
to a certain extent depending on the
value of resistance in circuit-the smooth-
ing effect of the reservoir condenser. The
filter circuits should, therefore, be de-
signed rather more generously than would
otherwise have been the case. Where
there is any doubt the safest plan would
be to follow a design for a filter employ-
ing a choke input, as the added condenser
and resistance will then no longer be
essential to the smoothing.

OW

500 '%''..:".....
..... -........

400
''..... Z......- ),.,;.

it
300 V:5000

...

MO
50 100 150 20

OUTPUT CURRENT IN MILLIAMPERES

Fig. 2.-- Regulation curves of the circuit of
Fig. s, using a type 5Z3 rectifier and for

different values of R.
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Television Topics
READER living in Coventry' ex-

periences interference on the
Alexandra Palace vision signal
from the Daventry short-wave

stations which he attributes to harmonics
radiated by these stations. Such interfer-
ence is quite possible when the receiver
is at a fairly short distance from the trans-
mitter, because it is extremely difficult
completely to prevent the radiation of
such harmonics..

WhenWhen a receiver is near a transmitter
operating on certain frequencies, and
especially when it is a long way from the
vision transmitter and the receiver- is con-
sequently operated at high gain, a tertian
amount of interference is likely. If the
receiver is in a suitable location the easiest
remedy lies in the use of a suitable aerial
system,

The use of a highly directional receiving
aerial is not necessarily advisable ; it is
more important that it should possess the
property of giving no response to signals

of erecting the aerial and reflector and
shows also its polar curve. At (b) the
aerial is depicted poled for minimum
interference, and it is clear that there is
a big reduction in interference for only a
small reduction in the wanted signal.

The setting of the aerial for minimum
pick-up is much more critical than for
maximum and must

:be carried out ex-
perimentally, by ro-

:tating the aerial sys-
tem and observing
the effect of each
change. This method
of avoiding interfer-

INTERFERENCE FROM
HARMONICS OF

SW STATIONS
ence naturally fails if
the interfering station is situated on the
same side of the receiver as the vision
transmitter. It may also fail in the case
shown in Fig. x if there is any appreciable
degree of reflection of the interfering
signal. .

In the case of interference from har-
monics of the Daven-

NITIMMINS STATION /S

REFLECTOR

I RECEIVER
DIPOLE

I SIMON
TRANSMITTER

MNINIMMING STATION/

REFLECTOR

RECEIVER
DIPOLE

SIMON
 TRANSMIT=

(a) (b)

from one particular direction. The
familiar dipole with reflector is of this
type. As usually erected, the reflector is
placed behind the dipole so that reflector,
dipole, and transmitter all lie on the same
straight line. This gives the maximum
signal strength and it also gives the mini-
mum pick-up from an interfering signal if
this is located on the same straight line
projected backwards.

In general, however, the interfering
station is not so conveniently placed, and
the best results are then obtained by poling
the aerial to give not maximum signal
pick-up from the vision transmitter but
minimum interference. This is illustrated
in Fig. x, where (a) indicates the usual way

I The Wireless World, February 9th, 1939,
Letter to the Editor.

try stations, how-
ever, this is not the
only way of tackling
the problem. Inter-
ference' can be
avoided by design-
ing the receiver ap-
propriately.

With double side -
band working and a
frequency response
up to 2 Mcts, the
band -width extends

Fig. I . -These dia-
grams show at (a)
the usual method of
erecting a dipole
aerial and reflector
poled on the trans-
mitter for maximum
response and at (b)
adjusted to give mini-

mum interference.

from 43 Mc/ s to 47 Mc Is ; with single side -
band operation it can be 43-45 Mc / s or
45-47 Mc/s. To cause interference the
harmonic of a signal must fall within one
of these bands. The table shows the fre-
quencies within which the interfering
signal's fundamental frequency must lie if
interference is to be experienced, for har-
monics up to the fifth.

and 4th harmonic of GSD on i1.7.5
With single sideband working using the
band of 45-47 Mc/s, all these possibilities

!remain,, except GST and GSG, but if the
band of 43-45 Mc/s is chosen none of
them is present except GST and GSG.

Under these circumstmaces, therefore,
the use of single sideband reception will
be decidedly advantageous. If the IF
amplifier is provided with a response cut-
ting off sharply outside its pass -band of
2 Mc/s, the possibilities of interference
from this source are greatly reduced, even
in close proximity to the transmitters. If
the hand -width is slightly reduced, say to

1.8 Mc/s, and the
accepted band is 45-
43.2 Mc/s, all inter-
ference can be
avoided.

It is necessary,
however, to make
sure that interfer-
ence is really due to

harmonics of the transmitter, for it is quite
possible for it to occur through second -
channel interference. If the intermediate
frequency is fi and the band -width is 43-47
Mc /s, then if the oscillator frequenty is
lower than the signal frequency second-
channel interference may be found from
signals in the band 43-2f, to 47-2f1 Mc/S.

A common value for fi is 13 Mc/s, giving
an interference band of 17-21 Mc / s.
Within this band are GSG and GSV. For
single sideband reception the bands are
approximately 17-19 Mc/s and 19-21
Mc /s. The former contains GSG and GSV
and is the band effective if conditions are
chosen to avoid harmonic interference.

By working with the oscillator at
a higher frequency than the signal, how-
ever, the interference band is 43 + 2fi to
47 + 2f; Mc/ s, or with fi =13 Mc/ s, 69 -
73 Mc/ s. This is a vacant band at present
and the use of the higher oscillator fre-
quency effectually prevents the possibility
of second -channel interference.

By adopting single sideband reception
of the band 43.2-45 Mc / s and operating
with the oscillator at a higher frequency
than the signal no interference from the
Daventry short-wave stations should be
experienced in any locality. The oscillator
will of course be set at 58 Mc/s, and the
IF band should be 13-14.8 Mc/s. The
sound intermediate frequency is 16.5 Mc / s.
Mc/ s.

It should be emphasised that in the vast
majority of cases no interference is exper
ienced, but there is the possibility which
a correspondent has pointed out of such
interference in certain localities. Fortun-
ately a remedy is possible at the receiving
end.

With both sidebands retained trouble
may be found from the following :
2nd harmonic of

Double -
!Abboud Single-Sideband

GST, GSG on Input Rand -width (2404).21.55 and 21.53 43-47 43-45 45-47

Mc/s; 3rd har-Harmonic : Signal Frequencies (1110).
monic of GSP, GSI, 2nd

3nlGSO, GSF, on 4th

21.5 -23.5
14.3 -15.7
10.75-11.75

21.5 -22.5
14.3 -15
10.75-11.25

22.5 -23.5
15 -15.7
1 L 25-11,7515.31, 15.26, 15.18 5th

and 15.14 Mcls,
8.6 - 9.4 8.6 - 9.,. 9 9.4
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The Amateur Transmitting
Station By H. B. DENT (G2MC)

Part VII.-Methods of Keying :
Modulating for Telephony

Transmissions

WE have now reached the point
where a decision must be made as
to whether the transmitter that

has been described is to be keyed for tele-
graphic communication or modulated for
telephony. Telegraphy obviously requires
the least amount of apparatus, for it is only
necessary to devise some simple way 'of
breaking up the radiated waves into dots
and dashes to achieve this object, whereas
for telephony transmission equipment
must be provided for amplifying sounds,
such as speech or music, in order that a
sufficient amount of audio power shall be
available to modulate the radiated waves,
or the carrier, as it is usually called.

A telegraph key inserted in the HT lead
would serve to make and break the supply
to the valves, but it is not good practice to
key in the main supply in any but very
low -power transmitters. Where there is
appreciable power in the circuit, arcing
will take place at the key contacts, and
often when the key is " open " an arc
forms and allows current to flow to the
valves. The formation of intelligible morse
characters will be almost impossible under
these conditions.

km&

THE connection
of a morse key

to a transmitter is
not such a simple
matter as would
appear at first sight. The pros and
cons of the various available methods
are discussed in this instalment,
which also deals with the question of
modulation for speech transmission.

There are, of course, ways and means
of preventing arcing at the contacts, but
before applying remedies it would be ad-
visable to see if the arcing cannot be
minimised by choosing a better place for
the key. Arcing will be greatest where the
largest current flows, so that the logical
place to key is where the power is lowest.

Another effect produced is that inter-
ruption of a circuit of moderately high
power causes energy to surge to and fro in

the circuit in much the same way as the
discharge of a condenser through a path
of low resistance produces a train of
damped oscillations. These oscillations
will be radiated either by the aerial or by
the mains wiring, and possibly by both,
with the result that interference may be
produced in nearby receivers. These
damped oscillations cover a very wide
band of radio frequencies, so that such
interference can extend into the ordinary
broadcast wavebands.

The possession of a transmitting licence
does not absolve the amateur from the
responsibility for any interference caused
to broadcast listeners, so that every pos-
sible precaution must be taken to suppress
and remedy it. This shock -excitation form
of interference can be identified by quite
loud thumps and clicks being heard in a
nearby. receiver, and thus it has been

02=0.01 mfd

R1

4V 2A

okAD 04 -HT

L3

250 V

01HART"

L5

L4

48/60 V
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-G 03 +

RF
CHOKE

L6

TX 05/20
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T208/20

BV OR 7.5V

T
350V

FEEDER TO
AERIAL
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EARTHY

Fig. 18. --In this circuit are three points, A, B and C, where a key for telegraph transmission can be inserted ; the merits of the various keying
positions are discussed in the text.
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The Amateur Transmitting Station-
described,. as key thumps or key clicks.

The amount of interference produced
will be governed by the power in the
circuit interrupted by the key, and if it is
included in a high -power circuit their
elimination will be more difficult than
would be the case were only very little
power being keyed. Accordingly, then,
we must look for a place in the transmitter
where the power is low and where keying

can effectively be
undertaken.

Referring to
Fig. i8, there are
three points in the
circuit, marked A,
B, and C, where a
key can be in-
serted ; these points
indicate where ter-
minals or jacks

for one purpose or

KEY

R c

Fig. 19. A simple
filter for suppress-

ing key clicks.

have been included
another.

Point A is in the screen grid lead to the
APP4G oscillator valve, and the current
flowing is about 5 to 7 mA. In the line
where B is included, the current is about
30 mA, while at C, in the power amplifier
HT supply, about the same current will
be flowing. It is obvious that A is the
best place for the key, as the lowest current
flows in the screen circuit of the valve.

Even choosing this point for keying will
not necessarily remove all trace of inter-
ference, and if a close inspection of the
key contacts is made when the key is
closed and opened, bright bluish sparks
will often be seen. These are quite suffi-
cient to cause interference, even though
they may not be serious enough to give
rise to actual arcing across the contacts.

Key Filters

A simple form of key click filter will
suffice to suppress any interference due to
this sparking. The filter consists of a re-
sistance and condenser joined across the
contacts as shown at R and C in Fig. IQ.
A capacity of one or two microfarads is
required, while the resistance should be of
the order of i,000 ohms. Where the
current in the keyed circuit exceeds about
ro mA, the remedy must take the form of
slowing down the surges in the circuit,
and this can be done by including a high -
inductance choke in the HT lead. If the
inductance is too large, the current will
not be able to rise to its maximum during
the short time the key is closed to form a
dot, so that the " lag," as it is called,
becomes too great, and either a slower
sending speed must be adopted or the
choke inductance lowered. A variable re-
sistance joined across the choke provides a
means for varying the time lag of the cir-
cuit. A complete key filter of this kind
is shown in Fig. 20.

It may sometimes be found that, hav-
ing taken these precautions, traces of
interference are still noticeable ill nearby
receivers, or possibly in one's own
domestic receiver. This is most likely
caused by conduction along the supply
mains. A mains filter consisting of two

WAT®11®@@
Wed CI

RF chokes with condensers arranged as in
Fig. 21 will usually effect a cure. The
condenser should be the kind recom-
mended for use in interference suppression
circuits and have a rating of 1,5oo volts
AC test.

The chokes are connected in the
primary circuit of the mains transformer
supplying HT and LT for the oscillator
and power amplifier stages in the trans-
mitter, and they must, of course, be
wound with sufficiently heavy gauge of
wire to carry the primary current without
appreciable drop in voltage. They must
be effective at the lowest frequency on
which the transmitter will operate, but
not necessarily on the lowest frequency
generated. For example, if a 7 -Mc s
crystal oscillator is used, but with the out-
put taken at the second harmonic and the
fundamental not amplified at all, chokes
effective at 20 metres can be fitted, -as the
power in the fundamental will be too low
to be troublesome.

One does not want to use chokes larger
than necessary, as they will have to be
wound with a very heavy gauge of wire.
Of course, it is possible to compensate for
voltage drop in the chokes by connecting
the mains to the primary 'tapping next
below that of the mains voltage, and the
only disadvantage of this is that there will
be a slight rise in filaments volts when the
HT load is removed, such as during in-
tervals between keying.

FEBRUARY r6th, r939

twice the steady value the modulation
would be roo per cent. This is the maxi-
mum depth of modulation possible with-
out distortion. Any excess of roo per cent.
is described as over -modulation and can
cause serious interference to broadcast
listeners.

As the process of modulation is to in-
crease the amplitude of the carrier, ioo per
cent. modulation represents a fourfold in-
crease in peak output power, as the peak
current and voltage are doubled. Thus
the power amplifier must be capable of
handling these peaks without damage to
the valve and when operated at maximum
input, voltages must be adjusted ac-
cordingly.

The -advantages of fully modulating a
transmitter will be apparent when it is
realised that at the receiving end it is only
the changes in carrier amplitude that pro-
duce the signals ; thus a low -power tele-
phony transmitter modulated roo per
cent. will appear to be as loud as, one with
several times more carrier power but with
a much lower level of modulation.

Anode Modulation
Modulation can be effected in the anode

circuit or in any amplifying stage preced-
ing the final amplifier. If the last-
mentioned scheme is adopted, the final
amplifier must be a linear amplifier, such
as a Class A or a Class B stage, and any
system that would distort the modulated

input to .the valve
cannot be used.

As it is desirable
to operate the RF
power amplifier at
the highest possible
efficiency (i.e.,
Class C) modulation
is generally effected
in the anode circuit
of the last valve in

most amateur transmitters. If pentode or
tetrode valves are used in the RF power
amplifier, modulation can be applied to
the suppressor electrode, or a combina-
tion of anode and suppressor grid modula-
tion may be employed.

The advantages of modulating in an
early stage, in the grid circuit, or in the
suppressor grid circuit of valves is that
only a few watts of audio power are re-
quired, whereas modulating in the anode
circuit of the final valve demands a rela-

TO
TRANSMITTER
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Fig. ao..-- An AF choke shunted by a variable resistance is sometimes
needed in the HT line to suppress key clicks.

Throughout this series of articles we
have assumed the transmitter will be used
for telegraphy work, and mention of tele-
phony has been intentionally avoided, as
the beginner would be well advised to con-
centrate on getting a C'W telegraph trans-
mitter to work efficiently before attempt-
ing to apply modulation.

A brief discussion of telephonic trans-
mission will not, however, be out of place
at this juncture. It is not proposed to
deal with the theory of modulation, but
merely to explain the basic principles and
how they are applied to a transmitter of
the kind described here.

The usual system adopted is that known
as amplitude modulation. In this system
the amplitude of the radio frequency wave
is made to vary in accordance with the
sounds reaching the microphone. The
amount by which the RF oscillations, or
the carrier, is varied is generally expressed
as a percentage, being the maximum
modulated amplitude minus the unmodu-
lated carrier amplitude, divided by the
unmodulated carrier amplitude and multi-
plied by roo. Thus if the carrier is in-
creased to one and a half times its normal
value, the modulation can be expressed as
5o per cent., while if the change is to

TO
TRANSMITTER
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01)00 \
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TO
MAINS

Fig. 21.- An RF filter in the mains leads
to the transmitter may be needed to prevent

interference with broadcast sets.

Lively large audio frequency power. How-
ever, as for a 10- or 25 -watt transmitter,
the AF power required for the modulator
is 50 per cent. the power input to the
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The Amateur Transmitting Station-
modulated stage, assuming anode modu-
lation, a small public -address -type ampli-
fier will suffice.

Audio frequency power amplifiers re-
quire to work into a definite load, and in
the case of anode modulation wither triode
valve, this load is provided by the DC

while if a push-pull modulator stage be
employed, then it can be arranged as
shown in Fig. 22 (c). Where a modulation
transformer is used with a single output
valve in the AF amplifier, the primary
and secondary connections can be
arranged so that the flux in the core is
cancelled, or at least reduced to a value

+H T
MOD.

+H T

(a)

(C)

RF
CHOKE

+HT
RE AMP.

RF
CHOKE

+ H T

RF
CHOKE

(b)

resistance of the anode -filament path in
the RF amplifier.

It is hardly to be expected that this will
i all cases be just right for the modulator
employed, and an impedance match will
have to be effected. If a common HT
supply is used for the AF and RF ampli-
fiers, modulation can be effected by means
of an AF choke in the HT supply as
shown in Fig. 22 (a). When it is neces-
sary to match dissimilar impedances with
choke coupling, the circuit of Fig. 22 (b)
could be employed ; here an impedance
step-up is shown, the modulator requiring
a lower load than the DC resistance of the
RF valve, but if a step-down has to be
used, one end of the AF choke would be
joined to the anode of the modulator,
while the RF amplifier supply would be
taken from a tapping on the choke.

Another method is to use a transformer
with or without separate HT supplies,

Fig. 22.-If the RF amplifier provides the
correct load for the modulator circuit,
method (a) can be used, otherwise match-
ing can be effected as shown in (b) or (c).

depending on the difference between the
larger and the smaller currents.

if they were not opposed, a core of suffi-
ciently large size to carry the flux with-
out saturation would have to be used.
This does not apply in the case of the

push-pull stage, as in Fig. 22 (c), since
the primary flux is already balanced out,
but the core has to carry the flux produced
by the secondary or RI' amplifier anode
current.

As several audio frequency amplifiers,
ranging from a 31 -watt model to one giv-
ing 30 watts output, have been described
in The Wireless World, there is no need
to discuss the design and construction of
a modulation amplifier here.

A selection of those that would be suit-
able for the purpose is given below,
though in some cases a few modifications,
such as fitting an output transformer of
the correct ratio, and possibly the addition
of a one- or two -stage pre -amplifier for
microphones of small output, may be
needed.

Attention should be drawn to a regret-
table error in the inscription to Fig. 14
of the last instalment. The inscription
should read : The output voltage of a con-
denser filter (A) is higher but worse regu-
lated than that of a choke input filter (B).

AF Amplifiers previously described in
" The Wireless World "

Small Quality Amplifier (3.1 watts)
Nov. 4th, 5937.

Recording Amplifier (4-6 watts)
March 19th, 1937.

Push -pun Quality Amplifier (7-9 watts)
Reprint of May 11th and i8th, 1931, and

December 23rd, 1937.
AC/DC Negative Feed -back Amplifier (5-6

watts)
November Gth and 13th, 1936.

12 -watt Amplifier
April 3rd and loth, 1936.

3o -watt 4kmplifier
September loth and 17th, 1937.

Battery Quality Amplifier
May 19th and 26th, 1938.

NEWS FROM THE CLUBS
Slough and District Short-wave Club
Headquarters: 35, High Street, Slough.
Meetings: Alternate Thursdays at 7.30 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. R. J. Sly, lit, Buckland Avenue, Slough.

At the last meeting 'MAU gave a very interesting talk
on " Oscillators." it has been decided to 'mild a short-
wave receiver for the use of the Society, and also to
apply at a later date for an AA licence. The next
meeting will be held this evening (February Nth), when
Sir. Gilbert will talk about "Microphones and Ampli-
fiers." There will also be a demonstration of a "Sky
champion " receiver and an " R " meter.

Bradford Experimental Radio Society
Headquarters: te, Little Dorton Lane, Bradford.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. S. Hartley, 7, Blakehill Avenue. Feeley,

Bradford.
A very mug lecture was given on February 15th

by Sir. IV. J James, the subject being " Psychic Tele-
vision in Relation to Science." The lecturer gave
theories regarding sound and thought waves nn 4Ipplie
to clairvoyance and kindred sciences. At the meeting
on February 25th Mr. Milnes, of the Mines Electrical
Co., will demonstrate a receiver operating from the
gas mains.

Thorne Amateur Radio Society
Headquarters: 51, King Street, Thorne, near Doncaster.
Meetings: Sundays at S. pan.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. H. Beaumont, 15, Marshland Road, Moor -

Ends, Dear Doncaster.
Th. shove society was formed on January 25th, 1920,

and it will devote all its time to short-wave reception
and transmission. A charge of M. will be made at every
meeting.

Croydon Radio Society
Hear/quarters: St. Peter's Hall, Ledbury Road, South

Cliwydon.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. See.: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Unmpden Road,

South Croydon.
At the next meeting. to he held on February 21st.

Mr. II. L. Bowen. of the Militant Wireless Service Co.,
will give a leet are entitled " The Latest Valve and
Television Developments." On the following Tuesday
(February 25th) a representative of Everett Macungie,
Ltd., will lecture on " Radio Servicing Instruments."

Southall Radio Society
Headquarters: Southall Library, Osterley Park Road.

Southall.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. H. F. Reeve. 26, Green Drive, Southall.

At the meeting held on January MA Mr. II. D. Cullen
gave an interesting talk on "The Use of Measuring and
Testing Instruments " and demonstrated, among other
things, a cathode-ray oscillograph, a valve -testing panel.
end a Wheatstone Bridge employing a neon type of
indicator in place of the more usual galvanometer.

Ashtcin and District Amateur Radio
Society

Headquarters: Commercial lintel, 80, Old Street,
Ashton-under-Lyne.

Meetings: Alternate Wednesdays at S p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. K. Gooding, 7, Broadbent Avenue,

A ,Thton-under-Lyne.
No fewer than thirty -live members attended the meet-

ing at which Mr. .1. Collinge, of Ferranti, Ltd., gave a
lantern lecture entitled " Electrical Measuring hastru-
ments." It is proposed to hold a " during
this motth but nothing definite has yet been fixed.

R.711i0, Physical and Television Society
Edadguarters: 72a, North End Road, London, W.14.
Meetings: 1111'nhlyR at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Sir. C. Edmans, 15, Cambridge Road,

North Ilarrow.
The following programme has been a rranged :-
February 17th.-Lecture and Demonstration by Mr.

B. It. Bettridge, of the Marconiphone Co., on "?mall
9'elevision Cathode -Ray Tubes and their use by the
home Constructor."

February 24th.-Lantern lecture by Mr. Oreaves, of
the Millard Wireless Service Co., entitled " Valve
Design."

March 11th.-Visit to the printing works and wire -
room of the " Sunday Graphic."

March 24th.-Lecture by a representative of the
British 'thermostat Co.

March 31st-Lecture by a representative of H. Tinsley
& Co., entitlod "The Radio Frequency Dielectric Test
Set Designed by the National Physical Laboratory."
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GREAT BRITAIN'S NEW
WAVELENGTHS ?

Proposed Changes to be Discussed at Montreux

MUCH speculation has been
made in the Press on the

subject of the changes in wave-
lengths which might be expected
as a result of the Conference to
be held at Montreux beginning
on March 1st. From a reliable
and authoritative source, The
Wireless World learns that many
changes, some quite drastic as
far as English stations are con-
cerned, are included in the pro-
posed reshuffle of wavelengths
which will be presented at the
Conference by the International
Broadcasting Union, whose task
it has been to prepare a plan.

All the proposed changes to
English wavelengths entail a
shortening of from 85 to 14
metres, and stations would,
therefore, tend to lose effective
coverage by the use of shorter
wavelengths which are more sus-
ceptible to fading and attenua-
tion.

We will retain our one ex-
clusive long wavelength, which it
is proposed to lower from 1,50o
to .1,415 metres. Slaithwaite,
the North Regional, would drop
to .435 metres (690 kris) which
it would share with .the 20 -kW
Jerusalem station, as it does its
present 449.1 -metre wavelength.

It is proposed that the Scottish
stations at Burghead and Wester -
glen, which at present share
391.1 metres with ljevsk, a 4 -kW
Russian, should share 372 metres
(S06 kc/s) with the Egyptian
2o4fW Cairo I station. It is
lf;;Iown that this station will
shortly be replaced by one of
56 kW.

Pennon and Washford, the
Welsh Regionals, would drop to
341.3 metres (879 kc / s) which
wavelength they will share, as at
present, with Greece. The station

Vhes.siloinea which will share
this wavelength is under cork-
striktiOn and will have a power'
of -15 kW.

Exclusive Wavelengths
One" of Great Britain's two

exclusive medium wavelengths
would be retained W-Ltindon
Regional --315.5 metres -(95f
kc/s). Lisuagarvey, the N. lie -
land Regional transmitter, -has
virtually had'an excluSive wave-
length so far, for the Palestinian
station, with which it was to
have  shared its present fre-
quency, is not yet built. In .the
prnposed .plan they are to share
285.4 metres (1,o51 kc / s).

Midland Regional has so far
shared its wavelength with
Chernigov; a 4 -kW,. Russian
station.  This arrangement is
proposed to continue on 276
metres (1,087 kc/S). The pro-
posed East Anglian station,
about which much has been
written, receives its first official
recognition in the new plan-

Norwich is to share the Midland
Regional wavelength.

The West of England Regional
(Washford) will again share with
Krasnodar, a x -kW Russian
station, its proposed wavelength
of 265 metres (1,132 kc /s). As
in the Lucerne plan, Stagshaw
(North East Regional) and
Alexandria I (I -kW). would
share 249.2 metres (1,204 kc /s).
Hungary, a non -signatory to
Lucerne, also transmits from its
6.25 -kW station at Nyiregyhaza
on Stagshaw's present wave-
length.

The " Little Nationals," Lon-
don, North and Scottish, it is
planned to drop to 243.7 metres
(1,231 kris) which wavelength
they would share with a Turkish
station. That is the present
arrangement, but Turkey not
having utilised the wavelength
it is virtually exclusive.

Aberdeen, which at present
shares 233.5 metres with Greece,
Germany and Belgium, is
planned to share 214 metres
(1,402 kc./s) with Danzig (0.5
kW) and the to -kW Yugo-
Slavian station now under con-
struction at Split.

NEWS OF
SALOON RECORDING CAR
Press Methods Invade Broadcasting
SPEED is essential for the

B.B.C. News Departmmt.
The need for a fast car that
could go ...anywhere at a
moment's notice to collect
actuality material for home
and overseas bulletins has been
met. This motor car, un-
fettered by the speed limita-
tions imposed upon vans of the
Recording Unit, has already
brought into the homes of lis-
teners impiessions of such
diverse, momentous events as
Mr. Chamberlain's journeys to
and from Germany, the relief
of the Longships Lighthouse off
Land's End, the sinking of the
Spanish vessels off Cromer, the
Fen floods, and the departure
of the Coronation Scot for
America.

Manned by a crew of three,
the car is equipped with port-
able recording apparatus com-
prising a motor generator and
switch gear, an amplifier and
five -way mixer, and a turntable
and tracking mechanism. A

The engineer has everything at
his finger-tips as he records an
item for to -night's news on a

cellulose -coated metal disc

For GI( of Biffain's second es.-
clusn t wavelength it is proposed
to allmate 203 5 metres (1,474
kc Is), u ha h IS at pm esent shared
by.. Plymouth -anti Bournemouth

 with -eight. -Belgian very low -
powered -.stations. This wave-
length, it is suggested, will 'be
given to the new too -kW trans-
mitter now nearing completion
at Start Point, Devon.

We understand that the pro-
posed exclusive. medium wave-
lengths for France are: 221,
217, 211, 207 and 204 metres.

 

TELEVISION FROM THE
THEATRE

Monthly Transmissions from London
Coliseum

FOLLOWING upon the suc-
cess of the recent inaugural

television transmission from the
Coliseum stage, an arrangement
has been made with Sir Oswakl
Stoll whereby the B.B.C. will
broadcast a series of monthly:
television transmissions from
the Coliseum, beginning on
Tuesday, February 21st.

It is emphasised that the new
feature, " Coliseum Night," will
be the straightforward televising
of an ordinary performance.
Television cameras will be in-
conspicuously placed at the side
of the dress circle and the trans-
mission will be produced for
television by Mr. Philip Dorn in
the mobile control room parked
outside the theatre. From here
the vision signals will be con-
veyed by cable to Alexandra
Palace for retransmission.

The Coliseum has been speci-
ally wired for television, and is
thus the first theatre in the
world to be so equipped per-
manently

TELEVISION AND THE CINEMA
AS the result of an arrange-

ment between R K 0
Radio Pictuies and the National
Broadcasting CompanN of
America, a ten-minute sem
of the new Kipling film,
" Gunga Din," N being ...hot
for telex ision

The pit sentation of " suptr
trailers'' by means of it It -
vision 1%111, it is thought, pro -

_1_
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hundred yards of cable for
telephone commuMeation and a
similar length of cable for the
microphones are also carried.

The car is always ready for
action. Even to -night its latest
job of work may be broadcast
in the Third News and ten
o'clock news bulletin.

vide an amusing feature for
viewers, allow them to see their
favourite artistes on their own
screens and, incidentally, pub-
licise the film. The arrange-
ment introduces co-operation
instead of competition between
the television and cinema in-
dustries.
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THE WEEK
HOME FACSIMILE

SERVICE
Plan for Radio Newspapers

SIMPLICITY is a salient fea-
ture of the R.C.A. home

facsimile receiver which is now
in production. The receiver,
which is no bigger than a radio -
gramophone, when once ad-
justed needs no further attention,
an automatic time switch setting
the receiver in motion when the
transmission of the radio news-
paper begins and switching off
again when it is completed.

It is announced that more than
half a dozen stations in various
American States have ordered
facsimile transmitting equip-
ment, and the Federal Com-
munications Commission is
issuing licences provided that the
station undertakes to place at
least fifty receivers in home ser-
vice. When the services begin
in the Spring or early Summer,
must of the stations will transmit
between midnight and dawn so
that the newspaper will be com-
pleted before breakfast.

The method of transmission
briefly is, that the text having
been placed on the transmitting
cylinder, it is horizontally
scanned by a beam of light as the
cylinder slowly revolves. The
light is reflected and focused on
a photo -electric cell which trans-
forms the varying intensity of
light into electrical impulses.

In the receiver rolls of white

RADIO NEWSPAPERS. T h e
R.C.A. facsimile receiver which is
no larger than a radio - gramo-

phone.

paper, 81 inches wide, and
ordinary carbon paper are fed
past a metal cylinder, which is
synchronised with the trans-
mitter. On the cylinder is a
single spiral of wire which pro-
jects only a fraction of an inch
above the surface. The fluctua-
tions in the intensity of the in-
coming signals press the paper
and carbon together against the
spiral, thereby making marks
corresponding:, to the light and
shade of the original text.

The facsimile signals can he
heard on an ordinary receiver
as high-pitched tones of varying
intensity.

NEW TRANSATLANTIC AIR
SERVICE

Running Commentary on Initial
Hight,

A\1 IC is soon to inaugu-
rate the transatlantic air

service with Pan American Air-
ways' Yankee Clipper No. 17.
Installation of wireless equip-
ment which will keep the 'plane
in touch with the networks of
Columbia Broadcasting System
during its initial trip across
the Atlantic has been completed
by Mr. Clyde Houldson, short-
wave field technician of WABC.

'file equipment was built to
the specifications of the C.B.S.
engineering department, and
Mr. Houldson, as well as operat-
ing it, will act as announcer.

The too -watt transmitter has
peen assigned the call letters
\VCIIN, and has been licensed
by the Federal Communications
Commission to use eight special
frequencies within the 1,600-
kc s to 23 -megacycle range. It
has been installed in the lower
compartment of the 'plane's
nose and will be remotely con -
t rolled from the radio room on
the upper deck. It is amusing

to record that by an agreement
between C.I3.S. and Pan Ameri-
can the weight of the equip-
ment, " plus Mr. Houldson,"
must not exceed L000 lb.

BRITISH TRANSMITTER
FOR SIAM

THE Siamese Administration,
which has for some time

been planning an important ex-
tension of its broadcasting
system, has placed the order for
its new too -kW national broad-
casting station, to be erected at
Bangkok, with Standard Tele-
phones and Cables, of London.
The Administration has thus fol-
lowed the lead given by the
B.B.C., whose two most recent
stations, Stagshaw and Aber-
deen, and those under construc-
tion at Start Point and Clevedon,
are " Standard " equipments.

The order, which will amount
to approximately L6o,000, in-
cludes studio equipment and a.

" Standard-Bla w -Knox " ver-
tical mast anti -fading aerial, and
is the first of this type to be
used. It has an extending top-
mast which varies the constants
of the radiating system.

STANDARD FREQUENCY
BROADCASTS

A Tuning Note for Musicians
THE bane of musicians is the

matching of instruments of
various makes. This difficulty
has frequently arisen with inter-
national exchange programmes
when the two orchestras taking
part are tuned with slightly dif-
ferent frequencies. The German
broadcasting authorities have
now introduced an excellent
scheme to overcome this.

Each morning from to G.M.T.
will be broadcast from Deutsch-
landsender a fourteen - minute
standard frequency transmis-
sion. A tuning note, the inter-
national 44o -cycle a', will be
broadcast during part of the
transmission. The remainder of
the time will be occupied by the
transmission of a 1,000-c /s note,
which will also be generated at
the Electrical and Physical In-
stitute of Berlin, with an
accuracy of to-

- ....
THOSE "MYSTERY" STATIONS

AT this time of the year the
B.B.C. receives a crop of

reports that the long -wave
National suffers from fading,
and 1939 is no exception. Corn-
wall and Devon are the worst
sufferers, but complaints also
conic from the Newcastle dis-
trict. Fortunately, the trouble
is seasonal.

An epidemic of " mystery "
transmitters is also reported.
These unknown stations are said
to be deliberately jamming
either the local station or Droit-
wich. Fading is considered 10
be the probable explanation.
When signal strength is lost, dis-
tant transmitters on adjacent
wavelengths make themselves
heard, and the non -technical
listener concludes that some
malign influence is at work.

SELFRIDGE'S TR I:VISION
EXHIBITION

Programmes from Model Studio
TELEVISION is going to be

the salvation of radio-
in five years' time," said Mr.
Gordon Selfridge, jnr., after a
recent visit to Alexandra Palace.
On Monday he presided at the
opening by Mr. Jack Hulbert
at Selfridge's Oxford Street
Store, of what is the largest
television exhibition to be held
in a department store.

This exhibition, which has
been arranged by H.M.V. with
the co-operation of the B.B.C.
and E.M.I., and includes a large
television studio and a complete
Marconi-E.M.I. transmitter, will
remain open for seven weeks.

Every available make of tele-
visor will be linked to the trans-
mitter from which they will be
fed with the normal B.B.C. pro-
grammes as well as those
emanating from the model
studio. In this way, a con-
tinuous programme will be avail-
able from 10.3o a.m. until 7 p.m.

The thirty-eight receivers in
the exhibition hall have been
arranged in separate low three -
sided booths from which visitors
Can also see the actual perform-
ance in the glass -fronted studio.
A further 15 televisors are
scattered throughout the store.

TELEVISION BANS LIFTED
TWO television bans have been

lifted by the announcement
that the B.B.C. is to televise the
Boon-Danahar fight for the
British Lightweight champion..
ship at Harringay on February
23rd. The B.B.C. is not paying
for the right to transmit the
fight because it has agreed
to the promoter arranging
for the Gatimont-British Picturc
Corporation to project the
transmission On the Baird large -

STUDIO B CONTROL GALLERY at Alexandra Palace. On the left
is the vision mixing desk for combining the outputs of three cameras
and the telecine channel. The producer's desk, with microphone for
passing instructions to the cameramen, is on the right with the moni-
tor receivers in the background. Through the window on the right can

Le seen the microphone boom in the studio.
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News of the Week-
screen systems at the Tatler
Theatre and Marble Arch
Pavilion to their paying
audiences.

Previously the B.B.C. has not
allowed the projection of its
transmissions t o p-aying
audiences at cinemas and boxing
promoters have so far banned
the televising of big fights.

_..._..
B.S.C. STAFF ON LISTENER

RESEARCH.
THE B.B.C. Listener Re-

search Section is calling
upon their colleagues of the
general staff to help in a ques-
tionnaire based on the Sunday
morning programme, " This
Symphony Business." Hitherto
only the engineers on the
B.B.C. staff have been asked to
co-operate in this way in their
spare time.

Engineers do a considerable
amount of listening at home for
test purposes. At times they
are asked to report on signal
strength, modulation, etc . , anal
to report on the results of aerial
adjustments, new microphones
and other changes. Many of
them are keen " amateurs " in
their off -time, and quite a few
who have been on duty in the
control room all day will admit
that, on reaching home, they
sit up through the small hours
listening on the short waves.

B.B.C. AND THE LR.A.
BROADCASTING HOUSE,

guarded like a fortress (lur-
ing the crisis, is once again on
the defensive, following the
bomb disturbances in London.
Porters and commissionaires
have been warned to he doubly
vigilant, and a watch is kept
for any strangers who might
wander in the direction of the
control room.

Officials are also asked to see
that their guests are escorted to
the entrance when interviews
are terminated, though this deli-
cate duty is carried out under
an engaging mask of politeness.

.0 .1 'OP:

SALVAGED from the gutted
ruins of a house which was re-
cently destroyed by fire at
Cinderford, Gloucester, this Mar-
coniphone 577 was found to be
in excellent working order apart
from a charred speaker cone and

misalignment of the IF's.

AMERICA'S FIRST
"PRODUCTION.LINE"

TELEVISOR
MORE than one hundred of

America's first " production -
line " television sets, made by
Allen B. Dumont Laboratories,
Inc., have already been distri-
buted in the New York metro-
politan area in readiness for the
opening of the New York tele-
vision service in a few weeks
time. The receiver, which in -

Z.

A

DUMONT'S table model, which
costs $395, is claimed to be
America's first production -line
televisor. The console edition,
the chassis of which is identical
with that of the table model,

costs S50 more.
corporates a 14 -inch diameter
electrostatically controlled
cathode-ray tube, gives a black -
and -white picture measuring
Sin. x loin. Six operating con-
trols are fitted in the front of the
cabinet, four of which are for
vision adjustments.

The receiver, which handles
either single- or double-sideband
modulation, is built on several
" decks " for easy assembly and
servicing.

FROM ALL
QUARTERS

Television Probe
WITH the object of compiling a

list of television set owners for the
purpase of obtaining information
iegarding the number of viewers
and their location, as well as 'pro-
viding a means for testing pro-
gramme response, the B.B.C. last
Sunday invited viewers to send
their names and addresses to the
Director of Television. Known
viewers received a questionnaire
by past.

Inside Aerials
Ar the monthly meeting of the

Flaxstone Rural Council in York
it was decided that all houses
coming within their jurisdiction
should have properly constructed
inside aerials.

R. E Vaasa- Shush Reunion
THE sixth reunion dinner of the

R.E. Wireless Signals (r914 -59i9)
Association will be held at the
Guildhall, Worcester, on Satur-
day, February 18th. Details may
ix obtained from the TIon. Sec.,
Mr. C. R. Johnson, 288, St.
Paul's Road, Smethwick, Staffs.

Scandinavia Licences
FOLLOWING an increase of almost

6.000 during December, the Nor-
wegian receiving licence returns
oil January 1st totalled 3(i4,548,
of which some 6,5on were free.
lit Denmark the total reached
762.213 (imitating 57,75') free
licences), which is an increase of
approximately 52,tioo during the
year. The broadcasting density
of Denmark has thus risen to lab
licences per real inhabitants, so
that Denmark should retain her
world position of second in this
respect.

Philips' Factory Exteasion
PLANS to double the size of the.

Philips factory at Blackburn and
to transfer some of the important
manufacturing processes from
other factories were announced
last Thursday by Mr. J. Visman.
managing director of Philips
Blackburn Works, Ltd., during
an official visit of the Mayor of
Blackburn to the factory.

Sunday Stunts
BY means of a short-wave port-

able wireless transmitter Miss
Jasmine Bligh, B.B.C. television
announcer, will speak to viewers
from an autogiro during the 0.11.
from Hanworth Acnalrome ou
Sunday, February int h.

Mass listening in Tripoli
Loon speakers have been

erected in the streets and bazaars
of Tripoli so that the local Arab
population shall hear the Italian
Arabic programmes.

Norway's New Stations Testing
THE new R.C.A. ion -kW trans-

mitter at Vigra has commenced
testing on 476 metres (029 kc ls).
This wavelength has so far been
used by the 2o -kW Trondheim
transmitter, which is now moving
to 360 metres (832 kcis). Tests
commenced on February a 2th
from the new 5 -kW short-wave
transmitter at Jeloy. This station
will be equipped with an aerial
directional on the U.S.A., and
although designed chiefly fur com-
mercial use, it will also be used
for broadcasting purposes.

Electrical Interference
THE Town Council of Zara, the

small Italian town on the Adriatic
coast, has allocated a sum of
money to be spent each month to
combat and reduce electrical inter-
ference in the district.

Inventions Exhibition
THE annual Inventions Exhibi-

tion organised by the Institute of
Patentees, which is being held in
the Royal Horticultural Hall.
Vincent Square, London, S.W. r,
opened yesterday. February 55th,
and will remain open until Feb-
ruary 25th.

Milan's New Studios
E.I.A.R. have started a com-

petition, which is open to all mem-
bers of the Fascist party, for the
design of new *studios to be erected
in Milan. The total cost of the
new building is not to exceed
more than eight million lire (ap-
prox. 1,9o,000), and the first prize
will be fifty thousand lire.

TELEVISION
Sound 4 ki Afc.s

An hour's special film trans-
mission intended for demon-
stration purposes will be given
from 11 a.m. till 12 noon
each weekday. The National
or Regional programme will
be radiated on 41.5 MO;
from approximately 7.45 to

9 p.m. every day.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 56th.
3, Alfredo and his Orchestra.
3.25, Gaumont-British News.
3.35, 217th edition of Picture
Page.
9, " A Tune to Take Away "
(2nd edition), a revue. 9.30,
British Movietonews. 9.40,
218th edition of Picture Page.
10.15, News.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 57th.
3, " Grandfather's Follies."
Cabaret front Grosvenor House.
3.35, Schoolboy Howlers: 3.40,
British Movietonews. 3.50,
Music Makers, Eunice Gardiner
(pianoforte).
9, News Map No. n-Italy.
9.20, Gaumont-British News.
9.30, Jack Telford in the comedy
" Youth at the Helm." 10.40,
News.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 58th.
3, The Jacquard Puppets. 3.10,
Gaumont-British News. 3.20,
"Fat King Melon," a children's
play by A. P. Herbert.
9, Eastern Cabaret. 9.50, British
Mdvietonews. 10, A Jumble
Bee-Newspaper Columnists v.
Their Victints. 10.30, News.

PROGRAMMES
Vision 45 Niels

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 59th.
3, " Autogiros," O.B. from the
London Air Park, Hanworth.
3.20, Cartoon Film. 3.40,
Sports Film, " Pinehurst."
8.50, News. 9.5, Talk : Low,
the cartoonist, on Col. Blimp.
9.15, Cartoon Film. 9.20, The
Vic -Wells Ballet Company in
" Checkmate."

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20th.
3-4.10, "Youth at the Helm "
(as on Friday at 9.30 p.m.).
9, " The Infinite Shoe -Black," a
dramatic interpretation of a
Carlyleian philosophy. 10.30,
News.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21st.
3, Corliss and Palmer, American
duettists in " Intimate Cabaret.'
3.20, Gaumont-British News.
3.30, " Fantastic Garden " (2nd
edition), a programme of song,
dance and orchestral Music.
9, " Coliseum Night," first of
monthly series of O.Bs. from the
London Coliseum. 10, British
Movietonews. 10.10, Friends
from the Zoo. 10.25, News.

WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 22nd.

3, Foundations of Cookery. No. 3,
Marcel Boulestin. 3.15, Cartoon
Film. 3.20, " Checkmate " (as I
on Sunday at 9.2o p.m.).
9, " Ladies in Waiting," an all- ,
women detective play by Cyril
Campion. 10.40, News.
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Simplified Variable
Selectivity

r- HE problem of varying the selec-
tivity of a receiver, especially by
methods involving variation of
the response curve of the inter-

mediate -frequency section of a superhet
receiver, is one which has called forth
a great variety of solutions, all more or
less satisfactory. These solutions can he
divided, broadly speaking, into two cate-
gories ; those in which the shape of a band-
pass curve is modified by variation of
coupling, and those in which the detuning
of the circuits in opposite directions pro-
vides the major control.

Li L2

Fig. f. --Arrangement of coupling transformer
providing variable selectivity by means of

staggered tuning.

The methods which may be included in
the former class involve the control of an
actual coupling reactance or of the mutual
coupling between the two inductances.
Any variation but that of " mutual " alone
inevitably varies the effective tuning fre-
quency of the circuits, and necessitates a
further subsidiary control, albeit auto-
matically connected, to maintain the mid-
point of the new resonance curve at its
old position. The same disadvantage,
though to a lesser extent, is also inherent
in variation of mutual, since, even if the
stray capacity between the coils and the
smaller effect of the copper of one coil in
the field of the other are eliminated by
means of a static screen between the
coils, the self-in-
ductance and stray
capacities are af-
fected by variation
in the proximity of
external screens and
the static screen.

It is therefore de-
sirable in the case
of control by
mutual, and essen-
tial in all other
cases, to provide
small additional
circuit elements for
the correction of
the mean fre-
quency. If these
balancing elements
are to be used to best advantage, ganging
of the circuit is necessary not only in the
under -coupled condition, but also when

the over -coupled condition is being used ;
and it is in practice extremely difficult to
obtain the ideal adjustment of a band-pass
circuit in the hypercritical condition.

Because of these
difficulties it is
interesting to con-
sider the alternativ
method already
mentioned, namely,
control by detuning
circuits in opposite
directions. As is

By R. E. SPENCER

USE OF " STAGGERED "
CIRCUITS

well known, it is
clear in mathematical analysis that the
effect of detuning the circuits equally in
opposite directions is identical, except in
gain, with that obtained by over -coupling ;
and since the greater band -width is nor-
mally only required when receiving sta-
tions of adequate field strength, the small
loss of gain is not a serious consideration.

Short-circuited Auxiliary Windings

It has in the past been suggested that
this method can be carried out by using a
differential condenser to transfer capacity
from one circuit to the other. When,
however, it is only necessary to provide a
simple two -position band -width control, it
is possible to use a method in which the
inductances of the primary and secondary
coils are altered by the short-circuiting of
auxiliary windings, which are placed near
to the tuned windings. One such coil
would he associated with each winding on
the outer ends of the common former, and
connected to a switch so as to be opened
or closed alternatively. The circuits will
inherently be tuned to different frequen-
cies, and the coupling will be below the
critical value ; adjustment of the circuit
will be made so that the coils are tuned
to the same frequency when one short -

Fig. z.-How the windings'of the transformer of Fig. r are connected.

circuit coil is closed. When the switch
position is reversed the one coil will tune
to a lower and the other to a higher fre-

quency than before, and a band-pass re-
sponse will be obtained. Preservation of
the correct centre frequency is achieved
by spacing the shorting coils so that both
frequencies are changed by the same
amount. The heights of the two peaks
will be equal if the two circuits, in the
" broad " condition, have the same
magnification factors ; to enable this to
happen without extra damping it is an
advantage to connect the transformer in
circuit so that the coil which is controlled
by the shorting coil in the broad condition

is the one which is
naturally less
damped by its other
circuit conditions.

The physical ar-
rangement of a unit
of this type is
shown in Fig. T.

The functions of the
various coils are

.indicated by the circuit diagram of Fig. 2,
while Fig. 3 shows the response of the unit
(a) with neither coil shorted, (b) with the
switch in the selective position, and (c)
in the broad position. In practice, good

( a ( b) (c)

Fig. 3.-Selectivity curves obtained with the
shorting switch in various positions.

results are obtained by making L3 and
L4 coils of about 8o turns on a former
gin. in diameter, while the remainder of
the components shown in the circuit
diagram are quite orthodox.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Processes and Machinery in the Plastics Indus.

try. By Kurt Brandenburger. Pp. 243;
illustrations. Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons,
Ltd., Parker Street, Kingsway, London,
W.C. 2 ; price 25s. Dealing with the mould-
ing of synthetic resins and resinoid com-
pounds; the nature of the materials and pro-
cesses are fully described.

Trade Marks. By Reginald Haddan. Pp. 128.
Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons (address above) ;
price 55. Written with special -reference to
the Trade Marks Act of 1938, this book deals
with the nature of trade marks, their owner-
ship, registration and protection. Notes on
protection abroad are included.

Practical Wireless Service Manual. By F. J.
Cumin, F.R.S.A. Pp. 288; over 220 illus-
trations. (;eorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower
I louse, Southampton Street, London, W.C..2;
price- 55. Dealing with the testing of all
types of broadcast wireless receivers and the
tracing and remedying of fdulta in them.

Radio Facsimile. By various authors. Pp.
351, with numerous illustrations. R.C.A.
Institutes Technical Press, 75, Vatick Street,
New York, U.S.A. A collection of papers
ley R.C.A. engineers relating to the trans-
mission and reception of " still" images.
The history and development of " photo -
radiogram " services are covered as well as
the more recent methods of radio facsimile
broadcasting.
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UNBIASED
Television and the

Cinema
IWAS very gratified to hear, in the

course of the B.B.C. broadcast debate
on good manners the other evening, that
somebody had the courage to get up and
protest against the increasingly bad be-
haviour of the modern theatre- and
cinema -goer. It was stated, quite rightly
in my opinion, that, whereas at one time
the theatre -goer was as dignified and de-
corous in his behaviour as the old-time
Victorian concert enthusiast, all this has
now vanished.

Most people seem to attend places of
entertainment nowadays for no other
reason than to indulge in an orgy of eat-
ing and conversation. Not so very long
ago, when I was attending a concert in
the West End of London, the young lady
sitting next to me not only insisted upon
talking loudly to her companion and
noisily masticating chocolates all the time,
but finally upset a cup of tea down my
shirtfront. She did not offer me one word
of apology, but merely made a ribald re-
mark to her companion about " taking
the starch out of him," alluding, I pre-
sume, to my ruined shirtfront.

In cinemas things are a good deal worse,
and even the practice of bringing small
portable receivers into the cinema is
rapidly growing, the reason being that the
person bringing it only wants to see one
particular film on the programme, and
turns the set on to while away the time
when the other films are being shown,

A divertinz earnsei.

quite regardless 01 the fact that other
people are thereby prevented from follow-
ing the dialogue.

In view of the foregoing facts, I was
very pleased to read in my newspaper the
other day that an old idea which I put
forward in these columns some years ago
is now being hailed in America as a new
and revolutionary invention. 1. am suffi-
ciently devoid of selfish motives to be glad
that the idea is being discussed and that
there is a possibility of it being put into
practice; it does not matter in the least to
me who gets the fleeting and tinsel glory
of being acclaimed as its originator.

Briefly the idea is that, instead of our
being compelled to attend cinemas and to
sit through hours of discomfort, the pro-

gramme should all he televised from a
station set up in each district by the
cinema industry so that we could see the
pictures in the comfort of our own homes.
Faradia tells me that the scheme would be
foredoomed to failure, since it is only old-
fashioned people like myself who go to
cinemas for the purpose of seeing -the
pictures.

Courtesy Cops of the
Ether

As most of you know full well, there has
never been anybody more enthusiastic

than myself in championing the rights of
wireless enthusiasts against the inter-
ference of pettifogging officialdom, but at
the same time I have always been a
staunch upholder of law and order. It
was for this latter reason. that many years
ago when the oscillation nuisance was at
its height I refused to join certain maraud-
ing bands in my neighbourhood who went
round at dead of night and usurped the
functions of the law by chopping down the
aerial poles of known offenders.

My respect for law and order extends to
other spheres of activity apart from wire-
less, and 1 was, therefore, exceedingly
astonished to find myself ignominiously
gonged when driving well within the speed
limit through a residential area near
London the other evening. With some
show of impatience and indignation I
drew into the kerb and waited for the
police car to come up to me, and f was
very surprised when there descended upon
me two very unofficial looking individuals
holding what looked like a portable wire-
less set.

With a polite smile they presented me
with a printed pamphlet and explained
that they were the courtesy cops of the
ether and had stopped me because they
had discovered from the portable ultra -
short -wave receiver they were carrying
that I was causing severe interference on
the television wavelength, and as this was
a district in which there were a large
number of television viewers, I was
marring their enjoyment of the pro-
gramme. The television viewers in the
vicinity, they told me, had formed them-
selves into a band of courtesy cops and
parties of them were employed every night
in stopping drivers whose cars were
causing interferenceto television. Some
were stationed at cross-roads detecting and
stopping cars, and others were engaged in
mobile work, as they were.

I at once protested against this un-
warrantable taking of the law into their
own hands and interfering with the liberty
of the subject, and at the same time I
protested also against their stopping me
for, as I explained to them, my car
ignition system was fitted with a very

By

FREE GRID

complete suppression installation, and I
flung open the bonnet to illustrate my re-
marks. For a moment I was struck dumb
with surprise because there was no sign of
any suppressors at all, but closer inspec-
tion of the engine caused me to realise the
true state of affairs, namely, that through
some act of forgetfulness I must have
driven off in the wrong car at the con-
clusion of the annual dinner of the local

The police were suspicious.

radio society which I had just been attend-
ing.

The two self -constituted sleuths received
my explanations with some suspicion, and
before I knew what had happened they
had stopped a genuine police car and re-
ported that they believed that I was in
unlawful possession of the car, and not
unnaturally the police Were somewhat
suspicious and we all had to adjourn to
the police station. By the time their en-
quiries were completed another day had
dawned, and when I finally did arrive
home I ran into yet more police, as Mrs.
Free Grid, after waiting up for me until
4 a.m. had dialled 999.

A Feline Fallacy
IHAVE had several letters from readers

as the result of my investigations
which revealed that stroking of cats was
causing interference to television, due to

well-known fact that when cats' fur is
rubbed with some other substance static
charges are generated. Many readers
claim that widespread interference must;
therefore, be caused by the well-known
habits which cats have of licking and
scratching themselves. This theory is
quite untenable, however, since my in-
formants obviously forget that it is impos-
sible to generate electrical charges of any
magnitude by rubbing cat with cat. The
substances must be dissimilar.
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Output Stage and Loud Speaker
VALVE DAMPING, NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

AND TRANSFORMER DESIGN
THE damping on the voice coil of

the loud speaker, due to the low
plate resistance of the valve is
one of the most important pro-

perties of a valve driving a loud speaker.
Triode power valves working under
normal conditions have a load resist-
ance of between two and eight times
that of the plate resistance of the valve
(Appendix I), and consequently the valve
exerts very considerable damping. The
term " damping factor " is suggested as
being numerically equal to the ratio of
load resistance to valve plate resistance,
and is an indication of the degree of damp-
ing due to the plate resistance of the
valve. The damping factor is calculated
under static conditions, but it will be seen
that in the case of the bass resonant fre-
quency of a loud speaker the effective
clamping will be increased by the ratio of
the impedance at bass resonant frequency
to the impedance at 400 cis. -In the case
of a typical triode valve and a loud
speaker whose impedance at the bass
resonant frequency is six times that at
40o c/s the damping factor may be as high
as 18. Under conditions such as these the
damping of even a poor loud speaker is
sufficiently good to improve its response
in an astonishing way. This damping
does not occur to any appreciable extent
in the case of tetrodes or pentodes unless
negative feedback be employed. The

of the pentode the plate resistance varies
between 3,60o and r6o,000 ohms, a ratio
of 44.5 to 1, over the cycle. With a

71kT the first part of this article the
I author dealt with sources of distortion
arising in the valve as a result of errors
in loading. He concludes with a dis-
cussion of negative feedback, output
transformer design and distortion due to
combination tones. The article is based
on a paper read
before the IV o r 1 d
Radi o Convention
organised in Sydney
by the _lustralian
Institute of Radio

Engineers.

positive peak of
signal voltage on
the grid the damp-
ing is heavy, while
at other portions of
the cycle the damping becomes much less,
particularly at the higher negative grid
voltages.

It is interesting to note that the damp-
ing effect of a valve on a loud speaker
load is indicated by the area enclosed
under the curve of constant grid voltage,

and of plate voltage
limits equal to the
limits of plate volt-
age swing, as shown
in Fig. 6. With a
fixed plate voltage
swing the area
under the curve of
a pentode valve,
Fig. 6 (a), is strik-
ingly less than that
corresponding to a
triode valve, Fig.
6 (b).

Negative feed-
back is effectively
degeneration, r e -
sr.lting in a decrease
of harmonic distor-
tion and, in certain
cases, also an in -

c amping with pentodes or tetrodes is not
uniform over the cycle, but varies enor-
mously as shown in Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (b)
((3--=o). It will be seen that in the case

Fig. 4.-Series feed-
back circuit suitable
for use with resis-

tance coupling.

crease in the damping factor caused by a
decrease in the plate resistance of the
valve. There are many methods of
obtaining negative feedback, and space

Concluded from page 136 of
last issue

cannot be occupied in enumerating them
all. A very interesting arrangement, which
has been found very satisfactory with re-
sistance coupling, is shown in Fig. 4. This
has been called the " series feedback cir-
cuit," but the word " series " needs some
slight explanation. The negative feedback
is obtained from a voltage divider across
the output load, and this is fed in series
with the plate load resistor to the plate of

By F. LANGFORD SMITH, B.Sc., B.E.,
M.Inst.R.E. (Aust.), A.M.I.E.E.,

A .M .I.E . (Aust .)
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Fig. 5.-Cyclical variation of valve resistance for different degrees
of negative feedback (a) in a pentode, (b) in a tetrode.

the _preceding valve. The feedback factor
is not equal to the ratio of voltage divider
across the load, since there is a shunting
effect due to the plate resistance of the pre-
vious valve, and the grid resistor of the
power valve in parallel. This latter factor
is, however, constant under normal work-
ing conditions, and the feedback factor
may readily be adjusted by a variation in
the voltage divider. This method func-
tions through a nodal point being de-
veloped in the .plate resistor, the opposite
ends of which vary in voltage approxi-
mately i8o degrees out of phase. The
nodal point is not constant but shifts, due
to distortion in the circuit. Due to the
nodal point on the load resistor, the AC
load presented to the preceding valve is
less, and the gain and maximum voltage
output from the stage are thereby reduced.
It is essential to employ a valve having
high -plate resistance 'in the earlier stage
in order to avoid excessive shunting, and a
resistance -coupled pentode is generally em-
ployed, since it also provides sufficiently
high gain and sufficiently high voltage to
permit the application of negative. feed-
back, and still to be able to excite the
output stage with a low percentage of dis-
tortion.

Current Feedback

The method previously described, and,
indeed, all methods of " voltage feed-
back," result in a reduction of the plate
resistance of the valve. It is possible,
however, by means of " current feedback "
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Output Stage and Loud Speaker-
to obtain negative feedback which pro-
vides a reduction of harmonic distortion,
but results in an increase of the plate re-
sistance of the valve. This is the case, for
example, in the well-known arrangement
with self -bias with the cathode bias resistor
not by-passed. With such a circuit the
damping from the plate resistance of the
valve is very slight, and this method is
therefore less satisfactory in response to
transients.

Feedback Calculations

It is readily possible to calculate the
degree of feedback to give any required
degree of damping. The output resist-
ance, R0, of a valve under these conditions
is-

is reduced. In other
on the loud speaker
more constant, due
evident that by the
use of sufficient
feedback the plate
resistance of a pen-
tode or tetrode may
be reduced to any
degree required,
although a con-
siderable variation
over the cycle is
inevitable. This
variation may not
be any greater than
that occurring with
a triode valve, and
does not appear to
be serious for values
- o.2.

Any phase shift in the feedback net-
work will result in an increased effective
plate resistance, while a similar effect is
obtained when the load is partially re-
active.

In early work on negative feedback it
was accepted that the amplitude of each
harmonic component was reduced in pro-
portion to the gain reduction factor. Later
research [see Bibliography 7 (z), 7 (3), 7
(4), 7 (8)] has indicated that such simple
treatment is subject to modification due to
cross modulation in the amplifier. The
errors in the simple treatment appear to
be comparatively slight for practical cases
where the distortion without feedback is

R0= /R -13g
where Ro=plate resistance of valve, g=
mutual conductance, /3= fraction of output
voltage feedback.

Hence /3 may be adjusted to give any
required value of Ro. In this expression
R, may be regarded as a differential co-
efficient, and may be substituted for R in
calculations where feedback is used. For
full -grid excitation it is necessary to cal-
culate the value of Ro at several points
along the load line and to plot a curve as
has been done in Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (b) for
values of /3 from o to - 0.5. It will be
seen from these curves, first, that there is
a large decrease in the plate resistance due
to feedback, and, secondly, that the varia-
tion of plate resistance along the load line

words, the damping
is both heavier and
to feedback. It is

not excessive, and in many cases the
simple treatment may be considered suffi-
ciently accurate.

The gain reduction factor of a negative
feedback amplifier is-

r-/3A
where A = the amplification of the ampli-

fier without feedback,
and /3 =the fraction of the output 'volt-

age which is fed back to the
input, being negative for
negative feedback.

This factor, therefore, also denotes the
approximate reduction of harmonics with
a resistive load due to feedback.

The application of a fixed negative feed-
back factor to an amplifier introducing
frequency distortion is to improve the fre-
quency response. With " voltage feed-
back " the effect of the feedback with a
load of varying impedance is to improve
the constancy of the voltage across the
load. With voltage feedback of constant
feedback factor on a loud speaker load the
degeneration increases as the impedance
increases at the bass resonant frequency,
and at the higher audio frequencies,
thereby reducing the rise of output volt-
age which would otherwise occur at these
frequencies. For this reason it is unneces-
sary to fit any resistance -capacity filter
across the load. An obvious consequence
is that no tone compensation occurs, as
with a pentode valve, towards the extreme
limits of frequency range, and the response
approaches that of a triode valve. A fur-
ther consequence is that a small condenser
placed across the load is not effective for
attenuating the higher frequencies. With
" current feedback " under similar condi-
tions the effect is to approach more closely
the constant current in the load.

Fig. 6.-The damping effect on the loud speaker represented by the
shaded area (a) for a pentode compared (b) with a triode.

of /3 of the order of A further possible effect of negative feed-
back is in the reduction of phase distortion
in the portion of the amplifier covered by
the feedback. The phase distortion, due
to the valve in a single stage of power am-
plification, is negligible, but that due to
the output transformer may be consider-
able. For this reason feedback is some-
times taken from the voice -coil circuit of
the loud speaker, so as to correct distor-
tion in the transformer as NMI as in the
valve.

Use is sometimes made of a feedback
ratio which is a function of frequency in
order to give tone compensation [see
Bibliography 7 (3), 7 (5)] . It is evident that
a reduction of feedback factor at any fre-
quency will boost the relative amplification

at that frequency. In this way bass boost-
ing may be obtained by a reduction of
the feedback factor at bass frequencies.
Similarly an uplift in the response at higher
audio frequencies may be obtained by a
reduction of the feedback factor at these
frequencies. There is, however, danger of
introducing objectionable harmonics by
using a feedback network in which /3 is
small at low frequencies. In the case
where the reduction of /3 is in the higher
frequency band the harmonics introduced
are largely beyond the audible limit, and
may not be serious. There is a further
objection to the use of a feedback network
for frequency compensation, since such a
network must inevitably introduce phase
shift, and it is possible for this to cause
instability.

Various special forms of compensation
or of attenuation [see Bibliography 7 (5)]
may be obtained by careful design.

Transformer Design

Most treatments of transformer design
assume that the loud speaker has a con-
stant resistance equal to the equivalent
impedance of the loud speaker at 400 c/s.
As has been shown earlier in the paper,
the loud speaker impedance characteristic
has a minimum about 40o c/s, rising to a
peak at a certain low frequency, usually
about 8o c/s, and rising again at higher
frequencies. For the purpose of calcula-
tion it is suggested that in cases where the
individual characteristics of the loud
speaker are unknown, an impedance of six
times the impedance at 40o c/s should be
used as the basis of design for the ex-
tremely low and extremely high fre-
quencies.

In the case of a loud speaker with a bass
resonance at 8o c/s and whose response
is required to be as uniform as possible up
to 8,000 c/s, it is necessary to consider
the design of the loud speaker transformer
at three different frequencies. The induct-
ance of the transformer should be designed
to give satisfactory results at the low -fre-
quency resonance of the loud speaker, in
this case 8o c/s. In the case of a triode
valve it is desirable to maintain trans-
former linearity down to the resonant fre-
quency, and, therefore, it will be necessary
in the assumed case to design for negligible
drop in output at 8o c/s with a secondary
load of six times that at 40o c/s. This will
mean that the inductance of the trans-
former should,- in the assumed case, be six
times that given by the more usual calcu-
lations. Of course, in the case of loud
speakers having improved damping, the
rise of impedance at the bass resonant fre-
quency will he less, and the inductance of
the transformer may be correspondingly
less. Reasons of economy generally result
in the inductance being below this ideal
value, and in the case of triode valves this
may be done with a slight loss in bass re-
sponse, although accompanied by an
increase in harmonic distortion due to
elliptical loading. The power transfer effi-
ciency from a triode valve to a loud
speaker is less at the bass resonance due
to the high load resistance, but this is
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more than compensated by the improved
.loud speaker efficiency at the resonant
frequency.

In the case of pentode valves, the posi-
tion at the low -frequency resonance is
quite different, since the efficiency of trans-
fer from valve to loud speaker is much
greater due to the higher impedance of
the loud speaker. For this reason a loud
speaker, having a pronounced impedance
peak at the low -frequency resonance point,
used in conjunction with a wide range
transformer, will generally give an acoustic
output far too prominent at the resonant
frequency. This may be overcome by the
.use of a loud speaker having a less promi-
nent resonance, or more generally in the
lower -priced loud speakers, by the employ-
ment of a transformer having an induct-
ance considerably lower than the ideal.
By this means the loud speaker impedance
is effectively shunted by means of the re-
actance of the transformer, giving an ellip-
tical load with a maximum impedance con-
siderably less than that of the loud speaker
with a perfect transformer. In a number
of cases which have been measured, the
rise of impedance of the loud speaker at
the bass resonant frequency, measured on
the primary of the transformer, barely
showed any rise whatever. Although the
frequency response is maintained level by
this device, there is a serious effect on the
harmonic distortion due to the elliptical
load line entering the region of high dis-
tortion during part of the cycle, and in
extreme cases even becoming flattened
along the lower side due to the valve reach-
ing cut-off. If the valve is operated at
a low level this does not have any very
serious effect. In midget receivers -in which
the transformer inductance is necessarily
limited and in which the total acoustic
output must also be limited for obvious
reasons, the method is reasonably satisfac-
tory, but a valve capable of giving an out-
put of about 3 watts under ideal condi-
tions may only be capable of giving about
one watt under these conditions of low
inductance before distortion becomes dis-
tressing.

The ratio of the transformer windings
will need to be adjusted in accordance
with the usual design formula so as to re-
flect approximately the correct load at
400 s

Leakage Reactance

The rise of impedance of the loud
speaker at the higher audio frequencies
tends to cause a very slight rise in the volt-
age applied to the loud speaker in the case
of a triode valve, but a marked accentua-
tion of the high -frequency response in the
case of a pentode valve. For this reason,
in the case of a triode valve, it is desirable
to reduce the leakage reactance of the
transformer to the lowest possible level in
order to maintain as much of the high -fre-
quency response as is possible. In the case
of a pentode valve, this is of less import-
ance, since not only does the efficiency of
the transfer increase at the higher frequen-
cies but the effect of the leakage reactance

becomes relatively less as the load imped-
ance increases. It will, therefore, be seen
that transformers for operating with pen-
tode valves may be constructed with con-
siderable leakage reactance without any
serious effect on the reproduction.

A further effect which needs considera-
tion is the variation of the inductance of
the transformer with the DC current flow-
ing through it. This is particularly im-
portant in the case of Class " B " output
stages in which the average DC current
varies considerably. In all cases the in-
ductance of the transformer should remain
reasonably constant up to the extreme
peak current under the worst conditions.
If an appreciable change of inductance is
permitted, there will undoubtedly be an
additional effect -on the overall distortion,
which, although difficult to calculate, is
obvious in its results.

Pentode and tetrode valves with feed-
back may, for the purposes of transformer
design, be treated in a similar manner to
triode valves.

Combination Tones

A non-linear device, which is supplied
with two or more pure sine -wave tones, is
found to produce an output consisting of
each of the two input frequencies, together
with a number of spurious tones of fre-
quencies equal to the sum or difference
of the frequencies of the input tones, or
of either or one of its harmonics and the
fundamental of the other tone or one of its
harmonics. In the presence of a complex
Wave form input a non-linear device would
produce an extremely large number of
spurious tones which are not present in the
original. If a perfectly linear device is
fed with a number of sine -wave frequen-
cies, the output will be exactly similar to
the input without the addition of any
spurious frequencies. In the case of Class
" A " triodes, either singly or in push-pull,
each valve being operated under condi-
tions equivalent to 5 per cent. second har-
monic distortion when operating singly,
the combination tones do not appear to be
objectionable. In the case of pentode
valves which are operated under conditions
of maximum output into a loud speaker
load, even though the square root of the
sum of the squares of all the harmonic
components when the valve is operated
into a fixed resistive load is less than
about 7 per cent., the output is found to
contain extremely prominent combination
tones which are largely responsible for
what is known as " pentode tone." This
pentode tone is produced partly by the
higher percentage of odd harmonics, par-
ticularly the third and fifth harmonics, to-
gether with pronounced combination tones.

Cross modulation also is found to exist
in the output of pentode valves [see Biblio-
graphy 9 (1)]. Cross modulation may be
defined as the effect obtained when a varia-
tion in the amplitude of one input signal
affects the output amplitude of another
signal of different frequency but having
constant input. It may be demonstrated
by feeding the grid of the valve with two
frequencies, one at, say, 110 c/ s and the

other at, say, L000 els. If no cross modu-
lation is present a variation in input
voltage of either signal will not cause
any variation in the output of the
other signal. If cross modulation is
present a variation in the input voltage
of one will cause a variation in the
output voltage of the other. This effect
is sometimes observed while listening to a
violin or similar instrument with an organ
accompaniment, the amplitude of the
higher frequency sound varying in accord-
ance with the more powerful low -frequency
accompaniment.

It has been shown by Terman [see Biblio-
graphy 9 (2)] that combination tones exist
in conjunction with any order of harmonic
distortion, but that cross modulation does
not occur when the harmonic distortion
is only of the second order. This means
that Class " A " triodes operated under
normal conditions will not produce audible
cross modulation, although there will be
combination tones of small amplitude. A
pentode valve operated under normal
maximum conditions will produce both
combination tones and cross modulation,
the intensity being dependent upon the
degree of distortion. It has been shown
[see Bibliography 9 (3)] that the ampli-
tudes of the combination tones are higher
when the distortion is due to higher order
odd harmonics, assuming constant har-
monic percentage in all cases.

As indicated in the introduction, a limit
of 2.5 per cent. for the third harmonic .and
of 0.5 per cent. for fifth harmonic distor-
tion results in an output quality which has
not, so far as the writer is aware, been
criticised by the most :musical ear. -The
fact indicates that not only the harmonic
distortion itself but the indirect effects in
the nature of combination tones and cross
modulation are hot objectionable when the
harmonic distortion is maintained within
these arbitrary limits.

Criteria of Performance

The importance of the higher order har-
monics, which is not in proportion to their
amplitudes, indicates that the conventional
method of indicating the total harmonic
distortion as the square root of the sum
of the squares of the individual amplitudes
is not in accordance with the effect on the
listener. The writer hopes that this method
of specifying distortion will be dropped in
favour of a more satisfactory method. An
interesting method of " weighting " the
various harmonics has been adopted by
the R.M.A. [see Bibliography io (4)]
each harmonic being " weighted " by a
factor proportional to the order of the har-
monic. The resultant gives a distortion
factor which is much closer to the true
audible effect than the older method men-
tioned above. In the opinion of the writer,
however, even the amount of " weight-
ing " given in this formula is not equiva-
lent to the objectionableness of the distor-
tion, and still heavier " weighting " of the
higher order harmonics is desirable. Con-
siderable experimental . work needs to be
done before a new formula could be
adopted, but the hope is expressed that
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the matter will he considered more fully.

An important factor in a power stage
is that it is desirable to have a smooth and
gradual increase in distortion beyond the
point of full load, so that slight overload
is not acutely distressing. Triode valves
in Class " A " resistance -capacity coupled
operation are particularly prone to distort
badly as soon as the grid current point is
reached. Grid -stopping resistors are help-
ful in reducing the trouble, but only to
a partial extent.

Advantages of Pentodes

Pentode valves in Class " A " operation
have a particularly smooth overload
characteristic, and this is a strong reason
for their popularity in spite of their heavy
distortion at full load. Pentode valves
with reduced excitation have particularly
low harmonic distortion, since the greater
part of the distortion, consisting of third
and higher order odd harmonics, falls off
very rapidly as the signal is decreased.

Tetrode valves are somewhat different
from pentodes in that the distortion is
largely of the second order, and decreases
almost linearly with the signal. The higher
order harmonic distortion increases rapidly
as full load is approached, and so pro-
vides a smooth overload characteristic,
although riot so effective as that of a
pentode.

Both tetrodes and pentodes exhibit a
flattened wave form in the region of low -
plate voltage swing, and by the shape of
their characteristics are prevented from
running into heavy grid current distortion.

With negative feedback, tetrodes show
to advantage in having very low higher -
order distortion at slightly reduced excita-
tion. Pentodes require a higher feedback
factor than tetrodes for an equivalent level
of odd harmonics. The smooth overload
characteristics of both pentodes and
tetrodes is not so good when feedback is
used, since fhe characteristics approach
towards those of triodes, but there appears
in this respect to be an advantage in
tetrodes with feedback as compared with
triodes.

Hum from poor filtering in the HT
supply is not so pronounced with pentodes
or tetrodes as with triodes, due to the
high plate resistance of these types.
When their plate resistance is reduced by
means of feedback, the hum increases, as
would be expec,ted, and improved filtering
becomes necessary.

Both tetrodes and pentodes have con-
siderably higher plate circuit power
efficiency  than Class " A " triodes, and
therefore give a higher power output for
the same HT supply current. Tetrodes have
a better efficiency than pentodes, and are,
therefore, particularly desirable for higher
power. This high efficiency is retained
when feedback is employed.

The sensitivity factor of a pentode or
tetrode valve with sufficient feedback to
reduce the plate resistance to that of a
triode is approximately the same as that
of the triode, provided that the mutual
conductances are identical.
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The writer is grateful to Amalgamated
Wireless Valve Co. Pty., Ltd., for permis-
sion to present this paper.
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APPENDIX i.
DAMPING. FACTORS OF TYPICAL N'ALVES UNDER

STAND.ARD OPERATING CONDITIONS,

Plate
Redstanse

(Olims.)
Resisfaneer4"

(Ohms.)
DPa all
(R,../it.)

Triodes, Gen A "
Type 45 ... ... 1,610 )31100 2.42

1100 2.500 :1.12
5(1 ... ... 1,801) 4,350 2.42

' 845 ... ... 2,100 16,000 7.61

Pentodes. Class "A"
Type 42 ... ..

80.000 7,000 0.0875
arts ... ...

TobWmelan"A"
'hype 6Vt0: ... 52,000 5.000 0.096

.. 01.66 ... 22,500 2,500 0 111

APPENDIX II.
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRIODES, AND PENTODES

AND TETRODES WITH NEGATIVE FEEDBACK.
In the following table comparison is made between two 2A3's

in parallel. tw., OFIrs in parallel and one OLO, the two latter
having negative feedback adjusted so as to give the Mme
damping factor (14.. R.) as the triode combination.

Number of valves ... ...
Valve type ... ... ...
Plate voltage ... ...
Screen voltage ... ...
Grid bias voltage ... ...
Cathode current (no signal)
Cathode currwit (full signal)
Amplification factor ...

2
2A3
250-
-45

. 124)
126
4.2

2
6E6
250
250

-16.5
SI
85
6.6

1

6141
254)
250
-14
77

86.3
CS

volts
volts
volts
mA.
mA.

Mutual conductance ... 10.548o 5.000 (woo stoblim
Plate resistai tee or R. ... 400 1.120 RIM ob I us.
Load resistanee (A) ... 1,250 3,500 2,509 ohms.
Damping factor (1.5,'R,,) ... 3.1 3.1 3,1
Feedback factor (4) ... - -0.175 -0.20
Gain reduction factor ... - 2.54 3.62
Peak grid input volts ... 45 42 60.7 volts
Sensitivity factor ... ... 6.9 6.8 6,00 m IV. r.

RMS.
Power output ... ... 7 6 6.5 watts
Second harmonic ... ... 5 1.4 2.7
Third hanntwie ... ... 1.6 2.4* o.r
Plate circuit efficiency ... 22.2 28.2 30 ';i:

 On the assumption that no increase is caused by cross
modulation.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 152)

NO, it certainly was not! If it had been
necessary to replace the items men-

tioned no doubt the estimate would have
been reasonable. But if the HT supply had
failed it would not have been possible for
Emily Simple to notice that the green light
in the tuning indicator was stationary, for
there could not have been any green light.
Therefore, the dealer was wrong. He prob-
ably found a simple open -circuit or even a
displaced valve connector on the HF side,
for which he could not make a very profit-
able charge honestly, and intended to charge
for fictitious replacements.
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Random Radiations
Battery Sets and A.R.P.
THERE'S not much doubt that the sales

of battery sets have been increased
considerably during the last six months by
Air Raid Precautions. One Govermnent
publication on the subject suggests a re-
ceiver as part of the " dug -out " or " refuge -
room " equipment, and the battery set is
indicated since it is independent of pos-
sible electric supply blackouts, whether in-
tentional or accidental. But, unfortunately,
you can't just keep the ordinary battery
set in cold store, so to speak, and just
bring it out for use after not having looked
at it for months. The trouble is that for
2 -volt valves you need a filament accumu-
lator, and accumulators must have periodic
attention whether they are used or not.
The best solution if you have such a battery
set which you want only for emergency use
is to arrange with a good charging station
to store your accumulators for you and to
guarantee to keep them in good condition.
Good quality dry HTBs should have a
shelf life of at least six months; they can
be stored away so long as you choose a place
which is both cool and dry.

Dry Filament Batteries
One obvious solution of the problem of

the battery set which is intended to be kept
as a stand-by and not regularly used is to
employ the new valves with low -voltage,
low -consumption filaments, and to obtain
the LT current from a single dry cell of the
right kind. If economical running is re-
quired, as no doubt it is, it's no use trying
to make these valves up into small, light
portable receivers, for in such there simply
isn't room for the fairly hefty filament cell
that is called for. You used to be able to
buy, and I expect you still can do so, large
square dry cells of the kind used by some
of the railway companies for various pur-
poses. These, I think I am right in say-
ing, have a guaranteed shelf life of a good
deal more than six months, and one of
them would run a 4 -valve receiver for hun-
dreds of hours. Alternatively, it might be
no bad idea to use the wet instead of the dry
Leclanche cell. The ordinary bell cell
wouldn't do, but there is one with a suitable
depolariser contained in a large sac instead
of in a porous pot.

"is IN ti
A New Cell

SOME
three years ago, if I remember aright,

The Wireless World published an ex-
clusive account of something entirely new
in primary cells. It was then stated that
the cell was still the subject of laboratory
research work, and that it was not going
into production until those responsible
were satisfied with their product. I am
told, however, that this cell, the Gordon,
is to be available commercially very
shortly. I haven't seen it in its final form,
but, from what I read of it and heard of it
originally, it seemed to have distinct possi-
bilities. Magnesium is the most important
of the ingredients used, and the electrolyte
is just tap water. In its commercial form
it is claimed that the cell will have a con-
stant EMF of r volt throughout its service
life, so that two in series should be excel-
lent for filament heating, provided, of

By "DIALLIST"

course, that they can stand up to the load
for a reasonable length of time. 1 am look-
ing forward to hearing more about this cell.

%
Bus Conductor's Holiday
COMING home late the other evening in

a cross-country bus I found myself the
only passenger, and the bus conductor
began to make conversational openings
when he had snipped my ticket and pouched
the fare. He was looking forward, he told
me, to his holiday, which wasn't so very
far away as he had managed to secure one
of the earliest turns. When I suggested
that the weather was apt to be rather a
problem if one took one's spell very early
in the .year, he assured me that he didn't
care if it snowed ink. He got plenty of
fresh air whilst doing his job ; his holiday
would be spent entirely at home tinkering
with wireless sets. His hobby was to buy
for an old song sets which people had given
up as hopeless. These he pulled entirely to
pieces,- casting out all defective and doubtful
parts. Then by combining the best com-
ponents selected from several cast-off re-
ceivers he was able to make himself a first-
rate set at the smallest possible cast. He
was very proud of the one which he was
then using. It was made from the remains
of three sets and cost him something under
a pound. He had recently purchased a fine
batch of discarded receivers and he in-
tended during that precious holiday to
make something that would put all pre-
vious efforts into the shade. More power
to his elbow! I hope that his this year's
model will be a winner.

%
Non-stop Noise
MY sympathies are all with those who

complained recently that a neighbour's
wireless set was kept going full blast for
as much as ten hours a day, to their own
great discomfort. The evidence showed
that the noise sometimes continued until

o'clock in the morning, and one neigh-
bour stated that he had had.to change his
bedroom to the back of the house to avoid
being disturbed. The magistrate inflicted
a penalty of ix, plus the best part of a
fiver in costs, and said that he wished that
the Bench had the power to confiscate the
receiver. Wireless is a source of so much
pleasure to such vast numbers of people
that any abuse of it, whereby it is turned
into an infliction, is a thing that we should
all seek to avoid.

Resonance Effects
Some time ago, when I'd taken a small

furnished house for holiday purposes, I had
a very unpleasant sample of the maddening
kind of nuisance that someone else's loud
speaker can cause. The set responsible
was located in a house about sixty yards
from mine, and it was kept going pretty
constantly during the afternoon and far
into the night. It suffered from two
strongly marked resonance peaks, and
whenever the corresponding notes occurred
they just went through and through your
head. Luckily my neighbours were reason-

able. They hadn't the least idea that they
were causing any trouble, but on coming to
my house and- hearing for themselves what
their set sounded like there, they realised
that I wasn't making a frivolous complaint
and took the necessary steps. Some re-
ceivers have poisonous resonances which
you may not notice very much at close
quarters, though at a distance their effects
can he devastating.

1°.

The National Wireless Register
THE response of The Wireless World's

appeal to its readers to fill in and
despatch the National Wireless Register
form will, I feel certain, be excellent. I
hope that you've sent yours in ; but if you
haven't, now's the time. Large numbers
of people with some knowledge of wireless
are sure to be wanted in an emergency (let's
hope fervently that there won't be one),
and the register will enable the authorities
to make the best and quickest use of those
who are available. Filling in the form
doesn't bind you in any way ; it just shows
the compilers of the regiSter that you are
willing to give what help you can if you're
wanted. Within a day or two of sending
in - the form you'll receive a letter from the
Secretary acknowledging its receipt and
saying that a further communication will
come along presently. Don't imagine, by
the way, that it's only skilled morse opera-
tors who are wanted. Anyone who can
read blue -prints and understands the
general theory of wireless can be useful.
Send in your qualifications and the Wire-
less Telegraphy Board will let you know
whether there's any niche that you can fill
in its scheme.

NEW PHILIPS PORTABLE
BASED on the design of the Type 225B

the new Type .2288 portable is a four -
valve superheterodyne incorporating a fre-
quency changer, iF -amplifier, double -diode
triode second detector, ABC and first AF
amplifier and a pentode output valve.

The new. instrument retains all the quali-
ties of range and selectivity associated with
its predecessor and a new loud speaker has
been fitted to improve the quality of repro-
duction. Changes have also been made in

.1at

yr
.1*

Philips Type 228B battery superhet. portable.

the control panel and the metal carrying
handle now sinks flush with the top of the
moulding.

The average HT consumption is 8 mA
and the price, complete with batteries, is
81 guineas.
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Recent Inventions
Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

will be included in this section.

AUTOMATIC TUNING CON.-
TROL

TN automatic tuning correction
systems the correcting voltage

derived from the usual frequency -
discriminating circuits is applied
to bring the local oscillator into
step with the fixed intermediate
frequency. Although this, in
effect, corrects for any slight de-
gree of initial mistiming, it still
leaves the input or preselector cir-
cuits slightly out of tune with the
incoming signals. This is liable
to cause a certain amount of
distortion or cross -modulation,
and it also tends to reduce the
effective selectivity of the IW
stages.

According to the invention, a
separate indicator is provided in
order to allow the listener to make
whatever additional adjustment
may be necessary to bring the
circuits dead into tune after the
automatic control has done its
work. For this purpose a diode
D is coupled either immediately
before (as shown) or immediately
after the mixing valve V, say at
the point P. The rectified current
is fed to an indicator I, which can

then he set to show maximum
response by adjusting the tuning
knob K, independently of the
automatic action of the ATC volt-
age applied to the correcting cir-
cuit X.

Fal9ica I I alio n a Magneli
Morelli. Convention dale (Italy),
January 22nd, 1937. No. 492635.

0 0 0

BROADCASTING STUDIOS
TN order to regulate the acoustic

properties of a studio, and par-
ticulaily to modify reverberation
fleets, the walls are lined with a

sound -absorbing material made
from sheets of brown paper or thin
cardboard. Several sheets, pasted
or clamped together at the top
edges, are separated by thin
spacers, and -the lower edges are
left free.

The action of the layer on the
sound waves is compared with
that of a low-pass electric filter -
circuit consisting of resistance in
series and capacity in shunt. The
mass, or weight per unit area, of
the brown paper corresponds to
the resistance., and the space be-
tween each sheet represents the
capacity. Both can therefore be

varied, by calculation, to produce
any desired degree of damping on
the sound -waves.

A. B. Howe. Application dale,
June 19th, 1937. No. 497222.

0 0 0

TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS
THE picture to be televised is

first projected on to a photo-
electric cathode K, and the re-
sultant feeble stream
of primary electrons
is focused by a series
of ring anodes Ar.
A2, on to a target
electrode T. where
it. is amplified by
secondary emission.
The reinforced stream
then passes through
a second series of ring

Television trans-
mission tube in which
the stream of primary
electrons is amplified
by secondary emis-

sion.

Provision for independent ad-
justment of the signal -fre-
quency circuits of a receiver
having a frequency -corrected

oscillator

K 4

1.

p A

fN

anodes, A3, A4, which focus it
on to a screen S of the mosaic -
cell type. The image charges se t
up on this screen are then scanned

by a stream of electrons front
the gun 0 of the tube, and the
resulting picture -signals are fed
to an amplifier A. The graded
biasing voltages for the various
electrodes are tapped off front
a potentiometer R.

In the ordinary way any
attempt to focus the stream
from a plane cathode on to a
plane target would produce
distortion, since all the picture
points could not be brought to
the same focus. This difficulty

IF

M11011111.111111111111.1,

ATC AF

is removed, according to the in-
vention, by making both the
cathode K and target T slightly
amcave, as shown.

B. M. Crowther A ',Nicer I ion
date, June 19111, 1937. Nu.
479406.

0 0 0 0
TELEVISION SYSTEMS

THE picture signals developed
in an electron camera are

passed directly from the scanning
aperture in file anode on to the
first of a series of target electrodes
arranged in a projecting part of
the same tube, where they are

subjected to intensive amplifica-
tion by secondary emission.

According to the invention, the
signals are modulated. as they
pass through the tube, by apply-
ing a carrier -wave frequency
directly to one or more of the
target electrodes in the electron
multiplier. Preferably a periodic
blocking 'potential is also applied
to the electron multiplier, ill order
to cut off the output during the
flyback period of scanning.

BMW Television,
- Ltd., and

T. C. NOW,. Application dale,
March 301h, 1037. Ho. 403043.

0 0 0 0

WAVE=BAND SWITCHING
TN an all -wave set the- different

coils corresponding to each
waveband are housed in separate
compartments in one or Inure
different drums. The drums are
mounted on the shaft of the wave -
change switch, and make the ap-
propriate circuit connections as
the shaft is rotated.

Each coil is associated with
padding and trimming coil-
densers, which can be adjusted
by screws from outside the drum.
The powdered -iron core of each
coil can also be adjusted, as de-
sired, from outside!. Each tuning
unit can, if necessary, be with-
drawn from the drum as a whole,
in order to replace a defective!
part, without interfering with the
other tuning units.

(Mrs.) H. Dent and C. E.
Osmond. Application dale, March
3cdh, 1937. No. .193102,

The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price

- each.
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VOLTAGE D.C.
0-75 niv. 0-100 v.
0- 5 v. 10-230 v.
0.25 v. 0-300 

VOLTAGE A.C.
0- 5r. 0.100 v.
0-25 v. 0-250 v.

0.500 w

CURRENT D.C.
0-2.5 ma. 0- 25 mn.
0.3 ma. 0-100 121.I.

0-500 ma.

RESISTANCE
0- 20,000 ohms
0.100,000 ohms
0400,000 ohms
0- 2 megohme
0- 5 megolone
0-10 tnegohms

The Little Meter thdt does the

BIG JOBS

22 Ranges
Of

DIRECT READINGS

BRITTEM M ATE

AVO T IN
Regd. Trade Mark
ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

WEIGHING only lSoz. and measur-
ing but 41- x x 1/", this is a really
portable meter of high accuracy for
measuring A.C. & D.C. volts, D.C.
milliamps , and ohms. An accurate
moving - coil movement gives a 3' full
scale deflection. Total resistance is
200,000 ohms.
Complete with leads, into...chance-
able testing prods, crocodile clips; .05 .10 0
sal instruction booklet ... 16.

DEFERRED TERMS IF DESIRED (leather ease 10i-)

 Write for descriptive pamphlet
82. Proprictori Manlifactusers:
The Automat'.[ Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I. 'Phone: Vieforie5404/7

pewEVRCZONE
QUALITY PRODUCTS

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 12 -VALVE'(-}- Rectifier)
incorporating the SUPER TUNER UNIT (as supplied to the B.B.C.)
Switched Waveranges 60 MO to 1.7 MO (S to 190 metres).
Brief Circuit features 41,3 kcje Crystal Filter, Amplifier and "Variable AN -C., Signal Meter, Output
Pentode (P.. B4 rated 8 watts).
" THE WIRELESS WORLD " Test Report, Oet. 27th, 1938, claim :-"Righ Sensitivity main) wined
down to 5 metres . . . we are confident in recommending it for serious long.illetantw working . . .
voltam and quality is excellent .. where most receivers are comparatively dead the .0A
EVRIZONE is full of life." Send for details and cony of complete Test Report. Price ....Ts.
COMPLETE KIT of parts available to Constructors. Price £30 16 0. Speaker extra.

SUPER TUNER UNIT 5 Waveranges (465 kc-I.F.) 5 to 190 metres.
Robustly built of 22g. tinned steel. complete 'mechanical rigidity is enured. The 15 Low Low
Coils arc perfectly screened between Wage.. Pitted with two clock face, test VA in n Post
and slow motion dials. Complete with Two 3 gang Condensers. Price free.

SUPER TUNING PACK Incorporating Super Tuner'Unit 5 to 190 m.
With 3 Valves (H.F., Detector, Mixer). Chassis tom.xatin,xsin. Frice 8 Gns.

MAGIC MIDGET TRANSPORTABLE-HOME Model .

Waveranges 16-45, 40-90, 200-250, 800-2,000 metres.
Brief Specification 4 waveband Superhet AC/DC 200.250 vol., 4 valves (phis rectifier), 3 watts
Output, Win. Mains Energised Speaker, Selectivity approximately 9 ko at 10.1 ratio. In Walnut
veneer cabinet. 121.1n. x 1Mn. x 7in., weight 11

THE WIRELESS WORLD" Test Report. Febrile, 1011, 1938. states:-"An unusual realms
is the incimion of Separate tuned greens windings for each of the short-waveranges an well as for
the medium warclength ... performance on both stoat -wove bands is extraordinarily

w Gns.good.. Pull details and copy of Test Report, on request. Prim

MAGIC. MIDGET TRANSPORTABLE-OVERSEAS Model
This is the mine as the Horne Model except that wavelengths are from 13-355 metres continuously.
This Muriel has teen specially designed for and has proved entirely satisfactory to 9 Gns.our Overseen customers. Price

Technical information is always at the disposal All interested in apparatus. scientifically designed
of intending Constructors 01 our Corumunication and of first class workmanship are invited to write
Receiver. to r--

EVRIZONE RADIO & TELEVISION COMPANY LTD.
2, Southlands Road,' Bromley, Kent

'Phone l RAVENSBOURNE 1957

FOR MORE THAN
700 YEARS

% ,

",A 'illilttP,Alltn;

1 9 3 9

\%, \
, \

HE Leipzig Industries Fair, the oldest yet
most progressive INTERNATIONAL
Trade Fair in the world, offers unequalled

opportunities to all buyers to inspect new products,
see the latest models, compare qualities and prices,
form new buying contacts, and purchase dependable
merchandise.

 Over to,000 Manufacturers from over 25 countries
are representing all lines of industry and commerce
at Leipzig. The efficient grouping of exhibits at 25
Fair Palaces and 17 Halls simplifies buying.

 INSPECT THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
IN WIRELESS, TELEVISION SETS AND
INSTRUMENT S-BROADCASTING
APPLIANCES AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSOR-
IES FOR INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC
USE AT LEIPZIG.
 The German Railways allow 6o per cent. reduction-
other Railwayand Steamship Companies allow
similar reductions. Visas are free, and other conces-
sions are granted to all visitors to the Leipzig Fair.
Make a note of the dates and write to -day to the
London Office for details and all the literature.

General Samples Fair - - - - 5th to Toth March
Great Engineering Fair and Building Fair 5th to x3th March

Phone: Holborn 7408-9
Grams: "Amtermesse," Westcent

LONDON OFFICE OF
THE LEIPZIG FAIR
First Avenue House,

45 High Holborn,
LONDON, W.C.I

Please send details and literature to:

YOUR NAME

NAME OF BUSINESS

ADDRESS

S.A.S. LTD., PUBLICISTS, W.I 4205

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers-, will ensure promAt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS]

NOTICES.
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns is
12 words or less, 3/- and 3d. for every

additional word. -

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue 13 consecutive insertions 5%, 28 con-
secutive, 10%; 52 consecutive, 15%.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 280, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 28a, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the Iollowingissue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

advertisementsproprietorsea rttetradtilsIrtigoltn.
refuse

or withdraw

Postal Orders and Cheques sent In payment for adver-
tisements should be made  8---z--6T payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

DE211.1g1,17: Ltd.-See our advertisement_ on InsideN'''vLlteN,e%V.2!Ilartel:11;11 2745."
Terrace,

Lance7'91

COMMUNICATIONS Receivers.

rrlIE New Baffler:liters Sky Champion, 8 tube, tour -ware
band, from below 10 meters no to 550 meters con-

tinuous; the band spread, Alulio, and ILK ,ontrol,
the real job for D.X.; X15/15; operates on any A.C.
supply. .

r1Z11E Notional i.eC 44,the,r6cal communications job

WRITE to Radiographic for details.

RARelfrl,:pmcLid., 66, Osborne St., Clasgowi.(0I.31i

ARMSTRONG Co. Have Nine New Radio Chassis of
Outstanding Merit. from the press.button model at

£7/18/6 to the large variable selectivity model . at
£17/17.
A RNISTRONG Annonnee Model A46/17C Amplifier.-

21 'Ms new unit is a 6 -watt push-pull amplifier having
in addition to the normal eat frequency response, both a.
bass and treble boost circuit giving control of the fre-
quency response at both ends of the audio spectrum; Use
price of model MG/IC is 11 ens.

ADVANCE Details of the New Amplifier, together with 
particulars of our standard 6 -watt amplifier model

A46/7 at 9 gals., the 12 -watt amplifier model 127/MX
at 12 gas. and the local station feeder unit 1112/4 at
3 gns., are available on request.
ARMSTRONG Co.. St. Pancras Way, C7,;1ossAdon.

ALBA: Ferguson. Ever -Ready. Halcyon, PortadVue.
8,Ition, apent.er and other first class makes always -

in sleek; wholesale only.-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys,
36, Henry St., Blatkpool. [0610

.

STUPENDOUS Value!-.£6 buysQuality mains ampli-
tier, 8 watts undistorted push-pull output, oomplete

with matched energised speaker, tone compensation, wired
:Ind tested. ca rriage....paid. Ratl io Chassis Supplies, Bal- -
moral, Pavilion Drive, Leigh -on -Sea [8040

B\KERS 2 11.1. Receiver and Wireless World"
Quality Amplifier at £7/10 (usual price £15), plus

a Baker Corner Horn Speaker. is the best value in quality
apparatus available to-day.-Deseriptive leaflet from the
Pioneer Manufacturers since 1925., Bakers Selhurst Radio,
75, Susses Rd., South Croydon, 0045

ARMSTRONG
NEW VARIABLE SELECTIVITY

MODEL AWI25PP

12-V. 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

- (12-550 continuous, 1000-2000 m.)
with R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I .F. stages with Variable

..Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10

watts R.C. coupled Triode *Z17.17P.P. Output. s

A few extracts from
The

Wireless
World

TEST REPORT, Jan. Sth, 1939
tt lislhoc4mtiall tuht7c,nspt7eifiscrAiecinn, of(atth.ir'sesreocfri,Letrhthioengm_roaknegres

communication sets and quality amplifiers for local station
reception. . . .

We had no difficulty in logging American broadcasting stations
on the 13-, 16- and I9 -metre bands . . . and comparison with
ordinary all -wave sets leaves no doubt that the AWI25PP is worthy
of classification with the ' communication ' type receivers as '

far as sensitivity is concerned.
keen selectivity which enables one to get well within one

channel on either side of the London Regional transmitter before
the side bands begin to appear.

On long waves separation of the Deutschlandsender from
Droitwich and Radio -Purls requires no skill in the handling of the
controls, and the performance on this band is exceptionally good
with ample sensitivity in reserve and very little background noise.

. A momentary test up to full volume on the local station.
failed to reveal any marked threshold of distortion, though judging
from the sound level the output must have been very close to the
rated upper limit of 10 watts.

. Full marks are due to 'the designer for the skill with
which a l2 -valve circuit has been compressed into a chossis very
little bigger than that of the average 5-valvesuperheterodyne.

Copy of complete Report FREE upon request.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

All Models Gladly Demonstrated

All Chassis sent on 7 days' approval, carriage paid
12 MONTHS' QUARANTEE

ARMSTRONG MANVG. CO.
100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

'Phone t GULliver 3105

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World"
Office. Whets this is desired, the sum of G,1. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
All replies should he addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c,o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, - London, S.E.I.
Readers Idle reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending moth/tames through the post except in
registered enreloPes in all such rases the use of the
Deposit System is reC0111,11endeti, and the. envelope should
be clearly marked " D. -posit Department."

DIN" DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in perfect safely by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goals, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit

 amount to seller, but if not, seller Instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility. For all transactions up to CIO, a deposit fee of
1 - is charged ; on transactions over I:10 and under
00, the fee is 2/6; over um, fit-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.'1, and cheques clod money orders should
be load,. payable to Illffe & Sons Limited.

SPF,CIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertise.
meats and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
Impossible to reply' to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

COMPLETE
Range of "New Era" Amplifiers, perfect

quality; stamp for full lists.
" L.C.P.S.," 23, Lisle St., Leicester Square.

[8060
BANKRUPT Slock.-Brand new 1938 radio sets in

makers' cartons with guarantees at less than hall
retail prices; send er11/2d. stamp t list bargains. -261-3,
Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham. [7956

Wanted
WANTED. " Wireless3

Straight9,

11,;:aelj
St.,

Fis; reasonable

[8034
AAT INTER, Quality Amplifier, 6-12 watts, " Wireless

v v World." "Sound Sales" or similar, must be perfect
order, 'with valves.-Reply, Box 8710, c/o The Wireless
ll'orld. . . [8054

. PUBLIC ADDRESS -
V
VORTEXION P.A. Equipment
IMITATED. but unembilled.

WE Incite You to a Demonstration.

 10-70 ili?ia"Zsena:ilh Amplifier 'tor iiiceaptsone and
speaker; £12/12.15_2 A -W ITT Amplifier, 30-18,009 cycles,Uinde-pendent mike and gram., inputs and con-
trols, 0.037 volts required to full load, output 'for 4. 7.5
and 15 ohms speakers or to specification, inaudible hum
level; 12 -volt ear battery and A.C. Mains model. 12 ens.;
A.C. only model, Otto gns., complete, as reviewed by " Wire-

less .Wd.-VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.

15 -2 0 ''diatt,!
Portable Amplifier, in cuss, with
motor and Rolhermel Piezo pick-up;

£14.
AAVATT Output 6L6s, under 60 -watt conditions. with
II negative feed back, separate rectifiers for anode,

screen and bias, with better 'than 41 regulation, level
response, 20-25,000 cycles,' excellent driver, driver trans-
former and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms its-
Pedance electronic mixing for mike and pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and pings; £15.

COMPLETE in Case, with turntable. B.T.II. Pieto
pick-up and shielded microphone transformer, £20.

80-Wpikeil
Model, with negative feed back; £25, com-

e.

"Radio Data Charts,"'A Series of 4bacs Post free 4110

120-W;tyerteT Model, with negative feed back; £40, con,

25 a -VOLT 250 m it.a. Full W Speaker, field supply
unit; 25/-, with valve.

Al.L P.A. Accessories in Stock.
V'Clitti.TIRON.i.hLotdn,: Broadway.
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PUBLIC ADDRESS 
allUALITY Amplifiers and Microphone Equipments for
aor Hire or Permanent Installation.-Harmony House,
116, Cambridge Rd., Southport. [7992

ALEXANDER BLACK. Ltd.. pioneers of hiring micro -
Phone amplifying equipment since 1938. Booklet on

request. -55. Ebnry St., Sloane 6129. [0598

CAR RADIO
CAR Roof 'Aerials, improved type, chromium plated,

17/6 complete; vertical telescopic type, 12/6; Ameri-
can undercar aerials, single dipole. 9/6; De Luxe twins,
rubber covered, 20/- pair; carriage paid. _

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex Home.
S ratford. E.15. Maryland 3191. [0577

IF You Own a Car Radio, it is bound to "go wrong"
some time: he a good friend to it and 'get it repaired

quickly, and at reasonable cost; all makes overhauled;
free quotationa-Scott-Sessions Co., Car Radio Depart-
ment. Exchange Works, Mus well 11111. N.10. Tudor
4101-2. [7498

USED SETS FOR SALE
McCARTHY

McCARTHY P.P.939 Chassis. 3 months old, £8/15.-
Cumming, Back Loan. Milnathort. Scotland. [8028

AleCARTRY 6-valye All -wave Chassis, complete with
J. Rola speaker, new and .unused; 26.-Lane, High St..
Crediton. [8053

W.W.Q.A. SUPER

W 4-12 1W:ttQl);.71"-glri pat7selitcilgrITS.="douggi
transformer. and Baker load -speaker; £10, mmplete.-
19, Walpole Terrace, Brighton. [8038

W.W. SUPER SEVEN

"
WIRELESS WORLD"Super Seven Receiver built by

Session, complete with valves, new condition;
-Bemrose, Whitaker Rd.; Derby. . [8030

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.

ALL Transformers at Last Week's Prices.

12Itt Broadway, Wimblrem

go.i:ir,gers,11.T. and L.T.-Black-,
rT welt's 'Metallurgical 8. Ltd.,Garstou, Liverpool.

[7263

CABINETS
4A CABINES' for Every Radio Purpose.

C°Nevot, Ts ti rYplitiusr cs.Signei;)stat ilnacs(t'4grniamke'r'st tiMigYe'rimenncost
Of manufacture (undrilled), 30/- upwanis; motors at
wholesale prices.
"L IT-A-GRAM " Cabinet, 31 x1 ,TI7x15;

Table Console and Loud -speaker Cabinetsro

I NSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country cus-
tomers.

H. ,11.1.8.1111,111 zi811...Co.,o., Ltd., 289, Edgware 1...4.1.,V4.26

BRANDwon ne10

gas.; abn
nt Itned j5.5e/t;!

new. 35/ -,-Particulars, Haines and Son, 23, Denmark St..
W.c.2. Tern. 5900. [8023

-. DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
C.-%.C. Convertors, motors, alt voltages. for sale and

JJ' wanted.-h;asco, 18w, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [0558,
C ONAN Petrol -Electric Generator Sets. comprising' a
alt 0.6h.p. 4 -stroke engine direct.coupled to it 175 -watt
dynamo, 12 volts, complete with cut-out and ammeter;
212/10 each.

ALT. Tripes of Rotary Converters, electric motors, bat-
tery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc., ;n

stock, new and second-hand.
.e.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Re--,. ceivers from A.C. Mains, 100 waits output, 22/10;

150 watts output, 23/10.
WA RD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. Tel.

Holborn 9703. [0518

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Material, in Stock; tracker

units. £4/7/6: recording motors, £3/17/6-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

[0595
LIVERPOOL Sound Studios, 83a. Bold St.. Liverpool.

-Persona.' recordings from 3/6; amplifiers, micro-
phones, recording motors and trackers, blank 'discs, etc.

[7964
RECORDING F,quipment. complete with 16 -watt push-

pull amplifier, 4 -stage, various inputs. -12in. re-
corder, output meter, very find solid walnut cabinet, built .

by Dennis Parish Recording Studios, brand new, showroom
soiled; price new £65, our price rash 228.-Hackforth,
Martin's Yard, Erskine Rd, N.W.3. primrose 543E1036

NEW LOUD -SPEAKERS
VOT, Manchester Agents-Private demonstrations
arranged.- lot iday and ilemmerdinger Ltd.. 74.

I fa Malan St., Manchester. [7878

BAKERS

Near Corner Horn Speakers are in Demand;B they set a new High Standard in the Realistic Re-
creation of speech and music which will appeal to all
Music Lovers; your present speaker taken in mart ex-
change.-Descriptive leaflet from the Pioneer Manilla,
terms since 1925, Bakers Selhuret Radio, 75, Sussex Rat.
South Croydon. [8046

PREMIER
1939 RADIO

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS. Westinghouse
Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To charge 2 volts
at amp., 10/- ; 6 ,volts at?! amp.,16/6 ; 6 volts at I amp.,
19/6 ; 12 volts at 1 amp., 21/- ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 324_
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down A.C. mains
between 100-250 volts. 80 watts, 9/- ; 100 watts, 11/6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 20/, Micro-
phone Transformer, 6/-. Table Mike Stand, 7/6.
BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes, pick.
ups, etc. Single, 4d. vd. ; Twin., 60. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYS-
TALS, 7 mc. and 3.5 mc., 10/- each. Enclosed holder'
and base, 3/,
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from .0001 to
.5 mf, 60. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, 4, 5, 0 and 7 pin, 68. each.
Octals, 98.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all fittings,1/- each.
PREMIER S.W. H.F. Chokes, 10-100 metres, 9d. each.
Pie -wound, 1/6 each. Screened, 1/6 each..
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 0 -pin types, 13-26, 22-47,
41-94. 78-170 metres, 1/9 'each, with circuit. Special
set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/, set, with circuit.
Premier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres.
Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
UTILITY Micro Curscir Dials, Direct and 100:1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers,altbrass constructiOn,
with Trolitul insulation. 1,5 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 must, 1/7 ;
40 mmf., 1/9 ; IOU mmf., 2/- ; 160 mmf., 2/3 ; 250
mmf.. 2/6. - '
TROLITUL DOUBLE SPACED TRANSMITTING CON-
DENSERS. 15 nimf.; 2.9 ; 40 MEd., 3/6 ; 160 mad. 4,6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or fl -pin 1/ -.each.
METAL RECTIFIERS, -250 v.' 00 m.a1 output; 4 6 each -
AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes -in this country anal are sole British, Dis-
tributors.for TRIAD High-grade Athettcarr-Val0es.'. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5 6 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes at 6 6 melt, 210 and 250, C/6 each. -

EUROPA MAINSVALVES, 4.v. A.C. Tves,,A:C./HL.,
A.C./L.," A.C. N.G., A.C./V.MS.G., A.C./H.P., A.C./
V.H.P: A:C./P., and 1 watt DM: Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., I.H., 5/6;, A.C./P.X.4, 6/6';. Oct.  Freq.
Changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 ;. Tri. Grid Pen., -10/6 ; .30 -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. '350 v. and roo v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purperk Triodes, 5 6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F: Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each: .Fulbwave and Half -wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

Premier Short -Wave Kits- --
Complete to the last detail including all Valve, and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and ,Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit ... 17/6
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit ... 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superlict Converter Kit 22 6
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ... ... 25/-
3 Valve Short-VVave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 50,6

Matchmaker Universal
Modulation Transformers

Will match any modulator to any R.F. load. 50 whtti;
17/6 ; 150 watts, 29/6 ; 300 watts, 49 6.
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS. Will match any output valves to any
speaker impedance.  11 ratios from' 13:1 to 80: 1.
5-7 watts, 13/6 ; 10-15 watts, 17/6 ; 20-30 watts, 29/6.
Send for full details.

PREMIER MOVING COIL METERS
Guaranteed Accuracy within ± 2 per cent.

Model No. 2, Bakelite Case, 3in. by 3im square., with
Zero Adjuster.
0.500 Micro -amps.
0-1 in/A.
0-10 m/A. ... 22 6
0-50 m/A. ... 22 6
0-100 m/A.
0-250 ni/A.
0-1 m/A. movements with mdibrated scale volts--

ohms--us/A.
'

27/6
Mode. No. 21. Model No. 311.

3M. square case. 31 in. diameter round case
0-1 m/A. 18;6 0 1 m/A 22/6
0-19 in/A.... ... 17,6 0-10 m A.... ... 20

m' ... 17 6 0-541 rn/A.... ...
0-100 m/A. 17 6 0-100 m/A. 20/-
0-250 ... 17/6 0-250 ni/A. ... 20/ -
Model 311. 0-1 in/A. movement, with calibmtect scale,
volts-ohms-m/A., 25,-.
VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER RESISTANCES; guaranteed
accuracy ± 2 per cent. All standard ranges, IP-each.
TAPPED SHUNT to provide readings of 5 rul/A.,
25 m/4., 250 m/A., and 1,000 m/A., 5/6.
Our City Branch is moving from 165 to 469, Fleet
Street. You are invited to inspect the many BARGAINS at
Our CLEARANCE SALE-NOW ON
at 165, Fleet StreetE.C.4. Callers only.
Have you had our 1939 Catalogue, Handbook and
valve Manual? 90 pages of Radio price 60.
Bargains and Interesting Data.

ALL POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Clanton Road, London, E.S. Amherst, 4723
CALLERS to:-Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet Street,

E.C.4. Central 2833, or 50, High Street, Clapham, S,W.4.
Macaulay 2381. .

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS; ETC.

output tTraUnRs!;jE15.1run:m4i0ng.waltitacIi'Litf.0 ;Zit!?
thort, Scotland. [8029

.12Lolai brand new; E. energised,47/6Gr;nenergi../
Corpora-tionrsiSt., Manciester. [0606

3,000 Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised.
Oin. to 14in., including -several Epoch 18in.

Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St.,. N.1.
[0590

BAKERS New Come, Hero Speakers Take the Plade
of ,All Other Models; a number of the fans,. Supdr

Power Speakers as' solely specified (or the . Wireless
World " A.V.C. Quality Receiver, are available at half
usual prices.-Details from the Pioneer Manufacturers

',since 1925, Bakers Selhurst Radio, South CrMalon.' [8047

LOUD -SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
QINCLAIR SPEAKERS.-For conversions of all inakgs

and types; advice given.-Alma Grove, Copenhagen
'St., N.1. [6593

BAKERS New Triple Cone and Corner Horn_ Convet-
sions wur ImMensely Improve Reprochiction from

Your Present Speaker:. whether- electro or Persia gent mag-
net, and whqtever make; prides from .20/6. including

,fitring.-Details from the Pioneer Vanufact Mers since
.1925, 'Bakers Selhurst Radiol 'South Croydon. ' [8048

TELEVISION APPARATUS
1f . -

M.VRK DAVIS Offers Exceptional Opportunity,

A REAP, Chance to Complete Units` for `thrit
Receiver,Television

HuaE mrehai, of Latest Type Gear, comprising

SYNCHRQNIING and TitriC Base,

SOUND and Vision Units,

HIGH Voltage Components, etc., by well known makers,
at a fraction of cost. It will pee. - to visit

MARK DAVIs's RADIO and ELECTRICAL STOEIgt

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
fl5N1.-The recognised distributors for amateur equip-

ment, National R.M.E., Thordarson. Harunmrlund,
McMurdo. Halligrafters, ac.; send 1l -ad. stamp, for caba-
logrie.-G5N1 (Birmingham), Ltd., 44. Holloway a Head.
Birmingham. [0531
A.C.S. RADIO. specialists in shortwave ripparat8s,

communication receivers, including Hallieralters
National and R.M.E. transmittin equipment. valves .and
components.-Send for fres catalogueogue to X.C.S. Radio,
16. Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn, 9894-5. (12NK.
Technical Manager. [05k0

VALVES
ANDERSON.

ALL Types -of American Valves, first grade only, Ken,
Rad, Philco, Hytron. Raytheon. all tubes fully guar-

anteed, 51- each; also line cords, resistances and electro-
lytic condensers for replacements? -Stamp with all
enquiries.
A NDERSON, 34. Wadharn Avenue, Walthamstow, E.1'7.

Larksuood 1574. [7802
ALI, Types of American Tubes in Stock of Impex aid

Arcturus makes; at competitive prices.
WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of dna ranteed Re-

placement Valves. for Any British. non -ring,. Ameri-
can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

SEND for Lists of Theme, and also electrolytic condense/s,
line cords, resistances, etc.

ClIAS. F. WARD, 46. Farringdon St.. London, E.C.4
Tel.: Holborn 9703. [0452

HIVAC, Tungsram, Triotron, Raytheon, Philco; whole.
sale' only.-Leonard Heys, 36, Henry St., Blackpool.

.. [0609

SPECIAL Oiler.-American valves in makers' cartons; all
types, 3/- each; octets and 6L6. 3/6 each.-hietro-

politan Radio Service.
A MF.RICAN 'Valves, first grade, in all typed; trade

supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021.
Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Speedwell 3000. [0436

2/0. AmeriCan R.C.A.; populat types; guaranteed;
sa 2.000 non -ring British. also National Union.'

from less 50%; new lists free.-Shippers, 18, ,Corporation
St., Manchester. [0607

METERS, ETC.
AVO, Weston, Taylor. Hunt, Triplett, Wearite, etc.;

trade enquiries only.-Leonard Heys, 36, Henry St.;
Blab' Pcpuol. [0606

TEST EQUIPMENT
C°1117 %t" ?idirlifTTS7,n:IlCeirsyeuri exult

L.C.R.Pf.," 23, Lisle St., LeiceSter Square, London -'
Wanted

rr71:72Y1neteTallE7n.
1Zig).31de4pe.-RZZW.C.I.e 180

"Foundations' of Wireless," Second Edition. .4s. 6d., net. Post free :is. lid. 3
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NEW COMPONENTS
ANGLO AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.
MEISSNER 1939 Products.

J UST Arrived.

47 R. -New 8 -button posh -button tuner, can be .

/ affixed to any super bet or T.R.F. receiver, any
make, 2 or 3 -gang mains or battery, only three wires
to connect to top of gang condensers; the best push-button
tuner the United States has produced; order -now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten
minutes to fix.
X12/10.-:;!V:Zrd, signal shifter is completely

set of coils and has its own power supply. three provision
switch providing "automatic stand-by," "continuous
operation," and " manual stand-by "; in fact, makes your
QS(Ts 100,7.
£10/17/6. -All -wave tuning unit.

rr HE Meissner All -wave Tutting Assembly is the.Com-plete Heart of the Receiver, consisting of 5 band
coil and ifwiuth assembly, 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils for each band, love loss bakelite forms. align -wire
t rimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch. Meissner quality pre-
cision 3 -gang variable tuning condenser, illuminated oblong
dial, fully calibrated 5 -hand scale, completely mounted
on 'rigid crackled steel chassis, all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers.
ClIllplirm condensers and A.V.C. network associated with
the H.P.' miner and oscillator circuits; every unit com-
pletely aligned and paddol and laboratory tested; 251. -

stamp brings complete illustrated lists of 'Meissner
Products by return post Irons sole distributing agents of
Meissner Manufacturing Company of U.S.A.
A NG1.0-ANIF,RTCAN RADIO land /SIOTORS)., Ltd.

(Dent. F/13), Albion House, New Oxford SI., Lyn-
don, W.C.I. 17643

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

R
TELEPHONE: Holborn 4631.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High llolhern, W.C.1,
open the New Year with special offers of brand nesv

receivers and components, eta, maintaining their reputa-
tion as the leading Mail Order Itouse for surplus radio.***

ACE Model AW563 6 -valve All -wave Superbet Receiver.
littell automatic tuning, providing choice of 5 stations

instantly at the touch of a button. 3 wave -bands. mains
superhet for A.C. mains only, 200-250 volt. British Octal
valves are fitted as follows, pentagrid, frequency changer,
bandpass coupled to H.P. pentode. I.F. amplifier, double
dissle valve. providing delayed A.V.C. and detection, fol-
lowed by pentrale L.F. simplifier coupled to power pen-
tode output valve (3 watts undistorted output). provision
for gramophone pick-up and extra loud -speaker, floodlit
glass tuning stale calibrated with station names and
wave lengths. cathode ray tuning valve arid wave -bend
indicator. special slow motion tuning deiice. two-tone
bentwoosl highly polished walnut cabinet, wave range
19-50, 200-550 and 800-2,000 metres, brand new listed
12 gas.; our price £5/19/6 to clear.
* *
IMNIEDI \ E Delivery Now' Offered of

BRITISH Belmont ffivalve Phis Magic Eye All -wave
A.C. Super het Chassis. 4 wave -bands, two short.

medium and long, fitted latest Mallard octal base Amer: -
can type valves. Brief specification Short wave 6.18
metres (Lovers television sound), short wave 2. 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres. long 900:2.000
metres. Valve combination 6K7. Pre 11.5., 6J7 oscillator.
6.17 mixer, 61(7 1.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection. A.V.C. and
first L.F. two 6F6s parallel output. 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial. station
names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tuning. volume and
on/off, combined- variable tone control and selectivity
switch wave change plus gramo. switch. Size of chassis.
131,4in.x1Oin.x3in. Supplied complete with valves.
escutcheon, knobs and chassis bolts, but less speaker ;
£5/19/6 each.
COMPLETE Receiver in Handsome Walnut Cabinet,

details as above, complete with speaker; £717 each.

TI ECCA 6 -valve 3 Wave -band Battery Chassis. fitted
complete with Mazda and °seam valves. QPP out-

put; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
svaveffiands, and are the product of a well-known manu-
facturer; complete with valves. £3/3 each.
* **
IlUtl0;111,;.wliZreslipae,iasarlpesrsieives.Mallory Electrolyties, at the

Q -1-4D+4+4 Mfd., 570v, working. +4 mid. 300v. working.
nega-

tive: Zits." 'E.`1141'
cite

. replacements, '; 4;1 " r!ir '""
16+8tivne"-d2/f.th7king.

can neutral, common
nega-

8+14112112:!:.1"ty5p°e°,0'wil:d'enn5's,+c2onTofdo.a 2n5ett
each.
24 11each.

450v. work ing, can type, can negat ire; 1/6

16 111d., 4.i5v. working, ditto; 1/6 each.

113 475v. working, can neutral, separate nega-
tive;

Q+8+2-1-1 Mid.. 450v. working, cardboard type, wire
ends, common negative; 2/3 each.

8 31
type,

fffi, 4,500.e;nolnvortigi
negative;

Si working, can
/6 each.

Q 450v. working. +16 mid.. 350o. working, ditto,
sO 1/6 each. (Neutral, can common negative.)

6 e50v. working, -1-4 mid.. 450v working, common
 negative. cardboard; 5/2 each.

6 511d., 450v. working, can type; 1/- each. .

8 MM., 350-.. working, can type; 1/5 each.

60 Mid., 150v. working, can type; 1/- each.

50 Mid., 12v., wit, end tubulars; 9d. each.

'lid., 3 -volt working, tubular, wire ends; 6d. each.

lzunClearance Bargains Continued in ThirdB

PENffiNG RELEASE!
NO! our Managing Director is not in
Wormwood Scrubs -we referl to the
release of our NEW CATALOGUE
AND TECHNICAL BULLETIN which
will soon be ready. In the meantime
may we remind YOU that we specialise
in the design -and production of :-

(1) REAL QUALITY RADIO EQUIPMENT
FOR HOME AND INDUSTRIAL USE -
Prices range from f2) to £200.

(2) P.A. AMPLIFIERS of unique design from
6 to 600 watts undistorted output.

(3) PRE -STAGE AMPLIFIERS AND TONE
CONTROL UNITS for all purposes.

(4) THE EXCLUSIVE S.S. "TRI-CHANNEL "
SYSTEM.

(5) SOUND SPEAKERS -The Speaker without
a dialect.

(6) SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
for all purposes from 6 watts to 12 K.V.A.

May we have YOUR esteemed enquiries?

Specified by 4,111 the Expi;ti

rerreg c'ALE
MARLBOROUGH RD,0 (Contractors to the
UPPER HOLLOWAY, G .P.O., etc.)

LONDON, 9.19. LIMITED. Tel. Archway 1661/2/3
(Nearest Station -Highgate Tube -15 Minutes West Emil

Hours of Business -Monday to Friday, 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SATURDAYS CLOSED

11)ADIOMART
THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS

SPECIAL OFFER !I I
Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufac-
turer. While they last.
All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated.
17260-4001400 v. ISO mIA., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 1216
T7236-3751375 v. 120 mIAJ6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 1016

T7326-3501350 v. 100 m1A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A ... 816
T7307-350/350 v. 80 rn/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A ,., 716
T7000-3201320 v. 80 m1A., 6.3V4A. 5V3A ... 716
T464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250V. . 516

Chokes interleaved and impregnated 20 Hy. 500 ohms 100
m/A., 4111 ; 15 Hy. 250 ohms 60 miA., 1111.

HEAVY DUTY Maxus Transformer. north aSf.. 130,50. Ir. Mill,
4 e,. 2.5 A. CT, 4 v.. 0 a., CT, 12/8 .00-800, v..80 sn/A.. 4 v.....

CT, 4 v., a., CT, 6/6. Moving Coil 6peech Transformem,1/11.
GANG CONDENSERS nith Airplane Dial, 8 and 80-1. Cost 31/- few

only, 4,11; 2 -gang with Airplane dial, 3.11. Utility, 7/8. Meru -
dials. 3 O.
W.B. 8in. PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS AT ONE-THIRD COST.
Extension Type (m Transformer), 7/6. Standard Type (with Transformer),
12 8. Energised 8', 1,200 ohms, with Trninformer, 611. L.T. Bectitiets
4.5 v., d a., 4,6.
PUSHBACK WI,' 0 yd... 6d.. heavy Od. Resin -rem] Bolder, rift.

64, Bement. Flex, sitQle, 6d. yd. ; twin, Cd. yd. Assmted Solder
Tags. 64. imeliet. Huntdimmers, 64. each.
Centralab pots, nn 1/6 ; switched, 2/-; tubular glow, fuses. 24.:
Milliammetem, 0.4.1 m.a., upwards, 59; Soper, 6.9.
OUR NEW 66 PAGE MANUAL, packed full of valuable
information. Post Free, 71d.
THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of
New Short-wave Components and is yours for lid. post free.
VALVES. -We are now chic to offer a complete lunge of replacement,
W ,bowing u caving of over 50 per cent. Quotdtions on receipt of typea
required. Quantity Discounts to Service Engineers.

RADIOMART m Telephone:324.

GSN1 (Birmingham) Ltd.
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

CAP INETS
ACOUSTICALLY DESIGNED.

We specialise in manufacturing Radio and
1 Radiogram Cabinets to customers requirements.

Special Sketches FREE OF CHARGE.
Send lid. in Vamps for details of Standard

Models.

LOCKWOOD CASEWORK MANFG. CO. 'Phone: BYRon 1818
65. LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW. MIDDY, Oat. 1.

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., continuing bargains in
components, etc.

-X- -X- *

B.I. 25 Mid., 25 -volt, wire end tubulars; 6d. each.

R.I. 4 MId., 200 -volt, wire end tubulars; 10d. each.

* *
PLE,S.SEYU,Rag.arzEivreLlehlies. make and break Yaxley type,

PLTisEr Rotary Switches, and break Yaxley,pe6eonA;reaeh.
* * *
yAXLEY Type Switches.

TTPE No. 1587, 2 pole, !-.71,3:, 4 bank, 91,4in. overall
length, 110. shaft; 2/6

TYPE No. 11%57.5, gtarte,le2,/.4-zaj,.. 3 bank, 614in. overall

TYPE4i,NLo..,3e0.771,12entigc, .G switch,

*ORL.P.M. Moving Coil Speakers, in,. cone, Universal1. 'M
transformer; 12/6 each.

WEXIITiFk;.S.n;fitotteliiiifineCheonlvi
10/6150

me,;scsi:. 40 Henries,

WExgrozus; Smoothing chokes, 80 30 Denriea,

BP AJUy4:gm Volume Controls wire wound, with
600,000 ohms,

C E Nfr aLA
withBrnlee)ntrii* .0g

,O00.
250,000, 509,000, 100,000; 2/3 each,

X- * .

.LISSEN L2D. Valves, brand new, boxed; 6d. each.

LISSEN B2 Valves, brand new, boxed; 1/- each.

LISSEN B220 Valves, brand new. boxed; 2/6 each.

***
POLAR dRoezesiiztances, all sizes up to 2

GR8Ii.rIonrylliIdSlieaftramic Short Wave Valveholders.

* *
SPECIAL Offer Plessey Slow Motion Drives. -

TYPEJ.8.41/1drive,I25,t sizeoo boci
t

tail. .Sin.
2/- cool,.

dual speed

fricTYPE 1393, s i .x5i speed friction
1/10TIiEIM!i/eo1 4in.x5in., single speed, twobitgg/i0

TY1ZatM7'sig"okf 51n5t.rtPgd'hoirliTitneg to
chassis (hour and, minute hand type); 4/6.
TYPE height280, fLiicntlen2/drievaeavipe of dial flin.x3in., over-

TYPsEze 1,!.123iaslinsItiLisp.Vinfr.icto/n eclarer, two bolt fixing,

ALL The Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only.

* *
BULGIN S.P. S.T. Twist Switchel (on -off); 10d. each.

BULGIN D.P. S.T. Twist Switches; 1/- each.

rj RIE, 500,000 ohms only, volume controls, with14 switches; 1/6 each.
ALL jOther Lines Previously Advertised Still Available.

ALL Orders to the Value of 5/- Post Free, tinder this
amount reasonable postage must be included; c.o.d.

orders will be definitely refused 'for valve of less than
5/-; enquiries 1;4d. stamp il 'reply expected. Hours of
business, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United
Kingdom only, orders for Ireland and abroad must
include sufficient postage to cover whatever the value
of same.
RAgiOciitCoLnEeA:CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn,

NEWPORT SURPLUS STORES Again Offer Unlimited
Bargains in Sets and Components.

A IR King 5 -valve Press Button Midget Set, A.C/D.C.;

1113L£A4' G12 P.M.; 57/6.

ROLA (312 Energises' Model; 47/6.

ROLA_F720 P.M.; 17/6. a

ROLA 5612 P.M.; 12/6.
COliIi/A6R.0 Motors, 27/6; with unit plate and pick -tap.

COSNIOCORD Crystal Pick-up; 22/6.

1jARCONI Pick-up, 14/-; Golding, 6/,
AXTEGO 4 mid. 1,650 volt test, 5/-; 4 mid. 2,000 volt
V, test, 7/6.

TOERRANTI. and Weston Meters, all ranges; all types
of cardboard. can and tubular, electrolytic condensers.

ERIE Resistances and Volume Controls; American
valves.

EVERY Article Guaranteed and Satisfaction Assured.

-w'RITE. 'phone or call; we will Make it worth your
while. -24a, Newport Court, Charing Cross Rd.,

W.(1.2. Ger. 2791.

" Radio Laborator.v Handbook." Price 8s. Gd. net, Post free 9s,.
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This NEW British Made,precision-built Universal
Meter with its exceptionally low price and favour-
able LO W DEPOSIT EASY TERMS. brings correct
measurement within the reach of all. The sturdy
41" moving coil jewelled movement is extremely
sensitive and allows accurate measurements to be
quickly and easily obtained. Fully guaranteed,
the TAYLORMETER offers the greatest value
obtainable to -day,

7's

rartag r1
as vss

`ci

Sr

ELECTRADIX
A.R.P HELPS.-Portable Field Telephone Stations in leather case, 35.'-. ,
Unbreakable cable, 55/- per mile. SIGNAL LAMPS, Lucas d, and night
portable 13/10/, A1dis, C.A.V. ditto. 23/5/-. Athly, typo DILI double

headphone., pocket type, 2,8
Big Maine Alarm Bells. D.C. and A.C.
Mains Motor Blowers, D.C., 55/-, at,"
65,-.
GENUINE E.D.C. ROTARY CONVERTERS

- I For A.C. Receivers on D.C. 230 v. A.C.

:),:gtes s
In

'ttl7frZi'57)",g.htom:1
for .lethicire of 400 watts.
D.C. MAINS MOTOR GENERATORS.
D.C./D.C. 220 v. to 30 e. 10 amps.,
£7/10 -. M.G. Crompton. D.C./D.C.

100 volts to 17 vol. 6 amps,.
£4116. 200 , to 10 , 3 amps.
£5. Cairo M.G. ditto to 6 volts

amP., 45,. Motor Generators
for all outputs up to 60 amp,
CHARGERS for cell charg-
ing from A.C. mains. Com-

,. Piets ready for nee. NEWTON
CRYPTON TEN -GUINEA SER-

VICE DI, For A.C. Three circuits, 6 amps. total, volt switch, 15 v. to
30 v, 3 Me... and rhea. 10 to 70 cells, steel caned, 86 PHILIPS
Model 108L D.C. Output 24 volt. 10 amps. Sale 27/10/,
DAVENSET DC2, 2 -circuit, 80 cells, 1 . 3 amps., meters alai plated
wheel -coon -Ms, 25/10,-.
DAVENSET S_P.C.L. For A.C. mains. Single circuit for 100 SIT. accue.
charge at 250 mia. for 260 vol., steel case, nickel finish, new, 06,10/,
B.T.R. TUNGAR. Another fine A.C. charger with meter and volt con-
trols. 70 v. 6 Am.., 100 to 160 cells, £7/17,6.
B.T.H. TUNGAR. Larger ditto for 75 vol. 10 amps. two 5 -amp. thants
with inetere and volt controls, 2123.5/,
The A.C. NITNDAY will keep your battery fit without attention. Mode
N/A6. 100/210 volts A.C. and D.C. 6/8 vol. / amp., 15'-. Model RiB6.
100/250 volts to D.C. 6/8 volts 1 amp.. 25/-. Model N/C6,, 1011/250 vette
to D.O. 6/8 vol. 2 amps., 35/-. Model N/D12. 1003250 vol.. 12 volts
1 atop., 221-. Ditto, 12 volts 2 amps., with 6 -volt tap, 551-. 5 amp.,'
£41101-.
MOTORS FOR A.C. MAP'S. Midget 220
volts, 10/6.1 60 H.P. with pulley, Type 50.
1,500 revs., 18,6. Endo. Induction 1/10 H.P.
Motors, 2,600 revs., 35/-. Self.s.rting,
H.P., 1,420 revs., 55/-. etc., etc. D.C. Mains
Motors. 1/40 M.P., 110 v. 1216: T20 e. series
Type K.B., 5.760- revs., 15'-. Ditto, G.E.C., .

230 c., 2.000 revs., 16/-. Croydon 1/12 H.P.,
110 v.,18/-; 220v. shunt, 1,700.rm's., 224. -
SPARK COILS. For Test Work. lin., III., and 11n. gap., sq. type, for
6 -volt battery, 1016.
X-RAY TUBES. Brand new W.O. Hospital Surplus. tin. dia. bulb
blg tungsten electrodes. Full emission. test 15. Sale 15,.
H.T. TRANSFORMERS. open type. 230 colts to 3,000 volts, 241:-. 3,000

21/-. 7,090 e., 32,8.12.000 v., 35/-. Trailer. and Rectifier for
Cathode Tube D.C. 3 m/a. at 2,000 v., 401-. Steel -clad. 200 watts,
60 cycle, 10.000 v., 40/-. 400 watts, 4.1010 volts, 601, 220 volts
300-0-300 volts 00 m/a., 71 v., 25 a., 31 v. E.., Mob", Kee'
Mer Transformers 120 volts 20 mist. output, 8,6. H.M.V. Tra.sfonner.,
a, A.C. Mains Input, 330-0-350 volts 80 m/a., 4 volts 2 amps., and 4
volts 3 amps 8,6,
TRICKLE TRANSFORMERS. 200/240 v. to 3 v., and 8 v. 6 a., 5.6.
Maim 110/220 v. to 50 v. 3.1 m/a., and 4 v. 1 a. and 4 V. 3 2., 4/6.
RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTERS, In polished walnut cases, 76 x 6 x 3.
L.F. or 11.F. smoothing, 15/-. L.P. Traueformers and Chokes, all size,

LOW COST SOUND RECORDING.)
Blanks now 313 per dote..

woos Electric FEIGN set has ballthearing centre
7 gear box and geared traverse rod. Set with

Tracking Gear, Pickup and Tone-arni fit-
) ted diamond, 37/6. Tracker gear only, less

4 Pick-up and Tonearni, is 21/6. Diamond
Cutter Needles fit all pick-ups, 4/6. eon.
Blank s, 3/3 dozen. Cpmplete Acoustic

ea, Sete de Luxe, 18/,-; No. 2.16,6 Jel,or
Type, 5/6 each. Complete.

If unable to call, send for Bargain List  W " for February,
16 illustrated pages or write, slating Yaw. van..

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

'Phone Central 4611

For INEXPENSIVE ACCURACY
TAYLORMETER

70
RANGES
D.C. Volts
0.002-2000

A.G. and
Output

Volts
02-2000

D.C.
Current

10/a A -20A
A.C.

Current
101.A -5A

Resistance
0.1 ohms -

5 megohms
with inter-
nal battery

output
-I8to

+60 DB
Model 80a
2000oluns

per volt
A.C. & D.C.

1 OCAS.
To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL I NSTRUMENTS LTD.,

77/77a, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
Please send me full details of the TAYLORMETER.

Name

Address
W.W.S

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
- CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

PLEASE See Our -Displayed Advertisement on page 3.
104£19

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

5 0 -tit? bseil W1,1'cCoMspul Vint airart o
cabinet, moving coil speaker; 50/-.

/a. -5 -band pentode battery kits Complete 1939
/ all -wave kits, metal chassis and all acces-

sories, 10-2,000 metres, world-wide reception; complete,
less valves, 22/6; with 3 valves, 34/6.
35/_.-b8.-sbeudttorviitishailladatcconesstnuTesrs,aen7 pl=onnewtaal:sd.

with full instructions for attachment to any set, mains
or battery, simple to attach; 35/-.

/ A.R.P. radio oufit, comprising finest crystal
set, headphones, aerial and earth equipment, a

complete emergency installation, 10/-; crystal set only,
3/11.
5 /_,-Bargain parcels of useful radio components. coils,

transformer resistances, condensers, wire, cir-
cuits, ets., value over 20/-; 5/- per parcel.

TELVNVr )ya°%1; 3/6; dual 7"coils,. 't IT se :1C i731.
-metres, 5 -range. /6; Ace " P.O." micro-

2/6.-C2%rionearichloud speaker units, new and boxed;

VALVES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3 each.
MMEeLL.ekriNE0.18ExLinriei;LenofterSspecial Interest to Ser.

246 Assorted,nbtr Wire-endedcio-nwdaetnt.ers. Resistances, 5/6;
6/-; volume controls, assorted capacities

to 0.5
switch), 7/6 dozen; with switch, 11/6 dozen; mica con-
densers, assorted, 1/9 dozen; Mainsbridge type condensers,
1 mfd., 2 mid., 4 mid., 8 mid., 9/- dozen; valve holders,
5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6 dozen; battery leads, mufti -way,
6/6 dozen; parcel of assorted servicing components com-
prising resistances; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic
and block condensers; wiee; sleeving; volume controls;
valve holders, etc.,. etc., 10/- each; parcel containing at
least 100 articles.
THOUSANDS of Bargains In Sets, potentiometers,- elec-

trolyties,, gramophone motors, crystals, headphones,
etc., etc.; 2d. stamp brings list of further bargains. '

S 0 %Lilt aErl N6 6151.3A. D I 0, 46, Lisle Street, London, EV7v8.,s

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co.

11AINS. RADIO DEVELOPMENT Cu. *Offer. Outstann-
ing Bargains, carriage paid, delivery by return; call

mornings, telephone Tudor 4046; stamp for list 223.
TRANSATLANTIC 1939 Fonr Waveband Superhet Tun-

ing Packs for British Valves, covering 10 to 2,200
,metres, comprising coils, .I.B. bar -gang condenser, full
vision coloured drive, Yaxley switching, two 465 Ir.c. T.F.
transformers, etc., completely wired aligned, tested, with
circuit; three -gang, ILE., F.C., i.E., 65/-; two -gang,
F.G, I.F., 47/6.
A MPLIFIERS.-Seven watt, push-pull for M.II4 andA two P.X,4's, or equivalents; absolutely complete kit

of parts, best components, with circuit, 52/6, less valves.
ERIE One -watt Colour Coded Unused Resistors, , any

size, 50 ohms to 5 megohms, your selection; 3d.
each, 2/6 dozen; two -watt, 6d. each.

CENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, unused, long
spindle, all sizes, 5,000 ohms to 2 megolon, 2/ -;

with mains switch, 2/3.

Tui.,e'TA.Rakee,°.tear. m`"?'2, 4r..,re.2e5n,d.86
mid.. 601.

TUBES.-First grade American valves. finest make.
fully g-uaranteetl, boxed, all popular types, 4 / -;

glass Octal types, 4/6.

CLI.fe[;nxdAhelti'n vsTzel", 6d.; best slrevtug, ltf..d.
yard.
T.CiCe.lgoetacitrg, msfarlid,,602a7ILlrapka,ectiViticiLb2iii3e.

4 mkt., 250 volt, 10d.
FIFTY N.S.F. 1 and 2 watt resistors, wire ends,

marked and Colour coded, 20 good sizes per parcel;
2/6 per 50 only.
IPERRANTI Twin H.F. Choke Mains Interierence"Filters,

extraordinarily effective; to clear, 1 /-.

MAINS
RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co., 4-6, Muswell

dill Rd., London, N.6. Tudor 4046. [8039

tALIVERS, CM, Christchurch Rd., 1loscombe, Hants,
,  offer new aluminium chassis, undrilled. 16in.x10in.x
3in.. 18 S.W.G.; 6/6; any size to order; 11/2d. stamp for
quotations. 18043

CARRARD
A.C. 200-250 Record Changer, plays eight

10- or 12 -in. records, model R.C4A; 55/5, smled
cartons, carriage paid.

ELECTRIC
Dry Shaver, A.C.ID.C., 200-250, " Minute

Man," list price 52/10; our price .£1/10, complete
with leatherette case. one year's guarantee; send for
details; trade supplied.
MARCONI 11.25 Pick-up, unused and boxed: 14/-.-

HEMnii11722,90%,;,ellington,
Av., London, N.15. Stam-

ford

VVAUXHALL.-All lines previously advertised are still
available: wad now for latest price list, free. -Vans,

lmll Utilities, 1630, Strand, W.C.2, 17990

SPARE Coils for X-rays, vacuum tubes, high frequency,
etc., coils, from lin. to 12in., continuous sparks,

platinum breaks; particulars. illustration, trade prices.-
Welsh, 94, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1. [9055

1001
1;f' for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY of

REPLACE ME NT
TRANSFORMERS

- At the other end of your
'phone is a complete
Transformer Replace-
ment Service. Inter -
valve, Parallel Feed,
Class 'B' Driver Trans-
formers, Chokes andLoudspeaker Out-
put Tr ansf or mer s-instantly at your
service.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. -
EX. TYPE l-for 11 to 21 ohms imp. speech coils:
Ratios, 44:1, 66:1, 88 1 and P/P for super power

Bat-
tery

aupettitiltIodpozretyalvenB, a,nQdrlia:pt-. 6
etch.

EX. TYPE 2 --for S to 15 ohms imp: speech roils..
Ratios, 20: 1,3o : 1, 40: 1 and P/P tor super lancer
and small power valves, Mains and Bat- 7,,
trry Pentodes, Class B' and 'Q.P.P.' each,

OTHER RATIOS TO SPECIAL ORDER.

GOODMAN
TRANSFORMER SERVICE.

Send for List.
GOODMAN'S INDUSTRIES, LTD.,

 Lancelot Road, Wembley, Middx. 'Phone Wembley 4001.

The INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Incorporated)

The MAY EXAMINATIONS
Applications to take the Preliminary or
Graduateship Examinations must be lodged
at the Institute not later than the 30th day
of March, 1939.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL, -

Harrie 3, King, F,C.C.S.,
Secretary.

LONDON, W.C.I. Telephone Holborn 9879.

Forms of Application, Syllabus and particulars of
Membership may be obtained front the Secretary, Institute
of Wireless Technology.
4, VERNON PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,

A' NEW SUPER WHISTLE
- -

4I1'V Filter experts have designed the PERFECT
SUPPRESSOR

4,
TUNABLE REJECTOR for }Ugh Pitched
Whistles. COMPLETE Rejection is given

WHISTir the slightest IOU to quality. Type V.3 is.for
with a  V -cut  so narrow that the. is not

s L.F.Anode Circuits. Including ?ham SPIRO
Si/' .N;a.lirde ..,:i; 6 niLffor rGaprihrl; C..; It, no:

KII" .

of all our Finer, on request.
POSTLETHWAITE BROS.,KINVER. STAFFS

A.C.S. RADIO otters the finest selection of
Communication Receivers and
Equipment. National. Halli-

crafters, RS1E. Howard and Hammarlund Receivers, All types of
Tribes by Raytheon, Taylor, RCA. Hytron, Eima, National Union. as
wallas teceithig ithes at lowest prices. Eidson and QCC Crystals
and Hoidens. all Eddystone components and  llomrod " lines.
Microphone. by Shure, Amperite and Brush. Keys, Meters and

Transmitting equipment of all kinds.
Send for descriptive catalogue to:-A.C.S. RACNIO (02NK),

16, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.1.
Telephone ; HOLBORN 9894-5.

Pam h onic
LOUD SPEAKERS

507: MORE SENSITIVE THAN. ANY OTHERS
PAMPHONIC REP,I,WCERS, LTD.

45, Sc. Pancras W4,1-%errodn,
Ltd.)Phore:

EUSton 1727

"[Viceless Direction Finding," Third Edition. Price 251. net. Post-free 250. 9d.
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

RYONMeTiroll?,ar 2;,0W,g_ohat",vrigs.: Note. -All post
free.

VAglynAgsBLITereGioenienalensm-rilieinsszrss.marililweat zwillthsereme;

screened; all 2/9 each.

'
SATOR Volume Controls, yi meg. with switch, 10,000

with switch,. 5,000 with switch, 5,000 wire wound
If. switch; 1/3 each or 6/6 dozen.

SCREENING Plates for Yaxley Type Switches, 3:4x31,Ty
or 7x2';, drilled, five for 1/6; Ityalls .1 ml. 400v.

wkg., 1/3 per dozen; B.I. 1 mt., 3 1/4.
.1. Electrolytice, 12x8550, 3500.12V. peak, 1/3.; Fer.B ranti midget 4x4, 1/3; Ferranti 8x8 500v., 1/6;

Plessey 30x8x2 350v., 1/6.
POLAR /NSF' Low Loss Air Spaced Rex Type Switches.

eight 4 -way switches, length 9in., 2/9 each; Zenith
A.C./D.C. 3 amp. resistances, ex Ferranti 550 ohm,
tapped 330/70/100, 1/4 each, 9/6 dozen.
A .C./D.C. Insulated Resistances, .3 amp., 870 ohms orA 150 ohms, tapped, 2/- each; Polar VP drives, less

escutcheons, 2%-.
SALE.-Liist few sets iron core superhet coils, R.F. or

band pass with coil details, molder valuee,5 coils,
including 2 I.F.s, 5/9. Note.-465K.C. 2 -band.

AMERICAN Type Valves, 80 42, 43. 6a7, 6d6, 6c6,
1223. 46, 57, 2/3 each; 6B8g. 605. 6K7g, 5Y4g,

25L6, 3/3 each; sockets, 4-, 5-, 6., 7 -pin, 4d. each, 3/ -
dozen.

ALL -WAVE Aerial Kits. complete with two transformers,
wire and lead in, insulators and full instructions,

IT.S.A. make; 13/9 each.
14.1. Tubular Condensers, new stock, 4 mfd. electrolytic,
_La 200v. peak, each;'B.I. 0.05 tubulars, 350v. wkg.,
1/3 dozen or 4/S half gross, 6/6 gross; B.I. 0.25 ttibulars,
2/- dozen.
QATOR Silver Mica Type Condensers 10001..0002..0605,

1/3 dozen; Sator tubulars, 1,5000. test, .001. .002.
.003, .005, 1/3 dozen; .01, .03, 1/3 dozen or 4/6 half
gross, 7/6 gems.II A l4 4Mtetnn18Trimmers,

cap thimbles, 3/9 hall
gross; clip on bulb holders. 1/3 doien, 4/6 half gross,
6/9 gross.

TUNING Eyas, 4v. 1/2 amp, heater. octal base. 3/6;
K.B. iron core wave traps very effective on medium

and long, 1/3 each.-Ryall's Radio, see above. 18017

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES.-liege clear-
ance sele; entire stock of components to be sold under

cost; unlimited bargains for callers: all last week's bar-
gain; still available. See last week's " W.W."

31N. Oscilloscopes; from 4 gns.

I. 4 odd. 200.v.w. Tubular Condensers. 1/-; B.I. 4 mid.
J.. 500 v.we 2/9.
18 -.9 iloGotnle'i nttirvalnsFoomerrs, 601t.16 ;COT. o 13(.14).

ohms 60 see., 1/6.
HUGE Success of Our 2/6 Parcels of Surplus Com-

ponents (51b.). " Amazing value." writes one cus-
tomer. "Please repeat," writes another. Each panel
guaranteed to contain 10/- worth useful part, i.e., coils,
trimmers, condensers,  odds and ends, etc. Ideal for
dealers.

MEISSNER Tuning Packs, all wave, 5 waves,- coils and
switch. wired ready for use; 35/- each.

VERRANTI 0.6 Ampmeters, moving coil meters. 12/6;
]tetra Brunswick table type cabinets, walnut, 11in.

deep. 19in. high. 15in. wide ineide; 5/- each.
Q MFD., 500 volts working, Midget tubulars, 1/9: R.A.P.
T.-, Yank transformers, 360-0-360v. 70 ma., 5v. 2a. C.T..
6.30. 3a. C.T.; 7/6.

TRININ1ERS, 3-30. 100, 140. 2X140, 250x2
ceramic sad 100 mmld. paxalin, 6 dozen mixed.

5/-.
ARMO D.C. Det., 5 -pin, 0.18A., 1/6 each- 3 -gang

.5 0.0005 spindle, 61.; 1/4in. spindle. 1/- valve
beide, ld. each, al) sizes.

TrR2 Volume Controls, 717Ceain .M;rs 4:,512i
I Resinoloil Filled Rolled Foil Condensers, low lees

-IL, stand off insulated soldering lug,. metal cased. tested
at 1,500 mug. 450 volts working D.C., capacity 4 refit.,
1,,,in.x2in.x3

tut
price 2/9 each.

AS Above, 0.1 mfd., 3,000 volts test, 1.000 volts
working, size Min.xiin.x3iiiin.; price 1/9 each.

Ted4IIILIPS Mains Transformers, 2500.-0.250v., 80 m.a..
100-250- volts printery, 4v. 2a. 4v. 53. Cl'... eith

fixing brackets, 4/3.
SPEAKER Transformers for Triode and Pentode. 2/3

each; special negative feed -back tone control chokes,
with circuit. 2/- each.
DON'T Be Too Late.
LONLeTeNsieS, Cg..".,RtLiaorrao.crollr;,;.i.a2r1, Lisle St..

[8p58

" Wanted
URGENTLY Required!
FIRST 'Grade Radio Gear.

RENIEMBER We Pay More; offers per return- post.

St., Leicester Sq., London, Ig6.2i
(Gerrard 2969.)

ANE or Two Straight H.F. Tuners for W.W. Quality-
" Amplifier. -93, Church Walk, Worthing. [8042

WANTED. Ferranti transformers, A.1'.9. A.P.T.C.S..
A.F.9.C.S.. one each.-A.B.P.. 133, Westbrook St..

Bolton. Lancs. [8032

FERRANTE and Weston Meters, new and used sets.
clean surplus components. jolt and bankrupt. stocks.

wanted for cash: best prices paid.-Newport Surplus Stoles,
24a. Newport Court, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2.. Ger.
2791. [8051

WE Buy for Cash All Types of Modern Second-hand
Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters. parts, etc.;

we pay more than any other dealer; part exchanges;
bring, send, or will call.-University Radio. Ltd., 82,
Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone: Euston 3810.

[7717

EASY TERMS
The oldest continuous

Radio Service

If you have a few minutes to spare call at
our showrooms and hear (without obligation)
the range of eleven

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS
See W.W. TEST REPORT /an. 5, and Armstrong advt.
p. 2 this issue for details of the excellent

MODEL AWI25PP - - I2V.' 5-BAND
ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Cash or C.O.D. 17 gns. or L2 with order
and 12 monthly payments of LI .8.0

- ALSO -
MODEL AW104PP - - 10V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS ....Cash 12 Gns or
28/- with order and 12 monthly payments of 19/9. ,

MODEL AWS9 .9V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 12-2,000m . Cash'
II Gns or 27/- with order and 12 monthly pay-
ments of 1814.

SOUND SALES
" TRI-CHANNEL " AMPLIFIER
is a revelation in Quality Reproductions
May we send you full particulars and details of

our Easy Terms

0.r Easy Torras are also available on al
good makes of L.S. Units including Votgt, AVO Meter
Pickups, Electric Grano Motors, and accessorle
generally. Write, call or phone for quotations.

fa" -/925 THE ,Ph NAlionot 6828

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY

II- OAT -LANE' NOBLE ST- LONDON E.C2

Why not b a
MAIO FFICE
on an AIR LINER?'

It is a career with
FACILITIESforTRAVEL
Good pay and Prospects

THE A.S.T. COURSE INCLUDES
OVER 10 HOURS FLYING

Appb to the Commandant:

,AIR SERVICE TRAIN! LTD
,HAMBI.E.. ° .,sautHAMPteri

GIS

NEW VALVE BARGAINS
Two S.O.s and one Output Pentode
(IA4E, 1B4E, .21011 new, makers'
cartons, 3 valve holders, data
and circuit diagrams. List
35!... BARGAIN, 5.43.
Amazing offer for

, Servicemen and
Construc-
tors.

Send now 7

for British stains
and Battery Valve Reale.-

inset Chart. All types

SENSATIONAL REDUCTIONS,

- NEW TIMES SALES CO.rog2,,,Vgi!e:t.igi

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
" SERVICE with a Smile."

AMERICAN Valves, spares, linecords, rewinds; repairers.
of all types of American and British receivers.-

Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675 [0434
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. - Guaranteed

repairs to American (Midget and Standard) and
British receivers.

MAJESTIC Service Depot.-I.F. and mains trans-
f o rmers rewound. American valves and parts; trade

supplled.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1,021, Finch -
ley Rd., London, N.W.II. Speedwell 3000. [0435

. .

LOUD -SPEAKER Repairs, British, American. any
make, 24 -hour service; moderate prices.-Sinclair

Speakers, Alma Grove. Copenhagen St., N.I. [05110

EWOCII Speaker Replacements, transformers, radio ser-
vice, American o.mponents, cone assemblies supplied

from 41-.-N.R.T.S., 126, Elthorue Rd., N.19. Archway
1319. [7914

GUARANTEED Repairs Any transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-See below. '

T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.).
Willesden, N.W.10. Willesden 6486 (3 lines.)

[6892
MAINS Transformily Service. Repairs, rewinds, er

construction to' specification of any type, competi-
tive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co., Mil-
ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne. [0516
(ARATIAMS Rewinding Service, 24 hours' service guar-

anteed, loud speakers, L.F. and output transformers,
chokes and mains transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially invited.
GRAHAMS SERVICES, Dept. W., 194, Tolworth Rise.

Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Dement 2060. [7988
SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE.-All types of

receivers overhauled, rebuilt, repaired, including'
American communication sets, W.W. Monodials, All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV, etc.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
years from Land's End to John -o' -Croats; van col-

lection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.
SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, Exchange

Works, Muswel Hill, N.10. Tudor 4101-2. [7497
REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones

and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including
eliininators, quoted; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and output
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-Loud-Speaker
Repair Works, 5, Bantam Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

[0394
BAKERS-Take advantage of 15 years' experience and

send your next loud -speaker or transformer repair .to
Bakers, the Pioneer Manufacturers since 1925; any make.
British or American, field windings, output and mains
transformer windings, speech coils, diaphragm assemblies,
etc., repaired and rewound equal to or better than new.-
Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex ltd., S. Croydon.

[8049

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS
REMINGTON. Shavemaster, Packard, Rabaldo and

Hanley.-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys, 36, Henry
St., Blackimol. [0613

ELECTRIC Dry Shavers, A.C./D.C., 200-50 volts,
Minato Man,' list price el2/10; our price £1/10.

complete wills leatherette ease, one year's gual'antee; send
for details; trade supplied.
HENRY'S. 272, Wellington Av., Stamford Hill, '[fs,;7.71056

MISCELLANEOUS
ClIFerkeTewParyinVritTlil,0033rellde,a4:,;.3e/.!; sample

G.P.O. Engineering Dept. (No experience required.)
Commencing E3/13 per week; age, 18-23; excellent

prospects.-Free details of entrance exam. from B.1.E.T.
(Dept, 574), 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.I. [7989

EVERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
of " The Wireless and Electrical Trader should

send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and full
details of the "Trader" Services. "The Wireless and
Electrical Trader" has the widest influence, the largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manu-
facturers and traders. Trade only, 15/ per annum.
post free.-Published at Dorset House, Stamford St.. Lon.
don, S.E.1. [0615

"
ENGINEER'S Guide to Success Show, How to

-LA Qualify in Television Radio Engineering and Ser-
vicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide-free-which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of 'engineering courses-over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such
as A.N1.I.E.E., A.31.I.T.E., A.M.I.W.T., C. and
0. etc. Training until successful guaranteed.-The Tech-
nological Institute of Great Britain, 82. Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 20,000 successes.) [7939

PATENT AND .TRADE MARK
AGENTS

GEE and Co (II. T. Gee, elem. R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.E..
Estb. 19051, 51-52, Chancery Lane, London. 1\'.C.2

(2 doors from {Government Patent Office). Holborn 4547
12 lineal. Handbook free. ' [0001

TUITION
RAppros0PeTttnige7Zinaigrtg011elec! mit'on6T.

GUARANTEED Posts.-Complete wireless training;
ship and shore services. Television. Day,

and postal. Boarders taken. Prosp. free.-W., London
Radio College, Grove Park Rd., %V.4. (Chiswick 3244.)

The 'Wireless World Diary for 1039. so, 6d. net. Post free IS. 7d.
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faOR THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The Man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-
Pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin-
ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 38A, International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2

Please explain fully about your Instruction on the
subject marked X.

Radio Engineering Radio
Radio Servicing Television

Ii you wish to pass a Radio examination, state
it here
Name - Age
Address

Q C C . Type S5

FREQUENCY
CONTROL UNITS
(As specified by "The Wireless

World.")
Ground to within 5kc. of your
specified frequency in the 711c.
amateur band, and supplied
complete with official calibra-

PRICES. ti Hon certificate to an accuracy
35 MOT (as iffus.) of 0.025%
5 CRYSTAL, i /

',bout holder . ...P far of, foil to
BASEBOARD MOUNT for the nst 1 alt Isinsnlqusrn erusu,s sad
type t35 unit .1 rod, trangraission C011,0).118.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co. LTD., Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, Surrey. 'Phone: Malden 0334.

Fourth Edition-Revised and
Enlarged with 50 additional pages

WIRELESS
SERVICING
MANUAL
By W. T. COCKING

(of "The Wireless World")
The most complete book of reference
of its kind. A reliable practical guide
for amateur and professional.

0
BOUND IN CLOTH BOARDS.
SIZE 71 ins. X 5 ins. 288 PAGES

5/- net. By post 5/5
Issued in conjunction with "THE WIRELESS
WORLD" and Published by the Proprietors :-

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET,

LONDON, S.E.1
W.W2o.

PATENTS
PATENTS and Designs Acts, 1907 to 1938.

NOTICE is Hereby Given that 'f'he British Rola Co.,
Ltd., of Minerva Rd., Park Royal, London. N.W.10,

seek leave 'to amend the Specification of Letters Patent
No. 462,359, granted to them for an invention entitled
" Improvements in the manufacture of moulded articles
of paper and like felted materials."
PARTICULARS of the Proposed Amendment' were set

 forth in No. 2613 of the Official 4ournal (Patents).
published on February 15. 1939.

ANY person, or persons, map give Notice of Opposition
to the amendment by leaving Patents Form No. 19 at

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, within one calendar month from the date of publica-
tion of tho said Journal. -111. F. LINDLEY, Comptroller -
General. [8063

RAinplaudio, Ltd.-Patent No. 437973, "Improved
means of Sound Amplification and Projection";

Patent Application No. 31470/36. "Improvements re
lating of Microphones." Offers are invited for the purchase
of the Receiver for the Debenture Holders' interest. Hi
these Patent Rights,-Further information obtainable from
the undersigned. Closing date for offers Wednesday. 22nd
February, 1939.-H. G. Martin, A.C.A., Kimberley Honse.
14-17, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.1. [8056

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Established 1925)

Supply, on convenient terms, components, accessories
and sets, any make; 10% down, balance over 12 months:
mud for list of requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London.
E.C.2. [0337

AGENTS WANTED
MAIL Traders and Servicemen Wanted at Agents lee

S American Valves and Condensers.-Write for detail.
of our special terms, Wood, 33, Ringstead Rd., Catford7
S.E.6. [8044

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED

THEparnr71 rase aen4pEraleecntjic.aile?..e'rraydCreLa 14, rae,s,seern,ti,71,

pages reflect the very latest turn of trade events, and it
is read by all the leading dealers and manufacturers, for
particulars of businesses offered or wanted. By subscrip-
tion to the trade only, 15/. per annum, post free.-Send
your trade card for specimen copy to Dorset House, Stam-
ford. St., London, S.E.1. [0614

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY.

CIVILIAN Wireless Instructors Required.

VAV'Nt!EllZt7Asetal f°andCiNVIPel'essWSchool,
Insytaritictxr,rs

Force, Granwell, Lin. The commencing rate of pay is
A'.4 a week inclusive which may be increase(' to. £4 55.
a week after a short period of satisfactory service. Candi-
dates must be capable of lecturing and must have a
sound. knowledge 'of electrical principles and 'their appli-
cation to radio and low -power electrical engineering.
Applications should be addresed to the Commanding
Officer, Electrical and' Wireless. &hoc', Cramsell, Lhtes.
giving full particulars..., to previoui.exPerie-pce, age. etc.
Ciindidates 'will he required to appear before a Selection
Boardeat the School for interview and test. The test 'Will
include the giving of a lecture. on any subject which May
be (those], by' the' candidate. infolving the principleSI of
modern radio. Lecturing sequence and style are most
inaPcirtiinti [0571

YOUNG Assistant Required for London Radio Work.
shop.-Full particulars of age, experience and wage,

to Box 8686, c/o The Wireless W orld. [8035
RADIO Manufacturers Require Experienced Man, to

take charge of transformer winding department;
London.-Particulars to Box 8712, c/o The W ireless World.

[8064
YOUNG Man Wanted for Test Bench. knowledge of

amplifiers and chargers an advantage; state age,
experience and salary required.-Box 8697. c/o The Wire-
less IVorld. [8041
CAPABLE Assistant Waited for Design and Mainten-

ance on Test Gear Jig, etc., sound knowledge of
fundamentals and experience in 'similar work desirable.-
Murphy Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden,Herts. '[8037

RADIO Loudspeaker Factory Requires Laboratory As-
sistant for Acoustical and Electrical Work; preference

given to those having experience with manufacturing firms.
-Apply in writing, giving detailed particulars of age, past
experience, present remuneration and remuneration

'

re-
quired, Goodmans-Industries, Ltd., Lancelot' Rd:, Wembley.

[8031

BOOKS,.INSTRUCTION, ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data.-The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and appli-
cations of all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; .post free 2/3; abroad 3/ -.-Leonard. Heys, 36.
Henry St.. Blackpool. [0594

" FOUNDATIONSSc.
ecoil 1 eTtrieoln.ess.'A' Byn A.criftarNyl. ,Seoxvittrobjc,

on receivers. Deals fully with the construction of wire-
less set, valves. and the process of detection. Price 4/6
net By post 4111. from Iliffe and Sons Ltd., DorsetHouse,

Stamford Street. London, S.E.I.
_

EL'ErisAgIWY /1;61r.iplle.sajuiar;.lelterveilse:dralrY0V
Brown B.Sc. Third edition 11930). The standard.text-
book for wireless students and beginners. Deals with
the whole subject of wireless telegraphy and telephony,
avoiding too technical a treatment of the problems -in-
volved.' Well 'illustrated. Price 7/6 net. By Post 8/...
from Iliffe and Sons Ltd.. Dorset House, Stamford St..
London, S.5.1.

, .

When old Jenkins go. hoine l'other 1_,-

His wife cried, "Now just gel this <,,),(
right,

Fee just missed a good show

'Cos this set wouldn't go;

SovirairyfEi; ,right now with

/Me.
1.3 3 '1

-
.See that FLUXITE is always by, you-in the house
-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 114 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-
Complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of " SOFT "
SOLDERING and ask for leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will NOT keep round and
true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple-with FLURIPE-but IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Florae
on the soldering instantly.
A little pressure places tha
right quantity on the right spot
and one charging lasts for ages.

Price 1/6 or filled 216.

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLU x E LTD, Dept. W.W., DRAGON WORKS, BERMONDSEY ST, LEA

EpiGINEERS!
AREY9LEARNING

Lift THANE IWPERWEEK.41
It so, you cannot afford to.rry on without reading our
268 -page Handbook. The book explains clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful
career. Among other things it explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home -
Study Courses in all branch. of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aero, Wireless, " Talkie," Engineering,
Building, Govt. Employment, etc., and gives .details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,A.M.LE.E.,A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.LA.E.,

- A.M.I.W.T., A.M.LR.E., G.P.O.,

1
MATRIC., and all Exams. We Guarantee
-"NO PASS-NO FEE." Whether you be
an old hood or a budding apprentice get this
book to-day.-FREE and POST FREE.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY.

357, Shakespeare Sonde, 171.9 Stratfore
Place, London, W.L.

Mains Transformers as specified for The
Wireless World High Quality Communi
cation Receiver Type WW51-45h

LW. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.
W estmoreland Rd., Loudest, N.W.9. Phone: Colitukag 7131.

PARTRIDGE
AIM!, a ch065.

Made under the direct supervision of N. Partridge
and personally guaranteed to be of the highest
Electrical and Mechanical Efficiency. Set
Manufacturers and the Trade who are interested
in Reliable and cool working Transformers with
a Super Safety -Factor Margin are invited to
write for full technical details and prices. '

.FREE TO P.A. DEALERS. The PARTRIDGE
P.A. MANUAL. Valuable information on Ampli-
fler design, Bunion...and service ie your. for the
asking. WRITE TO -DAY.
CONSTRUCTORS can obtain this manual for Sit

N. PARTRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. '

KING'S Bldgs., DEAN STANLEY St., LONDON, S.W.1

-"Wireless ServicingManual," Fourth Edition. Price -5s. net. Post free 5s. 514
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THE DEMAND' FOR CAPSTAN INCREASES.,DAILY

'W. D. & H. O. Wills, Bra. of The Imperial Tolfa;* Company lot Great Brats & Ireland), Limited C.C.6410

PAGE
A.C.S. Radio 5
Air Ministry
Air Service Training, Ltd.
Ambassador Radio Works
Armstrong Manufacturing Co. 2

Automatic Coil Winder Co., Ltd.
Belling & Lee, Ltd.
Birmingham Radiomart G5NI
British Centralab, Ltd.
British Institute of Engineering Technology
British Insulated Cables, Ltd.
British McMurdo Silver Co., Ltd., The
British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., The

RADIO
LABORATORY
HANDBOOK.
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Issued :n conjunction w th "The Wirele. World ".

"Radio Laboratory Handbook" gives
the serious wireless worker complete
information from first-hand experience
about laboratory equipment, the instru-
ments which are necessary and the
correct methods of operating them.

The fundamental principles are fully
discussed, as well as the sources of
power and signals, instruments and
measurements. Ultra - high -frequency
work, the working out of results, and
reference data are also dealt with.
There is a collection of the most useful
symbols, abbreviations, formulae, laws,
curves, tables and other data.

A complete index, numbered sections
and cross references enable the reader
to find what is required without loss of
time.

384 pp. 211 illustrations

PRICE 8/6 NET By Post 9/ -
From Bookstalls and Bookse!ler; or direct from the Pub:ishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.E.I

TffE

WIRELESS
ENGINEER

- The Journal of
Radio Research and Progress

Each issue contains authoritative
technical and scientific articles,
' abstracts and references.

Monthly 2S. 6d. net.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.I
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INFORMATION
The new 1939 edition of

The, All Metal Way 't
includes a special ch.apter

on television rectifiers, as
well as up-to-date informa-

lion on all rectification

problems.

Use the attached coupon
and get your copy now.

-METAL RECTIFIERS
COUPON

-Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., Ltd.,
82,' York Way, King's Cross. London, N.I.

I enclose 3d. in stamps. Please send
me "The All Metal Way, 109.",

'Name

'Address

a

CHALLENGER

The most comprehensive range
and the greatest. value ever.
Direct -to -the -public cash sales
enable us to pass on " middle "
profits to thepurchaser. Send
?.d, stamp for illustrated cata-
logues. Better still, call be I.-
tween 10 and -8.p.m. and
try these remarkable receivers ,

"for --yourselves, lir at anv other
time Icy aPpointment. There is
no obligation to purchase. Com-
pare the following specifications
with any other sets in their
respective classes :-

MODEL M.S.K.505 as illustrated Custom-built de Luxe 19 valve general purpose
receiver,tor the ham and quality enthusiasts.

6 wavebands, 4-2,200 metres. Band Spread hairline tuning. Walnut s.elf,contained-panel
Magic Eye. R.F. Stage on ail bands. Manual/Automatic Variable Selectivity 3 to 16 kc. C.W.
Beat Oscillator. Noise Suppressor. Sensitivity Control. 8 Tuned Circuits in 2 I.F. stages.
Ceramic valve holders and switches. Q.,,LV.C.Manual/Carrier Controlled Contrast Expansion.
20, watts undistorted output Class " A " amplification-(4) 6L6 valves in a new system
of direct coupled paraphase-parallel-pushpull. Straight Line 'espouse 25-15,000 cycles.
25% degeneration by negative feed -back to output stage. Dual matched 12 inch
Auditorium Speakers. CHASSIS, VALVES & 2 SPEAKERS Price 30 gnu.

Reprint of "Wireless World" TEST REPORT on this model sent ori request.
Also STANDARD MODEL M.S.K.504, 19 valves, ran be supplied complete.

CHASSIS, VALVES & 2-12' P.A. SPEAKERS £25-1O-0
MODEL 444 The Challenger "Model 444" custom-built 12 -valve superhet radiogram.

chassis, 6 wavebands, 5-10, 11.34,- 34415, 200-550, 800i2,1.00 metres, large -
illuminated dial calibrated metres and station names, R.F. stage on all bands,valve sequence,
5X4 rectifies, 12) 6V6s beam power output tubes, 6G5 Magic Eye, 6Q7 noise suppressor,

_ 6B8 1st L.F. and A.V.C. 6,15 phase changer, 6J5 negative feed back, 6L7 I.F. amp., 6L7
selectivity 'control, 6E8 Triode Heptode frequency changer, 6K7 R.F. amp. ; special
" min -drift " I.F. Aladdin transformers, variable selectivity 6-30 kc., output 15 watts
uhdistorted from pushpull beam power output tubes, response flat within 1.5 db between
30-12,000 cycles ; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonics, persistent oscillator
of highest output. CHASSIS, VALVES & 10" M.C. SPEAKER £14.

W ITH 12" P.A. SPEAKER 15 gns.

" YALE ",MODEL 101
10 -valve nd va lves,4.C.r0-:50viltsfilelate,7-loone,iarge_sii,epatendiaica

cali-
brated in stations, push-buttou'ling, Magic Eye, latest type Octal valves; with pushpull
output, 10 watts. Speakers extra, 10in., 15/0, or 12in. P.A., 47/6. Price 10 gns.

AMERICAN CABINETS of exquisite worknianship and appearance. Designed and bunt
by leading craftsmen. All brand new and undrilled. Scud 1.1c1. stamp for actual photographs.

We have in stock receivers and chassis to suit everyone's pocket and taste from £3.5.0.

DEGALLIER'S LTDI NEAREST POINT
Lancaster Gata 31, CRAVEN TERRACE, LANCASTER GATE, W.? tyre irrc-

TubeStation.. .
AMERICAN

Telephones:Paddington 6492,2745. X....""
o1 list 5j6

I'

Make a _Mite- of it
Be sure to, 'get your copy of

The -

Wireless
,World

DIARY FOR 1939
Every wireless enthusiast should have this handy little diary: In
addition to the usual daily spaces-one week at an 'opening-it
contains 77 pages of facts, formulae and general information of
the Bind that is always wanted but is difficult to memorise.
There is a' list of the most important European Broadcasting
Stations and Short -Wave Stations of the World. In addition
invaluable sections contain all the recognised codes relating to
components, as well as useful tables of resistance ratings.
There are also sixteen pages of base connections'of British and
American valves. -

Twelve pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers and
such units as whistle suppressors, tone controls and AVC
systems are included, together with data for winding coils.
Valuable information is given on- the prevention of mains
interference as well as on amateur transmissions.

c

Size 3i by 4i inches, 192
pages. Boundleather cloth,
back loop wills piszcil.

PRICE 1/6 net
By post 1/7

From bookstalls and stationers 3I direct from
the Publishers.

ILIFFE & 'SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE,-' STAINVF,ORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.s

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, -will ensure prompt .attention.
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SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED

HANDBOOK of
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION

for
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS

by H. M. DOWSETT
(M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.,

. .

This'. --standard .hanclpaak,  completely . revised 'and3 enlarged, is '-planned'
prithdrily. for the,., ;use of .' wireless , operators, whether proSpective or

-  - actual 2_ It is' virtUalljP. a "complete theoretical course for students wishing
.

, e
,-- to qualify for the, Postmaster - General's Certificate of Proficiency.

'

-CONTENTS INCLUDE:
'The Electric Chaige and the 'Condenser-The Condenser in Practice-Direct
Current. and Ohni's 'Law-Scalar and Vector Quantities and Curve Plotting-
Primary Batteries-Accumulators=MagnetismElectro Magnetism-Self=In- ,

duction-Dynamo Electric MaChines-Measuring Instruments-Switchboards
and Switchgear-Alternating Current Effects, and Vector Diagrams-

' Alternating Current Fundamental Formulae-Alternating Current Generators, .

Alternating Current Motors' and Transformers-Damped Oscillations-Com-
. mercial Types of Spark Transmitter-Aerials and Radiation-Simple Receiver
Circuit and Crystal Detec!Or-Thermionics and the Various Applications of the
Valve7-Depth Sounding-Valve Transmitters-,Wavemeter and Transmitter
Adjustment-Theory of Valve Receiver Circuits-Valve Receivers-Short Wave,,'
Aerials and Apparatus-Marine Direction Finders:-Marine Audio Relay Service'.
--bistress Call Apparatus-Lifeboat and Emergency Outfits-Trawler Appar-

' atus-Maintenance of Marine Radio installations and Possible Faults.

618 pages, including Comprehensive
Index and 578 Illistiations. -

NOW ON SALE
PRICE 21/- By post 21/9..

' Foreign Postage 22/-.,

S.

Obtainable from leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE 18c SONS .LTD:; DORSET ,HOUSE,, STAMFORD. STREET, LONDON, S.E.1
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MULTI -VIBRATOR FOR GANGING
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BRITISH MADE

All 'A VO '
instruments
are available
on Deferred

Terms.

4...1 1.4, Y...

le-e_CA-S/COn
EIC11-112.1Cal_

1111E5 -1111%1G,

11%*11111211JIMIEWM

The ALL - WAVE AVO OSCILLATOR
An accurate modulated oscillator covering from
95 .1(e. to 40 Mc. by six fundamental ranges.
Extended to 8o Mc. by harmonic calibration.
Accuracy within Externally modulated,
internally modulated, or R.F. Signal obtained
at will. Double attenuation enables signals to be
varied from a few microvolts to 5o Millivolts,
with a force output of t volt. A barretter in

ir the battery model in-
creases L.T. Battery life.

BATTERY MODEL 9 .Gns.
(including batteries)V)

A.C. MAINS MODEL
10 Gns.

(Leather carrying case 35 -)

The Model 7- 46 RANGE Av O M ETER
Electrical Measuring Instrument

A compact multi -range A.C./D.C. meter, with 46 ranges covering
A.C. and D.C. amperes and volts, also resistance, capacity,
audio -frequency power output, and decibels. No external
shunts or series resistances required. Conforms with B.S. first
grade accuracy requirements; 5 in. mirror scale. Provided with
automatic compensation for errors arising from

ri
temperature

variations, protected by an automatic cut-out against ,
damage through overload.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers
THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I. Phone .7 Victoria 3404-7.

x404-: rE.

91

,44

The. UNIVERSAL

AVOMINOR
Electrical Measuring

Instrument

22 Ranges'

of

11, DIRECT READINGS

A compact precision moving -coil instrument for
all A.C. and D.C. testing. It has 22 ranges for
measuring A.C. voltage, D.C. voltage, current and
resistance. All readings are direct. No calcula-
tions. The high total resistance of the instru-
ment-zoo,odo ohms-ensures accurate readings.
Complete with leads, interchangeable crocodile
clips and testing prods; and instruction
booklet

£5.10

(Leather carrying case io,'-.)

OTHER  AVO' INSTRUMENTS include
36 Range Universal AvoMeter .. 13 gns.
22 Range D.C. AvoMeter 9 gns.
' Avo ' Valve Tester

(with Universal Panel) 12 gns.
Avo ' Universal Valve Panel alone 3 gns.

 Write for fully descriptive lecOets.

 RADIO SERVICING SIMPLIFIED.'
A popular tett book written to conform
with modern requirements and in the
light of present day knowledge. Embraces
the whole routine of resting modern
receivers. Fully :Illustrated.

Price 2 6 (post free 2,10)

SPECTRE PRODUCCS by
SOZ112D SNEES MINCED

In addition to making a specialised study of the
design and production of Quality Radio Receivers
ranging from £20 to £200, together with special
Transformers and Loud -speakers, we also undertake
the design and construction of special equipment,
as shown in the illustration, which depicts a Special
Play Back Desk with Self-contained Amplifiers,
Designed and Built by SOUND SALES LIMITED
(illustrated by the courtesy of the International
Broadcasting Company).

We are cdntinuously adding 'to our Plant, and
should be delighted to receive your enquiries for
Special equipment.

SOUND SALES LTD.
MARLBOROUGH RD., UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.19

Telephone : ARChwoy 1661-2-3.

Contractors to the Air Ministry, G.P.O., Etc.

sp /

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
The News Bulletins

Alarmist or Soiorific ?
VOLUMINOUS correspond-

ence on the allegedly alarmist
tendencies of the B.B.C. news
bulletins has been proceeding

in the pages of The Times. Various
complainants urge that the bulletins
are war -mongering, emotional, non-
representative, dismal, and likely to
send us to our beds " with palpitating
hearts and incipient nightmares." As
one correspondent puts it, " if there
are jitter -bugs among us, the B.B.C.
brought them themselves."

The general trend of opinion seems
to be that while " no one can reason-
ably expect the New Editor to gather
nothing but honey when there is so
much- gall about," the bulletins tend,
by injudicious selection of non -repre-
sentative items and by the issue of
statements shorn of their contexts, to
give a misleading picture of the attitude
towards Britain of potential enemies
abroad.

Supporters of the B.B.C., who,
incidentally, seem to be in the minority
this time, say that the Corporation
faithfully reports the news that comes
to it without fear or favour, and express
the hope that it will not be led into
" pandering to the ostrich mentality "
by issuing merely reassuring and sooth-
ing items of foreign news in place of
the " unvarnished and sometimes un-
palatable truth." Other correspond-

 ents stress the fact that the B.B.C. has
to depend for its news on agencies,
and judging by the large amount of
space devoted by the Press to " defence
news " and disquieting rumours, such
items are likely to preponderate in the
material supplied.

We suggest that the Corporation
should set doubts at rest ,by giving

facilities for an investigation, to take
the form of a series of post-mortems on
bulletins. The investigating committee,
which should include at least one
member with experience of daily news-
paper work, would, of course, have
access to the material from which the
bulletins were compiled.

Broadcasting and A.R.P.
A Reader's Suggestion

THE problem of how best to con-
vey warnings to the public of
pending air raids is one which

must be of great concern to the
authorities responsible.

Sirens will be effective, but their
range is limited and the telephone, if
that were used, has the disadvantage
that its sphere of operation is limited to
subscribers.

The ubiquitous broadcast receiver
seems to offer the best solution to the
problem of how to communicate rapidly
with nearly every household in time of
emergency.

Hitherto the argument put forward
against broadcasting is that it would
only be effective if the sets happened
to be switched on at the right moment.

A correspondent puts forward the
suggestion in a letter published in this
issue that considering that sets are often
left on most of the day there is no
appreciable extra expenditure to the
user involved if it is left permanently
on at such times as an air raid warning
might be anticipated. It would then
be a simple matter, at any time of the
day or night, for the B.B.C. to put out
a kind of super tuning note as a warning,
to be followed if necessary by instruc-
tions. The sets would only require to
be left tuned to the -station from which
the warning would emanate.
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Television Output Circuits
SYNC SEPARATION AND THE CR TUBE CIRCUIT

MOST television receivers include
one vision -frequency stage, the
output of which is fed to the
cathode-ray tube for modu-

lating the electron beam. Its output is
often fed also to an amplitude filter for
separating the synchronising pulses so
that they arc free from the picture signal.
Sometimes, however, the sync separator is
fed from the detector and sometimes from
a cathode resistance in the. VF stage.

The chief objection to feeding the
separator from the detector is that the
signal at this point is usually too small
for reliable and non -critical operation of
the separator. The signal at the output
of the VF stage is naturally much larger,
and it can be accepted as axiomic that the
larger the signal the easier it is to effect
good separation of the sync pulses.

The methods of effecting separation fol-
lowing the VF stage are legion, and one
particularly simple arrangement is shown
in Fig. i. The VF stage is conventional
with a screened tetrode or pentode Vi and
a corrected coupling R2 and L. It is
coupled to the CR tube through the RC
coupling comprising CI and R3 with the
DC restoring diode V2.

This diode conducts only on the tips of
the sync pulses, and builds up a charge
on Cr which maintains a voltage across
R3 substantially proportional to the
direct -current component of the signal.
The signal across R3 is a good copy of
that at the anode of VI but with the anode
voltage of VI, derived from the HT
supply, removed. The phase of the
picture signal is positive and of the sync
pulses negative.

L

ONE of the most difficult parts of
a television receiver to design is

the connection between the receiver,
the tube, and the sync separator.
There are many possible arrange-
ments, but they nearly all have some
technical disadvantage. In this article
are described some of the more usual
systems together
with one which is
free from the

usual difficulties.

By

W. T. COCKING

Fig. 2.-This dia-
gram shows the
method of operation
of the sync separator
of Fig, i. The flat
top to the valve curve
is secured through
the use of a low
anode voltage on
V3 in conjunction
with the vision signal
driving the grid

positive.

The shape' of the grid -volts -anode -
current characteristic then takes the
general form shown in Fig. 2. The input
signal is applied as shown, and the picture
portion of the signal sweeps over the flat
top of the characteristic and gives no
change of anode current. The sloping
portion of the curve is swept over only.
by the sync pulses, and corresponding
current pulses appear in the anode circuit
and set up voltage pulses across R5.

In addition to being applied to the CR
tube, the signal is fed through R4 to the
sync separator V3. With a sync pulse
amplitude of 5 volts V3 is given a grid

bias of about -3
volts by making the
cathode +3 volts
by means of R8.
The screen poten-
tial is chosen so
that anode current
cut-off occurs at
about -3 volts
grid potential. The
anode voltage is
then made low
compared with the
screen voltage.

Fig. s.-A typical
output circuit is
shown here ; VI is
the VF amplifier,
V2 the DC restor-
ing diode, and
V3 the sync separa-
tor. For proper
operation R4 must
be of high value and
the shape of the
sync pulse is then

distorted.

These are shown on the right in Fig. 2.
The phase of the sync pulses in the out-
put is positive, so that it is correct for
feeding to most time -base generators ; for
example, gas -triodes.

Unfortunately, the action is in practice
greatly complicated by grid current.
Whenever the grid -cathode potential is
more positive than some - I volt, and
this is during the whole of the picture
signal, grid current flows. The valve then
has an effective input resistance Rin which
is quite low, and the voltage across R3
which is effective in operating V3 is
Rini (Rin + R4) .

It is clear that if R4 is made much
larger than. Rin quite good sync separation.
can be obtained in the grid circuit alone.
If R4 is TOO times Rin, for instance, only:
about r per cent, of the picture signal
would be applied to V3, but the full sync
voltages would be developed on it, be-'
cause the grid is negative on these pulses
and Rin tends to infinity.

With a high value of. R4 the signal.
actually effective in operating V3 is
shown in Fig. 2 by the dotted line.
The upper bend in the grid-volts-anode-.
current curve no longer plays any part,
for the signal never reaches it. The out-.
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Television Output Circuits-
put pulse amplitude is accordingly reduced
somewhat.

With a moderate value of R4, the input
is of the form shown by the dash line.
The main effect is a reduction in the
amount by which the grid of V3 is driven
positive, and results in reduced grid and
screen -grid current and a longer life for
the valve.

If V3 is fed directly from a detector
giving large output in positive phase, the
use of a moderate value for R4 is to be
recommended, and by a moderate value
is meant a resistance of the order of
10,000 ohms. When it is fed from a cir-
cuit such as that of Fig. i involving DC
restoration, however, the writer's experi-
ence is that a high value is essential.
With a moderate value the process of DC
restoration is upset.

Sync Separation

This is clear when the action is con-
sidered. Ignoring V3 for the moment,
the sync pulse brings the cathode of V2
negative with respect to its anode so that
the diode conducts. Electrons flow out
of CI through the diode from cathode to
anode, leaving a positive charge on Cr.
After the pulse, the picture signal drives
the cathode positive and the diode
becomes non-conductive.

During the picture signal, therefore, Cr
becomes less positive because electrons
flow into it through the resistance R3.
For proper DC restoration it is necessary
that the value of R3 be very much larger
than the resistance of V2 when con-
ducting.

Now consider
what happens when
V3 is in operation.
The action is un-
changed until V3 is
driven into grid
current, which
occurs throughout
the picture signal.
Electrons now flow
into Cr to reduce
its positive charge
not only through
R3 but also through
R4 and Rin. In

ff e c t, therefore,
the value of R3 is
greatly reduced.

It is usual to
make R3 about I
megohm, and this
gives very good DC
restoration when CI

Fig. 4. - Provided
that a stabilised
screen supply is used,
a tetrode or pentode
sync separator can
be fed from the
cathode of the VF

stage.

is of the order of 0.005 p.F. and a low
resistance diode is used. It is clear, how-
ever, that the conditions are seriously
upset if R4 is io,000 ohms or so, for even
if we allow that the input resistance of
V3 is as high as to.,000 ohms, which is
unlikely, R3 will be shunted by a resist-
ance of only 20,000 ohms.

It is, therefore,
necessary to make
R4 as high as pos-
sible, and in prac-
tice quite good
results are obtained
when it is about
0.5 megohm. Less
perfect DC restora-
tion is obtained,
and it is advisable
to increase CI to
some 0.5 p.F.

The drawback to
this course lies in
the input capacity
of V3. The time -
constant of R4 and
the input capacity
becomes so large
that the steepness
of the sides of the
sync pulse is lost.

Fig. 3.-Sync sepa-
ration can be effected
by means of a diode
coupled to the cath-
ode of the VF stage.
T w o alternative
arrangements of the
diode are possible ;
the second circuit,
shown between
dotted lines, is often

the better.

This makes the timing of the striking
points of the time -base generators de-
pendent on the pulse amplitude, and it
may also make the line pulse timing de-
pendent on the picture content at the
extreme right-hand side of the picture. If
there is a white border to the picture, for
instance, the voltage on the valve may
not be able to change rapidly enough for
the sync pulse to follow at its proper time.

This gives an effect known as " pulling
on whites," where a few lines may move
when there is a white object on the ex-
treme right of the picture. With care in
design and adjustment this effect can be
kept small, and the circuit can be made
to give good results. The settings of the
time -base controls, however, are more
critical than with more perfect separators.

The Cathode -Coupled Circuit

An arrangement which is sometimes
used to overcome these difficulties is
shown in Fig. 3. The VF stage VI has
an additional resistance R2 connected in
its cathode circuit, and the input is applied
as shown between grid and the junction
of RI and R2, not between grid and earth.
This means that the whole of the detector
circuit must be floating.

The CR tube is feel from the anode in
the usual way and the sync separator from
the cathode. It is desirable to use a
valve requiring a lower screen than anode
potential, and to stabilise the screen
voltage by the neon voltage stabiliser.
This automatically stabilises the screen
and anode currents, and hence the cathode
potential relative to earth.

As regards the cathode circuit the
valve acts substantially as a triode, and
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Television Output Circuits-
an amplified copy of the input appears
across RI and R2 and in the same phase
as the input. The sync pulses are posi-
tive and the picture signal negative. One
disadvantage is that there is negative teed -
back through the control -grid to screen -
grid valve capacity which results in a
high effective input capacity and low input
resistance at high frequencies for Vt. The
effect is exactly the same as though a
normally connected triode were used.

Sync separation is effected by the diode
V2, which has its cathode biased positively
by R6. This bias can be automatic, as
shown, or fixed, in which case a resistance
would he joined between the junction of
R5 and R6 and the screen of Vt. The
bias is arranged to be slightly greater than
the cathode potential of VI on a black
level signal.

Valve Capacities

On black level V2 is non-conductive,
for its anode is negative with respect to
its cathode. V2 is also non-conductive on
all picture signals, for these drive its anode
still more negative. The sync pulses,
however, drive the anode positive, the
diode passes current, and a voltage is
developed across R5.

An alternative arrangement of the diode
is shown inset in Fig. 3. Here the diode
is non-conductive on the sync pulses and
conductive on the picture modulation.
It functions in exactly the same way as
the grid -cathode path of V3 in Fig. 1.

At first sight this arrangement is inferior
to the one in which the diode is non-
conductive on the picture signal, because
it cannot completely eliminate the picture
signal. There is, however, little deforma-
tion of the shape of the sync pulses, since
R5 need not exceed to,000 ohms or so.

In practice, however, it often gives
better synchronising, and the reason lies

in the fact that the stray capacity across
the resistance R5 can be exceedingly
small, whereas the anode -cathode capacity
of the diode is several micro -micro -
farads. This capacity is much more harm-
ful in the main circuit of Fig. 3 than in
the inset arrange-
ment, for in the
former it acts as
a partial shot t -
circuit to the diode
when it is non-
conductive.

Any very rapid
change in the pic-
ture content, as a
sudden transition
from black to white
or vice versa, causes
a pulse to appear
across R5. The
pulse is usually of

Fig. 6.- The action
of the sync separator
of Fig. 5 is illus-
trated. here. The
picture signal is re-
moved by making it
drive the valve be-
yond anode current

cut-off.

anode and screen potentials are chosen
so that anode current cut -oft occurs at
about -2 or -3 volts on the grid. It is
essential that the screen supplies of both
valves be voltage stabilised.

With this circuit the picture signal

small magnitude and of very short dura-
tion, but it is sometimes sufficient to trig-
ger the line time -base generator. This
effect is usually only important on line
synchronising, and is always negligible on
the frame circuit if an integrator is used.
In practice, the inset circuit often gives
better results than the main one.

An arrangement giving almost perfect
separation is shown in Fig. 4. A tetrode
or pentode separator is used following a
VF stage which is exactly the same as
before. The cathode potential of V2 is
adjusted to be about the same as the no -
signal cathode potential of VI, and the

R4

.

02

=C4

R9

R1C

Fig. 5. --This circuit can be recommended as being highly satisfactory, simple to put into operation,
and free from the disadvantages of most alternatives. Vi is the VF stage and V2 the DC restoring
diode. V3 is a phase-splitter and the CR tube is fed from its cathode while the sync separator

V4 is fed from its anode.

drives the grid of V2 negative and beyond
anode current cut-off. The separator. is,
therefore, perfect, and the low grid -anode
capacity of a screened -grid valve prevents
any appreciable transference by this
route. A triode can be used, but the
grid -anode capacity may lead to some
trouble just as with the circuit of. Fig. 3.
The phase of the output sync pulses is
negative, so that an extra phase -reversing
stage is needed for many time -base
generators.

There is no doubt, however, that the
use of cathode coupling in the VF stage
is a nuisance, for it makes a stabilised
screen supply necessary, it prevents any
point on the detector circuit from being
earthed, and it gives a high input capacity
to the VF stage.

An alternative arrangement which the
writer has found very useful is shown in
Fig. 5. At first sight it may seem rather
wasteful, but on examination this will be
seen to be more apparent than real. VI
is the normal VF stage and its output is
taken through CI to V3, R3 and V2
effecting DC restoration. V3 is a triode
usually operated with equal cathode and
anode resistances R5 and R4.

Under these conditions there is heavy
negative feed -back along R5, and the gain
measured between the input and cathode
or anode is rather less than unity-o.8-0.9
times being average figures. The phase
of the cathode output is the same as the
input, while the anode output is of oppo-
site phase. The CR tube is connected
directly to the cathode without DC
restoration and with complete safety,
while the sync separator is fed from the
anode.

First of all, consider the direct con-
nection of the CR tube. In order to save
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Television Output Circuits-
the DC restoring diode its grid is some-
times connected straight to the anode of
the VF valve, the no -signal anode voltage
being backed off by increasing the normal
tube bias. This connection is rather
dangerous from the point of view of tube
life, however. Unless the greatest tare
is taken, there is a great likelihood of the
tube being underbiased for a few moments
when switching on and off, owing to the
rise and fall of the voltages in the different
circuits being at different rates, In any
case, if VI fails to pass anode current for
any reason, such as a broken heater or
a bad contact in a heater, cathode or
screen pin, the anode potential will rise
straight away to the full HT voltage and
carry with it the tube grid.

CR Tube Connections
As a safety measure, therefore, it is

wise to use DC restoration, and in Fig. 5
it would be quite satisfactory to connect
the tube grid to the grid of V3. To do
this would increase the stray capacity on
the intervalve coupling, and by connect-
ing it to the cathode of V3 the circuit
capacity is reduced. This permits the use
of a higher value for R2 and greater gain
from Vi.

The direct connection of the tube grid
to the cathode of V3 is perfectly safe be-
cause the voltage changes when switching
on or off only drive the tube grid nega-
tive. Moreover, a failure in V3 will only
result in the tube grid falling to earth
potential, that is, it will change its poten-
tial in a negative direction.

There is another advantage to be gained
from the cathode connection. Viewed
across R5, V3 has a very low out-
put impedance, which is usually of
the order of 500 ohms. The out-
put impedance of the valve is actually
Ro= (It + R4) / + where R0 and
are respectively the anode AC resistance
and the amplification factor of the valve.
With a valve of the MH4 class and R4
having a resistance of 7,500 ohms, Ro is
550 ohms. if R5 is also 7,500 ohms, the
total effective resistance in the output
circuit is about 510 ohms.

With such a resistance the stray capa-
city across R5 can be as high as 8o ,ar.F.
for a drop in response at 2 MC,' s of I db.
A capacity of this order is not likely to
be found, but the important point is that
it is tolerable, for it makes it unnecessary
to strive after the attainment of very low
capacity in the tube coupling. Normally,
it is necessary to be as careful with the
tube grid lead as with the grid of an
amplifier, and this is usually very incon-
venient. The attainment of a grid lead
of only two or three inches in length
between receiver and tube is generally
difficult, and necessitates very careful
design.

With this suggested output circuit,
however, extreme care is no longer
needed, and the connection could be
several feet in length without harmful
effects. In practice, it rarely need be as
long as this.

The input impedance of V3 is fairly
high and consists chiefly of the reactance
of the input capacity, which is rather less
than the sum of the grid -anode and grid -
cathode capacities. There is usually some
feed -back through these capacities, but
that through the grid -anode capaCity is in
opposite phase to that through the grid -
cathode capacity, and the two tend to
neutralise one another. With R4= R5 it
is necessary for complete neutralisation of
feed -back for the stray capacities across R4
to equal those across R5 and for the grid -
anode and grid -cathode capacities to be
equal.

The output voltage across R4 equals
that across R5, and is about go per cent.
of that across R3 with the values given
above. The phase of the signal on the
anode side is negative and is coupled to
the sync separator V4. The grid -cathode
path of this valve together with C2 and
R6 effect DC restoration, and the screen
voltage is adjusted by Rio, so that anode
current cut-off occurs at about -2 to - 3
volts grid bias. The picture signal thus
drives the valve beyond anode current
cut-off as shown in Fig. 6. The phase of
the sync pulse output is negative, which
is correct for some time -base generators.
Others, which need a positive pulse, will
require the insertion of a phase -reversing
stage following V.I.

The Phase of the Sync Pulse

As compared with the circuit of Fig. i,
one extra valve is necessary if we dis-
regard the phase of the sync pulse output.
For a time -base generator requiring a
positive sync pulse an extra valve is
needed for phase reversing, so that the
arrangement is two valves down on Fig. I.
Its performance is greatly superior, how-
ever. If the time -base needs a negative
sync pulse, then it is Fig. i which needs
the extra phase -reversing valve, and each
circuit employs the same number of
valves.

If we make a comparison with Fig. 3
we again have a better performance, but
more valves. In making the comparison
do not forget the neon voltage stabiliser

in either Fig. 3 or Fig. 4 ; it may cost as
much as a valve, and is more troublesome
since it may need ageing before being
used.

After considerable experience with all
sorts of sync separators the writer has no
hesitation in recommending the arrange-
ment of Fig. 5, for it is the only one which
he has found to be completely trouble -
free and non -critical in adjustment. On
setting it up the only adjustment needed
is to Rio, which governs the current
cut-off point of V4.

PROBLEM CORNER -8
Test Your Powers of Deduction

NOTHER letter from the postbag of
Henry Farrad, who has acquired a
reputation for solving wireless prob-

lems from the most slender of clues.
Chestnut Cottage,

Little Sloham,
Suffolk.

Dear Mr. Farrad,
My boy, who I believe is a friend of yours,

gave me a wireless before he went away
after his last furlough just a month ago.
It is a wonderful thing ; when he carried it
in like an attaché case someone was speak-
ing from it ; it is positively uncanny.. Or
perhaps I should say it was, for the last
few days it has been silent except for a faint
sound that soon dies away, and now there
is not even that. Of course, I haven't dared
look inside it, and there is no wireless ex-
pert in our village, so far as I know. The
other day just before it stopped I heard the
news man saying it was necessary to get a
licence for it at the Post Office, but the
weather was so bad I didn't get down
there for a day or two, and when the wire-
less stopped I thought perhaps that was why
it was cut off. But now I have bought a
licence and it is still off. Should I write to
the B.B.C. about it and ask them to put
me on again? Although probably you don't
know me at all, my boy speaks such a lot
about you, and I should be so grateful if
you would advise me.

Yours sincerely,
(Mrs.) Millicent Midget.

What was wrong? Turn to page 195.

--e1161-almq

PORTABLE PICTURE TRANSMITTER,
developed by Siemens and Halske in co-
operation with the German Post Office.
Operated in conjunction with standard
receiving apparatus, this device is
primarily intended for transmitting news
pictures from out-of-the-way places by

means of tele-
phone lines,
though it is
presumably
adaptable to
wireless trans-

,/ mission. 
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Amplification by Secondary
Emission

THE MULLARD EE50

F. OR some types of apparatus, especi-
ally for television amplifiers,
valves having very high mutual
conductances are necessary to

obtain useful amplification with circuits
of only low impedance. It is also im-
portant that this high value of mutual
conductance be unaccompanied by any
great increase in valve capacities or input
damping.

There are several methods by which a
high mutual conductance can be achieved
in a radio valve. For example, the
cathode area can be increased to give a
higher emission. which necessitates a
higher cathode -heating wattage to main-
tain the same operating temperature ; or
the distance between the cathode and con-
trol grid can be reduced. Both these
solutions have the obvious and important
disadvantages of increased heat develop-
ment, a tendency to primary grid emis-
sion and increased inter -electrode capa-
cities. For operation at very high fre-
quencies both temperature effects and
high capacities are to be avoided.

Other methods of increasing the
mutual conductance have been explored
and the application of secondary emission
has been found to be a satisfactory solu-
tion. Making use of this principle a valve
has been developed which attains the high
mutual conductance of 14 mA / v. with
low input and out-
put capacities and
acceptable input
damping.

T h e original
development of the
secondary emission

Fig. In this dia-
grammatic represen-
tation of the new
valve the path of the
electrons is shown

by dotted lines.

Gi

valve was made available in the TSE4
which is now superseded by the type
EE50 in the new " all -glass" construction,
providing additional electrical and
mechanical advantages.

Electrons emanating from a cathode
traverse the intervening grid or grids and
impinge upon an electrode where second-
ary electrons are liberated as a result of
the bombardment. These secondary
electrons can move away from this elec-

ADISTINCT departure from
normal valve practice is de-

scribed in this article and it is one
which is of especial interest to the
television worker. By making use
of secondary emission a considerable
increase in mutual conductance is
obtained without a corresponding in-
crease in the interelectrode capacities.

trode under the influence of a relatively
positive potential at which an adjacent
electrode is maintained. The electrode at
which the secondary emission occurs is
known as the secondary emission cathode
or auxiliary cathode and its efficiency as a
cathode is expressed by the secondary
emission factor S. This factor is the aver-
age number of secondary electrons re-
leased for each of the electrons striking
the auxiliary cathode, and usually known
as the primary electrons.

The Auxiliary Cathode

The quantity and path of the second-
ary electrons depend upon the mechanical
arrangement and the potentials of the
electrodes, as well as the physical pro-
perties of the material at the surface of
the bombarded electrode. The materials
normally used in the construction of
valves have low secondary emission
factors. For instance, in a valve having
a nickel electrode at iso volts positive
with respect to the cathode, S=o.94, and
it is not possible to obtain electron multi-
plication using nickel under these condi-
tions because the total secondary emission
from the electrode will be less than the
primary current flowing to it.

The behaviour of secondary electrons in
a valve depends mainly on the potential
gradient in the vicinity of the electrode
from which they are liberated ; that is on
the type of valve and its operating con-
ditions. As an example, take the case
of a triode which normally operates with
the anode at a positive potential and the
grid biased negatively ; any secondary
electrons which leave the anode soon lose
their initial velocity and return again to
the anode because there is no other posi-
tive electrode to attract them. The con-
ditions in a tetrode, however, are usually

different and secondary emission from the
anode is drawn towards the positive auxi-
liary grid unless the valve has been speci-
ally designed to avoid this effect by
critically spacing the electrodes.

By making use of a material having a
secondary emission factor greater than
unity, electron multiplication can be
achieved and the method adopted is illus-
trated in Fig. I.

The primary electrons pass from the
cathode Kr through the control grid Gi in
the usual manner and are then subjected
to the influence of certain other electrodes,
omitted from Fig. i for simplicity. These
direct the electron stream towards the

:,1 1

Al 9 t (s./
." A2

K 1

G1

S2

G2

Fig. 2.- - The general arrangement of the
electrodes is shown here together with the

electron paths.

auxiliary cathode K2 which is suitably
treated to have a high secondary emission
factor.

The Secondary Current

The secondary electrons liberated are
then attracted towards the anode and form
the anode current. This current is greater
than the primary current by an amount
dependent upon S. The grid controlling
the primary current will, therefore, in-
fluence a greater anode current and a
higher mutual conductance than normal is
obtainable. As each primary electron
liberates several secondary electrons
which pass to the anode, the supply of
electrons at the auxiliary cathode must be
supplemented from an external source.
While in normal multiple grid valves a
negative charge is led away from the posi-
tive electrode, it is necessary to supply a
negative charge in the case of the auxi-
liary cathode of secondary emission
valves.

In the application of secondary emis-
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Amplification by Secondary Emission-
sion for electron multiplication many
problems arise. The presence of the
cathode and secondary emitting electrode
in the same bulb can result in the second-
ary emission surface becoming coated
with a layer volatilised from the cathode
(Ba, BaO). The effect of this is to reduce
the secondary emission factor, but
assuming that this and other difficulties
can be surmounted by suitable design, it
is of primary importance to investigate
the possibilities of the application of
secondary emission.

Comparing two valves designed for a
similar purpose, one employing secondary
emission and the other of usual design, it
will be found that at the same anode cur-
rent the mutual conductance of the
secondary emission valve is appreciably
higher than that of a valve not using
secondary emission. Two of the factors
which limit the maximum mutual con-
ductance and anode current are the maxi-
mum permissible anode dissipation and
the maximum -secondary emission obtain-
able from the auxiliary cathode.

The Electrode System

It can be shown that for the same
values of anode current and for valves of
similar design, a secondary emission valve
has a mutual conductance greater than a
normal valve by the factor 81/K. More-
over, its mutual conductance is propor-
tional to 81/K. under these conditions.

Except at low cathode currents the
constant K has a value of about i.6 and
the mutual conductance is therefore pro-
portional to 8°-'. In a valve having an
auxiliary cathode for which 8=5, the
mutual conductance will be 50.6=2.5 times
that of a valve without secondary emis-
sion for the same anode current.

The difficulty due to volatilisation of the
cathode coating has been overcome in the
Mullard secondary emission valve by
deflecting the electron stream. As vola-
tilisation in vacuo takes place along prac-
tically straight lines, the remedy lies in

K2

K1

)ec
O2EN0 e-NK1

(AO 061
(-1

K20  .-K1

Arrangement of electrodes and base connec-
tions. The dotted line across the valve
holder indicates the correct positioning of
the interstage screen located below the

chassis.

the use of a construction in which the
auxiliary cathode is screened from the
volatilised material emanating from the
cathode. The electrons emitted from the
cathode can be deflected On to the
auxiliary cathode by an electrostatic field.

Fig. 2 shows the basic arrangement of
the EE5o. The cathode Ki, the control
grid GI and the auxiliary grid G2, which

operates at 250 volts positive with respect
to the cathode, are similar to an ordinary
tetrode valve. The auxiliary cathode K2,
operating at 15o volts positive with respect
to the cathode, is protected from the
cathode material by the screen Sr, which
together with screen S2 is at cathode
potential.

The effect of these two screens at low
potential, in conjunction with the anode

Mullard EE5o
supersedes the

" all glass " valve which
original secondary emission
valve TSE4.

Ai and auxiliary cathode at a high posi-
tive potential, is to direct the primary
electron stream along the path indicated
by the dotted line in the diagram, towards
the auxiliary cathode K2. The divergent
stream of electrons emerging from the
screen grid G2 is refracted and finally, as
two convergent beams, impinges on the
auxiliary cathode, where secondary elec-
trons are dislodged and accelerated
through the open mesh of the anode,
situated at about 1.5 mm. from the sur-
face of the auxiliary cathode, to be col-
lected by an anode A2 made of solid
material. Although this anode is a con-
tinuation of Ai it is not made in the same
form, because there would then be a ten-
dency for electrons to oscillate in the
spaces between the wires, giving rise to
increased output damping when operating
at the higher frequencies.

The Anode Voltage

If the open -mesh anode is not present,
the potential difference between the re -

TENTATIVE DATA FOR EE50
Indirectly heated secondary emission valve
of " " construction.
Heater voltage ... 6.3 V.
Heater current ... 0.30 A.

Capacities :
grid -anode ... <0.003 pg.
Input ... 7.3 wiF.
Output ... ... 7.1 NuF.

Operating Characteristics :
Anode voltage ... 250 V.
Screen grid voltage = 250 V.
Secondary cathode voltage = 150 V.
Negative grid bias ... = -3 V.
Anode current ... 10 mA.
Secondary cathode current = -8.0 mA.
Screen grid current m--- 0.7 mA.
Mutual conductance

Ia = 10 mA.) = 14 mA/V.
Internal resistance >0.1 megohm

maining anodes and the screen grid would
need to he considerable in order to estab-
lish a potential gradient at the surface of
the auxiliary cathode high enough to draw
all the secondary electrons to the anode.
In any case it is obvious that the anode
must be at a higher positive potential than
the auxiliary cathode, and in the EE5o
the anode voltage has been fixed at 25o
volts, and it is then roo volts positive with
respect to the auxiliary cathode.

Grid Bias

The advantages of the EE5o are of
special value in wide -band amplifiers
using low -circuit impedances, such as tele-
vision amplifiers. Due to the high mutual
conductance of 14 mA/ v, the high AC
resistance (>roo,000.C.I) and low input and
output capacities, it is possible to obtain
appreciable amplification with the low cir-
cuit impedances necessary to obtain a uni-
form response over a wide band of fre-
quencies. When using this high value of
mutual conductance it is, of course, neces-
nary to take adequate precautions against
instability.

A practical point of some importance is
the method of providing bias for the
control -grid. Valves are usually biased

O
GRID VOLTS

Fig. 3.-This diagram illustrates the effect
of the bias system adopted.

by means of a cathode resistance, and the
working point on the characteristic is
given by the intersection of the resistance
line OA with the curve, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.

Small differences in the characteristics
of valves or small variations in the oper-
ating voltages then cause only slight
changes in the anode current. In the case
of the EE5o the negative bias for the con-
trol grid is also obtained from a resistance
in series with the cathode. But since the
bias is a function of the cathode current
and this does not include the anode cur-
rent, which is supplied by the auxiliary
cathode, the compensating action of the
bias is negligible. Special measures have,
therefore, to be taken to provide some
compensation. This can be effected by
using a higher value of cathode resistance
as indicated by the line BA in the Fig. 3
and applying a positive counter voltage to
the grid so that the initial working point is
the same as before. This positive voltage
is represented in Fig. 3 by OB.

The line BA shows the total bias de-
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Amplification by Secondary Emission-
veloped across the cathode resistance as
a function of the cathode current, and
comparing it with the line OA it will he
seen that the variation of cathode current
between the conditions of curves r and 2
is considerably reduced by the adoption
Of the higher value of cathode resistance.

Under the conditions usually encoun-
tered in the circuit of television amplifiers,
where parallel damping resistances of less
than 5,00o ohms are used to obtain satis-
factory response over wide frequency
bands, it can be shown that the stage
gain is proportional to g/C, where g is the
mutual conductance of the valve and C
the total capacity in parallel with the
anode circuit.

This capacity is the sum of the out-
put capacity of the amplifier valve, the
input capacity of the succeeding valve,
stray capacity of the circuit and the self -
capacity of the coil. The input capacity
referred to will include the additional -grid
capacity due to Miller effect in the valve
which is equal to Cga multiplied by
the amplification in the valve.

Comparing three types of valve pre-
viously available, i.e., an RI,' pentode
VP4B, a television pentode TSP4, and an
acorn pentode AP4, the following results
are obtained when the stray capacity of
the circuit is assumed to be 6 ituF.
Valve mutual C011- T( tai Ratio

ductance g Capacity C
VP113 2 0 ni V 10 5 14,41 . n it
Ai'i J 4 ,

12 0 o i3
TM')

4 24 0

It w ill be clear that impio\ (Anent in the
ratio g I can be obtain& d increasing
the mutual conductanct or reducing the
.total capacity , which instil\ es a ieduc-
tion in (CA /,)

Thus, the acorn ah e AP4 gis es a
slight increase m g C compai ed with the
TRIB, in spite of its lower mutual con-
ductance Moreos er, it has been assumed
that the stray circuit capacity would he
the same for both these salves, which is
unlikely in practice, and die acorn vats e
would probably show a greater =pros e-
ment than that indicated

Owing to the \ cry high mutual conduc-
tance the secondatv emission \ ahe repre-
sents a considerable improvement The
ratio g C amounts to o.68 for the EE5o,
assnming the same stray capacity (it 6

A Free Booklet
With next week's issue of The Wireless World will be presented a 32 -

page booklet entitled Better Reception." Dealing with all the more
important aspects of reception, this booklet has been compiled with the
needs of the new reader especially in mind and to these it is hoped
that it will serve as an introduction not only to a deeper interest in
wireless matters but also to the pages of The Wireless World.

We hope that regular readers will assist us in this endeavour by drawing
the attention of their wireless friends to this special issue.

pitF. and the stage gain is nearly four
times that of the TSP4... Another applica-
tion of the EE5o in addition to RF and
IF amplifiers is its use as a phase -splitting
valve in push-pull amplifiers. In this
application, use is made of the fact that
the auxiliary cathode current flows in the

opposite direction to that of the anode
current. If suitable load resistances are
connected in series with the anode and the
auxiliary cathode, the alternating voltages
developed across these resistances will be
in phase opposition and can be used for
driving a push-pull stage.

Wireless Operators' Vade Mecum
Handbook of Technical Instruction for

Wireless Telegraphists. By H. M.
Dowsett. Pp. 624, with 578 figures.
Published from the offices of The
Wireless World by Iliffe and Sons, Ltd.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,

Price 2 Is. ; by post 2 rs. od.
THE sixth edition of this well-known work

has now appeared. Although the aims
of the book are not vastly dissimilar to those
of the first edition of 19.13, the apparatus
DOW ckseribed i,, howt er, ur striking
contrast to the spark transmitters and mag-

'"

netic detectors that were then dealt with.
An important object of the hook is to

provide, a complete theoretical course for
prospective marine wireless operators who
intend to sit for the Postmaster -General's
certificate of competency. As this examina-
ticn is of a practical nature, no study of
hooks can entirely displace practical work,
but those who have mastered the contents
of " Dowsett " will find little difficulty in
translating their knowledge into practice.

-.11111311tia.

AT THE PARIS COMPONENTS
EXHIBITION. Press -button tuning
devices were well to the fore at the
recent exhibition organised by the
S P.I R (French radio trade organi-
sation) The photographs show :
(above, right) remote control press -
button unit for attaching to any-

-receiver, (above)
coil assembly for a
five -band receiver;
(left) triple gang
band -spread conden-
ser, (right) magazine
soldering iron, fed
from a coil of solder
wire housed in the

handle.
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Multi -Vibrator for Ganging
SIMPLIFYING THE PROCESS OF RECEIVER ALIGNMENT

By II.

THE alignment of superheterodyne
receivers by the aid of signal
generators and multi -channel

systems has been frequently de-
scribed. After the alignment of the IF
transformers at the correct frequency has
been carried out in .various ways, the
usual procedure is to inject, via the aerial
and earth terminals of the receiver, various
signals to which the receiver is adjusted
by means of trim-
mers and padders.
Calibration is set
by adjusting the
oscillator cir c uit
trimmer at some
point low down on
the waveband,
while correct gang-
ing of the oscilla-
tor and signal fre-
quency *circuits is
arranged by the ad-
justment of the padding condenser at the
top of the band.

Upon the accuracy of the adjustment of
the padding condenser depends the sensi-
tivity of the receiver and its preselection.
The optimum performance is obtained
when the oscillator circuit is tuned to the
frequency that is exactly the IF away from
the frequency to which the signal fre-
quency is tuned.

Usually a fixed signal at the top of the
band is tuned in and the output of the
receiver noted upon an output meter. The
padding condenser is then slowly adjusted
while the tuning condensers are rotated
slightly in one direction or the other and
notice is taken of whether the output of
the receiver is increased or decreased. If
it increases, then the padder continues to
be adjusted in the same direction, at the
saint. time re -adjusting the gang condenser
until an optimum output is noted. If it
decreases, then the padder is adjusted in
the opposite direction, at the same time re-
adjusting the gang condenser as before,
until an optimum output is noted. This is
sometimes a tricky operation and is de-
pendent upon the skill and patience of the
operator.

Re -trimming Necessary

Frequently the operation of padding is
found to have had an effect upon the cali-
bration and alignment at the lower end of
the scale. Theoretically it is bound to do
so. Thus the signal and oscillator circuits
have to be re -trimmed again at the lower
end of the scale and then the padding re-
checked. This procedure continues until
the operator is satisfied that one operation
has a negligible effect on the other.

As mentioned before, these are tricky

I.1V this article is described an
1 unusual form of ganging oscillator
that has been found a valuable aid
in the alignment of broadcast re-
ceivers, especially superheterodyne s.
It is easy to operate, requires no par-
ticular skill on the part of the user
and leads to a considerable saving in
the time taken to adjust correctly a
large and complicated all -wave set.

HARRIS

operations, and the final accuracy depends
upon the patience and skill of the opera-
tor. With modern multi -waveband re-
ceivers the time taken to align a receiver
properly by the method described may be
considerable ; therefore, any method or
gear that would reduce the time would be
very desirable to receiver manufacturers
or large service organisations, particularly
if these also lead to greater accuracy of

alignment and re-
quire less skill of
the operator. In
this connection the
writer has found
that a multi -vibra-
tor of the type to
be described is an
exceedingly useful
instrument. T h e
time required for
the padding opera-
tion can be cut to

one -tenth or less, while the skill required is
negligible.

The principle of operation may be
grasped by realising that in the usual
method of alignment with isolated, fixed
signals, when the gang condenser is ad-
justed to tune to a signal, what is happen-
ing is that the oscillator frequency is being
varied until it is approximately the IF
away from the signal in question. Thus,
when the operation of padding is com-
menced, the gang is adjusted until the
signal is tuned in and the signal frequency
circuits may then be tuned to a widely
different frequency to that of the signal
being received, but
the oscillator ,is
beating with the
small signal gener-
ated across the im-
pedance of the cir-
cuits off resonance.

Pig. 1. --Fundamental
circuit of the multi -
vibrator using two

triode valves.

Now in order to ob-
tain the best per-
formance the signal
frequency circuits
must be tuned to
resonance at t h e
same time that the oscillator is tuned to
the correct frequency for producing the
IF beat, otherwise low gain and poor
sensitivity will result. As altering the
position of the gang rotor will also alter
the oscillator frequency, it is clear that if
the change is such that the signal fre-
quency circuits are nearer in' tune to the

signal, then the oscillator frequency will
have to be re -adjusted to the correct value.
This is done by means of the padding cir-
cuit, but the exact position of the gang
rotor to put the signal frequency circuits
in resonance is not known, and it has to
be found by gradual adjustment of both
signal and oscillator circuits. When the
signal frequency and oscillator frequency
circuits are both tuned to their correct fre-
quencies then the greatest possible output
is shown on the output meter. This is
the " optimum " output. Now, if there
was always a signal being injected at the
frequency to which the signal circuits are
tuned, irrespective of the position of the
gang, then there would be DO need to rock
the gang or gradually to edge the signal
and oscillator circuits nearer and nearer
into alignment ; all that would be neces-
sary would be the adjustment of the oscil-
lator frequency to give a beat with that
signal that was already tuned in, and this
would at once give the optimum out-
put.

Continuous Band of Frequencies

The calibration at the lower end of the
scale, of course, would be set initially by
adjusting the oscillator frequency to beat
with a certain known signal and adjusting
the signal frequency circuit to correspond.
What is required, then, is a continuous
band of signals so that whatever the tuning
of the signal frequency circuit there will
always be a signal of that frequency avail-
able. A near approach to this continuous
band of signals can be obtained from a
50o -cycle multi -vibrator.

The fundamental circuit of a multi -
vibrator is shown in Fig. r, and con-

sists of two resistance -coupled valves in
which the anode of each is coupled to the
grid of the other. This arrangement is
oscillatory and produces a signal extremely
rich in harmonics. The frequency of the
fundamental oscillation is dependent upon
the time constant of the grid circuit. The
frequency may be fixed, or locked by the
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introduction into the circuit of a locking
signal. This will be a multiple or sub -
multiple of the fundamental fre,quency.

With a 50o c s multi ;vibrator, har-
monics spaced by 50o cycles are produced.
These can be made to extend into the high
frequencies, and in the multi -vibrators
made by the writer har-
monics up to the thirty -
thousandth and beyond are
usable. This means that a
continuous band of frequen-
cies spaced at 50o c/s and
extending up to 15 mega-
cycles (or 20 metres) is
available. So closely
spaced are these signals
that at all radio frequencies
in use in receivers they can-
not be separated by tuning,
and a continuous signal
from top to bottom of each.
waveband appears. This is
because the receiver is never
tuned to more than 25o cis
from a signal. So that if
the calibration at the lower
end of a waveband is set
by adjusting, the ' oscillator
trimmer to a fixed or known
signal and the signal fre-
quency circuits then
trimmed, the padding
operation merely consists of
turning the gang to a point Fig. 2. ---

at the top end of the band,
without worrying about ex-
actly tuning in to a particular signal and
turning the padding condenser until a
maximum output is obtained. No rocking
of- the gang is necessary, as whatever the
frequency of the oscillator there will
always be a signal within 250 cis of the
one necessary. to beat with the oscillator
and produce the IF.

If the padder has to be adjusted much,
then of course the calibration at the lower
end of the, band will have to be re -set
again, and so on ; but the simplicity of
the padding - operation is such that an
enormous amount of time may be saved,
as no gang rocking or extreme care is neces-
sary. The audible signal received is a
50o c / s note plus multiples of the same,
and is of such a character that even trim:.
ming by ear can be carried out almost as
accurately as with the aid of an output
meter, and padding just as easily. Norm-
ally, to adjust the padding circuit of a
receiver by ear is hopeless, as the changes
in signal strength caused by slightly rock-
ing the gang and slightly changing the
padder are sometimes inaudible.

spective of its actual frequency, and, there-
fore, the signal that is. selected to beat
with when padding is the one that gives
the greatest output, i.e. the one to which
the signal frequency circuit is tuned, as
this will give the largest EMF across the
circuit and will, therefore, give the biggest
beat with the oscillator frequency.

citifies. The locking signal is. of 5o c/s,
and is obtained from the ... valve -heater
supply circuit by means of a potentio-
meter and step-up transformer. The
potentiometer is not essential, but was used
when experimenting to find the value of
locking voltage required. This is only of
the order of zo or 3o volts, and is not
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Speed and Simplicity

With the multi -vibrator signal, on the
other hand, there is no " edging " of the
oscillator and signal circuits nearer and
nearer into alignment, the padder merely
being adjusted for a maximum output,
this automatically corresponding to the op-
timum output obtainable in the usual way.
This is because there is always a. signal
with which the oscillator can beat, irre-

Comple e circuit of a multi -vibrator with component values. The instrument is designed for a
fundamental frequency of 500 c,s.

Another, and important, use of the
multi -vibrator is that by its means the
whole of each waveband on the receiver
can be checked easily and quickly by turn-
ing from top to bottom, or vice versa, and
noting any variations in output, as the out-
put from the multi -vibrator may be made
fairly constant over large wavebands and
does not vary greatly. from point to point.
Thus dead spots in. the tuning range are
easily observable which- would pass
unnoticed in the usual way of checking
by means of a small number of fixed
signals on each waveband. Oscillator
crossovers' due to incorrect choice of the
beating oscillator frequency when trim-
ming the oscillator circuit are easily seen.
Of course, the use of the multi -vibrator is
riot to supersede a standard signal genera-
tor, or the usual fixed -frequency sources
generally used for calibration checks.
Rather is it to be used in conjunction with
them and to enable comparatively
unskilled operators to achieve a degree of
accuracy and speed in aligning a receiver
which was only previously obtainable by a
highly skilled one. The method is now
used to a great extent in American fac-
tories.

The actual multi -vibrator being used by
the writer consists of two fairly low -
impedance triodes used -in the circuit as
shown in Fig. 2. It will be noticed that a
filter circuit is shown in the output circuit.
This is to attenuate frequencies below
150 kc/s and to filter out the IF frequen-
cies so that these are not applied to the
input of the receiver to cause certain diffi,

critical with the values and voltages
shown. A difficulty experienced when the
multi -vibrator was set up was to couple an
attenuator of low impedance to the circuit
without upsetting the working of it.
Usually the output is obtained from an
RF transformer in series with one grid
leak, but this was found to be unsatisfac-
tory, as a transformer to 'cover the band
from 150 kc/s to zo Mc I s'efficiently was
found to be impossible to design. It was
found that the best arrangement that gave
the greatest output in the attenuator on
short waves was as shown, where the filter
circuit and a high -resistance potentio-
meter are shunted across one anode resist
ance. The attenuator is then fed from the
potentiometer output.

Calibration

With the final arrangement as described
the variation of output between the
two frequency extremes may be com-
pensated for. The potentiometer and
attenuator may be calibrated arbitrarily so
that comparative readings of input to dif-
ferent sets may be made, or standard in-
puts fixed. These two controls and the
on/off switch are the only variables in this
extremely simple piece of gear. So simple
and cheap are these multi -vibrators to
make that each bench, or operator, may
be equipped with one. This is simpler and
better than making one large one to supply
an RF transmission line, as to increase
the output sufficiently to feed a line would
mean very much larger, valves and might
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cause difficulties through interference.
The maximum signal obtainable at the
150 kc/s end of the band is of the order
of one millivolt. The reason for this low
output, which nevertheless is more than
ample, is that the output power of the
oscillating valve is divided very much
more evenly between fundamental and
harmonics than is the case usually with
the ordinary valve oscillator. It has been
observed in use that adjustment of the
receiver for maximum output on the multi -
vibrator signal appears to be very much
easier than with one fixed signal only.
This is probably connected with the fact
that the signal consists of a 50o c/s note
plus harmonics, each of practically equal
strength. Thus the curtailment, or ad-
mission, of the upper harmonics as the
adjustment of the tuned circuits is carried
out is far more noticeable when they are
strong than when they are weak.

In conclusion, it may be stated that
although the use of the multi -vibrator for
aligning superheterodynes has been em-
phasised, it can be employed with great
advantage for aligning straight receivers.
The procedure here is to set the calibra-
tion by adjusting the trimmer of -the
sharpest tuned circuit, using reaction if
fitted, on a fixed signal and then de -tuning
from this signal to the multi -vibrator
signal and adjusting the remaining circuits
on this. Again, the multi -vibrator signal
may be used for checking response over
the wholC band merely by tuning from top
to bottom and noting the output.

It it is arranged so that the output of the
line that supplies the usual fixed series of
signals and the multi -vibrator output can
be switched at will into a common dummy
aerial and this connected to the receiver,
no time will be wasted in changing from
one source to the other and the full benefits
of the multi -vibrator system derived.

Multi -Band Tuning Indicators
USES OF POLARISED LIGHT

ECENT development work in the
field of optics has provided us with
light polarising material which
can be manufactured in the form

of thin flexible sheets. This material has
a useful application for indicators of
various types and particularly for the
tuning indicators of multi -band wireless
receiving apparatus. A dial for the tuning
indicator of a receiver may comprise two
plates of this material, in juxtaposition,
and such an arrangement is shoWn in the
accompanying drawings.

Referring to Fig. i, one dial plate A is
cut from a sheet of the material, and a
horizontal scale, for example, a long -wave

horizontal medium -wave scale is arranged
parallel to the " grain " of the material of
the plate C, and a slot D is provided in the
plate C opposite the long -wave scale
formed on plate A.

An exploded view of this dial is shown
in Fig. r, but it will be understood that
the plates A and B are placed together,
and the arrangement is such that the slot
B in plate A forms a frame round the
medium -wave scale of plate C, and simi-
larly the slot D in plate C forms a frame
for the long -wave scale on plate A. A light
source E is arranged behind the dial, and
a disc or screen F is rotatably mounted be-
tween the light source and the dial. The
screen comprises a single sheet formed of
the same light polarising material as flue

scale, and is mounted
on a shaft -G which is
mechanically coupled
to the waveband
switch (not shown).
The arrangement is

A

B

F D

scale, indicated by the letters LW is
arranged transversely to the " grain " of
the material. The " grain " is indicated
by the vertical shading lines, and it will be
understood that light waves polarised in
vertical planes will pass through the
material, while the plate will be opaque to
light waves polarised in horizontal planes.
A horizontal slot B is formed in the plate
A above the long -wave scale and opposite
the medium -wave scale, indicated by the
letters MW, formed on the plate C. The

Fig. i. - Exploded
view showing dispo-
sition of the rotatable
screen and the two
indicating scales,
which are opaque re-
spectively to hori-
zontally and verti-
cally polarised light.

such that screen F is rotated through 90
deg. when the switch is altered to change
the waveband. The screen F is so
arranged that when the set is in a con-
dition to receive stations on the long wave-
band the " grains " of the material of the
disc are vertical as shown in Fig. i.

In operation, the screen filters out all
the rays from the light source E, except
those polarised in vertical planes ; the
polarised rays pass through the plate A,
which is transparent for them, but are cut

off by the plate C, which is opaque to
these rays, except at the slot D. Conse-
quently, the long -wave scale is illumi-
nated by light transmitted through the
slot D and the remaining surface of the
dial is unilluminated.

When it is desired to change the wave-
band of the receiver, operation of the
waveband switch causes the screen F to
be rotated through 90 deg., whereby the
" grain " of the material is horizontal.
The screen now filters out all rays from
the light source E, except those polarised
in horizontal planes, and, since the plate
A is opaque to these rays, the light only
passes through the slot B in the plate.
This light falls on the medium -wave scale
of plate C, which is transparent for such
rays, and, consequently, the medium -wave
scale now becomes visible, whereas the
rest of the surface of the dial is darkened.

M

Fig. ,2.-Another two -band indicating scale
in which the desired station names are illu-
minated by appropriate polarisation of the

incident light.

A modification of the arrangement
shown in Fig. i is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which shows the front surface of a dial
indicating long- and medium -wave sta-
tions intermixed. The dial again  com-
prises two plates of light -polarising
material ; the back sheet is formed with a
number of apertures, shown dotted and
lettered L in the drawing to indicate .

stations in the long vaveband, and the
longwave station names are formed on the
front plate so as to be framed by these
apertures. Similarly, the front plate is
provided with apertures M, indicated by
the full lines, and stations in the medium
waveband are formed on the back plate so
as to be framed by the apertures M. The
back plate is cut so that the " grain " of
the material is horizontal, and the front
plate cut so that the " grain " of the
material is vertical.

The " graining " of the material is indi-
cated by the shading lines, and it will be
apparent that the medium -wave station
names will be illuminated when the
" grain " of the screening material
arranged between the light source and the
dial is horizontal, and the long -wave
station names illustrated when the
" grain " of the screening. material is
vertical.

The remainder of the surface of the dial
is opaque to both kinds of polarised light
and remains rmilluminated all the time.

A suitable light polarising material for
this purpose. is that sold under the trade
name " Polaroid."
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UNBIASED
Death Rays in Denmark
READERS have been most kind and

helpful-or, at any rate, they meant
to be helpful-in writing to me about the
wavelength and circuit diagram of the de-
vice which is used to stop car engines by
wireless, and which is popularly known
as the "death ray." Unfortunately, how-
ever, none of them have any real technical
information to impart, and I am as much
an the dark as ever. Some readers even
'teemed to misunderstand the reason for
wiry desiring to have this information,
which is, of course, that I may stop cars

 which interfere with my television recep-
tion.

One reader from Denmark, whose name
I. cannot decipher, sends me in a long
account of -some mysterious happening in
his native country at a place called

It Mr. -

spondent, together with the victims of
these car outrages, to join me in the Tivoli
Gardens in Copenhagen to drink beer at
my expense while we discuss the matter.
Skaai!

There the matter rests for the moment,
although if I can get the necessary infor-
mation I shall seriously think of asking the
Editor's permission to publish full con-
structional details of a handy portable car
stopper in the pages of this journal, as
this is, in my opinion, the only effective
way to deal with this menace to television.
I feel quite sure that lofty appeals to
motorists' better feelings will have but
little result, and, moreover, I can claim
to know something about it, as I am a
motorist myself.

Eventually I hope to see some enterpris-
ing wireless manufacturer come out with
a television set fitted with a neat auto-

matic car -stopping
device which the

Odense. At a certain spot near this town
no. fewer than nine cars came to a sudden
standstill within a short period of time on
the night of January 23rd. In each case
it was found that the ignition system of
the car had developed a serious fault. The
cars were towed to a near -by garage, and
in the case of one of them the damage
was immediately repaired, but when the
car passed the mysterious spot again on
the resumption of its journey it developed
the same trouble as before, and stopped
abruptly.

The local police are convinced that a
wireless experimenter was at work  with
one of these so-called death -ray devices for
stopping cars, and some support is lent to
their views by the fact that a mysterious
individual clad in ultra -shorts and a
doublet visited the garage to which the
broken-down cars were towed and asked
permission to inspect the result of the
damage. My correspondent rather un-
kindly states that the individual in ques-
tion bore a striking resemblance to myself
and asks what I intend to do about it.

The answer is that I intend, as soon as
my business commitments permit me, to
go over to Denmark and investigate the
trouble, and I hereby invite my cone -

car itself actuates ;
that is to say, if an

unsuppr essed "
car passes the house
Of a television
listener the very in-
terference it causes
will trigger off the
car stopper built
into the receiver.

Our rendezvous
by night.

A Radio Fog Disperser

APPARENTLY
this is not the only

-country- where very severe fogs are
experienced at times, and possibly some
of you may remember the disastrous
blanket of fog which brooded for some
days over the Liege district a few years
back and caused quite a furore owing to
its unusual density and persistence. We
are quite used to these sort of fogs over
here, of course, but we don't seem to do
very much about them. Other countries
are less lackadaisical, however, and it was
with very great pleasure that l received an
invitation to visit a certain foreign country
recently to inspect the new anti -fog
measures employing radio principles with
which they were experimenting.

As you know, one of the chief difficulties
in a dense fog is for cars and other vehicles
to keep to the road, and one often finds
them resolutely following a tram, since
the latter vehicle cannot, of course,
wander off the road. It was this fact that
was the cause of these experiments to be
initiated. I need hardly say that I
accepted the invitation with alacrity, and
the same evening saw me en route for
Harwich to catch the Hook steamer to the

By

FREE GRID

Continent. Arriving at my destination
was escorted to a car and driven along a
road over which an artificial fog had been
created by some method or another, prob-
ably by inviting Members of Parliament
to make speeches by the roadside.

We were easily able to keep to the road,
in spite of the denseness of the tog, as the
needle of a small dial mounted above the
dashboard deviated to left or right accord-
ing to the direction in which the driver
allowed the car to wander. It was done,
of course, by means of a device borrowed
from the shipping world, in which similar
indications are given to a boat by means
of a submarine cable through which modu-
lated radio -frequency energy is pumped.
In this case, however, use was made of
existing lighting cables buried in the
ground, and it would be possible, I was
told, by using a much higher frequency,
to employ the water or gas pipes, if de-
sired, even though they were not insulated.
from the surrounding earth.

In addition to the use of existing buried
cables for the guidance of traffic fitted with
the very simple detection gear required,
it .was possible for a broken-down car to
summon assistance, the modus operandi
being to modulate the existing carrier by
means of speech frequencies generated by
an additional small unit on the car. Cars
so fitted could also be connected through
to the ordinary telephone service of the
country, so that a driver who was slowed
up by the fog could notify friends that
he would be late for his appointment.

- 

Driving blind.

To my mind, this fresh application of
wireless principles is one of the most im-
portant yet, and I look forward to fur-
ther developments. We may even live to
see the system adopted in London.
although, knowing something of the atti-
tude adopted towards new ideas in this
country, I doubt it, unless we all become
super -centenarians.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
CINEMA TELEVISION

Technical and " Political " Aspects of the Boon-Danahar
Transmission

THE televising of the Boon-
Danahar fight at Harringay

Arena to -night, February 23rd,
has created a stir in the wireless
and cinema worlds. As stated
last week, this is the first occa-
sion that the B.B.C. has been
permitted to televise a big fight,
and also the first time a B.B.C.
transmission has been shown to
a paying audience at a cinema.

Commenting on the event,
Cinema states that " The agree-
ment for the broadcast on Feb-
ruary 23rd is seen by responsible
leaders of the industry as bring-
ing in sight the end of the
opposition between the B.B.C.
and the cinema industry on a
number of matters, covering the
question of the provision of
artistes for broadcasting by
cinema and theatre companies,
and the provision of films to the
B.B.C., with facilities for the
public relaying of programmes
as a reciprocal contribution front
the B.B.C."

Technically the broadcast is of
great interest. Baird apparatus
has been installed at the Marble
Arch Pavilion and the Tatler
News Theatre. The former has
been closed since Sunday to
allow engineers to erect a new
screen, measuring 15ft. by I 2 f t ;

that at the Tatler is i2ft. 6in.
by loft. The brilliancy obtained
in the high lights is about
to lux, which is comparable to
that of films.

Projection cathode-ray tubes
are used and have a diameter of
thin.; the picture on the tube,
however, is about 6in. wide
only and is projected with the
aid of a r4in. lens.

The tubes are operated at
45,0oo volts with a beam cur-
rent of 300-400 µA ; the normal
power in the screen being about
18 watts. Each projector con-
tains two tubes which are oper-

ated continuously. One being a
stand-by which can be brought
into action at once in the event
of a failure.

Except for the HT supply, the
apparatus is housed in a single
container requiring connection
only to the aerial feeder. The
whole gear has been passed by
the L.C.C. for public use.

A B.B.C. announcement states
that permission to reproduce the
televising of the Boon-Danahar
fight in certain places of public
entertainment must not be re-
garded as a precedent. It
further adds : " It must not be

START POINT'S AERIAL
South Coast Field Strength Tests

ATEAM of B.B.C. engineers
will shortly begin a tour of

the principal South Coast towns
for a series of signal strength
measurements coinciding with
aerial adjustments at the
B.B.C.'s new station at Start
Point, Devon.

The two mast radiators at
the transmitter mark a new
departure in B.B.C. practice,
the results of which should In-
a marked increase of signal
strength in certain directions
with a minimum of power
dissipation over the sea. Ad-
justments are critical, and with
each change made during the

TtlEVISiON r

THE LAYOUT of the television exhibition at Selfridge's West End
store which, as announced last week, will remain open for seven weeks,
is clearly seen in this photograph. Visitors can see the performance
in the glass -fronted studio in the background, whilst viewing the pic-

ture received on the televisors in the foreground.

taken that any general extension
of permission for the rediffusion
of B.B.C. television programmes
in places of public entertainment
is contemplated."

LONG -WAVE " BATTLE" AT MONTREUX
Extending Synchronisation

MIDNIGHT on the last
Saturday in September is

expected to see the change -over
to the Montreux Wavelength
Plan, which it is hoped will
emerge without undue trouble
from the conference which opens
on March 1st, and at which each
country will be represented by
its Postal Administration and
broadcasting organisations.

Opinion on the Continent is
that a battle royal will be fought
over the long -wave band, which
has been in an unsettled condi-
tion ever since the Lucerne Plan.

of Medium -Wave Stations
of 1933, partly owing to the
recalcitrance of the Luxembourg
station in clinging to an un-
authorised wavelength. Whether
this giant, in one of the smallest
countries in Europe, can be made
to toe the line is doubtful.

It is believed that attempts
will be made to persuade broad-
casting stations to extend the
system of wavelength synchroni-
sation. This may reduce the
listener's choice of foreign
stations, brit the argument in
favour of fewer stations and
better quality may win the day.

experiments the signal strength
measuring unit will he report-
ing from several localities.

It is believed that Start Point
will give satisfactory signals as
far as Portsmouth and perhaps
beyond: The new aerial design
will also combat fading. Trans-
mission tests are expected to
begin before the end of next
month and an experimental
service should start in May.

To fill in the gaps in the
Bristol area, the Clevedm
transmitter will come into
operation at the same time as
Start Point, replacing the
West Regional transmission from
Washford, and Start Point will
work on the vacated wave-
length of 285.7 metres. Cleve -
don will take over the 203.5 -
metre wavelength used by
Bournemouth and Plymouth,
which will close down.

VALVE FRAUDS
Judge's Warning to Traders

AT the conclusion of the case
at the Central Criminal

Court last week when George
Hyman and Aaron Hitner were
found guilty of conspiring to
defraud Mallard's by attempt-
ing to obtain valves by false
pretences, the Common Serjeant
gave a warning to people in the
wireless trade. He said : "
am satisfied that for some time
this fraud has been going on-
I don't say by you, but by
other people-and some people
seem to have taken the view
that, however wrong it might
be, it was not a criminal
offence. I hope the result of
this case will be that everyone
connected with the valve trade
will know it is a criminal
offence and a very serious one."

It was alleged that Hyman,
who was a shareholder in a
company called Radioco, Ltd.,
in obtaining valves from
Milliards, signed a B.V.A.
stamp representing that they
were for use in sets manufac-
tured by his company or for
replacement in sets returned for
repair, thereby receiving them
at a much lower price than
valves purchased for retailing.
Valves which were specially
marked were delivered to
Hyman's company and, it was
alleged, almost immediately
taken to Hitner's premises to
be sold at a much higher price.

NORTH ATLANTIC AIR
MAIL

Wireless and Weather Services
RELIABILITY in routine

operation, on the North
Atlantic air -mail now impend-
ing, will rely not only on the
mechanical dependability of the
multi-engined long-range flying -
boats and the skill of their
crews, but also on the swift and
accurate working of a highly
organised service of wireless and
meteorology.

At Foynes on the Irish Coast
and at Botwood, Newfound-
land, special long-range wireless
stations have been provided to
maintain contact with the ocean-
going flying -boats.

Relying on wireless reports
from a network of shore stations,
and also froni ships out on the
North Atlantic, the meteoro-
logical organisation is reinforced
by data previously secured
by observers crossing the North
Atlantic by steamer ; this latter
information dealing with wind
movements at the heights at
which aircraft will be operating
-being obtained by the send-
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News of the Week-
ing up of small pilotless bal-
loons-the movements of which
are followed by means of special
instruments.

TELEVISION IN ITALY
ITALY'S television station,

which is under construction
at Monte Mario, near Rome, is
to transmit on 441 lines, the
same as in Germany. This fact
is not surprising, as it is learned
that the first televisors to be
marketed in Italy will be made
by Telefunkep and imported
from Germany. Telefunken
are also to market a television
adaptor for those who already
possess a broadcast receiver.

One of the USW stations at
Monte Mario, that which works
on 6.9 metres, is not included
in the latest list of stations,
which points to the fact that
the modifications to this station
in readiness for its part in the
television service are under
way.

WIRELESS FOR SMALL VESSELS
AN experimental transmitter -

receiver for installation in 
small German ships has been
submitted to the German postal
authorities for approval. Work-
ing on fixed wavelengths of boo
and 625 metres, the transmitter
can be used for either telegraphy
or telephony. Current .is sup-
plied by a car battery capable of
providing six hours' uninter-
rupted service. A daylight range
of fifty miles is guaranteed.

The receiver covers 15 to
2,000 metres, and the hiring or
purchase cost is low enough
to bring the apparatus within
the grasp of most small ship-
owners.

LICENCE FEES IN INDIA
ALTHOUGH All -India Radio,

in an endeavour to en-
courage listeners to renew their
wireless licences, reduced the re-
newal fee from Rs. to to Rs.8 in
in December, 1936, it has not,
according to the Indian Lis-
tener, had the desired effect of
increasing the percentage of
renewals, moreover, the loss of
two rupees on every licence has
resulted in a reduction of
approximately Rs .loo,000 in
A.I.R.'s income. It has, there-
fore, been decided that the con-
cession fee for a renewed licence
should be fixed at Rs.9, with
the proviso that the applica-
tion must be made before the
expiry of the old licence.

FROM ALL

QUARTERS

Television Advisory Committee
THE chairmanship of the Tele-

vision Advisory Committee, which
had become vacant through the
death of Lord Selsdon, has been
accepted by Lord Cadman. lie
was created a Baron in 1937, and
is chairman of the Anglo-Iranian
Oil Company. Lord Cadman, who
is Emeritus Professor, Birmingham
University, is a member of the
Advisory Council of the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial
Research, and served on the first
Television Committee, appointed
by the Postmaster -General in 3934,
under the chairmanship of Lord
Selsdon, whom he now succeeds.

WE regret to announce the
death of M. Paul Berchti, the
French radio technician, who has
been associated with our French
contemporaries. L'Antenne and

Batit-Parleur.

Marconi Station for Finland
"MARCONI'S IRELEtis

GRAPH COMPANY llati secured the
contract: from Finland for the
supply and erection of a so -kW
slit art -wave broadcasting station
to be installed at Pori, near t he
Gull of Bothnia. The station is
to be completed in time for the
Olympic (;ante:~ which will be
Mehl in Finland in 1940, :Mil will
thus provide a world-wide channel
for the rapid dissemination of
news and commentaries.

How the World Listens
THE International Broadcasting

Union has compiled au interesting
list of the wireless licence figures
of the principal countries of the
world on December 31st last. The
following is an extract :-
Germany (including Austria) 11,503,019
Great Britain
France
Japan (September)
Poland
Czecho-Slovakia
Denmark
Switzerland
Norway
Finland
Turkey

8,908,900
4,705,859
3,850,044
1,016,473

771,647
762,711
548,533
364,548
293,790
46,244

L

a'

AT THE BERLIN MOTOR SHOW. Germany's latest O.B. van,
which is a model of compactness combined with accessibility, was to
be seen at the German International Motor Show which was opened by

Herr Hitler last Friday.

Proposed Exclusive French Wave.
lengths

WF; were unfortunately misin-
formed regarding the proposed ex-
clusive wavelengths for France
which were published in last
week's issue. France's five exclu-
sive medium avavelengths in the
projected plan to be discussed at
Montreux are: .419, 321.5, 280.6.
261).9 and 233.5 metres. Her
one exclusive wavelength in the
long -wave band would be re-
duced from 1648 metres to 1639
metres.

MARCH MEETINGS
Wednesday, 1st, 6 p.m. I.E.E. Wireless Section, Savoy Place. London. W.C.2.

Symposium of papers on Direction Finding presented by Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose.
Tuesday, 7th, 7.30 p.m. Institution of Electronics (Physics Section), 75

Gloucester Place. London, W.I. Rayi. and Radioactivity." G. H. Sturdy.
Tuesday. 28th, 7.30 p.m. Institution of Electronics (Telecommunications

Section), 75. Gloucester Place. London. W.I. Television System in the Baird
Company:. N. W. Mayhank.

Friday, 31st, 6.45 p.m. R.S.G.B., monthly meeting at the I.E.E. "Band -Pass
Crystal Filters.' E. L. Gardiner (G6GR).

.1

Lang -Distance Television
c; o o n telev i recept

limited only by motor -ear inter-
ference. at Entine, Somerset (t 27
miles from Alexandra Palace), is
reported by R.M. Electric. Ltd.
The receiver was a Rogers Majestic
Maki iiioor, incoristrating the
standard Baird vision chassis, but
with an :additional single -stage

ision amplifier.
A New Name

Radio and Electrical Market-
ing is the new title of the !rim-
less Retailer and Broadcaster, the
weekly traile patter published by
Alham.s. Ltd., of which Mr. F. II.
Robinson is supervising editor
and manager. II was first pub-
lished in 1122 as the monthly
magazine. The llroadeasler.

Appealing to Pirates
AN al1110111leelllen I in the 1:11M111t

issue of The Indian Listener reads:
" A radio licence is twice blessed.
It blesseth him that gives and him
that takes. Take it out."

TELEVISION
PROGRAMMES

Sound 41.5 Mc.;.Vision 45 3le's

An hour's special film trans-
mission intended for demon-
stration purposes will be given
from 11 a.m. till 12 noon each
week -day. The National or
Regional programme will be
radiated on 41.5 Mc.s from
approximately 7.45 to 9 p.m.

every day.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd.
3, Steve Geray and Magda Kim'
in Cabaret. 3.30, British Movie-
tonews. 3.40, truth edition of
Picture Page.
9, " Fantastic Garden " (2nd
edition), a programme of song,
dance and orchestral music. 9.30,
Gaumont-British News. 9.40,
Film. 9.45, 22oth edition of
Picture Page. 10.15, News.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24th.
3-5, Kitty de l.egh as Jennifer in
a full-length version of Noel
Coward's comedy " The Young
Idea."
9, Selected dresses from the
British Industries Fair. 9.15,
British Movietonews. 9.25,
Foundations of Cookery : Marcel
lioulestin. 9.40, Cartoon Film.
9.45, "The Fletcher Case," a
" Telecrimc " 1w Mileson Horton.
10.5, Music Makers : Audrey
Piggott ('cello). 10.15, Nears.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY. 230.
3, " In Our Garden " : C. H.
Middleton. 3.10, Cartoon Film,
.3.15, British Movietonews. 3.25
" Harlem in Mayfair," a coloured
cabaret.
9, Cabaret (as on Thursday at
3 p.m.). 9.30, Gaumont-British
News. 9.50," The King of Spain's
Daughter." a fantasy of rural
Ireland by Teresa. Deery. 10.15,
" Bridge Without Sighs," verse
and cartoon. 10.25, News.

SUNDAY, .FEBRUARY 26th.
3, " The Civil Air Guard," 0.13.
from I lanworth Aerodrome. 3.30,
The Hogarth Puppets in a child-
ren's programme. 3.45, Cartoon
Film. 3.50, Wilfrid Walter in
his sketch " Dancing Partners."
830, News. 9.5, " The Dark
Lade of Sonnets," by G.
Bernard Shaw. 9.30, Cartoon
Film. 9.35, Moiseiwitsch. 9.45,
Sports Film. 9.55, Sight and
Sound : Painters and Poets in
a test of skill.
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 27111.
3-4.40, " Ladies in Waiting."
an all -women detective play by
Cyril Campion.
9, Marjorie Mars and A. Bromley -
Davenport in " Stillare Pegs."
10.45, News.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28th.
3, Comedy Cabaret. 3.45, Film.
3.50, G a umont -iiritish News.
9, " The Young Idea " (as on
Friday at 3 p.m.). 11, News.
WEDNESDA V, MARCH 1st.
3, 0.13. from Bull's Cross Farm,
Waltham Cross. 3.20, British
Movietonews. 3.30, Cabaret.
9, W. 11. Yeats-reminiscences of
the poet. 9.10, Cartoon Film.
9.15, Caumont-British Nears.
9.25, " Arlecchino," Busoni's
theatrical capriccio. 10.25, News.
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Part VIII. -DC Mains and Battery
Operation = Some Notes on

10 -Metre Working

IN the foregoing articles in this series
it has been assumed that an electric
supply of the alternating -current kind
is available. Though not affecting

the basic principles of the transmitter
design this assumption has, of course,
simplified matters in that the most suit-
able type of valve, irrespective of its fila-
ment characteristics and HT requirements,
could he chosen.

It is hardly to be expected that all who
may be beginning to take an interest in
amateur transmission vill be so favourably
situated, for there are still large areas in
the country where DC is distributed, while
in others no electric supply of any kind
is available.

The problem that confronts those so
placed is how to operate a transmitter in
these circumstances.

Let us take the case of a DC supply
first. It would not be difficult to find a
valve that could be used in the oscillator
stage, as any indirectly -heated output
pentode will answer if a strict watch is
kept on the current flowing through the
crystal. The RF amplifier presents a
problem, for in the interests of economy
the filaments of the two valves ought to
be run in series, but most transmitting
valves take about one ampere of current.

Filament heating from the DC mains
would seem to be out of the question, and
the alternative is an accumulator. So far
as HT is concerned, the 20o volts or so
that will be available are quite enough
for the oscillator, and at a pinch could be
matte to suffice for the RF amplifier, but
better results might be forthcoming by
the use of pentodes or tetrocles in push-
pull. As an alternative two triodes, or a
dual triode, such as the new Mallard
TVO3 - io which has top anode con-
nections, could be used in a push-pull cir-
cuit as shown in Fig. 23. Neutralising is
effected by cross -connecting the grids and
anodes.

Rotary ConVerters

The bet solution to the HT problem,
however, would be found in the installa-
tion of a small rotary converter giving an
AC output. A ten -watt transmitter built
as described requires an AC input of about
70 watts for CW operation, while if
power is increased to 25 watts the input
goes up to about go watts, allowing a little
in excess of actual requirements in both
cases.

Machines of this size are readily obtain-
able, as they are made for operating AC
receivers and small radiogramophones
from DC mains. Anyone who has a pri-

FOR the benefit
of p ospective trans-

mitters who are not fortunate
enough to have an AC mains
supply, suggestions are offered in

this. instalment on methods of feed-
ing the transmitter from DC or

battery sources

vate electrical installation of 25 or 5o volts
could obtain the poWer needed for a trans-
mitter from a rotary converter, since such
machines are made for any DC input
ranging from 6 volts to 250 volts.

If it is proposed to use telephony pos-
sibly the best course would be to build a
DC -operated audio -frequency amplifier on
conventional lines, that is to say, using
AC /DC valves throughout, and if neces-
sary employ four valves in parallel push-
pull in the output stage. Twelve watts of
audio power would readily be obtainable
in this way, giving sufficient output to
modulate a 20- to 25 -watt transmitter.

Small transmitters can be operated
from batteries, but strict economy will
have to be exercised. The crystal oscil-
lator gives an RF output of the order of
three watts at 42 and 21 metres for a
total HT consumption of 30 mA at 25o
volts, so this unit alone will make a useful
low -power transmitter. An extra 3o or
5o mA for a power amplifier would seem
quite out of the question when the only
available source of HI is dry batteries.

It is, therefore, worth while giving
serious consideration to the possible alter-
native sources of HT. One is a small
rotary machine giving, say, 25o or 300

The Amateur Transmitting
Station

By II. B. DENT
(G2MC)

Frequency
doubling i n
the RF am-
plifier, using a
io-metre coil
in the anode

circuit.

volts DC output at 5o to 6o mA, and taking
its power from a six -volt accumulator.
The tritet crystal oscillator could then be
fitted with a 6.3 -volt indirectly -heated
valve, such as a 6L6G operated with
moderately low screen and anode voltages,
so that the total HT consumption is limited
to about 25 mA.

The RF output on the fundamental and
the second harmonic frequencies of the
crystal will be sufficient to drive a pentode
power amplifier such as the Tungsram
OS -12 /5or or the Milliard TZo5f 2o, both
of which can be used with a 6 -volt accu-
mulator. As the Mullard TV03-to also
operates from 6 volts it could be used.

Vibrator HT Units

Vibrator HT supply units can he
pressed into service for amateur trans-
mitters, but these are really more suitable
for operating on a continuous load than
with an intermittent load, such as that
imposed by a keyed crystal oscillator and
Class "C" power amplifier, as the
" no-load " voltage is usually rather high.
Output currents of the order of 5o to 6o
mA can be obtained at 250 volts with this
form of HT unit.

Since it is necessary to keep a reason-
able load on the HT unit it might be best
in a case of this kind to key in the ampli-
fier stage, and the continuous oscillator
load will then prevent an excessive rise in
output voltage.
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The Amateur Transmitting Station-
Telephony transmitters can quite well

be operated from vibrator units as the
load is a continuous one. Even the modu-
lating amplifier may also derive its HT
from the vibrator, provided adequate
smoothing is employed.

A large 6 -volt accumulator, such as one
of 8o -ampere -hour capacity or so, will be
needed, and a spare should be available
so that one is at the charging station while
the other is in use.

It is impossible in this series to deal
with all the aspects of amateur transmit-.
ting ; the object being to start the beginner
on a path where the minimum number of
snags are likely to be encountered.

There are numerous variations of the
circuits described here, and it is only to
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sible connections, and so they must be
passed over for the present.

Ten metres, on the other hand, can be
used with the existing equipment, and as
a temporary measure the RF amplifier
could be operated as a high -power fre-
quency doubler. It is Only necessary to
set up the transmitter as for 20 -metre
operation except for the fitting of a
to -metre coil in the anode circuit.

Ten -metre Output

An RF output of about three to four
watts will be obtained in this way, and
the coil can be constructed as shown in
the illustration. It consists of six turns
of tin. outside diameter copper tube, the
coil diameter being r4in. with the turns

Fig. 23.-Push-pull neutralised RF amplifier. Either a double triode or two separate valves
may be used.

be expected that, in conversation with
other amateurs, he will be told that such -
and -such a circuit gives the best results.

This is largely a matter of personal
experience, and one of the main interests
in transmission is the trying out of new
ideas and suggestions.

It is a great mistake, however, to pull
the transmitter to pieces and rebuild it to
someone else's circuit, for there is then no
reliable means for comparison.

By all means try other arrangements,
but keep the original transmitter intact to
provide a basis for comparison.

Apart froM an occasional reference
nothing has been said of the ultri-short
waves, which expression, though strictly
speaking embracing those below ro metres,
will, for our purpose, include this wave-
length. Five -metre transmissions call for
a special power amplifier, as one would
adopt a layout that gave the shortest pos-

spaced fin. centre to centre. For the
base a piece of Perspex, which is a trans-
parent material obtainable from Premier
Supply Stores, was used. It measures
34 x r4 x To-, and six Clix power -type pins
are fitted so that it can be plugged into
the Eddystone base on the amplifier unit.

A single turn of No. 18 SWG enamelled
copper wire is mounted inside the anode
coil as a coupling for a low -impedance
feeder. Adjustment for coupling is effected
by bending this coil out of the perpen-
dicular. This method of adjustment may
seem a little crude, but it is perfectly satis-
factory in practice.

A coil of this kind is every bit as rigid
as one wound on a former. The neu-
tralising condenser does not have to be
disconnected, nor is it necessary to make
any alteration in its capacity.

As previously stated this is a temporary
measure, and an early opportunity should
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be taken to make up a frequency doubler
stage to insert between the crystal oscil-
lator and the final amplifier. The Tungs-
ram OS -12/501 would probably function
quite well as the frequency doubler, and
it may be possible to go more fully into
this matter at a later date.

In designing the power supply unit the
possibility that an addition on these lines
might be made was taken into account
which is one reason why provision was
made for a 6.3 -volt filament supply, while
the chokes and transformer were chosen to
provide if necessary an output current of
over too mA.

It was stated in Part VI that if a switch
be inserted in the primary circuit of trans-
former Ti the HT supply can be switched
off, but it is regretted that with the inter-
connected primaries of Fig. 16 it will not
do so. Each transformer should have a
separate terminal block, and only two
interconnections must be made.

An alternative place for the switch
would be in the lead which joins to the
centre tapping on the HT secondary
winding.

The Wireless Industry
THE 1939 price list of frequency control

units for amateur transmitters has just
been issued by the Quartz Crystal Co., Ltd.,
Kingston Road, New Malden, Surrey.'

A well-known American company which has
produced a new high-fidelity receiver, would
like to get into touch with a British tirm with
a view to manufacture under licence in this
country. Applications for fuller information,
addressed to this office, evill be forwarded.

" Silverex," a chemical compound for
depositing a silver surface on metals. has been
introduced by Runhaken Electrical Products.
3-15. Liverpool Road, Dearisgate, Man-

chester, 3.

Transformers of various types-power,
modulation, intervalve, etc.-together with
HT and LT chargers, are described in a
booklet issued by the \\Wen Transformer Co.,
St. John's Square, Wolverhampton. Details of
\Voile!' amplifiers for PA or transmitter modu-
lation are also given.

A leaflet describing the Marconi-Ekco Wave
Analyser, Type TF 455, has just been issued
by Marconi-E.kco Instruments, Ltd. The
instrument is primarily for the direct measure-
ment of the components of complex voltage
waves of 300 microvolts to 300 volts ampli-
tude ; frequency range. 20-15,000 c/s.

National Radio and Television Service Com-
pany are now able to supply replacement cone
assemblies for all Epoch speakers.

ep
The latest catalogue of new books on civil

and electrical engineering published by H. K.
Lewis and Company, Ltd., 136, Gower Street,
London, W.C.r, includes a number of works
on wireless subjects.

es>

The Exide Company's range of accumulators
and HT batteries includes types to tit recently
introduced models by various manufacturers.
These new sets include. the Cossor Model 3r,

r4or, Marconiphone 876, H.M.V. Lioo,
Marconiphone 872 and Alba 30.

The Candler System Company regrets that
supplies of the "Book of Facts " recently
offered to readers of this journal are exhausted.
A new issue is in the press and copies will be
sent to all enquirers at the earliest possible
moment.
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Diverse Transformer Loading
PROBLEMS OF MULTIPLE -SPEAKER INSTALLATIONS

It is required to feed power to four
output stage having an optimum load
as follows :

Load 1
2
3
4

What ratios should be

15 ohm
15 1,

30
200 ohm

provided on the

separate
of 3,400

speaker

line

loads simultaneously from an
ohms, the power being divided

5% of output
40%

5%
50% tf

output transformer to achieve this result ?

THE above may be reminiscent of
an examination paper, but it is
a very practical question. Prob-
lems of this type are frequently

met in radio, PA, recording, etc.
The needs of the radio amateur are

usually limited to supplying two or more
speakers of either similar or different im-
pedances so that each receive equal shares
of the output. In the cinema the main
speakers behind the screen must be given
more power than the monitor speaker in
the operating room. The same applies in
recording work, where the cutting head is
given the major
portion of the avail-
able power and the
monitor speaker
only sufficient to
ensure comfortable
hearing. In PA
work any demand
may be made, and
it is quite usual for
an amplifier to feed
several outgoing
lines of different im-
pedances and re-
quiring power in
unequal propor-
tions.

The first step is
to discover how the
audio - frequency
power generated in the anode load of a
valve can be split up in any required pro-
portions, Suppose a certain valve has an
optimum load of R ohms as illustrated in
Fig. r. If the single load (R) is replaced
by two loads in parallel, each of 2R ohms,
it i5 evident that the ohmic value of the
combined loads will still remain R but
that one half of the power will be gene-
rated in each of the two paralleled loads.

Extending this idea, the load could he
made up of, say, io resistances in
parallel, each of ioR ohms. The total
load is R ohms as before, but the output
power is divided into io equal parts. It
is now possible to group these resistances
in any desired way and replace the groups
by single resistances of equivalent value
as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The
output has been resolved into three parts
of 10 per cent., 30 per cent. and 60 per
cent. by substituting three resistances r=

ioR
ioR, rb=ioR, and re= , instead of

3
the single resistance R.

This process can be generalised by

imagining the load split into one hundred
equal parts and expressing the required
grouping as percentages of the total.

General Statement I.-The AC power
developed in the anode circuit of a valve
can be divided into any given number of
parts (say "n ") and in any stated pro-
portions (say a per cent., b per cent., c per
cent. . . . n per cent.) by replacing the

" loads in parallel,
IooR iooR=- -

a
rb

' b
IooR.

normal load R by

the values being

iooRrc=

(a) (b)

Fig. I.-Illustrating the diversion of power
in an output anode circuit into two separate

loads.

n
It must be noted

that the foregoing is
true only if a + b+
c . . +
It is obvious that
the output cannot
be split into, say,
25 per cent. and 40
per cent., leaving
the balance of 35
per cent. unused!
This would be
equivalent to omit-
ting some of the re-
sistances in Fig. 2
(a), in which case
the total load would
not add up to R
ohms and the entire
argument collapses.

Being able to divide the output power
as we like, it is an easy step to replace the
loads (ra), (rb), (14, etc., by an equal
number of output transformers stepping
np or down to whatever impedances one
wishes. Fig. 3 (a) will be the equivalent
of Fig. 2 (b) providing the primary im-

By N. PARTRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M. .E.E.

pedances of the transformers are ioR,
ioR

and
toR. Supposing the secondary

3 6
impedances are to be Za, Z&, and Z. then
the transformer ratios calculated by the
usual formula will be

iroR iroR .roR
La

,

ti 3Zb'
and Ni--

67,b'

All along we have been careful to make
the combined impedance of the several
loads in parallel remain R ohms. It is
therefore unnecessary and uneconomical
to use three transformers as suggested in
the previous paragraph. A single trans-
former with three secondaries having the
ratios calculated above, and a primary
impedance of R ohms will he just as good.
This is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 3 (b).

*General Statement 2. To feed any
number of loads Za, Zh, Ze . Zn from
an output stage demanding an anode load
of R ohms so that the output power is
divided amongst the various loads in the
proportion of a per cent., b per cent., c
per cent. . . . n per cent. respectively,
the primary of the output transformer
should be designed for an impedance of
R ohms and the ratios (ignoring trans-
former losses) should be

IooR iiooR frooR frooR
aZa bzb czc ' v nZu

respectively.
The problem we set out to examine has

been solved, but there are probably a
number of readers who, although appre-
ciating the explanation given above,
would prefer to see it illustrated with some
actual figures instead of hypothetical
x-y-z's. With this in view the question
with which this article opened will be
worked through.

To obtain a clear mental picture of the
procedure, each step will be described in
detail. The starting point is the know -

(a) (b)

Fig. z. --Extending the idea illustrated in Fig. i by imposing several unequal loads.
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Fig. 3. --Equalising diverse loading by means of multiple transformers.

ledge that the output stage requires an
anode load of 3,40o ohms. This gives the
conditions illustrated in Fig. 4 (a). The
next move is to split the anode load so as
to divide the output power in the propor-
tions of 5 per cent., 40 per cent., 5 per
cent. and 5o per cent. The first general
statement shows how this can be done,
and indicates that the 3,40o -ohm load
should be replaced by four separate loads
in parallel of
roo x 3,400=68,00o

ohms,
roo x 3,40o

5 40
40o,3

8,500 ohms, loo
x

5
=-68,000 ohms and

loo x 3,400
=6,800 ohms.

5o
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (b).

Separate Transformers

*Instead of employing four " direct "
loads as in Fig. 4 (b), we can insert four
transformers so designed as to match the
four impedances stated in the question to
the corresponding loads deduced above.
The specifications of these transformers
will be:-

(r) Primary 68,000 ohms, secondary 15
v68,000

=67.2.ohms. Ratio
I5

(2) Primary 8,50o ohms, secondary 15

ohms. Ratio = -.23.8.V 8,500
15

(3) Primary 68,000 ohms, secondary 3o

ohms. Ratio = /68,000
11 30

(4) Primary 6,800 ohms,

47.6.

secondary zoo
/6,800

ohms. Ratio =
200

-5.84.

The transformers are shown properly
connected in Fig. 4 (c).

* The load impedances should be treated
vectorially, but for obvious reasons this is not
practical in the case of loud speakers and other
electro-mechanical acoustic devices. The
method employed assumes .that the various
loads have similar phase angles and it should
be specially noted that it does not necessarily
assume non -reactive loads.

To have a separate transformer for each
load is not economical. It is rather similar
to using separate mains transformers for
the HT and each of the LT windings in a
power pack. The arrangement would
work excellently, but it saves space,
weight and money to lump all the
primaries into one and link all the secon-
daries with this common primary. The
same applies in the present case. We
know that the four primaries in parallel
give an impedance of 3,40o ohms, so a
common primary of 3,400 ohms can be
used having the four secondaries linked
with it. The ratios will remain exactly
as already calculated. This final step is
illustrated in Fig. 4 (d).

Precisely the same results would have
been obtained by substituting the appro-
priate values in the second general state-
ment where R 3,40o, a=5, c =5,

(a)

I
I

0

co

( b)

(c)

IMPEDANCE I
I

PROPORTION
OF LOAD

RATIO

1652 6% 67.2

150 00% 23.8

300 s% 47.6

2000 6o o/ 6.84

(d)

_

Fig. 4.-Explaining successive steps in solving the problem given at the opening of this article.
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Diverse Transformer Loading-
d (which being the last term is called " n "
in the general statement) = 5o, Za=15,
7b 15, Zr.:-.,3o and Z.,,t (or Zu)=200.
Direct substitution is the quickest way of
arriving at the answer, but should be
adopted only after one has thoroughly
understood how the method was deduced
from first principles.

A knowledge of the ratios alone is not
sufficient to enable the transformers to be

correctly manufactured. The gauge of
wire with which the secondaries should be
wound will depend upon the percentage of
the total load to be handled as well as
upon the load impedance. Another diffi-
culty is to ensure tight coupling between
all windings, failing which the various
secondaries may give quite  different fre-
quency response curves. However, these
matters do not properly belong here and
must be left for another occasion.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions of his correspondents

Wireless and A.R.P.

AS warden in a country parish some 40
miles from London, I find difficulties in

conveying quickly to the scattered in-
habitants the warnings received by telephone
from the chief warden of the district con-
cerning possible air raids.

Sirens are ineffective for various reasons,
and few of the cottages have telephones.
There remains personal communication by
cyclists and motorists, which requires time.
',Most cottages and farms possess wireless

sets, and this would appear, as far as country
districts are concerned, to afford a means of
quick communication from the nearest
broadcasting station, provided the sets were
kept throughout the night tuned to the
necessary wavelength, when, in the event of
necessity, the B.B.C. would put out an air-
raid warning in the shape of some super -
timing note and the cost of keeping the sets
running would be small compared with the
importance of being ready to receive a warn-
ing at any moment.

Perhaps some of your technical readers
may see their way to discuss the feasibility
or otherwise of some such scheme. "

C. R. P1NDER, M.I.M.M.
 Basingstoke, Hants.

Motor Car Interference

ISUGGEST
that this problem might be

more easily understood by both radio
and automobile enthusiasts if they would
compare the process of ignition to the pro-
jection of a weight, e.g., a shell or cannon
ball.

In a car we desire to cause a spark to jump
a .gap. Mechanically this is similar to firing
a shell, and it may be done in two ways,
either by the slow building up of an ade-
quate pressure confined so as to he applied
to the projectile, or by the sudden release
of pent-up energy contained, for example,
in a spring.

The modern gun is the example of the con-
fined application of pressure, the old Roman
catapult is the example of the release of
pent-up spring tension.

The arm of the catapult " whipped " after
the release of the projectile, and it is this
whipping which corresponds to the high -
frequency surge of the present-day ignition
system. Radio enthusiasts want to do away
with this whip, and the solution is to be
found in the gun or, in other words, the use
of a higher voltage suitably damped.

This will probably mean oil-iinnelrstel
ignition coils, better insulation, new plug
designs and larger distributor heads, all add-
ing expense to the car, so I do not expect
an immediate adoption of really interference -

free ignition systems on all cars. The solu-
tion of the problem, however, will probably
improve car performance as well as reduce
radio interference.

Swanley. H. G. P. TAYLOR.

T NOTICE that there has been in recent
.1- issues some comment on the possible
effect of suppressors on the efficiency of car
engines, and so give my own conclusions,
reached after testing over a period of three
years and some 6o,000 observed miles.

One period (3o,000 miles). was covered by
a 9 h.p. o.h.v. engine and another period
by a 16 h.p. six -cylinder s.v. engine. The
effect of suppressors on the small engine was
negligible as regards pulling. power, but top
speed was rather more difficult to reach ;
put another way, the pick-up from 40 m.p.h.
to peak speed was certainly slower.

On the larger engine top speed was Tut
by about 5 m.p.h., but the general perform-
ance (pulling and acceleration) did not seent
to suffer, probably clue to the greater h.p.
and the six -cylinder engine. A suspicion
that I was having to use slightly more
throttle caused me to check petrol consump-
tion, and this, I found, had increased by
about 2 m.p.g. on both cars. This was
checked every 1,000 miles by doing about
too miles on measured gallonage (no indi-
cators used) without suppressors. Although
the general consumption increased with the
growing mileage of the cars, the difference
without suppressors (i.e., 2 m.p.g.) remained
constant. During the whole period of test-
ing the ignition, i.e., plug points, contact -
breaker, etc., were checked for correct set-
tings at approximately every 500 miles.

1 then carried out tests to find the effects
of neglecting the plugs and contact -breaker

as regards starting and. misfiring. To my
surprise, I did 12,500 miles without touching
either plugs or breaker (the plugs had then
done a total of 30,000 miles) until a broken
exhaust valve brought the test to an end,
the garage people cleaning and resetting the
plugs, etc., when working on the engine. No
misfiring was ever noticed and the engine
started on the first press of the starter even
during the coldest periods ; in fact, 'the test
only ended in the week following the very
cold spell just before Christmas, when the
plugs had reached over 12,000 miles.

To sum up, I am convinced that, taking
all things into consideration, there is a loss
of about 15 per cent, in engine efficiency,
but it would seem to be a matter of increas-
ing the cost, to the average motorist, on his
petrol bill without other serious effects and
of increased cost plus a cut in performance
to the high-speed man. My personal 'feeling
is that I would be well pleased to do with-
out suppressors. . J. QUARMBY.

Oldham.

Foreign Relays and Quality
T SHOULD be interested if any reader

could inform me as to how the recent
relays from Germany of Henry Hall's
Orchestra, and of the light orchestra on the
morning of February 13th, were transmitted
to this country.

The quality of reproduction of these trans-
missions, as received in South London via
Brookmans Park, was extraordinarily fine.
In view of the " quality " (courtesy title)
which is normally available from our own
broadcasting chain when anything more
than a few miles of land line are involved,
it was barely credible that the transmissions
specified could have been " piped " along
several hundred kilometres of land line!

In addition, the studios used on these two
occasions were very pleasantly " live," and
as a result, the music was airy and interest-
ing. In many of our own broadcasts the
matter sent out is handicapped from the
start by production ,in studios that are too
heavily damped. Judging from the pub-
lished articles, the B.B.C. is aware of this
deficiency, and it is to be hoped that the
work of rebuilding existing studios will be
accelerated. The inclusion of a little more
" liveness," and attention to microphone
placing, would often do much to render
programmes as a whole more palatable.

1 hope that some of our own engineers
heard at least one of these transmissions
and noted the effect produced. Broadcasts
in Germany have long been noted for this
kind of realism. " QUALITY LOVER."

London, S.E.26.

3
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SPEECH TIMER.
In addition to
showing a broad-
casting speaker
when he is due to
stop, this American
(General Electric)
device also gives
him a warning to
begin his perora-
tion at a predeter-
mined number of
minutes before his
time is up. In
keeping with the
tempo of American
broadcasting, ad-
justments can be
made in minutes

and seconds.
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HF Cables
By C. E. MAITLAND, B.Sc.

Baird Television, Ltd.

1--1HERE is a growing use for cables
working at high frequencies for
such purposes as local television
redistribution in flats or hotels,

public demonstrations, transmitting, re-
ceiving and monitoring systems, and for
a great variety of experimental and test-
ing apparatus.

A knowledge of the general behaviour
of these cables at ultra -high frequencies,
and the effect of any particular construc-
tion on the electrical characteristics and
its relation to the ultimate performance is
very useful in gauging relative merits, and
makes an interesting study.

First of the many features marking the
difference between cables at high and low
frequencies is the difficulty of reducing
the attenuation of the signal. Losses in
ordinary insulating materials, such as
rubber, impregnated cotton or paper in-
crease rapidly with frequency, and the
need for careful measurement and selec-
tion soon becomes apparent.

To illustrate how this and other require-
ments call for a wide variety of construc-
tion, a drawing is shown of a number of
typical high -frequency cables (Fig. r).

No. (r) is a in. diameter lead cable
with an inner conductor of 14/ o.on76in.
tinned copper strand supported in the
centre of a thin strip of special low -loss
rubber. This strip is given a slight twist
along its length to centralise it, and this
method of insulation reduces the amount
of dielectric used, and with it the attenua-
tion of the cable. There is little extra loss
through using a sheath of lead instead of
copper since the conductor resistance loss
is largely due to the inner conductor, as
this is of necessity small compared with
the sheath.

CONSTRUCTION AND USE
OF LOW -LOSS CONDUCTORS

As is well known, ordinary cable
as used for DC or mains

frequency AC is unsuitable as a
conductor for high frequencies. The
design, construction and measurement
of characteristics of low -loss HF
cables are discussed in this article.

reduction of loss.
No. (3) is a i'4 in.

diameter 'c a b 1 e
with a 3 -star sec-
tion insulator of
very open construc-
tion, in the centre
of which runs a
o.or5in. diameter
aluminium wire.
The sheath in this
case consists Of a
wrapping of alumi-
nium foil, covered
with an open mesh
tinned copper
braid. Two fea-
tures of this cable
are high character-
istic impedance and
the light weight of conductor and sheath.

No. (4) is a flexible cable similar to No.
(2), but with a diameter of and solid
insulation. This has the advantage of
being more compact than previous types,
but as the size of the insulator is too small
to allow of air spacing, the loss is corre-
spondingly higher.

No. (5) is similar to No. (4), but
has a specially large inner conductor of
rro/o.0076in. tinned copper strand to
give a low characteristic impedance, as is

Fig. i.-Construction of various single and twin cables as used for high -frequency work.
Characteristics are given in the text.

No. (2) is a bin, diameter fully flexible
cable employing a braided tinned copper
sheath with a protective covering. The
inner conductor is a 14/ o.0076in. tinned
copper strand supported in a ribbed sec-
tion insulator of low -loss bitumen com-
pound, the air -spacing assisting in the

required where one line is used to connect
a number of other lines in parallel direct
to the supply. In this case the main
requirement of- the insulator is that it is
tough enough to prevent short circuiting
of the cable when flexed ; the loss is rather
high.

No. (6) is a very simple type used
largely for aerial connection between a
dipole and receiver., and consists of two
close spaced 20 SWG enamelled copper
wires with a moulded rubber covering.
This differs from all previous types in
having no screening, and also in being
suitable for use with balanced circuits in-
stead of unbalanced circuits.

No. (7) is a -71.in. diameter flexible cable

Photograph showing some of the high -frequency cabling of the Baird
system of local redistribution of the Alexandra Palace television pro-
grammes, and generation of a 50 -frame, 405 -line interlaced still picture,

both being distributed by line at a frequency of 45 megacycles.

with a braided tinned copper sheath and
two inner conductors of 23 /o.0076in.
tinned copper strand. Each conductor is
separately insulated with a solid layer of
low -loss bitumen compound, and they are
then twisted together with jute.

Calculating Losses

These examples show a number of
methods of reducing dielectric loss, and
haw other requirements may add to the
difficulty of achieving this. It is thus
useful to be able to find the amount of
loss to be expected under given condi-
tions, and this is given very accurately by
the following formula for high -frequency
cables.

G
A

2 I.-` 2 Al C

where A is the attenuation per unit length
in Nepers.

R is the total High -frequency resis-
tance of both outer and inner
conductor per unit length in
ohms.

C is the capacity per unit length in
farads.

L is the inductance per unit length
in henrys.

G is the conductance per unit
length of mhos.

(For conversion to loss in decibels,
Neper= 8.68 decibels.)
In this equation the dielectric loss is
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HP Cables -
given by the second term on the right-
hand side. From this formula the effect
of different quality dielectrics on the total
loss of a typical cable is shown in the
accompanying graph (Fig. 2).

Considering next the loss caused by the
conductor resistance, it would seem that
the simplest way of reducing this would
be to increase the size of the inner con-
ductor until the loss reached a low enough
value. But, paradoxically enough, this
may actually increase the loss instead of
reducing it.

The explanation of this effect is that the
characteristic impedance of the cable is
lowered as the size of the inner conductor
increases, and for the same output the
cable will have to deal' with higher cur-
rents and lower voltages. As a conse-
quence, the PR loss in the cable will in-
crease and may eventually predominate.
.The effect is accentuated by the fact that
the resistance of the inner conductor,
owing to the high -frequency skin effect, is
inversely proportional to its diameter. and
not to its cross-sectional area, and the
drop in conductor resistance is of less
effect than that of the lowered character-
istic impedance.

There is thus a certain optimum rela-
tion between sheath and inner conductor
diameter to. give a minimum total loss.

'The relation between this diameter ratio
.and the cable loss, and also the character-
istic impedance, is shown graphically in
Fig. 3, from which it will be seen that a
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% POWER FACTOR OF DIELECTRIC AT 45 MEGACYCLES

Fig. 2.- Showing the effect of different
dielectrics on cable losses. Cable constants :
L, 0.46 microhenrys per yard ; C, 46.4 m-mfds.

per yd. ; Z, 'Go ohms.

concentric cable with copper sheath and
inner conductor will have a minimum
high -frequency loss when the ratio of the
inside diameter of the outer sheath to the
diameter of the inner conductor is 3.59
to t, and that its characteristic impedance
will be 76.6 ohms.

Of next importance to obtaining suit-
able characteristics in a cable is their
measurement ; the two essential qualities
are characteristic impedance and loss.

A .simple and reliable method of mea-
suring the first of these is by calculation
from measurements of inductance and
capacity made on an ordinary high -fre-
quency bridge.

A yard or so of the cable forms a con-
venient length for measurement, and will

give values within the range of most
bridges, and if the measurement is made
at a relatively low frequency, say, at one
megacycle, this length will he sufficiently
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Fig. 3. Cable attenuation and characteristic
impedance for single concentric cable with
sheath and inner conductor of copper. For
convenience a dielectric constant of unity is

assumed in estimating impedance.

remote from a quarter -wavelength to
avoid unwanted resonance and conse-
quent fictitious results:

The characteristic impedance Z is given
in ohms by the formula

z= IL
c

where L is the inductance per unit length
of the cable in henrys and C is the capa-
city of the cable per unit length in farads.

In connection with the characteristic
impedance, an important point arises
which bears on measurements of attenua-
tion. These latter are usually made with
apparatus of fixed input and output im-
pedances, thus involving some means of
matching when connected to cables of
widely differing characteristic impedance.

Error Through Reflections

An incorrect termination to the cable
will result in reflections which can intro-
duce large error into the measurement,
especially in the case of a high quality
cable where the normal attenuation will
be a small quantity. To overcome these
difficulties, matching networks of the type
illustrated in Fig.. 4 will provide a correct
match between two impedances of any
value, so long as the network resistances
are chosen in accordance with the table
given, and the two impedances are purely
resistive, or at any rate negligibly reactive.

With correct termination obtained in
this way, cable attenuation can be
measured by the use of a signal generator
and a sensitive' indicator, such as a field
strength measuring unit. Readings are
taken of the strength of the signal to give
a certain deflection on the indicator, and
of that required to give the same deflec-
tion when the cable is inserted in the cir-
cuit. If the ratio of these two inputs is
(n), then the cable loss is 20 Log, (n)
decibels.

An example is shown in the photograph
of this measurement being made at a fre-
quency of 45 megacycles, in which is also
illustrated the use of special concentric
plugs and sockets for rapid connection
and the maintenance of adequate screen-
ing. This has a further advantage that an
extra short length of a yard or two of cable
can be plugged into the circuit as a simple

The table given below shows the values of
12, and H, required for various values of Z.2
with a fixed value of Z, of Too ohms. Re-
sistance values for cases where the higher
impedance Z, is not Ion ohms can be found
quite simply ; thus, if Z, = 5o and =
5. then taking the figures for R, and R, for
7., = too and Z. = so, and dividing by
two, the required values are found to be .47.5
and 5.. 2

Z,

.

R, R,
Network loss

in decibels
to Z2 Z, to

10 94.9 10.4 5.84)
20 89.4 22.5 5.54 19.5
30 83.7 35.8 5.30 15.2
40 77.5 51.4 5.00 12.0
50 -70.7 70.7 4.64 10.6
60 63.2 95.3 4.24 8.66
70 54.8 127.5 3.80 6.88
80 44.7 179.0 3.20 5.12
90 31.6 285.0 2.36 3.28

100 0 cx) 0 0

Fig. 4. -Network for matching unequal im-
pedances. It will be noted that the network
loss is based on the voltage ratio and is thus

not the same in the two directions.

check on correct termination and absence
of reflections, which, if present, would be
indicated by sudden variations of loss
with changes of total cable length instead
of a gradual change.

The cables shown in Fig. i have been

Il

NIVINAMAI-MIT },.

Apparatus for the measurement of cable losses.
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HF Cables-
measured in this way, and the results are
given in the accompanying table.

Cable
No.

Inductance Capacity in Character- Loss in
in micro- micro- istic decibels

henrys
per yard.

microfarads impedance per
per yard. in ohms. 100 yds.

0.53
0.46

39.7
46.4

115
100

4.0
3.0

3 0.77 28.2 165 4.5
4 0.37 75.0 70 14

0.173 180 30 34
6 0.40 70.0 75 11
7 0.66 50.0 115 11.5

It will he seen that the general stand-
ard of these cables, which are typical of
those in use to -day, is good, and in the
case of the cable with the highest loss,
reference to the graph of Fig. 3 will show
that this is to be expected.

With a large number of different uses,
there is a corresponding variety in these
cables. A high -impedance cable such as

No. 3 is useful where a cathode -coupled
valve output circuit is employed, since the
impedance of the valve circuit is in most
cases above 150 ohms and a high imped-
ance cable is best suited. Again, trans-
formation from one impedance to another.
is often effected by means of a quarter
wavelength of a cable of characteristic
impedance which is the geometric mean of
the two impedances to be coupled. In
such cases it is useful to have a selection
of cables of various impedances to pro-
vide the correct transformation.

These examples could be further multi-
plied, but sufficient has been outlined to
indicate the many features in high -fre-
quency cables of interest in the field of
ultra -short-wave work, and that the
future will see many fresh applications.

In conclusion, the author would like to
express thanks to Messrs. Baird Tele-
viSion, Ltd., for permission to publish this
article.

Random Radiations
By " DIALLIST "

With Care
" AGRAND piano has arrived for you

by rail," announced my wife when
I came in the other day. Grand pianos are
not up my street, but wireless sets are, and
I gathered that an out -sized specimen of
these must have turned up. And, sure
enough, it was so. Going out to the shed
1 beheld a gigantic packing case which
looked almost big enough to contain a
billiard table. Equipped with hammer and
case -opener, I set about it. The. Eddystone
people don't intend their receivers to suffer
in transit, as you'll realise when I tell you
that my first task was to remove forty-two
Iwo -inch nails securing the lid. Inside was
shavings enough to bed down a couple of
dray horses, and, nestling beneath that, two
stout cartons. I opened the first and found
that it was but an outer sheath ; there was
another inside it. Within that, packed tight
by cardboard buffer things, was a communi-
cation receiver. Package No. 2 held the
loud speaker.

An Adventure
Personally, I'm all for that kind of pack-

ing for wireless sets, even if it does take a
bit of undoing in order to get at the contents.
That set certainly arrived without so much
as a scratch, and I. should think that so
packed it could go anywhere in the world
safely. I'm always rather afraid of sets that
come packed in nothing but a single flimsy
carton, especially if the latter is of the kind
whose top and bottom are fixed to slim
wooden battens by small nails. One of these
once put the wind up me badly. I was re-
turning an expensive set after trial and
thought that the safest way of getting it to
London was to take it with me the next time
I went there. I saw it safely into the van,
adjuring the guard to treat it gently. Arrived
at Eusterloo, I secured a hefty -looking porter
and went to see that he handled the thing
with care. He lifted it from the van, and

as he held it in his arms there was a sudden
awful rending sound. The bottom tore
clean out of the carton and the set descended
on to the stone platform with a crash that
made my blood run cold. It didn't seem as
though there could be a whole component
or a sound connection left in it. However,
when it came subsequently to be examined,
the damage was found to be no more ex-
tensive than one valve with rather badly
bent internals and one broken lead.

The Voice of France
THE other day when Mrs. Diallist was

giving a bun fight, one of her guests,
knowing no doubt how busmen tradition-
ally take their holidays, drew me into con-
versation on the subject of wireless. She
was loud and enthusiastic in her praise of
the programmes from the French stations
and others joined her in maintaining that
you were nearly always certain to find some-
thing good going, no matter which station
you tuned in or what the time might be.
As I was sceptical I was urged to prove the
pudding by the eating by tuning in then
and there any French station that I liked.
Bordeaux-Sud-Ouest happened to be near-
est to the pointer's position on the dial ; so
I made the necessary movementof the tun-
ing knob and switched on. There was the
'usual waiting for the valves to warm up.
Then spake the announcer in a voice
of thunder: "Mesdames, Mesdemoiselles,
MessielfrS, souffrez-votes de la constipation
sans le savoir?" I fled to answer a com-
pletely imaginary summons from the tele-
phone bell !

% % %
In For It
THAT horrible word " video " will, I am

afraid, soon become part and parcel of
the English language to describe the vision
side of wireless broadcasting. The Americans

have adopted it whole-heartedly and they arc
pretty well hound to pass it on to us. Much
as I like Americans I can never quite for-
give them for the unkind things that
they've done to written and spoken English.
I wish that they. could keep " video " on
their side of the Atlantic, but that's prob-
ably too notch to hope for.

High -voltage Lighting
AMONGST the diversions provided by my

Sunday paper was a paragraph about
what was described as " an insulated boy,"
who was stated to have " powers of resist-
ance to electricity equal to those of ten
grown men." Thrilled by this promising
beginning I read on. The youngster, I
learnt, had been unfortunate enough to play
with a telephone wire which had somehow
become draped over the cables of a power
line. Thereupon " 7,000 volts flashed
through his body and burnt the ground on
which he was standing." But such was the
lad's insulation( !) that he was merely ren-
dered unconscious, badly' burnt about the
body and deprived of all the fingers of his
right hand. To drive home his point the
writer added that 7,000 volts would be
sufficient to light every house in the village.
More than sufficient, one would imagine,
unless insulation of the village houses is also
of some phenomenal kind ! It's astonishing,
in this electrical age, that the lay reporter
who essays to write anything on the subject
can seldom dip his pen in the inkstand with-
out putting his foot in it.

% % %
Movie Television
IT is announced that the big fight to -night

for the Lightweight Championship, be-
tween Eric Boon and Arthur Danahar, will
be shown on the screen by means of tele-
vision at two of London's cinemas. It isn't,
of course, the first time that an important
sporting event has been shown on the cine
theatre screen in this way ; but it is, never-
theless, a milestone in the history of tele-
vision, for these two theatres are the first
of a big " chain " that will shortly be
equipped for giving regular items by tele-
vision. If the results are satisfactory, as no
doubt they will be, the effects on the
development of vision broadcasting may be
far-reaching. It has been stated that if the
B.B.C. had not given permission for the
tight to be shown in movie theatres, the
promoters would have refused the Corpora-
tion permission to televise it at all.

The Tables Turned
If the cin6 theatres take up television

on the grand scale, a rather curious position
may result. In the past, proprietors of
theatres and music -halls have been chary
at times about allowing their programmes,
or parts of them, to be broadcast from the
" sound " stations. They felt that such
broadcasting might result in people stay-
ing at home and hearing the performance
for nothing with the aid of the loud speaker
instead of going to the playhouse and paying
their way. It was this fear which prevented
the broadcast of the last Command Variety
performance. Are we going to see the tables
turned in television? Will the B.B.C. and
the radio manufacturers become apprehen-
sive that the reproductIon of vision pro-
grammes in movie theatres may deter
numbers of folk from buying vision receivers
of their own? I don't think that there had
need be any such fears, for it seems unlikely
that whole television programmes will be
reproduced at the theatres. If their bor-
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rowings from the vision programmes are
confined, as probably they will be, to sport-
ing events and certain 0.B.'s, these may
serve to whet the appetite of the public for
television rather than to satisfy it.

The Thin End of the Wedge ?
At the same time, I must confess that I

hardly like the idea that the B.B.C.'s hand
was, or could have been, forced in the
matter of granting permission for the show-
ing of the fight in tint theatres. It opens
all kinds of possibilities, some of them not
exactly desirable. One wouldn't, for in-
stance, like to see the B,B,C. being more
or less compelled to transmit from the
Alexandra Palace things that, for good
enough reasons, it was loth to televise. The
position of the Corporation should be strong.
enough to enable it to make a firm stand
where necessary, and it has learnt by this
time to beware of the thin ends of wedges.

. ti %
A Curious Parallel

LISTENING the other night to a lecture
on the destructive effects of high explo-

sives, I was very much struck by the
parallel that there is between these and cer-
tain wireless effects. As you know, a high
explosive bomb gives rise to what is known
as blast, or a " shock -wave." Graphically,
the pressure part of the shock -wave rises
very rapidly-almost vertically -to a sharp
peak and then falls less rapidly to zero. Then
comes the " suction " part, which is a long
and rather shallow trough. The wave -form
is, in fact, almost exactly similar to that of
certain typical atmospherics. Atmospherics
shock -excite our aerials, causing them to
vibrate at their natural frequency; the
shock -.wave of a high -explosive bomb has
almost exactly the same effect on buildings.
Luckily, atmospherics are not of sufficient
magnitude. to disintegrate our aerials and
the receivers attached to them !

% ti '6
The Mellow Tone
YOU

don't, I think, come across nowadays
quite so many receivers as you used to

which achieve -what is popularly known as
the mellow tone by making full use of bass
resonances and suppressing the upper audio
frequencies en masse. Listeners have come
to realise that, however majestic the carpet -
beater kind of bass may sound wherr an
orchestra is at work, severe cutting of the
upper audio frequencies can make speech
distinctly difficult to follow. I used to find
that whenever I tried one of the more popu-
larly priced receivers I invariably turned
the tone control (if there was one) as far as
it would go fkom the low-pitched end of its
travel-and then wished that it would go
a good deal farther. Lately I've come across
several sets of this class which left me with-
out that wish ; in fact, I have been able to
use them without turning the control hard
over against its clockwise stop.

191.

Why the Late Hour ?

ON several evenings every week I'm an-
noyed by announcements in the nine

o'clock news bulletin to the effect that in-
teresting talks or eye -witness descriptions
of events that matter will be given in the
fourth news bulletin, which starts at ten
o'clock. I believe that the statistics of the
11.B.C.'s- Listener Research Department
shows that the fourth news bulletin has the
smallest audience of any. I don't know the
figures, but I should be inclined to think

that, on the average, the number of people
who listen to it is not much over a quarter
of those who tune in the third news at nine.
Listeners who have to be up betimes in the
morning are either in bed Or on their way
there ; whilst those who, like myself, seldom
spring from their couches to greet the dawn,
have settled down to a quiet hour or so of
reading. And so all those thrilling things
offered in the fourth. news go largely un-
heard just because the time when they are
broadcast is convenient to so few. Wouldn't
it be a much better idea if some of the most
attractive of them could be given imme-
diately after the third news? Those who
didn't want to listen, feeling that they'd
had enough of news, and soon, could always
switch over to the Regional programme. I
am sure that if the B.B.C. could hear the
groans and the cuss words that are tittered
when they tell us that something that we
very much want to hear is going to be given
after ten o'clock, they'd take this plea to
heart and do something about it.

News from the Clubs
Ashton-under-Lyne and District Amateur

Radio Society
Headquarters: commercial Hotel. 80.01,1 Street, Ashton.

under 1.)
Meetings: Alternate Wedneminys at Ii p.m.
Hon. Sea.: Mr. K. Gooding. 7, Broadbent Avenue. Ash.

t on. per-Lyne.
The her of members is now :loom:telling the fifty

mark. 2CDY has now obtained the tall of ti6DV.
Several stations have changed their aerials tit the
wilgtiP type, and report improved results over the
popular end -961 Hertz. Tile Society is now Willi:41441 to
the

In the near future it is hoped to have a ilemon-t ration
of several Eddystone short-wave receivers. For the
benefit of beginners a programme of leetores is heir;;
mapped oat. These will deal with the imitlantentals
of short-wave radio.

Brentwood and District Radio Society
Headquarters: " Old Basing." Alwyne Avenue. shenfiebl.
Meetings: First and third Thursday of cavil month.
Hon. Sea.: Mr. B. A. Pettit, " The Laurels." Wool!'

Road, Pdientield.
At the .A I General Meeting the olljeers for 19:49

were elected. The 'Society's transmitter. 6:SIIV. is
active on 160 metres and reports would be weleomed
of transmissions on 1.806 ke,".s. The society pr6slitees its
own journal every month.

Exeter and District Wireless Society
Headquarters: Y.W.C.A., 3, Dix's Field, s,,,.thertiliay.

ENcicr.
Meetings: Mondays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. W. J. Ching, 0, Sivell Plate,

Exeter.
On February 13th Mr. Cornish. of the ileneral Eleetric

gave an interesting lecture on Short-wave
Aerials," and oil February 20th Mr. G. s. It
talked on " Illtra-short-wave .Communieat ion Links."
On February 27th a visit is to be paid to the tele.
pl exchange by kind permission of the Exeter
Postmaster.

Eastbourne and District Radio Society
The Science Room, Cavendish Senior

Sebald, Eastbourne.
Hen. Sea: Mr. T. G. R. Dowsett, 48. Drove Road, East -

At the last meeting of the Society Dr. E. W. Smith,
of the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co.,
Lin. gave a lecture entitled " Telcon High -Frequency
reties." In his lecture he went into the whole ques-
tion of the design and construction of rattles for high -
frequency work. and gave many interesting demonstra-
tion. tai illustrate his points.

Croydon Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Peter's Hall, Ledintry Road. South

'roy don.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. Sec.: Mr. E. L. ('umbers, 14, ('anipden Road,

South ('roydoe.
In his radio reminiscences given at the last meeting

Mr. II. Bevan Swift dealt with the W11011, history Of
the amateur movement and of the early days of broad-
casting.

At the next meeting, to be held on February 28th. a
representative of Everett Edgetimbe, Ltd., will give :t
Ireton; on " Radio Servicing Instruments and their

:es."

The Medway Amateur Transmitters
Society

Headquarters: The Navy Wives' Club, Dock Road.
4 'h, than).

Meetings: Tuesdays at 5.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: S. A. C. " Veronique," Broadway,

The annual meeting was held on January 3rd. On
January MO a lantern lecture was given ou "The
Use of Cathode Ray Tubes in Television." Mr. J. E.
Dryden was the lecturer. and be used slides lent by
the. Edison Swan Electric Co. On January 17th Mr.
Dreaves, of the Mallard Wireless Service Co.. Ltd.,
dealt with " Thermionie valves," and on January 31st
Dr. F. C. Stephan. of the Telegraph Condenser Co..
Ltd., lectured on the' subject " Condensers."

Sussex Short-wave and Television Club
Joint Hen. Sees.: Mr. C. J. Roekall. " Aubretia," Sea.

field Road, Rustington ; Mr. E. C. Cosh, " Anslyn,"
Mill Road, Augmering.

Otecent events have included lectures by represent -
lives of Standard Telephones and Cables. Ltd., and
Voigt Patents, Ltd. The Society have also paid a
visit Is) the. Portsmouth Technical College. 'The pro-
gramme arranged for the next few mouths is as
follows:-

February 24th.-Lecture by Mr. C. Channan, entitled
" Aerials foam the Amateur Standpoint."

March 9th and 23rd.-Morse
March Mu-Lecture by It. F. Hausford, entitled

" The Cathode lbw Tithe:
April 6th and 20th Morse Class.
May 4th and 16th.-Morse Clam.
June Ht.-Merge Class.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 177) -

FROM
the fact that the set was working

when being carried about it can be con-
cluded that it is battery -driven. If Mrs.
Midget was so naive in her surmise 'concern-
ing the cessation of reception-and there are
still some like her even . at this date-it is
fairly safe to conclude that she knows
nothing about the necessity for recharging
LT cells. The symptoms are quite consist-
ent with this explanation.
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THE SOUND STAGE of the new B.T-H. film laboratory at Rugby, where the latest equipment
for processing and printing 6 -mm. and 35 -mm. sound film has recently been installed ; facilities
for the post -recording of sound on " silent " film is included. As the four walls of the studio
are differently treated variations in' acoustic conditions can be obtained by changes in working

position on the floor.
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Recent Inventions
WIRELESS IN THE

STRATOSPHERE
THE invention is concerned 161h

a short-wave wireless outfit
for use, say, on a stratosphere
balloon, where the aerial normally
projects outside an all -metal
nacelle or cage and so is not
accessible from inside. In these
circumstances, if the exposed
aerial should freeze over when
in the stratosphere, or if it should
be deformed or damaged in the
process of taking -off, the wireless
transmitter is automatically put
out of action.

To prevent this, means arc pro-
vided for casting off the damaged
aerial and replacing it by a new
one, from inside the cage, without
losing either heat or oxygen from
the latter. The spare aerial,
which for use with " centimetre "
waves may be of the herring -bone
type, is collapsed like an umbrella,
and is passed through an airlock
tube from inside. As soon as it
emerges into the open the ribs
automatically open out by spring
action. The outer mounting may
be made with a universal joint so
that the aerial may be " pointed "
in any desired direction.

O. Bormann and J. Pintsrle
Kota-Ges. Convention date ((;er-
nanny), March 131h, 1936. No.
495019.

0 o 0 0

VALVE COUPLINGS
A N amplifier is back -coupledA through a filter circuit con-

sisting of a non -resonant combina-
tion of resistance and reactance in
order that the feed -back may give-
" zero" phase -change for a
selected frequency, and a phase -
change which varies in oppr)site

The British abstracts published here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office,
from specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25,
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1/- each.

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

will be included in this section

stantially pure sinusoidal wave-
form.

In the Figure, the parts shown
inside the dotted -line square form
a "filter" output: circuit, from
which voltage is fed back from the
point P to the grid of the first
valve V. A fraction of the out-
put. voltage is also fed back front
the valve VI through a variable
resistance R and condenser C to
a resistance RI in the cathode cir-
cuit of the valve- V. By varying
the value of the resistance R, the
amount of feed -back can be ad-
justed, so that the circuit acts
either as an oscillation -generator
or as a selective amplifier.

P. Winans and Muirhead
and Co., Ltd. Application dale,
April izth, 1937. No. 4971.18.

0 0 0 0

CATHODE-RAY TUBES
A CATHODE-RAY tube ISA formed with three or more

glass stems which are arranged
symmetrically around the centre
glass bulb. The object is to allow
the primary stream of electrons to
be strengthened by successive
stages of secondary emission.

The picture to be televised is
focused upon a photo -electric
cathode mounted at the end of one
of the - stems. The resulting
stream of primary electrons is
then drawn forward by the volt-
age of the adjacent anode until it
reaches the centre of the glass
bulb. Here the magnetic field
from an external winding deflects

R e
p

L 3

Feed -back circuit for generation or selective amplification of oscil-
lations.

senses for frequencies on either
side of the one selected. In addi-
tion, a negative feed -back is sup-
plied from a fractional part of the
output voltage. The arrangement
is designed to generate, or selec-
tively amplify, oscillations of sub -

the stream into one of the other
stems, which contains, at its far
end, a- secondary or target elec-
trode.

The impact of the primary
stream against this target liberates
secondary electrons which are

similarly drawn forward by the
voltage of a 'near -by anode to-
wards the centre of the bulb.
Here the amplified stream again
enters the magnetic control field,
but, since its direction of travel is
now different, it will be differently -
deflected towards a third stem
containing a third target elec-
trode. The process can be re-
peated indefinitely, or until the
amplified stream reaches the re-
quired strength.

The British Thomson -Houston
Co., Ltd. Convention date (Ger-
many), July 3oth, 1936, No.
497 J-60

0 o o

AUTOMATIC " QUALITY"
CONTROL

AUTOMATIC selectivity control
operates to increase the width

of the side -bands admitted to a
set when the carrier -wave is
strong, as it is when receiving
from a near -by station. Con-
versely, for distant signals the ad-
mittance band is narrowed down,
so that although the quality may
fall off, selectivity is improved.
Reproduction, in the latter case,
is unfavourably affected by the in-
creased attenuation of the outer
side -band frequencies relatively
to those nearer the carrier -wave.
This effect is most noticeable in
the sharply tuned IF stages of a
superhet set.

According to the inventien, a
negative feed -back is established
between the second detector and
the preselector circuits of the set.
through which voltages corre-
sponding to the rectified signals
are applied in phase -opposition to
the incoming signals. The object
is to increase the modulation
depth of the outer side -band com-
ponents relatively to those lying
nearer the carrier -wave. This off-
sets the subsequent attenuation
that must be expected in the IF
stages, and so gives a flatter fre-
quency response and a correspond-
ing all-round improvement in the
quality of reproduction.

Hazeltine Corporation (assign-
ees of A. Vivian). Convention
date (U.S.A.), August 13th, 1936.
No. 493477.

O 0 o o

TELEVISION AMPLIFIERS
THE ordinary single -valve am-

plifier introduces a phase -
difference of 18o° between the
input and output signals. This
phase -reversal has little signifi-
cance when the valve is handling
sound signals, but in television it
has the effect of converting a
positive into a negative image.
The proper phase can, of course,
be restored by passing the signals
through a second amplifier, but a
more economical remedy may be
desirable.

According to the invention, a
single -valve amplifier is arranged
to eliminate the phase -reversal in
question. As shown in the
Figure, television signals over -a
wide band of frequencies are fed

from a low -impedance transmis-
sion line through terminals T to
a resistance R in the cathode lead
of the amplifier. The resistance
should have a value which is large
compared with the reciprocal of
the mutual conductance of the
amplifier, and is arranged in series
with a battery B which neutralists
the effect of the cunent flowing
through the valve, so that nor-
mally there is no potential drop

Avoiding phase reversal in an
amplifying stage.

across it. Under these conditions
the output signal in the anode
resistance RI will maintain the
phase of the input signal. The
grid of the amplifier is earthed
through a biasing battery C.

E. L. C. White and J. Hard-
wick. .4pplication date, March
6th, 1937. No. 496872.

0 0 0 0

PROGRAMME INDICATORS
AFRAMED indicator is

arranged to display, the item
being broadcast, at any given
hour, from any one of a selected
list of stations. Ott the front of
the casing is a sheet on which a
list of transmitting stations ap-
pears in a vertical column, with
the programme items set out in a
horizontal liue against each. The
horizontal spacing is divided into
twenty-four divisions, one to each
hour of the day, these being
marked at the top of the casing.

A pointer is moved by a clock -
driven band along the horizontal
" hour" slip, and serves to show
the particular item being broad-
cast at any given hour, and also
to indicate the time of clay. The
" hour " slip is preferably made
as a continuous band. which is
fitted with two pointers, so that
one is visible on one day, and the
second on the next day. The
clockwork drive may be fitted with
an alarm, which can be set to give
audible warning of any particu-
larly desirable item.

J. C. Rogerson. Application
date._ September 15th, 1937. No.
496837.
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Meissner "A FAMOUS NAME.
FOR

TWO DECADES"
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

Leading
Manufacturers
of
I.F. TRANSFORMERS

COILS

TUNING UNITS

R.F. CHOKES

CONDENSERS

PUSH-BUTTON
TUNERS

WAVE TRAPS

SIGNAL SHIFTERS

COMPLETE
RECEIVER KITS

ADAPTER KITS

DIALS

SWITCHES

REMOTE CONTROLS

PERMEABILITY
TUNERS
Etc., Etc.

HE ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO
(& MOTORS) LTD.

have pleasure in stating they have arranged
for the sole rights to market MEISSNER pro-
ducts in this country. MEISSNER has facil-
ities second to none for the development
and production of almost any electronic
equipment. The laboratories alone cover
an area the size of many radio factories.
Every facility of this- huge organisation is
behind every product you buy bearing the
MEISSNER name. Order any item with the
assurance that no finer quality is available at
any price. Send 2d. stamp for price lists
and full technical data on any product."

LIMITED DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES
AVAILABLE. WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS TO SET
MANUFACTURERS.

ADDRESS ALL ENQUIRIES TO:

AGENTS: ANGLO AMERICAN RADIO (& MOTORS) LTD.

ALBION HOUSE, 59 NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.C.1
TeI

Temple Bar
- 3231

A PORTABLE 20 WATT AMPLIFIER

Oak case with lid and carrying
handles. Output approximately
20 watts undistorted. Four out-
put impedances provided as
standard -24, 12, 6 and 3 ohms.
Bass and treble tone controls
for pick - up. Press button
metering for all stages.
DIMENSIONS -20" high, 201"
wide, 16" deep.

MODEL 503.-20 Watt Amplifier Unit
with motor and Piet° P.U. in Oak
Case, £50.15.0.

MODEL 504.-20 Watt Amplifier as
above, but with 2 Turntable Units,
£61.10.0.

MODEL 505.-20 Watt Unit in Oak
Box,with Record Changer and Pie.°
P.U., £56.15.0.

MODEL 506.-20 Watt Amplifier in
natural Waxed Oak Box, less Gramo-
phone Unit, £42. 10,0.

PAIVIPHONIC REPRODUCERS LTD.
(Associated with PIT Ltd.)

45 St. Pancras Way, London, N.W.1. 'Phone: EUSTON 1727

Mention of "The Wireless

HE
YOUR SET for the

FIRST TIME!

With the Belling -Lee ' SKYROD ' Aerial System, you
hear the true performance of your receiver for the
first time. Modern conditions have surrounded
practically every house to -day with a field of electrical
interference from power cables, telephone wires,
vacuum cleaners, lighting circuits, etc., re -radiated
by every piece of metalwork in the house, including
the gutters. Pure signals lie above this field, where
only the vertical ' SKYROD '-stretching 25ft. above
the roof-can reach them. A special shielded down -lead
then protects them as they travel down to the set.

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
The ' SKYROD ' Aerial System improves reception,
extends range, and increases signal-to-noise ratio
amazingly. You don't have to .take our word for it,
either. If you are disappointed with results, we will
arrange for the full refund of your money. Ask your
dealer, or write for interest-
ing free booklet.

1 The BEL UNG -LEE

KYROD
FE:AERIAL SI/STEILWIJED fOR

EE LTNG
CAMBRIDGE AIRTERIAL .RO.AD1111,ENFIEI.D, MIDDA

In four different mount-
ings, from

..£3 .19 .6
to £6.7.0

or on H.P. Terms from
113 weekly.

68_1

And this-THE
MOST AMBITIOUS
RECEIVER OF THE
YEAR, Model PP.1939

Built according to the
most advanced theoreti-
cal practice, it combines
the full specification of
the large American
receiver with the addi-
tional requirements of
the British listener.

Price 32 gns.
Loudspeaker eguipmeni.
extra.
All McCarthy apparatun avail-
able on 7 days approval age mat
cash. Hire purchase readily
available.

McCarthy
Chassis ...
-truly all-wave-even the
smallest, with continuous
coverage from 13 to 550
metres.

RS639 - Illustrated
8 stages, 6 valves, 4 wave-
bands, for AC Mains.

Price £9.0.0
RS639U. As above, for AC,DC Mains.
RS739. 9 stages, 7 valves, 4 wavebands. for
AC Mains £10 17 6

RS739U. As above, for AC/DC Mains.
PP739. 9 stages, 7 valves, 4 wavebands, push-
pull output. providing 10 watts undistorted, AC

LII II 0

PP939. 11 stages, 9 valves, 4 wavebands, push.
pull output, providing 12 watts undistorted -
Noise suppression, variable selectivity, non -
drift, IF transformers, permeability tuned,
Wave range 10-2,200 metres, AC E14 14 0

PP939 U. As above, for AC/DC Mains.

McCARTHY
RADIO CHASSIS

H. McCarthy Ltd.,
1 92, Queensway, Bayswater, London, W.2

Please send 'Abridged List of Chassis, free.

1

Name

Address.

W.W. 23.2.39

TVorld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is

12 words or less, 3/- and 3d. for every
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue 13 consecutive insertions 5%, 26 con-
secutive, 10%; 52 consecutive, 15%.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World,".Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26n, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late far a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

T:etPrtlrtlint::t:gt to
refuse withdraw

advertisements thdirsio¢.
Postal -Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made gc Co. payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Notes beteg
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

gThEOALLIERS Ltd.-See our advertisement on Inside
Back Cover. Also classified advertisement Surplus

teceivers.
VOTE New Address. -31, Craven Terrace, Lancaster

Gate, W.2. Paddington 2745. [7934
ARMSTRONG Co. Have Nine New Radio Chassis of

Outstanding Merit, from the press -button model at
£7/18/6 to toe large variable selectivity model at
£17/17.

ARMSTRONG Announce Model .A46JFC Amplifier.-
This new unit is a 6 -watt push-pull amplifier having

in addition to the nurmal 'fiat frequency response, both a
bass and treble boost circuit giving control of the fre-
quency response at both ends of the audio spectrum; the
price 'of model A46/FC is 11 gas.

ADVANCE Details of the New Amplifier, toaether with
particulars of our standard 6 -watt amplifier model

,A46/7 at 9 gns., the 12 -watt amplifier model 127/PX
at 12 gns. and the local station feeder unit RF2/4 at
3 gns.. are available on request.

ARiASTRONG Co., 100. St. Pancras Way, Camden
Town, London, N.W.1. [7974

ALBA, Ferguson, Ever -Ready, Halcyon, Portadyne,
Sparton, Spencer and other first class makes always

in stock; wholesale only.-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys,
36, Henry St., Blackpool. [0610

UNBEATABLE Valued -1939 Quality mains amplifiers.
complete with matched energised speaker, 8 watts,

undistorted push-pull output, negative feed -back volume
and tone control; E6/12/6, carriage paid.-Radio
Supplies, Balmoral. Pavilion Drive, Leigh -on -Sea. [8083

0 -VALVE, 5 -waveband, 6 to 2,000 metres, magic eye
tuning, AVC, tone control, band spread indicator,

Pickup terminals, 12in., super speaker, guaranteed, chas-
sis and speaker only, £10/10; cabinet, £2/2 extra.
13 Speaker.

All -wave Crossley Chassis with 15in. Super
1a, Speaker. auto expressor, Phant,on control, A% C. tone
control, wonderful reproduction, chassis Price £15/15;
cabinet £3/3 extra: guaranteed.
SINCLAIR SPEAKERS, Alma Grove, CoPenhagen.090St..

N.1. [

BAKERS 2 R.F. Receiver and " Wireless World "
Quality Amplifier at £7110 (usual price £15), plus

a Baker Corner Horn Speaker, is the best value in quality
apparatus available to-day,.-Descriptive leaflet from the
Pioneer Manufacturers since 1925 Bakers Selhurst Radio,
75, Sussex Rd., South. Croydon. [8045

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

COMMUNICATIONS Receivers.

TWO Brand New Iffillicrafter Receivers.

9
Radiographic.

Ltd.ud 9-555
metres, send for details to

1.10ADIOGRAPHIC, Ltd., 66, Osborne St., Glasgow, Cl..
-it, Bell 848. [8074

COMPLETE Range of "New Era " Amplifiers, perfect
quality; iika. stamp for full lists.

" L.C.R.S.," 23, Lisle St., Leicester. Square.
[8060

ARMSTRONG
NEW VARIABLE SELECTIVITY

MODEL AWI25PP

12 -IL 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

(12-550 continuous, 1000-2000 m.)
with R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10
watts R.C. coupled Triode &17.17P.P. Output.

Further extracts from
The

Wireless
World

TEST. REPORT, Jan. 5th, 1939
".: . a really live performance

on all wavelengths "
BIdouttaorissesdeleinctioan acgodssrileebvtiknchofca'rcrillbse. ptrhoeduc ci recduitlijaos,

British valves and components throughout at an attractive price
without sacrificing anything on the score'of efficiency in the first
essentials of performance.

Every detail of the assembly and wiring is neat and workman-
like, the controls are smooth and well graded.

The oscillator tracking is good and the sensitivity is unusually
well maintained throughout the whole range of the receiver.
Wherever one decides to search for stations, whether it be the
13 -metre band at the lower extremity of the range, the se -called
'trawler' band or the long waves, one finds the same. char-
acteristic vitality which betokens an RF (sage and two good IF
amplifiers pulling their whole weight.

The three degrees of selectivity glee clearly defined increases
in band width. They have been welt chosen,

The volume control Is smooth and the output stage accepts
all that the set will give it without showing distress."

Copy of complete Report FREE upon request.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance -until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

All Models Gladly Demonstrated

All Chassis sent on 7 days' approval, carriage paid
12 inrionrris, GUARANTEE

ARMSTRONG MANFG. ' CO.
100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

'Phone: GULliver 3105

"1?gclia. Data Charts," 4 5erie:s. of Abacs

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

maybe addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World"
Office, When this is desired, the sun, of 6d. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c$ "The Wireless World."

'All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, No "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
Readers mho reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except in
registered metopes: in all such eases the use of the
Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should
be clearly marked "Deposit Department."

Sl DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage oue way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility. For all transactions up to ElO, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged ; on transactions over £10 and under
f50, the fee is 216; over f90, 5/, All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Stifle & Sons Limited. -

SPECIAL NOTE. Readers who reply to advertise-
ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

BANKRUPT' Stock.-Brand new 1938 radio sets in
makers' cartons with guarantees at less than half

retail prices; send 11,41.. stamp for list bargains. -261-3.
Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham. [7956
T1EGALLIER'S Ltd., sample bargains.-Watch this

column from time to time for these. Every article
brand new and covered by usual guarantee; 50 only, 1939
Atwater Kent 9 -valve chassis (10ikx101/2x12), valves and
12in. Magnavox speaker, A.C. 100-260 volts, 5 bands,
6-18, 16-49, 49-170, 180-550, 800-2,100 metres, latest
Octal valves with output of 10 watts; price £11, carriage
3/6; also limited number of Crosley 1938 into expres-sionator 12 -valve (3 bands), with 12in. speaker, 10 gns.,
care. 3/6; or 13 -valve with 15in. speaker, 12 gns., car-
riage 4/6; lists not available on the above. Also see ouradvertisement on Inside Back Cover.-Degallier's, Ltd.,31, Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate, London, W. Pad-dington 6492 and 2745. [8091Wanted
wAiremrcriri,,f%11.5-band receiver.-Box 137479gg

PUBLIC ADDRESS
V
VORTEXION P.A. Equipment,
IMITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite You to a Demonstration.

1 0 -W,ATT coone rn.

speaker;
Amplifier. 30-18,000 cycles, inde-pendent mike and gram., inputs and con-trols, 0.037 volts required to full load, output for 4. 7.5 ,and 15 ohms speakers or to specification, inaudible hum

level; 12 -volt car batteify and A.C. mains model. 12 gess:A.O. only model, 81/2 gns., complete, as reviewed by " Wire-

Icss W°rid"VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.

mitatrs.
mPoortotarbalendARmliefiremr,ei in carer15 -2 0

£14.
50-wizzveOulzudt usenpdaerrattsvrecattigeornsdilipornsinttch

screen and bias. with better than 45 regulation, levelresponse, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver trans-
former and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms im-
pedance electronic mixing for mike and pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and Plugs: £15.
COMPLETE in Case, with turntable. B.1'.II. PiezoPick-up and shielded microphone transformer, £20.
8 0- %%par Model, with negative feed back; £25 com-

plete,

Marled, with negative feed back; £40, corn-

254:1- 2255/5-, Ts;
Full Ware Speaker, field supply

ALT,F.A. Accessories in. Stock.

VOIMON,imLotnde.
Lib, 2814.

Broadway, Wimbledon,

Post free ri:or
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PUBLIC ADDRESS
AlIPLIFYING Equipment. P.A. vans for sale or hire.

Booklet on request.-Alexander Black, -Ltd., 55.
Ebury St., SA% .1. Sloane 6129. [0599
nhUALITY Amplifiers and Microphone Equipments for
Yeg Dire or Permanent lnstallation.-Harmony House,
116, Cambridge Rd., Southport. [7992
MAP< 18 Watt A.C.-D.C. Granite Amplifier, speaker,

mike, etc., complete, used only 5 hours, just cost
£50; accept £35.-Details 1, Fairfield Rol, Broadstairs.

[8076

CAR RADIO
CAR Roof Aerials. improved type, chromium plated.

17/6 complete; vertical telescopic type, 12/6; Ameri-
can underear aerials, single dipole. 9/6; De Luxe twins,
rubber covered. 20/- pair; carriage pan.).

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED. Essex Home.
Stratford. E.15. Maryland 3191. [0577

IF You Own a Car Radio, it is bound to " ga wrong
some time: be a good friend to it and get it repaired

quickly, and at reasonable cost; all makes overhauled;
free quotatioirs.-Scott-Sessions Co., Car Radio Depart.
meet, Exchange Works, Muswell Hill, 11.10. Tudor
4101-2. [7498

USED SETS FOR SALE
FERRANTI

TT Ell.:12t;N7enjon2ra;;N.317" Rudiogm rat; 24-gn. model.
Edg-

ware. 'Phone: 0493. [8071

SCOTT
SCOTT 2t7r.ivpailelee;pmerustlynntdesteldparilydermackZs,.£7,6trlet

ac-
cept £55-Kingston 2233. [8084

W.W. MONODIAL
" TVIRELESS WORLD" 1936 alonodial Modified, with

Y Y W.W., P.P., Q.A.. 6 -watt, 11 valves, less speaker;
£12.-43, Zetland Rd., Red., [8093

W.W. QUALITY AMPLIFIER
WIRELESS WORLD" Push-pull Quality Amplifier.

QA receive, Magnavox 66 and tweeter; £9.-N. Temple, Knockdolian, Comrie, Perthshire. [80E5

EXCHANGE OR WANTED

YED: :p"rrTer':only cheap.-Harvey.Rockwell Rd., Dagenham.

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.
VORnoTtE,X0IuOr Supply G.P.O., B.B.C., L.P.T.B. Why

ALL Models Super Shrouded, primaries screened and
tapped. 200-250v.. filaments C.T.

ANY Model Fitted 5, or 6.3v. Filaments, it Required.
500.0.?0..0 2.1.5 0A111.,,,i:)..4rai,502,;,5a-;,n4;. price.ar 4, 2a.,
r,,,nd1-0-500 120 ma., 46. 4a., 4v: 2.5a., 4v 1-2a .1-2:1 28/, 400, or 450v., same price.
425-0-L251.1503217a., 40. 8-10a., 4v. 2.5a., 4r. la.,
350.0,31 4

extra 4e.
6vi v2.5a., 4v. 1-2a., 21/-;

350-0-350v. 75 ma., 4, 2.4a., 4vi 1-2a.; 18/-.

250-0-2504., 60 ma., 4v. 2-4a., 4, 1-2a.; 15/-.
A UTO Transformers, 100-120 to 200-240v.; 80 watts,A 11/-; 120 watts, 14/6; 200 watts, 21/-; 250 watts.

25/-; 300 watts, 28/-; 500 watts, 47/6.
W.W. Q.A. Output Transformer; 21/-.
mICROP.PIONE Transformers, in heavy magnetic
171 ...Wing; 12/6.
0140KES.-3011. 60 ma., 7/6e 7-13h. 120' ma., 12/6;
V 301s. 150 ma.. 15/-; 25h. 150 m.a.' 21/..
TRANSFORMERS and Chokes to Any Specification.

CAR' Battery Charger, 6 and 12v., 1!4 to 2 amperes;
304- complete.

v OR jELO 182, The Broadway,
b11on.

4c;phone,et
033

rrANTALIIM for A.C. VoarrkZrsi,,,Y.;Taa.arrs'td.1:11-47,,1.1-.

[7263

CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers 'under cost

of. manufacture (undrilled), 30,/- up wants; motors at
wholesale prices.
" FIT -A -GRAM " Cabinet, 317(17g15; 21/,

U NDRILLED Table Console and Loud -speaker Cabinet;
1, from 3/6.INSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country ens.

tourers.

H. L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., W.2.
Tel.: Pad. 5891. [0485.

B RAND New Radiogram Cabinets (undrilled), 55/-;
worth 10 ens.; also magnificent television ..abinets,

new. 35/..-Particulars, Haines and Son, 23, Denmark St...
W.C.2. Tem. 5900. [8069

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
.c.-A.C. Convertors, motors, all voltages, for .le andD wanted.-Easco, 18a, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [0558

ALT. Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors.. bat-
tery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc., iu

stock. new and second-hand.

A.°-7: for Operating Re-
ceivers iwat.(i,ut,2/

150 wee'. output, £3/10.
WARD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. Tel.:

Holborn 9703. [0518

REM ER_
1939 RADIO

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS. Westinghouse
Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To charge 2 volts
at ! amp., 10/- ;6 volts at t amp., 16,6 ; 6 volts at I amp.,
19 b ; 12 volts at 1 amp., 21/- ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down A.C. mains
between 100-250 volts. 60 watts, 9/- 100 watts, 11/6.
PREMIER TRANSVERSE CURRENT MICROPHONE,
20". Microphone Transformer 6/-. Table Mike Stand,716.
BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes, pick-
ups. etc. Single, 4d. yd.; Twin, 6d. vd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING, CRYS-
TALS, 7 mc. and 3.5 mc., 10/- each, Enclosed holder
and base, 3/,
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from .0001 to

mf., Sd. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, 4, 5, 6 and. 7 pin, 6d. each.
Oetals, 9d.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all fittings,1/- each.
PREMIER S.W. H.E. Chokes, 10-100 metres, 95. each.
Pie -wound, 1/6 each. Screened, 1,6 each.
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pm types, 13-26, 22-47,
41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit. Special
set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with circuit.
Premier 3.band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres.
Suitable any type circuit. 2/6.
UTILITY MicroCursor Dials, Direct and 100:1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers,all-brass constructimi,
with Trolitul insulation. 15 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 1,7 
40 mmf., 1/9 ; 100 mmf., 2/- ; 160 mmf., 2/3 ; 250
mmf.. 2/6.
TROLITUL DOUBLE SPACED TRANSMITTING CON-
DENSERS. 15 name, 2/9 ; 40 mmf., 3/6 1160 mine. 4/6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin 1/- each.
METAL RECTIFIERS, 250 v., 60 ma. output, 4,6 each.
AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Dis-
tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5,6 each. Alr the new
Octal Base tubes at 6 6 each, 23.0 and 250, VII each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./HL.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./
V.H.P., A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Fre4.
Changers, 8,6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/1 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 ; Tri. Grid Pen., 10/6 ; 3# -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 56.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mn. B.F. Pens, Double Diode 'Triodes. Oct.
Freq. Change., 7/6 each. Full -wave and Half -wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 each. .

Premier Short-Wave Kits -
Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams pod
lucid 'instructions for building and working. Each kit
is suppliml with a sled Chassis and Pend and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metr..
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit ... 17'6
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter. Kit -... 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit 22 6
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ... 25'-
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58,6

Match ma ksr Universal f

Modulation -Transformers
WiU match anymodulator to any R.F. load. 50 watts,
17,6 ; 150 watts29 6 ; 300 watts, 4916.
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS. Will match any output valves to any
speaker impedance. 11 ratios fmni 13:1 to 80:1.
5.7 watts, 13/6 ; 10-15 watts, 17/6 ; 20-30 watts, 29,6.

 Send for full details.

PREMIER 1939 HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIERS

.A NEW COMPLETE RANGE OF 7 HIGH FIDELITY
P.A. AMPLIFIERS FOR A.C. OR A.G./D.C. MAINS

OPERATION.
With the exception of the 3 -waft models, all Premier
Amplifiers incorporate the new Premier Matchmaker
Output Transformer, enabling any single or combination
of speakers to be used. 0-, 8/10, and 15 -watt systems
are provided with two separate input channels which
can be mixed to any level. The 30- and 60 -watt systems
have 3 input channels. Tne built-in Pre -Amplifiers
ensure that the gain is sufficient for any low-level crystal
or velocity microphone. The actual gain of the 6-,
95, 30- and 00 -watt amplifiers is over 100. decibels.
Tone controls arc also incorporated.

Completely
Kit of Paris Wired and
with Valves. Tested.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier £2 0 0 £2 15 0

3 -watt A.C./D.C. £2 0 0 £2 15 0

0 -watt A.C. £5 5 0 £6 0 0

8-11awatt A £4 10 0 £5 5 0
15 -watt A.C. , £5 15 0 £7 0 0

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.
Our City Branch is moving from 165 to 169, Fleet
Street. You are invited to inspect the many BARGAINS at
our CLEARANCE SALE-NOW ON
at 165, FIcet Street, E.C.4. Callers only.
Have you had our 1 939 Catalogue, Handbook and
Valve Manual? 90 pages of Radio price ad.
Bargains and Interesting Data. i

-Tess
ALL POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167, Levn.
Clapton Road, London, E.S. Amherst 4723.
CALLERS to:-Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet Street,

.E.C.4. Central 2833, or 50, Hieh Street, Clapham, S.W.4.
Maraf1111,/ 2381. c

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stork; tracker

units, £417/.6; recording motors, .83/17/6.-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Litre St., W.C.2.

[0595
T IVERPOOL Sound Studios, 836, Bold St.. Liverpool.

-Personal recordings from 3/6; simplifiers, micro-
phones, recording motors and trackers, blank discs, etc,

[7964

NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS
BAKERS' New Corner Horn Speakers are in Demand:

they set a new high standard in the re-creation of
speech and muscle; every nmsic lover rhould write for
details of out special demonstration model otter which
places a Baker ierner loom speaker within the reach of
all.-Descriptive leaflets free from Bakers' Selhurst Radio;
75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon. [8089

LOUD -SPEAKERS -

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

irstLety. 24.11=ii.4.71E1'.;14n=1.1:r.toe 111Zii

3,000 Sneakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised
4/c. to 14in., including several Epoch 18in.

--Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0590

BAKERS New Corner Horn Spmkers Take the Place
of All Other Models; a number of the famous Super

Power Speakers as solely specified 'for the " Wireless
World A.V.C. Quality Receiver, are available at 'halt
nsuat prices.-Details from the Pioneer Manufactnrers
since 1925. Bakers Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [8047

LOUD -SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
QINCLAIR SPEAKERS.-For conversions of all makes and types; advice given.-Alma Grove. Copenhagen
St., N.1. [1593

AKERS New Triple Cone and Corner Horn Conner-
-8, sinus Wilr 'Immensely Improve Reproduction from
Your Present Speaker, whether eleetro or permanent mag-
net, and whatever make; prices from 29/6, 'including
fitting.-Details from the Pioneer elarmfacturers since
1925, Bakers Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [8048

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
TR

1NSMITTER Short Wave Crystal Controlled Mains
Driven, cost £50; selling £15 or nearest.-Knowles.

20, Salcott Rd., Beddington. [8079

(5N1.-The.
recognised distributors for amateur equip -

N.74 meet. National R.M.E., Thordarson. Hammarlund.
McMurdo. Bailie. Hers, ie.; send Vied. stamp for cata-
logue -0551 (Birmingham), Ltd.. 44, Holloway Head,
Birmingham. [0531

A.C.S. RADIO, specialists In shortwave apparatus,
communication receive., including Hallicrafters.

National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment. valves and
components.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn 98945. G2NK,
Technical Manager. [0550

VALVES
ANDERSON_'
ALLR.Tdy. es of ,Agfricoann. RVaayltrilnfl, g

all
truabdees only.

anteed, 5/- each; also line cords, resistances and electro-lyticfullycondensers for replacements. Stamp with all
eu,11 i ries..

AN?1,11,Sw0001% 3,4i..,,,Vadhani Avenue, Waltham -tow,

3/ _ Ponta. -types American valves.

41- Each.-All popular Octal types.

TRANSNIITTING Tubes, rectifiers, etc., all in stock;
write for pries,

 A ISIOGR A PHIC. Ltd., 66, Osborne SC, Glasgow.
Bell 848.

ALL Types of American Tub. in Stock of Impex and
Arcturus 'makes, at competitive price's.

WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Re-
placement Valves for Any British, non -ring. Ameri-

can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.
SEND for Lists of These, and also electrolytic condensers,

line cords, resistances, etc.
C1L1S. F. WARD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4

Holborn 9703. [0452

V.Are , onT4n_g_sir=1,iritityoz,
36. Henry

ar,thi Irir whole-
sale

[0609
SPECIAL Offer.-Americanrakes in makers' cartons:

all types. 3/- each; octals 3/6 each, postage extra.-
Metropolitan Radio Service.

A-ERICAN Valves, first grade, in all types; trade
supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Ca., 1021.

Finchley Rd., N.W11. Speedwell 3000. [0436

/ 9 ---ril-2;1
American

H"VaZ; 521srPetristi"
valves; cheapest in Britain; IAA stamp for revised lists.-
Shippere, 18, Corporation St., Manchester. [0607

METERS, ETC.
o-WMeetsewa, condition.; 7 gnibi-6F6f6.

.A.V.?;adWeeesntogn..iriTeasyoltyl,,..-11Lnten,..'jirpiseleytsr, 3%6Vealrity etc.;s.

Blackpool., E06otiWanted
WANTED.-Goad

. ltt Universal all-purpose meter-Aarn
47,

ea
Glasgow,

"Foundations of lifireless," Second Edition. '4s. 6d. net. Post free 45. lid."
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TEST EQUIPMENT
CQ:LT:e7;Een'rntI- brings fullfull

Oscilloscopes from
frroentlureturn firoTt'.

" L.C.R.13!," 23, Lisle St., Leicester Square, Londoa.59

WEMON18,Vgailli.ve; yoorltilregr;,s.to.drealh-a6.6,9, 3notw, Ruanetadr:

Place, Edinburgh. (8078
PllILCO Valve Tester (Made by Well Known Manufac-

turer), A.C. 200-260, complete with two panels and
elaborate display stand, embodying three coloured lights
for good, bad or .weak valves, which work in conjunction
with meter, listed £17/10; .£.8/5, carriage paid.

HENRY'S. 72, Wellington Av., Stamford Hill, N.15.
'Phone: Stamford Hill 2907. [8090

NEW COMPONENTS
A N LO AMERICAN RADIO (and NIOTORS), Ltd.
MEISSNER 1939 Products.

JUST Arrived.

47 ie.-New' 8 -button push-button toner, can be
/V affixed to any superhet or T.R.F. receiver, any

make, 2 or 3 -gang mains or battery, only three wires
to connect to top of gang condensers, the best push-button
tuner the United States has produced; order now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten
minutes to Oh.

£12 /10.-Meissner signal shifter is completer!,
assembled, wired and adjusted with one

set -of coils and bas its own power supply, three provision
switch providing "automatic stand-by," "continuous
operation,". and " manual stand-by ''; in fact, makes your
QSO's 100%

t10 /17 /6-AThwave tuning unit.

T'",'leTget:Tt Acilfhwtit:e Receiver, Assembly
Com-

plete
coil and switch assembly, 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils for each banal, low Mss bakelite forms, alignaire
trimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch. Meissner quality Pre-
cision 3 -gang variable tuning condense, illuminated oblong
dial, fully calibrated 5 -band scale, completely mounted
on rigid crackled steel chassis. all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers.
coupling condensers and A.V.C. network as.sociated with
the R.F. mixer and oscillator circuits; every unit com-
pletely aligned and padded and laboratory tested; 2d.
stamp brings complete illustrated lists of Meissner
products by return post from sole distributing agents of
Meissner Manufacturing Company of U.S.A. .

A NGLO-AldgRICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.A (Dept. V;201, Albion House, New Oxford St.; Lon-
don, W.C.L 'Phone: Temple Bar 3231. [7643

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS,- ETC.

R
TELEPHONE: Holborn 4631.

RA DIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1.
open the New Year with special offers of brand new

receivers and components, etc., maintaining their reputa-
tion as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radio.**
AA CE Model AW563 6 -valve All -wave superhet Receiver,

fitted automatic tuning, providing choice of 5 stations
instantly at the touch of a button, 3 wave -bands, mains
superhet for A.C. mains only, 200-250 volt, British Octal
valves are fitted as follows, pentagrid, frequency changer,
band-pass coupled to II.F. pentode; I.F. amplifier. double
diode valve, providing delayed -A.V.C. and detection, fol-
lowed by pentode L.F. amplifier coupled to power pen-
tode output valve (3 watts undistorted output), provision
ler gramophone pick-up and extra loud -speaker, floodlit
glass tuning scale calibrated with station names and
wave lengths, cathode ray tuning valve and wave -banal
indicator, special slow motion tuning device, two-tone
bentwood highly polished walnut cabinet,' wave range
19-50, 200-550 and 800-2,000 metres, brand new listed
12 gnst; our price X5/19/6 to clear.
* * *
IMMEDIATE Delivery Now Offered of

TIORITISII Belmont 8.valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave
A.C. Supethet Chassis, 4 wave -hands, two short,

medium and long, fitted latest Mullard octal base Ameri-
can type valves. Brief specification: Short wave 6-18
metres boosters television sound), short wave 2. 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres, long 900-2.000
metres. Valve combination 6K7. Pre II.F., 6J7 oscillator.
637 mine:, 6E7 I.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.F. two Opts parallel output. 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial, station
names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tossing, volume and
on/off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch wave change plus ammo. switch. Size of chassis.
13Win.x1Oin.x3in. Supplied complete with valves.
escutcheon, knobs and chassis bolts. but less speaker;
£5/19/6 each. 
COMPLETE a.verii-nT':P;b=t:er....4leteVea;r17
* *

DECCA 6 -valve 3 Wave-bandBattery Chassis. fitted
complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QpP out-

put; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
wave -bands, and are the product of a well-known manu
lecturer; complete with valves, £3/3 each.
* * *

B.I. 25 Mid., 25.volt, wire end tubulars; 6c1. each.

B.I. 4 Mfd., 200 -volt, wire end,tubulars; ltd. each.

PLESSEY Rotary Switches, make and break Yaxley type.,
18 contact; 4d. each.

TILESSEY Rotary Switches. make and break Tetley
type, 6 contact; 3d, each.

AO Bargains Continued in ThirdR

AT LAST . .
THE METER YOU HAVE WANTED-

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

.11A NGES

BRITISH

MADE

.441 Model
80A

THE 70 RANGE UNIVERSAL .2;,0.005

10°
TAYLORMETER A7...3%.
is a fully guaranteed precision.built
instrument. Although its coat is
unusually low for such a comprehen-
sive meter, its sensitivity, accuracy
and reliability leave nothing to be
desired. Fitted with a sturdy 4V
moving coil jewelled movement it covers
D.C. volts 0.002-2,000: A.C. Output
and volts 0.2-2,000; D.C. Current 10,A-
20 amps; A.C. Current I0,A-5 amps;
Resistance 0.1 ohm -5 megohms : with

. internal battery. Output -18 to + 60
D.B. at the touch of two switches, and
an adaptor is available to increase the
voltage range in 5,000-10,000 A.G. and
D.C.
Fill in and Post th is Coupon NOV/

)Model 80B
5,600
ohms

per volt

Model 80C
20.000

1 :ohms
per volt

LOW DEPOSIT

EASY TERMS

AVAILABLE

To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
77/77a, Queen V ictoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
Neese send me full details of the TAYLORMETER.

"Name

Address
letw.6

If you want
ilf STENING

us e---

MARCONI-EKCO

NIGH FIDELITY
EARPHONES

Y

SPECIFICATION Extremely
high sensitivity Input Im-
pedance 22 ohms; Maxinmm
Input Soo milliwatts ; Fre-
quency charaderistie ± to dB
from zoo to 6,oro
Weight 6 oas. earpiece only,
16 ass. double earpieces with
band. Doodle earphones with
headband, £9 0 0. Single ear-
phone with moulded handle,
£4 4 0.
Write for full details and.copy
of "Wireless World" report to

00 No other method of
sound reproduction ap-
proaches the near -perfec-
tion of Marconi-Elcco High
Fidelity Earphones. Re-.
sponse is of the highest
order over a frequency
range of 50 to 8,000 c.p.s.!
Concrete advantages of
this high -quality reproduc-
tion are: listeners with
defective hearing suffer no
loss in tonal quality; the
earphones are ideal for
engineers' sound monitor-
ing use; and many uses
are opened up for the
medical profession.

MARCO N I-EKCO
INSTRUMENTS LTD.

Electra House, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., continuing bargains in

***
.UGa yrtsfrlessyMallory Electolytics, at the

Q-1-4-1-4-1-4 311d., 570o. working, +4 mfd. 300v. working.
metal case, size 21,91n.xlm:x41/2in.,' tmanmon nega-

tive; for E.M.I. replacements, etc.; 3/- each.
10-1-0rrifd.A70e;.ch7orking, can neutral, common nega-

tive;

8 +1e2atSbo'l.l.Vg3,"..vr:rhglit, 211gotiT!'
each.

2 4 n1'. 45Cv working, can type, can negative; 1/6

16 Mid, 4750. wanking, ditto; 1/6 each.

16 l'Jfvde-, 475c. working,king, can neutral, separate negrt-

3 + 8e-l-nN:lec,/,Ifjggn 4n540,iti:,veci,rkM,e:Ni-dboard type, wire'.

3 Slid., 42,:incrrnkIngil,ticio-;161/Tfd,acV0v. working, can

113- *(71rek.'t"rfa, tCa6n mciodam340 negative,] ditto,
1'

is,`Ifel;;t?,1°,°.=iat;fi., +14/2mL1L'Il`!5°' working' common

6 311d., 450v. working, can type; 1/- each.

8 Mfd., 350,. working, can type; 1/5 each.

60 Mfd., 150v. working, can typei 1/- each.

50Mfcl., 12v., wire end tubulars; Sd. each.

25 Slid., 3 -volt working. tubular, wire ends; 6d. each.

* * *
, y A XLEY Type Switches.

TYPE 111187s,hfit;po217, 56 -way, 4 bank, 8V,in. overall

TYPE gir 1575, siliaKo,lei/.4-aagh,. 3 bank, 6t/in. overall

TYPEth7....,V7.4,1L,ptoilie,i2inhTilka,ft71Saadch11..G switch,

***
 110t1tXrili:teivIr,ovlimC:aillueakers, 7skin. cone, Universal

WEiAolpTEXn=insgireCheeit:cdess;.
10/6t

40 Ilenries,

WE.gloTirmsrirlo..thing Chokes, 80 m.a., 30 Henries,

BItsAMi6g:(1;V:Ilitirg,e
Sd,
donitaxl wire wound. 'with

c E Volume.0,,5i:0:ContiControls, withosottchio, l000nog,

250,000, 500.000, 100,000; 2/3 each.***
LISSEN L2D. Valfes, brand new, boxed; 6c1. each.

LISSEN B2 Valves, brand new, boxed; 1/ each.

LISSEN B220 Valves, brand new, boxed; 2/6 each.

** *
POLAR N.S.F. 1 watt Resistances, all 'sizes up to 2

meg; 31/2d. each, 3/- dozen.
GRAHAM FARISH Ceramic Short Wave Valveholders,

4 -pin only; 3d. each.

***
SPECIAL Offer Plessey Slow Motion Haves.

TYPE 1841/1125, size of dial Sin. square, dual speed
friction drive, two bolt fixing; 2/- each.

TYPE 1393, slze of dial 4in.x5in.. single speed friction
drive, two bolt fixing; 1/10 each.

TYPE 1510, size of dial 4in.x5in., single speed, two
bolt fixing; 1/10 each.

TYPdFeast'oTI,7'sgc'ok
face

t 5t.k,itt;7-TV'bolratne.
chassis (hour and minute hand type); 4/6.

TYPE 2806, friction drive, sipe of dial 8in.x3in., over-
all height 8in.; 2/- each.

TYPE 1825, single speed friction drive, two bolt fixing,
size of dial each.

ALL The Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only.

SF SF *
BULGIN 8.1'. S.T. Twist Switches (on -off); 10d. each.

BULGIN D.P. S.T. Twist Switches; 1/- each.

Tj Sh E, s 500,000 ohms only, volume' controls, with
1, switches; 1/6 each.
ALL Qther Lines Previously Advertised Still Available.

ALL Orders to the Value of 5/- Post Free, under this
amount reasonable postage must be included; c.o.d.

orders w -ill be definitely refused for value of less than
5/-; enquiries lthd. stamp if reply expected. Hours of
business, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United
Kingdom only, orders for Ireland and abioad must
include sufficient postage to cover whatever the value
of same.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, IlIgh Holborn, li'.Q1:
Telephone :, Holborn 4631, [7973

Radio Laboratory Handbook,' Price 8s. 6d. net.. Post free
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EL.EC1rRAOIX ANNOUNCE.
Sixteen Page Illustrated Sale List for March. i

NOW READY. 2,000 BARGAINS. 2d. STAMP,
TRICKLE & CAR CHARGERS. The NITNDAY will keep your lottery
fit without attention. Model NAG 100200 volt mains to D.C. 6,8 volts
g an,. 15/... Model N/B6 100/250 volts to D.C. 6,8 volt, inn., 25r-.
Model N C6 100/250 vol. to D.C. 6/8 volts '2 amps., 351-. Model N 012.

100,250 vol.. 12 volts 1 amp., 321-. Ditto 12 vol. 2 am,. with 6
volt tap, 55/... 5 amps.. £4/10 -.
A.C. ROTARY CHARGERS. S -photo motor, 200 .. to D.C. Dynamo'
8 volts 15 amps.. £411716. Another 11 -ph. motor, ,20 volts eumpled to
D.C. diecno... volt, 2,05 nVo., £510 -. Rig. 230 -volt A.C. mut,
coupled to D.C. dynamo, 8 volt, 16 amps., B.5,10,'-. B.T.H. Ilitto.
16 -ph. motor and starter ou bed, with 10 -colt 30 amp. dynamo, E7 10 -.
TRADE CHARGING A.C. CRYPTO MOTOR-GEN. SET. For ?Al v. A.C.
main, For up to 2SO Radio Cell and ten 12.volt 10 amp. Car Batts.
D.C. output. £32.
D.C. CHARGING OFF D.C. MAINS, £14 Doyens,. D.C.2 Steel-crisel .200;
200 v. Grasso, lame meters, wheel controls. 2 ,-I,,50,. 1 amp. and 3 .imps.,
as new-. Sale price, £510 -. Others, all sixes in stock. State load
required.
D.C. ROTARY CHARGERS. 3 li.p.2.c unfit D.C. ofotor, 0 colts 250 amp.

dynamo, £16. zoo-voit motor, 25 volts 8 amps.
dynamo, M. Dot. Tat vol.. 8 volts, 50 sm.,
dynamo, 26/10/.. A. °them an to 0 kW.
39 MILLIABISETERS.-New. . Where tie job colfii
/or something simple without calibration for tuning
or galvo film .sting. Back of panel type, so ilk,
8 nia. full scale. Great bargain at 39 post free.
MILLIA5IMETEILS.-3loving coil. 5, 10, 25, an,
500 m/u., In various dyes. front 21in. to 81n. Jun.-,....._, Swi.h.ard Meteor, 3 to sin. 41.1, all raw..' PANEL 510V. COIL MIC11,13AMMETERS.-1fistortion

in receivers may be ...VII by A few Alli(10.14111, of grid
current detected by Lesillx eenaitIve moving cod r
Mierommrueters reading im. ma- M 55. COOS ohm
coils, loakellte rare, flush panel. 21I0. dial, 40 -. Rebry.
6114111 Moo. OA working ou 50 Miermamps.. 60'..
THE DIY-MIPANTA VEST POCKET TESTER --A
of -Impact versatile moving -iron multeraiste meter for
A.C., D.C. circuits. No projecting .rmina.. THREE
ranges of volt, 0-75, 0-150, 0-00. MILLI-01PS r 0-121 m/A and 0-15
an/A. In black bakelite case. 21in. by 21in. with pair of test leads and
ph., 19 6.
FOR A.R.P. THESE ARE USEFUL. -Portable Field Telephones in leather
sae with unbreakable wire, any length. Portable Battery Lucas Army
Signal, day or night Lam, for tripods. Aldes-C.A.V. Pistol grip type for
karat Mains Alarm Bells, outdoor type. Crystal se. and Heady/lanes.

ff 011017 " DIRECT -COUPLED ELECTRIC
-ft ". ff1,, PUMPS for A.C. or D.C. mai.. C.ntrlfugal.

all -bronze pump. enlaced motor, aft. lift, 120
0 to 130 gals.: Eft. jet. For cording, circulating.

i bilge or sump, fountain, or waterlogged
.,. sf

-.44:4 "MVOR BLOW
Poke

ERS- Air Exhauaters. filming

87/6 - .,.- -,.

Iron body, 21in. fan, outlet, direct-eoupleil
to motor, A.C. 220-v., 65, 110.v. DR.,
45 - ; D.C. 220-v.. 55 -.

MICROPHONES. --New mode., high efficiency, low pricer. The famous
N.E. Button type Microphone..1/.. No. 11 Hand or sling mrkes...lid
baker/le body, 5/-. Super midget Table stand Bakelite mike with trans-
former in base semi-transverae, worth a guinea, SO* only. The net -
known W.W.11 table mike with square hakelite case, fitted switch and
transformer: and detour.le biome table stand. 126.
MOVING COIL MIKES. -Torpedo P.M. moving -coil nil', mod, T.31.
needs no battery, directional correct trequen, response, kleal for P.A.
a. recording. 55,. Table stand, 7/6. Traci., 7/6. Epoch type ditto,
a very robust and handsome P31. WC mike, 35/-: with table stand,
42/6. Transformer, 7/6.
P.A. HORN SPEAKERS. -Emerson Tone
Correct'Hurn and Slings, as Ohre. New Perm.
Mag. MR., 15 watts wkhout distortion, 2460.
Flare, 40M, Jong, Ewe,
Tannoy and Mareoniphones. P.M. Short Ho.
Model P.A.. 12-15 watts, nw. 30in.
Ilkrh Power P.M. Speakers with Aluminium
Horn for ran top 1 hap dhs 30/40 watts, £9.
MAINS P.A. AMPLIFTERS.--For pure sound amplification and Recording.

Complete and eased, not naked chess, Special
Bargain, proks,onal o.bre 5/6 watt: Amplifier,
AR. or D.C. 1n covered cabinet with handle 211 lb.
weight only. Ideal for singer, entertainer or
gnuno. only £8. Small preamplifier, Philips
2 -watt A.C. mains, in steel ca., only £4,10/-.
10 -watt stool cased Amplifier, qui. new, £815'-.

All these are compk. %kb valves ready for we.
Bet by Ardente, fine job, f211 a atts pure output, A.C. malo, £16. Complete
with valves.
BATTERY, -For small single -stage work we have oak ease 1 -salve Battery
Anil..., 151-. OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. 3 watt 1-1, 3 6.
MOTORS. Our well-known low-priced Dynamos, Motors and
Motor -driven appliances for D.C. and A.C. 50 cycle supply area
special line. Fractional horse -power Motors for driving small lathes,
blowers, drills, polishers, sine projectors, etc., from 10s. 6d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

'Phone Central 461!

Q.C.0 . Type S5

FREQUENCY
CONTROL UNITS
(As specified by "The Wireless

World.'')
Ground to within 5kc. of your
specified frequency in the 7Mc.
amateur band, and supplied
complete with official calibra-

PRICES. Da tion certificate to an accuracy
65 UNIT (as illus.) of 0.025%.
95 CRYSTAL, a mi
without. paid., I o.0 Mood 11d. stamp rm. or f(al pr,re

BASEBOARD MOUNT for the
I

of on ,11, Va.,. ("Vatal.r(ad
type t1.5 unit ..1( radio Irnaspairaloot midyear...

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO,. LTD., Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, Surrey. 'Phone : Malden 0334.

The Leading Motoring journal
EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE 4d.

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

PLEASE See Our Displayed Adwertisement on pag,83,

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargain,

22/6. -5
-band pentode battery kit; remplete 1439

all -wave kits, metal chassis and all aceessories,
10-2,000 metres, world-wide reception"; complete, .less
valves, 2216; with 3 valves, 34/6.35/ _.-- new.8-bubtoto,1,1 push-talluittonesst,iiiiiirerss:an%joiZte!e,;

with full instructions for attachment to ins/ ser, mains
or buttery. simple to attach; 35/-.
10/ - radio outfit, comprising finest 'crystal

set, headphones, aerial and earth. equipment. a
complete entergency initallation. 10/-; crystal set only,
3./11.

5 / -.-tiaingslo'nrrule"r'itsl!af neuesse,rueol nr3edin'seres7narrneen-e"i'reTirt's..
etc., value over 20/-; 5/- per parcel.

TELSEN W349 Midget Iron 'Corp Coils, 3/6,' final1 range coils, 2/6, with aerial series condenser W76,
3/3.
A.C. / n.c. ivu I t i-nietTes, 5 -range. 8/6; Ape "P.O."

microphones, 4/,
2/C. --Ormond loud speaker units, new and hoed;

vz 2/6 each,
VALVES for American Receivers," all types; 5/3 each.

ATISCELLANEOUSLines of Special, Interest to Service
.14- Men and Experimenters.

36 ,1,17:fatricolZietersW,iassort: eapacReVies up to 0.5
mid., 6/, volume controls, as.rted mtpaeities Ile.
switch), 7/6 dozen; with switch, 11/6 dozen; mica eon.
dealers, assorted, 1/9 dozen; Mainsbridge type eondensers.
1 mkt, 2 mid., 4 mid- 8 mid.. 8/. dozen; valveholders,
5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6 dozen; battery leads, multi -way,
6/6 dozen; parcel of assorted servicing- components,
prising resistances; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic
and blmIc tion.densers; wire; sleeving; volume control.;
valvehnkiers, etc.. etc., 10!- each; Parcel contarfirmg at
least 100 articles.

TlIOXISANDS of Bargains in Sets, potentiometers. elec-
tiolytics, gramophone motors, crystals, headphones,et., etc.

OUjME N RADIO, 46. Lisle St.. London. t5S.id66.110

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co.
AINS R kDIO DEVELOPMENT Co. Offer. Outstand-

ing Bargains, carriage paid, delivery by return: coil
mornings, telephone: Tudor 4046; stamp for list 223.
TTRANSATLANTIC 1939 Fnur Waveband Superhet Tun-

ing- Packs for British Valves, covering 10 to 2.200
metres, comprising coils, J.B. bar -gang condenser, full
vision coloured drive, liaxleY switching, two 465 k.c,
transformers, etc., completely wired, aligned, tested, with
circuit; three -gang, F.C., I.F., 65/-; two -gang,
F.C., 1.F., 47/6.

AMPLIFIERS. --Seven watt, push-pull' for M.lt.4 and
two P.X.4's, or equivalents; absolutely complete' km

of parts, best components, with circuit, 52/6, less valve,.
ERIE One -watt Colour Coded Unused Resistors. soy

size. 50 ohms to 5 megohms your selection; 3o1,
each, 2/.6 dozen; two -watt, 6,1. each.
elENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, unused. Tong

spindle, -all sizes, 5,000" ohms to 2 megehm 2/-;
with mains switch. 2/3.
TUM .,,A.RCondensers. 400 volt WOrking, wire ends,

, .0001,05 mfd., 401.; .1 mid., 4d.; .25, .5
mid., 6.1,
TUBER. -First grade American valves,. finest make,

fully guaranteed, boxed, all' popular types, 4/ -;
glass. Octal types. 4/5.
CLIeRadicinour AChirLisn Valve

sleeting,
yard.
T.Cf.c.hcletacal m.f.di,,d.6,020,Tol,toirt.feankeotctirNiticlitki. b2di!;,

4 ofd.. 250 volt, 10d.vErry 'N.S.F. tk, 1 and 2 watt resistors, wire ends,1 marked and colour coded, 20 good sizes per parcel:
2/6' per 50 only.

FERRANTI Twin R.F. Choke Mains Interference Filters,
extraordinarily effective; to clear. 1/-.

AKAINS RADIO DEVELOPMF.NT Co.; 4-6, Mnswell
1Y. Hill Rd., London. N.6. Tudor 4046. [8039

TAUXHALL.-All lines previously advertised are still
available; send now for latest price list, free. -Vaux-

hall Utilities. 163a, Strand. W.C.2. [7980
GARRARD A.C. 200-250 Record Changer, plays eight

10- or 12 -in. records, model R.C4A; W5/5s sealed
cartons, carriage paid.
ELECTRIC Dry Shaver, A.C./D.C., '200-250, "Minute

]lan." list price £2110, our price 11/10 complete
with leatherette ease, one year's guarantee; send' for
details; trade supplied.
MARCONI K.25 Pick-np. unused and boxed; 14i,

HENRY'S, 72,
'Phone: Stamford

Wellington!? 29A;.., Stamford MI' N.15.
[7983

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES. -Yugo clear-
ance ssle; entire stock of components to be sold under

cost; solicited bargains for callers; all last, week's bar-
gains still available. See Ian week's " W.W."

31N. Oscilloscopes; from 4 NO.

I. 4 ofd. 200 vow. Tubular Condensers, 1/; B.I. 4 mid.
500 Yw., 2/9.

1 o -G AJTGEpbTonisened gaC:arrneirers. 601ti.1

'ohms 60 m.a., 1/6.
HUGE Success of Our 2/6 Parcels of- Surplus Com-

ponents (51b.). " Amazing .value," writes ,one cot-
tomer. "Please repeat... write another. Eaeh parcel
guaranteed to contain 10/- worth useful parts, i.e., coils,
trimmers, condensers, odds and coda, etc. Ideal for
dealers..
I- °NIHON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, Lisle St.,

Lewester Sq., London, W.C.2. (Gerrard 2969.)
[8052

Men tion't
use money
boxes

MEN DON'T USE MONEY BOXES.
Few men would save what they actually
spend on Insurance Policies. They
simply won't cultivate that " money -
box " habit, A man said to us not long
ago " When I've saved up that EIS
I'll have a Voigt speaker. I've heard all
the others, so I know what I want."
Well, -here's hoping, but did he save ?
He forgot human nature.

We offer a simple solution :-Let us
help you save, and at the same time
reduce the effective cost of the speaker.

Our solution is based on the method
adopted with a Voigt enthusiast who
understood human nature. We opened
for him a DEFERRED DELIVERY AC-
COUNT, into which every now and again
he paid such money as he could con-
veniently spare. In a remarkably short
time the price of the unit had been
saved and he had delivery. Thus it went
on, until now he has one of the most
luxurious Voigt speaker installations in
the country. We could have arranged
H.P. but he preferred this arrangement,
which cannot become inconvenient.

Let us open a DEFERRED DELIVERY
ACCOUNT for you, and, so as to balance
any possible loss of interest, we will
credit monthly to your account an allow-'
ante calculated at the annual rate of
II- per f on the money deposited.

By this means money is saved for a specific
purpose and the amount required is re-
duced. Some time soon, and very soon,
therewill be sufficient for you to have what
you want, and have it with that " bought
and paid for " feeling which will appeal
to your good judgment and business
instincts. We should' appreciate your
approval of the scheme, and your first
deposit.

Wise men will take advantage of our
" Sometime -Soon " system. It links
up with human nature and saves while it
helps you save. Act now.

Ow
'Phone : 6666

I

1

VOIGT PATENTS LTa

Reg. Office :
, 22, Castle St., E.C.I

fr,
COURTS  SILVERDALE  SYDENHA M  LONDON SEA

"Wireless, Direction Finding," Third Edition. Price 25s. net. Post free 255. 9d.
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THE SIGN OF
PERSONAL

SERVICE
& GUARANTEE

When old Jenkins got home roarer
night,

His wife cried, "Now just get this

I've just missed a good show

'Cos this set wouldn't go;

Soryzetlictx h,E it ,cight now wit
--

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house
-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-
Complete with full instructions, 7/6,
Write for Free Book on the art of "SOFT"
SOLDERING-and ask for leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS Your wheels will NOT keep round and
true unless the spokes are tied withfine wire at the cross-
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluxite
on the soldering job instantly.
A little pressure places the
right quantity, on the right spot
and one charging lasts for ages.

Price 1/6 or filled 2/6.

ALL MECHANICS IV= HAVE,

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD., Dept. W.W., DRAGON WORKS. BERMONDSEY ST., S.E1

AO
OR MESS

ANDCHOKE:

AbRT 111 DGE
The best materials, experienced workman-

ship and a Super Safety -Factor Margin have
earned for PARTRIDGE PRODUCTS an

outstanding reputation for Reliability and
cool running. Men of experience, trade

and public know that any trouble develop-
ing in a set or amplifier embodying

Partridge Products will not be in the
Transformer or Choke which are noted

for their Electrical and Mechanical effi-
ciency. Manufacturers are invited to

write for full technical
details and prices.

FREE to P.A. DEALERS.
The PARTRIDGE P.A. MARTIAL.

Valuable information on Amplifier design,
equipment and service Is yours for the ask -
Mg. WRITE TO -DAY. CONSTRUCTORS
can obtain this Manual for 2/6.

B.Sc..
KINGS BLDGS..DEAN STANLEY ST.,
'Phone:Victoria 5035.L0 N DON ,S. W. I

 C ABIINTETS
ACOUSTICALLY DESIGNED.

We specialise in manufacturing Radio and
Radiogram Cabinets to customers' requirements.

Special Sketches FREE OF CHARGE.
Send lid; in stamps for details of Standard

Models.

LOCKWOOD CASEWORK MANES. CO. 'Phone BYRon 1818
65, LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX. Ext. 1.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

RY ALL'S RADIO, 8l Holborn, London,
at knock-outpr.es0teA

tree.
VARIABLE Condensers.-Plessey small two- and three -

gangs screened with trimmers, Midget twin semi
' screened; all 2/9 each.
QATOR Volume Controls, t,e2 meg. with switch, 10,000

with switch, .5,000 with switch, 5,000 wire wound
less switch; 1/3 each or 6/6 dozen.
SCREENING Plates for Yaxley Type Switches..3')!,X3V,

or 7021 drilled, five for 1/6; Ryalls .1 mf. 400v.
wkg., 1/3 per dozen; B.I. 1 mt.. 3 1/4.
B.C.

Electrolytics, 12x8x50, 350v.12v. peak, 1/3; Fe,B ranti midget 4x4, 1/3; Ferranti .8x8 500v., 1/6;
Plessey 30x8x2 350v., 1/6.
POLAR/NSF Low Loss Air Spaced Res Type Switches.

eight 4 -way switches, length 9in., 2/9 each; Zenith
A.C./D.C. 3 amp. resistances, ex Ferranti 550 ohms,
tapped 330/70/100, 1/4 each, 9/6 dozen.
A.C./D.C. Insulated Resistances, .3 amp., 670 ohms or

150 ohms, tapped, 2/- each; Polar VP drives, less
escutcheons., 2/-.

SLE.-Last few sets iron core superhet coils, R.P. or
hand pass with coil details, padder values, 5 coils,

including 2 I.F.s, 5/9. Note.-465E.C. 2 -band.
A MER IC Type Valves, 80 42, 43, 6a7, 6d6, 6c6,
- 1223, 46, 57, 2/3 each; 6B8g, 6G5, 6K7g, 5Y4g,
25L6, 3/3 each; sockets, 4-, 5-, 6-, 7 -pin, 4d. each, 3/ -
dozen.
ALL -WAVE Aerial Kits, complete with two transformers,

wire and lead in, insulators and full instructions,
U.S.A. make; 13/9 each.

B.1. Tubular Condensers, new stock, 4 'Md. electrolytic,
200e. peak, 6d. each; B.I. 0.05 tubulars, 350v. wkg.,

1/3 dozen or 4/5 half gross, 6/6 gross; B.1. 0.25 tubulara,
2/- dozen.
SATOR Silver Mica Type Condensers, .0001, .0002, .0005,

1/3 dozen; Sator tubula.rs. 1,500v. test, .001, .002,
.003, .005, 1/3 dozen; .01, .03, 1/3 dozen or 4/6 half
gross, 7/6 gross.
ITAMMARLUND Midget 30 mm. Trimmers, Pasolin,

1/9 dozes; top cap thimbles, 18 for 1/3, 3/9 halt
gross; clip on bulb holders. 1/3 dozen, 4/6 half gross,
6/9 gross.

TUNING
Eyes, 4v. 1/2 amp. heater, octal base, 3/6;

K.B. iron core wave traps, very effective on medium
and long, 1/3 each.-Ryall's Radio, see above. [8017

ATARLEY 4 -gang Permeability Tuner, BP101, 30/-;
Bulgin 4 -band superhet coils, 2XC52 and C53, com-

plete switching and CV7 drive, 25/-; AF5C, 11/-; Electra-
dix 0-50 microanameter, 25/..-Haigh, 50, Algernon St.,
Grimsby. [8081

Wanted
URGENTLY Required!
FIRST Grade Radio Gear.

REMEMBER We Pay More; offers per return post.

" L.Ci14..eSr.;a"rS39Iale St., Leicester Sq., London, I'i,C).62i

flUALITY Acoustic or Electric Gramophone Equipment
roe Required.-Gingell,- Newbury St., Wantage, Berks.

[8067

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS
REEN.GeyT._OLdeSheanwilgetesrio L'eaoentrtiieRyzbf3Voileanord,..

St., Blackpool. [0613

E LECTRIC Dry St.avers, A.C./D.C., 200.50 volts,
"Minute Man," list price £2/10; our price £1/10.

complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send
for details; trade supplied.
H ENRY'S, 72, Wellington Av.. Stamford Hill, N-.71,1

'Phone: Stamford Hill 2907.

MISCELLANEOUS
C11..rkeTewParyinla.s71a00BubgiZarlssi.,.3,/.6; sample trim...7

1-1.P.O. Engineering Dept. (No experience required.)
.-A Commencing £3/13 per week; age, 18-23; excellent
prospects.-Free details of entrance exam. from B.I.E.T.
(Dept. 5741, 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.1. [7989

EVERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
of " The Wireless and Electrical Trader " should

send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and lull
details of the " Trader " Services. "'The Wireless and
Electrical Trader " has the widest influence, the largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the lending manu-
facturers and trade's. Trade only, 15/. per annum,
post free.-Published at Dorset House, Stamford St., Lon.
don, S.E.I. [0615
" 17NGINEER'S Guide to Success " Shows How to

Quality in Television Radio Engineering and Ser-
vicing. sound recording, wireless communication; etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide-tree-which gives lull particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses-over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such
ns A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E.. A.M.1.W.T., C. and
G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed.-The Tech-
nological Institute of Great Britain. 82, Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 20,000 successes.) [7939

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Established 1921)

Supply, on convenient terms, components, accessories
and sets, any make; 105 down, balance over 12 months;
send for list of requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London.
E.C.2. [0337

PATENTS 
"PRACTICALlV7:Rer'ts'lteR7eeipeiPantgviee,

First rvenIoTs
Iligh Holborn, W.C.1. Preliminary consultation tree.

[0481

AGENTS WANTED
SMALL Traders and Servicemen Wanted as Agents for
Is -7 American Valves and Condensers; write for details
of our special terms.-Wood. 33, Ringstead Rd., Catford.
S.E.6. [8082

DADIOMART
au,,1A-slarir21

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER!!
Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufac-
tures, While they last.
All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated.
T7260-4001400 v. 150 m1A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 1216
T7236-3751375 v. 120 m1A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 1016
T7326-3501350 v. 100 m1A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A 816
T7307-3501350 v. 80 m1A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A 716
T7000-3201320 v. 80 mIA., 6.3V4A. 5V3A 716
T464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250V. 516
Chokes interleaved and impregnated ; 20 Hy. 500 ohms 100
m1A., 4111 ; 15 Hy. 250 ohms 60 m1A., 1111.
OJEAVY WIFE Mains Transformer, worth 45/, 750.550, 150 in/A.,
a a 4 v., 2.5 a., CT. 4 v., 6 a., CT,12'6 ; 300-3in v., 80 ni/A., 4 v., 3 a.,
CT, 4 v., 2 a., CT. 6;6. Moving Coo Speech. Transformers, 1/11.

GANG CONDENSERS with AlrPlane Dial. 8 and 85-1. Coat 38/-5 few
only. 4 11; 0 -gang with Airplane dial, 3111. Utility, 7. micro -

dials, 3
W.B. Bin. PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS AT ONE-THIRD COST.
Extension Type (no Transformer), 7/6. Standard Type (with Transformer),
1,25 .rgAse611. 00", 1,20. ohms with Transformer, 611. L.T. Rectifiers

Vin 11°I;-cored-Vedclergolft;
Tags. packet. dHumnit'unmera, 6d. p.05,.
Central:lb pots, all sizes. 1/6 ; switched, ; tubular gLaes fuses, Id.
Milllarometers, 0.05 use., upwards, 5;8; Super, 6/9.
OUR NEW 66 PAGE MANUAL, packed full of valuable
information. Post Free, 71d.
THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of
New Short-wave Components and is yours for ltd. post free.
VALVES.-We are now able to offer a complete range of replacements.

showing a sating of over 50 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types
required. Quantity Discounts to Service Engineers.

RADIOMART miLIZ°3254.
G5NI (Birmingham) Ltd.

44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, B I n 1V1 I C 1 G H A an

OAS
b64,s\ITE

available on all

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS
See W.W. TEST REPORT Jan. 5, and
Armstrong advt. p. 2 this issue for details
of the excellent

MODEL AWI25PP - I2V., 5-BAND
ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Cash or C.O.D. 17 Gns, or £2 with order
and 12 monthly payments of LI . 8 . 0

- ALSO -
MODEL AW104PP - - - 10V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS . .. Cash 12 Gns. or
213/- with order and 12 monthly payments of 1919.
MODEL AW59 -9V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 12-2,000m ... Cash
11 Gns. or 777- with order and 12 monthly pay-
ments of 15/4.

'Phan, IVATIonot 6828(std. -/925 THE.

LONDON :RADIO SUPPLY. .

COMPANY
11,0AT LANE, NOBLE ST- LONDON EC2

RNAREGlyNo,NEEARENINGS

LEST THAN& i0 PER WEEK?
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading ou
268 -page Handbook. The hook explains clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful
career. Among other things it explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home -
Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aces, Wireless, "Talkie," Engineering,
Balding, Govt. Employment, et2., and gives details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,

A.M.I.W.T., A.M.I.R.E., G.P.O.,
MATRIC., and all Exams. We Guarantee
-.NO PASS-NO FEE." Whether you be\ an old hand or a budding apprentice get this
book to -day, FREE and POST FREE
BRITISH INSTT170.004ENGINEERINQ

387, Shakespeare 09. Stratford
Place,

De-Luxe SCRATCH FILTER
A PROVED succeseul design for the Strictly High
Quality Set. It cuts out only those frequencies
concerned with scratch, hiss edgy top,- leaving
reproduction perfect, simply connected in pickup leads,
suspends from motor board or where convenient.
Control covers wide frequency range.
No. 1 for Piezo Pickups 16/N o. 2  Electro-Magnetic

Full details on request.
POSTLETHWAITE BROS., KINVER, STAFFS.

The Wireless World Diary for .1939. is. 6d. net. Post free is. 7d.
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Why not be

RADIO OFFIC R
on an AIR LINER?

It is a career with
FACILITIESforTRAVEL
Good pay and Prospects

THE A.S.T. COURSE INCLUDES
OVER 10 HOURS FLYING

Apply ao the Commandant:

-AIR SERVICE TRAINI
MAMBLE. sOLITHAPAPTON

_ GIS

Mains Transformers as specified for The .
IVireless World High Quality Communi-
cation Receiver Type WW51-45/,

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.
WestInoreland Rd., Lam/on, N.W.9. 'Phone: Co... mi.

The INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Incorporated)

The MAY EXAMINATIONS
Applications to take the Preliminary or
Graduateship Examinations must be lodged
at the Institute not later than the 30th day
of March, 1939.

By ORDER OF THE COUNCIL, 
Harrie J. King, F,C.C.S., ,

Secretory.
Forms of Application, Syllabus and particulars of
Membership may be obtained from the Secretory, institute
of Wireless Technology.

SOUTHAMPTON
Telephone: F -I o 5'79

 THE

WIRELESS
ENGINEER -

The. Journal of Wireless Research
and Progress.

, .

"THE WIRELESS ENGINEER is
published in the interests of
professional wireless engineers;
educational .authorities,
students; and all those who are
intimately associated with
;wireless .development. .

A valuable and unique feature 
consists of a monthly summary,
under the title of Abstracts
and References, 'of all impor7
tant articles appearing- in
technical wireless publications. 
in all languages throughout

-the world.'

MONTHLY 2s. 6d. NET
Subscription :,32s. per. annurn, post free -

' ILIFFE AND SONS LTD.
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.I

W.IA'.2

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
" SERVICE with a Smile."
A'IERICAN Valves,.spares, linecords. rewinds; repairers

of all types -of American and British receivers.-
P.R.", Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675 [0434

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. - Guaranteed
repairs to American Midget and Standard) and

'British receivers.
IflojErmSeTsiCretrZcil"

AD.7.Atzi-ni4Indmillm.txds;
supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service 'Co., 1,021,

parts; trade
Rd., Loudon, N.W.11. Speedwell 3000. [0435

LOUD -SPEAKER Repairs, British, American, any
make, 24 -hour service; moderate prie..-Shiolair

Speakers. Alma Grove. Copenhagen St., Ni. [0590
T.,,POCH Speaker Replacements, transformers, radio se,

vice, American components, cone assemblies supplied
from 4/..-N.R.T.S., 126, Elthorne Rd., N.19. Archway
1319. ' [7914.

GUARANTEED Repairs Any transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc..; keenest

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-See below.

L.T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORTifER PRODUCTS, Ltd.),
Willesden, N.W.10. Willesden 6486 13 linesl

[6892
MAINstu."1:rioannsfv,:mseprecitzlzen, 0regiyirs,typere.winds,r

competi-
tive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co.. 130, -
ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.  [0516
SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE.-All types of

receivers overhauled, rebuilt. repaired. including
American communication sets, W.W. Monodiala All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV. etc.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
years from Land's End to -John -o' -Groats; van col.

lection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, Exchange
Works, Muswel Hill, NAO. Tudor 4101-2. [7497

GRAHAMS Rewinding Service, 24 hours' service guar-
anteed, loud speakers, L.F. and output transformers.

chokes and mains transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially invited.

GRAHAMS SERVICES. Dept. W., 194, Tolworth Rise,
Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Derwent 2060. [7988

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including

eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 4f-; LP. and output
transformers, 4/-,- post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-LoudSpeaker
Repair Works, 5, Bantam Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

BBAKERS.-Take advantage of 15 years' experience[01193
send your next loud -speaker or transformer repair to

Bakers,. the Pioneer Manufacturers since 1925; any make.
British or American, field windings, output and mains
trans'ormer windings, speech coils, diaphragm assemblies,
etc.,repaired and rewound equal to or better than new.-
Baers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., S. Croydon.

[8049

TUITION
RADIOp ecT Training.-P.M.G.

Diplfree.-Technical College, Iiill.1761.1pevo

GUARANTEED Posts. --Complete wireless  training ;
ship and shore services. Television. Day, evening

and postal. Boarders taken. 'Recap. free.-W., London
Radio College, Grove Park Rd., W.4. (Chiswick 3244.1

[0580
Wanted

PVATE Coaching Required for A.M.I.E.K examine-
Hon; London.-Write Box 8773, c/o The Wirrtem

World. [8086

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED

" THE Wireless and Electrical Trader" is an essential
-X part of the equipment of every Wireless Trader; its

pages reflect the very latest turn of trade events, and it
is read by all the leading dealers and manufacturers, for'
Particulars of businesses offered or wanted. By subscrip-
tion to the trade only, 15/- per annum, post free.-Send
your trade card for specimen copy to Dorset House, Stam-
ford St.. London, S.E.1. [0614

SITUATIONS VACANT
APPRENTICE,

aged about 16 'years, required by radio
engineers in Midlands; moderate returnable premium.

-Box 8765, c/o The Wireless World. [8072

DYDTATRON
RADIO, Ltd., makers'of the Supreme Tele-

vision Radiogramophone, require test and service
engiirer. with excellent._abitities,

Rife2ipericnee,and

person-
lit.s drive can-Perfecto. Works,'Ray LeaMaiden-.

[8068
19,EQUIRF.D.-Wireless Engineer for service in India

with established air line; will normally be employed '
at' Bombay. Applicants should be experienced in hot!,
maintenance -and repair of aircraft wireless apparatus and
also possess air operating experience. Applicants must
possess current Certificates as follows :-

1. British '1st 'class 'P.M.G. 'W/T Operators' Certificate.'

Ad. British 1st class Aircraft W/T Operators' Certificate
issued by Britiah 'Air Ministry.

THE Salary Offered is Ra650-50-750 (E48/15-£3/15-
£56/51 per month, plui-conveyance allowance of Rs.50

(X3/151 per month with one month's leave with lull
'pay for every 12 months serviceitompleted. tree passage
from England to India. Length of contract 3 years in
the first instance.-Applications to be sent in writing.,
with full particulars of past experience, testimonials, etc..
to Box .8745, c/o The Wireless World. [8065

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION., ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data.-The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and appli-
cations of all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post fr. 2/3; abroad 3/,-Leonard Heys. 36.
Henry St., Blackpool.. 0594

e* Three hundred, and sixty-five 
days from now-where will you be?
Still struggling along in the same old job at '
the same old salary-worried about the
future-often unable to make _both ends
meet? Still putting off your start to success
-frittering away precious hours that will
never come again ?
Don't do it, man --don't do it ! There's no
greater tragedy than that of the man who
stay"s sunk in a rut all his life, when with
just a little effort he could get out of it and
advance.
There are thousands of successful, prosper-
ous men in every business and industry who
owe much of their success to the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools. They
refused to be beaten by lack of training.
They found that the I.C.S. offered them
comprehensive yet simplified Instruction
Manuals prepared by outstanding authorities,
together with personal guidance and expert
understanding tuition.
That wonderful I.C.S. Service, which has led the
field in training by post for nearly 50 years,
can do for you ,what it has done for others.
Write to us to -day for full information or use the.
attached coupon.

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LT..?

Dept. 38, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please send me free booklet dekcribihgn I.C.S.
Coi'se's' in the subject -I have - marked. X. I
assume nw obligation.
RADIO ENGINEERING RADIO
RADIO SERVICING TELEVISION

Also .
HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE
JOURNALISM

. MECHANICAL ENG.
MOTOR ENGINEERING
PLUMBING
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT -STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TEXTILE MANUF'G
WELDING, GAS & ELEC.
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING -
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP '

ELECTRICAL ENG.
GENERAL EDUCATION

EXAMINATIONS:
Technical : Professional 1. Civil Service : matriculation -
(including Inst. Wireless Tech. P.M.G. Certif. for. Wireless
Operators, City. 6. Radio COMM., and Prom Certif.

in Radio Telephony and Telegraphy foe Airc aft).

State goer Exam: here "
Age

Address

Greatest, largest and roost famous
of all institutions devoted to spare -
time training by the postal method. -

Branches in 3o countries, students
ift 50.

11 Wireless Servicing Manual," Fourth Edition.. . Price 5s. net. Post free 5s. 5d,
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iNfLer-Lers
Worlot

GREAT 'CIRCLE
PROJECTION MAP
(ON A ZENITHAL AZIMUTHAL GRATICULE)

GIVING THE TRUE DISTANCE AND DIRECTION -
OF EVERY POINT IN THE WORLD FROM LONDON

All short-wave' listeners and experimenters will find this map
extremely useful for quickly and easily ascertaining the distance
and direction of transmitting stations. This information may be
read off directly with the help of nothing more elaborate than a
foot rule with the inches divided decimally.

The map measures 29" x 34a," and is complete with scales

and full explanatory notes.

2/ post free

Published by "THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.. DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST.. LONDON, S.E.1

WW50

RADIO
LABORATORY
HANDBOOK

By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Issued in conjunction with "The Wireless World"

384 pp,
211

illustrations

PRICE

8/6 net
By post 9' -

Radio Laboratory Handbook" is the only
practical and reliable handbook on the subject.
It gives the serious wireless worker complete
information from first-hand experienceAbout
laboratory equipment, the instruments which
are necessary and the correct meth6ds of
operating them.

The fundamental principles are fully dis-
cussed, as well as the sources of power and
signals, i nstru men ts a nd measurements. Other
sections deal with ultra -high -frequency work,
the working out of results, and reference data.
There is also a collection of the most useful
symbols, abbreviat ions, formulae, laws, curves,
tables and other data.

A complete index, numbered sections and
cross references enable the reader to find
what is required without loss of time.

From Bookstalls and Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

ILFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE. STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.I

Fourth Edition

Cloth Boards.
. _Size 71 ins. x 5 ins.

288 Page.,

5/- net
By post 5/5

of -Revised and enlarged with 50 additional pages

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL
By W. T. COCKING (of "The Wireless World")

The most complete book of reference of its kind. A reliable practical guide for amateur and professional.
The " Wireless Servicing Manual" deals fully with Testing Apparatus, and explains the methods of locating andp
curing faults in receiving equipment, and includes an additional chapter on television receivers.
Ganging, Automatic Volume Control, Instability, Distortion, Mains Hum, Whistles and Local Interference
are all separately treated. There is also a special chapter on the Aerial -Earth System.
Information on short-wave receivers, and on methods of operating extension -loud speakers, is also given.
Issued in conjunction with "THE WIRELESS WORLD" and Published by the Proprietors:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1
WAN .201 I

A.C.S. Radio
Air Ministry
Air Service Training, Ltd. 7
Ambassador Radio Works
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Marconi-Ekco Instruments, Ltd
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-The Wireless World" can be obtained abroad from the following: FAANDE : W. Smith & Son. 248, Rue .Rivoli. Paris; Hachette et Cie. Restumur, Paris, and branches.
Messageries Dawson, 4, Rue de Faubourg Poissoniere. Paris. BELGIUM W. H. Smith & Son, 74-75. Boulevard Adolphe Ilax. Brussels. AUNT A LIA : Gordon & Goteh. Ltd.,
Melbourne (Victoria). Sydney (N.S.W.) Brisbane (Queensland). Adelaide (S.A.). Perth (W.A.). and Launceston (Tasmania). NEW ZEALAND: Gordon & Goteh, Ltd., Wellington.
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. INDIA '. II. Wheeler & Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta. CANADA Imperial News Co.. Toronto. Winnipeg and Vancouver; Benininin
News Co., Montreal; Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Toronto. Sotrrit AFItICA .Central New,, Agency. Ltd.; Wm. Dawson & Sons (S.A.), Ltd., Cape Town. UNITED STATES The

international News Co., New York.
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COPPER
EARTHING
RODS

for
WIRELESS
APPARATUS
438 588. "4273g. 1100 4 0 a

I

THE WIRELESS WORLD

100%
MORE

SURFACE
AREA

Designed to give a low resistance earth
contact. Made from solid drawn H.C.
copper. The multiple fins ensure larger
surface area and better contact with the
earth than any driving earth of similar
diameter and weight at present on the
market ; giving nearly 50 per cent. more
contact area than a circular rod of equal
diameter, or 100 per cent. more than
a solid rod of equal weight.
About lr of the rod is left exposed and
the earth lead is simply clamped against
the rod by means of the copper clamp
ring and screw. No sweating or soldering
is required. Supplied in two standard
sizes, 18" and 24". Longer rods of similar
type can be supplied if desired to meet
special requirements.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.,
CABLE MAKERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

PRESCOT, LANCS. Tel. No. PRESCOT 6571

Third Edition of

WIRELESS
DIRECTION
FINDING
By R. KEEN, B. Eng.
A BOOK OF INSTRUCTION AND REFERENCE FOR
ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS, TELEGRAPHISTS AND
OTHERS ENGAGED OR INTERESTED (IN THE USE OF
DIRECTIVE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY FOR THE
NAVIGATION OF SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT.

500 prig _
550 illustrations

25/- net
By post 25/9

iLiFFE & SONS

Deals with the principles of Wireless
Direction Finding and gives an account
of the circuits and apparatus used in
its application to n a viga tion. The
Adcock Aerial has a separate chapter
covering its principles, installation and
performance. Shore, Ship and Air-
craft 'installations, as well as a special
section on the choice of a suitable site
for the Aircraft Ground D.P. with
Adcock Aerials are included.

Also useful' references to a selected list
of some 600 of the more important
contributions to the literature of D.F.

Truss leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers
LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

CHALLENGER

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The most comprehensive range
and the greatest value ever.
Direct -to -the -public cash sales
enable us to pass on "middle "
profits to the purchaser. Send
2d. stamp for illustrated cata-
logues. Better still, .11 be-
tween 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. and
try these, remarkable receivers
for yourselves, or at any other
time by appointment. There is
no obligation to purchase. eon, -
pare the following specifications
With any other sets in their
respective classes:-

MODEL M.S.K.505 as illustrated Custom -bunt Luxe 19 valve general
receiver, for the ham and quality enthusiast,

wavebands, 4-2,200 metres. Band Spread hairline tuning. \Valnut self-contained panel.
Magic Eye. R.F. Stage on all bands. Manual/Automatic Variable Selectivity 3 to 16 kc. CAV.
Beat Oscillator. Noise Suppressor. Sensitivity Control. 8 Tuned Circuits in 2 I.F. stages.
Ceramievalve holders and switches. Q. A.V.C.Manua I/Carrier Controlled Contrast Expansion.
:10 watts undistorted output Class "A" amplificaticia-14) 61-0' valves lin a new system
of direct coupled Oaraphase-parallel-pushpull. Straight Line response 25-15,800 cycles,
'93% degeneration, by negative feed -back to output stage. Dual matched 12 inch
Auditorium Speakers. CHASSIS.. VALVES 8. 2 SPEAKERS Price 30 gna

Reprint of  IV ireless 1Vortri" TEST REPORT an this tu3stel seat on request.
Also STANDARD MODEL M.S.K.504, 19 valves, can he supplied complete.

CHASSIS, VALVES 8. 2-12" P.A. SPEAKERS AE25-10-0
' MODEL 44.4 The Challenger "Model 444" custom-built 12 -valve sfiperhet radiogram

chassis, 5 wavebands, 5-10, 11-34, 33-00, 200-550, 200-2,100 metres, large
illuminated dialtalibrated metres and station names, R_F. stage on all bands, valve sequence
5X4 reetffterr (2) 6V6s beam power output tubes, 0G5 Magic Eve, 6Q7 noise suppressor,
6118 1st L.F. and A.V.C. 645 phase changer, 645 negative feed.back, ed...7 I.E. amp., 6L7
selectivity control, 1158 Triode bleptode frequenpy ehaizier, 857 R.F. amp. ; special
" non -drift " I.F. Aladdin transfonners, canaille selectivity 6-30 be., output 15 watts
iinctisthrtecl from pushpull beam pow, output, tubes, response Ant within 1.5 dli between
30-12,000 cycles; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonies, persistent oscillator
of highest output. CHASSIS, VALVES 8. 10" M.C. SPEAKER £14.

WITH 12" P.A. SPEAKER 15 gns
" YALE " MODEL 101 10 -valve superhet chassis and valves, A.C. 200-250 volts, 5

wavebands, 7-2,100 metres, large slide pattern dial cali-
brated in stations, push-button tuning, Magic Eye, latest type Octal valves, with pushpuil
output, 10 watts. Speakers extra, Win., Eva, or 12in. P.A., 47/6. PRICE 10 gns.
AMERICAN CAB I NETS of exquisite workmanship and appearance. Designed and built
by leading craftsmen. All brand new and undrilled. Send 1 d. stamp for actual photographs.

We have in stock receivers and chassis to suit everyone's pocket and taste from £3.5.0.

NEAREST POINT
Lancaster Gate
Tube Station.

DEGALLIER'S LTD. AMERICAN
VALVES

31, CRAVEN TERRACE, LANCASTER GATE, W.2 AnYi. knees typei7...i.,,,..-
Telephones: Paddington 6492,2745. siiin:Wve -°' '1'` ar/t1

o

EVERYONE

MEDIUM OR MILD

BOTH BLENDS ARE
CORK -TIPPED or PLAIN
10 for 613  20 for 111° Antler..

w.w.50 PLC.C.451E

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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YOU HAVE JUST HEARD
OUR SIGNATURE TUNE. WE ARE
NOW GOING Te0 PLAY FOR THE FIRST TIME

IN ENGLAND A SPECIAL SWING NUMBFA

ENTITLED NOT

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1142d

. . and then
the set goes DEAD

and you say

`NEXU TIME I'LL FIT

AND

RADIO ACCUMULATORS

AND DRY BATTERIES'
How like a battery, to run down

at such a moment! And how like Exide to make such disappointments
a thing of the past! For Exide has the Charge Indicator to tell you
before a re -charge is necessary. And what about H.T. batteries? The
name to remember is Drydex. The battery that lasts longer and grows
old gracefully, without fear of a quick collapse. Exide and Drydex-

still keep going when the rest have stopped

From reputable dealers and Exide Service Stations. Exide Service Stations give service on
every'make of battery. The 'Chloride Electrical Storage Company Ltd. (Exide and Drydex
Batteries), Exide Works, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Also at London, Manchester,

Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, and Belfast.
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SIXTH EDITION --L--

REVISED AND ENLARGED - -

HANDBOOK of
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION

for
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS

by H. M. DOWSETT
(M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., M.Inst.R.E.)

This standard handbook, completely revised and enlarged, is
planned primarily for the use of wireless operators, whether pros-
pective or actual. It is virtually a complete theoretical course for
students wishing to qualify for the Postmaster -General's Certificate

of Proficiency.

CONTENTS INCLUDE:

The .Electric Charge and the Condenser-The
Condenser in Practice-Direct Current and Ohm's
Law-Scalar and Vector Quantities and Curve
Plotting-Primary Batteries-Accumulators-
Magnetism-Electro Magnetism-Self-Induction
-Dynamo Electric Machines-Measuring In-
struments-Switchboards and Switchgear-Al-
ternating Current Effects, and Vector Diagrams
-Alternating Current Fundamental. Formulae-
Alternating Current Generators, Alternating
Current Motors and  Transformers-Damped
Oscillations-Commercial Types of Spark
Transmitter-Aerials and Radiation-Simple Re-
ceiver Circuit and Crystal Detector-Thermionics
and the Various Applications of the Valve-
Depth Sounding-Valve Transmitters-Wave-
meter and Transmitter Adjustment-Theory of
Valve Receiver Circuits-Valve Receivers-Short
Wave Aerials and Apparatus-Marine Direction
Finders-Marine Audio Relay Service-Distress
Call Apparatus-Lifeboat and Emergency Out-
fits-Trawler Apparatus-Maintenance of Marine
Radio Installations and Possible Faults.

. 618 pages, including Comprehensive Index and
578 Illustrations

PRICE 21/- By post 21/9
Foreign Postage 22/ -

Obtainable from leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1


